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PREFACE

Teachers Guide To: ECONOMIC CONCEPTS: 4-6 has been developed as an aid

to teachers in working toward helping the student in South Dakota achieve a

high degree of economic literacy. To be effective, our schools must prepare

students at all grade levels to develop an understanding of the economy in
which they live.

This resource guide was specifically prepared to assist elefientar school

teachers, pre-service s udents, and others interested in economic education
with the identificatio and location of important economic concepts that are
contained in the vast array of teaching materials and texts available in the
social studies and how these Concepts might be taught to students at, different

grade levels.

Teachers.Guide To: ECONOMIC CONCEPTS: is the second of four resource

guides Which are being developed. The basic material previewed and identified
in this guide are those gocial studies texts and teacher's guides which are
available in the Library of the Center for Economic Education at the University
of South Dakota.

In no way is this publication all inclusive. There are many other teaching

materials and texts available.

Under each concept, the'following information was recorded: the grade level;

the source in which it is located; the author andAir publisher; a brief summation
of it; and the page on which it is located., Althodgh the grade level designations

are, for the most part,, those recommended 1* the authors of the materials indexed

here, a concept suitable for Grade 3 youngsters is probably suitable for Grade 4

youngsters, and so forth. Resource_users are encouraged to add, delete or adapt

these concepts to their own needs and preferences.

Teachers Guide To: ECONOMIC CONCEPTS: 4-6 was prepared by Professor Milo

F. McCabe, Director of the Center for Economic Education. He was assisted by

Ms. Janet Elrod, Research Assistant. Special considerations are extended to

Ms. Nancy Renner, Ms. Mona Fennel, Ms. Cabrini Engelhardt, and Ms. Carol Bymers for

their diligepice in typing the various drafts, and to Ms. Barbara Helgerson for the

graphics.

This resource guide is part of a curriculum materials project funded by

a grant from the Division of Elementary and Secondary Education within the Department

of Education and Cultural Affairs to the South Dakota Council on Economic Education.,

Milo F. McCabe, Director
Center for Economic Education
University of South Dakota
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AGRICULTURE

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 99.
Throughout Colonial times most of the people made their living byjarming.
At first almost all the colonists were farmers.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 40.
North America's land is needed by the farmers. Farmers need good land and
enough rainfall to grow food.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), 1973, Follett, Page T74.
One of the most momentous revolutions inthe world was the Agricultural
Revolution. After man domesticated plants and animals he began to have
a real impact on his environment. He converted the raw materials of the
earth into the artificial products he needed and desired.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), 1974, Follett, Page T180.
The number of man-hours the Chinese spend on raising winter wheat is 23 times
as great as that of the highly mechanized American wheat belt. The Chinese
get 'good yields for each acre but they have to work very hard.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 39.
Nearly ten thousand, years ago man learned to control his food supply by
farming, Farming it the world's most important occupation in terms of the
number of people who engage in it. Our country has an unusually small number

0 of farmers, but they provide us with more than a sufficient amount of food.

T

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 83. d

Skill can help make cheese which is a milk product and an important source of
income for the farmer. Cooperatives bring farmers together to handle and
market their products.

Grade 4, Four Lands:. Four People, Heath, Page 135.
Indians in Brazil taught poor settlers a form of subsistence farming known as
slash -and -burn farming.

Grade 4, Four Lands:, Four People, Heath, Page 145.
Farming of some of the land in the Paraiba Valley over many years has worn
it out. ,Poor farming methods destroyed the richness of the soil. Scientific
farming techniqqes for reviving and conserving the land have been applied to
some of the land:in the valley. Investments in farm machinery and soil enrich-
ment have made possible commercial farming near the large markets provided by
the cities.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the MachineTE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 14.
As cities grew in size, the demand for food increased. More farms were
needed, and the source of the cities' food supply became more and more distant.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 173. .

Mechanized farming is.a method of machine-powered agriculture. Through the
use of machines, farming procedures become more efficient so that more crops,
can be planted and harvested by fewer workers.

11/
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AGRICULTURE-
,

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

Company, Page 3-8.
The farmer was the mainstay of Maya life.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

Company, Page 4-1.
Agricultuft, or the conscious growing and cultivatingAof vegetables for food,

was a basis for the ciioelopment of communities

Cities have tended to grow where agriculture has been able to produce enough

to support people who were not farmers.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

Company, Page 132.
When man learned to plant seeds to grow crops, he no longer had to move about

in search of food.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

Company, Page 144.
During the 1700's and the 1800's, new methods of agriculture and new inventions

't were the main reasons for, the growth of cities.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures,(TE), 1975, American.Bpok

tompany, Page 145 I

Modern technology really speeded the rapid growth of cities. Many new

inventions enabled a single farmer to do the work that manypen had dyne

before.

Grade 4, 'Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TO, 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 44.
Farm workers in the United States greatly increased their productivity in

the period:from 1820 to 1968. c.
,

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Seqesh, Page 105.
Truck farming is one of the specialized farming techniques employed today.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 163.
Agriculture is very diversified in California.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 175.
Most of the farmland in Alaska is owned by the United States Government,.and

only a small part is used in harvesting crops.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 190.
Both New England and Appalachia began as farming areas.

-2-
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AGRICULTURE

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE) 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 198.
Appalachian land is poor for farming. This is one reason there is a food

supply problem in the region.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE); Laidlaw, Page 35.
As time went by, man learned that he could plant seeds and raise.crops.
Farming was hard work, since he had only simple tools.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page 104.
Many people of Europe's western coastal lands are farmers.

Grade 4, Regions and SociallNeeds, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page 151.
The plains farmers raised good crops of corn and wheat.

Grade 4,.Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw', Page 160.
Man needs a wide variety of farm products to help him Wet his needs for
food and clothes.

Grade 4, Regions and Social. Needs, ), 1974, Laidlaw, Page 174.

Most of the people who live',on the ellow Plain are farmers.

Grade 4, Regions and Social '1Needs (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page 193.
Climate determines the type of cops planted.

Grade 4, Regions and Social ke ds, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page 208.
In the land of the Alps farm are small, but they are carefully planted.

Grade 4, Re ions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page Z15. ,

Getting the` land ready for crops was hard work on. the Great Plaiipe.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page T35.
Settled communities began after people learned to farm.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page 142.
Irrigation makes desert farming possible.

Grade,4, Regions and Social Needs, ('fE), 1974,1aidlaw, Page T82,
The good farm land of the interior plains attracted many settlert in
the early days of our country.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub:, Page T79.
The wheat farmers of the plains practice conservation by strip cropping.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub., Page T87.
The Agricultural Revolution was a great change in the way people lived that
occurred when man learned to grow crops and to farm the land

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub., Page T88.
The soils of Illinois are rich and well suited for farming. Most farms in

Illinois specialize in grain crops,or livestock.

-3-
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AGRICULTURE

Grade 4, Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub., Page 189.

Japan oday an important industrial nation, but many of its people still

arming.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub., Page 162.

Millions of Indians of Peru still live in the mountains. .Many of them are still

,farmers.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educaional Pub., Page 194.

(In spite of many difficulties, one third of all Norwegians live on farms. The

Chief crop of the Norwegian farm is hay.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub., Page 229.

More than half the people of Greece are farmers. Yet less than one third of the

land is suited for farming.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE)",', 2nd ed.;

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 139.
Years ago, most people lived on farms. Now farmers must raise food for many,

many other people.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd al:,

Harcourt,_prace, Jovanovich, Page 148.
In 1856 a§riculture was the leading pursuit. The eastern states were de-

voted to grazing and dairy; the middle and western states to the raising
of wheat, Indian corn, etc.; and the southern states to cotton, tobacco,

sugar and rice.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 172.
Farmers employ many techniques to conserve the soil.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, RAge 136.
Some people say that the place to start helping a country is on their farms and

provide the farmer with better tools and show him better ways to use the land.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 278.

The Highland area of Kenya has some rich farm land. However, many of the

.farms are small. They produce only enough food for the farmer and his family.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 126.

The economic system of the Southern Colonies was based on agriculture.

Grade 5, The American.Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 157.

Farmers,,,were less prosperous than the rest of, the nation was during the 1920's.

WA

Grade 5'0-The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub.; Page 33.

Although trade was important to the Aztecs, farming was their major industry.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub.','Page 43.

The wealthy landowners of New France, called seigniors, had their lands

sectioned into farms. Small farmers, called habitants?, rented the land from

the seigniors and cultivated it. ,

-4-
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AGRICULTURE

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 47:
The Iroquois were excellent farmers.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 289.
The United States government began to pay farmers to grow only certaiji
specified amounts of crops, under the New Deal Program.

Not all farmers received government support. Only those who grew wheat,
corn, cotton, soybeans, and a few other crops could collect. Many-small

farmers still had troubles.
el

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page.299."
During World War II farmers worked larger fields and longer hours to-
produce more food. Millions of tons of food were sent to the army overseas
and to our allies.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 1-32.
Canada is one of the world's great food-producing countries. Yet", farms

cover less than one tenth of this vast country.

Grade 5, AmericawNeighbors, Fideler
I,

Page 2-10.

othrwise be too dry for farming. The governm nt of Mexico has built dams
on several rivers in northwest Mexico so that ter from the mountains can

Irrigation makes it possible for farmers to glow crops on land that would

otherwise

be used for irrigating the land.

Grade 5, American_ Neighbors, Fideler, Paige 2-26:
In Mexico about half of all the workers are farmers. However, iris very

difficult for many farmers here to make a good living from the land':

Many village farmers in Mexico use the same methods and kinds of tools for
farming that their ancestors used long ago. Village farmers usually do not
have 4nough money to buy modern farm equipment and fertilizer which would -help
them produce better crops.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 28.
Farming is the,,,most importanroccupation in Mexico. About half of all the

workers in the'c0Untry are farmers.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-36.
To become an industrial nation, Mexico needs more prosperous farmers. Most

of the farmers in _the remote regions are very poor. They use .crude farming

tools and primitive farming methods. Many of them grow only what they need

for themselves. They do not raise crops to sell, so they have little money
to buy products made by Mexican factories:

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-35'.
The Maya were able to produce much more food by farming than they ever could
have obtained by hunting or by gathering wild plants. Because one man could

grow enough food for several persons, not everyone had to be a farmer.

-5-
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Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3 -105.
Farming is the main occupation in the Caribbean lands., More than half of the
,people in this region make their living from agriculture. S e of them work

On large farms where coffee, bananas, and other cr6ps are grown or export

to foreign countries, However, most farmers grow crops for their o use on

small plots of land.

Grade 5,.American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-108.
Farmers who grow subsistence crops in the Caribbean lands haie many problems.

In many places the best farmland is used for growing sugarcane or other.

export crops. Often the only areas that are available for subsistence farming

either have poor soil or are located on steep mountainsides.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Rage 3=114. ,. . * .

In the West Indies, bananas areusually grown on small farms rather than on

plantations. The farmers sell the banana crops to large fruit companies for

export. i
, . ,

v

Grade 5, American Neighbors,,Fideler, Page 3-119.
There are many reason4 forthe lack ..of industry in the Caribbean lands. Few

people in this region have the technical skills needed to do factory work..

Most of the people are poor, uneducated farmers who scratch out a bare living

from :the soil in much the same way their ancestors did one hundred years ago.

,Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page'4 -6.
Most South American, countries are also making progress in-rimproving agriculture

and developing new industries. New farm machines' and better agricultural

methods are helping to raise crop production.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 4-23 and31.
The Inca Indians were very skillful farmers. They cultivated the mountain

valleys and the fertile slopes which surrounded them.

grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-44.
Farming is the most important way of earning a living in South America. However,

only about one. fourth of the land is used for raising crops or grazing live-

stock.
,

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE\) American Book Company,,

Page 19.
In the early native American culture, women usually took care of the farming.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Company,

Page 105. .

Most Americans, in the mid-1800's were-farmers. Most farmers used part of

what they raised for their own families and sold their surplus extra food to-

people living in cities.

-6-
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AGRICULTURE

Grade 5, Asking About the'USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Company,

Page 4-4.
After the Civil War, plantation owners no longer had slave labor. They had

spent much of their money supporting/the war, so it was difficult to hire

Blacks to work in the fields. Some plantations were divided Into *small

farms and sold or rented. Some renters, or tenants,, paid their rent by

giving a share of the crops to the ownetNof the land. These tenants became

known as "sharecroppers".

Gradp 5, Asking About the USA and ifs Neighbors, (TE), American Book Company,

Page 236.
The Mexican Constitution of 1917 called for the breaking up of haciendas into

smaller farms and giving tribal lands back to the Indians:

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 24._
Canada's Western Plains are part of a vast region of plains that extend
through the continent of North America from the Arctic Ocean to the Gulf of

Mexico, This plain is some of the richest farmland in the world.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 118..
Canada is one of the world's great food producing countries. However, only

a small part of this vast country is used for raising crops and livestock..

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 55. .

DuPing the 1700's little sugarcane was grown in Cuba and other Spanish, colonies

in the West Indies. The Spaniards were not interested in-earning,money from

farming. Most of the colonists did not raise valuable cropsfor,,export. They

grew food crops for their own use or raised livestock on large ranches.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 105:
Farming is the main occupation in the Caribbean Lands. More,than half of the

people in this region make their living from agriculture. Most farmers grow

crops for their own use on small plots of land. Some of the workers who make

a living from agriculture are employed on large farms where b nanas and other

crops are grown for export.
-,

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 107.
Most farmers in the Caribbean are subsistence farmers. Although the farmer

works very hard, he can hardly raise enough food for his own family. To earn

money-for certain necessities, the farmer works two months each year picking

coffee berries oil a large farm nearby. Even so, he cannot afford to buy all

the things that flis family needs.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 82.
Each year fewer Americans live on farms. But American farm products keep

inereasing. American farmers are able to farm more acres than they could

in the past because they have many machines to help them.

-7-
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AGRICULTURE

Grade 5, In These United'States, Heath, Page 92.
Life is difficult for New England farmers becaus
which limits the crops-they can grow and becaufe of

a short-growing season
rocky soil.

on,Page 29.
n food and instead, to

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and'Ba
A'surplus enables some people to stop growing their o
produce goods' or services in exchange for food.,

Grade5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and B con, Page 42.
In most partt of the world, farmers have periods of very heavy work and slack
periods when repairs to tools or to drains and*tthes can be done. This is

'not the case in the'delta, where the farmei-s ara'unremittingly busy on one
crop after another.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 111.
'Inefficient agricultural methods keep most of the population tied up in
production_of food. Without a surplus, there can be no division of labor
nor any investment in education,and capital, and thus no economic growth.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),, Follett, Page T114.
The Agricultural Revolution was the breakthrough from food collecting to food
producing.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page Ta27.
Today. farming is taken for granted. But when one pauses to consider the
enormous advantages agriculture offers over hunting and gathering, it is easy
te see why some scientists regard the agricultural revolution as possibly
the most sigpificant cultural change man has ever made..

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T129.
The change from food gathering to food growing was essentially a change in the
amount of control human beings gained over the lives of plants.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T131.

By raising plants and animals,, the farmer has more control over his food supply.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),-Follett, Page T146.
The lack of work animals slowed down the development of farming in America,

since people hadto do all the heavy work themselves.

Grade 5, Man th Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T64.
When people started to grow their own food. they changed both their own lives
and the earth around them. They no longer moved constantly in search of game,
and where they cleared, fields to plant their crops, they changed the landscape

itself.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE)", Follett, Page T346.
Land systems aod stagnant technology are the main factors in the low
agricultural output of Indian farms.

-8-
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AGRICULTURE

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T350.
Efficient farming is essential to city life; farming produces the food surplus
needed to feed the many nonfarm centers.

In nonindustrial countries most of the crops raised to sell come from large
farms run by businessmen. Often these businessmen are from foreign industrial
countries. They'use modern machines and trained specialists to run these
farms, sometimes called plantations.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 24.
Because most parts of the corn belt are level, farmers find it easy to use
tractors and other farm machines to cultivate their land.

=Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 29.
Iowa farmers earn more money from their products than farmers in any other
state of the Midwest. Iowa leads the nation in the production of hogs and
beef cattle.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Rlains, Fideler, Page 106.
The growth of manufacturing and the changes in farming brought a great change-
the growth of great cities.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 136.
In.thOidwest and Great Platht, as in other parts of our country, many people
who would like to earn a living by farming are no longer able to do so. This

problem is largely the.. result of changes that have occurred in farming methods
during the last one hundred years. New method .and eqpipment have made it
possible for d farmer today to produce much larger quantities of crops than a
farmer could in the past. As more crops are produced by each farmer, fewer
farmers are needed to supply our country with food.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 66.
During colonial days, about nine out of every ten Americans made their living
by farming. In New England, however, the percentage of farmers was smaller
than in other sections.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 68. ---
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware were often known as the
"Bread Colonies "., Here the main crop was wheat, which was ground into flour
at nearby grainmills., Most farms in the'"Bread Colonies" were medium sized.
Farmers raised crops mainly for sale rather than for their owg use.

Grade 5, The Northeast, FideTer, Page 124.
Not all Americans shared in the prosperity of the 1920's. Since the end of
World War I, farmers had been receiving low prices for their crops.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 217.
Raising vegetables for sale is known as truck farming.
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AGRICULTDRt, -

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 220.
Although less land in the Northeast is being used for agriculture today than
in the past, this region produces larger quantities of farm products than ever

before: , Northeastern farmers are able to get large yields because they

their land very efficiently. farmers in the Northeast have machines to help

them do much of their work.

"Grade 5, The Northeast, fideler, Page 221.
The use of labor, machine - y","--and efficient methods to produce a large yield

ill a small area is called intensive farming. Much of the farmtng'done in the

Northeast is intensive.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 69.

Our farmers have level surfaces and fertile soils, two resources ,peeded to

grow crops. But crops must also have a third resource necessary fOr successful

farming--climate. Crops must have the right temperatures and the right amount

of rainfall.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 73,

Our agricultural resources are very important. Without them, the United States

_ would be a far different country. America must use their agricultural resources,

wisely if, they want-to survive. By using careless farming methods, farmers

have ruined large areas of good farmland in the past.

Grade 5, One Nation: The 'United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 271.
The Southwest Indians began to plant and raise their own food crops, especially

corn. Instead of hawing to spend mostly their own,human'energy to find and

gather whatever wild food they could, they began to control the growth of plant

life in their environment. In short, they began to make plants work for them

instead of having to work to gather plants.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 300.

Almost everyone in the New England colonies was a farmer. A colonial farmer

had to produce almost everything for his family on a few acres of land.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 324.

In the 1770's, most colonists were still farmers. They were raising the same

crops their ancestors had raised. Those crops included wheat, corn, barley,

flax, and oats. However, there were many more farms in the 1770's than there

had been in the 1700's.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 380.

Slaves and plantation owners were not the only inhabitants of the South.

Farmers with small amounts of land made up the majority of the population.

In fact, at least half of the South's'cotton crop was grown on small farmS..

-10-
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Grade 5, One Nation: The ,United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 433.
By 1900, American farmers were raising enough foOd to feed all our people,
with enough left over to export to other countries., It may sound as if the
farmers in those days were doing well, but they really were not. They were

paid low prices for the Crops Ahey 'produced. In order to compete, they had

to buy more land and machinery. They had to Pay high interest rates on the
money they borrowed. The railroads charged very high prices, and the govern-

) ment did little to help the farmers.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn', Page 471. .

The farmers of the United States were in trouble during the Depression. Many

of them had borrowed money to purchase their farms and equipment. They could

not pay back the money they had borrowed. The farmers were raising more crops
and animals than the American people could use. 'That meant the prices they

received were very low.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 38.
The lack, of gold in Virginia shifted the colonists' interest to the pursuit
of agriculture.

Grade 5, The Socia3 Sciences: Concepts and Valdes, (TE), 2nd ed., Harcourt,
Brace.; Jovanovich, Page 84.
Farming began when people learned to groW the food they needed by planting
roots and Seeds.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences:, Concepts and Values, (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 176.
Sail, water, and climate are all part of the environment. In each zone these

resources are right for some crops. They are not good for,other crops. The

environment limits what a farmer can grow.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 58.
Farming was the most important method of maintaining the food supply for the
Indians of the Southeast. Corn, beans, squash, pumpkins, sunflowers, and
tobacco were the main crops raised in the Southeast culture area. The women

were the farthers.
4

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 80.
Indians who made their living by farming often had legends about the cropsliving

they raised.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 115.
England once had many small farms. Each farm provided a job and food for just

one f y.

rade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 154.
Economists who have studied the records of early America tell us that some
twenty years passed before the people were able to grow wheat successfully in
some parts of America.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 183.

Farmers in colonial days became interested in producing better crops and

more crops. If they could produce a better and larger crop than they had

been able to do before, the farmers could help feed more people. They could

also make more money.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 184.

Colonial farmers threshed their grain and sold the seed for a profit. Both

the quality and the quantity of crops decreased if the same kind of crop was

plantedin the same field year after year.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, '(TE), Laidlaw, Page 298.

The Use of new machines often created the problem of overproduction for the

farmer. Farmers often had financial problems which the government helped

them `Solve.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 329.

America had an agricultural economy for many years.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 337.

The farm population is decreasing in America while farM production is increasing.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 181.

Methods of farming often depend upon the availability of land.:

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 36."
A long growing season helps farmers in the South. Crops can' be planted and

harvested earlier than they can in Northern states. These crops can be sold

in areas where winters are long and cold. Also, farmers in some parts of the

South can grow such crops as cotton and oranges, which cannot be grown in

the northern part of the United States.

Grade 5, The South,. Fideler, Page 56.
Most of the Indians in the South were good farmers. They cultivated their

crops with hoes that had blades of shell or bone.

Grade,54,The-South, Fideler', Page 75.
About the middle of the Nineteenth Century, the South was still mainlya region

of farmers. Wherever the land was level and fertile, there were great planta-

tions. Negro slaves did the work on these plantations, where crops such as

cotton, sugarcane, or tobacco were grown. In the hills and mountains, and areas

where the soil was poor, farms were small. Nowhere in the South was there much

manufacturing, and there were few large cities or towns.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 83.
At the time of the Civil War, the farms in the North produced a wider variety

and larger amounts of crops and livestock.

-12-
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Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 83.

Until the present century, many farmers in the South continued to raise a

single crop on most of their land: Today, the South is still an important
agricultural region. It produces many different crops. Some of these crops
cannot be'grown in the northern part of our counGY, where the growing season
is shorter.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 226.
The first major charige.in man's use of natural resourdes began to take place
about nine thousand years ago. People who had formerly obtained their food
by hunting and gathering began to use soil, sunshine, and rain to grow crops.
They began to raise animals for food. These people were the world's first
farmers.

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 4.

During the days when South America was made up largely of colonies belonging
to Portugal and Spain, most of the farmland there was divided into large
estates. Many of these estates still exist today. Because, they take up so
much farmland, there has been little good land left for other people to farm.,
Most farmers in South America, who own land, have only small plots on which to
grow crops. Many of these farmers are not able to raise enough food for their
families.

Grade#5, South America,Tideler, Page 45.
There are several reasons Why problems exist in South America. Most of the
people still earn their living by farming.. Much of the best farmland on the
continent is owned by a small number of wealthy people. The farmers,who work
on these hugh estates often cannot afford proper food, housing Or medical'
care for their families. Also, these farmers do not use modern machjnery or
scientific farming methods, As a result, they produce barely enough'food to
keep, themselves alive,

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 46:
Farming is still the way most people in South America earn their living. Life
is very difficult for most of these'farmers and their families.'

ofr

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 88.
More than half of the workers on the continent ofSouth America earn their
living by farming. Farm products bring in much of the money that the South
American countries earn from exports.

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 92.
Farming is difficult in Brazil and uncertain. This is partly because of the
climate. During some years very little rain` falls, and in other years there
are floods. Also, poor farming methods 'have worn out the soil.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE) Macmillan, Page 106.
Many New Englanders gave up their farms in the early 1800's. Some New England
farmers stayed.but changed their kind of farming to dairy farms.

-13-
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 254.1

After the Civil Warthe people of the South worked out what was called the

sharecrop system of working the land. Plantation ownprs needed laborers to-

get their farms and plantations back in roduction. ;They gave each worker

and his family a cabin, some tools, a land in return for one half the

yield of the crop.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 329'.

Soil and climate make the Middle West the most important agricultural region

in the country.

4

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 3 1.

The farmers in the corn-livestock region speciali growing corn because

it is the crop from which they get the greatest prdfit.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 334.

Dairy farms have to be,near cities--their markets--or in areas that grow

feed crops for cattle very cheaply

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 3364.

In the general, farming belt, a little bit of everything is done.,, Farm income

in this belt is, low.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 357.

Markets explain the importance of "truck farming" in the Northeast. Farmers i

who grow vegetables and fruits are often called "truck farmers".

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 371.

The movement of people from farms to jobs in town has resulted 0 bigger farms.

Those who stayed in farming have taken over land that others once farmed.

-Grade 5, This Favored Land,,STE), Madmillan, Page, 387.

The first farmeqs or the,GreatRlains-Soon found but that they must make the

best possible use of every bit of rain their land received. ,Farming ways that

try to do this are - called "dry farming".

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 391.

Farms are now muCh larger. On these larger farms, the farmer has been able

to, diversify his,farming. .4" t

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 405.

Today agriculture is very important in,(.411 parts of the Pacific West.

California leads the nation ih the value of all agricultural .400ds sold. This-

is true even though two things about California might be expected to limit

agriculture, First, the amount'of good level land in California is cut dowri,

by the mountains. Second, rainfall ddesnot bring all the' water needed by the

farms.
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Grade.5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T47.
Despite the beginning of,industrialization, the country remained in lalo,
overwhelmingly a nation of farmers.

Grade 5, This Favored/14nd, (TE), Macmillan, Page T137.
Most farming in the Northeast is concerned with producing food for the large
urban market of Megalopolis; there is a lot of dairy farming, truck farming,
and chicken raising,'

-:Grade eg,The West, Fideler, Page 87.
Farmers who move to the mountains and plateaus west of the Great Plains found
that much of the lancrws too dry or too rugged for farming. Most of the
farmers settled near rivers and streams, where they couldeget water for their
livestock and for irrigation. They dug canals to carry water to their fields.
With irrigation, good crops could be grown on land that had once been useless
for farming.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 149.
The most important farming state in the West is California. In fact, this

state leads our entire country in the value. of farm products. California

produces more than two hundred different kinds of crops.

The jobs of many people in the West depend on farming. Farmers grow crops

or raise animals to sell. Other people work in factories where farm products
are processed.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 157.
Dry farming means farming without irrigation in areas of light rainfall. Dry

farming is carried on in every state in the West. Wheat is the most important
crop grown by dry farming in the West.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 244.
There are fewer than four hundred farms in the entire state of Alaska. No

other state earns so little money from the sale of farm products. 'Because
farms in Alaska produce less than one tenth of the food needed by the people
there, large amounts of food must be shipped in from other parts of our

country.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 25.
When people in Africa became farmers, their way of life changed greatly. By

growing crops.and raising livestock, people were able to produce a rarger and,
more dependable supply of food than the early hunters. Since there was less'`

chance of starvation, people lived longer and had more children.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 88.
Most Egyptians are farmers who live on the Nile Delta and in. the Valley f the

Nile River.
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Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 112.
Most Africans make their living by raising livestock or growing crops. Except

on large farms and plantations, very little modern farm machinery is used

in Africa. People cultivate their fields with hoes or wooden plows pulled by

oxen.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 115.
In many African nations, government farming experts help the people learn to

improve their methods of fanmingf,

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler,, Page 141.
Many African farmers still use such simple farming methods that they raise

enough food for only a few people besides themselves. This makes it difficult

for African farmers to earn a good living. Also, it makes it necessary for a

much larger population-to work in farming.

Grade 6, Africa, fideler, Page 146.
Farming is the main way of earning a living in frica.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 109.

Agriculture in Spain was sacrificed for the interest of the Mesta, a
national shepherds guild formed in the Middle Ages to protect the shepherds

interest. The nobility's interest was in sheep and raw wool through

which the quifkest profits could be made. Nothing was done to stimulate
agriculture;,ouch was unconsciously done to discourage it.

Grade 6, Briish Isles, Fideler, Page 92.
Although British farmers use modern farm machines and scientific farming

methods they are able to produce only half the food needed by the pedple of

the United Kingdom.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 95.
About two out of every hundred British workers earn their living in agriculture.

The farms on ,which these people work are much smaller than most farms in

America. About one half of the farms in Great Britain are now owned by the

men who work them. However, the tenants who rent there farms are paid for

improvements they make in the land, so they also use good farming methods.

Even with careful farming methods, Brit-kh farmers are able to grow only

half the food needed by the people. The rest must be imported, because

there are so many people to feed and there is not enough, land suited to

agriculture.

Abou thirty out of every hundred workers in the Irish Republic earn their

living on farms. The farms on which these people work are mostly smaller

thanit e farms in Britain. However, most Irish farmers own their land.

These farms grow more food crops than the people can use.

Grade 6, Cultii es in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T24. 4*

Even today, Eur ean farming is not highly mechanized; women' and children"

do much of the .rm work.

-16-
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Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T35.
Farmers who raise food to eat themselves are subsistence farmers; farmers
who raise crops to sell or trade are said to be raising cash croPS'.,

Grade 6, Cultures in TransitioN (TE), Follett, Page T56.
As the Greek population increased, subsistence farming is no longer adequate.
Greek farmers began to switch from grain to olives and grapes. ',They used
them to make olive oil andmine that they could trade for grains and other

needed resources.

Grade6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T230.
Farm production effects a nation's wealth: A country which raises enough to
feed its own population will not have to spend much on food imports. Most

money can be put into-industry, which will add further to national wealth.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T297.
_Mao's communes have accomplished something of a production miracle. At first,

foreign experts had little confidence that China could create the agricultural

surplus needed to finance modern farm equipment. But the surplus now seems

to be on hand. Most communes report a doubling or even quadrupling of production

since their founding.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T275.
The feudal system in Japan shut out foreign trade and was based on.farming;
manufacturing of goods was secondary to rice production.

Grade 6Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page 1418.
In Japan, farming in the late middle ages was more like farming today because
cash crops had become important. People had developed new farming technology

and had learned methods of crop rotation.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 32.
Life on the farm underwent great changes in the 1700's. Well-to-do land-

owners experimented with new methods of scientific farming to increase their

incomes. They used new tools, new plows, and more fertilizers. Farming

became more efficient. One man could grow more food than three men could

grow before.

'Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 73.
,

One hundred years ago Russian peasants still used crude hoes, spades and plows.

Labor-saving machinery was unknown in rural Russia. Few landowners were even

interested in introducing new techniques from western Europe into Russia's
underdeveloped countryside.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 247.
The farmers.of northern Nigeria do not live on their farms. They live in

villages and go out to their plots of ground, each day. Those plots of

ground are actually owned by the tribe. But it is "on loan" to the farmers.
The plots of ground are often very small, perhaps only three or four acres.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 420.
Agriculture first appeared in Central America and Mexico about 4,500 years ago.
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Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 493.
Speciali7ation in one crop, like coffee, is often a good thing. But it can

be dangerous too. If that one crop fails, the growers are in'trouble.

Grade.6, France, Fideler, Page 47.
About cane sixth of the French workers are farmers. Their farms are-vsually

small. Many farm houses are hundreds of years old, and most farm people

have few modern conveniences.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 92.
In the richest farming area of France, the northern part, or the Paris Basin,
the farmers are prosperous and can afford to buy up-to-date farm equipment.
Farmers in the Paris Basin grow large amounts of wheat.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 94.
Farmers in Normandy, west of the Paris Basin, specialize in cattle raising
and dairy farming.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 110.
The farmers of West Germanj, supply about two thirds of their country's food

needs. This is an amazing achiOement when you remember that West Germany
is densely populated and has relatively little land that is suited by nature

to farming.

Grade 6, Germany, FideFer, Page 114.
The harvest per acre of land in West Germany is larger than in Italy or France.
This is partly because West German farmers work hard to improve and conserve

their soil. They use large amounts of fertilizers to enrich poor soil. The

growing use of farm machinery in West Germany also helps to explain why crOp

yields are high.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 114.
In spite of the high crop yields obtained by some Weit German farmers,
agriculture in West Germany faces problems. The most serious problem is the

fact that most of the farms in West Germany are too small to be efficient and

to provide a good living for farmers and their families.

Grade 6, Germany; Fideler, Page 116.
Before World War II, Eastern Germany was an important farming area. Much of

the farmland here was on large estates that w re cultivated by hired workers.

Farmers in Eastern Germany produced more food ian they needed and sent the.

extra farm products to other parts of the countr

After the Communists took over the eastern part of Germany, they made important

changes in farming. All estates and farms in East Germany that were more than
247 acres in size were taken over by the East German government. Many plots

were divided among farmers who had little or no land. Then the government began

to encourage farmers to join their small farms together to form agricultural-

producers' cooperatives. Collectivization has brought problems to East Germany.

Many fled to West Germany. The farmers who remain produce less food per acre

than West German farmers do, even though more farm machinery is used in East

Germany. Today East Germany, which once was able to export farm product, does,

not produce enough food for its people.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE),, Macmillan, Page 40. J ,

,

The smaller family-farm is Still the typical agricultural unit in the

United States. The ownet works-the land himself.' Since he Lies a great

deal of. machinery, he rarely. hires full-time workers to help him. Today,

most farms in the United States produce for the market. There are very
few subsistence farms--farms that grow nothing but food for the farmer

and his. family.

Gracie 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 41.
Many features of the hacienda system remain in Latin 'America today. As

much as 75 percent of all agricultural land belongs to five percent of the

population. The owner does not cultivate the land hims lf. The work is done

by men who receive part of the crop in return for their abor.

'Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 2.

'Agriculture in Mexico today is a picture of contras Thousands farm in

the ways of the Indians of Cortez's day or the ways brought in by the

Spanish. Thousands farm with the most modern equipment. But there is more

new than old. Mexico has undertaken a .far- reaching agricultural revolution.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 74.
Agricultural production has increased in the northwestern part,pf Mexico

faster than elsewhere in the country for two reasons. Water is available,

and scientific farming is practiced. But great gains in food production .

also have been made in other parts of the country.
-

Grade 6, In A Race With,Tim, (TE), Macmillan; Page 75.
The problems of agriculture affect every citizen in Mexico. Two out of

five workers are .engaged in some form of agriculture. City people depend

on farmers for their food. Mexico does not produce enough food for its

own needs.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE). Macmillan, Page 92.
The Spanish settlers of Costa Rica had no natives to work for them. When they

decided to cultivate the land themselves, they changed Costa Rican history.
.Costa Rica became a nation where people of Europ descent worked their

own plots of land. In other words, Costa Rica bec e a land of family,

farms rather than a land of large plantations and r ches.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 96.
For a large percentage of the Guatamalans, subsistence farming is a way

of life.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 100.
Banana production is very different from coffee production in Central America.

Bananas are generally grown on large plantations, but most coffee is produced

on small farms. -
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Grade 6, in A Race With Time, (TE); Macmillan; Page 166.'
By occupation, a majority of Colombiaps and a high percentage of Venezuelans
are connected with agriculture in some way.

Grade 6*,. In A Race With Time, (TE), MemoIlan; Page 179.
Although 47.2 percent of the labor forcd in Colombia earn their living in
some form of agriculture, several milliohFuraLpeople own no land.. Of
those Who own land, two out of-three have farms of less.than ten acres.
Farms of this size ordinarily produce nothing..cto sell. The,farmer and his

family barely exist on what they-grow.

Many farmers engage in a kind of,agriculture that is thousands of years 014.
They clear a field by cutting down and burning the trees and bushes. They

then plant their crops in their tiny fields. Their land washes away badly, and
in a few years they must move to another part of the mountainside. "Slash and

burn," as this system of agriculture is called, dates from the timeyf the
first Indians who lived in South America.-',.

trade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), MacdmillanrPaqe '230:
Chile has changed its system of landholding, Almost all

be used for agricqture was owned by a few people.
agricultural ,land was the property of only 7Q
soil was not cultivated because the own
As a result, Chile did not produce
people.

In Chile, many ranches were turned into communal Sam
provided land, machinery, livestock, and the advis
The campesinos cultivated the land, tended t
crops. The profits were divided betw6e
families living on'the communal f

.

Grade 6, In*A Race. Wit. me, (TE),_M millan, Page 270.
Most of the land_i-n-Argentina_i-s--6imAl by a few people.
become mechanized, fewer rural, woAers are needed. Fa

have crowded into cities.
1.

r

e land that could
fact, the desirable

amilies. Much of the best
preferred to keep it in pasture.

ugh food to meet the needs of i

e government
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agriculture] -- -experts.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, It6, aciAilan, PagetT15. . 4

Under the hacienda system, a few families owned most of the agricultural 16nd

ti and had great power. Since many features of this system remain in Latin
America, the average farmer today either works for a large landowner or does
subsistence farming ob,Second-rate land that he does not own.,

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 80.
About seven out of every ten people in India earn their living on farms.
I6 all of the farmlands where water is plentiful, rice is the most important
crop.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 86.
Indian farmers do not use their land as well as they could. They grow only a

fourth aS much rice on each acre bf ground as'Japanese farmer's, and only half
as much wheat per acre as farmers in the United States. They lack fertilizer,

good tools, and good seed. Also, they do not have the'energy to work hard.
They do not raise as much food as they need, and they do not have the money

to buy more.
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Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 90.
The villagers are learning better methods of farming. Most of them have
.always cultivated their fields just the same way their fathers and grand-
fathers did before them. Now a farm expert from the United States is showing
them how to rotate their crops and improve the soil in other ways.

Grade 6i, India, Fideler,sPage 91.
Millions of farmers in India still use wooden pldws and other simple tools
that are similar to those used by their ancestors hundreds of years ago.
Few Indian farmers use machines to prepare the soil to plant thei c ps

nor do they use modern machines for cultivating or harvesting th it plants.

The government is making it easier for the villagers to market th r extra

crops and to borrow money when they need it. These activities sho ld improve
farming.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 111,
About seven out of ten people in India are farmers. Most of these people

are very poor. They do not use modern fanning methods, and they lack power-
driven machines to help them plant, cultivate, and harvest their crops. Also,

their farms are very small. As a result:_these farmers produce barely enough
food to feed their families.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, pa-ge 117.
One of India's greatest prdblems in producing an adequate supply of food for
its rapidly growing populatioh. Farmers in India are unable to grow all the

food the people need. 1

1
. .

...

Grade 6, In Latin America ana Canada,f10eath, Page 48.
Most Latin Americans were faimers durVig the colonial period. The land-

holdings were large as a rule and Indfans and Negroes were used as laborers.

rade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 68.
.Subsistence farmers raise what they eat and wear and do not sell much of

anything. Subsistence farming is found in parts of Mexico, in the
high Andes, and in Paraguay. Many of these subsistence areas are so
isolated that crops could not reach outside markets even if the farmers
could raise enough for export.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 74.
Corn is the most important crop the American Indians gave to the World.
It is Mexico's number one crop today. More than half of all Mexicans live
on farms, and most of them are very poor. Farming is poor in Mexico for

several reasons: partly because the land is rough and rainfall is scanty

in many places and partly because farming methods are antiquated.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 89.'
Farmers of northern South America are poor for several reasons: food crops

are perishable whereas other kinds of products are not; farmland is scarce
eventhough there is much unused land; and transportation is poor.
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'Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 138.

Canada is a world leader in farming, manufacturing and trade, and Canadialis

take a keen interest in world affairs.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 36.

After the Civil War, a system of-tenant farming developed in the South.

In return for the use of a small piece of land, a tenant farmer would usually

give the landowner a share of his crop. The sharecroppers seldom knew how

to make good use of their farmland, so their crops were usually small. Because

they had little money, sharecroppers often had, to obtain.tdols, seed, and

food on credit. Many of them were constantly /1n debt to the white landowners.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 65.

Life was not-easy for the Indians who lived on the reservation. In many

cases, the only way to make a living was by farming. But much of the land

on the reservations was worthless for growing crops.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 97.

A one-crop economy is at the mercy of international prices much more than an

economy that has diversified its production.

.Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 26.

The first farmers were subsistence farmers. Because surplus food is necessary

to support government officials, priests, soldiers, craftSmen, and the many

people needed to.build and preserve a culture, here could be no civilization

until agricultural fechniques: improved.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 35.

The majority of the Iranians are very poor because they are trying to make

a living by agriculture, on land which is not suited for'farming.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 72.

France makes money from agriculture by exports and producing almost all the

food she needs. 'France has many advantages for agriculture: good soil,. much ,

land in the plains, and the right amount of sunshine and rainfall.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 90.

Soviet agriculture has always had difficulties because natural conditions

are poor for farming and because peasants have resisted state control of

agriculture. In spite of these difficulties? the Soviet Union today is_a

leader in agriculture and manufacturing, second only to the.United States.

.'Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 98.

Now in the Soviet Union there are huge farms run by the government: collective

farms and state farms. Government-run farMS are inefficient. The farmers

are getting'better yields from their_own small private plots.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 18.
Fewer than one sixth of. Japan's workers are employed in farming, and the

number is steadily growing smaller.
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Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 121.
In the early 1900's farm workers were very poor. Most of them were tenant
farmer:s who had-to pay as much as one half of what they raised as rent to
their-landlords.

r r-

Japan has a small amount of farmland. If this land had to be divided among
all Japan's people, each farmer would have so little land that he could not
raise enough to earn a living.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 131.
Farmers in Japan much better off than they used to be. Before World
War II, most of Japan's farmers rented part or all of the land they worked.
They had to pay as much as half of their harvest as rent to their landlords.
During the occupation after World War II, a land reform program was conducted.
The Japanese government purchased land belonging to landowners. Tenant
farmers were permitted to buy this land by makin' p yments over a long period

of time.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page.132.
Until the 1930's, silkworm raising was one of a m es- important kinds of

farming in Japan. Large amounts of silk were exported to foreign countries.

Japanese farmers are using more farm machinery than they did in the past. As

farmers earn more money, they generally are able to afford more farm machines.
Another reason why, the use of farm machines is increasing is that it is becoming
difficult to find people to do hard labor as more and more farm people move to
the city. The use of machinery is making Japanese farms more productive.

Grade'6, Learning About countries and Societies, (TE), Americ'an Book Co., Page 26.
The Greeks considered farming a very honorable occupation. The Greek farmer

used simple tools that he could make and repair himself. He grew food his

family needed. From the fourth century on, farming became more scientific.
Experts studied the soil and began to use crop rotation. Most farmers were

able to grow enough food for their own families and many were able to grow
extra food which they sold, to other residents of their city-state.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE),' American Book Co'., Page 186.

India is an agricultural country. Almost half the land is cultivated; the

majority of the people earn theirliving from the land. Yet for most the

living is poor, and for many it'is-PFta-rtatis-:" The biggest problem is lack

of irrigation. Yet, in the last twenty ye the output of food has increased

by 50 percent. '.,

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), Amerfcan Book Co., Page 188.
The crops which a person or a country_can grow that are not needed for local
use, and thus can be sold, are called cash crops. A person or a country which
can only engage in subsistence farming--that is, what must be consumed by the

growers--has no crops to sell, and thus no income from farming.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 194.

Once a person has an. education in India, he often is reluctant to work with

his hands. Even if his father is a member of the farming caste, he will

often be reluctant to farm if he;can read and write. Yet India's farms

require educated, able farmers who can improve the yield of the land.

Grade 6,' Learning About Countries, and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 196.

Whatever a person can produce over and above what he needs is called surplus.
.Because everyone does not have to_grow his own food, the surplus can support

part-time specialists. Thus, all cities are dependent upon an agricultural

surplus.
--"

Grade 6, Learning.About Countries and Societies (TE), American Book Co.', Page 215.

Drily three percent of the land in Egypt can be cultivated, and this land lies
in the Valley and the delta of the Nile. Beyond these fertile areas stretch

the vast deserts. Here the-crops are grown to feed the entire nation, but

there is never enough food.

.Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Pipe 220.

Egyptian farms are generally small'. Israel has found that large-scale*

communal farming projects best serve the needs of the country. A typical

collective farm i called a kibbutz. Community farming and a modern

irrigation progr m have made Israel a leading agricultural country of the

Middle East.

Grade 6, Lear -mg About Countries and'Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 264.

Agriculture s very important to Nigeria. People farm to provide themselves

with food and to provide crops to sell to the rest of the world. Palm oil

and kernals, peanuts, cocoa, rubber, tobacco, and cotton are sold so that

Nigeria can buy what it needs from abroad.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American.Book Co., Page 278.

In Nigeria an Ibo farmer tries to raise enough vegetables for his family.

Buy many Ibos have had to become traders and merchants in order to survive.

Grade 6, LearnIng About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 7-9:

The Brazilian farmers knew nothing about crop rotation in the very early days.

The coffee trees quickly absorbed all the minerals from the soil, and coffee

farms had to be started somewhere else. These farmers did not raise other

crops except subsistence crops.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies; (TE), American Book Co., Page 320.

Even in the late 1800's, Brazil still lagged behind other countries in many

ways. There was almost no industry. Brazil still depended heavily on

agriculture and the rich landowners remained powerful.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 326.

Economists Call Brazil an agricultural country. Only a small portion of the

land is actually under cultivation. Nevertheless, more than half of Brazil's
working people are farmers, and farming is a major source of Brazil's income.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 362.
Forty years ago, the Soviet Union was mainly a nation of farms. Today, the
Soviet Union is second only to the Wilted States,in the production of
manufactured goods.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 382.
Under Lenin's rule, the Russian Government took over all the industries.and,all

the land. Things did not go well, however. Farmers refused to give up their
crops and industrieg in the cities failed because the people lacked food. Lenin

knew he had to change his policies. He let the people keep some of their farm
products for their own use or sale and even permitted some private ownership
of stores and factories.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 399.
At the end of.World War I, Russian agriculture was in a very poor state. The

Soviet Union set up collectives-groups or small farms- that worked together- -

and state farms which were operated directly by the government and employed
\paid workers.

Grade-6; Man and Change, Silver, Burdett, Page 86.
On a world-wide basis, man has been able to-produce more food by farming more
land and by using new methods.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 141.
Families living on farms spend a great deal of time together. Years ago,

farm life differed greatly from city life.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett,'Page 297.
Power driven machinery multiplied many times the specialized produdtion per
man and greatly increased the total volume of goods. Modern farm machinery,

scientific agriculture, and advanced technology have resulted_in increased
wheat production and a higher degree of specialization.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (YE), 2nd ed., S.R.A.

Senesh, Page 131.
Agricultural production of a region reflects its climate, landforms, and
the culture of the people.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed.,

Senesh, Page 154.
Many Slavic people were isolated because of agricultural economy and the
distance from trade routes, thus the economic and social structure of Slavic
.countries remained almost unchanged for many centuries.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.

Senesh, Page 228.
The development of a strong agricultural industry is crucial in order to feed
the growing population and to free workers for other types of economic
development. Increased agricultural production depends on such factors as
modernizing production methods, redittributing currently unused land, developing
government assistance programs, and improving methdds for transporting and

storing crops.

ti
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE),'2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, page 76.
In 1898, 85 percent of the people in Japan worked in farming. At the end of

World WarII, in 1945, about 50 percent of the people were farmers. Today

only about 30 percent of the people still farm the land.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown)', (TE), 2nd ed,,

HarCourt, Brace, JOvanovich, Page 92.
Agriculture was discovered about eight to ten thousand years ago. People

learned how to plant seeds and cuttings, and how to harvet them.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and, Values, (Brown), (TE); 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 138.
Even now, in most parts of the world, there are more people living on
farms than in cities. But, in the United States, and some other nations,

this is no longer true.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 59,

The development of agriculture was a major step toward civilization.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 88.

Fertile land, produced by the annual flood and irriOtion, enabled the

Egyptians to.raise a surplus of food.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaid, Page 110.

Every ancient civilization was based on the' production of surplus corn.
Farmers in the Nile, Tigris-Euphrates, and Indus river valleys were able

to raise surplus crops.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 129.

In ancient China the majority of the people lived in rural communities. Their

farmland was their most important form of wealth.

Grade 6, The Sdial Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw,'Page 158.
The farmers of/India have always been able 'to grow a variety of crops. In

early times India produced a surplus of sugar and spices. These were the

bases of India's trade with Europe.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 159.
The farming methods used by some of the people-of Indira today are very
similar to the methods their ancestors used hundreds of years ago.

Grade 6; The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 160.

China has been faced with the problems of a shortage of land suitable for

farming and a rapidly growing population. Two of the major crops of the

Chinese farmers are millet, which is a wheatlike grain, and rice.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 182.

In some places the clergy of the Middle Ages developed new methods of farming

which helped the peasants to produce more food.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies' and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw,' Pages 210 and T75,
During the Middle Ages, man's primary economic occupation was agriculture. The

basic, economic unit for production of agricultural goods in Europe was the manor.
Farming practices in medieval Europe were often based on custom rather than on
scientific knowledge.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 243.
Peaceful conditions, stable societies, and'new idventions and developments led
to a better way of life for many people in Europe. People had more food because

they began,making better use of the land, using more fertilizers, and using
better farming tools.

1

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 245.
From 1500 to 1850 China remained primarily an agricultqral nation and most of
the Chinese people lived in riral villages.

---Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 249.
During the Middle Ages, farmers let some fields lie fallow, or unused. Improved

farming methods--the rotation of crops and the use of fertilizers--improved
farm production in Europe.

Grade 6, /he Social Studies and Our World, (TE)', Laidlaw, Page 251.
In the English colonies in America, agriculture was a major economic activity.
Most people of India farmed for a living. The English introduced new farming

methods to the people of India.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 252.
The large population and the shortage of good land in China led to intensive
farming where fields were used for several crops.

4

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 327.
Industry relies greatly on raw materials produced by the farmers. It seems'

that agriculture is the key to economic growth in China. Difficulties in

agriculture can cause a drop in the production of goods in factories:

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 393.
Scientists are helping elan produce more food per acre than in the past. In

recent years farmers in less-developed countries are getting better farming tools.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T49.
The surplus production of agricultural products was the basis for every ancient
civilization.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 3.
Southeast Asia's farmlands produce more rice for export than any other part of

the world.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 53.
Most of the peOple of Southeast Asia live in villages'. Most village people

make their living as farmers.
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Grade , Sou east Asia, Fideler, Page 80.

Southea is is one of the world's important farming-regions. In most parts

.the climate is always warm, so crops can be raised all year. But, only about

nine out of every hundred acres of land in Southeast Asia are planted in crops.,

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 98.
Farming is the main way of earning a living in the Soviet Union. Even though

the Soviet Union has many more farm workers, it produces scarcely more food

each year than the United States does. One reason the Soviet Union does not

produce more food is that only about. one tenth of the land in this huge country

is suitable for growing crops.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideer, Page 99.
All the farmland in the Soviet Union is owned by the governmeAt. This system

was started in 1928 because the Soviet government wanted to collectivize

agriculture in order to increase,food production. To produce more crops the

farm workers- needed to use tractors and other machines, instead of old-

fashioned farm tools. These machines would be too expensive and impractical

for use on the smaller farms.

Grad46, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 100.
Each family on- a Soviet collective is allowed to use a small plot of land

where the members of the faMily may rase food for themselves' or to sell.

About one third of the food produced in the Soviet Union is raised on these

small plots. y. '

.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page T78.

The warm, moist climate of the Southeastern United States is good forgrowing

many crops that cannot be grown in the North. For years, cotton was the main

crop in the Southeast; it remains the main cash crop, but today the SoUtheast

is as mucha'manufacturing area as a farming area.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, .Pagg T99.

Much farming on the West Coast of the United States is carried on with the aid

of irrigation. Ranching, wheat farming, and dairying are important industries

in the Northwest.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page,64:.

The farm family in the United States no longer raises mahy products for its

own use. Instead, the farmer specializes in one or two products for the market.

With his profits, he buys goods and services for his family. Farmers now use

many machines.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 65.

American farmers are doing such a good job that they often have surplus crops.

In other words, they produce more food than the population Of the United States

uses..

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Weslye, Page 9q.

By 1890, farming was no longer the main way to make a living in the United

States. As the use of farm machines increased, fewer. rural workers were

needed.
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Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 146.
Most of the early American settlers wanted to have farms. The Indians of
the Northeast showed them how to grow corn, and how to make the soil richer.

Many Northeastern farms are called truck farms. Truck-farming is the growing
of fresh vegetables for market. Truck farms are generally smaller than. other
kinds of farms. Some of them are only vegetable gardens.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada,.(TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 182.
After the Civil War, both black and white people worked as sharecroppers.
There are still a few small cotton farms worked on shares, but they are
disappearing. Small farmers cannot afford tractors or other machinery.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 209.
A present day dairy farm is almost like a factory. There are milking machines,
and machines for washing the cows before each milking. The milking is done
twice a day in a special milking parlor.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 14.
Thousands of years ago, in spme placeS on the'earth, men gave up the hunting-
and-gathering ways of gettinlg food and began to be farmers. This change had
such far reaching effects upon his culture, in such a short time, that it is
called the food producing revolution.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 32.
Making a living from the land was not easy but not so hard as to take all the
time of all the people.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man (TE), Macmillan, Page 42.
Among the development that made life begin to improve in the Middle Ages were
changes that took place in ways of farming. Farmers of Western Europe learned
to use the three-field system of agriculture. That is, they learned that they
could protect their soil, and get bigger crops, by dividing their farms into
three fields and rotating the crops in each field.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 95.
The valleys of the Nile and the Tigris and Euphrates rivers were ideal settings
for agricultural societies. They could produce enough food to support many

people. Thus, they made it possible for civilization to develop.

1111

Grade 6; The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 136.
Although water is very scarce, Israel has almost reached its goal of growing
all the food it needs. Lt now even has a surplus of some food to export.

In the early days of Israel's modern development much farming was done by
members of kibbutzim. A kibbutz is a farming community owned and operated by
its members as a group.
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Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 142...
Several countries have undertaken great irrigation projects to increase the

amount of land for agriculture. One of the best-known of these is the new

Aswan Dam on the Nile in Egypt. But population has grown so rapidly that

production on the new farm land has barely kept up with the number of additional

people.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), -Macmillan, Page 177.
r4

Three out of four Africans today make their living by farming. Some of these

work as laborers on large farms owned by others, farms that grow one main crop

for sale. But the great, majority are subsistence farmers who grow what they

need to live.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 193.
The Yoruba, a tribe in Nigeria, are mostly farmers. Almost three quarters

of the Yoruba men are farmers producing food crops for their domestic needs.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Page*371,

China was--and still is-- an agricultural society. In traditional China the

labor of the peasants produced enough food, in normal years, to feed peasant

families and have some left over. The "some left over" was enough to feed

the non-farmers who created China's high degree df, civilization.

BANKS

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 32.
The institution of banking was established to answer the need for a centralized

agency offering a standard medium of exchange and a lending service. The bank,

as an agent for the transfer of savings to investment, is a key element in

economic development.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 84.

Most farmers need their crops. They often borrow money from a bank to pay

for their equipment. With part of the money they get for their crops they

pay back the bank.

Grade 4, Economic Educational Experiences of Enterprising Teachers, Kazanjian

Foundation Awards, Volume 12, Page 46.
When a movie theatre is eplaced by a bank in the neighborhood, it is an

excellent opportunity to explore consumer preferences%which constitute consumer

demand.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 33.

A bank is a business which receives, lends, exchanges and safeguards money.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 139.

The commercial bank is a financial institution. It brings the voluntary

savings of people to a convenient location, pays the people interest for

the Use 4f their money and then makes the money available to businesses

and other individuals who need to borrow money.
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Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 141.
A bank is an institution that holdq money, deposits and makes loans. The

bank performs a variety of social and economic services. A bank is a private

enterprise.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 5.
Banks facilitate economic activity by providing loans and safeguarding savings.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 35.
Bankers,are businessmen whose business is money and credit.

Grade 4,.-Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 130.

Banking is one of the most complex features of our economic system.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and. Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 5-2.
It is safer and easier to keep money in a bank.

Grade 4, Investigating' Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.::P1ge 167

Banks give their customers many services, and two of the most important of

these are checking accounts and savings accounts.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 190.
The bank receives benefits from each check a person writes.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 64.
Banks are a place to store money or objects of value.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 133.
Many people put their saved money in banks and let the banks invest it for

them.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 32.
The, institution .of banking was established to answer a need for a centralized
agency offering a standard medium of exchange, and a lending service. Savings

provide a source of funds which are used for the purchase of capital, i.e.,
investment. No nation can increase its productivity without investment in the

resources of society. The bank, as an agent for the transfer of savings to
investment, is a key element in economic development.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-119.
Most of the money in the Caribbean Lands is in the hands of a few wealthy people.

Many of these people are unwilling to invest their money in industries in their
own countries because they fear revolutions or dictatorship. Instead their

wealth is kept in banks abroad.

Grade 5, Economic Education, Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 33.
A bank is a business which received, lends, exchanges and safeguards money.
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Grade '5, Economic Education Experiences of Enterprising Teachers,Kazanjian

AwardS Publication: Number 10, Page 37.
Children can learn the real value of banking by actually doing business with

a bank.

Grade 5, Economic 5ducation for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 143.
Institutions are creations ofcrhan for man. Economic institutions have been

devised to help the economy function smoothly and efficiently. Banks bring

together the voluntary savings of the people and make loans to business .

enterprises for investment. Banks also lend money to individuals for the

purchase of consumer goods.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P), Page 17.

Mks are the institutions that serve as a source for loans, hold money for
safekeeping and transfer money between individuals and businsses.

Grade 5, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 5.
Banks help the production- process by providing capital through loans and safe-

guarding savings.

Grade 5, Investigating 'Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 42.
Banks serve the people in three major ways. They serve as a clearing house

for those people who receive checks in payment for goods and services, as

depOsitors for people who want to save money for future needs and wants, and
as a supplier of money that they provide through loans. Banks pay interest

on the money in savings accounts.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 64.
Banks are a place for the safekeeping of valuables..

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 120.
Ever since the 1700's, the Northeast has been the home of banks and insurance

companies. Many business firms throughout the United States kept their money

in banks in the Northedst. They felt that their money was safer there than in

local banks, because the banks of the Northeast were usually larger and had

more funds to take care of emergencies.

Grade,5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 108.
Finance workers specialize at many kinds of jobs. Bank workers help Americans

to save money. When a person needs a loan to buy a house or a car, he usually

comes into contact with bank workers. Businessmen often borrow money from

banks.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 466.
President Roosevelt was determined to end the Depressioth He acted quickly.

Within twenty-four hours after his Inauguration, he closed all the banks in

the United States. They stayed closed for four days. During those four days

government leaders decided which banks could reopen. After that, the President

asked Congress to pass several laws to make the banks stronger than they had

been.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 471.
To help the farmers, F. D. R set up the4Farm Credit Addinistration. .This
institution lent money to fa ers at a very lord rate of interest.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 244.
Some businesses, like banks, earn most of their profit from interest. When
you deposit money in a savings bank, you,are really lending that money to the
bank for it to use until you want the money back. The'bank pays interest to
you for this use of your money while it is-on deposit. The bank then uses
your money to lend to other people so it can make a profit./1.s, the money
you depollt earns money for you and alsb for the bank.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 29.6.
Computers are now used in many of our country's businesses. These high-speed
devices are used in banks to sort as many as 1,000,000 checks a day.`.

Grade 5, This Favored (RE)', Macmillan, .Page'244:
" ot.

B'usinessmen of the,cities of the North supplied many services for the South.
Northern owned ships carried much Southern cotton to Europe and brought back
European goods headed for the South. Northern banks-loaned money, to Southern
banks.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 36.
Since the expansion or contraction of the money supply may have , such an
immmense effect on the total economy, extreme care must be taken to Prevent
mistakes in this area. Banks create money by means of their lending policies.
Since this is also their major source of income, this uesents a conflict
of interest. Increased loans means a larger income'for the bank, but can
also cause inflation.

;

Grade 6, l'he Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and bacon, Page 61.
Merchants' in earlier times had to carry large amounts of money with them--the
profits of successful venture or enough money to buy a shipment of goods or
pay their employees. Robbery was frequent. With the establishmen t of a bank

with several branches,' a merchant's risk's were decreased. Instead'Of gold or
silver coins, he could carry a simple letter of credit. .Money would be -

available for him at the bank brabth in 'the city he was going to.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page,T58., ,

Money-changers were needed to exchange the currency of one area with that of
another. Money changers loaned money so that businessmen could enlarge their
enterprises or buy new ones. They helped people save money in a safe place
and made.it easier for people to pay each other in large amounts. Modern

bankers perform similar services.
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BANKS

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE),-Follett, Page T69.'
Italian merchants sped up their trade with Bruges. The offices of Italian

merchants served as banks. They accepted deposits and madq loans. '.Perhaps

most important, they made out bills of .exchange. With these a buye'r in Venice,

for example,'could pay for goods in Bruges by telling the bank to subtract so
much fron his own account and add to the account of the seller. Since the ank

need only to change its records, no money had to be carried over the long and

dangerous trip from one city to the Other..

Italian m rchants brought baking to Bruges. They helped people improve their

businesses by. lending money. They offered a safe place to keep money. Letters

of creolit nd bills of expiange helped make sales between distant areas much

easier) I merchants had, to travel long distances carrying money with them,

they might of have been as anxious tuy wool from Bruges.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculu Guide, Oklahoma, Page 33.

4 bank is a.busines5,which receives,.1 exchanges and,safegyards,money...

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkp sacs Elementary,',Schools: Page 147.

Economic institutions have been 00Tsed to help the .,economy function smoothly

and efficiently. Banks have more fUnctions than channeling money from saver
to saver.' They serve as Safe depositories for money and valuables.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 194.
In order to get most efficient results from specialization, a nation must
develop a functional monetary and banking system.

Grade 6,. Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 17.
The Bank'of England was setup to provide the moneyto run the government in,

England. Wealthy noblemen and merchants Tent their money to this national

..bank.

Grade 6, Germany,, Fideler, Page 44.
Germany had to work hard to rebuild its industry after World War I, Just when

conditions were improving, the Great Depression brOught hard times to. the

whole world. Banks failed and people lost their money.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 158. -

During the depression of the 1930's about thirteen million workers in our
country were unemployed. More and more people withdrew money from their bank

accounts to pay,their expenses. Because many banks lacked enough cash to meet
these demands, they had to close, and millions of people lost their life savings.

Grade 6, Investigating Man's World: Inter-American Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 67.
Money, credits, and banking are important to the way Canada's, economic system

works.
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BANKS

Grade 6, Learning About Coun ies and Societies,'(TE), American Book Co., Page 31.
When a merchant or a visitor ca ,to Athens with money from another place, he
would take his coins to a money-changer for the coins of Athens. The money-

changer would charge a fee for performing this service: Money-changers became

the bankers of =Athens. Individuals 'began to leave(sas of money with the money-
changer to be kept safe until they needed it. The money-changer would lend this
money to merchants to buy-products for trading. When the merchant had traded
his products, he repaid the Joan with interest.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macthillan, Page 59.
r,Ihe Middle Ages of Western Europe gave rise to a new specialistthe merchant

,capitalist. As a capitalist, he used money that he had made to buy, hold,
Ship, and sell products made by other people. Many of these merchant capitalists
soon had so much money that they became .bankers as well as merchants. As bankers,

they loaned money to others and charged interest for these funds.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page'387.
As trade expanded, the money and banking system in China became highly developed.

BASTER

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Pa .e 9.

Barter and specialization create an int rdepehdent society.

Grade 4, Economic ucation for Ar .nsas Elementar Schoois, Page 140.

The barter syste n exchange or trade of goods and services used by our

early settlers. re trad

Grade 4, Investi atih Communiti
Page 5-1.
Exchange of goods t kes' plic
or as in a monetary sy

d for goods.
,

s and Cultures, (TE), 1975, A merican Book Co:,

trading, as in barter (direct exchange.orgoods

Grade 4,Investihatin Communiti and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book Co.

Page 165.
Trade is a method of exchange w ch is. called barter. When you barter, you
exchange something of value to ou for something else you want.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise stand, Wilson and Waimke, Page 12.
Trading the goods a person needs for the goods that he has in excess of is

called barter:

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974,. Laidlaw, Page'107.
Long ago each. person made or grew almost everything he needed. Some people

.learned tO'Jnake one item better than their neighbors could. The neighbors
would exchange or barter things they made well or grew for this item. This

system of barter spread rapidly'.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: dOncepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

arcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,Page 210.
rading helps increase consumer satisfaction.



BARTER

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values,(Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, 4ovanovich, Page 211.
A trade is fair if both sides are satisfied.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

.Harcourt, Brace, ,JovanoVich, Page 220.
Barter is an inefficient form of exchange.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and,Values,f(Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace,"Jovanovich, Page 236. ,

People stiare resource§ when they trade-goods and services.

Grade 4, The Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 4, Oregon, D.E.E.P., Page 11.

The discovery of the Pacific NOrthwett created new markets in which the Indians
could exchange their goods for those of the Americans.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 172.

Barter is a specialokind of trade. It is the exchange of goods for goods, or

good for services,Vor services for services.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page T112.
Bartering is an inadequate form of exchange.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 11.
Barter is the trading of one product or service for another. Iis a major
factor in the beginning phases of economic development. It usually develops

when a person has more of one thing than he needs and wants something that is

not readily available to him.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 121.

Barter is trading goods for goods.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T212.
Before the urban revolution there As no money. People simply traded one

item for another.

Grade 5, Man,the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T288.
The 17th CentUry Indian village met its own needs without depending on outside

sources. There was no need for money in such a village, since people could
simply exchange work or products with each other.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T406.
Before the,invention of money, people bartered in marketplaces or with traveling

traders who visited their settlements. Sometimes they assigned more value to

one item than another and used that valued item as a means for determining the

worth of othe,rade goods.
44

Grade5, One Natidb The United States, (TE), ,Ginn, Page T32.
Barter is the'bxchange of goods that are of equal or nearly equal value.
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BARTER

Grade 5,4his Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 113.
When Eli Terry began to sell his clocks in 1803, very few clock were sold
for cash. He needed food for his family and his workmen, and salt pork or
corn meal was just as useful as money., Or'payment could be made in woven

cloth or handmade iron nails, beeswax, cheese, or a other useful commodity.

He sold or bartered some of these articles on his r turn "ourney.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 9.

By bartering, people obtAined the things they wanted or needed. An agreement

was made with another family having only fish to eat to trade rice for some

fish.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T58..
When people first started trading, they simply exchanged one thing for another:

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 249.
In the village markets in Nigeria trade is usually carried on by bartering.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 311.
In traditional India, people bartered or exchangeorwhat they produced with his

neighbors or wandering traders.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, (TE), Heath, Page 56.
Foreign trade at first was often t barte. Merchants had to barter becadse

gold and silver were scarce.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE) American Book Co., Page 1-13.

In every barter system as soon-as there,is an exchange'or trade, each party
has received full value in some.goods'or services. But in a money system

the person who receives money rather than goods or services in return has

a credit or option to use that money.at a later time to get goods or services

that complete's the exchange of value.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 3-12.

Barter is a.trade processjn which one product is exchanged for another.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 167.
In the Eastern societies of China and India, the people of different villages

carried oh trade with one another. One village might have had a surplus of

grain but a shortage of salt. A neighboring village might have had a surplus

of salt but a shortage of grain, The barter system worked as long as the people

doing the bartering could use the products that were being traded.: ,However,
.when a country became involved in foreign trade on a large.scale, a more

efficient system was needed.

BORROWING: CREDIT

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 25.

Borrowing is a method of transferring savings into investments.
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BORROWING: CREDIT

Grade 4, Economic Educational Experiences of Enterprising Teachers, Kazanjian
Foundation Awards, VoluMe 12, Page 43.
When children actually take out a loan for their classes,mamfacturing
company they learn what business is really like.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 5.
Credit is a promise of future payment in exchahge for present goods, services
or money.

\Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 34.
Credit enhances economic growth. To shop effectively for the best possible
finance, a borroWer must understand the interest cost of credit.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 35.-
A borrower must be able to prove he is honest and able to pay back the loan.

,Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal.Science, Ellenberg, Page 44.
When buying on credit, a person is able to obtain the goods and services he
needs at the present without paying for it right away.

Grade,4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 101.
People who have ready cash may choose to save installment charges by paying
full price. Those with less available cash may choose to use the installment
plan over a convenient period of time. The total cost of an item is greater
if the consumer pays in installments because, in effect, he is borrowing
money and must pay a fee (interest) for the use of the borrowed money.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book
Co., Page 186.
Installment buying is a form of credit. The family can buy an expensivw
item with a down payment if'they promise to pay a certain amount each month.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 54.
Borrowers must pay for the use of money.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 132.
The money available through loans is limited. ,

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 25.
Borrowing is a method of transferring savings into investments. The avail-

ability of funds to be lent stimulates investment in a society. The extent
to which borrowed funds increases the productivity of a society is dependent
upon how the funds are used.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Ftdeler,,Page 69.
People from, other parts of the world are helping the Caribbean countries, The

United States government-has loaned money to countries in this region for roads.
and for other important projects.
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_BORROWING: CREDIT

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 104.
People from other countries are now helping the Caribbean to make greater
use of its resources. The United States has loaned millions of dollars to
countries in this region. Some of this money is being used to build roads,

dams, and factories. Money also has been provided by the World Bank and
agencies related to it.

.Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 5.
Credit is a promise of future payment in exchange for present goods, services
or money.

s

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum_ Guide, Oklahoma, Page 34.
Credit enhances economic growth. To shop effectively for the best possible
finance terms, a borrower must understand the interest cost of credit:

Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools,Page 144.
Businesses, government and consumers all need to borrow money at times.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, D.E.E.P., Page 16.

Money and credit are the institutions that enable us to exchange the goods and
services we produce for the things we want. Credit is a promise to pay later

for-goods and services consumed now.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman',

Page 225.
Credit is the process of buying something now on the promise of paying for it
in the future.'

Grade 5, Life o4 Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke,'Page 52.
Borrowing is the process of obtaining.money now on the promise of paying
it back later.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 120.
The Northeast remained the home of banks and insurance companies throughout

4
the 1800's. Many businegs firms throughout the United States kept their money
in banks in the Northeast. They felt that their money was safer there than
in local banks, because the banks of the Northeast were usually larger and
had more funds to take care of emergencies. If companies needed money to buy
new equipment, they often borrowed it from the banks in the Northeast.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 462:
After World War I, Americans began to buy tin credit, or on the installment
plan. "Buy now, pay later" become the slogan of these buyers.' They bought
clothes, household appliances, furniture, and even houses on'credit. To buy

a home, all in American had,to do was make a small down payment to a bank
and then pay a certain amount each month foi- many years.

Grade -6, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn,-Page 463.
r

The Depression put millions of people out of work. Many Americans lost their

homes. When they could not meet the monthly payments on them, they had to move
out.
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BORROWING: CREDIT

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A4,

Senesh, Page 191.
Installment-plan buying is the purchase of goods with a down payment and a
series of regular payments, usually monthly, at a certain interest rate.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 214.
The use of installment buying had a profound effect on the American economy.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 2z1. .

When a person borrows the supplies to make a product and pays for them out of
sales, he has received a loan or some other form of credit.

ti

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 240.
In most American homes there are several machines'that do the work that
people once had to do themselves. They cost so much that most people don't have
enough money at one time to pay for even one of them. Most Americans use

credit. Credit means having the equipment now and paying forit later.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed:,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 242.
Lenders must receive a profit on the money they lend, or loaning money is not
worth the risk involved in loaning.

Grade,,5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TI), 2nd ed.,

-H court, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 245
Th rate atyhich a person receives credit,,depends on the credit risk he
represents.,

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 298.
Because the farmer had money problems, they often borrowed money. They

frequently borrowed ftom a bank. The farmers gave bankers notes saying
they would give up their farms if they could not repay their loans. This

type of loan is called a mortgage.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 113.
When Eli Terry sold his clocks in 1803, the clocks cost about twenty-five
dollars'each, whiCh was a great deal of money., He had to sell them on the.
installment plan because very few people could afford to pay out that much

cash at one time.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Mkcmillan, Page 255.
The sharecrop system which developed in the South followed the Civil War,
depended on borrowed money. Southern landowners got back into the farming

business by borrowing. They kept going by borrowing. Early each spring the

landowner borrowed money. He had to borrow enough for his worker's- -and hfs

own family--to live on until the crops were harvested. The banker or store

owner in the nearby town who,made,hi's loan charged interest for it. The owner loaned

money to each of his workers. At the end of the'year when the crops were
harvested, each sharecropper had to pay back his furnished loan. He did this

with his share of the return from the crops. Then the owner paid the local bank

or the store ownes who had loaned the money to him.
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BORROWING: CREDIT

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T99.
The Norther, bankers and manufacturers who lent money and gave credit to
Southerners were disliked in the South. Because these men charged high
interest rates and sometimes took harsh steps to get their money back, it
was natural/ for Southerners to resent these men and to blame the money
interests of the North for their troubles.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 25.
Borrowing is a method of transferring savings into investments.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 377.
Like farmers all over the world, Chinn? peasants were often heavy borrowers.
After a bad harvest borrowing money was often necessary to buy food until

rthe next harvest. Weddings and other special occasions also sent peasants
4- to local'money-lenders.

(Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 61. ;-

.13anks could lend money to men who wanted to undertake trading ventures or set
up small businesses in the Middle Ages. .A prospective merchant could borrow
money to finance a trading, project. Thus, many small merchants and businessmen
were able to get a start.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE),,Fdllett, Page T58.
Money changers loaned mdney so that businessmen could enlarge their enterpriseS
or buy new ones. They performed this service for a fee called interest.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Pige T176.
One way businessmen get money is through borrowing from hanks.

Grade 6,, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 5.
Credit is a promise of future payment in exchange for present goods, services
or money. .

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 34.
Credit enhances economic growth. To shop effectively for the best possible
terms, a borrower must understand the interest cost of credit.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 147.
Economic institutions bring together the -..voluntary savings of the people
.and they pay interest for the use of this money, and in turn, they lend the
money to individuals and businesses that need money.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 8.
In an underdeveloped country, not only are the people poor, but also lacking
in adequate economic institutions such as a banking system, business organization
or the use of credit.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 336.
In many South American countries, the farmers till the land and herd the flocks
of the ranch owner. In return, they receive a part of the harvest. This is never
enough, so the farmers have to borrow from the owner of the hacienda. They are
never able to repay what they owe.
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BORROWING: CREDIT

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, ?age 336.
In manySouth American countries, the farmers till the land and herd the flocks

of the ranch owner. In return, they receive a part of the harvest. This is

never enough, so the faaers have to borrow from the owner of the hacienda.

They are never able to repay what they owe.

Gtade 6, In A Race With Time,(TE), Macmillan, Page 376.
Industrialization is an expensive process. Highways, dams, steel mills, and
textile factories require vast sums to construct. Part of the money is borrowed

from citizens and from bankers at home and abroad. Loans are secured from

foreign governments: or from international organizations.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 90.
When the rains are poor,in India, the harvest is bad. The farmers must borrow

from the_vill&ge,moneylender. Since the farmers earn so little money even when

the harvest is good, it is hard for the farmers to pay him back. Often they

stay in d t.

Grade 6, a an, Fideler, Page 46. /-

The Tokugavaleaders forced the Japanese landowners to build roads and other
public works, and to haie homes in the capital city as well as one on their

own lands. Many landowners had to borrow money from the wealthy merchants
to\pay for these expensive projects.

Grade 6, Learning AboutiCountries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 135.

In the thirteenth century, the feudal lords we're-cclastantly in need of money.
They wanted to buy the luxuries then available, and they maintained an expensive

life-style. The lords-began to borrow money from moneylenders and were almost

always in debt.
k

V)alde 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett,,Page 307.
Before people buy capital goods, they must Acquire savings or borrow lar:ge,

sums of money.

Grade 6, Our Working World; :Regions of.the World, (T), '2nd ed., S. R. A.,

Senesh, Page 74.
Borrowing is one way of obtaining money for capital goods.

Grade 6, Outs Working World: Regions' of Vie World (T), 2nd ed.', S. R. A.

Senesh, Page 206.
In Japan, businessmen can request a loan from the government to establish industries.

The government grants the loan, using a portion of the tax revenue.

Grade §, The Social 'Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 102.
The British government set aside about 2 billion dollars to be used in developing

new towns. Instead of spending the money, the government loaned it to develop-

mental corporations. The developmqntal corporations were expected to repay tpe

loans as soon as possible.
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BORROWING:. CREDIT

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 376.
Chinese peasants usually workedfor wealthy landowners as farmers. The
peasants borrowed money from the landowners. The high taxes and low wages
kept them forever in debt.

BUDGETING

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, dklahoma, Page 12.
A budget is a plan which classifies indiv_iduals!, families', communities'
or nations' estimated ri-RGOille by-s-ource; and the we the income was or will
be spent within a fixed time period.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 5-5.
Economics involves the process of making choices and priorities in the use of
resources. The concept of a budget reflects that element of decision-making.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 182.
A budget is a plan for using money.

Grade 4, InvestigaIing Man's World: Regional Studies, Scott, Foresman, Page 28.
All states try to keep a budget that is balanced between public expenditures
and public incomes.

Grade 4, Investigating Man's World: Regional Studies, Scott, Foresman, Page 101.
A budget is a plan for expenditure and income for a given period of time.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange, (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 199.
A plari-for spending money.is called a budget.

Grade 4, The Social'Sciences:, Concepts and Values,' (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 200.
People budget so they can spend their money more wisely, take care of their
needs and yet be able to save, and see clearly how they spend their money
and where they might want to cut back or expand.

Grade 5, Economic Education.Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.
A budget'isa plan which classifies individuals', families',-communities'
or nations' estimated income by source and the way'the income was or will be
spent within a fixed-time periba. .

. /

Grade 5, economics and the Community, D.awson,J.C.E.E., Page 8.
The costs of housing, transportation, me c insurance, food, and other
items to the family are determined and'a lowed flir in the family budget.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: ,United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,
Page 42.
Each year an estimate is made of the anticipated expenditures by he various
departments and agencies of the government. These estimates are orwarded to.li
the Bureau of the Budget. The estimates are tabulated and a budget of antici-
pated governmental expenditures and income is prepared and presented to Congress.
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BUDGETING
Ir

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.

A budget is a plan which classittes individuals', communities' or

nations' estimated income by source and the way the income was or will

be spent within a fixed income period.

Grade 6, Eleve Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 314.
Because economic planners know the amount of money a country can spend and

give advice on how it should be spent, outsiders often think economic planners

make budgets. Making a budget for a country is an enormous task, but good

planning is more than budgeting.

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 60.

The business arrangement where one man owns and controls His business alone

is a single proprietorship.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 61.

When two men share their work and profits in a business they are partners.

This business arrangement is common and is known as a partnership.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 62.

Many people and much money is needed to support the activities of a large

business. A business that allows people to invest in the company by buying

shares is called a corporation.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 124.

A private business is owned by a person, family or group of investors.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 124.

There are both practical and legal differences among individual ownership,

partnership, and the corporation.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 173.

Corporations are a type of business in which investors purchase shares of stock

ina company, and are limited as to liability to the amount of their investment.

Corporations,are the cprnerstone of the economic system in the United States.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 249.

The Chamber of Commerce is an interest community that represents a town, city,

state, region, or county. It works to bring new industry into a community and

to furnish information about the community that may help those planning to

move into the area.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 115.

A sole proprietorship isa business that is owned by one person only. When two

people own a business and share in the profits and responsibility; they are

partners and own a partnership. People who join together to operate a business

for everyone's benefit is called a cooperative. When people buy part of a

business through shares of stock, they are part owners of a corporation.
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Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 27.
Large corporations developed during the later half of the 1800's.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 115.
A business owned and operated by one person is a sole proprietorship. When
two men share equally in the profits, risks and responsibilities, they are
partners and operate a partnership.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 172.
Some dairy farmers form business organizations called cdoperatives to process
and sell milk from their farms..

Grade 5, The Northeast, fideler, Page 202.
The United States Steel Corporation is a corporation. This company was started
more than seventy years ago by a group of businessmen in the Northeast and the
Midwest. Several small steel companies were combined, to form one large corpora-
tion. Shares of stock were issued to the founders of the newompany. Additional
shares were sold to other people who wanted to invest their money,

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 116.
When businessmen need large amounts of money to cover the costs of production,
they may consider forming a. corporation. Once they form the corporation, they
sell shares of stock to people. These people own -a share in the business.
Profits are shared with these people., .

Grade 5, One Nation: The United-States;.(TE), Giffin, .Page 441.

A great deal of money was needed, to establish and expand American industrial
companies between 1865 and 1900. Before the Civil War, most companies were
owned by individuals or by two.or*three men. However, neither individuals nor
partners could raise enough money to pay for the great growth of industry.
Many businessmen formed, corporations and sold shares in these corporations to
stockholders. The stockholders would receive a share of the company's profits
at the end of -a year.

Grade 5,,Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T); 2nd ed., S. R. A.,
Senesh, Page 243.
There are two kinds of- omglomerates. One kidd handles several stages of
production of a iihgle product; it may produce raw. materials, make them into
finished goods and distribute them to retailers. Another kind of conglomerate
is made up of several companies that produce different products under one
management._,

iSrade,6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T176.
To obtain money, businessmen can sell shares of stock in their company. .When
they do this they are forming a corporation.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 124.
There are many different types of private enterprise: a proprietorship is.,
a business owned and operatedby one person; a partnership is a Ousiness
owned and operated by two or three persons; a corporation is a business owned
by many people and managed or operated by other than the owners; a cooperative
is a business where people join together to operate a business for everyone's
benefit.
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l Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 276.

5%
In the 1800's, the corporation was developed. A corporation is a special kind

of company--one in which many people invest money and share in the ofits.

Corporations are built with the combined resources of one person or a small

group of people. With the'beginning of corporations, businesses bega to

grow larger.
.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 314.

Today's most important form of business organization is the corporation and

was developed between 1870 and 1900. A corporation is owned by stockholders,

or people who have bought shares in the business. The stockholders share in

the profits.

CHOICE MAKING: SCARCITY

Grade 4, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstad and Hamada, Page 3.

Something is scarce when you don't have as much of it as you would like.

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 25.
Wealthy colonists used different kinds of materials to build their homes.

In New England many Georgian houses were made of wood. Stone was often used

in the Middle Colonies, especially in4Pennsylvania. Mot Georgian style houses,

however, were built of brick.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 4.

People's wants vary because of geographic location, and because of cultural

differences; but all people have primary wants for food, clothing and

shelter.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 5.

People's wants vary because of personal preferences and age differences.

People's wants change as new things are discovered or invented. 'People's

choices for satisfying their wants are limited by their income.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 10.

Resources are limited; so cities, states or nations cannot have everything

their citizenry want. Therefore, society has to decide which things are_

most important to give the greatest amount of satisfaction.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide,'Oklahoma, Page 11.

The American economy offers'a wide variety of goods and services from which

to choose.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.

Scarcity is the condition of resources, goods and services not being

plentiful in relation to the wants of individuals, families, communities

or nations.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 28.

Every economic system faces the basic fact of scarcity because there are not

enough productive resources to satisfy the wants of the people. This fact

brings on a need for making economic decisions.
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Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 86.
Culture, tradition and religion sometimes forbid the use of available resources.

Grade 4, Economic-Education for Washington Schools: K -6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 1e

Economics is the study of the way people use their productive resources to
produce goods and services. .

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, Page 3.

We cannot have all the things we want because resources are scarce.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 3.
People must decide what to eat, when to eat and, how to eat. They must have

many choices.

Grade 4;'tAnomics: The Dismal Science; Ellenberg, Page 22.
People have unlimited wants, but there are only a limited amount of-godds
available to satisfy these wants. .

+
Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), .1973, Follett, Page T194.
Modern man's wants have changed drastically.

.. _

Grade 4, The Environment WeLive In, (T , 73', Follett,'Page T197.

The choices thathe individual makes are im ortant. So are the choices of

. families, neighborhoods, communities, cities, states and nations.

.

Grade '4, Industry: Man and the Madhine, (TE?, Allyn and Bacon, Page 37. '
Advertising'affectt choices. '. .

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 94.
Advertising does affect taste, but consumer demand determines the success or
failure of any product. ''

- ,

Grade
.

4, Investigating Communities and CultuAs, (TO, 1975, Meriden Book,
Co., Page 2-3. , , ., ..

,People in different periods of 'history react differently to similar environments.

Grade 4; Investigating Communities.and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book
Co:, Page 2-4.
Emeralds are more rare than diamonds: Emeralds are therefore Worth more to

people than diamonds,.
r. ,

%
T

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

Co., Page i.5-4 . ,

. -- ,x .

In a frontier community people have fewer choices between goods and services
than in a modern, economic community.

.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975,. American Book

Co., Page 5-5.
Economics involves the process of making choices and setting priorities in the

use of resources.
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CHOICE,MAKING: SCARCITY

rade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book
Co., Page 5-6.
People's economic choices affect supply and demand and the prices of goods'.
and services,

In economic terms, needs a're called necestities, and wants are called luxuries.
, -

Grade 4,.Investigating Communities andlUltures, (TE), 1975, American Book
Co.', Page 187.

SoMe people even make a business of helping you to make a choice. These people
work for advertising, agencies.

. .

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book
Co.,, Page 190.

Peoplewho lived 4n frontier towns in America had a limited number of things
choose from.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wesson and Warmke, Page 32.
Human wants for resources exceed the resource available, therefore, resources
are scarce.

Grade4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 46.
rest regions are examples of how the abundance or scarcity of natural resources

aid man's careless or careful use of those resources affect man's well-being.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974;eLaidlaw, Page 31.,
There is a limit to the amount of water a city has.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page T43.
People everywhere must have water, food, clothing and shelter.

Grade 4, legions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page T66.
The place-in which man lives influences the way he earns a $iVing.

Grade 4, Regions and locial Needs, (TE), 1974,. Laidlaw, Page T80.
People living the Malayan rain forest meet their needs for food by hunting
animals and by, gathering nuts, berries, and wild fruits such as durians and
magosteens.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), 1974, LaidlaW, Page T91.
The people of Argentina) like people everywhere, have developed unique ways of
meeting their needs. t

()J

Grade 4, Regions and'Social Needs, (TE), 1974, Laidlaw, Page T96.
People oftenuse materials of their immediate en(rirohment to meet their needs
for houses. ,-,

Grade.4, Regions Around ,the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub., P. T59.
People-make different uses of a desert's resources'. '

o
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c Grade 4 Regions Around the World, (TE), 1972, Field Educational Pub., Page 181.

Many kids of resources and alarge area of land mean that people have many

choices of .ways of living there.
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Grade 4,
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are limited on our planet. ,

he Social Sciences,: Concepts and Value,

, Brace, Jovanovichc'Page 133.
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..
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Brace, Jovanovich, Page 184.
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, .
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CHOICE-MAKING: SCARCIT

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 207.
The community leader' choices d pend on what the people who elect them thine
is important.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,'

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 208.
.

In the future, people will live in different ways. They must plan and choose
:ti Hi* they will 'use resources.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, ((Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt,fRrace, Jovanovich, Page 217.
The resources of a nation are limited.

,

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 233.
Like-all resources, human resources are also limited.'

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 236.
The resources of people and regions are limited. Planning helps people to use

their resources wisely.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 239.
An economist is someone who studies how people earn and spend money. He knows

that people have only a limited amount of money to spend.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values,(Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

.Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 240.
Advertising affects wants and choices.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 4, Oregon D.E.E.P., Page 1.

The availability of resources influenced the way inshich the Indians liyed.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 4, Oregon D.E.E.P., Page 16.

The pioneer had to decide how best to use the resources that were available

to them.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 42.
All people must find ways of meeting their needs in the natural environment
in which they live.

,Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 19731 Macmillan, Page 43.
The natural environment of 4 place does not make the people who live there
think and act and believe certain ways.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 55.
A map of natural resources shows the possibilities that the natural environment

offers-to the people in different regions. But these maps do not show what

choices people have made about the possibilities of their'place.
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Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 89.
Places offer possibilities. The choices that people make about the use of
those possibilities depends on their culture.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page 168.
We want more than we need.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE),'1973,'Macmillan, Pages 169 and T109. 's

Advertising affects wants and choices.

'Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE),' 1973, Macmillan, Page T10.
As'peoples ideas and technologies change, their ways of living and use of
their environment may change..

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page T34.
The natural environment offers possibilities for buman activity, but people
-make the choices and decisions.

Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamada, Page 3.
Something is scarcl when you don't have as much of it as you would like.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, F,ideler, Page 4-6.
In movies and magazines, many South Americans see picturesof cars, washing
machines, and other products commonly used by people in their own large cities
and by people in other countries, such as the United States. They want this

way of life for themselves. Because South America's people are beginning
to expect more, we say that they are going through a "revolution of riSiOg
expectations."

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors', (TE), American, Book Co., Page 1-2.

To exist man must utilize 'natural, resources. Human changes and even the
structure of civilization may depend on the nature and extent of man's available
supply of energy and his ability to control it.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 1-6.
Man's utilization of natural resources is related to his desires and his level

of technology. 2

Grade 5, asking About the. USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 1-9:

Climate, weather, and topography affect-the way people live.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE),,Americap Book Co., Page 1-12.
Man constantly seeks to satisfy his needs for food, clothing, and shelter. In
so doioThe tries to adapt, shape,' utilize and, sometimes exploit the earth to

his own needs.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Pages

'2E1 and 7-4. .

AA seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing, and shelter and in so doing
tb adapt, shape and sometimes exploit the earth, to his own needS.
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,

Grade 5, Asking_About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TO; American Book Co., Page 3-
Man constantly seeks to satisfy his'needs,for food, clothing, shelter, and

happiness. To exist,man must utilize natural resources. Productive and

natural resources-are scarce and human wants unlimited.
,A,

Grade 5, Asking About the USA.and Its Neighbors, (TE,), American Book Co., Page

People in cities have needs. Some are basic and others are created. Advertisers"
are in the business of creating needs.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA,and Its Neighboys. (TE), Americ3n Book Co., Pages

5-9 and 6-13. .

The environment influences man's way of living. Man in turn modifies his

environment.

Grade .5, Canada, Fideler, Page 176.
Some basic needs are so important that people will die 'or become seriously.

ill if they fail to meet them. They include the need for air,,water, food,
protection from heat and cold, sleep and rest, and exercise. Although all

people share these needs, they do not all meet them in the same way.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 4.
People's wants vary because of geographic location and because of cultural
differences; but all people have primary wants for food, clothing and helter.

Peopre'swants vary because of personal preferences and age differences.
People's wants change as new things are discovered or invented. People's choices'

for satisfying their wants are limited by their income.

Grade 5, Economic Educ4;tion Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 10.
Resources are limited;°S;cities, states or nations cannot have everything

their. citizenry want. T refore, society has to decide which things are

most important to give the greatest amount of satisfaction. Citizens may

choose to give up some persorial expenditures in order to obtain certain

public goods or services. Decisions on the allocation of resources are

influenced by cultural, and political factors.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.
Scarcity is the cpndition of resources, goods and services not being plentiful
in relation to the wants of individuafs; families, communities or nation.

Grade 5, Economic Edu ation for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 32. ,

Every economic system faces the economic fact of scarcity because there. are
not enough productive resources10 satisfy the wants of the people. This

brings on A need for making economic decisions. Scarcity is the lack of
enough.productive resources to sattefy,,the never-ending wants of the people

of society.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 40.
Since there are never enough resources to satisfy all human wants, scarcity
of resources is man's basic economic problem. Man must make choices about

how to allocate these scarce material resources.
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Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, ilson and Warmke, Page 32.
Something is scarce when there is t enough of it for everyone to have all
he wants.

.Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T65.
When people make ,a big change in their technology, they usually mu
changes in the rest of their culture. Big changes in technology c
man's whole-way of life.

Grade 5, Man the'Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T232.

t make big
n change

Urban empires, some large and'some small, arose all over the world and among
many different peoples. In each empire people had their own likes and dislikes
in art, buildings, clothing,-and other matters of.style.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T324. ,14

Not everyone has the same wants; not everyone is happy living in a city. The
city must meet the spectrum Of individual needs and tastes.

'Grade '5, the Northeast, Fdele; Page 234.
Ta carry on trade successfully today, products much be advertised. People will

not mually,buy a'product unless. they know something about it. Therefore,
business finms ofte employ advertising agencies to maketheir products known
to thepublic.

rade 5, One-;Nation: The United Stakes, (TE), Ginn, Page 122.
11 jpeople.face the problem of wanting many more things than they have money

to buy. Or as the economists woU)d say,-people have unlimited wants and
limited, or scarce,resources. since no one has enough money to buy everything
he needs or wants, all of us have to make choices. !

x 4
& 4

Grade 5, One Nation: The United'States, (TE),Ginn, Page 168:
The amount of money a person has influences the:activities he enjoys during
his spare time.

Grade5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 258.
Wherever they settled, Indians led and developed different ways of life
according to their existing and their developing technology. It was technology
that allowed a tribe to make the most out -.of a certain environment.

Grade'5,,One Nation: The,United States, (TE), Ginn, Page -T31.
Man's basic economic problem is scarcity; that is, the conflict between limited
resources aneexpansible wants. People constantly try to narrow the gap

'between limited resources and expansible wants.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T36.
People's needs and wants are unlimited bpt the resources with which they can
satisfy these needs and wants are limited.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way oflife, (T), 2nd ed.,
Senesh,'Page 103.
Our economic systemtries to relieve the problem of scarcity by producing more
goods.
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Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple),'(TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 49. '

. .There are many ways of satisfying wants; often traditional ways of doing things

are called cultural traits. These traits, or ways of doing things can change

because people choose to have different styles or because they invent more

modern and efficient tools, or because they learn from people of other cultures,

or because they simply learn more. .

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt,`Brace, Jovanovich, Page 101
Differences in living may depend on the supplies of materials that are

available to an area.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Haicourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 127.
The Eskimos-were dependent on their supply of wild animals for their food.

They had to move to folloW the-animals as they migrated from season to season.

.Grade 5, The Social Sciences: 'Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jpvanovich, Page 162.
,People's economic choices depend upon the resources available to them.

Grade5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, {Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 168.
-All over,the world, people"must use the resources of their environment in order

to live. People in different parts of the world, however, use the resources

of their environment in different ways.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 177.
Soil, water, And climate are all part of the environment. , In each zone these

resources are right for some crops. They are not good for other crops. The

environment limits what a farmer can'grow.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page .192.

Most rich iron ore comes from other nations. Even in these nations, iron ore

will not last forever. It must be used wisely and not wasted.

.Grade 5, The Social Sciencesl° Concepts. and Values, (Purple),(TE, 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, Page 196.
The Hopi, the Eskimo, and the people of Tepetongo depended on nearby resources

to make everything they used. Their needs for food, clothing and shelter were,

met by the limited resources of their environment. Limited means that there

is only so much, and no more. These people had very few choices as to how

they would meet their needs. When rain didn't come, or hunting was poor,

people sometimes starved and died.
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'I

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purpk), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, JovanovichPage 198.
Things become valuable resources as man ,finds a use for them. Waste materials
have now become valuable resources. In the oil industry, the wa
refining proceis is now.used to make plastic and synthetic rubber.

Grade 5; The Social Sciences: Concepts And Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich; Page 200.
By the end of 1973, the words "energy crisis" were on just aboUt everyone's
lips. The supply of oil--so necessary to the modern world--waS running low:
The United States was certainly not the only nation to suffer shortages.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jov novich, Page 214.
Economic behavior d endi upon the utilization of resources. The patterns of
burin -rand selling depend upon the economic choices people make.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 219.
Our modern world offers people an immense variety of economic choices.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 220.
When you decide how to use your resources to get something you need or want,
you make a choice.

Grade 5, The.Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 222.
People are always making choices. The kinds of choices people make depend on
what they care about.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brade, Jovanovich, Page 236.
The choices of all these people are probably shaped by advertising. To

advertise a good or a service is to let people know about i11 so they will
buy it.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 248.
People who sell products use advertising to change other people's values.
They hope that advertising will make many people value a product, and they buy
it.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 254.
Going shopping means choices, choices, and more choices. Choosing a candy bar

means looking at many sizes and flavors and picking the bar you want. The

wrappers of the bars can tell you part of What you need to know in choosing
the bar you will like best.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TB), Laidlaw, Page 17.
Everyone has certain needs and wants, but society's means, of satisfying these_

needs and wants are limited. When needs and wants are unlimited and ways of
satisfying them are limited, peoplepust make choices. Some of these choices
are not always easy to make. People must makt wise choices among the kinds of

goods and services available to them.

Gtade 5, The Social Studies and we Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 63.
The Indians.were'resourcefu,Land made clothes from whatever materials were
available.

Grade 5, The ocial Studies and Our,Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 110.
Soil and climate affect things man does to meet his needs.

Grade 5, TheSocial Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 145.
Problems such as food, clothing, shelter, transportation and.recreatibn-had
to be Olved in early America and still have to be solkied today.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 320..
People's needs and wants are unlimited, but the means of satisfying these
needs and wants are quite limited.

Grade 5, The Social-Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T30.
Man's way of life depends on his means of satisfyirig his needs. Any change

in man's food supplyaffects his life.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our. Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T34.
The idea,of a so6iety depends sometimes on geographical factors such as climate,
landforms, and proximity to lakesirivers, or coastal waters.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and 06- COuntrY, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T44.
Man must find ways of satisfying his needs for goods. Man's ways of satisfying,
his needs for goods arp.often ingeniout.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our'Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T47.
Climate and geography affect the things man 'does tolmeet his needs.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and'Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page. T52.
People develop.different ways to use their land and resources.

Grade 5, This FavoredLand, (TEY, Macmillan, Page 415.
Water is very scarce in California. It must be used with extreme care to
avoid waste.

Grade-5, This Favored land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T5.
The way people use their natural environment reflects their values and technology--

4

their culture.



CHOICE MAKING: SCARCITY

1Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Wacmillan, Page 1I00.
,Changes in technology enable people to make use of an increased variety of

,natural esources. The wants of people'are unlimited, whereas resources

that ople,need,to fulfill their wants are scarce.
2,

..Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 17.
Because man can reason he'can also make decisions for which he is responsible

f
.

Grade 5, This, Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 31.
All men have the same bagiq needs, but they try to satisfy these needs in
different ways.

. Grade-5, The West, Fideler, Page 222.
People have always depended on the earth's resources to help them'meet their
needs for food, clothing and shelter.

Grade S, The West, Fideler, Page 223.
Over the centuries, people in various parts of the world learned how to make

greater use of the earth's resources.

. Grade 5,'The West; Fideler, Page 24.
The Europeans who settled in the New World made muchgreater use of natural
resources than the Indiansdid, They used the same resources in ways that were

.

% unknown" to.the Indians, and they also. Used many more resources. ,

. ....

,
. .

'Grade 6, Af=rica. Fideler,Fdeler, Page 38. .. . . .
.

With iron :tools, the people,of Western Africa were able to meet:their needs

'more'easilfr'''
.

&ade,6,.Af ..rica,Fidelfr,, Page 68; .
.

In the cities, Africans enjoyed much better living conditioni.thaP they had
ever known, but they still weren't content.' They wanted to have all of the

advantages the'Europeant enjoyed.
.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 96.
Although all people share the same basic needs, they do not all meet them in

the same way.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TO, Follett, Page T358.
The, definition of_luxury or necessity depends on what .a person thinks he

needs. Many people feel that the telephone and television are necessities
in today's world, although they may have been luxuries to earlier generations.
Needs are changing all over the world.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 4.
People's wants vary because of geographic location and because of cultural
°differences; but all people have primary wants for food, clothing, and shelter.
People's wants vary because of personal preferences and age differences. People's

wants change as new things are discovered or invented. People's choices for

satisfying their wants are limited by their income.
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CHOICE MAKING: SCARCITY

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 10. ,

Resources are limited, so cities, states or nations cannot have everything
their citizenry want. Therefore, society has to decide which things are most
important or give the greatest amount of sat4pfaction.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.
Scarcity is the condition of resources,,goods and services not being
plentiful in relation to the wants of individuals, families, cOmmunities
or nations.

.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 36.
Every economic system faces the economic fact of scarcity because there
are not enough productive resources to satisfy the wants of the people. This

creates the need for making economic decisions. The term scarcity means that

man's wants and needs are greater than the goods and services available to
satisfy them.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 123.
The prime function of an economic system is to satisfy our wants through' the
production and distribution of goods and services. Allocation is a problem

the world over.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 56.
Although people share the same basic$,Aeeds, they do not all meet them in the

same wAy.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 19.
Land and water features and climate affect the ways in which people meet their
needs for food, clothing, shelter and exercise.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T30.
Advertising stimulates people's wants. ''

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T41.
Groups of people perceive their environment differently according to their
cultural values, economic wants, and the level of technology.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T80.
Resources and resource use are related to the level of cultural and technological
development; industrial societies place heavy demands on the earth's resources.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 50.
Although people share the same basic needs, they do not all meet them in the

same way.

Grade 6, Investigating Man's World: Inter-American Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 22.
Like every nation, Canada faces the problem of unlimited wants versus limited
resources.
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Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 16.
Maly of Asia's people are beginning to demand a greater share of the good
things that people in Western industrialized nationsjave. That is, they

have rising expectations.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 76.
Although all people share the same basic needs, they do not,all meet them in
the same way.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler., Page 143.
Through the centuries, fish instead of meat has been an important source of
protein in the-diet of Japan's people. This is partly because meat has been
scarce in Japan, and fish is plentiful.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 1-10.
When a society's wants and needs are greater than its available resources, a
situation of relative scarcity exists.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 26.
Many economists believe there will always be relative scarcity for after
primary needs are satisfied, the desire to have more than is needed begins to

operate.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Soaeties, (TE), American Book Co., Page's
2-2, and 4-10.
Man's use of the land on which he lives depends both on the physical character
of the environment itself, and on his cultural views about the environment.
Natural resources are defined differently by different human groups, depending
on their interests, needs and technologies.

Grade.6 Learning About Countries and,Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 6-2.
The choices made by people in adapting to their environment depend on their
values, economic wants, their technology, and the physical factors of the area.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, ("TE), American Book Co., Page 7-6.
Man adapts, uses, and exploits the earth to fit his own needs.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American poo.k C , Page 7-7.

How man adapts to his environment depends on his cultural values, economic
wants, and needs, and his technological ability as well as the.physfdal :factors

of the land.

, .

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE),.American Book Co.,,Pige 8 -2.
The way theland and its natural resources are used depends significantly on the
values and goals of a society and its level of'technolgoy.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 3. .

All people have the same basic needs but they may satisfy.them indifferent
ways. ,

. ,.

4
. 0
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CHOICE MAKING: SCARCITY

Grade 6, Man and Society, SilverciUrdett, Page 88.
Each new settlement in the New World resembled the European area from which the

colonists had come. The Europeans failed to change their environment into that

of their home country. This failure led to the beginning of the.American nation

as we know it today.

Grade 6, Our Working World: "Regions of the World, (1), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 131.
The Chinese ideas on harmony and balance are reflect in their understanding.
of the need for recycling processes and in their use of food products.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A. ,

Senesh, Page 268.
The planet earth can be thought of as a spaceship with limited resources.
However, we have an insatiable appetite for more and more goods and services
which cause chain reaction demands upon these resources.

Grade 6,, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 277.
Value judgments and choices affect the way man resolves or manages ecological

problems.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed

Senesh,Phge 279.
People may have-to limit their desires, or our resources may be used up or

polluted.

Grade 6,'The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 204.
In the United States, people choose what kind of life they want to live.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 26d ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 222.
In the Soviet Union, members of the government decide what is best for the whole

society. For the most part, the Russian people accept such decisions. Not only

social classes, but norms of behavior, social institutions, and much of the
Russian 'way of life have been shaped by government decisions.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 234.
Economic behavior depends upon the utilization of resources.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Grown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace., Jovanovich, Page 246.
Regardless of how large a family's income is, everyong has problems trying to

satisfy their wants and needs. Advertising influences wants; often they are

increased. People must decide how to use the resources they have. That is,

they must make economic choices.
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Grade6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd 'ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 266.
Producers can advertise in newspapers, radio, and television 'to stimulate
people's wants.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.;

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 269.
Advertising can change people's wants.

F '
Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt,, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 274.
Many products are advertised on television and in magazines., People are offered
so many choices that they many times have difficulty deciding what they want
to spend their money on. The United States' economic system is so productive
it can fill many of our wants and needs. Other countries often cannot
offer as many choices.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TO, Laidlaw, Page 2T.'

All.men have certain basic needs including food, shelter, clothing and
recreation. In addition to these needs, people have unlimited wants.
Economists study how limited resources are used by man to satisfyihis needs
and wants.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 52.
The way people go about satisfying their basic needs is influenced by their
culture.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 244.
The caste system in India often determined how people lived, ate, and

dressed. The Chinese built the kind of home they could afford fromPthe
materials they had.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laid16-4, Page 313,
Capitalism permits individuals to make economic choices:

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World; (TE), Cai,dlaw,, Page 320.
Communism in the Soviet Union-permits few economic choiCes.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), 14idlaw, Page t22.

Economics is the study of how man uses limited resources to satisfy his
unlimited wants.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T62.
All societies must meet the economic needs of the people.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 120.
Many consumer goods are still expensive and poorly made in .Russia, and buyers

have little choice.

Grade 6, The United States and `Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page T49.
The determination as to which things are.used as resources depends upon a group's
values and its level of technology.



CHOICE MAKING: SCARCITY

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 57.
How people'see the land makes aifference in how they use it.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE) Macmillan, Page 344.
In India, as elsewhere, the poor are showing signs of impatience. Some land-

less field laborers and urban workers have turned to violence against landlords

and mill owners.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page T18.
The natural environment influences the activities of people.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T32, 1113, and 1134.
The wants of people are unlimited, whereas resources that people need to
fulfill their wants are scarce; hence, societies have to make chokes as to
which needs are to be met and which will be satisfied. Econothic resources

can be used in various ways; different nations have developed ,different economic

systems.

Grade 6,The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page T113.
Increased productivity makes possible the greater satisfaction of man's wants.

CIRCULAR FLOW OF GOODS AND SERVICES

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 61.

The concepts of circular, flow describes the interrelationships of a total

economic system. It Shows the aggregate behavior of all consumers and producers

in the system. ,

Grade 4, Econpmic Edudation'Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 40.

' Goods produced by business must be sold to consumers-to provide money for the

next round of production. If the businessman correctly Forecasts effective

consumer demand and the cost of production,, a'profit is made. If the

businessman's forecastis incorrect, the business suffers a,loss.

Grade 4, Economic Eduction for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 164.

The interrelation of income and production influences the way in which a
decentralized system answers the questions of what, how, and for whom to

produce.

Grade 4, Life on'Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 44.
In exchange for productive services such as labor and management,_the persons

who provide these services receive income payments such as wages and profits.

Then they use these indome payments for'consumer expenditures; that is, they

spend their income to buy consumer goods and services.

Grade 4, Our.Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 92.
The establishment of ore industry creates many jobs outside that industry.
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Workins World: The American Wa of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A:,

e 180.

one company can affect other companies. If other companies depend

oduced by the struck company, they cannot produce. For example,

nufacturers strive, the automobile industry cannot obtain enough
nufacture automobiles.

Grade 5, I r Workin Wor d: The American Wa of Life, (T), 2nd ed.,

Senesh, Pa e 187,
Unemployme t and the resultant reduction in consumer spending contribute to
economic i stability. This is because all economic activities are related to

each other and as one sector cuts back, other are are forced to cut bacK.

Grade 6, A venture: Economics, Ohio, Page 61.

The concep of circular, flow describes the interrelationship of a total

economic system. It shows the aggregate of all consumers and producers in the

system.

Grade 6, C
Medieval p
produced.
buy extras
others to

ltures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T170.
ople wanted to produce more because they had a market for what they
If they could earn a profit from their production, then they could
for themselves. With their new ability to spend they encouraged
roduce more also. A kindlof cycle developed.
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CIRCULAR FLOW OF GOODS AND SERVICES

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 40. .

Goods produced by business must be sold to consumers to provide money for the

next round of production. If the businessman correctly forecasts effective
consumer demand and the costs of production, a profit is made. If the business-

man's forecast is incorrect, the business suffers a loss.

Grade 6, Our Working World: .Regions of the World, (T), 2nd'ed.,.S.R,A.,
Senesh, Page 272.
The earth is a total system made up of interrelated subsystems.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and.Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 248.
Businessmen-need money to buy resources and to pay workers. They obtain this

money by selling goods to people. The price that businessmen charge for goods,
must be high enough to pay for the labor and natural resources needed to produce

the goods. When people buy shoes, for instance, they are giving a shoe company
money to buy leather, and to pay people for their work. Money has, in this

way, gone in a circle from people who buy shoes, to businessmen, and back again

to people who work for the businessman.

COMPARATIVE SYSTEMS

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 19.
Economists have defined three basic economies to describe the allocation of

scarce resources. In a market economy,, businesses bid, for scarce resources

in order to produce for a profit the goods and services wanted and bid for
by consumers.. In a command economy, a centralized agency decided the answers

to the basic questions. Finally, the traditional economy arrives at answers
to the economic problems through the actions of their forefathers. These

'societies are characterized by an absence of change.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 17.
Economic systems have always varied, widely because of difference in cultures,
governmentsAandAkechnology. Economic' stems have tended to fit one of the

following categories,:- traditional, cent lly-directed or free enterprise.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 18.
,Centrally directed economy 'or command economy is a system by which the decisions
of what goods and services are to be produced, by whom, how and for whom are
made by an individual or a small group. Typically, the resources are owned

by the people as a whole. A free enterprise economy is an organiiation of
production, distribution, and consumption of goods, services' resources
by businesses which are owned by individuals wh6 not only are profit motivated

but also are free to use their resources.as they choose.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 28.
Every economic: system faces the basic fact of scarcity because there are not
enough productive resources,to satisfy the wants of the people.,, One of the
most jealously guarded characteristics of the American economy is the fact

that it relies on individual economic decisions. This is characteristic of

a private enterprise system.
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COMPARATIVE SYSTEMS .

Grade 4, EconoMic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 110.
The Market economy of the United States, which we describeas the private
enterprise market approach, is called by several different names--free
enterprise, the market economy and American capitalism-7a11 of which add .
up to the same thing:. decentralized decision.making. .

Grade 4, Economic Education for WasTton.Schools: (D.E.E.P,),Page 21.

Our American method of meking basic onomic decisions with respect to the
use of productive resources through the system of markets and prices provides
us with the maximum amount of economic freedom. Of course, economic freedom- -

like political freedomis not absolute. It is limited by certain'economic
and legal circumstances,.

6ade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 169.
A traditional society is one that has 75 per cent or more of its labor force
in agriculture, yet barely manages to meet minimum needs of the population.
In addition, traditional agriculture isbound up with customs and traditions.

Gradg 4, Industry.: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 170.
Choices are very limited for those who live in a country in which the
government controls all factories, farms, banks, labor union, schools, and,
stores.

.
.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (Irtj; 1975, American Book

, Co., Page 5-7. ,

The economy in_some other countries is almost.completelytontrolled by
government from production of raw materials through manufacture, distribution

and sales of the,finished products.
.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page T117.
Every society develo0 a set of arrangements--an economic system-- through
which it allocates scarce resources'. In a free enterprise society, the

decision- making process functions through markets.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 19.
Economists have defined three basic economies to describe the allocation of,
scarce resources. In a market economy such as we have in the United States,
businesses bid for scarce resources in order to produce, lor a profit, the
goods and services wanted and bid for by consumers. In a command economy,

like that in, Russia, a centralized agency decided the answers to the basic
questions. Finally, the traditional societies mist commonly found in primitive
tribal societies arrives at.answers to the economic problems 'through the actions

of their forefathers. Thesesocieties are characterized by,an absence of

change.

Grade 5; The American Adventdre4 (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T28.
The colonists used effective methods against Britafn's economic system.

Grade:5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 55.
Queen Elizabeth, eager to obtain more gold and silver for England, organized''

other expeditions to the New World. Under the mercantile system,vealth and

power are thegoals,of the nation.
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COMPARATIVE SYSTEMS .

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 1-9.

The nature of the organization of economic profit within, an area results from

`the kind of resources, the state of technology and the socio-political attitudes

prdvailing.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 51.

Britain operated under a mercantile system during the days of colonial expansion.,

The Parliament thought that the colonists should help merchants and shipowners

in Britain make money. In order to .accomplish this, the colonists were required

to sell their products to England even if another country offered a -better price.

Other European countries used their New World colonies in much the same manner

as the British.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Pages 4-3 and 5-1.
Basic in economic organization is the task of devising means of securing
effective cooperation among specialized producers in the system.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 5-2.

Men invented economic systems.and industries to meet their needs.
IR

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 17.

Economic systems have always varied widely because of differences in'cultures,

governments and technology. Economic systems have tended to fit one, of the

following categories: traditional, centrally-directed or free enterprise.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 18.
A centrally directed economy is a system by whicil the decisions of what goods

and services are to be produced, by whom, how and for whom are made by an

individual or a small group. TypidallY the resources awe owned by the

people as a 'whole. A free enterprise economy is the organization of production,

distribution and consumption of goods, Services and resources by businesses

which are owned by individuals who not only are profit motivated but also ,are

free to usetheir resources as they choose. "

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.)., Page 1.

The, economic system of a country refers to the way people organize their economic

activities. That is, how they decide what resources to ilsg,,and what goods and

services to produce, and who-will get them;

Grade 5, Economic Education for Pashington Schools.:- (D.E.E.P.), Page 23.

The freedoms desired by the. colonistsivere'direttly related to'the kind of

economic system they wished to establish. England operated under a merchaptile

system while the colonteS were being established. .

Schools:Grade 5, Etonomic Education. for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 34.

During World War II, the united States had to have military goods to win the

war. The federal government and not consumer demand decided how the; productive

resources shquld be used. After the war,, the government no longer controlled

what was produced. Businesps could again Produce what, they thought the,

consumers wanted. ,
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Grade 5, Investigating Man'l World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,

pagge 41.

The people ofeach nation must decide how to allocate the,nation's resources
to satisfy the 'peoples,needs and wants. flow the four economic questions

are answered is influenced by social and political traditions. Economists

. have classified economic systems into three major typeS It is *portant to
remember that today the'differentes,between economic sySteds are a Matter of'
degrees of 'emphasis.

, .

.- Grade 5, Menthe Toolmaker"-, (TE), Follett,Jage T50. .,
. ,

. .

Examples of economic institutions are patterns,of toolmaking, cooperatiOA, and
;division of labor adopted,by the economic community. 4

, Grade. 5, Man the Toolmaker, (,TE) Follett, Page T154. .

The village of+Cubeo in-South America has a very communal, cooperative yet

primitive economic.,-system: -. .
. .,

.Grade. 5, Man the Toolmaker;, (TEL Follett,Tage T45.
TheCdmmonwealth_of Nations is a grdup Qf Cpuntriesthat have a common history

British rule.- . The.dominfons and.republits of the ComMonwpalth are independent

nations:4ithcompIete self-government; Iher wor*,together to further theiir

ecdnomitprogress:

t

-

',..i..Grade 5, Man the, Toolmaker'-(TE); Follett, Page 1.380: 14

In a. socialist Gauntry, the government controls all important business and
industrY.,Jlen,dnd Wothen Who operate,officesj mitres, .railroads, and factories,
wprkjor:the government instead offbr,private owners. : . .

Grade. 5; Man the TDolmaker,(TE)4 Fafiett; Page T381,-,
Tin:Peru, there is socialism directed by'military leaders: In Brazil,there"

--is private enterprise directed by military:leaders, And in Mexico, there-is

an elected President with much.priyate enterpriS9 but with-the ,largest,industries,_

such as railroads and'oif:productfon, controlled by the government...

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States"; (TE), Ginn, 'Page T31.

The American economic sYstem,.free enterprise, is"based on the_ values and

objectives of 6r-society.
--*

-
O.

Grade 6, Our Working World: The American Way of,Life, (T)*, 2nd S.R,A.,

-Sepesh, Page 70.
,As a protest against the "Oeyine 'right of Kings", a philosophy emerged in-the
seventeenth century that promoted-the, idea of man's natural eight to property4-
nd,liberty and his ability to govern himself. _This laid the ground work

for both our economic and political system.

Grade 3, Our Working World: TheAmeritan Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed.,

Senesh, Page 72.
The basis of our political and economic system rests on the idea that the purpose
of government is to protect the righti of the people.
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Grade.5,-Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed.,_S,-2.A.,

Seneshi Pages 7476, and 78. ; . ._ .

The merchanfile system rejected England's view that'the thirteen American
coldnies existed, to increase the wealth and power of the Mother country.

Qrade 5, Our Working World' The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 81. .

.

.

Merchantilism was the idea that a colony should produce raw materials and buy
ofinished products,.nOt.produCe finished products on.its own. The colonies in

America wanted to gain incbme by building industry and developing trade.

Grade 5,'Our Working World:, The American Way -of Life, (t), 2nd ed:; S.R.A.,

Senesh, Pages 9'8. and 107. .. ,

In.order to build an economic.system,it was necessary to develop industry and

commerce through i', strong national gdvernment.' . ,

4. ,The Constitution and, the international coliditions.6f the time established a
cliniate that favbred the economic'development of the United States and shaped

i .

.,an economic system that was based'on economic. freedoM and the regional division

of labor. .
.. . ....-

E

.

_Grade 5,, Our Working World.: The Amer4canWay of Life, (T), .2nd ed.,..-S.R.A.,
0 Senesh, Page 100: -

,. .

,An economic system is made up of institutions that develop resources and distribute
. 1

r Products.
; .

. . . ._. ,.

.
Grade 5, Our Working World: The AmericansWay of Life, .(T), 21 ed.4,'S:R.A.,

Senesh, Page.106. -
.

. 0

The Constitution is an important pillar supporting our economic system. The

Constitution regulates 'and protects oureconomid system:
. .

4.

Grade 5, Our Working Arid: The,American Way of Life, (T), 2nd O., S.R.A.,,

Senesh, Page 181.
Communism, socialism, and anarchism all hive a different effect 'on the economic

system fn-the country where these systems are used.

Grade,5, Our Working World: The Aierican Way of Life, (T), 2grjed.,

Senesh,,Page 234.
The entrepreneurial system followed by the United States hasxesulted in

considerable economic growth through manufacturing' and.mass production but

,alsolliS caused serious' problems.,

Grade 5, The Social' Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 330.
The American economic system is called a,free enterprise, system.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T130.
As a nation develops its economy, ft must overcome many obstacles, to its

industrial growth.

8-
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tirade 5, The- Social Sludres and Our Country, (TE),(TE), Laidlaw, Page T131.
Throughout the history of a country, its ec omic system will undergo many
changes'.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T40 and T92.
The use of resources depends on the nature of an economic system, the values
of- people, and theilevel of technology.'

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE)4Macmillan, Page T138.
Economies that are based-on ksingle crop or product are less suitable than those

. that are diversified.*

Grade 6, Adventure:` Economics, Ohio, Page 19.
Economists have defined three basic economies to describe the allocation of
scarce resources. In a market economy, such as we hav-e in the United States
businesses bid for scare resources in order to produce, for a profit, the
goods and services wanted and bid for by consumers. In a command economy,
like that in Russia, a centralized agency decides the answers to the basic
questions. Finally, the traditional economy, most commonly found in primitive
tribal societies, arrives at answers to the economic problems through the actions
of their forefathers. These societies are characterized by an absence of change.

&rade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 63.
The European nations wanted to establish colonies in Africa because these
nations wanted to obtain raw materials from Africa. They also wanted to sell

,..
.Manufactured,goods to the African people. They believed they could do this more
easily if they owned or controlled the African territories.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion; (.TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 25.
In the.advanced nations of Western Europe, serfdom disappeared to be replaced
by an economy of wages, rents, investments, and money. Societies based on
status were replaced by societies based op contract--that is, the free acceptance
of economic cooperation and competition within a framework of law.

The rise-of towns and of a wealthy middle class of merchants, bankers, and
entrepreneurs set in motion the machinery of modern capitalism, with its
concern for ooftts and for efficiency of production and distribution.

Grade 6, The Age of.Western Expansion, (TE),'Allyn and Bacon, Page 108.
Capitalism generally implies wide -range operations, efficiency in the conduct
of business, competitions, and private.or corporate ownership of means of
production and exchange. There must first be a surplus so thatmen can begin
to put goods or money aside as savings;, the accumulated savings provide
available capital;.the capital can then be used to provide profits for the
investor. Thus in the capitalistic system the profit motive is harnessed to
promote efficiency and improved production'.
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Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Aqyn'and Bacon, Page 115.
The merchantile system was m economic system.developed during the decay of
feudalism to unifyand increase 'the power and wealth of a nation. This Was

done by strict government regulation of the entire nationa) economy,

'Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and' Bacon, Page 37.
The absurdity of measuring wealth by amount of gold and silver .can be shown
by imagining a nation that had all the gold and silver in the world, but no
food, clothes, or buildings.

'

-Grade 6, The Challenge of Change: (TE), d_Bacon, Page = 38.

Merchantilism was based on the idea/thi a nation shaWd accumUlate all the

gold and silver it could get. Therefore,:the government controlled exports

and imports, and had rigid internal regulations,for manufacture, prices, wages.
Under a merchantilist policy, colonies were,regarded as outlets for manufactured
goods and sources of rawilmaterials and precious metals. Overseas colonies

were important in the merchantilistic scheme becaUte they were sources of

raw materials and good markets for Eropean products.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, .(TE), Al)yn'an6Bacon,.Page
Under the merchantile theory, colonies were sources'of materials and markets,

--noteconomic rivals of Britain. Colonies were expected to purchase all, needed,

manufaciWearcroducts from_the mother country. The British compensated for

these trade restrictions by proteEfW651onial industries from foreign competi-%

tion, and paid for the colonies' military defense. Bofh calonistsand the-

British were satisfied with this arrangement for a long time.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE),' Allyn and Bacon', Page 61.
Merchantilism was an economic system that developed in the period of early

nation-states. It was a system designed to bring surplus wealth to the

mother country. Merchantilism-was characterized by government regulation
of economic policy-including'policies designed to secure a favorable balance

of trade, development of colonial agriculture and manufactures, and the
establishment,of foreign trade monopolies.

.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon; Page 116. .
Merchantilism was an economic nationalism which held that a`favorable balance
Of trade be. achieved that the nation's interests be served, The government,

therefore, should tptervene,massively to enhance the country's econdniy.

Grade-6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), rallett, Page T170.

The rise of nation-states also helped capitalism develop. A strong king could

unite a nation and build roads and canals for trade. Re could give a nation

standard measures, uniform money, and common laws. Kings usually wanted

their businessmen to be successful because businessmen had something kings often

needed--cash. Capitalism introduced money and profit into the economic system

and made feudalism obsolete.

-
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Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T176.
Under merchantilisM the amount of gold a country possessed indicated its

wealth. When gold equaled wealth, the European nations scrambled for
colonial lands where gold might be found. They also wanted colonies and
trading posts where they could sell their products and thus bring money back
to the home-country.

Grade 6,Cultures in Transition,-(TE), Follett, Page T177.
The United States economy is not a pure market economy. Although competition'

is an important factor in AmeriCan business, so is government control. In

fact, the United States government uses controls to promote competition. It

also controls imports from other countries. Various_ kinds of taxes help,

control industry. _

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Pages 1182 and T220.
Karl Marx described a hew society called communism. Under communism, private

property would disappear. Factories, machinery, land--everything would belong

to societyas a whole, Once this happened, profits would benefi.t everyone rather

than a few capitalist's. There would be no rich or poor; no classes.
. .

,_

Grade 6,,Cultures in Transition, (TE); Follett, Pages. T145 .and' -T197.

Marx advOcated ownership of land and industry by the workers themielves.

Grade 6, Cultures in-Traftsition,.(TE) Follett, Page 1429.

Merchantilism based the nations' worth of gold and viewed industry as a means
of:bringing gold into the country. Merchantilist leaders often eliminated the
competition for certain industries in their country in ()Het to:cteate.more

Profits.
,

'Gracie 6.; Econontid Education curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 16.
economic System must determine what_ goods And services will be pr uce

Every economic system must.determine how goodsand Services, will be- produce
Every economic 'system must determine.for whom goods and services will be
produced. .

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 17.,
Economic systems have always varied widely because of differences in cultures,

governments and technology. Ecodomic systems have tended to fit on,of the _

fqllowing.categories: traditional, centrally-directed, or free enterprise.

. -

Grade 6,, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 18.
A centrally directed economy is a system by which the decisions of what goods

and services are to be produced, by whom, how and:for whom are made by an

individual or small group. Typically, the resources are owned by the people

as a:whole. A.free enterprise economy is the organization of production,
distribution, and consumption of goods, services and resources by businesses
which are owned by individuals who not only are profit motivated but are also.

freeto use:their resources as they choose.
.%.
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Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 125.
Some countries depend on a centralized or a command system in Which the,
government makes the decisions and owns the productive resources.. The
emphasis is on the government or party. Competition plays a vital role in
a free-market. Most economic syttems today are mixed. That is, both private
enterprise and government produce goods and services for the people. Its type

.depends on the "mix" or which sector -is the larger-proportion.-

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkanias_Elementary Schools, Page 245.
The merchantilist theOry states that a nation's' wealth is measured by the
amount' of gold in its treasury and that the purpose of the colonies was to
enrich the mother country.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools; _K,6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 1.
All societies face the economic problem of deciding how to allocate'scarce.
resources. In a private enterprise economic system, consumer demand determines
for the most part what will be produced,,and,who will get the goods and services
'produced: The freedom of the individual is most.important and people are free
to own property, to engage in.businesS for profit,to choose their-Work and'to
deCide how to spend 'their income. A command economic system is one in which
government officials make most of'the decisions concerning what will be ,

produced:and who will get the goOds and services that are produced.,

Grade .6, Economics Education, New York, Rage4.
Economies that are categorized command have one overriding element in common--
"government involvement in economic activity; e.g. central planning, taxes,
decidin on job training, etc.

.Grade 6, Eletven Natils, (TE), Gian,Page 77.
Karl Marx felt that whenever businesses are controlled_by a few owners, they
think of their own interests and forget the good of others. Thus the owners
become richer while the workers become poorer_ _Ne_thought this would stop
if no one was allowed to own private property. 4Afterthe-rivolution all means
of production and communication could be owned ih common by the public and
directed by the government.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 402.
The Chinese Government encouraged Chinese peasants to form cooperatives. The

cooperatives were small groups of farms made up of a few families who bought
and sold their things together.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 26.
The warfare and disorder in western Europe after the fall of Rome helped to bring
about a way of life called the feudal system. Under the feudal system powerful
nobles ruled parts of their king's land as their own. In return, the nobles

offered military service to the kings. The nobles' lands were worked by
peasants, who received protection and the right to raise food for themselves
in return for the work they did.

grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 129.
A department of the East German government, called the State Planning COmmission,
is in charge of ihdustry. It plans the progress that industry,in East Germany
is to make and decides what each factory is to produce.
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'Grade'5, In A,Race With Rine; (TE), Mpcmillan, Page 230.

In Chile, the governhentchanged.the'SysteM of landholding. ,Some of the

.-owners of large ranches were forced to sell their Thridta the government if

they were not. making goad use of it. Communal farMs were started with the

land the.government received.-"The governthent provided land, machinery,,

livestock, and the.advice of agricultural experts. The campesinos cultivated:

the land, tended'the.livestock,..and harvested the-crops. The profits, were

.
divided between the government (25%) and the 10 families living on the

coMmunal'faf.M4(75%).

Grade 6, 'In A Race With Time, .(TE), Macmillan, Page .

In 1970, the Chilean people voted in a Marxist government.. The new government
-speeded up.the land redistribution. It.put the entire banking system under

. government ownership. The Republic assumed full.ownership of the major-

- copper mines.,

Grade 6, In A'Rate With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 428.
Many Latin Americans believe that what works well in the United States works,

poorly in their own country. Private ownership of natural resources is all

right in a rich nation. 'But, they say, in less advanced countriesthe
government alone can manage-large-scale developMent. Natural resources must

be-developed to benefit all people rather; than,a privileged few. For this

to happen, many Latin Americans feel that the government must retain ownership

of its minerals, forests, and other resources from passing into the hands of

foreign businesses.

Grade 6, In A Race With,Time, (TE), Macmillan; Page 33.
Economic systems change to meet new or shifting demands for goods, products,

and services.

Grade 6, InqUiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 160.
--Many-Americans were,strongly opposed to the New Deal. They believed that by

playing such an important part in the economy, the federal government was
weakehing the free enterprise system and moving the nation toward socialism.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 22.
Imperialism means the extension of control, by one people-over another. This

control usually 'haspolftical, economic, and Cultural implications. Manchu

imperialism was Conquest and rule, together with some colonization.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon',-Page 69.
Marx and Engels agreed with the Utopian Socialists that society should jointly

own the means of production and share in its profits. Under feudal conditions,

individuals generally owned their own tools, bought or provided their own raw
materials, and produced for their immediate consumption. This was simple

prOduction with little if any excess or "profit".
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Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 77.
Theorti.cally, under both socialism and communism, most capital (accumulated
savings -- money, goods, property used to produce more goods) is owned by

the people collectively. It is, however, administered on their behalf by the

government and its agencies. Depending on whether thp socialism is democratic
or Marxian, the people will have someor no say in the choice of what goods
are to be produced, in what quantity, and for what purpose.. In the United
States, most capital is owned by the people as individuals or as corporations.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE),.Allyn and Bacon, Page 78.
Americans have traditionally thought that the benefits of competition out weigh
its evils. They believe that competition has stimulated most producers to make
goods*better, faster, and cheaper'than if there has been no alternatives on

the market. Only the slightest competition is evident under communism. Since

under. communism the government owns the means of production, there are no
alternatives to the produce the consumer buys.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 56.
Capitalism is the system through which men gain money by the use of capital.

Capitalism was developed by merchants.

Grade 6, Investigating Man's World: Inter-American Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 65.
Canada has a way of choosing how its resources will be used. It has. an economic

system much like that of the United States. Both the United States and Canada

have market systems.

-Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 53.
Like othRr powerful nations, Japan thought it needed an empire in order to have
a place to sell it manufactured goods and to obtain raw materials-and food.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 1-10.
Every society has some system for the production, distribution and consumption
or use of goods and services.

Grade 6, Learning.About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 2-9.
Feudalism is a system of land-holding'by which ultimate ownership is accepted
as being the right of a king who in turn allows parts of his realm to be

held and ruledby tenants who pay him a fee for their tenancy, usually in the
form of Social tribute, military tribute, and financial tribute.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 74.
The Chou rulers of China set up a system of government that we call feudalism
2000 years before the system was used in Western Europe. The Chou had conquered

a very large kihgdom which they now had to control. This kingdom was too big

to be ruled as one single state so the kindgom was divided up into small "states'^

with a lord, or vassal, in charge of each state.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 75.
;Under Chinese feudalism, the king gave each of the lords a large area of

land. The lord had complete rights oven the land and the people living on it.

In return, the lord had to give the king military aid when the kjIld needed
it; he had to report to the king's court from time to time; he had to make
certain gifts or tributes to the king; and most important, he was expected
to give the king hiscompjete allegiance.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 3-5.
'Today vie tend to define feudalism as a system of landholding based on a
system of contracts between weaker. and stronger individuals to insure the cultiva-
tion and.repopulation of the land. Both the landowner and the peasant were
generally bound to the land; the landowner' by need, the peasant by tradition,

- and his oath of loyalty.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 107.
Feudalism was a complete kystem of the organization of society. It affected

the politics, the economics, the social system of much of Europe. The kings

gave lords the right to use land in return for" allegiance, military aid,

and money.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American,gookCo.,
Page 7-7- .

The economy of a country is related to the available resources, capital and
.

education of its people. -- ---

Grade 6, Learning About Countries' and Societies, (_IE),_American_BoOk_Co..,

Page 381. . . - ' ,

Lenin believes as Marx did that all the industries`should be taken away
from the rich owners--by force6and violence if necessary. Everything should

belong to the pr9letariat,-Orlworker. .
'.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed.,

Seriesh, Page 50.
The feudal system was based on a bond between men, established by solemn
loyalty oaths or promises.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of.the World, (T), 2nd ed,,

Senesh, ,Page 52.
Great ritain established the British Empire, controlling colonies throughout
the world that greatly contributed to the industrial development of. the mother

country.
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Grade 6, -Our Working World: Regions of he World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 54.
Merchantilism is a closed political system operating between the mother country
and her colony or colonies and is designed to control production and trade for
the benefit of the mother country.

Laissez-faire is an .open political system based on world-wide division of
labor, free trade, and c petition. According to the school of thought
controlling this system, global division of labor leads to the greatest
prosperity for the large t number of people.

Grade 6,.Our Workin. Wor d: .Re ions of the World, (1), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 60.
Colonies produced raw ma erials which they sold to England; whatever, gold
and silver they obtained for these goods went back to England for the purchase
of finished goods. Thus England, the mother country, benefited from the

merchantile system.

Grade 6, Our Working Wor d: Regions of the World, (1), 2nd ed.,, S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 66.
Merchanplism involved government control over all aspects of economic life;
laisse-faire describes a policy of "doing as one pleases" or free competition.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T); 2nd ed,,
Senesh, Page 138.
China has changed from a feUdal to a communist state.

Grade 6, Our Working World:' Regions of the World, (T), 2nd,ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 142.
The Soviet Union is attemptfpg to unify the Slavic pdoOes under fts political
and economic guidance.

Grade 6, Ou Working World: Regions of the World, (T),,2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Pages 179 and 183.
An economic region can be controlled by a single nation or power, Comecon

is an economic region whose resources are allocated through a Central
authority of member nations and whose economies are modified by the pressure
of the Soviet Union. 4

Grade 6, Our Working World:. Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 181. ,

,

In a planned economy the guernment makes decisions about what is to be
produced for the whole ecOMMy. In a market economy, friteractiQLe supply
and demand determines what is produced. Market and planned economies also
differ with regard to .io owns businesses and the tools of production.

Grade 6, Out' Working World: Regions.of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,'

Senesh, ,Page 195. . _ir--

In a political system where the source,,of power rests with the people rather
than one leader, the people usually redeive greater benefits.
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Grade 6, Th Social Sciences: Conceits and Values, (Brown), (1E), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, B ace, Jovanovich, Page 220.
In 1917, a ew government was formed in Russia with Lenin as leader. He and
other qommu ists leaders promised Russia a new society-06e in which farmers,
workers, any all the people would have an equal share of the society's wealth.

Grade 6, Th Social iences: Conceits and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, B ace, Inp vich, Page 222.
In the Sovi t Uni mbers of the government decide what is best for the whole
society. T e government is very strong. The goods that are produced, the pay
that worker and farmers receive, the movies and books that may be produced--

, all are.deC ded by the government.

r

Grade 6, Th Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, B ace, Jovanovich, Page 234'.
Economic sy tems are made up of interdependent groups of people who share resources.
The amount if goods and services an economic system can produce depends partly
on the ways in which people are interdependent.

Grade 6, Th: Social Sciences: Conceits and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcou'rt, B ace, Jovanovich, Page 256.
A mature economy is able to produce almost anything/people want it to produce.
In order to become mature, a developing economy must begin to use.its resources
effiOently.

Grade '6, Th= Social Sciences: Concerts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, B ace, Jovanovich, Page 262.
India's eco omy is still a long way from maturity. It is now a developing
economy, and its growth toward maturity has been slew. Its lead Ors hope,

howeVer, that the economy will one day be able to produce all the goods that_
people want and need. - -

4-

Grade 6; The Social Sciences4---ContIPts and Values, (Brown), (7/ 2nd ed.,

HarcourtBret.--,--a-s-ianovich,.Page 266.

-Wien consumers _an tneSes are free to i'titeract, they can help control
-the-proficti n of goods.'and services. An economy inawhich production is
controlled i this way is calleda market economy. In a market.economy,
decisions ar made by thousands of consumers and producers. , 7

,
.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: "Concerts and Values, (Brown), (TE,), 2nd'ed.,
arcourt, Br ces Jovanovich, page 270.
In some socistiA, the government usually decides what is best for the economy:
4t decides h w to use resources. Consumers and businessmen cannot decide to
buy or produ:e products wit out government, approval. The'kind ofibusinesses
that are begin, the way th y are run., and even. the wages that workers receive
are made by the 9overnmen EunomiA,ts call this kind 10conomic system a
command economy.

s

9

____-------
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brade, Jovandivich, Page 284.
If most decisions on production, advertising, and prices are made by
businessmen and consumers in an economy, it is most like the market model.
If most decisions on production, adertising, and price are made by local,
state, and national governments in an economy, it is most like the command

model.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE, 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 290.
When the communists overthrew the Russian government in 191:7, they promised to

build a new society--one in which there would be enough food, goods, and
services for all people to. have a share. At the time of the revolution, the
government took control of banks, industries, and railroads. The government

then had control of what was produced. It could and did tell factory managers

what to produce. It also told them how much they were expedted to produce.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt; Brace, Jovanovich, Page 292. ,

The communist government in Russia setup state-owned farms. Stich farms are

completely owned and ruh by the government. It takes all of the crops which

are grown, but pays the farmers wages for their work. With these wages, the

farmers can then buy food at government- operated - stores. .

Grade -6,'Tbe Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Br201...__CIE-4-5-2nd-07,

Harcourt, Brace,-Jovanovich, Page 300
To use resources effic ii-ently, people in all societies have eonomic--SY-Stems.

_An-eeorfornit- system is a way-for people-lb depend on one another to satisfy

- someof_their wanttiiid-needs.. In this way, people within an economic system

are interdependent.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: ,Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 356.
The government of -Iran is playing an important role in planning how the economy

Of Iranwillodevelop.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlw,-Page 114.
Egypt's economic system reflectedthe country's self-sufficiency and the belief

in the divinitylof the pharaoh. The Egyptian pharaoh controlled almost all of

the economic activity in ancient Egypt.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and OurArld, Laidlaw, Page 196.

Confusion and lack of a central government in Europe led to a new. political

system called feudalism. In a feudal system power and land are held by the

nobles or the wealthy.
, 0

Grade 6, * Social Studies and (Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 260.
The colonial policies of western European countries felt th'at.their colonies

should benefit the home country. This way of dealing with'the colonies came

to be known as merchantilism.. Under merchantilism thehome country expected

to get raw materials from its colonies. Thee home country also expected to

,sell any of its surplus goods to its colonies. Colonies in North and

South America were established p) help the growth and aVelopment of ,the

home countOesleconomic system.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 272.
The colonies that European countries established in America were naturally
affected by the governments that established them. The colonies of a country
were expected to fit into the merchantile system of the home country and

. he173 make the home country rich and powerful. Powerful rulers frequently
encourage economic development to increase their poWer. .

Grade 6, The Social' Studies'ind Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 298.
Socialists believe that the government should own the means of production.
Socialists expect the government to run these means of production for the
benefit of all the people.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page'305.
Private property was done away with under the communist government in Russia.
Private industry was taken over by the government. Small farms were joined
together to form government-owned farms or collective farms. The product

of the farmers was given to the government and then distributed among the
people. The collective farms were not as,successful as the government had__
hoped.

Grade 6, The Social. Stuslies-and-Our"-Wirld, Laidlaw, Page 312..

Each.societrtas-beveloped its_own econciffic system. A society will develop an

economic system-which "bbgfsuits its, needs.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and-Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 313.
Under capitalism, manufacturers produce goods for profit. Capitalism permits

individuals to make economic choices. One way of organizing an economy is
'for indiOduals within a society to cooperate to produCe and distribute goods.
Manufacturers decide what to produce based on what is demanded by the consumers.

This.is capitalism. Under capitalism, the manufacturers make goods which they

believe that people will want to buy. The goods are sold at prices which the

buyer will pay and which will provide profits for the manufacturers. Today,

. the,American economy is the leading capitalistic,economy in the world.'

.f.Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 315. .

Capitalism is based on the ownership of private property. In a socialistic

economy, the government owns the means of .production.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE /), Laidlaw, Page 316.
,There is no fully'socialized economy in the world today. The economy of Great

Britain is only partly socialized.

Grade §,The Social. Studied and Our World, (TE)*, Laidlaw, Page 318.

In most European countrjes socialism has improved the.general welfare. Socialism

often becomes less popylar as societies prosper. The government has nearly

total contra) of communist economies. .

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE)., Laidlaw, Page 326.
As China's economic system is communist, the government has almost complete

contrOI)of the economy.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T48: ,
A society's economic system is the way in which a. society goes about 'solving

its basic economic%questions. : '
. , -

Grade6, The Social Studies end Our World, (TE),-Laidlaw, Page T73.
Feudalism was a combination of political, social, and economic obligations
and privileges.

Grade 6, The Sacial Studiesand Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T97.
, Some people hoped that socialism would correct the social evils caused by

industrialization.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T101.
The economic systems of most societies are a mixture of socialism and

capitalism. A society's economic system_emolves and changes as the sot-I-etc--

changes.

____--Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our-Woild, (TE) Laidlaw, Page T103.
Most-societies with newly developing economies are adopting largely socialistic

economic.systems. India and China are trying to solve similar economic
problems with opposing economic systemS.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page; 6.
the communists believe that individuals Should not own their own farms,
factories, and mines. .Instead, the.gOverpment ownsthe land and natural
resources and controls farming and industry. The communist leaders came

to feel that the-best way to modernize the country was for the government
to plan-and direct all work..

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, 'Page 36., .

Marx thought the working people ought to control the economy. Under this

communist system individuals would-hot be allowed to own farms, factories,

on mines. Everything would,belong to all the workers together and be run

by the government.

Grade 6 The Ways of Man, ;TE),, Macmillan, Page.41.
The kings who claimed pieces of land in Western, Europe in, the year 1000 were not

powerful heads of nations. There were no nations. The kings did not have

the power to keep the peace among the people of their countries. The only

strength a king.had was that supplied by feudal lords who would come at his

call. In return for military assistance, the king gave & piece of the kingdom

to the lords to keep as their own.

Grade 6, a Wa s of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 59. .

The king he newt nation- states had as one of their goals the building of

strong, self-surficint nations. Import raw materials, their plan.said. . If

you have raw materials in your country, hold on to them. Make finished goods

in your owh country. Sell them at home and abroad.. Othercountries will:owe
your country more than you owe them. they will have to pay you in gold. Gold

means wealth, so their thinking ran.
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Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 84.
The Soviet Union of the present day, is not the kind of communist society- Marx

dreamed of. _There is not complete equality for everyone. Not everyone 41 the

Soviet Union earn,s the same_amount of money. There are differences in the

kinds of homes people live in. But the means of producing goods, the factbries

and the farms, are owned by the government. There are no Soviet capitalists.

'Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page,136.
In the early days of Israel's modern development much farming was done by members

4 of kibbutzim. A kibbutz is a farming communitY owned and operated by its

members as'a group:

'Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), MAmillan, Page 409.
-Under the Agrarian Reform law of the People's Republic of China all land and

other means of production were confiscated, with the exception of those to be

nationalized,-and given to the poor peasants.

COMPETITION

...
. ..

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio Page 65.

Competition is a, means of allocating resources to their most efficient use.
Interaction in a,,,market setting determines the prices of goods and services.
,Ideally, this results in the production of only those goods and services which

consumers desire.
, -

Grade 4, Economic Educational Experiences of Enterprising Teachers, Kazanjian

Foundation Awards, Volume 12, Page 44. -
,

Having a mock trial. where monopoly is tried can show how competition makes'

our free enterprise system work. .

. .
.

Grade'4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 112.
Monopoly means in simple terms, one seller of a certain product.' When
there are no other sellers, that seller can fix his own price and quantity.

Monopoly virtually eliminates competition. .

,

Grade 4, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 13.

Competitibn in the market promotes the most efficient use of. scarce resources.

encourages economic progress, provides individuals with opportunities,fOr .

self-advancement in business and benefits the consumers. Competition between

firms encourages producers to invest better products and more efficient ways
of producing and selling them. '. .

,,t

Grade 4; Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 138. ,

Brail enjoyed a monopoly of rubber prOduction until'seeds were smuggled out

of Brazil. Rubber plantations in Malaya ended the boom in Brazil.

,Grade 4, Great Ampricans,Fideler, Page 48.
Big companies were so powerful that earlier presidents had not been able to

stop them from acting unfairly toward ()tiler companies.' Theodore Roosevelt,

however, was able to enforce the Sherman)Antitrust Act. This i,aw helped

prevent large companies frdm using their power in this way.
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Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 126

In business competition, the winner is not just the company thatoffers goods

at the lowest price--the quality of the goods must be commensurate with its

price.

Grade 4; Industry:, Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 149. .

An airline that makes its customers feel they are getting good service stands

to ,gain in a; competitive situation.

Grade 4, Investigating ComMunities.and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book,

Co.,Tage
Goals are cOmmon toall_grpypsand-are-ofteiTestatrraa-V cooperation or

A,

Gride 4, Investigating Communities'
Co.,.Page 15.,
Competition is :the struggle over a

groups.
.

/

r-

.01

Grade 4, Investigating Communities
Co., Page 5-3.
In some economic systems, there is
of goods and services. Prices-are

demand, and by the relative values

Grade Investigating Communities
co., Page k74.
Cotpetition means that when two, or
product, each offers it.as cheaply

and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

T .

ggal between two Or more individuals or 1'

and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

competition among producers and distributors
affected by competition, by supply and
of goods and services,

and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

more peoole are trying to Sell the same
as possible in hopes of making a sale.

Grade 4, Life..dmParadise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 117.
Where there isgreat,competition, or rivalry among businesses, a businessman

Vitas to have ttle right goods and services available at the right time, at the

right price and-in the right place to/ stay in business.

Grade 4, Our Working'World: Regio S/of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed., S.R.A.

Senesh, Page ,88.
A fewlarge manufacturing compan'es produce most of the goods for sole industries.

Because of this domination, there is little price competition.

Grade 4 0r/Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2n4 ed.,

S.R.A.,',Senesh, Page 96. '

Many ,of theiimportant industries in a manufacturing region face competition

because of development of new products.

Grade 5,'Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 65.

Canpetition is a mans-of allocating resources to their-mast 'efficjent use.

Interaction in a market setting determines the prices of goods and services
,Ideally, this results in production of only those goods and services which

consumers desire.
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and .Its Neighbors,.(TE), American Book Co.,

Page-5-1s
A market.price system works best when buyers and sellers are highly competitive:

.., .4

Grade 5, Asking Abbot the USA and It's .Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 182.
-

.

John"0. Rockefeller gained control of the oil industry in the late 1800's.

As the larOst oil company in the country, Standard Oil demanded and got,

special low prices from railroads and pipelines. Because he paid less for

transpoftation, Rockefe)ler was able to charge less on the market, driving

sMaller,ail companies out of business: Then he would buy them and add them

to Standard Thus-he put an end to competition in the oil inddstry.

Grade 5.,- Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.;

Page 186. ',

To try to encourage fre e competitio , Congress passed the Sherman Anti-Trust

Act in 1890. This Taw was aimed at the giant companies, which'were called

trusts. The law made it illegal fo, big companies to prevent free competition.

Standard Oil, for instance, could no longer legally force the railroads to

charge lowerates than-for-other customers.
.... .

. .

Grade 5, Economic tdugalion for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 117.

Competition is the.main regulating force under which producers organize to

make the best use ofscarce'resources to produce the goods and services that

will sell at :a,profit 'because they satisfy consumer wants at a price consumers

can'pay. Competition lies so much at the heart of a market economy that one

of the functions of government is to insure competition.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 117.

Competition is rivalry among businesses_for_customers.

Grade 5,,Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2n4 ed.,

'Senesh, Page 45.
,A monopoly is exclusive control 'by a person or group of all the production of

one kind of good or service.

Grade 5, Our Workin World: The American a of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 209.,
Steel industry faces competition iFrom steel substitutes such as cement, glass,

aluminum,. and plastic, which arecheaper to produce.

Grade 5, Our Workin World: The American Wa of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 211.
An-oligopoly is a market situation in which Only a few companies control most

,of the production. Between them, these companies can set the price of the product.

Grade 5, Our Working World: TheAmerican'Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S,RA.,

Senesh, Page 241.
In a competitive economy, producers compete with each other in price and quality

of goods and\servicesi no company is so large that it is able to control price.

-0 J4
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,

Grade 5, The. Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, t Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,Page 235.
All the sellers in a Competitive market are careful to keep their prices high
enough to earn a profit but low enough so customers will not look for lower
prices elsewhere. They offer special services to their customers. They all

,know that other'sellers are trying to sell to the same customers'. ' .

.

When stores keep lowering prices to get customers. away from other stores,_they
are,in what is called a "price war". Most "price wars" do not last long.
Small businesses.lose too much money by selling-at prices below their costs.
The "wars" usually end when the stores.deide to sell at about theamelprices.
Monopoly means the producer is the only seller of a certain good or service.

Grade 5,- The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
HarcourtBrace, Jovanovich, Page 236. ..

A seller with a monopoly can sell a product for a higher price than he might

asks, hedhas nq choice_but_to'do Without the produce. Such a monopoly can give
if there were other sellers buyer will not pay what the seller

a sellen bigger profits. .
----- ____,..

Grade 5, This Favored Land,. (TE), Macmillan, Page 209:

In 1820, Mexico won its independence from Spain. Under Mexican control

things changed fqr the missions in California. One reason was that their

success in business had hurt the' business of others. .

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 301.
In the 1880s, the years of open-range came to an end. The most trouble had

come from the fact that too many people were in the ranching business. As

ranches spread from the southern to'the northern plains, the number of cattle
become greater than could'be sold:

Grade 5, This.F.iydred Land, (TE), Macmillan; Pages 312 and T120.
After the. Civil War, the size of businesses began to grow. Companies tried to

put rivals out o business. They cut their prices until the manufactureft were

,selling at price that Oidsnat-dOver what it cost to producb the stoves.

Some simply had t go out of business. If this kind of competition continued,

many realized tha they,were faced With ruin. So companies began to work

together. Instea4 of. competing with each other, they cothbined in various ways.

'People called thesW combinations "trusts".

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio,'Page 65.
Competition is a means of allocating resources to .their most efficient use. '

Interaction in a market detdrmines the-PriCe of goods and services. Ideally,

this results in the production of only those -goods and servicegwhich consumers

desire.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE)-, Allyn and Bacon, Page 53.
The Portuguese did not want competition from European neighbors. :They wanted

th6,African coastal trade to be theirs exclusively hence they were anxious to
keep their neighbors igdorant as to winds, currents, coastal landmarks,. etc.

oR
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Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 109.
Spain's monopoly orcolopiai trade and activity was envied by the rest of
Europe_. The colonidt existed to produce mineral wealth and Ow materials
fbr the benefit of Spain, Also, the colonies ere to Rrovide a ready market.
fOr manufactured Spanish go*. The colonists Were not permitted to develop
ipdpstries,that would compete with those of Spain. They were also forbidden
tO.ti-agie with any nation-other than Spaip..

Grade 6, The .Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and BaCon, Page 111.
,_better wages comeas productive efficiency improves, And employers are less
concerned with cutthroat competitiop. ,

-Grade'6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T40..
Conquering Roman armies-. brought slaves back. to Rome: Large landholders found
slavery profitable because they'did not have td pay wages and could charge
lower prices. Small farmers who,had survived competition with estates before,
now went bankrupt.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T177.
Competition between the manufacturers in the same business controls costs,
wages, and prices. Smith felt that since competition.controlslusiness,

(government should not make laws to control it.

Grade 6, Cultures.in Transition, (TE), Follett; Page T256,.
The written language was quite important to the Chinese scholar-officials.
The mandarins probably would not have wanted a simpler form of 'writing that
would have enabled many people to become scholars. That would have provided

. too much competition for available jobs, and perhaps, their own positions would ,

have been threatened.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 125.
Competition plays a vital.role in a free market. Competition has brought us
more and better goods and'services at prices the average person can afford.
One of, the functions of government is to regulate and guarantee competition.

tirade ,6, Eleven. Nations, (TE),_Ginnt'Page:41...

0

Although Britain had once been the first and only industrial'nation, by 1900
' it was only one among many. With fierce competition from abroad Bri'1ain was

losing its monopoly in shipbuilding and ocean transportation. Markets for the.
country's goods were shrinking. .

,

0
.

..

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (T , Ginn, Page 339. ,
.

There is more than'One comp ny in Japan that makes fit' boats. Each, company',

must watch the competition rom within the country as well'as from outside the

country. .
/

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 476.
The Dutch were driven out of Brazil by the Portpguese and they moved to the
West Indies, There they used their capital and sills to raise their own sugar-
cane,, thus providing competition on the world market for Brazil's sugar.

,
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Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 493.
;

Specialization in one crop, like coffee, is often a good thing. But,it can

be dangerous, too.- Sometimes competition can hurt. When larg profits are

made, other people may often decide to produce the same crop. The wOrld

market becomes over supplied, prices go, down, and profits are less.

4 -Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 170.

The king of Spain would not, alloig anyone but Spanish merchants to tradil with

his New World possessions. Since they did not have any competition, the Spanish

merchants could charge high pricesfor the products they sold in the New World.

To further reduce competition, -the Spanish also discouraged the colonists from

producing wine; clothing, and other articles that were made in Spain.

Grade 6, Inquiring Abou:Freedom, (TS), Fideler, Page 155..

Since many companies were competing in the petroleum business, more oil was

produced at times than could be sold. When overproduction occurred, some

producers and refiners cut prices very low in order'to.sell their oil. Rockefeller

and his assdciatesdecided that the best solution to their problems would, be

to .6 away with competitiOn in the oil buSiness.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, .(TE), ,Fideler; Page 1,56.

Since the huge trusts did not have to meet the prices of competing firms, they

could charge as much as.they wished for their goods. Today, business organiza-

tions suspected ,of using unfair practices to eliminate competition are, brought

to trial. 1,,

/ /
'

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture; (TE) Allyn and Bacon, Page 78. /

Americans have traditionally' thought that the,benefits of competition outweighs

its-evils. They believe that competition has stimulated most producers to

make goods better, faster, and cheaper than if there had been no alternatives

on the market. On the other hand, a few producers have taken advantage of

unregulated circumstances by trying to corner the market through cutthroat

business practices.

Only the slightest competition is evident under communism. 'Since under communism-

the government (WS the means of production, there are no alternatives to the

product the consumer .buys.
',

ties,Grade 6, learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 133. .

.

The qedieval.townspeople were very concerned with protecting theirmeans of

making a living. They passed many laws and regulations 'to eliminate tcapetition.

Since the farmers had. to-come.to,toWn to _trade, the jops of thetown'craftsimen

were protected. ' /

_

Grade ,64 LearninObout Countries and Societies, (TE), American ffoofe Co.,

Page 285: .'
,

,

By the 47th century, Great Britain had obtiined'a monopoly, or exclusive

control of trade with Nigeria. .

.
.

. . ,.
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,Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 7-9.
Competition is generally thought of as a healthy thing. Brazil suddenly

-found that other countries were also marketing coffee: Brazil became worried

about. the market.

rade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page-329.
, , .

,

Brazilian coffee growers have other 4oblems besides soil exhaustion. Places

such as Africa have also become coffee producers in recent years, which means
that Brazil must compete with other producers in the World's market. 4.4,-------

I

Grade 6; Our Working Work': Regions of the World, (1"), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 214.
Latin America's economic growth is hampered by a lack of savings and of invest-
merit, in natural and human, esources,,a low ,level of technological development,
poor marketing facilities, and competition from more efficient foreign businesses.

i.sade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich; Page 234.
Competition among producers for the favor of consumers has led to enormous
growth in the American economic system over the past two hundred years.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences': Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt; Brace, Jovanovich, Page 280.
A market economy is based on competition. Producers compete with each- other

to make the best products at the lowest cost possible. If there were no

competition--if one company were the;-only-producer of a good--iconsumers
would have fewer choices, and their demand would not affect price as much.

In the,late 1800's and early 1900's, large corporations became powerful enough
to control one part of the market. In other words, they had a monopoly.
Corporations that had monopolies did not have to make improyements in their
product In order to compete. Nor could, consumers affect production or prices

through supply and demand. With monopolies, then,supply and demand could Mit

. work. The pricof goods depended on corporate decisions.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T93.
Industrialization leads to international contacts and possibly to international

competiticin..

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 479.
Japan had made agood start in rodUcing and marketing goods. Building on

that base, Japan created.a modeN industrial system. An important characteristic

of this systexwas the development of very'large-%groups of companies, called

zaibatsu. Th'se industrial giants competed with One another very actively.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 482.
American occupation offilcials broke up the zaibatsu that controlled industry.
But the Japanese,traditien of cooperation was -too strong to be wiped out. The

government leadership sees to it that .the economy does not suffer from wasteful

competition,
. /
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CONSUMER:" CONSUMPTION:" UTILITY: DEMAND.

Grades4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 15.
Consumers consist of all those who use goods and services. All members of

society are considered consumers.

Grade 4, Adventurer Economics, Ohio, Page 62.
All members of a society who'consume goods and services are consumers.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.
Consumption is the utilization of goods and services to satisfy human wants.

Grade 4','Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 3.

Consumers' demand for each product depends upon their preferences for it
relative to competing products, the level of consumer income and the price
Of the particular product. relative to what alternative purchases Might cost.
There is a demand-for a product when consumers want to buy it and have the money

to buy it:
4

Grade 4, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 5.

, If'all the demands of individual consumers are added up, the total demand for

the product'is achieyed. It is total demand that is important to the producers.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 9.
A_consumer uses.,goods and services.

. .

Grade 4; Economics: The Dismal Scipn9e, Ellenberg,-Rage 52.
.,_

The price of a good or service is dependent,upon the supply and demand.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 26.

hire people wanted canned food. More factories opened to supply the increasing

demand as the canning Orocdts be0me practical and profitable.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, .(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 34.

Demand for canned foods of_ all, varieties has continued to increase. New

strains and varieties of food have been developed specifically for the,canning

industry, hence quality of canned foods has improved as well as quantity.

/Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), and Bacon, Page 35.

'If steel were no longer used inacans, the steel industry would lose a great
part of its_ market, and profits might decrease.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Rage 94.
Advertising does affect taste, but consumer demand determines the success or

-failure of any 'product.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 100.
A consumer is one who "consumes" or Oesgobds, though in everyda; terms we
often think of the consumer as a purehaser of goods and services. 1n -one

Sense, the consume)/ is always king; if consumers do not net or want a product,

or cannot pay for it,- the company prpducing it will go out /of business.
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,CONSUMER:- CONSUMPTION: UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 129.

Demand is the amount of a particular produathat consumers are willing and
able to purchase.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

Co., Page 5-4.
If people wapt an item and are willing to pay for it, they_have a demand'

for that item.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures,(TE), 1975,, American-Book

Co., Page 163.
Consumption means using products and goods. People who use products are

consumers. All people are consumers.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE),-1975? American Bobk

Co., Page 172.
Demand'affects,the amount of an item that is produced. .

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), 1975, American Book

.Co,. Page 250.
Whenever a person buys and uses a_product or service provided by someone else,
he becomes a member of the community of consumers.

Grade 4,'Investigating Man's World: Regional Studies; Scott, Fo1esman, Page 94.

ConsOmers, the people who buy goods and services, must choose which goods and
services they'wilX purchase. The choices they make'depend upon -the amount of
money.tney have:i Their choices affect the kind, and amount of goods and services

that dre produced.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 15.
All goods used directly by members of the tribe, such as clothing, food or
huts, were called consumer goods on Paradise Island. Persons Who-used

these,goods were called consumers.

Grade 4, Our Working World:, Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 131.
Changes in consumer tastes can affect a large part of +them) industry and

agriculture. (
, /

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 224.
There is demand for an item when someone wants the item and is willing to pay

for it. /

Grad' 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcoul, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 226.
When you buy goods or services, you have a demand for them.

Grade 4, /Web of the World, (E), 1973,.Macm1)1 1, Page 7.

People who buy goods are called consumers. / .
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CONSUMER: CONSUMPTION: UTILITY': DEMAND . .

1

,

Grade 4, 1eb of the World, (TE), 1973; Macmill'an, Page 169.
Advertising tells people about new products. By telling people a ou.-Timit..,

prdducts; it increases the number of people, who buy.

. .

'Grade 4, 'Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Piiage 190:
The demand for, something means how much of that thi g people want to buy.

Grade'4, Web. of the.World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page T60.
The number'and variety of occupations avai1lable depends partially on the
demand for a variety of goods and services.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1973, Macmillan, Page T117:
Prices are largely determined by the demand.fop and supply of gbods and

services. .410

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), 1573 Macmillan, Page T132. '

Changes in co sumer choices and government choices can lead to shifts in pro-

duction.

Grade 5, Adve t re: Economics; Ohio, Page 15.

'Consumers con ist of all those who use good's and services. All members of

/ society ae c nsidered consumers.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational P ., Page-T57.

The genius of people such as Henry Ford made it possilsl or many to benefit

from knowledge of how...to meet the nation's product demands.

Grade 5, Th0 Americin Adventure, (TE), Fiel/d/Educational Pub., Page 59.

The demand /for toba co increased the need for people to'work in tht fields.

Thus, slavery becamta profitable source of labor.

Grade 5, Th American Adventure, (TE); Field Educational.Pub:, Page 163.
Whitney's i vention of the,cotton gin cut down the number of'slaves needed for

,cotton pro uction, but since cotton now could be cleaned and spun easily the

demand for the crop increased. As a result, plantations needed more slaves

to grow and pick the larger cotton crop.
,

I,

Grade 5, The Atherican Adventure, (TE), FieldAdOational, Pub., Page 190.
In 1850, foreign nations were demanding more and more Solithern cotton. The

textile mills of England, France, and Germany, used the South's slave-picked

fiber.
,, ,

, .
d ,

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), FielchEducational Pub., Page 226.
By the time the Civil War began,,railroad and factory owners had discovered the

value of oi) for greasing mechanical,Wrts. It seemed thatthe demand for, the

natural,resource would never end.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA.a.nd Its Neighbors, (TN, American Book C.,
4Page'29.
Around 1613, the colonists. found that they could Vow a new crop--tobacco.
The-Engljsh:had,learned to:enjoy smoking tobacco brought back ,from the

West,Indies. Soon tilt Virginians.were growing as much tobacco a8'.they could

and makinggood money-fur it.
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CONSUMER:VONS PTLON: UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), Am an Book Co.,

Page 57.
When the English started taxing English products, manc-cabrdists simply stopped

. buying British goods altogether. Refusing to buy certain goods or to do business

with a particular merchant is called boycotting.
4

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Pages 3-6!and 4-6.
'-Increased population increases the demand for goods and services.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 105.
As more and more people flocked to eastern cities, the demand' for fopd increased.

Since the amount of land available in the east for producing food was limited,
many farming families headed westward into the Northwest Territory.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA aid Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 118.
Cotton cloth was in great demand both:in the United States and all over the

world in the late 1700's. As factories began making more cotton cloth- than

ever,before, the South, with its long growing season, became the ideal area for

grOwing cotton.

: Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (tE), American Book Co.,

Page 211.
In_1890, the garment industry needed workers because ready-made clothing was

t ',becoming more and more popular. New York City had thousands of small garment

factories.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.
Consumption is the utilization of goods and services to satisfy human

wants.

Grade 5, Economic Education For Arkansas,Elementary Schools, Page 33.
The demand for an item designates how much of it people will buy at any given

priceduring any given period of time.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 3!

In our private enterprise system, consumer demand in the market is the main

force that allocates the productive resources among competing wants.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 12.

Consumers benefit from technological progress because lower prices provide,

improved quality of new kinds of goods and services, as well as an increased

quantity of these goods and services.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 32.

Businesses must try to anticipate what will be the consumer demand for their

goods.
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CONSUMER: CONSUMPTION: UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 5, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 3.
During the holiday season, people buy More because they are buying gifts and
preparing for the holidays. Consumer demand increases during this period of
time

Grade-5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 35:
The demand for water is everywhere, increasing, not only because the population is
increasing, but also because water is_needed for industry, and for air conditioning
which is becoming a necessity rather than a luxury,in the big cities-.

Grade5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 15. .

Persons who use goods.personally are called consumers.
y

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T288.
In order to earn money, the farmdrs of India grew crops that they know they could
sell to British businesSmen in the towns and cities. They,grew less and less

food crops for thelselves. From time to time the demand for their products in
Britain would drop, so British businessmen stopped buying them. This left the
farmers with no other way to earn money.

Farmers were using few products made by village artisans. Instead they bought

British goods. British factory products were cheaper to buy than handmade
goods.' This meant the artisans now had little work and were very poor.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T315.
By the time World War II wars e'er, Americans were ready for a buying spree. ,

Many war factories were converted to peacetime manufacture. The wartime rise
in personal income, and.tiie bottled-up demand for consumer goods, set the
stage fora post-war spiral in production and consumption.

.4 -,

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE); Follett, Page T318.
Wages of workers were 4igher after World War II, as evidenced by the increase
in buying. ,/

Grade 5, Midwest andOreat Plains, Fideler, Page 98.
As the Industrial R6olution spread to the Midwest and Great Plains, the demand
for iron and steel began to grow. These metals were needed to make railroad
tracks, machines, nd other goods. To meet the growing demand for iron and ..

steel, new suppli- of iron ore were needed. The increasing demand for steel
also encouraged the development of cheaper and faster methods of producing
this metal. ,

,
,.1

Grade 5, The N9rtheast, Fideler, Page 204.
A factory can4tt operate without customers to buy its products. In other words,

every factor must have a market.

.Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Pag 234. % 7

4?

To carry on trade successfully today, products must be advertised: demand must

be created. People mill not usually buy a product unless they know something

about it Therefore, business firm often employ adVertising agencies ,to make

their products known to the public
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CONSUMER: CONSUMPTION: UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 5, One-Nation: The United Sta , (TE), Ginn, Page 121.
All Americans are consumers. A co umer is any person who buys and uses the
goods and services he needs and nts.,

Grade 5, One Nation: The U ed States, (TE), Ginn, Page 453.\
As long as people lived on "farms, they grew their own food. But when more
and more people began t", live in the large cities, they had to buy food in
stores.

Grade 5, One Nation: 'The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 461. .

Americans wanted to enjoy themselves in the twenties. They had !kr money
to spend than they''ever had 'up to that time. People bought automo1 i es, radios,
vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, and many other goods that were pouring out of
American factories-.

Grade 5, Our Working W The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Rage 38.
The great demand for tobacco resulted in the almost complete specialization
of the Virginia economy in the production of tobacco.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed.,.S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 104.
Prices go up and down because of change in supply-and demand.

Grade 5; Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page.271.
Consumers may need even more protection in the future than today. The power
of large companies is growing; goods and services are becoming more numerous
and more complicated; protection from misleading advertising will still be
necessary.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt; Brace, Jovanovich, Page 185.
If demand for a good is high, the price will be relatively high.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
,Harcourt, Brage, Jovanovich, Page 222.
When a person wants a sood and had the money to pay for it, economists say
he has demand for it.

ri

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Value, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 223.
Manufacturers try to estimate the demand for their products. If they make
more goods than the people want, they will not be able to sell them, or make
much in profit.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE),, 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 225.
A person who wants a product must be willing to spend his money on it, or he
has no demand for the product.
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CONSUMER: CONSUMPTION: 'UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 17.

Consumers are the users of goods. Economists study the "fads" or whimsical

shifts in the consumer's wants.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE): Laidlaw, Page 321.

The United States government made foreign trade illegal in 1910, however,
many Americans would not stop buying foreign goods. They smuggled goods

across the Canadian border.

G'rade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 10b.
In the early 1800's, many New Englanders gave up their farms because they lost

the customers who had once bought their wheat. Many people were moving west

to the plains.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 219.
In the gold rush towns of California, the demand for goods and services was so

high that the prices were unbelievably high.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 229.
There was a rapid increase in the population during the 1800's. This along with

other factors was the reason for the take-off of the Industrial Revolution.

With more people demanding goods and services, production must increase to

match this demand.

Grade 5, This Favored Land,(TE), Macmillan, Page 301.
In the 1880's, the years of open-range ranching came to an end. Range cattle

had to be tough animals that could go long distances for food. Tough animals

meant tough meat. People in the East who bought the meat began to ask for

better quality. If good quality was to be developed, fences were needed so
that superior beef bulls, such as Herefords, could be used for breeding purposes..

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 331.

Farmers must watch the tastes of consumers, the people who buy their products.

Consumers today want less fat on their bacon, ham, and pork. 'So the corn

ljvestock farmer feeds his hogs a way that will not build 1.41 fat layers.

He "doesn't let the hog make a pig of himself".

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T75.
Growth in population creates an increased demand for goods and services. When

a good or goods are scarce, the price for them is high; as the supply of goods

matches the demand, prices tend to fall.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T112 , T131, and T154.

Growth in population is accompanied by an increased demand for goods and

services.

Grade 5, The West, Fidkler, Page 85.
The first settlers who came to the Great Plains found that much of the land

was covered with grass on which cattle could graze. During the,1860's cattle

raising became an important business in this area. People in the large cities

in the eastern part of the country wanted more beef to eat.
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CONSUMER: CONSUMPTION: UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 6, Adventure: 'Economics, Ohio, Page 0.
Consumers consist of all those who use.goods and services. All members

of society are considered consumers.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 62.
Consumers are all members of a society who consume goods and services.

Grade 6, The Challenge o
In the long run, adoption
By cheapening production
Increased demand for the
industry and created new Jo

Chan e, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 9
of the power loom was a boom to the B .tish economy.
osts, the power loom decreased the pr ce of cloth.

xpensive cloth Stsivzllated growth of the cloth

Grade 6, The Challen e of Chan e, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 109.
In a war economy there is a strong demand for industrial workers. Many are

likely to change jobs to war-related production. Their wages tend to rise,

as do the prices of the goods and services they buy. Farmers and farm workers

are in demand in a war economy.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.
Consumption is the utilization of goods and services to satisfy human wants.

Geade'6i Elevren Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 263.
What the Briti h wanted most in Nigeria was palm oil. Soap was in great

demand in Euro e and palm 'oil was badly needed to produce the soap.

Grade 6; Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 336.
The demand for, Japanese ships begins in Japan. Japan is an island nation. It

is made up of about a thousand islands in all. It has a long coastline. Its,

coastal people fish.. Because they transport goods and they trade, they need

lots of boa s

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 338.
At the end if World War II, almost all Japan's ships had been destroyed. 'It

took fiftee years to replace these ships. Such a. demand gave Japaneses

shipbuilders a spur to get into production rapidly.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, "(TE), Ginn,Page 361.
Demand for ard use of Japanese-made goods have been rising ever since 1945.
Local demand, for and use,of what is being produced help keep the wheels of
Japanese industry turning also.

[

Grade 6, Geri/any, Fideler, Page 125.
Hitler wanted Germany to produce' large quantities of airplanes, tanks, and

weapons. To meet this demand, the metal and metal-products industries were
greatly expanded.
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CONSUMER: -CONSUMPTION: UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 121.
The Caribbean colonfes became important, when a demand for sugar developed in

Europe. Then hundreds of thousands of slaves were brought from Africa to work

on the sugar plantations.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan,Tage 250.
A great demand for Argentine beef developed in Europe, particuTarlyin Great
Britain. English farmers were no longer ableto supply enough meat for the
growing population of the industrial centers. So British meat packers built

huge slaughter houses in Argentina.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 255.
When the demand for mules declined because mines were shut down, other industries
developed in northwestern Argentina.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page qm.
The great demand for rubber that_developed in Europe and the United States in

the latter part of the 1800's bebught on Brazil's rubber boom.

Grade , In A Race With Time, (T , Macmillan, Page T96.

To meet the increased demands of growing population, Latin American nations

are shifting from an agricultura ,to an industrial economic base.

Grade 6, Learning About Countriesand Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 204.
Although the demand for cars is mderate because of their exorbitant prices,
India's, manufacturers cannot keepiup with it. The wait for a car is two to

seven years, depending upon whom 4ou know.s.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regidns of the World, (1.), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 188.
The Middle East's largest oil customer is Western Europe, a highly industrialized

region with sparce oil reserves of its own. Japan is a large customer of the
Middle East oil companies because it is also a highly industrialized region,
and like Europe, has sparce oil reserves.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 266.
In a society with thousands or millions of people, it may seem almost impossible

for businessmen to know what consumers want. However, consumers often can tell
businessmen what they want simply by deciding to buy, or not to buy a product.

Grade 6, The Social'Scieaes: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 276.
When consumers buy a product, they are showing a demand for it. In other words,

they are showing a producer that they want what he is selling and have the money

to pay for it.
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CONSUMER: .CONSUMPTION: .UTILITY: DEMAND

Grade 6., The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, JoVanovich, Page 292.
The Soviet government charged very high prices for goods. Consumers had to work
harder to get enough income to buy the goods..they needed. This was designed
to increase production.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 258.
The demand for goods led to an increase in trade in Europe.

Oracle 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page'315.
Businessmen and consumers continue to determine whatwill_be produced and how
it will be produced.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 403.
The governments of many countries today are passing laws to protect consumers
and to improve the environment.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T88.
An increase in demand for goods may lead tp an increase in production and trade..

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison- Wesley, Page 67.
Farmers must determine what products the consumers want when deciding what
crops to plant.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 181.
The fact that cotton was cheap after the invention of the cotton gin increased
demand. Planters could hardly keep up with their orders.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 387..
To meet the demands of new markets, production must expand.

DIVISION OF LABOR: SPECIALIZATION: INTERDEPENDENCE

,Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 11.
Specialization is a method of production in which a person (or group of
persons) concentrates his (or their) efforts on producing a particular
job or product. An entire geographic ai-ea may be devoted to the production
of a:single item.

/

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 15.
As businesses require more equipment and space, the home is separated from
the buSiness. Businesses are often located where they have access to materials
they peed for..the production of goods and services. As businesses grow and
employ laborers, the businessmen are dependent upon the persons they hire to ,

work; and the laborers are dependent upon the businessmen for their income.

,Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 57.
Specialization makes an individUal more productive.
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DIVISION OF LABOR: SPECIALIZATION: INTERDEPENDENCE

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 49:
-Women and girls in the New England Colonies spent a great deal of their
time spinning thread and weaving cloth.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 36.
Farmers grow the food that fifty people need. City people depend on farmers.
City people make.theqertilizers and machines. Both city people and farmers
depend on each other.-

Grade 4, Communities. Around the World, Sadlier, Page 56.,
Once, only the women in Black Africa sold things in marketplaces. The men
made tools and grew food. The iimen-did' the buying and selling.

Grade 4, Economic Education Experiences of Enterprising Teachers, Kazanjian
'Foundation Awards, VoluMe 12, Page 44.
When children, role-play the parts of the specialists in our, economy for a
variety of periods of our history, they comprehend how each group feels and
how they fit into the whole economy.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 29.
Specialization is a situation in which individuals confine their activities to
making ",a certain part of a good or a nation confining its activities to making
particular goods best suited to its-resources.. ,

Grade 4',, Economic Education Curriculum Guide,' Oklahoma, Page 55.

Total output of goods and services is increased if the United-States and
another country both specialized in producing those products for which.their
resources are beS:t suited and then trade with each other.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 85.
Division of labor,and job specialiiation increase production .efftciency.

Grade 4, Economic Education. for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 139.
Specialization and trade narrow but do not close the gap between scarce resources
and man's wants, So we must have institutions. Economic institutions have been
developed to help the economy function smoothly and efficiently.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 186.
Because there are not enough resources to produce all of the goods and
services man wants, man.has attempted to extend the resources through
specialization and technology.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 213.
Because of interdperidence and need for trade, transportation is essential to
all of us. It brings resources and raw material together and carries finished
products to every corner of the world.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 85.
Swiss fa ers cooperate in handling, storing and selling their cheeses.
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DIVISION OF LABOR: SPECIALIZATION: INTERDEPENDENCE

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 42.
Canned food is cheaper today because the supply is more than ample to meet

the demand. In addition, division of labor, automated factories, and production
efficiency in general have lowered the cost of producing a can of food, thus
the producer can sell it for less and still make a profit.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 71:
The more complicated a machine is, the greater the amount of division of labor
it represents, because of the large number ofspecialists,required to make
that machine:

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page,86.
Division of labor has made it possible to reduce the number of man hours
involved in the production of goods.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 88.
Ford borrowed four main ideas to develop his system of mass. production:
standardization of interchangeable parts; production efficiency methods;
division of labor techniques; and automatic conveyance.

Grade 4, industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon,Tage 99.
When the enormous variety of parts is considered, it becomes obvious that a
company would need almost unlimited resources to produce all parts used in

car manufacture. It is cheaper for companies to buy many parts from otper
companies that specialize in producing this or that.

Grade 4, Industry: Manand the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 173.
Division of labor occurs when each person .does a specific Sob in a complex

endeavor. Many people contribute to the final product instead of one person
performing all, the tasks needed to complete the work. More and better
products can be produced faster by using division of labor; this is its

great advantage.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures (TE), American Book Co., Page 15.
Working together for a common goal is cooperation.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE) American Book Co., Page 3-4.
Specialization helps lead to,the building of cities.

Grade 4, Investigating,Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 3.J6.
As societies become more conscious of types of specialization, social classes
may develop out of specialized work or services.

Grade,4, Investigating Communities' and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 85.

As tiMe passed, the,people changed in many ways. Most of the Maya remained

farmers, but some men developed special skills and knowledge.

Grade 4, Investigattng Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 4-1.
Specialization in wOrk can lead to the formation of governments.
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DIVISION OF LABOR: SPECIALIZATION: INTERDEPENDENCE

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,,Page 134.
When people do one'particular job, it is called specialization.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 5-4.

In division of labor, people work at specialized jobs, and their interaction

results in a final product.

Grade 4; Investigating Communities -and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page170.
The work and skills of many people are needed toproducegoodso

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE),' American Book Co., Page 180.
Goods are produced quickly and less expensively because there is a division of

labor

Grade 4, Investilgating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 8-2.
Because people are interdependent, a strike among one group of workers will affect

the whole community and possibly other communities as well.

Grade 4, Investigating Man's World: Regional Studies, Scott. FOresman, Page 92.
In the market system, no One produces for himself all of the goods or 'services

he needs. Individuals specialize in their occupations. By doing the same
task over and over again, workerscan produce more goods than they could if
each one did many different kinds of tasks.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page '23.
When a person concentrates on one job, he specializes. Specialization increases

'Productivity:

Grade 4, `,Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T): 2nd*.ed., S.R.A.,

SeneShi' Rage 29. r.

Regions specialize because of their different characteristics. This specialization

creates diversity.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States; (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh; Page 87.
Various types of factories areeinterdependent. The establishment of one type

of factory sometimes creates a need for other factories.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T); Znd-ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 89.
Regions specialize in'the production of certain goods and services.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed. S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 95.
A region specializing ill one product can adjust to a decreaseln the demand for
that product by developing specialization in a new product.

trade 4, Our Working World Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 127.
Growing interdependence between regions in the United States has decreased the

isolation of the South.
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Grade 4, Our Working:World: Regions of the United States, '0),, 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 129.
A subregion that depends on one crop can suffer when prices for that crop
fall.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE) LaidlaW, Page 58.
Desert families must depend on themselves to meet their own needs.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 107.
Many factory workers have specialized jobs. 7-)

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 176.
Even very poor people must depend on other people for meeting some of their
needs.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 181.
Other countries depend upon Malaya for rubber, tin, and other metals, and farm
and forest products.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T88,
Most farms in Illinois specialize in grain crops or livestock.

A

\ Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE),, Field Ethic tional Pub., Page 74.

Ifalik is isloated. Its contacts with the world be and the reef are very
limited. The people meet most of their needs with things that are fouhd on

the atoll.
".4.'.*

.4".' 1

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt,,Brace, Jovanovich, Page 61.
Members of the soccer team have different roles during a match. They speCialize

and the other members of the teams depend on each person to do his job: '1' .

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts znd Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, JovanoVich, Page 140.
Many people depend on farmers who are not farmers themselves.

Grade 4 The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, ('0range), .(TE)3-2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 184.1
People share resources when they trade goods and services. They-aisO share

resources when they divide the work and teach others.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,, Page 231.
Having each man,make a special part, more goods can be made in less time. The

work of one man could be divided among many.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE),'2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 233.
One way to make human resources go farther is to divide work into different
work- roles.
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Grade 4, leathers Guide to'Economics, Grade 4, Oregon D.E.E.P., Page 3.
The Indians were able to do more when they assigned,different jobs to their
men, women and children.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon D.E.E.P., Page. 18.
The division of labor was part of the pioneers' everyday life.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon D.E.E.P.;;Page 29.
It was difficult and expensive for the pioneers to ship things from place to
place. They could not specialize very much, because it was hard for them
to ship their products to distant markets and hard for them,to take advantage
of goods manufactured by specialists in other parts of the country.

Grade 4, Web of-the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 4. ,

People need to live with other people. People depend on other people.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan: Page 5.
Many of the things we want are made for us. Many different people work to make

them. Each of these people depends on the others. And all of them depend

on people to buy these goods.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 11.
The Alaskan Eskimo seems very independent--not depending on anyone.but himself:

f' But the Eskimo does not hunt alone. His whole way of life depends on the other

hunte'rs.

Grade 4, Web of the World,(TE), Macmillan, Page 16.
People cannot have all the things they want without getting some of them from

other people. They cannot get things from other people without giving something

,in.exchange. When people depend on others, the others depend on them, they are

interdepended t.'

4..Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 23.
The inventio of farming led to a new way of working called specialization.
Specializati n means that one man does just one kind of job. He gets to be

good at it. Another man does ,another kind of job. He-gets to be good at

his job. Sp cialization athong job's is one kind of division of labor:

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 24.
More goods r everyone was one result of division.of labor. Greater interdepen-

dence is anoAher result.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 31.
Division of labor among places is another type of division of labor.

Grade 4, Web Of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 89.
Places offer possibilities. The choices that people make about the use of

those possibilities depends on their cultUr. The use of job specialization

and division of labor is a matter of culture.
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Grade 4, Web.of the World, (TO, Macmillan, Page 99.
In the United States there are job specialization and division of labor.
The making goads and the doing of services are often broken into thousands

'of different jobs.

GradC4, Web of the World, (TE),'Macmillan, Page 159.
There are problems.-with division of labor on assembly lines. The jobi_are

divided into such small tasks that the jobs are boring. This reads to wdrker

dissatisfaction.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE),-Macmillan, Page 169.
Factories cannot use division of labor and expensive machinery unless they
can make and self. large numbers of whatever they make.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE),,Macmillan, Page 259.
The great transporting, marketing, manufacturing city of Chicago is example
of interdependence., It is the kind of interdependence that allows millions of
people to live and work together.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page'267.
Steel machinery and other products are shipped from the Ruhr to the rest of

the world through, Rotterdam. The Germans need the services of this Dutch

port. The Dutch need the markets and the busineS-s of the Germans. This is

another example of interdependence.
4u

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TR1, Macmillan, Page 274.
Trading between countries is an example of large-scale interdependence.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE)4Macmitlan, Page Ti.
Specialization in production leads to interdependence,among individuals.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), MacMillan, Page T10.
Specialization makes pogsible greater efficiency in producing goods and services,

and leads to interdependence.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 45.

Specialization in production leads to,interdepend nce among regions.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page T O.
Specialization and division of labor have contrib ed to an increased Gariety

of occupations. ,0

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Pag T102.

The assembly -line worker specializes in doing on smaii-step over and over.

,He quickly learns how to daft and there is little, Af any, room for improvement.

The professional specializes by becomigg expert in ofce part of his field. Although

he has specialiled, his work is still varied and interesting.

Grade 4, Web of the World,(TE), Macmillan, Page 1104.
Specialization:in production leads tn,interdependence and exchange.
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Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page T138.
Bask requirements of interdependenceamong people, communities, and nations
are met through efficient transportation and communication systems.

Occupational specializWon and division of labor make possible greater
efficiency in producing goods and services.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economic Ohio, Page 11.
Specialization is4 method production in Aid a person concentrates his

4 efforts on producing a p ticular job or product. An entire geographic
area may be devoted to he production of a single item.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 15.
As business required more equipment and space, the home became separated
from the business. As businesses grow and employ laboreri, the businessmen
are 'dependent ulpon.the persons they hire to work and the laborers are dependent
upon, the businessmen for their income.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohi6, Page 57.
Specialization makes an individual more productive.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T27.
Wars in one area of the world frequently affect lives and property in another
area.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T57.
New industries grew and provided new jobs as a result of the automobile.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 162.
Before 1790, Americans had depended on textiles from England for making
clothing. In Britain a machine had been invented which could spin raw
cotton into thread: As a result, the British were producing large amounts
of textiles for sale abroad.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-3
About half of the Mexican people use fe0 or noeridfactured goods. Many of
these people live in small farm villages that are separated from the outside
world by mountains and jungles.

Grade 5; American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-35.
Because one man could raise enough food far several persons when man learned ,

to farm for his food, not everyone had to be a farmer. Some of the Maya spent'
their time weaving cloth or making other useful objects.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 19.
The Indians of North America had become experts in living from the land. The

women usually took care of the farming.
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Grade 5, Asking.About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Pages 2-2, 7-4, 8-1, and 8-6.
Interdependence has been a constant ferce.in human relationships.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and ItsAeighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Pages 6-2i and 6-6.
All nations of the world are part of a4global interdependent system of economic,
social, cultural, and political life, ,

Grade 5, Canada, FideJer, Page 194.
In every community, not all the people dg exactly the same kind of work.
Instead, they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of a community

among people of labor, people are able to obtain more goods than they could

if each person tried I.o meet all of his needs by himself.
ay.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 107.
In the Caribbean Lands, most farmers grow crops mainly for their own use.
They earn very little money, but they can survive on a smallincome because
they grow or make many of the things that they need. Occasionally they may

take some of their crops to market to Sell or to trade for articles that they

cannot make themselves.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 29.
Specialization is a situation in which individuals confine their activities
to making la certain part of a good or a nation confining its activities to

making particular goods best suited to its resources.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 55.
Total output of goods and services is increased, if the United States and

another country both specialize in producing those products for which their]

resources are best suited and then trade with each other.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 189.
Because there are not enough resources to produce all of the goods and
services society wants, man has attempted to extend the resources through

specialization and technology.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 215.
People become more interdependent,as they increase the specialization 0

productive resources. Interdependence creates a need for trade.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (D. .P.), Page 11.

Because of specialization, productive resources are used m e efficiently and

people are more interdependent.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World:/ United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 221.
People most often work at jobs that they can do best, or specializein what

they do. Specialization takes place among factory workers.
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Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 29.
A surplus of goods enables some people to stop groWing their own food and
instead, to produce goods or services in exchange. for food. Specialization
and division of labor are necessary for cities, and civilization because they
make possible,trade, increase production, and_a leisured ruling class.

Gradt'5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Anyrr and Bacon, Page 74.
The Bedouin division of labor tells us that Bedouin*women do most of.the
anual labor while the men have the respontibility of making good decisions.

raile 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 111.
WIthout a surplus of food, there can be no division of labor nor any investment
in education and capital, and thus no. economic growth.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), A1lYn and Bacon, Page 124.
The oil industry has stimulated many supporting industries. Examples might
be; transportation, communications, water supply, construction, food processing
and refrigeration, small industry, steel, commercial shops of all kinds, hospitals,

and schools. Towns are growing up around the oil fields and pipeline pumping
stations in the Midople East- , .

. Grade 5, Lands of the,MIddle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 131. .

Industry and transportation in tt)e highly industrialize& countries of
Western Europe are greatly dependent upon a constant flow of oil from the

' Middle East.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 22.
Confining one's productive ability to one specific job or funtion makes a
person a specialist..

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T170.
Two groups of people, the Bantu Negroes and the Pygmies, live in the dense
forest of Ituri in Africa. These two groups help provide for each other's
needs. The Bantus do not have to-hunt animals in order to have meat. The

Pygmies bring it to them. The Pygmies do not make their own tools or weapons.
They get these things from the Bantus. If the.Bantus think the Pygmies are not

doing a good job of,providing meat, they may not give the Pygmies any new

tools..

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T174.
Development of a variety of jobs and roles among rural and city workers to
meet the needs of an urban community is specialization.

Grade,5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Pa9e T181.
Farming the land between two rivers in Mesopotamia depended upon efficient
irrigation. The people realized they had to work together in order to have

efficient irrigation., One man alone could not irrigate and farm his own

,fields.

- '

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),.Follett, Pages T183 and T189. .

A job specialist is one who only doestone job. Specialists must depend on

others to help them meet their needs.
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:Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T203.
While irrigation systems required a great expenditure'Of time, work, and
material, grey provided the valley people with abundant food. The food surplus

allowed job specialization, which. in turn resulted in a greater number of
products and services for, meeting needs and wants of the population.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T204.
Having workers specialize in certain -steps will increase pdoduction.

r.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),Follett, Page T313.
In a society of-specialists, having a job is very important. A job enables
a worker to earn money to satisfy physical needs; it also provides such
intangible benefits as enjoyment of work, presttge..self7respect, and so on.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T350.
In nonindustrial countries, most of the crop raised to sell come from large
farms run by businessmen. Often these businessmen are from foreign industrial
countries. They use modern machines and trained farm specialists to run these
farms

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page,1I3.
The new, ways of earning a living in which a man specialized in doing one kind
of work helped the people of the Midwest and Great Plains produce large amounts
of goods. Because workers were highly productive, they could earn good incomes.
At the same time, these new ways of earning a living made them very dependent
upon people throughout the world.

Grade 5,' Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 238.
By using division of labor, people are able to produce more goods than they could
if each person tried to meet all of his needs by himself.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 90.
The people in industrial, nations are more interdependent than those.who live
in countries that have little industry. They depend on people in many parts

of the world for raw materials. They also depend on other people to buy their
,products and services.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 112.
Before the Industrial Revolution, most people earned their living by farming.
Although the work of the community might be divided into several different jobs,
people usually made for themselves, many of the things they needed.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 224.
Although people who specialized in other types of farming sometimes 'raise al

few chickens as a sideline, most poultry farming in the Northeast today is
a full-time business. Some farmers care for many thousands of birds.
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Grade 5, The Northeast, Fidelier; Page 231,
Today, hardly anyone in our Fountry tries.to make everything that he needs.
Instead, each per.son usually does only one kind of work. With the money he

earns from his job, he can .0y-goods that other people produce. In this

way, he can obtain a larger quantity and,a greater variety of goods than
he could if he had to produce everything th4t he needed. Also, he can specialize

in doing a kind of work thatyle enjoys and that suits his abilities.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 244.
No person can meet all of his- needs by himself. He must have the help of other

people. Of course, a gersOO cannot expect other people to help him if he is
unwilling to help them, .Only by cooperating with each other can people meet
all of their basic neds,

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 254.
Dividing up work among people who do different jobs is known as division of

labor. By using this great idea, people can obtain more goods than they could
if each person tried;to meet his needs by himself.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 255.
Division of labor makes it possible for each person to work at the job he can
do best. Thus, by dividing up the work, people working together can produce

a larger quantity ol.goods than they could if each person had to produce

everything for himself. Division of labor helps people produce many useful

things that one man working alone could not make.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 36.
In most larqp cities, there are restaurants to suit every taste and wallet.
Some restaurants specialize.inAle foods of a foreign country.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States,(TE), Ginn, Page 98.
Social scientists have discovered that people work better and that they produce
more if they specialize in just one or two tasks.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 100.

, Few families in the United States today make all the goods they need to stay

alive. Instead some members of each family work at specialized jobs, producing

goods or services.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 110.
People become known for the specialized work they do. Regions within the
United States also have become well known for the kinds of specialized work their
people do.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 112.
Most Americans specialize in producing only one or two goods or services, they

have to depend on a great many specialized workers for the other goods and
services they need and want. This is called interdependence. Few American

families raise all their own food. All hose who do not provide their own

food depend upon our farmers. And farmers are dependent upon other American

workers for the goods and ervices those workers provide. In other words,

farmers'and all other Amer9cans are'interdependent.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 112.
Specialization demands a market where buyers and sellers can meet to exchange
goods and services, and a market requires a medium of exchange--money.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 283.
The Indians of the Eastern Woodlands divided their work into specific chores
and duties to be performed by men and women, boys and girls.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 300.
Almost everyone in the New England colonies was a farmer. A colonial farmer

had to produce almost everything for his family on a few acres of land.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T31.
Specialization leads to interdependence which demands a market where buyers
and sellers can meet to exchange goods and services. The interdependence
of groups, in our complex contemporary society serves as one bond which holds

the society together.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T39.
Historically, the various regions of the United States attempted to specialize
in the products they could develop best. To make this kind of specialization
profitable, 't was necessary to get the products to the consumer with cheap,

and fast mean of transportation.

Grade 5, One ation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T67.
The uneven distribution of natural resources is one factor which leads to the
interdependence of people on the earth. The change from a cluster of isolated
self-sufficient communities to an interdependent world society increases trade
and diffuses cultural ideas and practices. 4*

Grade 5, Our Working World:. The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Pages 36 and 43.
Specialization in tobacco productio0generated the development of the plantation
system and black slavery.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 38.
The great demand for tobacco resulted in the almost complete specialization of
the Virginia economy in the production of tobacco. This specialization, the

nature of the tobacco production, and the scarcity of labor resulted in the
development of the plantation system and black slavery.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Live, (1); 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 107.
The Constitution and the international conditions of the time established a
climate that favored the economic development of the United States and shaped

an economic system that was based on economic freedom and the regional division

of labor.
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Grade 5, Sur Working World: The American Way'of Life, (T), 2nd e4., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page I10.
Regional secialization occurs when each part 'of the country produces what it

can produ best. In the Northeast, there still were many farmers, but many
people also lived in the cities and worked in trade or industry in the early 1800's.

Grade 5, Ou Workin World: The American Wa of Life, (T), 2nd ed.; S.R.A.,
Senesh, Pag \145.
Specialized abor leads.to greater production because one worker does not have
to produce t entire product. He does only a specific part of the.work.
Usually, specialized laborers develop great skill at their specialized tasks.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 95.
People depend upon one another for goods and services.

\.
Grade 5, The Soclal Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 147.
Cooperation is necessary in a family.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our, Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 160.
The colonists made most of their cotters in their own homes.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 181.
Colonial families at first produced most of their own goods and services.
Some of the colonists began specializing in the production of just a few
kinds of goods which they sold for a profit.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 182.
Colonial farmers discovered that they could make more money by specializing
in one or two kinds of plants or animals to sell because they could then
spend time improving the quality of what they.r,aised.

"Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 190.
The early colonists met most of their own needs for goods and services.,

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 266.
In the nineteenth century, most Americans lived in rural areas and were,
independent. Today, as city dwellers, most Americans are interdependqnt.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 273.
In the late 1700's whole communities were isolated, or separated from their
neighbors around them. .People had to be independent.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T80.
Colonists are generally people who are independent and self-sufficient.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T109.
In the early years of our country, people living in rural areas tended to be

independent. As more goods and services were provided, people became more
interdependent.
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Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 105.
The pea* who live in the cities of the South work at many different kinds of

jobs., When the work of a city is divided among people who do different jobs,
each persontLan work at a job that he enjoys and that he does bet2t)

t-

Grade-5, The South, Fideler, Page 158.'"
Pioneers op settled in the Appalachian Highlands of the South made nearly
everything' they needed by hand.

Grade 5 The South, Fideler, Page 236.
Dividing up the work of a community among people who do different jobs is known
as division of labor. By using this great idea orman, people are able to obtain
more goods than they could if each person tries to meet all of his needs by

himself;

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 237.
Division of labor helps each person find the job he can do best. Thus, by

dividing up the work, people working together can produce a larger amount of
goods than they could if each person had to produce everything for himself.

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 133.
In 'every community, not all the people do exactly the same kind of work.

Instead, they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of a community
among people who do different jobs is known as division of labor. By using

division of labor, people are able to obtain more goods than they could if each

person tried to mee-Lall of his needs by himself.

1

Grade 5, Teachers Guide To Economics: Grade 5, Oregon D.E.E.P., Page 7.

As time went on, the colonists took advantage of their special resources and

began to specialize,in the production of goods and services which they could
sell to customers in other colonies or in England.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 5, .Oregon D.E.E.P., Page 15.

In the pre-Civil War period, our economy was becoming more specialized and

more efficient. People and regions could make or grow goods or services

that they sold to people in other places. New methods of transportation
helped by making it easier and cheaper to ship things from place to place.
Our new constitution helped by removing the old restrictions of trade and
by preventing states from enacting new ones.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 5, Oregon D.E.E.P., Page 21.
Before long, the South began to specialize in cotton and to a lesser extent
in tobacco, rice and sugar. At the same time, the northern and western states
began to specialize in food crops and in manufactured products.

Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 84.
The Pitjantjatjara people live and work together in large groups because
cooperation is necessary for survival.
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Grade 5, This Is,Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 147.
Increased trade in Britain increased the people's desire for different goods,,

.which in turn could be supplied only by increased trade which led to*interde-
bendqnce.

Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page. 159. .

When nations trade with each other, they usually become interdependent.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan :Page 51.
Divisionof labor--each wOrker specialized in doing one kind of work--cannot
come about unless the farmers in the group-can grow enough food to fetd those

who do.not farm. When specialization can happen more of everything is made
because people get to be good at their jobs: This means more of everything

for everybody.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 258.
Throughout the South, townspeople--businessmen, doctors, lawyers, blacksmiths,
and all the rest -- depended on the sharecrop system just as did the people on

the farms. The towns were marketplaces for the farmers. Bad crop years meant

hard times for people in town, too.

Grade 5,. This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 331.
Of the farming areas, the corn-livestock regions is the largest and ,the most

important. The,farmers in it specialize in growing corn because it is the
crop from which they get the greatest profit.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 334.
North of the corn-livestock region lies the dairy area. There are some dairy

farms in the corn-livestock area, and corn grows in the dairy'region. ,,But in
general, the regions sOecialize.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 361.
The most important use of the Northeast's forests today is as raw material for
the manufacture of paper and paper products. Northeast paper manufacturers must
compete with the country's southeastern manufacturers, where they turn out about

70 percent of the country's paper output. So Northeast producers specialize in
high-quality kinds of paper for which there is a big market in Megalopolis.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 16.
Division of labor and specialization.Ttad to greater productivity and a higher
standard of living.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T57.
Regional specialization and interdependence tend to accompany economic and
population growth.

Grade 5, Thi Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 1131.
Regions develop economic ties that make them dependent on one another.
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T138.
Economies that are based on a single crop or product are less stable than

those that are diversified. Regions develop economic ties that make them ,

dependent On one another.

= Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 149.
The jobs of many peoples-in the West depend upon farming. Farmers grow crops

or raise animals to sell. Other people work in factories where farm products,

are processed. Still others sell farm products to stores or directly to the

people who use these products.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 199.
In most modern communities, all the work that must be done in order to meet
people's needs is divided into many different jobs that require a variety of

skills. When this situation exists, we say there is.much diVision of labor.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 230.
Dividing up the work of a community among people who do different jobs is
known as division of labor. By using this great ,idea of man, people are able
to obtain more goods than they could if each person tried to meet all of his
needs by himself. Many of the tasks performed in an early Indian community
required special skills.

Grade.5, The West, Fideler, Page 233.
Division of labor also helps people produce many useful things that one man
working alone could not produce.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 11,

Specialization is a method of production in which a person concentrates
his efforts on producing a particular job or product* An entire geographic

area may be =devoted to production of a single item.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 15.
As business requires more equipment and space, the home islparated from

business. Businesses are often located where they have access to materials

they need for the production of goods and services.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 29.
Because harvests were so plentiful in the Nile Valley, not all the people there

had to work as farmers in order to produce enough food for everyone. As people

began to specialize in doing certain kinds of work, they developed new ways

of using natural resources.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 130.
When people begin to specialize in one,job, they become more dependent on others

to help fulfill their other needs.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 145.
The people in industrialized nations are more interdependent than those who
live in countries that have little industry. They depend on people in -many

parts of the world fdr raw materials. They also depend on other people

to buy their products and services.
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Grade 6% Africa,'Fideler, Rage 161.
In every community, not all the people do exactly the same kind of work.
Instead they work at differentjobs. Dividing up the'work of a community
among people who do, different jobs is known as division of labor. By using

division of labor, people are able to obtain more goods' than they could if
(each person tried to meet all of his needs by himself. t ),

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 63..
Specialization has replaced the Renaissance ideal; we usually expect one man
to be expert in one area. A contemporary scientist has all he can.do to keep
abreast of developments in his chosen Field; we do.not expect him to de lop

artistic skill as well; although he may have one or more mcatiohs such as .

portrait painting or wood carving. Similarly, we do not expect an artist
to be expert in a science, although his interests might lead him to become
well versed in several areas.

Grade 6,'British.Isles, Fideler, Page 123.
In every community, not all the people do exactly the same kind of work.
Instead, they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of a community
among people who do different jobs is known as division of labor. By using

division of labor, people are able to obtain^more goods than they could if
each person tried to meet all of his needs by himself.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T35.
Most Greeks in the 8th Century B.C. were farmers. There was little division

of labor.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T36.
Small farmers in Greece used little division of labor in that each family was
a self-sufficient unit. On the estates, however, there were many specialized

jobs.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T50.
As people settled in eastern Europe, towns grew up, trade increased, and the
frontier disapperaed. Eastern Europe became a source of food and trade for
western Europe. An interdependence.developed between the two areas that was
similar to Greek and Roman trade patterns. In modern countries trade dependencies
and interdependence'are becoming more and more common.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T55.
If Athens had depended on the products it could grow or produce without raw
materials from outside the city, the economy would have remained at a
subsistence level. With trade the economy of Athens grew and prospered.

Grade 6, Cultures-'i n Transition, (TE) , Follett, Page T67.
People wanted goods from other areas because certain items were not available
in their section of, Europe or because some areas specialized in a product and
produced high quality at a reasonable price. Trade makes a greater variety'
of goods available and permits people to specialize in those jobs that they

can do best.
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Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T122..,
Today we live in an age of specialists. The amount of knowledge is'so,great
that becoming an expert in several fields fs a difficult task. Although many
people try. to develop a wide range of interests, few leaders excel in more,than

one.field.

Grade 6, Cultures in Tran ion, (TE), Follett, Page T403,
The interdependence,of pations through trade fosters good relations. T

disadvantages of,econo119.c,dependence comes when one country relies too

heavily on another to keep'its economy functioning.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 29..:
SPecialization,is a situation in which individuals confine their activities
to making a certain part of a good or a nation confining its activities to
making particular' goods best'suited to its resources.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 55.
Total, output of goods and services is, increased if the United States and
another country both specialize in producing those products for which
their resources are best suited and then trade with each other.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 193..
Because there are not enough resources to produce all of the g s and

services map wants, man has attempteci to extend the resources th ough
specialization and technology.

Grade 6 Economic Education for Arkansas, Elementary Schools, Page
People become more interdependent as they increase the specialization'of

all productive resources. Interdependence creates a need f4' trade.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washing Schools: K-6, (D.E.E.P.), Page 11.

Specialization and exchange among nation increases the total quantity of
wanted goods and services that can be pro aced with a given supply of productive

resources.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 31. )

Invisible links exist between many different kinds of factories. Fbr example,

there are cotton mills. 'Other factories build,the machinery for.these cotton
factories. Still other factories build nothing but parts for these machines.

4P Production is specialized.

Grade 6, Eleven,Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 32.

No factory can exist alone. Each demands the products of other factories-
parts, supplies, and equipment.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), 'Ginn, Page 134.

Each factory relies on many others. Each producer depends on every other

producer.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 292.
People specialize when they concentrate all their energy and skills on one job.
When a person becomes an expert in one job, he is a specialist.
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,Grade 6,!Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page. 355.

`Japan specializes in the production of boats. In. the modern industrial,

world, nations hardly expect to produce all the goods which they need.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 421.
When agriculture was developed, everyone didn't, have to,spend most of their
time hunting for food. Some people could do'other things. Some spent their
time working at crafts. Others became traders or builders. .Specialization
came into being.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Gino Page 441. .

,very year the remote villages of Guatamala have had moredetintact with the. out-
side world. Trips to market and the finca have become habits. People's lives'

have changed because of them. Everyone in the pueblo expects to use at least
'some machine-made products. To pay for these produces, the people expect to
work outside their village. No longer are these villages.economically inde-
pendent. ;

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page'493. 0
''.

. . Specialization in one crop, like coffee, is often a good thing. Lt is profitable

to the specialists.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 94.
Farmers in Normandy, west of thearfs Basin, specialize in cattle raising
and dairy farthing.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 123.
In every community, not all the, people do exactly the same kind of work.

Instead, they work a1 different jobs. Dividing Up the work of a community ,

among people Who do different jobs Is known as division of labor. By using'
division of labor, people are able to obtain more goods than they could if each
person tried to meet all of his needs by himself.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 143.

In every community, not all the people do exactly the, same kind.of work.
Instead they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of a community -
among people. who do different jobs is known as division of labor. ,By using
division of labor, people are able to obtain more goods than they could if
each person tried to meet all of his needs by himself.'

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 75.
The problems of agriculture affect every citizen in Mexico. Two out of five
workers are engaged in some form of agriculture. City people depend on farmers

for their foOd. , .

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 145:
When times are bad in the industrialized countries,people cut down on their
traveling. 'Then the countries that depend on tourism suffer.
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'Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE)'', Macmillan, Page 117.

Industrialization leads to specialization and interdependence among nations.

Grade'6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Pages°T58 and T60.
Increased specialization in production has led to interdependence among individuals,
communities, states, and nations.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 105.
The interdependence of people of, the world makes'exchange and trade a necessity
in the rippderri world, . ,- t

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 133. .

In every community, not all the people do exactly the same kinds of work.
Instead, they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of a'community
among people who do,different jobs i$ known as division of labor. By.using

division of labor, people are able to obtain mote goods-than they could-if
each person tried to Meet all of his needs by himself.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Fre om, (TE), Fideler, Page 58.
Iroquois women were obliged to prepare the land, to mow, to plant, and do
everything; the men did nothing except hunting, fishing, and going to war

against their enemies.
k . . .

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 70.
Incolonial days, every member of the family had a great deal of work to do.
Usually there was a division of labor between men and women.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Flidele, Page 143.
Today, most workers in our country have jbbs by which they earn money. With

this money they buy goods and services to: meet their needs. As a result,

they depend on others for everything, from food, shelter, and clothing to
health care and recreation. ,

/

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 184.
In every community, not all the people do exactly the same kind of work.
Instead, they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of acommunity
among people who do different jobs is known as division of labor. By using

division of labor, people are able to obtain more goods than they could if
each person tried to meet all of his needs by, himself

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 99."
There are more than one and one-half million students atterlding Japanese
colleges and universities. These-students may specialize in a variety of

fields such as law,.Medicine, education, engineering, or literature.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 163.
In every community, not all the people do exactly the same kinds of work.

Instead they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of a community
among people who do different jobs is known as division of labor. By using

division of labor, people are able to obtain more goods than'theyCouldif
each person tried to meet all of his needs by himself.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and cieties, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 1-12.
The poor, rocky soil of Greece is not suited to wheat growing. The ancient
Greeks specialized in growing olive trees which would grow on rockier hillsides.
The Greeks traded with other, countries for the wheat they needed.

Grade 6, Learning About Cbuntries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

o
Increased specialization-in production and the development of working materials

leads to greater leisure time and freedom of man. -

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE),'American Book to.,'
Page 4-17.
As specialization reaches higher levels of productivity in the process of
urbanization, producing a time surplus, a new social asset emerges, thatof

leisure. Whenever specialization fails to reach levels of productivity
high enough to produce a time surplus, a state of subsistence urbanization
prevails.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 148.
Specialization contributes to the growth of a city, and the growth of'a city

leads to specialization.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 297.
Power-drive machinery multiplied many times the specialization production
per man and greatly increased. the total volume of goods.

Page 3-10.

Grade.6, Man-and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 302,
With the advance of technology, the steps of production became more highly

.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (1), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 165.,
Geographic specialization and trade between member nations can benefit the

European economic community.

Grade'6, Our Working World; Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed.; S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 176.
The lack of sufficient economic diversity and division of labor between nations
hinders trade and minimizes the beneficial effects of extending the boundaries

of an economic region.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 234.
The people of the world are held together by a network of transportation
systems that enables nations to divide labor and trade goods and services

with each other.
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Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 246
The networks of communication, transportation and international businesses,
tied together by urban anchor paints, shrink the world and increase the
interdependency of the regions-of the world and each regioniksensitivity to
fortes and changes occurring anywhere on the earth. .

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt,-Brace, Jovanovich, Page 98" .

When farmers were able to produce a surplus of-food, it was no longer necessary
for everyone in the'cominunity to farm all the time. In cities, people who did

not have to farm began to do other kinds of work. Some made tools and pottery.

Others became priests or religiods leaders. City people depended greatly on

one another for food.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 142.
In factories, labor was divided. One man no longer made a whole chair or a

whole piece of clothing. Each worker did only one part of the whole job. With

this division of labor and the new machines, factories could produce goods

quickly. They could produce more goods than had ever been produced before.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 234.
The amount of goods and services an economic system can produce depends partly
on the ways in which people are interdependent.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 72.
As Neolithic men developed additional skills, the division of labor in their

societies increased. The division of jobs among members of a group is called

division of labor.

Grbde 6, The Sbcial Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 112.
People often depend upon others, to produce some of the goods they need and want.

This is called interdependence. In much the same way, people depended upon

on another in ancient civilization.

Grade.6, The Social Studies and Our World,,(TE), Laidlaw, Page 113.
Specialization of labor occurs when people specialize in doing one type of job.
Specialization tends to increase production. .People tend to become more efficient
when they specialize in one type of work.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Pages 165 and T49.'

Increased production and trade led to the specialization of labor.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 2961

Division of laobr within factories caused work to become monotonous and uncreative.

As a result of division of labor, many workerslost the feeling of satisfaction
,which comes from .creating products.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 385.
Today there are very few, if any,, nations that produce all the raw materials
they need. Even the United States lackS a number of kinds of materials used
by industry. At the same time, most nations have a surplus of some kinds of
materials or crops for which they need a market.

Grade 6. The Social ,Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T28.
People in cities usually need goods that are produced in other areas.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T64.
.Specialization of labor occurred in many societies before A.D. 500.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T87.
Industrialization increased specializatiOn and man's interdependence:

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 139.
In every community, not a]] the people do exactly the same kinds of work.
Instead, they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work of a community
among people who do different jobs is known as division of labor. By using

division of labor, people are able to obtain more goods than they could if each
person tried to meet all of his needs by himself.

Grade 6, ,Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 136.
In every community, not all the people do exactly the same kind of work. Instead,

they work at different jobs. Dividing up the work' of a community among people

who do different jobs is known as division'of labor. By using division of labor
people arable to obtain more goods than they could if each person tried to
meet all of his needs by himself.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 12.
All geographers do not do the same work. They specialize. One geonrapher might

want to study Latin America, for instance.

Grade 6, The United.States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 64.
Farmers no longer raise, many products for their' own use. Instead, the farmer

specializes in one or two products for the market. With his profits, he buys

goods and services for his family.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 66.
Most,American-and Canadian farmers specialize in one or two products. They

produce'whatever will provide the best living for their families.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 113.
Some cities specialize in, or are best known for, certain kinds of manufacturing.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 1?1.
Traditionally, the Bedouin manilas fought and looked after the camels. He has

left to his women the care of the other animals, provision of water, and the
tanagement of ,the household including the children, the tent, and such property

as coins and jewelry. Though the Bedouin is no longer, a warrior, this division

oflabor by sexes still prevails.
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Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 177.
The great majority of the African people, even today, feed, clothe, and shelter

themselves by producing, for themselves, practically everything they need.

Because they consume what they produce, we say that the great majority of

African's live in a subsistence economy.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 181.
All Tiv men, and indeed all Tiv women, are farmers. No one is a full-time

specialist at any other tast except thOse who in recent times have received

sufficient education to be clerks, traders, preachers, and politicians.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 187.
In the Afkpo villages of Nigeria, there is division of labor by sex.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 491.
The basic pattern of division of labor in a Japanese home is based on sex.'

Japanese men, it is true, are beginnirig to take some part in household chores,

but this is happening slowly.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 86.
Specialization in production leads to interdependence among individuals,

communities and nations.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE),- Macmillan, Page T140.
Specialization increases productivity. Specialization leads to interdependence.

ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF CITIES AND BUSINESSES

Grade 4, Investigating,Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 153.

One of the greatest problems of most large cities today is the pollution of

both air and water.
,

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 38. .

Forest regions are examples of how the abundance or scarcity of, natural resources

and man's careless or careful use of those resources affect' man''S well-being.

Man's activity is limited by climate, soil, and plant and animal life. If man

does not respect these limitations, he may ruin the region.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 50.
Our nations economy depends upon mining regions to supply mineral resources to

our factories. Minerals are made by nature and unlike some other resources,

cannot be renewed. Once they are mined, they are gone forever.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd-ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 87.
The size of a population and its mobility affect the well-being of a region.
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Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 90.
Many factors determine whether a manufacturer will locate his factory or
plant in a specific community or area.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 91.
The 'oration of factories is affected by the location of markets and raw

materials.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the Uniteci)States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 106.
The development of certain products in a region is dependent upon markets
available for those products. Growth and development of the South Central
Regions has come about through improvements in transportation and in agricultural
and manufacturing methods, and because of the stimulation provided by government
spending.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T),'2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 111.
Prosperity, in the form of oil, and competition based on regional loyalties
fostered rapid growth and expansion of cities in the South Central Region.
Continued government spending in a region at times creates economic growth
and at other times creates problems-in the economy.

Grade 4. Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R:A., Senesh, Page 112.
The future growth of the South Central region depends on the efficient use of
human and natural resources.

Grade 4, Our Working World; Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 113.
Some regions become rich by specializing in the exploitation of their natural
resources and by keeping the profits of these industries in the region.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 118. -

The South is a region whose way of life has been shaped by deep traditibnal
cultural forces, one of the most powerful being the institution of slavery.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 134.
The dominant physic,a1 characteristics and geographic remoteness of the Four
.Corner Region have dictated its economic conditions and way of life and generated

it major problems.

Grade, 4 Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
7p

S.R.A.4.,Senesh, Page 140.
The population characteristics of a region affect its economic growth.
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Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 165.
Many problems are the result of an emphasis on technological development

and economic growth while the resultant hazards to the environment are ignored.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd'ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 197.
Poor transportation into and within Appalachia affects the region.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A.,'Senesh, Page 206.
History, geography, and the way resources are used combine to keep some regions

poor and backward.

Grade 4, Our Working corld: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 208.
New England has used innovations in science, technology, and ideas to adapt

successfully to changes in the economy:

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T44.

Early civilizations tended to develop at the crossroads of transportation

routes, where ideas flowed most freely.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T86.

The main reasons for each area's economic importance would seem to be its

people and their technology.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational PO., Page T91..

Present-day problems with the earth's resources are caused by the misuse

of these resources by man.

Grade 4, Regions Around the Vorld, (TE), Field Educational.Pub.. Page 226.

The location of ancient Greece helped make it great.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World; (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 287.

People need the earth and its.resources in order to live. But people do not

always use the earth and'its resources well.

Grade 4, Regions -and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 87.

Each of the cities on the western coastal lands has a good. harbor. These

harbors helped these cities, to grow large.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 126.
People modify the environment in attempting to use it. Planning is needed .0

if the human race is to survive, let alone to live in comfort and security.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 184.
Planning helps people to use their-resources wisely.
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Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon D.E.E.P., Page 33.
Methods of transportation affect the location and growth of our cities.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 235.
In almost every big city, smoke and soot from the factories and from the
thousands of chimneys of apartment houses are carried in the air. Some plants
and trees cannot live because of the amount of smoke, soot, and dirt in the air.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 1-83.
Canada's cities, like cities in other countries of the world, are growing very
rapidly. This rapid growth of cities had led to many problems. Automobile
traffic is congested, especially during the hours when people are traveling
to and from work. Schools are becoming over- crowded. In some cities, there
are poor neighborhoods with run-down houses and apartment buildings. Air
pollution is also a problem in many of Canada's cities.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-38.
Transportation is one of Mexico's biggest problems. The lack of communication
and transportation facilities impedes Mexico's growth.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book
Pages 3-1, and 6-13.
Industrial growth of the community increases the population density.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), Atherican Book Co.,
Page 4-7.

Railroads have played a vital part in our nations development.'

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 179.
American life began to change greatly in the 1800's. One of the most important
reasons for this change was the rapid growth of industry. Machines are an
important factor in industrial progress. Even war, in spite of its hardships
and loss of life, contributes to business and to manufacturing.

By the late 1860's, the United States was at a takeoff point. A railroad
system covered most of the Northeast and Middle West. There were plenty of
workers available and new inventions encouraged mass production, a system of
producing goods in large, or mass, quantities.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 190.

As factories and other businesses grew, so did cities.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 7-5.
The area around Lake Ontario is called the "golden horseshoe" because of the
concentration of large manufacturing cities. It is one of the richest
manufacturing areas and fastest growing centers in the world.
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Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 53.
During the years since World War II, the Canadian people have used their
resources wisely, helping to make Canada one of the most prosperous nations
in the world. Nevertheless, the people of Canada have many problems that

must be solved.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 89.
Trade in grains and other goods had always been important to Winnipeg. In

fact, trade has helped to make it one of Canada's largest cities.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 188.
Canada has large deposits of petroleum, natural gas, copper, and other minerals
that have not yet been developed. Many Canadians believe that the use of these
resources is necessary for the country's future economic growth.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 60.
Many problems faced the new nation of Guatemala. The main cities and farming
areas in the federation were separated from each other by rugged mountains
and dense forests. Because transportation was poor, the. people of the
different provinces had little opportunity to get to know one another.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 76.
Rapid population growth is creating problems for the Caribbean countries.
Many of the countries do not have enough good farmland compared to the
United States. The Caribbean Lands region has few factories, therefore,
there are not enough jobs in farming and industry for everyone.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 124.
The government of many Caribbean countries are trying to encourage the growth

of manufacturing. Special government.agencies have been formed to,assist

the people who wish to start new businesses. Some governments offer lower

taxes and other benefits to companies opening new factories.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 134.
Good roads for transporting raw materials and finished goods are necessary
for the growth of industry.

Grade-5, In These United States, Heath, Page 83.
A city grows up in a certain place for one or more special reasons. The

location may offer certain advantages, such as good transportation facilities,
minerals or waterpower. Towns often grow up around factories, colleges,

or. tourist attractions.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 97.
New rork City became a great city because it had a good harbor, a good
location for trade with Europe and good inland routes.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page 1194.
Without a food surplus, there could be no cities or urban specialists. Every-

one would 'have to spend his time raising his own food.
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T222.
The Mesopotamian irrigation canals and the Roman'roads were alike in that both
were essential to the .support and maintenance of an urban society. Both were

used in the transportation of goods.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),Follett, Page T234.
The development of new tools was necessary to the beginning of cities and the
growth of urban empires.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),_Follett, Page T328.
Our growing use of energy is bringing pollution not only to the cities, but
to the whole planet. Since World War II, the demand for power has become
so great that shortages are occurring.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler', Page 100.
The Civil War spurred the growth of manufacturing in the Midwest. New factories

were started.to produce supplies for the northern.armies, and older` factories
increased their production.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 106.
The growth of manufacturing and the changes in farming brought a great change-,
the growth of great cities. The cities grew because they met human needs.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 222. 4

A combination of disadvantages has held back the growth in industry in the
Great Plains states as a whole. First, most parts are not served by major
waterways.' Therefore, bulky goods such as coal and steel have to be.shipped

by train or truck. Second, the Great Plains states'lack some of the mineral
resources essential for modern industry, especially iron ore and high grade
coal.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 98.
Although the Civil War hurt trade and shipping, it greatly helped manufacturing
in the Northeast.

Grade 5, The Northeast, fideler, Page 114.
During the Civil War, industry grew rapidly in the Northeast. The Unidn forces
needed large amounts of clothing, weapons, and other supplies. New factories

were started to help meet these needs, and older factories increased/ their

production.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 128. .

Since World War II, the Northeast has not grownas rapidly in population as some
other regions of the United States, such as the,West and the South. The cities

of the Northeast are still great centers of trade, manufacturing, education and
culture.'
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Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 145.
Good transportation'routes helped cities to grow. Some cities in the Northeast

benefited from good transportation routes.

Many people from the Northeast moved westward along the transportation routes.
They established farms and settlements in the lands beyond the mountains. A

brisk trade began between the manufacturing cities near the coast and farming
communities in the interior. This trade helped the coastal cities to grow.
It also helped settlements along the transportation routes to develop rapidly.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 153.
New York has enjoyed a combination of advantages that help a city to grow.
It has an excellent harbor on the Atlantic coast. Most European immigrants
coming to the United States entered the country through New York. Many of

theT settled there and took jobs in industry. Some of them started businesses
that helped the city to grow.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 157.
Richmond occupies Staten Island and several smaller islands in New York Bay.
Richmond's population has been growing rapidly in recent years. The Verrazano-

Narrows Bridge, which connects Richmond with Brooklyn made transportation
easier. Since its opening, many people began moving to Richmond from other

parts of the city.

Grade'5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 168.
Cities are trying not only to get rid of present slums but to prevent the
growth of new ones.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 174.
Water pollution is an urgent problem throughout the Northeast. Government

Agencies as well as private companies are now trying in various ways to reduce

water pollution.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 64.
Philadelphia has several advantages that helped it become the leading city

in the colonies. It had a good port for ocean trade. It was centrally located

between the other important colonies, so that goods, mail and travelers could

pass through it.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.;

Senesh, Page 102.
America faces several economic problems as a result of the loss of trade with

England and her colonies.

4
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 106.
Advances in technology affect economic development. Improvements in machines,

and tools stimulated the growth of cities. Improved farm machinery created
a surplus of farm products that enabled farmers to feed a growing city population.
Factories using machinery attracted people to cities. Some machines improved
transportation, bringing people to%cities and improved trade between cities.

Grade 5, Our'Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A:,
Senesh, Page 167.
Science and technology while making available an abundance of goods, alto
creates problems, ,A good city planner must consider all aspects of ,the city.

Grade 5. Our Working World: The American Way of'Life, (T),,2nd ed., S.R.A:,
Senesh, Page 241.,
Though the American economic sisteril has sucCessfullyIjuAdedits major goal- -
growth--it faces serious problems that must be resolved if that progress'is to
benefit all the Americaseople.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, .*(T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 254.
There are both costs and bgnefits of improved technology., Some of the benefits
are a higher standard of living, more leisure time, andibetter health. The costs

include loss of jobs through automation, feelings of powerlessness in average
people, and pollution of the environment.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), LaidlawPage 25.
Geographic, economic, and political factors often determine the location of

an'industry.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, '(TE), Laidlaw, Page 122.
As England became less of a farming country and more of a trading country,
its older towns-grew and new towns developed.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Pages 249 and T115.
Industrialization created new problems for Americans.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 267.
American manufacturing',9rew slowly during the first twenty-five years after the
Revolution because of two reasons: the limited number of workers and money

being invested elsewhere.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 268.
The British can take some of thp credit for the growth of American manufacturing.
The British invented and used machinery run by steam engines. They used machinery

for mining coal. They also used machinery to spin fibers into thread and to

weave cloth. These inventions were brought to the United States by immigrants.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and.Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 278.
The late 1800's and early 1900't' were the age of the railroads. The eastern

cities competed with one another to get the railroads. The people felt that
improved transportation would cause their cities to grow bigger and become richer.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our ,Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T48.,
Producing a surplus of goods encouOge5 the.deliglopment of a trading economy.

Geographical location affects the development of cities.

-'Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 89.
In spite of great process in agriculture and industry, the South still has

many problems. Although these same problems are found,in every section of our
country, they are more severe in some parts of the South.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 99.
The main reason why urban areas in the United States have been growtmin
population As that they provide many opportunities for people to meet their

basic needs.
A

Grade 5,'The South,%FideleP; Page-103.
Education is another great idea that has helped the cities of the*South to grow.

In every community, ,young people must learn certain skills in order to earn a

living.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page4106.
One reason why cities have developed is that they are convenient places for

people to buy and sell goods. Some of the South's largest cities are Seaports.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 111.
The location in New Orleans near the mouth of the MisSissippi River has helped

it become a leading port city.

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 48.
Without reliable, stable'governmqts, the people of South America find it

'.very difficult even to begin solviiirthetr problems.

G4e 5, South America, Fideler, Page 106. . -

Sao Paulo became an important industrial center in South America for several

reasons. Modern factories need power to run their machinery, and skilled

workers to tend the machines. They also need efficient transportation to

bring raw materials to the factories and to take manufactured goods'to market.

All of these are available in Sao Paulo.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 2391

Cities of colonial days.and in the early days of independence had been centers

of buying and selling and shipping'. Trade was their main reason for_being.

By 1859, cities of the United States were even more important as centers of

industry.

Grade5, This 'Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 243.
One reason cities dig' not grow rapidly in the South was, that Southerners

were not interested in putting their money into manufacturing.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 349.
Some industries try to locate near raw materials. This is the reason for the

steel mills on the Alleghany Plateau, in and around Pittsburgh and, the,upper

Ohio River.
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 355,
The industriesindustries of New York State's Mohawk Village are there largely because
of .transportation. Where the Hudson River meets the Atlantic Ocean stands
New York City. New York is the largest citylfind largest port in the United
Stat6. It has the tallest buildings and the biggest department stores.
It Teads the wor10 in trade and manufacturing. Almost everything about
New York is "the Eiggest". Transportation has been a key to all this.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 356.
New York has a huge clothing indusltry. Workers and markets are the big
reasons why these are located in New York. Thousands of workers skilled in
making clothing live right in the city. Millions of city people served by
hundred 4 of stores make up a-huge market. And buyet.5 foe othing stores'

all over the country go to New York'to buy.

de 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 37
new industries have come into the South because of the markets that

are 0 there.. Manufacturers saw that Southe)n people had money to spend after
World War II -- money that had not been there before.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 375.
All the wood products indOstries are in the South because of raw materials.
Wood is baulky and heavy as it comes out of the forest. Manufacturers that
use wood must be located close to the forest in order to cut shipping costs.

G ade 5,, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 397.
M ny of the industries of pie Intermountain Province are there because of,
m nerals, the most valuable resources of the region.

rade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, 'Page 410.,

eattle manufactures airplines and builds ships. The airplane plant was
tarted in Seattle because its founder wanted to live there. Now, of course,
the skilled labor in and near the city is what keeps the industry there.
rIdustry'in Oregancand Washington was held back for years because these

states are so far away from so many of the big cities of the country. It

cost too much to ship goods from the Northwest to many of these cities.
People there found it cheaper to bby from factories closer to them.

Geade 5, This Favored Land, -(TE), Macmillan, Page 415.
The very large market in California( and the rest of the West Coast explains why
much of California's industry is there.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page'450.
Resources, transportation, and markets explain the growth of, industry in the

heartland. United States markets, just across the border, are very important.
Within this region lies Canada's megalopolis, One of the fastest-growing urban
areas on the continent. It was the railroads that opened the Canadian West.
When the Transcontinental Canadian Pacific Railway was finished in 1885, the
settlement of the Canadian prairies really began.
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Grade 5, This Favored Land; (TE), Macmillan, Pdge 453,.

The opening of the Panama Canal ma Vancouver an even more important,

harbor. Now it was possible to ship imber, and fish to the eastern United

States and to Great Britain. Thus, rich resources and the Canadian import -

export trade have helped Vancouver become a major industrial center:

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T40.
Transportation is an impoftant factor in the location and development of economic

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T57.
The accessibility of an area is an important factor in its growth and

development. The development of an urban center depends heavily upon
availability of transportation and upon the productivity of its hinterland.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T64.
A good location in relation to transportation routes and a rich surrounding

countryside are essential if a city is to grow.

Grade 5, This FavoredLand, (TE), Macmillan, Page TI38:
In a country whose economy is strictly controlled by the government, industrial

plants. may be located for political reasons, rather than economic reasons.

4

rade 5, This Favored ,Land, (TE), Macmillan, PagerT159.
he development of - markets is tied to the developrient of transportation' and

communication systems.

Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 179.
Though each city i somewhat distinctive, all cities share certain common

problems and characteristics of modern city life.

Grade 5, TheMest, Fidele Page 87.

People who traveled by railrbatMid reach Oregon and California much more
quickly and safely than the pioneers who came by covered wagon over rough

trails. New communities sprang up along the railroad lines.;

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 102.
the location of San Francisco has helped to make this city an important

seaport. San Francisco Bay is one of the world's best natural harbors. From

San Francisco goods can easily be shipped to inland cities or to ports in

'foreign countries.

Grade 5; The West, Fideler, Page 108.
The rapid growth of population in the West has created problems.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 115.
Air pollution is a serious problem min many parts of the West. It irritates

people's eyes and is very unpleasant to breathe. In addition, smog causes

great damage to farm crops.
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Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 117. /
The new freeways and parking facilities have not entirely solved the transporta-
tion problem in the cities -of the West. Sometimes they have merely encouraged
more people to drive cars into the business district of the cities, creating
worse traffic jams than before. Some city planners believe that the best
way to solve the transportation problem is to encourage people who live in
urban areas to travel by train instead of by automobile.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 69.
The European and American armies needed many goods that could be produced froM
African raw materials during World War II. Road, railroads, and telephone
service were improved in order to make sure that the badly needed raw materials
could be sent abroad. Shipping and processing cepers were developed., Cities

grew in size and helped to draw many different African people together, increasing
their feelings of national unity.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 148.
Most countries in Africa do not have good transportation or communication systems.
Africa still does not hive a good network of roads and railroads. Lack of good
transportation and communication facilities causes many difficulties in Africa.
Factories cannot be built in many parts of the continent because there is no
way of supplying them with materials or sending their products to market.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 152.
One of Africa's most serious problems is its lack of educated people.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 34.
In recent years, the United Kingdom has been troubled with many social and
economic problems--such as riots, strikes and rising prices. Together these'

problems have created great hardships for many people in the United Kingdom.

Grade 6, The Challengeof Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 34.
Some of the general factors involved in the breakup of feudal power were:
the growth of trade and towns; the rise of an economically strong middle class;
the movement of peasants into towns; the growing strength of central governments
and kings; royal armies replaced feudal forces; gunpowder changed the nature
of war and defense.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 87.
The Industrial Revolution began in Britain in the last ha)f of the eighteenth
century. It was a period of rapid and striking change in the methods of
production and distribution of goods. These innovations had far-reaching
effects throughout the world. The development of steam power, culminating
the Watt's of machines, speeded up thg process of industrialization. This

encouraged the'growth of great industrial cities.
. .

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T209.
The benefits people have received from technology are many. But it has alsO
brought new problems. The rate at which technology is changing the face of
Europe is itself something of a problem. The stress on rebUilding nd producing

more goods has made many industries and gdvernments unwilling to dohat is

needed to save the environment.
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Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T404.
By 1955, some Japanese people began to realize that industrialization could
hurt as well as help them. About this time the Japanese began to notice

pollution of their environment. They called it'pgai, or public harm.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 43.
Huge economic problems existed in Britain after World War II. Countless

British industries were old and outmoded. A large part,of Britain's merchant

fleet had been lost. Even more serious, the British had to sell nany of their
investments in other countries in order to pay for the war. Without ships and

without income coming in from investments abroad, the British found it hard
to buy the goods which it needed to live.

Grade 6,Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 47.
Since World War II, the British have been working to prevent overcrowded cities

and substandard housing. So Britain has tried a bold experiment--twenty-four

entirely new towns have been built. These towns did not grow up like weeds

either. They were planned.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 50.
The designers of the planned towns in England have received praise from all

over the world. The people like living in the towns.. Careful- planning has

made these industrial towns as-peaceful as a country town.

Grade.6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 51.
Britaib's building program for the future is even more ambitious,. Planners

want to stop the spread of ugly unplanned subtirbs that are rising around the

edges of the big cities. So the building program has a-new aim--to avoid

uncontrolled urban growth, or sprawl.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 82t
Planning has been the Soviet Union's method of. pulling itself up by its own

boot straps. The Five-Year Plans were a huge success if the results are considered.

Nonetheless, the Plans required tremendous sacrifices.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE),,Ginn, Page 9Z.
Life is more bustling in Russia now with more cars on the streets. Until

recently there has been no need for garages or parking lots. So there are

none. Planners didn't think about parking or.garage problems when they built

the neW apartment buildings. .

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 164.
Egypt's location is so vital that it can be called one of the nation's resources.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, '(TE), Ginn, Page 165.
Partly by'trading, Egypt grew rich. A magnificjent empire was established.

Grade 6, Eleven-Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 173.

tiger is such a necessary and scarce resource that its use cannot be left to

*range. ,Planning for an expanding,population in a nation,where 'Water resources

de so limited'as in Egypt is a difficult and urgent task.
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Grade 6, Eleven Nations,. (TE), Ginn, !Page 270.;
It was obvious to many Nigerians that they would need more and better transporta-
tion, if they were to move their products and people in a modern world. The

federal and regional governments thus began to plan for a better transportation

system throughout Nigeria.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 309.
Considered by itself, it is not wrong for a nation to have a large population.
Neither is there anything wrong with having a population which is growing
rapidly. However, when an underdeveloped country which already has a large
population grows rapidly, growth puts a terrible strain on resources. So

much is needed simply to take care of the new population that little is left
to improve the existing situation.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 314.
Planning for the development of India, which is the world's largest democracy,

is a continuous task. So that citizens can enjoy an ongoing sense of accomplish-
ment, long-range plans are divided into five -year, units.

Because economic planners know the amount of money a country can spend and
give advise on how it should be spent, outsiders often think economic planners
make budgets. Making a budget for a country like India is an enormous task,

but good planning is more than budgeting. It takes into account both money

and people. Economic planning and social planning go hand in.hand.
1

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 488.
Rio suffers from the same problems other cities in Brazil and around the world

do. It lacks water,electricity, sewage facilities, transportation, and

telephones.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page T35.
Japanese business "entrepreneurship", aggressive and highly competitive, has
been a vital factor in Japanese development. 'Capital investment by the Japanese
government, resulting in increased railroads, communications networks, and
schools, has served to increase the rate of growth of the economy.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 44.
After World War II, all of German's overseas possessions were taken away, and
the Germans were forced to pay large sums of money, called reparations, to the

Allies.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 130.
The conditions under which East Germans must work also have held back the growth

industryndustry in East Germany today.

Grade 6, InA Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 84.
The housing problem is particularly troublesome in Mexico where people are

flocking to the cities. At present, over half of the people in Mexico City

live in houses without plumbing.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 208:
Settling the region east of the Andes has proved difficult. Government action

is necessary in resettlement because vast sums of money and nationwide planning

are required. In spite of all theidifficulties, however, the governments of
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia have persuaded numbers of people to move from the
overcrowded plateau to the promising lands on the eastern slopes of the Andes.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 270
To be a powerful force in the world today, a nation must be industrialized.
Argentina has made considerable' progress in this direction. But it is badly

handicapped because it lacks most of the resources needed for heavy industry.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), MacMillan, Page T8.
Rapid population growth tends to create new social probleMs and intensify
existing ones.

Grade.6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T50.
Improved transportation and communication systems are vital to the growth of

an area.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T96.
Land reform is seen as a major factor in fostering agricultural productivity,
improving social conditions, and stabilizing democratic government in Latin

America. Population growth is presenting man with one of the most challenging

problems of modern times.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 59.
India's cities arirapidly increasing in popUlation. In fact, the cities

are growihg about twice as fast as..the population of India as a whole.

Thousands of Indians are leaving their farms and moving tothe cities in

the hope of making a better living. This movement of people to the cities

has brought about serious problems. Many of the newcomers are unable to find

work.

grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fiddler, Page 18.

/Pollution can be extremely harmful to human beings and their environment.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 152..
Tokyo faces serious problems 1)ecause of its swift growth. There is not adequate

housing for Tokyo's huge population, and water shortages are frequent. In a'

large part of the city, the houses are small and flimsy, and there is no sewage

system. *.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, rage 85.
Before Japan was opened to foreign trade, Yokohama was,just.a fishing village.

In 1859, Yokohama's port was opened to foreign traders. After traders began

coming here it began to grow rapidly, and today Yokohama is one of the most

important port.cities in Japan.
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Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 121.
Japan has been able to overcome its handicaps and becoaie a prosperous nation
largely because of the type of people and leaders it has. The Japanese are
willing to learn, to make changes when needed, and to work hard for things they
want. They are also awell-educated and highly skilled people.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 124.
The rapid progress Japan has made since Wbrld War II has amazed the world.
Japan today is far more prosperous than at any other time in its history.
More important, there is reason to believe that this growth will continue.
GovernMent and business leaders in Japan have worked out plans together,
charting what needs to be done to make the country even more prosperous.
These plans are only'intended to be a guide. No one is forced to follow them.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 144.
There are several reasons why most iof Japan's factories are located in the main
industrial belt. There are good harbors here, and lowlands where the land is
level enough for farms and cities. Also, the climate here is more pleasant
than in some other parts of the country.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 112.
After medieval France, towns began to grow stronger and richer. Trade
increased, and a middle class of merchants and skilled craftsmen arose. More
people moved to the towns, thus strengthening them.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 4-17.
A society based only on a subsistence agriculture does not develop cities.
Urbaniz4tion; the development of cities, is initially preceded by the production
of an,agricultural surplus and subsequently supported by various forms of
specialization of the part of the urban population.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 4-22.

Because India's society is basically rural, a change to an urban life is a
trauTatic one. Because of the lack of development and governmental controls,
cities like Calcutta sprang up in a disorderly fashion, lacking many services
and methods of transportation. India's unique caste system adds to the confusion.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 194.
The government played a role in India's economic development since the days of
the British rule. When the British left, the .Indian government took on the
role of planner and builder. It has helped small industries improve their
methods of production with technical advice. It has built steel mills and
plants to make, machines. _J

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 196.
All cities are .dependent upon an agricultural surplus. Whatever a person can
produce over and above what he needs is called surplus. Because everyone does
not have to grow his own food, the surplus could support part-time specialists.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), Amer can Book Co:, Page 6,.6.

Population growth is presenting man with one of the most cha lenging problems of

modern time.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 294.

A new nation must develop its industry if it is to survive in the modern world.

To develop industry, a country needs nationwide planning. It must learn to

use its agricultural products and resources wisely. It needs a good systeg

of education to provide skilled workers. Roads must be built and a ommunications

network set up. It must be able to attract money from other countries to build

machines and factories.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (rE), American Book Co., Page 402.

Stalin planned all production goals for the Soviet economy. The government

planned how much raw material was to be sent from factory to factory. They

told the farmers on the collectives what crops to plant.

Grade 6, Man and Change, Silver, Burdett, Page 45.
In today's world, a small country can remain viable only by developing its

industries and by continuing trade with other nations.

Grade 6, Man and Change, Silver, Burdett, Page 206.
The Industrial Revolution made it possible and necessary to build a Liverpool

to Manchester railroad.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 44.
In today's world, a small country can remain viable only by developing

its industries and by continuing trade with-other countries.
1*

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 179.

An increase in the number of factories in an area Meads to an increase in the

population ofthat area.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 185.
The reason that the city of the early 1800's did not spread outward more

than three miles from the center was that people had to live close to their

place of employment. When rapid means of transportation were invented, people

could live farther away from, their jobs.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, B6rdett, Page 376.
The resources available and the use to which they are put influences the

nature and extent'of man's achievements within a given region.

Grade, 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S:R.A.,

Senesh, Page 154.'
The economic and social structures of Slavic countries remained almost unchanged

for many centuries because many people were isolated because of the agricultural

economy and distance from trade routes, few industries developed, and the majority

of people were poor serfs and had little or no personal freedom.

Grade 6, Our Working World; Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed.; S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 192.
Traditions can impede or promote economic development in countries.
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Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 196.

Even with the income they receive from oil, it is difficult for some countries
in the Middle East to develop economically. Some obstacles are weak governments,
use of resources for military purposes, customs and traditions that hinder
change, and lack of involvement by.a majority of the people.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 198 and 212.
Japan's geographic location, its human resources, expanding world markets,
and government policies have resulted in its becoming one of the fastest-
developing economic regions in the-world. Japan is an example of a nation
that is rapidly increasing its industrial potential by developing an economic
system depending on international trade, skilled human resources, and advanced
technology. Like other industrial nations it is facing the social as well
as economic costs of such development.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 210.
Rapid industrialization damages the environment. It is costly to eliminate
this damage. 1

Grade 6, Our Working World: gegions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Pages 214, 221, and 227.
Latin America is a region where land-forms and traditions rooted in colonialism
impede economic development. Latin America's economic growth is hampered by
a lack of savings and of investment in natural and human resources, a low level
of technological development, poor marketing facilities, and competition from
more efficient foreign businesses.

Grade 6, Our Working World; Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 248.
Conflict has always been a part of social, national, and international relation-
ships; as such it can stimulate growth or lead to hostility and destruction.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 156.
In the last three hundred years, cities have grown larger and larger. Some
countries, like the United Statqi, have becon urbanized- -that is, more people
live in cities than outside them.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 258.
Wise use of, resources is important to a nation trying to develope its economy.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 262.
Many people are troubled because change comes slowly. But India's economic
planners believe that changes should not be carried out too quickly. They
know that the people of India value their independence. Because of this, India's
leaders do not want to force their ideas for change upon the people. Instead,
they hope to convince them that changes will better their lives,, and the lives
of their children.
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace,-Jovanovich, Page 296.
Communism and government control have brought the Soviet Union great economic

growth. The Russian people live more comfortably than they did before the

Revolution of 1917. Today, transportation and communication tie all of the

vast nation together. There is free education for all Russians. Today, the

government is able to give all the people free medical care.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 6.
Urbanization creates new problems that have to be solved. ercrowding is a

serious problem in many modern cities.

Grade 6,-The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 17.
Mumford found that most large cities grew without much advance planning.
Cities developed as commercial and manufacturing centers. While cities are

growing rapidly, plans,for meeting the people's needs are not being made as

rapidly.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 209.

Economic growth in the Middle Ages varied from place to place. Invasions and

warfare limited economic growth. The production of surplus cqrn led to the

growth of cities.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 215.

An improved technology increased Europe's economic growth in the Middle Ages.

Peace and a stable society also increased economic growth in Medieval Europe.

Economic growth in Europe led to surpluses which encouraged trade.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World; (TE), Laidlaw, Page 218.

Cities in Europe declined in the Dark Ages and then grew slowly as Europe's

economic growth increased. The increase in trade after the Crusades led to the

. growth of cities in Europe.

Grade 6; The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 243.

After 1500, cities in Europe began to grow rapidly, and many cities became

overcrowded as people came to work in the factories. Overcrowded cities

soon developed new problems such as poor living conditions.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 254.

The use of water pOwer enabled men to run heavy machines, but this required

that shops had to be located near rivers and streams.

, Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World,.(TE), Laidlaw, Page 255.

Social, economic, and geographical conditions encouraged industrialization in

England:

..Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 261.

American colonies influenced the economic growth and the industrialization of

Europe.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 267.

The size of a nation's population can influence the nation's economic activities,

trade, and transp6rtation.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 322.
Economic growth in poor societies is often hampered by underfed populations.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 324.
The Indian government is planning some of the nation's economy.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 325.
Progress is slow in India partly because of the social conditions and because
of the religious beliefs held by the people.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 396.
The use of lead-free gasoline could help reduce air pollution. The use of low-
sulfur coal could help reduce air pollution.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T28.
A well-planned city will attract people because it offers social and economic
opportunities.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 5.
The nations of Southeast Asia have many of the same problems. They do not
have enough roads, railroads, schools, hospitals, or industries. In addition,
all of these nations must import many of their manufactured goods and pay for
them by exporting raw materials from mines, forests, 'and farms.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 39.
The Western nations that gained control of Southeast Asia are remembered most
by the people here for the ways they neglected this region. Most of the Westerners
who came were mainly interested in making money. They thought of Southeast Asia
as a source of raw materials for their own use. Since the Western nations wished
to sell their own industrial goods in exchange for Southeast Asia's exports,
little modern manufacturing was established in this region. In addition, people
from the Western nations held nearly all of the important jobs. For this reason,
only a few of Southeast Asia's people were able to get the kind of experience
they needed for self- government..

Grade 6, Southeast Asia,'Fideler, Page 42.
Most of Southeast Asia gained independence after World War II. Southeast
Asia's new nations had many problems to solve when they gained independence.
Roads, railroads, and mines had been destroyed during the war. There were far
too few industries and schools. Most of the countries did not have enough
trained government leaders and skilled workers, and many.of the people were
poor, sick, and uneducated. In addition, they had little capital.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 7.
When the communists first came to power, the country was backward. The communists
'leaders came to feel that the best Way to modernize the country was for the
government to plan and direct all work.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 40.
Stalin believed that the Soviet Union would be able to advance most quickly and
successfully if the government planned and directed all the work in the country
The Soviet people were forced to go without many things in order for industry
to grow.
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Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 120.
Government control of Soviet industry caused other problems. It was impossible

for government planners to know all the needs and problems of every factory in

a country as large as the Soviet Union. As a result, the plans they made were

not always practical.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Pages T58 and 84.
Although some cities are planned, most cities "just happen".

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page T61.
City growth depends upon the purpose the city serves.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page T121.
Industries (and therefore cities) tend to spring up where certain factors, such
as markets, transportation facilities, power, and the accessibility of raw

materials, are favorable.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 86.
Cities have grown rapidly along with the population.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 89.
Wherever the railroads ran, towns sprang up. Some were whistle stops--small

communities where trains stopped only on signal. Others grew into large, busy

towns. The railroads also hdlped the growth of places that were already cities.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 90.
By 1890, farming was no longer the main way to make a living. As the use of

farm machinery increased, fewer rural workers were needed. They left the farms

to seek work in the cities. Almost all factories were in or near cities. Cities

were transportation points. The cities were like magnets for factories and people.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 98.

Cities change in size as their purposes get more or less important. They do

not always get larger. Some get smaller. Some disappear altogether.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 99.
As the purposes of a city increase, the city grows. Most cities in the United

States and Canada had become cities by being trade centers for goods and services.

When factories were built to hbuga the new machinery built in the industrial

revolution, it made sense to build them in cities. The cities were on waterways,

goods from the factories could be shipped great distances. Other goods could

be bropght back. The cities had people to work in the factories. The city

itself Was a market for many goads and services.

Grade The United States and Canada, (TE), Addtson-Wesley, Page 103.
Often the magnet that draws a city's growth is a transportation route. Cities

have stretched out along highways, rivers,.or railroad lines. San Francisco

andits surrounding areas embrace'a whole huge bay.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE)., Addisbn-Wesley, Page 111.
As markets multiply, the amount of manufacturing in cities increases. When

that happens, the cities themselves grow.
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Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 119.
From the middle of the seventeenth to the beginning of the twentieth century?
North Americans haVe been building cities. They were helped by several factors.
One was the richness of the new land. The other was the number of people who
kept pouring in. There was no overall plan for any of this. In the rush to

rapid growth, many kinds of disorder came to the United States and Canada.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 124.
City planners used to think it wise to keep factories far away from residential
neighborhoods. Some city planners think that factories should be cleaned up.
Ways should be found to stop smoke from filling the air. Then factories could
be allowed to open in other parts of town. This would help solve two of the
problems of present-day cities. One is impure air. The other is clogged
traffic.

Arade 6, The,United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 125.
In many ways cities improve as they get larger. They have more kinds of goods

and services. Transportation may be better in a large city than in a small town.
Larger cities may have more money.to spend on parks, hospitals, and other things
for their people. But along with the good things come many problems--the growing
pains of cities. One of them is a shortage of good housing.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 135.
Because the United States has more cities, it'needs more highways than Canada.
The state and federal governments have spent billions of dollars to build them.
The highways were often built, however, without any real planning. The builders

did not always stop to think whether a highway was the best answer to a travel
problem. They often built highways without thinking of community needs. In

many cases a highway brought new problems.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 151.
It is true that some manufacturing is leaving New England. Neither cloth nor

leather goods are made as widely there as they used to be. Many manufacturers
are moving to other parts of the country seeking lower taxes, lower labor costs,
and cheaper power. Some want to be closer to markets in other parts of the
United States.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 161.
Washington, D.C. was planned as a government city, and so it still is. Only

printing and publishing are important industries there.

Grade 6,-The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 215.
Chicago began as a place for easy portage. It is still the center of transporta-

tion in this country. Chicago is an important port, a railroad center, and
trucking center. Chicago has two busy airports. Because it is a transportation
center, Chicago has attracted many businesses and industries.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 224.
Some important Texas cities began as trade centers for the Cotton Kingdom.

Dallas is one. Today Dallas is the second largest in the Southwest.
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Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 318.

Partly because of its good transportation, Montreal has become the leading

industrial center of Canada.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 130.
Change is taking place in the Arab cities even faster than in the village .and

the desert. With increasing population and industry, the cities are growing

outward, creating new patterns of city streets, new kinds of buildings, and new

ways of life..

Grade 6 The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 344.
Economists foresee no change in India's economic struggle until food production

meets the country's needs.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 345.
The difficulties of bringing effective family planning to the remote reaches

of rural India often make the over-all problem seem hopeless. But the Indian

government is going ahead as if it is not. In the last five years, the government

says, the program has averted over five million births. Economic development

over the\last decade has been relatively impressive, but it has largely been

a race to stay in the same place. Further development cannot occur unless the

birth rate is stabilized.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 347.
We say that a country has arrived at the "take off" point when its industry is

growing fast enough to provide its people with a rising standard of living.

Grade 6,-The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 388.
If the Chinese had been interested in the mass production of everyday products,

no doubt they could have accomplished this. They had the skills necessary for

an industrial revolution. What they did not have was enterprising businessmen

who wanted to get ahead in the world by building great industrial establishments.

That kind of success was not prized. And it would have been difficult to

accomplish because of government policy.. Practically all the great industries

were government monopolies, opgnonly to Producers licensed by the government.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man,(TE.), Macmillan, Page 513.
More people live fn Tokyo - nearly 12,000,000 of them-than in,any'otker,city on

earth, and yet like so many other cities' this giant is dismayingly indifferent

to the Comfort and conveniences of human beings. Commerce is what counts. This

huge sprawling.city keeps expanding. Local farmers have grown wealthy selling

rice fields at what was once the edge of town. But even as the city grows, rents

are soaring, and the middle class is moving to the suburbs.
O
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 2-2, 4-3, 5-1, 5-8, 5-12, 6-10,.and 8-6.
Economic welfare is 'a goal in most modern economic societies.

-/

Grade 5, Asking About the USA'and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 3-1.
The full use of productive facilities directly influence economic welfare.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 7-4.
The size of both the Gross National Product and the population greatly influence
economic welfare.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 236.
The American people have discovered that economic instability, insecurity,
and injustice are among the results of the growth of our economic system.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 238.
Statesmen in the past have been concerned with the goals of the American economic
system.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 239. 4 r
The goals of the American economic system are changing. Many people today are
worried about the rapid advance being made in science and tedhnology because
of fear of the unknown, fear of mass destruction, fear of unemployment, or
disapproval of governmentpriorities--as, for example, spending money on moon
flights instead of onImproving cities.

Grade 5, Our Working World: 'The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh; Page 240.
Economic insecurity is areal problem in the American society, especially for
the aged.

Grade 5, Our Working World): The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed.,
Senesh, Page 241.
Though the American eocnomic system has sucessfully pursued its major goal- -
growth--it faces serious problems that must be resolved if that progress is to
benefit all the American people. this country suffers from unequal economic
freedom..'

e

Grade 5, Our Working World: \The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 243.
Some of.the causes of economic insecurity include a greater urban population- -
city families must depend on cash income; people live longer--older people have
trouble getting jobs; inflation and depressions create insecurity; greater use
of machines causesNmore industrial accidents; "keeping up with the Jones" causes
more spending, lesg saving.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T127.
For a week nation, a major,war might endanger its political or economic stability.
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. .,:,.; Grade 6; The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 110.
.Economic growth cannot occur if inventions and improvements are destroyed
or' nullified. by those whose jobs are threatened by them. So society must
plan. to'hilp thote left unemployed by innovations. In the long run, tech-,
nological improvements lead to more jobs, not to fewer. The problem of

- social jiistice is holy to take care of short-run effects of technological
4) unemployment. This problem was not faced in the early Industrial Revolution.

-

Grade,6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 111.
The humanitarian attitude helpedio bring better conditions-and wages
for workers because it involved treating other people with consideration.
Better conditions, such as shorter working hours, might be expected to come
about as the f ing spread_in society that a factory hand had a right to
live.for other things beside work. Better wages would come as productive
efficiency imp oved and employers.were less concerned with cutthreat com-
petition.

Grade'6, Cult res in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T174.
David Ricardo, economic philosopher of the Industrial Revolution,
believed that no hing should be done to improve conditions for workers...-
He reasoned that en employers raise wages due to a shortage of labor,the
workers respond' by vid'g large families. The result is an over supply
of labor that brings. ages down again.

Sra e 6, Cultures in Tr sition, (TE), Follett, Page T180.:
,Wor ers lacked economic curity in the early days of the Industrial
Rev lution..'When business was good, people worked. When business was bad,

;employers cutmages and fired workers. Employers set the hours and rules
for ork.. Workers usually outnumbered jobs. Therefore, they had no choice

. but to accept the low pay and hard conditions. The law did not allow labor
unions. Workers had no ,legal way to correct the wrongs done to them. Grad-

ually the attitudes of people in power began to change. The English Par-
,

liament passed laws in favor of the. workers.,

, Grade-6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T210.
'Today one of the advantages of modern .technology is that it can produce
enough to provide much more for each worker. In the industrial nations of
Curcipe much of-this added wealth is being used to give the workers economic
security., Now safe working conditions, minimum wages, even minimum vacations
and sick leave,are required by law in almost all the industrial countries of
Europe. The cost is great, however, and taxes are usually,,. igh. As a result
the average European worker has less money to4spend than an American worker
would. But he has more security.

rade'6, Eleveh'Nations, (TO, Ginn, Page 91.
Host Soviet citizens are much better off than their ancestors. One reason
is that they enjoy the security of extensive medftal Care. Everyone re-

iceives health insurance and retirement funds.
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Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 10.
Economic freedom includes a person's right to Make full use of his talents
and initiative in a job of his own choosing.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 138.
There are several different kinds of economic freedom. One is being able to
decide freely what goods or services to produce. Basically, this means de-
ciding what kind of work you want to do. A second kind of economic freedom,
is being able to decide freely what to do with the goods you produce.. This
is freedom of distribution. The third kind of economic freedom is being able
to consume, or use, goods and services to meet human wants.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler,' Page 160.

Many Americans were strongly opposed to the New Deal. They believed that by
playing such an important part in the economy, the federal government was
weakening the free enterprise system and moving the nationto socialism.
This, they feared, would destroy economic freedom.

Grade 6, Our Working World:., Regions of the World. IT),, 2nd ed:, S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 86.
The Jewish people feel a Jewi h St te is necessary for their safety and for
the protection of their civil righ . I

. . ,,

of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,Grade 6, Our Working World: Regio
Senesh, Page 242. --.

Transportation helps people work'for social justice. .

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions,of the World, IT), 2nd.ed.; S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 248.- , .

The world is slowly moving toward a legal order that promotes universal
social justice. . .

,

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of thWorld, (7), 2ili.ed. S.R.A.;

Senesh; Page 264. i . -

Groups and organizations,work to estakltshWorld order, justice, and peace.

Grade 6, The Social Studies.and Our Wor1d4TE), Laidlaw, Page'324.
The government of India is tryingto bring about more economic equality
among the people., 4 ,

. I.

Grade.6, The Social Studies. and-Our World, (TE.), Laidlaw,"Page 367..
Labor-saving devises are increasing unemployment. Workers are ore inter-

ested in higher incomes than in more free time. . -

. . ,

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE)-Laidlaw, Page j72.
A stable --------71-----governmenthepsmaintain society. t

.: 'Grade 6, The Social Studies and bilr.Worid, (TO, Laidlaw; Page-1'107.
Sometimes people will give Up political freedoms in exchange f r economic
security. .
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ECONOMIC GOALS

Grade 6, Soviet Union; Fideler,'Page.7.
The government of the Soviet Union differs in important ways from the
government of democracy,' such as the United States. The communists
beliel0 that indiViduals should not own their own farms, factories, and
mines. Instead the government owns the land and natural resources and
controls farthing_and industry.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T86, T113, T134, and T154.
Most modern societies perceive economic welfare of their people as a desired
goal.

EFFICIENCY

Grade 4, Economic Educational Experiences of Enterprising Teachers,
Kazanjian Foundation Awards, Volume 12, Page 37.
A production process must be efficient. It must produce a quality product
for the price it is sold at. Careless work involves'a cost: lower profits.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 28.
Managers strive to organize and direct efficient allocations of natural
resources, capital resources and human resources in the production process.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 85.
Division of labor and job specialization increase productive efficiency.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 1
People develop more efficient ways of using their productive resources
in order to increase the amount of goods and services they can produce.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson,.J.C:E.E., Page-8.
City planners must consider economic efficiency and costs as well as
beauty and comfort. .

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 42.
Division of labor, automated factories, and production efficiency in
general have lowered the cost of producing a. can of food, thus the producer
can-sell it for less and still make a profit.

.11

Grade 4, Industrix:' Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 62.
The most efficien cotton-picking machine performs the work faster than
people do, but not so efficiently. About a tenth of the cotton bolls are
left behind by machines; these would be wasted if left on the plant, so.
planters usually hire a small force of workers to gather.what the machines
leave behind or drop. ,

. .

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TO; Allyn and Bacon, Page.88.
,Frederick W. Taylor showed that haSte did:make,waste. Too much work made

men rush; rushing caused mistakes. The end resifts were faulty products

and accideTts.
,
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EFFICIENCY

Grade 4,- Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page,14.
When a person works all day doing the same task, he becomes more efficient
or quick and-Capable; and as a result he makes more goods than he had been
-able to make before.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 112.

cstt.

The future growth of-the South Central Region depends on the efficient
use of human and natural resources.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 40.
The wise management of resources involves'very difficult decisions.

Grade 5, Economic Educational Experiences of Enterpriting Teachers,
Kazanjian Foundation Publication: Number 10., Page 39.
People are productive *resources and good health is a factOr that increases
productivity. Poor, health and drug abuse, therefoee, are economic wastes.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 28.
Managers strive to organize and direct efficient allocations of natural
resources in the production process.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementaq Schools. Page 143.
Institutions are creations of man for man. Economic institutions have
been devised to help the economy function smoothly and effiCiently.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-,6, (DEEP), Page 8.

Conservation of natural resources means using them carefully and efficiently.
The government'takes part in the conserving of our natural resources.

Grade 5, Econdmic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 11.
BeCause of technological progress our economic activities are continually
changing.' Many changes are due to increased specialization. Because of
specialization,,productive resources are used more efficiently and people
are more'interdependent.

Grade Economics,and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 8.
planning increases the functionality of the cities resources.

Grade 5, ,Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 124.
Many small farms are inefficient units of production, unsuited. to mechanized,
scientific methods. The cost of buying and maintaining large machines is
high; operation of large machines on small fields is at best unwieldy.
The'use of modern and efficient farm methods and tools would reduce the number
Of farmers in the Middle East. One farm machine could replace the hand labor
Of many men. 'This has been shown in the United States. There are far fewer
American farmers today than fifty years ago. Yet fewer farmers produce
far more agricultural products. The trend to fewer farmers and more
production will probably continue in the Middle Fast.
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EFFICIENCY

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, WilsOn and Warmke, Page 14.
A worker .is efficient if he is quick and capable:

...

Grade 5; Man the Toolmaker, (TE) Follett, Page 1350.
Efficient farming is essential to city. life;'farming produces the food
surpluses needed to feed the many non-farming specialists who concentrate
in urban centers,

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 220.
Although less land in the Northeast is being used'for agriculture today
than in the past, this region produces larger quantities of farm products
than ever before.' Northeastern farmers are able to get large yields be-
cause they use their, land-very efficiently.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 5, Oregon (DEEP), Page 15.
In the pre-Civil War period, our economy was becoming more specialized
and more efficient: People and regions were concentrating more and more
on goods and services that they could make grow particularly well; goods
or services that they sold.to people in other places.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 97.
It is difficult td know exactly why Spain rose and fell so quickly. Per-

haps a primary reason was that, in the long run, absolutism becomes in-
efficient and out of touch with reality.

Grade 6,0The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon,. Page 101.
Government by one man can be efficient. There is 7no need for delay in
checking with representative bodies; there is no necessity for compromise
to accomodate divergent views; there is no necessity to act within the
confines of the rule of law. On the negative side, if the man in power
becomes corrupt or inefficient,,there is no legal way to remove him from

power.

Grade 64The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 37%
The prinCiple faCtor in the wealth of a nation is probably economic
efficienCy, measured in terms of the number of man-hours needed to produce
a given amount of goods. The fewer the man-hours, 'the greater the.efficiency.

Grade,6,'The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and _Bacon, Page 111.
Better wages usually come as productive efficiency. improves.

Gra0 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 28.

Managers strive to organize and direct efficient allocations of natural
resources, capital resources and human resources in the production process.

Grade 6, Economic Education' for Arkansas glementary Schools, Page 220.
A country has an advantage in the worlds market in both price and quantity
when ,it specializes in producing the things it can produce efficiently and
then depends on trade for otherthings.
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EFFICIENCY

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 12.

Since specialization promoted the most efficient use of the productive
resources, more goods and services are produced from limited resources
when specialization and trade take place.

Grade 6, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 8.
In 'planning a community, economic efficiency must be considered as well
as zoning, industrial development, transportation and cost.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page.114. . ,

In spite of the high-crop yields obtained by some West German farmers,
agriculture in West Germany faces problems. The most serious problem is

the fact that most of the farms in West Germany are too small to be efficient.

Grade 6, In A' Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page i80.
In Colombia, much of the good agricultural land is used for pasturage
rather than for crops.. As long as the landowners continue td pay the low
taxes on their property, they cannot be forced to change from an inefficient
system of agriculture to an efficient method.

'Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 149.
With good raw materials and modern eqUipment the Japanese are producing
iron and steel more efficiently than most other nations.

Grade'6, Mart and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 307.
Industrialization increases the quantity of an item that can be produced
and thus permits a relatively small number of specialized workers to meet
the needs of millions of other people.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 360.
Because of industrialism, fewer people produce more goods in less time.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (7),.,Ind ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 165.
When businesses are able to expand their markets,'they are able to use

.
their resources more efficiently and lower production costs.

Grades, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 256;
India's.leaders knew that India had enough resources to make it'one of the

,richest nations in the world. But India's resources were not being used

, efficiently enough. to allow the nation to grow as fast as India's leaders knew
it could, .Efficient use of resources is use with the ledst amount of waste. ,

In,order to become mature, a developing economy must begin to use its

resources efficiently.

t.

f
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' EFFICIENCY

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
HarCourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 274.
Factories can efficiently produce the manufactured goods needed by the
people of the United States. Because factories are so efficient, it is
not necessary for everyone in the United States to-work in a factory.
Some people can produce services_instead. In the United States, a great
deal of effort is made to use scarce resources efficiently.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 120.
Government control of Soviet industry caused problems. It was imposgibfe
for government planners to know the needs and problems of every factory
in a-country as large as the Soviet Union. As a result, the plans they made,
were not always practical. The factory managers were unable to use their
own ideas fully because they had to follow government plans. Often.they

- did not produce goods efficiently. In 1964, the Soviet government began to
experiment with a new system for running the nation's factories. Some
factories were permitted to keep part of their profits. The factory
managers could use thiS money to reward their employees for good work and
to improve methods of, production. The factories in the experiment became
so much more efficient that, by the end of 1969, the new system was being

- used in three-fourths of the factories in the Soviet Union. .

Grade 6, The Waysof Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 84.
Agriculture had an important part in Russia's five-year plans.. Industriali-
zation meant a need for large numbers of workers. These workers had to
come from the farms. This meant that there would be fewer people to run
farms. This is the case in all industrialized countries. If farms are to
be run.with fewer workers, they must be more efficient. One way to make
farmers more efficiefit is to use farm machinery.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 231.
The success of agriculture, and the livelihood of the population, was tied
to efficient use of the water of the Nile. Efficient use meant controlled
use.

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: GENERAL (CAPITAL, LABOR, LAND, MANAGEMENT)

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio,'Page 63.
The factors of production are the land, labor, capital and entrepreneurship
used in the production process.

Grade 4, The Adventures of PHmero Dinero; Jackstadt and Hamado, Page 5.
Resources are anything that can be_used to, satisfy human wants.

:

Grade 4, The Adventures of Primero.Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado, Page 11.
Productive resources are resources that can be used to produce other things.
Productive resources are generally grouped into three main categories: land,.

,..1.4bor and capital. .
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: GENERAL (CAPITAL, LABOR, LAND, MANAGEMENT)

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide; Oklahoma, Page 11.
Decisions on the allocation of resources are influenced by cultural and
political factors. Collective goods and services can be provided only
when the necessary resources are available. .

Grade 4,'Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 28.
Every economic systeM fades the basic faCt of scarcity becuase there
are not enough productive resources to satisfy the wants of the people.

'Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 163.
People from households go out to sell their productive resources.

'Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 43.
All labor, management and any other production activities are grouped
together and called productive resources or productive services.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 80.
Each region combines factors of production (raw materials, tools, and
machines, and workers) differently under the guidance of innovative
entrepreneurs to compete in national and world markets.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 82.
Manufacturing regions are areas where raw materials, workers, entrepre-
neurs, and savings come together to produce finished goods.

Grade 4,'Our Working World: Regions-of,the United States,.(T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 98.
Natural resources, combined with specific cultural and technological
factors, have brought economic well-being to the South Central Region.

Grade 5, Adventure: 'Economics, Ohio, Page 63.
The factors of production are the land, labor, capital and entrepreneurship
used in the productio% process.

Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado, Page 5.
A resource is anything that can be used to satisfy human wants.

Grade 5, The Adventure's of Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado, Page 11.
Productive resources arcs resources that can be used to produce other things.
Economists generally group productive resources into three main categories:
land, labor and capital.

Grade 5, American Reighbors, Fideler, Page
Sao Paulo became an important industrial, center in South America for several
Teasons. Modern factories need ppwer to run their machinery, and skilled
workers to tend the machines. They also need efficient transportation to
bring raw materials to the factories and to take manufactured goods to
market. All of these are available in Sao Paulo.
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: GENERAL (CAPITAL, LABOR, LAND, MANAGEMENT)

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 3-6 and 3-9.
Location of production relates to factors of production: land, labor, and

capital.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 5-1.,-
Factors gi\production are subject to change; therefore, geography is con-
cerned with changing patterns of land use.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its'Neighbors, (TE), American Book.Co.,
Page 8-1.
Man's utilization of natural resources is related to his desires and his
level of technology. 1 .

. 1

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washingtoh Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 5.

Producers may change the kinds, proportions and amount of the productive
resources they use.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6; (DEER), Page 7.

The productive resources a country possesses affect the amount and kind
of goods and services that are produced. The quality and quantity of the
productive resources change due to discovery, population growth, education,
technological progress and capital for at4on.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washing on Schools: K-6, (DEEP). Page 22.

Even though productive resources exist, they may remain unused because
of the lack of knowledge of how to use t em:.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), llyn and Bacon, Page 44.

Industries need raw materials, transportation systems, capital, skilled
labor, power, and potential markets to get'started. The Middle East, and

undeveloped area, has none of these resource to the extent necessary for
rapid industrial development.

Grade 5, Midwest and,,Great Plains, Fideler, ! ge 100.
Wire mills and factories were built in the Midwest than in the Great Plains'

states. This was partly because more natural, resources were available in
theMidwest Also, there were more people to:work-in industry and to buy
the goods that the mills and factories produced. The Great Lakes and other
waterwaysof the Midwest,also helped industry to grow here. Bulky raw'

materials such as coal and iron ore could be transported cheaply along
these water highwaysf

Grade 5, Midwest anti Great Plains, Fideler, Page 222,
A combination of disadvantages has held back the growth- of.indOtry in the

Great Plains states as a Whole. First, most parts are not lserved by major

waterways. There, bulky goods,such as coal and steel have to be shipped by

train'or truck- Second;-tfie Great Plains states lack some of the mineral
resources essential for modern industry, especially.iroh ore and high grade

coal. , Finally, the Great Plains states as a whole are 'sparsely populated. As

a r6sult, markets here are Wall and there is not a large supply of factory'

workerS.
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: GENERAL (CAPITAL, LABOR, LAND, MANAGEMENT)

Grade 5, One Nation:. The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 114.
Economists tell us that we will need four things to produce any item.
They call, these factors of production. They are (1) land or natural
resources, (2) labor or human resources, (3) management, and (4) capital.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 201.
Oil wells, refineries, and chemical industries all require money, machinery
and well-trained people. Sometimes the nation that has the crude oi) does
not have the other resources necessaryfor an industry.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 224.
To produce goods at a profit, producers must pay th(costs of producing, or
making their products. They must pay their costs of production for such
things as: raw materials, labor, equipment, public services, and.property.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 228.
Like any business, a laundry has costs. It uses water, and gas or oil to
heat it. The laundry owner uses chemicals to clean the clothes. He must
pay for machines and tools. He must pay for his land and building. He
must pay for electricity to light the laundry building. He must also pay
taxes to his state government, and to,the government of the United States.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T73.
Land and people are two things that every community must have.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 87.

After the Civil War, many businessmen realized that the South needed more
manufacturing and trade. Since cotton and cheap labor were both plentiful
in the South, some manufacturers built textile mills.

Grade 5. This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 116.
Raw materials, plus power, plus good workers, plus technology (know-how)
are not enough to industrialize. There must be money to build new machines.
Good managers must bring these ingredients together.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE),Macmillan, Page 338.
Most industries seek locations with the lowest transportation costs. This
means they want to either be close to their markets or near the raw materials.
The cost of making a product includes the'cost of buying the raw materials,
the cost of labor (the workers), the cost of power to run the factory, and
the cost of transportation, (both the cost of bringing the raw materials and
the cost of shipping the product to market).
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTIONci GENERAL (CAPITAL, LABOR, LAND, MANAGEMENT)'

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 196.
A factory needs many things. First, money is needed to start a factory and

to keep it operating. The factory must have raw materials. It must also

have machines to change the raw materials into manufactured goods. Power

is needed to run the machines. The factory alsoneedi skilled workers.
Railroads and other kinds of transportation are needed to bring raw mat-
erials to the factory and to carry manufactured goods to the customers.
Most of these things that factories need can be found in the large industrial
areas of the West.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 63.
The factors of production are the land, labor, capital and entrepreneurship
used in the production process.-

Grade '6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma. Page 11.

Decisions on the allocation of resources are influenced by cultural and
political factors. Collective goods and services can be provided only

when the necessary resources Ire available.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas ElementaryiSchools, Page 92.
It takes people, tools, raw materials and management to produce anything

of material value. Man's use of resources is related to his desires,

customsand level of technology.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 195.
In general we could say that resources are extended to the highest level
of efficiency through the specialization of all productive resources.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 4.

The amount and kind of productive resources a country possesses and how
well they are used affect.its productivity.

Grade 5, In A,Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 146.
.In addition to natural resources, the development of manufacturing depends

on several other things. It takes money and technical experts to build

plants. It also requires training a large number of skilled workers.
Equally important, the governments of the Caribbean countries must be well-

run. Businessmen want stable governments in places where they build and

operate factories.

Grade 6; Investigating Man's World: Inter-American Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 22.,
By comparing and contrasting the relationship of the four factors of
Production (natural resources, human resources, capital resources and man-
agement), to the supply of goods and services desired, the pupil observes
that Canada's businesses Teed foreign investments for capital.
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'FACTORS'OF PRODUCTION: GENERAL (CAPITAL, LABOR, LAN MANAGEMENT)

Grade-6, Learning About Countries and'Tddieties, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 191.

Industrialize ion anywhere is based on certain things:. There must be a
market for the goods produced. There must be power; that is, a source of
fuel or steam or electricity to run the machines. There must be raw mat-
erials to feed the machines, and there must be people educated enough to

4 I run them. There-must be more educated people to design the machines,
Wild them, and run the factories; and, there'must be money to invest to
buy machines and build factories. India has all of these in some measure.
It desperately needs more.

Grade 6, Our Woeking World: Regions of the World, (T) 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 221.

Latin. America's economic growth is hampered by a lack of savings and of
investment in natural and human resources, a low level of technological
development, poor marketing facilities, and competition from more efficient
foreign businesses. By-and-large, the Latin American countries have not,
developed the factors of production available in their countries.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovidh, Page 244.
Three kinds of resources--land, people, and capital- -are needed to make the
products used by a society. Sometimes natural resources are referred to
simply as land--not only earth but all the resources found in nature. Any
tool or money which is used to make something else is, called capital.

c

-Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison - Wesley, Page T121.
Industries, and therefore cities, tend to spring up where certain'factors;
Such as markets, transportation facilities, power, and the accessibility
of raw materials, .are favorabletCk-

Grade 6, The United States and anada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page' 152.
New 'England lacks raw materials, but it has another important resource.
It hai large numbers of highly skilled workers.

-4
Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Rage 181.
Cotton needs a warm climate and lots of rain. The Southeast, of course,
has both. In the later eighteenth century, it also had plenty of land:
Black slaves, from the tobacco plantations were there to do the work.
Machinery for making cloth had been invented. Mdre people began to wear
cotton clothing. That meant a bigger market for raw cotton.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 260.
All new nations want to more forward. All want to build up their own

( manufacturing industries. But all these new nations lack one or mare of
the things needed if industry is to grow. They need capital funds with
which to build and equip factories. There are too few-people,who are able
to become managers. Means of communicating and of transporting goods must
be created in order to make the whole continent a market for the goods that
local factories would turn out.
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FACTORS OF'PRODUCTION: GENERAL (CAPITAL, LABOR, LAND? MANAGEMENT)

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page T140.
The economy of a country, or region is related to available resources,
investment, capital, and the educational development of its people.

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: CAPITAL'RESOURCES
C

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio. Page 63. , . s

MachineS, tools and factoriet are capital. Capital provides productive
equipment necessary for the production of goods and services.

Grade 4, The Adventures bf,Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado. ;Page 14.
Capital is defined as the man-made things that are used to produce other
things -- tools, machines, factories. Capital is not necessarilymoney,
the correct term for money.is money capital.

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 99.
Throughout colonial times, there was no farm machinery, so all the farm
work had to be done by hand.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 16.
Everywhere in the world people use tools. But people do not use the same
kinds of tools. Th.? tools people use can tell you about how they live.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 35.
Machines and tools are things that people use. They use machines And
tools to do work for them. Americans use more machines than any other'.
people in the world.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 203.
Asian farmers use few machines. They still use a wooden plow, pUlled by
an ox. Asian farms are too small for machines.

Grade 4, Communities Around the. World, Sadlier, Page 205.
Machinery is needed to dig out coal, iron, and other minerals. Asian
factories do not make enough machines to use the continent's rich minerals.
So, many minerals stay in the ground.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 27.
Capital resources, tools, machines, factories, etc., help produce goods
and services better and faster.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 84.
. Capital resources are those goods which are used to produce other godds

and services. Capital consists of anything that can 'extend or enlarge
man's power to perform economically usetul work. It means tools, machines,
equipment and buildings are used in the production process. Capital tools
operate to make human labor more productive.
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FACTORS OF RODUCTIM CAPITAL RESOURCES

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 187.

--\g

Modern inventions have helped man to overcome nature's limitations.
velopment of new energy resources has helped man to increase production.
vancement and inventions have increased efficiency with which we use

-..i, oar resources.-

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T75.
As man delieloped more and better tools, he became a builder capable of
reshaping and altering his, surroundings.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T176.
The Industrial Revolution meant advances in farm mechanization. Less
labor was required by fewer people to produce more abundant crops.

Grade 4, Great Americans, Fideler, Page 22.
To make life safer and more comfortable for his fellow men, Frankli
invented several useful articles.

Grade 4; Industry: Man and the Machines, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 1.
Mechanization reauces-the amount of human laborineeded to produce food,
thus releasing men and women for other work. Automation is now releasing
an increasing number of workers for-jobs in service industries.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 22.
The canning industry responded to increased demand by continuing to make
improvements in processing and machinery.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 31.
Today nearly every cannery operation can be done by machines or by a
cbmbination of people and machines.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Anyn and Bacon, Page 36.
Canners must invest a large amount of capital in their businesses.

Grade 4, Industry:' Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Pagel 42.
Division oflabor, automated factories, and production efficiency in
general have lowered the cast of producing ican of food, thus the producer
can sell it for less and still make a-profit.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, ,(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 61..
The invention of the cotton gin made it possible for cotton to be pro-
cessed in great quantities.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon; Page 62.
The most efficient cotton-picking machifies perform the work faster than
people do: b.ut not so efficiently. A
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'FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: CAPITAL RESOURCES

Grade 4, Industry: Manand the Machine, ('TE), Allyn and Bacon,'Page 71.
Spinners and weavers disliked weaving machines because they feared being
.put out Of work by theSe mechanical devices, which did most jobs faster
and more easily and effloiently than human beings could. At first some
spinners and weavers were replaced by machines, but mahy were retrained to
operate, the machines or to work in other areas of the textile or garment
industries. The more complicated a machine is, the greater the amount of
division of labor it represents, because of the large number of specialists

required to make that machine.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 107.
Heavy earth-moving equipment and dynamite were not used in roadbuilding
fifty years ago. Building mountain roads.was slow, dangerous, and arduous
work without the modern equipment of today.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), .Allyn and Bacon, Page 147.

The Industrial Revolution caused technological unemployment just as
automation is causing it today. But the Industrial Revolution also
brought demands for a more skilled work force, just as today.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine,(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 163.
The greatest change that the Industrial Revolution brought about was the

replacement of human or animal power with mechanical power. This change

caused many other changes. The Industrial Revolution andjuse of machines
enabled men to plan mass production techniques.

Grade 4, Industry:. Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 173.
Mechanized farming is a method of machine-powered agriculture. Through

the use of machines such as tractors, harvestors, and cultivators, farming

procedures become more efficient so that more crops can 'be planted and
harvested by fewer workers; the many workers thus freed from.farming may
find jobs in manufacturing or service industries.

0

Grade 4, Iaestigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 1-5.
Machines help people work and have fun.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 4-1.
Technological ';revolutions" have taken place several times in man's history.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 4-4.
The u,se of machines h 1ped increase the productivity of farmers who pro-

_ , vided food tosupport the many people in the cities.

! ,

rade 4, Investigating \Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

i
4ale 1.45. \

'7,odern technology vat the real influence that speeded the rapid growth of

cities. Many new inventions enabled a single farmer to do the work that

many ,men had .done befOre. t
1 \

.

4
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Grade 4, Investigating C9mmunities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 146:

Machines put men out of work on farms, but they created new jobs for them
in the cities. As more and more farthers began to use machines; new factories
Were set up to make them. These factories needed workers, and many people
left farms to work in the factories.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.',
Page 5-3. .

Machinet, help increase productibn on farms, however, they cannot always
be used.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 14.
All.goods, such as tools, which are used in the production of other gocids
are called capital goods or capital for short.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions'of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 44.
After causing extensive damage of the Great Plaihs Region by disregarding
its natural limitations, man learned to use science and technology to
effect constructive change. Man's impact on the Great PlainsRegion has
increased with sophisticated tools.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,
Senesh, Page 208.

New England has used innovations in science, technology, and ideas to adapt
successfully to changes in the economy. ,

.
,

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 216.
Machine tools are very important to industry.

Gude 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 35.
Early farming was hard work, since man had only simple tools.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 37.
Like people of long ago, people of today need tools. Men have tools made
of various materials. They depend on other workers to make the tools.
'Most of the materials for our tools comes from the land.,

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE),, Laidlaw, Pages 85 and T57.
When people first started to can salmon, all the work had to be done by
hand. Machines now do much of the work.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 90.
The Aruacanian.Indians of southern Chile have very simple hand tools.

Grade 4; Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 107.
People learned that they could use machines to help them make.things faster.
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4

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page,158.,
Before machines were invented for harvesting wheat; farmers had to cut
the wheat by hand. This way of threshing took a long time and was, very
hard work.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T36. ,

People have invented tools to make work easier..
0.6

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE),, Laidlaw, Page T87.
-Modern machinery allows farmers to grow far more wheat then they need to
'Meet-their own needs. The farmers can sell this, wheat to others: 4,.,

".,
Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Page 1101. .%

Modern machinery has helped make mining easier and safer, .

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, '(TE), Laidlaw, Page T116.
People can do increased ambunts.of work.,by utililing animals and machines._

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, crE); Field EducationaT Pub.;,Page T71.
The Incas had no machinery or large beasts of burden to'carry heaiy loads.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, '(TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T8
Technology permitted the flowering of agriculture anVindUstry that ch
acterizes theCalifOrnia economy today.

#
.

Grade 4, Regions Around the" World, (TE), field Educational Pub. ge T87.

The invention. of the steam ehgine led to the development of
m

machines. e

Grade 4r Regions Around.the World; (TE), Field EducatibnaT Fub. ge T91:
The increasing level of technblogy in many parts of the world has -both

good and .bad results'.

Grade ,4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Fiel ducational Pub., Page 27.

If someone is.-to do a job properbr, he nee the pm:)er 'tools, A Worker's

tool is only itloodeS his .ability to us it. f

'Grade 4, RegiOns Around' the' World,*(3,E), Field Educational Pub.',. Page 55.

Technology is alT.the equipment or tools,that peoPle,use for everyday
Tivihg and the- way.the equipment is used. ':

Grade 4, RegionakAround the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 141.
A modern pTantation uses.the most.advanced ideas in growing its special

crop. There is machinery to do many of the jobs-that take too long to do

by hand. 6 0

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 208.
With the help of machinery, one man can plant about 100 acres a day.

41.

A/1
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Grade 4, Region's Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 209.
Farm machinery costs many thousands of dollars, but the machinesmake'it
possible fora large area of land to :be:farmed byca few 'people.

.

/

Grade 4, The ;Social Sciences: Conc',epts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace,, Jovanovich, Page.99.

'

Tools make man more productive.,
.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences:. Concepts-and Values
Hiecourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 228.'
Tools and opportunity only become active. resources
enough to use them.

;

'Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, JovanovichPage 231. .

With machine toots, factories make more goods in less time.

, (Orange) (Tt) , 20 ed.,

when skilled people care

Grade 4, The Social Sciences :' Concepts ancyaluei, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 255.
The Pilgrims brought tools_with_them, realizing their importance.

Grade 4, Web of the-World, (TE), Macmillan,. Page 27.
. ;

When water power wae-jnitiated, machines had to be placed near falling water.

Grade 4, Web of ,the Worfd,'(T), Macmillan, Page,120.
Productivity can be increased by, efficient workers, a good manager, or,

better .

0

Grade 4, ,Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page. 129. t
In the automobile

!

ndustry, there is almost $52,000 worth of machinery for
each.worker on the production line.,

Grade 4, Web of the World, (.TE), Macmillan,. Page 133.
Capitol goods are things used to produce other things. Machinery and
factory buildings are capital goods.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, 'Page 169.
Factories cannot use divisibn of labor ,andrexpensive machinery unless they
can make and sell (large numbers of whatever they make.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, ge TN. %
As people h's ideas and technologies change,- ir-ways of living and use
of their environment may change. ' ,

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page TB1.
The more (or less) a country is able to allocate for the formulation of
capital the more (or-less) it is able to prodUce.
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Grade 5, Adventure:
Machines, tools and
equipment necessary

,

Economics, Ohio, Page 63.
factor1es.are capital. Capital provides the productive
for the production of goods and services.

Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero DierO, Jackstadt and Hamad°, Page 14.
Capital means man-made things that are used to produce other things

. tools, machines, 4actories. Money is a special form of capital, it is
referred to as financial capital or money capital.

'Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado, Page 29.
n'places where labor is expensive and capital is relatively cheap, pro,-
duction processes are capital-intensive.

.Grade 5,,The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 57.
Captain John Smith taught the colonists at ,;Jamestown how to make and use

tools. One of these tools was a chisel made from irons

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 162.
Before 1790, Americans had depended on,teitiles from England for making
clothing. Lrr Britain a machine had been invented that could spin raw
cotton into thread.

Grade 5,.The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 225.
With McCormick's reaper it was possible to harvest,ili 'one day afield of
grain which would have taken six days'to cut with A scythe,.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE),, Field Educational
The invention of various kinds of farm machinery made,it
children to spend more time in school.

Grade. 5, The American Adventure, (TE)', Field Educational
Through the years, American scientists have been leaders
devices to save labor and make life easier.

'Grade 5, The American' Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 117.
Improvements in farm machinery have made much manual labor unnecessary.
A simple farm machine can do the work of several men. One farmer on a

mechanized farm can grow more crops than four farmers could thirty
years ago.

Pub., Page 243.
possible for

Pub., Page 313.
in producing

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-36.
To become an industrial nation, Mexico .needs more prosperous farmers.
Most of the farmers in the remote regions are very poor. They use crude

farming tools and primitive farming methods.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler; Page 4-4
In a developed country like the UnitedStates, most goods are produced
with the help, of modern machinesithat are run by motors. In, the South

American countries, however, people still produce many of the things they
need either by hand or with simple machines powered by the muscles of men
and animals.
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Grade 5, American Neighbors,.Fideler, Page 4-6
Mott South American countries are making progress in improving agriculture
and developing new industries. New farm machines and better agricultural
methods are helping to raise crop production.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 1-2, 1-6, and 8-1.

Man's utilization Of natural resources is related to his desires and his
level of technology.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 3-6, and 3-9.

The level of man's technology affects how he produces and consumes his goods.

Grade 5', Asking About the USA and Its' Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 103.

During the late 1700's many new ideas were sweeping England. These ideas
together, added up to a revolution--now called the Industrial Revolution.
It began in the English cloth industry where English inventors built
machines powered by the steam engine. These machines could spin cloth
much'faster than people could.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 118.

In 1793, Eli Whitney, invented the cotton gin. This was a simple machine
that could pick the seeds out of cotton much faster than could be done
by.hand.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 180.

To make'interchangeable parts, Whitney used machine tools. These are
machines that make parts for other machines. ,

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Pagb 194.
A tool is anything that a person usevto help him do work. In all com-
munities, people use tools to help them meet their physical needs. Tools
that have a number of moving parts are called machines. Three hundred
yearsragos most machines were very simple.

Grade:5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 27.
Capital resources.-- tools, machines, factories, etc. -- helOproduce

s and services better and faster.

rade 5, Economic Education fOr'Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 88.
One of the reasons for the constant research that goes on in America is
tO try to find hidden potential resources, to find ways to convert unused
portions of resources into productive resource use, and to find profitable
new ways to use the things around us.
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Gra e 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 10.

The amount of capital resources available to -a country depends on the will-
ing ess and ability of the people to save their income and upon their ability
to borrow from abroad.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 75.'
When machines were used for manufacturing, the owners needed a cheap way
of making the parts for these machines. Handmade parts were too expensive.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 44.
Since he can seldom produce a surplus, a tenant farmer cannot accumulate
capital with which to buy land.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 64. ,

Surplus products can be converted iqto capital, which a nation can invest
--in machines, transportation facilities, agricultural improvements, etc., to
increase production and raise the standard of living.

Grade 5, Lands of theMiddle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 124.
Modern and efficient farm methods and tools would reduce the number of

farmers in the Middle East. One farm machine could replace the hand

labor of many men.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 14.
Better goods and services can be produced if time is spent improving
tools and equipment.

Grade 5, Man the.Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T50.
The use of stone tools helped man produce more items more efficiently and

helped him prepare for future needs.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T64.
Making a tool, compared with simply using a found object, requires planning,

skill, and an investment of time. Good toolmakers would be better equipped
to defend themselves and to hunt food, thus having a better chance to sur-

vive and have offspring.

Grade 5, Min the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, PageT65.
When people make a big change in 'their technology, they usually must make

big changes in the rest of their culture. Big changes in technology can

change man's whole way of life,

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T87.
Tools simplified hunting and made possible better and more varied use of

skins, bones, and antlers.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T151.
The great variety of tools at Jarmo' tells what kinds of work these people

were doing. Over 100 thousand pieces of chipped stone tools were found.

Many of these tools were used in farming. .
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T224.

Roman technology could have provided machines for doing much of the heavy
work. -The RoRans knew how to build water mills to grind grains, for example:
These" mills were fast,,and cheap to run.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page 234.

The development of new,tools was necessary to the beginning of cities and
the growth of urban empires.

.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker; (TE), Follett, Page T279.

A small amount of cloth would be handmade 'by many workers, in India; in the
same time much cloth would be machine made by one worker in ngland.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T320.

In nonindustrial countries most of the crops raised to sell come from large
farms run by businessmen. Often these businessmen are from foreign in-
dustrial countries. They use modern machines and trained farm specialists
to run these farms, sometimes called plantations.

Grade.5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 24.
More food is produced in the corn belt than in any other area of the same
size in the world. One reason for this yield is that most parts of the corn
belt are level and farmers find it easy to use.tractors and other farm ma,
chines to cultivate their land.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page.93.
The development of new farming methods and tools encouraged people to come
to the Great Plains. By the time the'railroads were built and brought
people to the plains, steel plows had been developed that could cut through
the heavy sod of'the plains.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 103.
During the years when factory methods and machines were being improved,
people also learned better ways of farming. New and better farm machines
were developed. The first machines were pulled by horses. In the early
1900's however, farmers began to use gasoline-powered tractors. A farmer
who used a tractor to pull his machines could farm more land than one who
did not.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 106.
Before the new farm machines and farming methods were used, a farmer could
raise enough food for only a few people. Many farmers were needed to pro-
duce enough food for everyone. As the new'machines and methods were de-
veloped, it became possible for a farmer to raise enough foOd for many
people.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page'167.
The use of modern farm machinery has helped farmers in our country to pro-
duce more food.
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Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 179..
The development of cotton-harvesting machines in the 1930's and 1940's
gave farmers in, western Texas an advantage over farmers in many other
cotton-groWing areas. With the new machines, farmers could harvest their
cotton more rapidly and efficiently than was possible by hand.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fiddler, Page 226...
Michigan, and the other midwestern states make nearly two-thirds of the
nation's machine tools. These machines cut,Arind, and shape metal to
make parts-needed in the manufacture of,other machines.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 236. *

.A"tool is anything that a person uses to'help him do work. Some tools,

such as harriers and shovels, are very,simple. Other tools are large or
. complicated. .Tools that have a number of moving parts are called machines.

The early pioneers who came to the Midwest brought with them several im-
portant kinds of tools. Among these were the rifle and the axe.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 237.
Today, the people who live in the Midwest _and Great Plains use many kinds
of modern machines to produce thd goods they need. Many of these machines
are.vdry complicated, and.are run by electricity.

Grade'5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 89.
Beginning about the middle of the eightednth century, three important
,developments occurred fn the way goods were produced. First,.many new
machines were invented to help people make things more quickly and easily.
6econd, steam and other new sources of power came into use. Third, fac-

tories were built to house the new-machines.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fidelef, Page 202.
Only a company with large amounts of capital can afford to build large
steel producing plants.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 206.
Capital is needed to start the factory and to keep it operating.

Grade The Northeast, Fideler, Page 211.
In the Northeast, more workers are employed in the manufacture of machinery
than in any other industry.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 226.
Large farms,use many special kinds of machinery for planting, cultivating;
and harvesting.their crops.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 51.
AbOut a centqy ago,a great many black people in the South lived and worked

on farms. 1-11th the introduction of automatic farm equipment, fewer farm

workers were needed. Many black farm workers lost their jobs.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 110.
Coal mining is a highly automated industry today. Machines now can do the
work of a great many miners.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United-States, (TE), Ginn, Page 115. .

Land and resources, buildings, topls machines, raw materials, and some
'manufactured items are all referred to as capital by economists.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 258.
Wherever they settled, Indians led and developed different ways of life
according to their existing and their developing technology.' It was
technology that'allowed a trite to make the most out of:a certain en-
vironment.

Grade 5, One Nation ,The United States, (TE), Ginn; Page 300.
A colonial farmer's tools were simple but very effective. Some farmers
had wooden plows, but for most/farmers a simple wooden hoe was the most
important farm tool.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, 'Page 324.
By the 1770'5 farming methods had improved considerably. This was due in
large, to the'iMprovements in farm tools. For example, the cutting, pdrts,
of most hoes and plows were now made but of iron instead of wood.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 373.
The spinning jenny was built in 1760 by an Englishman named James Hargreave.
It was a better spinning machine than any invented up to that time.. Hand-
operated spinning wheels could spin only one thread at a time. Hargreave's
spinning machine spun eight. Mills were built for the new machines in
England. They were too big to be used in homes. Some men with money to
invest decided to buy many of the mechanical spinning machines and looms.
They set up the new machines in large buildings and hired men and women to
operate them. The large buildings were called textile mills.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 440.
In 1890, the textile mills of New England were producing about three-
fourths of all the cotton cloth used by Americans. However, after the
Civil War, textile mills were opened in the South. In_New England cities,
shoes were an important product. In 1883, a black worker named Jan
Matzeliger invented a machine that speeded up the making of shoes.
Factories used his machine and increased their production. The invention of
refrigerated railroad cars made it possible for Chicago to prepare meat
for almost every part of the country all year long.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (TE), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 106.
Improved farm machinery created surpluses in farm products that enabled
farmers to feed a growing city population. Factories using machinery
attracted people to the cities. Some machines improved transportation,
bringing people to cities and improved trade between cities.
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...

Wcourt,;Brace, ,,ovanovich, Page 212,
,

.Scientists have learned to make better tools to help divers adapt to the
special "environment under the ocean.

,,
,

Grade 5, The' ocial Sciences: Concepts and,Value, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 224. '

'Property is land and buildings. Both may be either rented or bought for

their use in the production of.goods and services."

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, -page 70.

Cro-Magnon people must have taught their children how to get food and make
tools.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences:- Concepts and Values (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,'
_Harcourt; Brace, Jovanovich, Page 78.
Early man used very simple tools.

Grade t, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 85.
Knowledge and use of tools were necessary before man could cultivate crops.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanvich, Page 130.
Many people from outside Alaska have brought their foods to the Artic.
They have'brought tools to make work easier. They have brought guns to
hunt reindeer and seals. These once plentiful animals are now scarce.
Eskimos now have trouble getting enough to eat.by hunting,Seven with
addern guns. .

,"

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

, 1

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE);,2nd ed.,

--Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 240.
In most'American Homes there are several machines that do the work that

: people once had to .do themselves.
.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (JE),'Laidlaw, Page J9.

I.

Indian weapons were made with crude tools.

Grade 5, The.Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 183.
Colonial farmers used an axe to cut trees and clear ground for farming.
Some of the colonists soon began using wooden plows in preparing the soil
for planting., Improved tools helped colonial fat-tilers produce mire crops.

Grade,5, The Sociai,,Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 191.
The Colonists gradually began to make their own tools and machines.
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trade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 337..
Machinery in American factories helped reduce the cost of manufacturing
goods. As American industry began to use more machinery in factories, the

, goods they produced became cheaper. Fewer workers were needed as machines
took their place. The method of using machinery rather than people to
produce goods is called automation. New machinery has meant that the
American farmer can farm larger areas in less time. .

Grade 5, TheSocial Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T83.
The technological level of a society affects how well it is able to supply
the goods and services that its people need and want.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 89 -

In order to make a living from their land,,the southern landowners were
forced to use'more machinery and better farming methods.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 105.
In order to'use the earth resources to meet their needi, people must
have many different kinds of tools and machines. Modern industry would
not be possible without theuse of many different'kinds of tools and

[ .machine's. '

. '. Grade. 5, The South, Fideler, Page 131-___:---,-:- ---.
Much of the work that-used-t6-be done by people with little or no special
training is now done by automatic machinery. Machines are even being made
that cando the jobs of some skilled workers. The use of machinery that
requires few, if,any, -human operators is called automation. - , -

A

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Pape 10, 1

New equipMelit-Ti-alanging southern farming.. Modern farm implements such as
-tractors and mechanical cotton pickers are doing work that was formerly done
by_human labor. A mechanical cotton picker can harvest cotton fifty times
faster than a man can harvest it by hand:

Grade.,5, The South, Fiddler, Page 230.

Scientists believe that man began to make and use tools more than two miTlion-
years ago. For hundreds ofthotitands of years, tools remained much the same.
About nine thousand Years ago, people began to invent new kinds of tools to
help them plant and harvest crops.

Gradd 5,. The youth, Fideler, Page 233.
As machines became larger, heavier, and more complicated,they could no
longer be placed in the workers' homes. Specia.1 buildings called factories
were constructed where,the workOs came to operate the machines.

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 71..

.W.hundreds of yeart, the people of,South America made by hand alMost
everythings they used Today, in many villages, people stip make almost
everything they use. Some of these'people even use the same kinds of
tools'their ancestors had long ago..
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Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 133.
A tool is anything that a person uses to help him do work. In all communities,
people, use tools in meeting their physical,needs. Tools that have a number
of moving parts are called machines. Threellundred years ago, most machines
were very'simple.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 5, Oregon (DEEP), Page 13..
With new land and growing population, we could have produced more even if
nothing else had changed during the pre-Civil War period in the United
States. But things were changing. We were introducing new inventions and
new ways of doing things. We, were building up our supplies of machinery and
factories (capital). Our living standards began to improve because we were
Producing more goods and services per person.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 49.
The colonial farmer's tools were heavy, hard to use, and did not do a. very
lgood job. :Two men, or a man and a boy, with two or three horses or,oxen -

pulling, could plow only one or two acres a day.

Grade- 5, This Favored Land, (TE),,Macmillan, Page 110.
In 1800, new mills made thread and cloth faster and more cheaply than ever
before. As a result, the cost of plain cotton cloth dropped from about
forty cents a yard to.about five cents a yard. The use of power-driven
machinery started the 'factory way of making goods.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 228.
In the 1840's and 1850's, important changes were taking place'in farming.
In tbese'years machines for seeding, mowing, reaping, and threshing took
the place of the simple farm tools of earlier years. With improved methods
of farming, a smaller percentage of the workers in the country were needed
to produce goodsand other products for a growing population.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page'270.
In, the humid prairies wood was hard to_find. Ways' of living and farming
had to change, but the change was possible. Many new methods and inventions
needed for'life in this new natural environment-were worked out.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 277.
Prairie blacksmiths and manufacturers learned to make a smooth plow, of
steel and a new kind of iron. The soil did not stick to this plow. They
also learned to make lighter plows that broke the soil more efficiently.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 354.
As the years go by, new machines are developed. The early machines -become
out-of-date. When New England textile mills,faced the need to makb big
changes in thetrfactories, many decided to build new plants in the South
instead. New England lost much of its textile industry.
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Grade.5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 372.
Fewer farmers are needed to farm the land because machines make the work
easier and faster.

. .

Grade,5, This Favored Land, .(TE), Macmillan, Pages T40, and T92.
The use of resources depends on the nature of an economic system,, the
values of people, and. their level of technology.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Madmillan, Page T87.
Production becomes greater as industrialization spreads to more industries; .

workers produce more in each hour they work because they are working with
power-driven machinery. In other words, workers become more productive.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T131.
The economy of a region is related to available natural resources, human
knowledge and skills, and tradition.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 169.
The Tools used in modern-day'lumbering,are quite different from those used
before the 1900's.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 176.
Most of the salmon caught in Washington, Oregon, and northern California
are taken to canneries near the river mouths.' Nearly all the work is done
by machines.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 193.
Many machines are used in making paper.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 227. '-
Beginning about the middle of the eightebnth century, three important
developments occurred in the way goods were produded. First, many new
machines were invented to'help people make things more quickly. Second,

steam and other new sources of power came into use. Third, factories were
built to house the new machines. _As machinery became larger, heavier, and
more complicated, they could no longer be placed in the wOrkbrs' home.
Special buildings were constructed where the workers came to operate the
machines. a

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 256.
In Hawaii there are few large factories that make machinery or other me
products. However, one steel Alp has recently been built on Oahu.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 63.
Machines, tools and factories are capital. Capital provides the productive
equipment necessary for the provision of goods and services.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 28.
The Nile Valley was extremely well ,suited to farmlng. Because most of the
land was level, it could be cultivated fairly easily with simple farm tools.
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Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 29.

Metal tools are generally stronger and more useful than tools made out of
stone.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page'38.

Some of the people'in western Africa learned to make -tools and weapons from
iron. With iron tools, the people of western Africa wire able to meet their
heeds more easily.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, age 113.
MOst Africans make their-living by raising livestock or growing crops
Many of these farmers are very poor. Except on large farms and plantations,
very little Modern farm machinery is used in AfrfCa.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 141.
Unlike the people who live in- developed areas of the world, the people of
Afrcia produce most of the things thy need by hand, or with tools that are
powered by the muscles ofmen or ani als.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler,l)age 144. 1

Beginning about the middle of the eighteenth century, three important de-,
velopments occurred.in the way goods Were produced. First, many new machines
were invented to help people make things more quickly and easily. Second,
steam and other new sources of power came into use. Third, factories
were built to house the new machines.

Grade 6, Africa, ideler, Page 160.
A tool is anythin4 that a person uses to help him do work. In-all com-
munities, people use tools to help them megp their physical deeds. Tools
that have a number of moving parts are called machines. Three hundred
years ago, most machines were very simple.

o Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 25.
Technical improvements in navigation and shipbuilding made possible the
exploration of the globe by European sailors. %

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 104.
The spinning jenny, the spinning mulg, the power loom, and therrotton gin
made the production of cloth easier 4nd the cloth itself cheaper and more'
plentiful.

Gradi6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 105.
Most of the heavy spinning and weaving machines were so large and required
so much power that they could not be used at home. Men constructed special
buildings for them. More and more people began to spin,and weave cloth in
these new factories instead of at home.
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Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 123.
A tool is anything that a person uses to help him do work. In all com-
munities, people use tools to help them meet their physical needs. Tools
that have a number of moving parts are called machines. Three hundred
years ago, most machines were very simple. Today, people use many different

.kinds of machines to produce goods.

Grade 6, The Challenge of "Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 93.
Workers often fear that new machines will speed up production and put
many of them out of work. We call this technological unemployment.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 104.
Capital accumulation is absolutely necessary for a drastic increase during
industrialization. The reason is 'Obvious; labor and materials used to

produce capital goods have to be subtracted from the resources that otherwise
would produce consumer goods. In other words;,unless a large capital surplus
has been built up, production of consumer goods suffers and the standard
of living is iable to.fall.,

.01

Grade 6, The Challenge of Chan e,.(TE), Allyn and Raciati,_Page_142,__
,

Cpntinttedeconotirtcgrowth-ts y possible if cap'tal investment increases.

i

This is because increasing output per person is o ly possible if money is
invested in machines. A large percentage of capiral investment was neces-
sary at the early stages WF'the Industrial Revolution tecause factories and l.,
machines had to be Wilt. This capital came largely from,cur'rent production.
Only when these factories and machines were built and operating could they
prdduce consuniergoods.

, ,
r

: Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett,, Page T47.
Monks of the 12th century found money more.useful than wine. With money ,

they could buy new products from the Mediterranean, tools to increase fanm,
Production and other goods. ,

,

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page 1176.:
,New factories, coal mines, iron works, railroads, steamships, all these"
are capital. z t,

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T29T.,-`
Tools and machines were needed before heavy industries and natural resources
'could be developed. During the'Five-Year Plans China,concentrated on steel,
electricity, and machine-tool industriei.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett; Page T379.
When the Mejji leaders first took over, Japan Was still 'a society of
farmers. There were no factories like,those in the West. No,power-
driven machines produced goods of any kind in large amounts.

,

d
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,
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'Grade 6, Economic Education Curricul, um Guide: Ok ahoma, Page 27. '

Capital resources =- tools, machines, factories, etc., -- help produce
goods.Andsevices better and faster. .

'I
% I 7

Grad 61- Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 93.
..,

Capital resources are the tools, machinery and equipment applied t6' natural
`resources to,create aids to prbduction and to make possible increased
fficiencY.,.Tools, machines and equipment,are real,cOltal. The woad

0capital, i-s also used to mean money capital, that is, the money needed .

tb acquire all of vie factors of production. This use is the more familiar
one, but it is important'that the two meanings be kept clear. .A.

. . . ;,.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-61 (DEEP), Page.T.
Ecodomically underdeveloped countries usually provide only a loy standard
of living for their people. The people of these.cbuntries want economic
growth but are hindered by among other things, their lack of labor skills-
and-cipital'resources.

Grada, Eleven Natio s, (TE),; Ginn, Page-29.
To make cotton cloth less expensive to produce, spinning machines and looms
were invented to spin hrdad and weave cloth. Then; another giant step was

taken when Watt's steam engine replaced the slow-tUrning waterwheel.

Grade 6, ElevenNations, (TE), Ginn, Page 41.
Machinery doesn't last 'orever. It must be replaced and that costs money.
By 1900 Britain!s industries were beginping to, show signs of age. In the

past, when businessmen had made profits they had ihvested them in new in-

dustrieS. Now they had-to think about newmachineKY.for old ifidustriis.
They decided to delay their investment. That was possible, but it meant
that the latest inventions were not being used in British industry.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 7,3.
One hundred years ago, Russian peasants still used crude hoes,,spades and

plows. Labor-saving machinery was unknown in rural Russia. In.Russia

there was little industry to, produce machinery and little money with which
to import machinery. 'Most impoitant, serfs.were_so_plentifui tha-chuman
labor-was chpaper_than-machines:---,

. .

#

Grade 6, Eleven Nations;, (TE), Ginn, Page 101.
,Russian farmers take pride in the Red Starts harvest of wheat and sugar

beet's. Shiny new tractors, and plows turn up the deep black soil and

help make large harvests possible. Before these machines were used life

was different:.

Grade, 6; Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 213.'
It lakes money to work. land,, to make it productive. Money froT the Jewish

National Fundyas made available to set up many farms in Isreal.
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. Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 267.
Merely giving farmers machines or helping them buy the type of farm ,

machinery used in:the. United States would. not work.in Nigeria Such
14c,hines arelexpensive and the Nigerian farmers could .not afford them.
In addition, the Nigerian farms are small", and, large machines would_not .

.be prattica4. Furtherthore, some of,the farm tools used in the United
States would mot work well in the soil of many Nigerian farms. .

. .

Grade 6, Eleven Nations (TE), Ginn, Page 366.
Monelesecomes capital only at certain times. When money is used in.such
a way that it produces something which produces something elt it is

/. . .
called capital. .

c

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE),,Ginn, Page 367.,
One source _of capital_was_Japanese agrictilture. A second source was the
businessman. Japan was certainly lucky to have many small businessmen who=
wanted to use their profits as capital with which to expand their business,
moderniZe them, acquire skills',,and maintain their property in good condit-
ion.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 368.
After 1867,. the government of Japan went into business in a spetial way.
It made what are called, capital investments in dams, ports, railroads,

schools, telegraph lines, post offices, and many other things, all of
'these were essential for industrial groWth..

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 496.
Capital is a factor of production. The success of the coffee industry
brought money which was often re-invested in a wide variety of modern
industrial plants. And the successful Mangeme4 of thoSe industries
encouraged more and more people to invest in industries in Sao Paulo..

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page T35.
Capital investment by the Japanese government, resulting in increased
railroads, communications netwprks, and schools, has served to, increase
the rate of growth of the, economy.

Grade 6,eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page T44. .

Although more capital is required if Guatemala is to solve Its problems,
the government in recent yeas has been reluctant to raise more internal,
capital through increased talatiom

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 98.
The government of France is helping farmers buy land and increase the size
of their farms. With larger fields, these farmers are able to use modern
farm machinery to Olant and harvestecrops. Many farmers are cooperatic
among themselves to buy the farm machinery they need.

r
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Grade 6; Germany, Fideler, Page 114.
i-Zhegrow)ng use of farm machinery in West GerMany helps explain why trap

yields are high. The number of tractors, combines, and'other'types of
farm machines has increased greatly. In addition to making it possible to
produce more food per acre,.the increased use of farm,machines is making
it possible for a smaller-number of farmers to supply food for a greater
number Of people.

Grade 6, -Germany, Fideler; Page 117.
Collectivization has brought problems to East-Germany, Thousands of-
farmerve fled to West Germany. The farmers who remain produce less
food per acre. than West German farmers do, even though more farm Machinery
is used in East, Germany.'

Grade--63-:-Germany-T-Fideler, Page-124.-

In one way, Germany was helped by the fact that its industries developed
later,than those of other countries. The Getmans were able to make use.Of

other people's experiences. They borrowed the best ideas about machinery
and methods of manufacturing that had been developed in other countries

and impro4d upon them. ,

Grade 6; In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 35.
Use of machinery on tams and growth of manufacturing caused a movement
of people from farwto city.

Grade 6, In A Race Witfi Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 360.
The hoe is still the chief agricultural implement in large parts of Latin-

America. When plows are used, they are usually pulled by donkeys or, xen.

Few farmers own tractors. Machinery developed for planting, cultivating,
and harvesting crops in the United States cannot be used in; many parts of

,Latin America. If food-production is to increase in Latin; America, new
`kinds df plants, animals, and, machinery must be developed.

---\---Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE): Macmillap, Page 361:

Argentina's high tax, on imported farm machinery was intended to help the
Argentine manufacturers of such machinery,, But it'made the purchase of
a needed tractor difficult for the Argentine'farmers.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 368.
Modern farm machineryis expensive, and it must be used on large acreages

if.it is to pay for itself.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 376.
Industrialization is an expensive process. ,Highways, dams, steel mills,,
and textile factories require vast sums to construct. A large part of the

money used for deVeloOing transportation, communication, and manufacturing

is furnished in Latin America by goVernments.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T65.
The, economy, of a country or a region is'related to the available resources,
investment capital, and the educational level of its people.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 115.
The Industrial Revolution, began in western Europe more than two hundred
years ago. It began in a,small way with, the textile industry but.soon_
spread to other industries as machines did more and more of the work
formerly done by ten using simple tools. New Machines were designed to
use new sources of power -- steam to begin with and electricity later on.
The machines have become increasingly sophisticated so that today auto-
ation is replacing more and more industrial workers on their jobs.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page'27.
The invention of the plow helped male food more plentiful.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 91.
Millions of farmers in India still use wooden plows and other simple tools
that are similar to those used by their ancestors hundreds of years ago.
Few Indian farmers use machines'to prepare the soil for planting their
crops nor do they use modern machines for cultivating or harvetting their"
plants.

1

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 111.
One man using power-driven machinery can farm as much land as many men
using wooden plows drawn by oxen. Therefore, a small number of farmers
using' machinery can produce enough food for many people. About seven out
of ten people in India are farmers. Most of these people areyery poor.
They do not Ilse modern farming methods, and they lack power-driven machines
to help them plant,- cultivate,,and harvesttheir crops.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 28.
During the last half of the eighteenth century, a great change in man's
way of producing goods began in England. This was known as the Industrial
Revolution. Many textile:factories were built to produce cotton cloth.
In these factories were new machines that could produce cloth quickly and
cheaply.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE)i Fideler, Page 144.
The new machines and methods of production brought about during the
Industrial Revolution have made it possible to produce much larger
amounts of goods and services than ever 'before.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 151.
It was not as easy to escape from being a wade earner in the late 1800's
as most people thought. Factories produced goods so cheaply that a skilled
craftsman producing goods by hand in his own small shop could not compete
with them. There was still some cheap farmland, but farmers were using
more machinery, and most workers did not haveenough money saved to set
themselves up as'farmers.
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Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 164.
Machines have taken over many of the unskilled jobs that the unskilled
workers might do.'

eS

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 76.
New machines create technological unemployment.

-Grade76-,--1he4nteraction.of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 77.

Theoretically, under both idtialism and communism, most capital i owned

by the people collectively. It is, however, administered on therbehalf
by the government and its agencies. In the United States,most capital is
owned by the people as individuals or as corporations.'

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 80.
In the last.halfof the nineteenth century, the Japanese learned to use
modern machinery and modern manufacturing methods.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 120.
Beginning about the middle of the eigh enthicentUcy, three import

developments occurred in the wdy g were produced. First, mafiyohew

machines were invented to help peo it make things more quickly and easily.
Second, steam and other new sources of power came into use. Third, factories*

were built to house the new machines.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 132.
Japanese farmers are using more farm machinery
As farmers earn more money, they generally are
Also, it is becoming increasingly difficult to
as more and more farm people move to the city.
making Japanese'farms more productiye.,

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 149..
Much of the steel that is produced in Japan is used in the manufacture of

machinery.

than they did in the past.
able to afford more machinery.
find people to'do hand labor
The use of machinery is

Grade,6, Japan, Fideler, Page 163.
A tool is anything that a person uses to help him do work. In all com-

munities people use tools to help them meet their physical needs. Tools

that have a number of moving parts are called Machines. Three ftUndred

years ago, most machines were very simple. Today, people use many different

kinds of machines to produce goods.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 26.
The Greek farmer used simple tools that he could make and. repair himself.

Grade 6, Learning About Cotitries and Societies, (TE), American Book.Co.,

Pages 4-16. /

Capital is money or goods which can be used in the production Of othei.

"goods. In order to develop past a subsistence economy, a nation must be
able to accumulate enough capital to purchase the necessary material, in-
gredients for industrialization.
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Grade 6,Learning About Countries and
Page 191.

For industrialization to occur, there
machines and build factories. Economi

4

Societies, (TE), Amerlcen Book Co.,

must be money to invest to buy
sts call such investment money capital.

Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,Grade 6, Learning About Countries and
Page 5-22.

Technology can help solve problems by
by increasing food production, and usi
increasing the standard of living.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and
Rage 318.

When Eli Whitney invented the cotton g
easily. Brazil did not modernize its
Ceased to be an important export.

using natural resources more wisely,
ng power production, providing jobs, and

Societies,

in, cotton
methods at

(TE), American Book Co.,

seeds could be removed
this time, and cotton

Gradc 6, Learrting_About_Cnuntries_ and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 8-2.

The way the land and its natural resources are used depends significantly
on the values and goals of a society and its level Of technology.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 401.

During the first forty years after the Revolution in Russia, industry was
Concentrated on manufacturing capital, or producer goods. Prpducer goods
are machinery and tools used to producd other goods.

Grade 6, Man and Change, Silver, Burdett, Page 117.
Man used muscle power to do most of his work before hefound a way in the
18th century to make the energy released by fire work a machine. The use
of electricity for energy and the use of atomic energy have contributed
much toward man's technological progress in modern times.

/ Grade 6, Man and Society; Silver, Burdett, Page 170.
/ Technology makes it possible for man to overcome natural geographic

obstacles that might'otherwise inhibit the development of centers of
population.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 331.'
There is' great interdependence among the elements of industrialization
/taw material, markets and transportation. Many sources of capital were
used to build America's railroads.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: ConceptsAnd Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 92.

Although there are no written records to tell us what life was like
thousands of years ago, social scientists are able to make good guesses
lbout the past by studying the tools and buildings that people left behind.

4
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 143.
When the industrial revolution began, factory owners made money, and used
it to buy more machines and natural resources, and hire more workers. Then
they built more factories. In some countries, people began-to depend great-

, ly pn goods made in these factories.

Grade.6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 156.
New inventions and scientific developments have changed life for people all
over the world. These new machines made possible the growth Of megalopolises.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences; Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed..
Harcourt Brace, Jovanovich,-Page 244.'
-Another kind of resource is important to the production of goods and ser-
vices. This resource included Sewing machine, bulldozers, hammers, and
computers. All are used to make something else. ,Any tool or money which
is used to make something else is called capital.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,'

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 290.
The communists faced problems. The largest problem was the lack of capital --

. factories, machines, and other goods used to make products. If the economy

were to grow, there had to be capital Without it, no goods could be man-

ufactured.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our Yorld, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 72.
In Neolithic society, tools were developed for farming. One of these was

the hoe. Another was a crude wooden plow.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE) Laidlaw, Page 111.
Anthropologists and economists often classify civilizations on the basis of

their tools.

Grade 6; The Social St dies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 112.
Improved technology usually enabled people to produce more goods. Through

the use of improved tools and methods, ancient farmers son were able to
produce more food than they needed./ These tools and meth ds of irrigation
were as valuable to the ancient farmer as the tractor, plow,and other tools

are to the modern farmer.

Grade 6, Thg Social Studies and.Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Rage 254.
At first, the manufactur of goods was done by hand. A fp men gradually
began using waterpow to run some

)11)\ heavy
the machines they invented. The use

of water power enab d men to run heavy machines, but this Tequired that
shops had to be located near rivers and streams.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), L dlaw, Page 393.

In recent years farmers in less-developed countrie are getting better

farming tools.' More and more farmers are able to buy hand tractot40%
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Grade S, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), .Laidlaw, Page 397.
Modern equipment helps man produce many tons of coal a minute. Machinery
increases production while it,decreases the need for workers.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T63.
Technology helps man to meet the challenges of his environment.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T87.
Industrialization changed the nature of man's social and economic life.
Machines increase production.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 139.
A tool is anything that a person uses to help him do work. In all

munities, people use tools in meeting their physical needs. Tools
a number of moving parts are called machines. Three hundred year
machines were very simple. Today, people use many different kinds
to produce goods.

cbm-
that have
ago, most
of machines

Grade 6, Soviet Union,.Fideler, Page 99.
In order to produce more crops the fart) workers of Russia needed to use
tractors and.other machines, instead of old-fashioned farm tools. These
machipes would be too expensive and impractical for use on the smaller farms.

Grade 6, The United States, and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 64.
Farmers now use many machines which nave many hours of backbreaking

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 90. '

As the use of farm machines increased, fewer rural workers were needed.

Grade 6,'The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 110.
Manufactured farm machinery made it possible for each worker to produce
more.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE3,, Addison-Wesley, Page 148.
A manufacturer needs capital or money to by used to buy machines and tools.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page vio.
Today the plpting is often done from airplanes. In some places the crops

are still picked by hand. But it is more often done by machine.'

f
Grade 6, The United States and Canal(

ms worked on shares in the South,
(TE), Addison-Wesley; Page 182.

There are a few small cotton
but they are disappearing. Small farmers cannot afford tractors or other

machinery. Some farmers, however, are, banding together. They have all

their fields serviced by thy' same machinery, operated by paid workers.

Gr6de 6, The United1States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 205.
In the, corn-belt, the land is fairly level. That makes it possi/ble to

use machinery for harvesting., Most corn belt farMs are large ehouh to
make it practical to buyiiuch machinery.
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: CAPITAL RESOURCES

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley,Page 209.
A present day dairy farm-is almost like a factory. There are milking

machines and machines. for washing the Cows before each milking.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE); Macmillan, Page 12.
The first tool users had only very simple tools.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 72.
Great Britain, West Germany, France, and Belgium have a lead over Italy,
Spain, and Portugal in industrialization. At the same time, not all
parts of industrialized countries have taken equal advantage of the
machine age. -Large areas of France and Italy, for example, still use'old
ways of working the soil, with animals and hand tools. They are only

beginning to make1way for agriculture using modern farm machines.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan,.Page 350.
Capital goods are not things that people Can use to satisfy their wants.
They are things that make possible an increase in their production for
future years. No one can grow without capital, capital is saving, saving

is not consuming.

grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan,-Page 451.
One reason'Why productivity continues to rise in Japan is that new technology

can be intoduced as fast as it is developed. Unions do not oppose new

machines because of fear that they will lose their jobs. A worker knows

that his job is safe unless he does something terribly wrong.

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LABOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 63.

Labor is the human effort used in the production process.

Grade 4, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado, Pay 13.

The definition of labor is human effort used in making someting. Labor

includes services, such as entertainment, teaching and ball playing.

Grade 4, The Adventures of Primer Diriero, Jackstadt'and Hamado, Page 29.

The relative resource prices are the main determinants of how a good or

service is produced. Consequently*, in places where labor is-cheap and

caliital is expensive, the production processes are labor'-intensive.

Grade 4, golonial America, Fideler,/ Page 99.
Throughout colonial times, most of the people made their ltY'ing by farming.-

There ,was no farm maohinery,-so all the work had to done by hand.

Grade 4, Colonial America,'Fideler, Page 117. '

Slaves were used in the Soufh as laborers. The slaves had to work-in the

fields'frdM sunrise to,sunsebe Although :their master provided them with

,..,food, clothing, and a place to live, he did not pay them any wages for

their labor./
,

/
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FACTORS,OF PRODUCTION: LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES -

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fidelyr, Page 133.
The women at the Spanish missions in California were as busy as the men.
E'en the children had to work. The children also learned skills needed
to do other jobs at the missions.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 205.
.

Poqr education is one'reason Asians do not use all their natural wealth.
People must be able to read to, work machines and factories. Most Asians
get no education at all.

----4Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guider Oklahoma, Page 27.
Labor -- human resources -- is one of the most important resources in
production and involves all types of workers.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma:Page50.
The quantity and quality of human resources are important foreconomic
rowth.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 84.
Human resources should be used efficiently since manpower is our most
important resource. As,long as we have able people unemployed, we are

. not using human resources at full efficiency. We are wasting human
resources when people are employed in a job for which they are not fitted.

Grade Economic Education.for-Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 85.
The quality and qUantity of human resources are important,. Division of
labor and job specialization increase productive efficieky.

Grade 4, Economics: The DitmalaScience, Ellenberg, Page 73.
People who take chances or risks in their work usually make more money.
Jobs that require more education usually pay more. Skills that are
Considered important by people are costly.

Grade 4, Economics Education: New 1York, Page,14.

One of the factors that shape man's use of time and space is human labor
or human resources.

,

/

Grade 4,,The Environment Welive Follett; Page T1318.
As a result of automation; many unskilled laborers from rural areas are
moving to the city. Their lack of education makes it difficult for them
to adjust.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page,T167.
Many early immigrants could not afford to pay their fare to America.
They agreed to work for a certain number of years for whoever would pay
for their boat fare. Those who pay their fares became their masters. N
They became servants--indentured setvants.,

'A
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FACTORSOF PRODUCTION: LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 4, The. Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T170.
Indentured servants were persons who had signed a contract to work for
someone for a certain length of time. Poor Germans who wanted to come to
America,'but could not afford the fare,. agreed to work for a certain number
of years for the person.who paid for thyoyage.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T180.
The number of man-hours the Chinese spend on raising winter wheatAs twenty-
three times as great as that of the highly mechanized American wheat,belt.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T202.
People often come to the large cities in search of a better life and the
jobs which make the better life affordable.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 83.
Skill can help make theese, a milk product and an important source of income
for the farpier. Cooperatives bring farmers together to handle and market
their products. Swiss farmers. supply men their income through winter working
iii factories., tourisusinesses and folk Graft.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 94.
Traditional Swiss craftsmanship has been built into machines by Swiss
engineers to mass - produce -the precision instruments once made by'hand.-
Engineering skill hat replaced craft skill.

-- 1

Grade 4, Great Americans, Fideler, Page 39.
One of the biggest' problems in the United States at the time of Lincoln,
was slavery. Slaves were used mainly in the southern states, for many ,-

workers were needed on the huge cotton plantations in thiS farming region.
In the North, where many farms were small and there were many factories,
slave labor was not necessary.

. Grade 4, Great Americans, Fideler, Page 125.
'Henry Ford surprised the whole country in 1914. He announced that ten
million dollar's of his company's profits were to be shared with his work-

-
ers. At the game time he shortened working hours.

Graell, Great Americans,Fideler,sPave 127.
From the time he was very,young, Richard Byrd, dreamed of making scientific
explorations. When he was only fourteen, he decided that he would someday
travel tothe North Pole. Richard needefera good education to do these. great
things. In 1904, he entered'a fine military school.

,
ffl

Grade 4, Industry:, Man and The Machine, (TE), Allyn' and Bacon, page 1.
Mechanization reduces the amount of human labor needed to produce food;
thus releasing men And women for other work. Automation is now releasing
an increasing number of workers for jobs in service indUstries.

Grade 4, Industry:' Man and The. Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 4.
Labor force composition ,has changed; more womem are working and workers
retire ate relatively early age.

M,
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 4,"Industry: Man and .the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 61,.

Many"owners of large Southern plantations bought Negroes on,the slave
parkets to work the lands but most Southerners worked their own land.

Grade 4i Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 85.
The amount of work given a man on the assembly line can be increased
.only to a point: beyond that point fatigue and mistakes will slow down
production.

%

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine; (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 132.
Most people involved in a business are neither owners nor managers; they
.are workers. ,-

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 135.
Unskilled. workers flobded the labor market in the late eighteenth century .

and throughout the nineteenth century. After the advent of the Industrial
Revolution, unskilled workers could often do jobs that previously required
skilled, trained workers. Skilled workers like the printers feared that
their employers would lower their wages to those earned by unskilled workers,
and that they would lose their.jobs to unskilled workers if they protested.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine,(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 137.
Collective b' gaining helps the worker become a part of the business for
which he wor, s because it gives him a voice, through men who r resent

him at the bargaining table, in decisions that affect his wa s and

working conditions.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page147.
The Industrial Revolution caused technological unemployment just as auto-
mation is causing it today. . BUt the Industrial Revolution also brought
demands for a more skilled work force, just as today the demand is ,for
operators of the new control devices and for thinkers who dan plan the
control of machines.

Grade 4, Industry:, Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page152.
If computers take over most of the Work that travel agents now perform,,
this does not necessarily mean there will be fewer jobs for travel agents.,
They can concentrate on specialized services and personalized travel plan-
.ning, guiding, and directing travelers.

Gracl 4, Industry: Man and the'Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 157.
The initial result of technological change has nearly always been un-.
employment among workers engaged in older forms' of production. However,

in the long run, this usually tends to produCe more employment.

Grade 4, Inxestigaingpammities and_Cultures, (TE) , American Book Co-.,
Page 10.
People must be skilled to be valuable workers in litany industries today.
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FACTORS OF RODUCTION:'LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES

.Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.)

Page 23.
Education helps people adjust to change.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,I
Page 101.
Mayan boys went with their father's to work in cornfields and learn 'about
farming and nature so that they could produce the food for their families

when they grew up.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 166.
People who have skills,are paid more than people who do not have skills.

Grade 4, InvestigatingcommUnities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 170.
Raw materials do not automatically turn themselves into candy bars. .It

'takes many people.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 7-3,
Labor unions negotiate with management on behalf of the workers.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures; (YE), American Book Co.,

Page 252. . 4
Before the factory system developed, whatever goods people needed were
handmade by skilled draftsMen, or made at home by members of the family.
With the 'coming offtCtories, goods were mass produced quickly and in-
expensively by machines. Men, women, and children, were hired to operate

the machinery, and a Whole new working force came into being.
0

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 61.
If labor costs are higher than the cost of a machine, ;wagers usually'
replace workers with the machine.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,

Senesh, Page 93.
Employment rises and falls more in industries producing durable goods
than in industries producing non durable goods.

grade 4, Our Working,Worjd: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page. 131.
There are a variety: of reasons why people in the southeastern states are
among those who earn the lowest incomes in the country. People believed

that is was better to pursue the vocation of agriculture than to engage in

. industry. Little value was placed on education. There was a one-crop

system and resultant soil deterioration. Slavery also hindered progress.
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-FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LABOR OR 'HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 4; Our Working World: Regions of theliffited States,-(TE),-2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 186. k .

A contract labor system controlled, if not enslaved, many immigrants.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 202.
Mine workers have endured extreme hardships and the exploitation of miners
by owners and foremen. Organization among workers, coupled with strong ;

leadership, brought about change in working conditions and wages.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (E), Laidlaw, Page 107.
Many of the people earn-their liviX by working in the cities. Many
factory,workerys have specialized jobs.

.Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), LaidlaWr, Page 139.
People are paid for their work. They exchange the money they earn for
food, clathesIpand Other things their families need and want.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 174.
Most of the people who live on the Yellow Plain are farmers.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs,,(TE), Laidlaw, Page 181.
Tim Basuto women, not men, build the houses. They have hard- work to do.

.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw,' Page 205.
Building tracks for cable cars and building chair lifts'nequire a great
deal of skill and money.

Grade 4, Regions Ar and the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 27..
A worker's tool is o ly.as good as his ability to use it. All workers
must became skilled i the use,of the special-tools of their trade.

Grade 4, ,Regions AroundAhe World, (TO, Field Educational Pub.,,Page 91,
Today, oil,rtg, trucks, and airplanes are part of life on the Tundra4 and
many Eskimos work as oil drillers, truck drivers, and ainplane mechanics.

Grade 4, Regions Around the'Wocid, (TE), Field Educational Pub., P,age.112.
In the desert Aborigines who follow the old Ways of life:live in Small .

groups. Much of their time is_spent searching,forfood.because ihey plant,
none at all.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE),,F,ield.Educational gb,, Page
It took hard work and great skill to build the raadsover,44'he Incan Empire.

.=

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, 1TE), Field Educational PO.; Page 194.
In spite of difficulties, one third of all Norwegians live-on :farms.
Other Norwegians work as sailors, fishermen, miners,,or in forest industrieS.



FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 122.
One of the main reasonsfor going to school is to learn skills.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,-
Harcourt, Brade, Jovanovich, Page 153.
Notall the people who came tct the eastern colonies were farmers before.
They had to learn newways of acting to stay alive.

Grade-4, The Social Sciences: Concepts ind Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcoui-t, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 163.

Many families work in cotton and tobacco fields, bean and potato fields,
or orchards. The work they do, the harvesting or picking of crops by hand,
covers,a large a ea. Because this work cannot be moved, workers must move.
These, people are ailed- migrant workers. ,

Grade 4, The Social ciences:. Concepts:and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 166.
Fewer farm workers are needed each year. .Farm Machinery do more harvesting
each year.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, .Jovanwich, Page 181.
We depend on many huma9_,Tesources and ultimately on'the soil for our food.
Now, farm workers in Calif8imia belong to unions. The unions work for good.

Working conditions and fair pay.

Gr4de 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (OrangeISFE), 2hd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 228.
Tocgs and opportunity only become active resources when skilled peUM
care enough to use them.

*. Grade 4, .The Social Sciences: Concepts. and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,.Pages ,229 and 242-.
People who have special skills and knowledge are resources.

v
Grade 4% The Social Sciences:. Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 230
In colonial days, most people worked on the land. In the southern colonies,

Black people brought as slaves from Africa worked in the rice and tobacco ,'

fields. These Black people did the farm work for those who could afford
0_ own them,

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 11.

It took great skill to build a pirch-bark canoe. The Indians carefully

peeled long strips of bark from birch trees. They sewed these strips to-.-

gether with long, threadlike roots.
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FACTORS OF PRODUCT-ION: LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 4; Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page.23.
During the eighteenth century, Many'fishermen began using a new type of
ship called.a schooner. These first schooners had two masts and twO large
sails. Fewer men were needed to sail a schooner than were needed on the
earlier fishing boats.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 79.
Unemployed means out of work and looking for a job.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (tE),'Macmillan, Page 96.
With an education, a person is able to get a better job.

\

\ Grade .4- Web of the,World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 99.
,

, Girls in the United States of the 1970's will not be brought up to believe
\(:- that '"woman's.place is in the home." They will not find--if the laws are

obeyed--that their choice of jobs is cut down by signsthat say "for men
only."

I'Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan Page 100:
1, Many young people look forward to making their living as 'doctors or lawyers.
1 These areSome of the professions. A profession is a kind of work for which
you must master some field of learning.

.
.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TEfMacmillan, Page 101.
About six million men -arid women today make their living by selling.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 102.
More than seventeen million people have jobs in the clerical group. At

),east a high school education is needed today for most clerical jobs.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 103.
bout thirteen million workers are in the group of.skilled workers.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan; Page 104.
Skill is the ability to do'something well that comes from knowledge and

' ractice.

4

rade 4, Web of the World; (TE), Macmillan, Page 105.
n apprentice gets a great deal of on-the-job training. While at work

the apprentice learns from a number of skilled workers. He builds the

skills he needs.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 106.
Semiskilled means partly skilled or trained. Almost every semisk
worker operates something, usually a machine.

Grade 4, .Web of the Wor1s4.44Ei, opinion, Page 109:
One out of every-§even workers in the United States works for the govern-

.

ment.
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Grade illWeb of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 111.
There is no such thing as a bad job;, there are inappropriate jobs.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 117.
Jobs for which you need four or more years of college or other training
usually pay more than jobs that you can enter right out of high school.
Skilled workers usually earn more than unskilled workers.

Grade 4, Web of thelWrld, (TE), MacmillanV*Page 144.
The term labor force means all the people working for pay ilus the people
who are looking for ork.

Grade 4, Web of the Wor d, (TE), Macmillan, Page 147.
Jobs do die out. New j do open up.
7
Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 149.
The 1970 census showed that a woman can now go into almost any kind of job
she chooses. It is against the law, now, to refuse to hire a worker just
because she is a woman. --SF there are women furniture movers, mechanics,
jockeys, anCF.B.I. Agents. And there are women in all the professions,

. ,
1

Grade 4, Web of the
,

World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 152.
,

Soviet women's place in the world of work is a very large one. Today

Soviet women hold more than half of all jobs. Men, however, ara in the
top spots.

,....

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan,-Page LP.
One of the leaders of the automobile workers' union,!in the United States
asked one of the biggest automobile manufacturer` to talk about making jobs
more interesting. r

Grade 4, Web of the World,-"(TE), Macmillan, Page 280.
Kenya--and all the other new countries of Africa--need trained people.
These countries need to fill top jobs in government and business. They

want to fill these jobs with their own people. Top jobs need e
years of schooling and special training. ,

Grade 4, Web of the World, millan, Page T70.
'Real increases A :'Ipoll c ion are largely due to an increase 111 the workers'

abi produce._

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page T98.
The role of women is changing in the labor force.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, PA,v T102.
The assembly-line worker specializes in doing one small step over and over.
He quickly learns how to do it and there is little, if any, room for in

provement. The professional specializes by becoming expert in one part of

his field.
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 63.
Machines, tools and factories are capital.. Capital provides the productive

. equipment necessary for the provision of goods and services.

Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero Dinera, Jackstadt and -Hamado,. Page 13.
Labor is human effort used in making something. Labor includes providing
services, such as entertainment, teachtng and ballplaying.

Grade 5; The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado; Page 29.
1i places where labor is cheap and capital is eiTasive, the production
p ocesses are labor-intensive.

Gr e 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T19.
Work is essential for the development of any successful commercial enterprise.
Slavery was based on the premise that black people were essentially inferior
to white people.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE) Field Educational Pub., Page T43.
The South felt that slavery was a necessity' for the economy.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T49.
American cities were ill-equipped to house and educate many immigrants,
and they became victims of 'poverty and disease. 1 --

Grade 5, The American Adventure,: (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T51.
The poor economic conditions in many parts of the nation kept great numbers
of children from receiving an education.

de-5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 33.
The Aztecs were excellent craftsmen. They made beautiful .pottery, clothing,
and sculpture.' Skilled craftsmen designed and built the temples and pal-
-aces of Tenochtitlan.

Grade-5'; Tile American Adventure, (TE),,Field Educational Pub., Page 43.
In the early French colonies along the St. Lawrence, land was divided
into large estates, which were given as land grants to rich men who
promised to settle and develop the colony. The wealthy landowners, called
seignors, had their lands sectioned into farms. Small farmers, called
habitants, rented the land from the seignors and cultivated it.,

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 44.
The discoveries of Champlain, Marqurette, and Jolliet, and LaSalle lured
many Frenchmen to,'the New World. Most of the people who came were poor
but-ambitious farmers or fur traders.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE),, Field Educational Pub., Page 47.
The Iroquois were excellent farmers. Iroquois men were skilled hunters
and makers of weapons. Because they lived along the eastern coast and
along the riverways, the IroqUois were skillful fishermen.
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Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE),- Field Educational ., Page 59.

The slave trade had been developed by the PortugueseLbeforethe discovery
of America. Later, the Dutch and English took up this profitable business,
Many slaves were brought to the New World. They were mainly concentrated
in the South, where the greatest demand existed for field hands.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational P Page 86.

Without the slaves, the Southern colonists thought-tiat the plantations
would not produce enough goods to sel e other colonies and to
Europe.

.

Grade 5, The Americen-gcnture, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 163.
Whitney's-pottbn gin cut &lp the number of slaves needed for cotton '

_____predigfion, but since cotton now could be cleaned and spun easily, the
demand for the crop increased. As a result, plantatiohs needed more
slaves to grow and pick the larger cotton crop. Thousands of blacks were
bought and sold to keep the plantations prosperdus.

Grade 5, The American Adventure-, (TE), Field Educational Pub.,,Page 190.
Most southerners resented the attack on the slave system. They felt that
slaves were an absolutely 'essential part of-the*Southern economy.

C.

Grade 5, Th. American'Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 227.
As Americal buslness world grew,..the'need for workers grew. Factories

expanded in o gigantic induktries. . Hundreds of 'people were needed to

produce enotigh goods to meet worldwide demands. The pOpulation of the

. United Statet was not growing fast enough to;prOvide the labor force for
so Mud.' prod4ction. Immigrants flooded,into-the "land of plenty."

Grade 5-, The American Adventure, (TE)`, Field' Educational Pub Page 242.
Even'as late as 1900, most people went to school for only five years. This

was.the case especially when families ,had to depend on their children to
help with the work and expenses of the home. Businessmen often hired youhg

children to sweep factory floors or turn simple machines. The children

who worked in the factories were paid very little, and working conditions
were poor. On farms, the children were needed to help raise and harvest

crops. Often, the children went to school only when the farm jobs were

finished. This could mean that a child might go to school only four or
five weeks during the entire year. The invention of various kinds of
farm machinery made it possible for children to spend more time in'sthool.

.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 248.
In the 1880's Chinese citizens started coming to America. The Chinese who

came were mostly laborers who were willing to work for lower wages than -

American workers. The newly arrived Chinese worked in railroad construction,
cooked in lumber camps, and, in private hbmes, and did many non-skilled jobs.
Soon they were taking jobs away from Americans, who objected strongly.
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LABOR OR HUMAN RESOURCES

Grade 5, Th- In- . ure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 268.
America began drafting and training men for World War II. Women took over
many of the jobs which men had left. They worked on farms and factories.
Some women also joined the armed forces as nurses, secretaries, and am-
bulance drivers.

Grade 5? The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 285.
Before World War I, few women worked outside their homes. After the war,
women began to take many different kinds of positions. They became sten-
ographers and worked in offices. Thousands found jobs clerking in stores.
Some worked in factories. Women gradually worked into important positions
as managers and executives in many kinds of business.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 313.
Through the years, American scientists have been leaders in producing
devices to save labor and make life. easier.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational 'Pub., Page 319. .

Although the Civil Mar ended Negro slavery, the country paid little at-
tention to making sure that the rights of the freed slaves were protected.
Most of the slaves could not read or write. They were untrained for any-
thing but common laboring jobs. Even though the Freedman's Bureau was set
up-to help the blacks get an education and find jobs, the great majority of
Negroes remained poor and underprivileged.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 1-62.
For many centuries the Indians on Canada's Pacific coast were excellent
artists. They carved beautiful objects from the wood of giant cedar trees.
As the Indians learned to live like their white neighbors, fewer of them
took the time for these handicrafts. Today, only a few Indians carve as
beautifully as their ancestors

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 3-62.
By the late 1700's there were almost 500,000 black slaves in St. Domingue.
Most of them worked on huge plantations owned by a small number of French-
men. In 1791, the slaves revolted against their masters.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 3-69.
People from other parts of the world are helping the Caribbean countries.
The United States has sent farm experts,'engineers, and other trained
people to this region to teach necessary skills.

. .

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 3,-119.
One of the reasons for the lack of industry in the Caribbean lands is that
few people in this region have the technical skills needed to do factory
work. ,Even fewer have been trained as engineers and managers. Most of the
people.are poor, uneducated farmers who scratch out a bare living from the
soil in much the same way their ancestors did one hundred years ago:
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Grade 5,-American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 124.
Today, many people are leaving farm work and moving to the cities. In

the cities, they often cannot find jobs and are forced to live in crowded

slums. New industries are needed to provide,jobs for these people.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-5. ,

With more education, the,less fortunate people in South America might be

,better able to solve some of their pressing problems. However, there are

not enough schools for all the children to attend. Also, there is a shortage

of weil-trained teachefs: .Lack of education is one of the main obstacles _

to raising the standard of living in South America..

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American. Book Co.,

Page 23.
Spain ran her'American empire harshly. Indians were usually enslaved, and

many were-worked to death in the gold and silver mines.

Grade 5; Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Ca.,

Page 34. -
Many of the poorer farmers in America first came to Virginia as servants.

They were given a free trip-from England,in exchange for five to seven years

of labor. These people 'were called indentured servants.

Grade' 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

.Page 36.
Many of the Germans who came to Pennsylvania in the early 170(N Came as

servants in exchange for a ticket across the Atlantic, they offered their

labor.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 41. . .

As Virginia planters grew more and more tobacco they needed more and more

field hands. Englishmen who worked as servants for five or seven years

helped. But as word of the hard work and bad conditions spread to Europe,

/fewer and fewer colonists arrived. In 1619, Virginia found a new source of

workers--people who did not 'have the chance td choose whether or not they

would come to the colonies. They were slaves.

Grade 5, Asking About the'4USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American took Co.,

Fage 42.
At first the African slaves were treated like servants and freed after a

certain number of.years. But by the late 1600's, the northern colonies
decided that all children of black mothers would be slaves. As long as

they.kept"slavery alive, the plantdrs could have free labor for their

tobacco fields.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 3 -3. ,

In most states certificates to work are 1 ued to children between the

ages of 14 and 17.
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 104.

By the 1820's, many factories hired young women froethe farms as- their
workers. The companies usually gave,these women--housing--and looked
after them closely. .Many'worked long enough to sa-ve up-some money to
furnish their houses when they got married. But their work was not easy.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 108.

Many New Yorkers'had moved there from the countryside of the Northeast
to take jobs in the growing number of factories and warehouses and stores.
But thousands of New Yorkers came from overseas.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 110.

In the 1840's, thousands of Germans came to New York. Most of these people
had been potato farmers, like the Irish, but many also had craft skills
that could get them goodjobs.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page'118.

As planters began growing less tobacco, slaves became a burden. They had
to be fed and c4lithed regardless of (how little work they did.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 147.
The Stiuth was badly shaken after"the Civil War. Thousands of men had been
killed. But something else had been destroyed besides property and lives- -
the Southern way of life itself had been destroyed. This life depended on
the production of tobacco, sugar, and Cotton, and tpis production was im-
possible without slave labor.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
( Page 150.

Most blacks still were tenant faribers after the Civil War, but the South did
seem,to be changing. Blacks served as states legislators and members of
the House of Representatives, and Mississippi had two black Senators.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 5-1 and 8-6.
High per capita income is due to high productivity of labor.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 5-6.
In the late 1800's immigrants and women were willing to work for less than
male citizens.
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 5-14.
Blacks who moved to the city did not find the equality and economic well-

being they had expected. Many did not have the skills necessary for the
higher paying jobs, and therefdre, could not afford decent housing.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American_Book Co.,
Page 186.
In big factories, people worked differently frbm those in small shops. In

small shops, skilled workers often made many or all of the parts_ of a

product. Big factories, however, carried Whitney's idea of -interchangeable

parts much further than the inventer had. Instead of dividing the product
into ten parts, they often divided it into a hundred or more parts. There-

fore, each worker had to know how to do only one, thing, usually a simple

job that took very little skill.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 189.
The first successful unions were unions of skilled workers--craft unions.

A craft union tr4ed to uni e all workers ina particular trade, such as

plumbers or butchers. Unli e craft unions, industrial unions triedto'
organize whole industries. They tried to get all the workers in steel

mills or meat-packing plant or flour mills o join the same-union.

,
r

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbo sp (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 195.
Many new workers moved to cries becauseijob opportunities were greater-

.

there than. in small towns or in the country.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American -Book Co.,

Page 211.
The best job opportunities for Jews were in the garment industry. Many

Jews had been tailors in the old country. The garment industry needed
workers because ready-made clothing was becoming more and more popular.

Many factories also hired people to do some of the work in their apartmentS".

Often wives and children worked in the apartments while the men worked in

the factories: Wages for all were low. Factories and apartMints, both,

were often poorly lit, stuffy, and dirty.

Grade 5, Askinz About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 237.
Jobs in wartime industries attracted thousands of people to cities like

Los Angeles. Because so many men had gone to war, many jobs had to be

filled by women. Many women, working for the first time, found they liked

tt. Black Americans also were able to get better jobs and better pay.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book .Co.,

Page 256.
Since World War II,'most unions have succeeded in gaining higher pay and

'better working conditions for their members.
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 258:

Since Blacks were often the last hired and the first fired, the Depression
hit them hardest of all.

to

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE); American Book Cob,
Page 266.

Over the past 20 years, zany Puerto.Ricans have come to the United States
mainland -to seek better living conditions and better jobs. Many spoke
onl panish, some had little education, and many were unskilled in a
trade needed in a big city. .

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 282.

The Emperor of France gave large pieces of land to those he thoughVhould
be noblemen, or seigneurs in the French colonies. The farmers, called
,habitants, were supposed to rent small plots of land from the seigneurs--
and do most of the work.

'Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 79.
Canada is helping its Indians and Eskitearn how to make a better living.
Schools are available where they may,obtain\vood education. Through
vocational training, many of these people hav gained the skills needed to
earn a living in trades such as electronics or carpentry.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 96.
Institutions of higher education in Canada prepare students for many kinds
of work. Some young people prepare for careers in such fields as medicine,
education, and law. Others continue their education to gain technical job
skills.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 180.
About six out of every one hundred workers in Canada are unable to .016
jobs. Some of these unemployed, people live in cities where they do not have
the education, the special skills, or the health needed to fill the. jobs
that are available. Other unemployed workers live in parts of the country
where there are few industries and therefore not enough jobs.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 186.
Many workers in the Maritime Provinces in Canada lack the education and
skills needed for jobs inJactories.

Grade 5, Canada; Fideler, Page 194.
In every community, the older people pass on certain ideas and skills to the
younger people. In early times, parents taught their children most of the
things they needed to know to live succestfully. Today, children in most
parts of the world obtain a large part of their education in school.
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Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 55.
During the 1700's, little sugarcane was grown in Cuba and other Spanish
colonies in the West Indies. The Spanish were not interested in earning

money from farming. Because they did not need a large supply of labbr,
they had very few slaves.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 67. `10'

United States'companies brought many benefits to the people of the Caribbean
lands. They employed thousands of workers, often pa'ing them much higher
wages than they tould have received from local employers:

Grade'5, Caribbean ands, Fideler, Page 87.
;

The crafts of the'Caribbean lands show the influence of Indian and African

,cultures. The skills of the people who came from #ese civilizations have
been handedAown from generation to generation. 4

..4)
Grade 5, -Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 119.
There are many reasons for the lack of industry, in the'Caribbean lands.
'Few people in this region have the technical skills needed to do factory

work. Even fewer have been trained as engineers and managers.. Most of the
people are poor, uneducated farmers who scratch out a bare living from the
soil in much the same way their ancestors did one hundred years ago.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page27.
Labor -- human resources -- is one of the most important resources in
production and involves all types of workers.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 50.

The quantity and quality of human resources are important for economic
grOwth.

Grade 5, Economil Education for Arkansas Elementary Schoolsrage 88.
Man's use of resources is related to his desires, customs and level of

technology.

Grade 5, Economic Education-for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 9

The human resources available in our country change in both number and skill

due to immigration, population growth and education.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath,. Page 28.
Many immigrants came to America because. there were many jobs and.a vast

amount of cheap land available. These immigrants brought skills, which

helped America grow.

Grade 5, in These United States, Heath, Page 73. 'y

Slavery persisted though many people in the North and the South were

opposed to it. The southern economy seemed to depend on it.
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Grade 5, In These,United States,'Heath, Page 80.
Many nations, including the United States, give aid to countries that need
help to develop their manpower and natural resources.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Alljn and Bacon; Page 42.
In most parts of the world). farmers have periods of very heavy work and slack
periods when repairs to tools or to drains and ditches can be made. This is
not the case in the Delt, where the farmers are unremittingly busy on one
crop after another. I ustry can,provide_jobs for people who own no land.
Egypt must first so e several problems: 11) workers must be trained to
factory disciplin (2ieschools are needed; (3) the pressure of population
growth should be eased; (4) more capital.is needed.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TO, Allyn and Bacon; Page 55.
Going to school might bring the people ideas that they would not encounter
in regular village life. The education could enable them to get skilled
jobs with pay so that they could buy the goods they need to live.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, 1TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 56.
Education will give people the necessary skills, reading, writing, math-
ematics -- so they, can learn to do ind Strial or technical jobs and get
high my. Education is a necessary pr paration for any good job in an
industrial economy.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allynand Bacon, Page 86.
From the time of the first Zionist immigrations, women in Isreal have had
full equal rightt.with men. They have served their-nation in inthistet., in
education, in agriculture, in government, and in the military.

Grade 5, Lands bf the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 123.
Durin' the early years of Aramco's operations, most of the Arab workers
fell into the unskilled category. The management was American, and most
of the, technical and skilled jobs were held by Americans and other foreigners,
such as Italians, Adenese, and Dutch.

Grade 5, Lands df the Middle East, (TO, and Bacon, Page 124.
Modern and efficient farm methods and tools would reduce the mber of
farmers in the Middle East. One farm machine could replace th land labor
of many men. This has been shown in the United States.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 117.
People are paid wages- or salaries for their productive services.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page 167.
To become farmers, hunters would have to give up such habits as wandering
from place to place, hunting every day, and living in temporary shelters.
They would have to acquire all the skills necessary to farm.'
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T172.
The first wife of a Bantu man had to plant crops and be able to cook well.

Pygmy girls are not taught to do there things as they are growing up. So

a Bantu's Pygmy wife spends her time 'caring for her children and helping

in' other ways.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T187.
In summer, the labor of the.Common pdbple furnished the surplus that support-

ed the ruling classes. No longer did all possess similar tools and skills

or enjoy free and equal access.to the land.

Grade5 Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T190.
Sumerians manufactured many kinds of products. A worker needed knowledge

and talent to make most of these items. Because of their knowledge and

skill, these workers are often called craftsmen.. All the traders, merchants,

artists, craftsmen, and workers darned money for what they did.

'Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T194.
Ih Sumer, some far ers probably would have liked being in a higher social

class, but they di not have the wherewithal to learn more valued skills.

Grade 5, Manthe lmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T224.
Without slaves, Roman society would, be totally different. Although some

machines existed that could take over slaves' work, slaves were used in

any case. Many slaves worked as simple laborers on the huge farms of the

wealthy citizens.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T246.
A free man, working for his own livelihood, would be more motivated than

a slave to think up a way to increase production; a slave, whose profits

went to his master, would gain nothing from increased production. A mah

who paid his workers would have more motivation for trying to increase
production than a slave owner.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page 236.
For many workers, the problems,of city living got worse as the factory

machines got better. Better machines often meant fewer jobs for workers.

Factory owners said that machines were cheaper and faster thin human labor-

ers. As the owners bought new machines, they laid off works from their

jobs.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T266.
Early in the Industrial Revolution, each owner` hired. the cheapest workers.

Women worked for less money than men. And better yet for the owners, they

seldom argued or wasted time on the job. Children worked foFeven smaller

wages, and saved the owners still .more money. Yet they could do many

factory jobs as well as adults, sometimes even better.
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T315:
The second World War and the production boom created a manpower shortage
or) the homefront, and brought about a great reshuffling of population.
Millions of Americans joined the armed forces and departed for overseas

/duty. Millions more moved to urban areas to Work in defense plants, creat-
ing acute housing shortages and other problems for the war-boom cities.
Women swelled the labor force, taking advantage of the new opportunities

'._created by the absence of men.

Graq 5, Man, the Toolmaker, (TE); Follett, Page T318.
After World War II, large numbers of farm workers moved into the'citiess
hoping to find new jobs: :They, learrld that they did not have the skills
,and schooling needed to work in city stores, factories, and offices.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T359.
Experts who work among the, poor say that people are not poor because they
do-not want to work. Many poor people simply cannot find jobs. Others
have jobs that pay low wages or jobs that are part -time.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page/108.
The new machines and methods that farmers and industrial workers.use today
make it pdssible for each worker to produce large quantities of _goods.
Sinde the average worker is highly productive, he cap earn a good income.

Grade Midwest and Great-Plains, Fideler, Pag 109.
There a e several reasons why some people are n table to earn a better
living Many are ill or handicapped. Some la k the education they need,
eitheribecause they attended poor schools'or b cause they dropped out be-
fore graduation.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Pa e 140.
Automation is taking jobs away from unskilled orkers. Automatic machirAs
are delog more and more of the work that used o be done by people.

,

'Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 141.
Thousands of factory workers are now unemployed as a result of automation.
Most of these people do not have much education or special training. In

the past, many job opportunities were available for unskilled workers. To-
day, however, these people often have difficulty getting jobs because they
lack the education or the special training needed to work in automated in-
dustries. They must be trained for jobs that are available at the present
time and that will continue to be available in the future.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 142.
In industry, disputes sometimes arise between workers and employers. For
example, the workers in a particular factory may want higher wages or better
working conditions. If their employer will not meet their demands, the work-
ers may strike. In other words,.they may join together and refuse to work.
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Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 144.
In the United States today, more than five million workers do not have
regular jobs. Our unemployed lack jobs for a number of different reasons.

/ Somepeople cannot find employment'because they do not have the education or
the specie eede4---helil- the jobs that are available.

.Grade 5, Midwest and .Great Plains, Fideler; Page 147.
Black families who live in large cities face other problems in addition to
discrimination. Many of these people came to the cities from rural Areas
in the South. They lack the education or the special skills needed to hdld
good jobs in industry.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 148.
Many Indians in the Midwest and Great Plains lack the education or skills
,needed to earn a good living.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 66.
Many different skills were brought to America by the settlers. Farmers
brought not only plants and livestock from Europe, but also their methods
of planting and harvesting crops. The men who had been craftsmen in Europe
brought their skills in making furniture and other household articles.
Most of tbp women who came to America knew how to spin, weave, and sew.
They also knew how to preserve food.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 107.
In colonial days, slavery had been permitted in the Northeast. However,
slaves were not very useful in this region. Most farms in the Northeast
wpre too small to require large numbers ,of workers. Also, factory owners,
used hired workers rather than slaves. The hired workers could be laid off
if business was poor, but slaves had to be fed and clothed all the time.
Most people in the South strongly resented abolitionists. They realized
that the'South's plantation system would break down without slave labor.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 121.
At first, life was not easy for most of the immigrants who came to the North-
east. These people were generally very poor, and they brought few posses-
sions with them to America. Because most of them did not have any special
skills, they could not get well-paying jobs. Usually they had, to dO the
hardest, most unpleasqnt kinds of work for long hours at low, pay.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 123.
During World War I, factories in the Northeast needed large numbers of
workers to produce military equipment. Hundreds of thousands of people
came to the cities from rural areas to work in industry.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 134.
In addition to the settlers who immigrated to the Northeast from Eurd0e, -

there were also many black people who were broupt from Africa.
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Grade 57;, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 141.
The people of the Northeast, through their labor, their skills, and their
talents, have all helped to make the United States the strong and pros-
perouscopntry it is today:

Grade 5, The Northeaft, Fideler, Page 161.
There are several reasons why people in the cities cannot find employment.
Some are too elderly for certain jobs, or their health is too poor. Others
cannot find jobs because of discrimination. Probably the main reason why
city people are unemployed, however, is that they lack the education or the
special skill needed to hold the jobs that are available. Today; many jobs
that used to be don# by unskilled or partly skilled workers are performed
by automatic machinery.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 162._
At the present time, many people in the Northeast are not receiving the
edubation that would enable them to satisfy their physical and social
needs. Even if they attendtgood schools, most slum children have trouble
gaining an education. This is because their home life has not prepared
them to do schoolwork.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 165.
Unsolved social problems represent a greit waste of human resources.
People who have never had a chance to develop their abilities are not able
to produce goods and services needed by themselves, their families, and
other people in our country. The result is a lower standard of living
for everyone.'

Grade 5,,Ihe'Northeast, Fideler, Page 168.
Many people are poor because they do not have the skills or the education
needed to hold good jobs. Today, Americans are trying in various ways to
solve the urgent prbblems of unemployment.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Ftdeler, Page 194.
There is unemployment in eastern Pennsylvania, where anthracite is mined.
As you have learned, there is not much demand for this type of coal. There-

fore, today very little anthracite is mined, and few workers are needed.
Some of the towns have tried to bring in new industry. Government training
programs provide unemployed workers with an opportunity to learn skills for
different types of jobs. However, many of the men who were once coal miners
are still without jobs.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 206.
In a steel mill, skilled people are needed to run the machines and to work
in the factory offices. To produce goods of high quality, workers and man-
agers must be well trained.
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Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 260. '

In every community that has ever existed in the world, the-older people
have passed on their knowledge and their skills to the younger people.
Today, children in most parts of thg.world obtain a large part of their.
education in schools.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States; (TE), Ginn, Page 38.
Many people-in our cities are unemployed. That is, they have no jobs at
all. Many ofthese people have not had.much educatiop. Nor do they have

the kinds of skills they need to get goOd-paying jobs

,Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 50.
The owners of large plantations in the South wanted slaves to plant and
harvest their crops. Men and women were kidnapped from their homes in
Africa and forced to come to this land to work as slaves.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 51.
About a century ago, a great many black people in the South lived and work-
ed on farms. With the introduction of automatic farm equipment, fewer farm
workers were needed. Many black farm workers lost their jobs. At about the

same time, industry in our country was growing. More nd more factory work-

ers were needed. Southern black people migrated to topms and cities.

Grade 5, One Nation: They United States, .1E), Ginn, ge 102.

The second-largest group cif specialized workers in th American labor

force are salespeople.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, 1 ge 103.

The people who work in government are the third-largest group of workers
in the United States.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 104.
The fourth-largest group of workers in the United States are the professional
people.

.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, page 110.
Machines now can do the work of a great many miners. Some miners have
learned to operate or repair new machines. They haveikept their jobs.

But many other miners became unemployed. Those who Oud not learn to
specialize at other work.or could not move to new jo s in other parts of
the country are still unemployed.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn,-Page 115.
The workers in our factories are very important to our success. Industry

A needs many kinds of specialized workers.

Grade 5,'One Nation: The United States,.(TE), Ginn, Page 171.

Volunteer jogs take time. Sometimes they are hard work. Adults are not

paid for doing these jobs. They do them because they want to help other

people.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 226.
People in all nations have...different kinds of jobs. But the majority of
our world neighbors are farmers or fishermen.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TO., Ginn Page.283.
The Indians of the Eastern Woodlands were toolmakers. Their skills and
work made possiPle the tools the Indians needed to perform their work.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE),.Ginn, Page 378.
Southern cotton planters and their families lived a very enjoyable life..
Their beautiful homes, clothing, and other possessions came from the sale
of the valuable cotton crop which grew on the plantations. The work which
produced the cotton crop was done by black slaves.

,Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE'', Ginn, Page 405.
Since many of the new agricultural inventions were work-saving machines
for farmers, Southern planters were not too interested in them. They felt
they had mor &than enough slaves to do all the work that needed to be done
on their cotton plantations.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States,ATE), Ginn, Page 435.
Businessmen soon decided that women were more skillful at using typewriters,
so man, women were hired to work in offices at that time. By 1900, there
were over 100,009 ,"lady typewriters," in the United States.,.

Grade5, One Nation: The United States, (TO, Ginn, Page 442.
Even if they had all the resources, machinery, and money in the world, the
owners of American corporations would have been able to produce nothing un-,
less they had workers. As industry grew between 1865 and 1900, a large '

labor force was needed. Since most Americans didn't have to grow all their
own food, they were able to take jobs in industry. Among them were workers
who lost their jobs on farms when the new machinery was introduced. The

immigrants who came to the USA became part of the labor force. Even women
and very young children worked in the mines and factories at that time.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE); Ginn, Page 468.
Congress. and F.D.R. worked together to set up a National Labor Board. The

board enforced the workers' right to bargain with their employers for better
pay and working conditions. It also acted as a kind of umpire in disputes
between the owners of business and their Workers.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, .1-E), Ginn, Page T34.
In our country, people need money to buy he goods they need to stay alive.
When a worker becomes unemployed, a fami y's money supply is cut off.

Grade 5, Our. Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 42.
Slavery was a thriving practice in colonial Virginia. Specfalization in to-
bacco production led to the plantation system and the use of slave labor.
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 45.
The tobacco planters needed slaves because they needed large numbers of un-

skilled workers.
,

'Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 60,
Some immigrants were so eager to begin a new life in America that they sold
themselves into indentured servitude for several years to obtain their passage.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh., Page 152.
Southern people thought slavery was essential to the maintenance oftheir

eConomy.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The-American Way of Life, CO, 2nd ed., S:R.A.,

Senesh, Page 155.
Hinton Helper thought free labor was cheaper than slave labor, because

free men would work hard to make money to buy farms or go into business for

themselves. Only the threat of physical punishment kept slaves working.
Free men could be hired only when needed whereas sieves had to be, supported

even when they were not working.

-Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

'Senesh, Page 166.
Strikes often result from workers' dissatisfaction with wages and working

conditions.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh. Page 172..
The original immigrants became farmers because it was easy to obtain land;

when the later immigrants arrived, less land was available but there were

many factory jobs. By 1907, some people were afraid of immigration. The

cities, where most immigrants settled, were already crowded and there were

already more workers than jobs.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 176.
If a woman can do a job well and is denied the opportunity to work at it,

both the woman and all those who would benefit from having the job done

would be hurt.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 182.
Employers were opposed to labor unions because they didn't want to raise

wages or be forced to grant better working conditions.

Grade 5,-Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.

Senesh, Page 209.
Labor costs are soaring in the steel industry. Labor problems are common.

Contract negotiations every two years lead to threats of strike's.
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life; (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 221.
As our economic System becomes more complex, jobs require people with more
training and skills. Education also helps people to.develop new goods and
services.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 249.
There are many purposes.of education. One purpose 1s to help people choose
jobs that Take them happy.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way.of 4'e, (T), 2nd S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 258.

Formal education has become more important. Uneducated people, or those with
few skills, often become prisoners of the lowest class as,loccupations become
*re complex in the technological society.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
3enesh, Page 260.

. ;.\
rA social pyramid exists in the United States today with ,plebr, unskilled
-workers at, its base.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way bf Life, (T), 2nd ed S.R.A.,
Senesh Page 261.
Many American workers believe that if they are organized in a union, the

. economic system will give them an opportunity to get ahead.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way oftLife,.(T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 265.
Many poor people cannot affrd training fft better jobs; some feel trapped
in poverty and have lost hofle of escaping it; rising costs hurt people in
low-paying jobs; some people are too old or too sick to work; in some regions,
there are few jobs available; minority groups are often discriminated against.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 84.
Farming began when people learned to, grow the food they needed by planting
roots and seeds.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and,Values, (Purhe) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 124.
The Eskimos needed great skills and patience to bring home enough meat to
feed their families.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE),26:1 ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 130.
In every culture people use skills to do work. A skill is something you
learn to do. In old-time Eskimo culture, special skills were needed. Boys
had to harpoon seals. Girls had to make food and clothing from parts of the
seal. As Eskimo culture changed, however, new skills, were needed.
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. --
Grade 5, The Social Sciences:. Concepts and Values, ( Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,'Page 162.
Knowledge and skills are needed to use, improve, and conserve the resources'
of.an environment.

.

Grade 5, The Social Scien0s: Concepts.an Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovi4h, Page 224. "j

Labor is work for the people who do it. Paying people to do the labor is

one of the major costs oVproduction in a factory.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 28.
An industry depends,largely upon an adequate labor supply.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and.Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 29.
Some people went to Saugus IronWorks because they wanted to. But many people

were forced to come to the colonies to work in the iron industry. Some of

the workers brought over by force were prisoners of war taken in a battle
between the English and the Scottish armies at-Dunbar. Most of the workers

brought to Hammersmith against their wills were expected to,cut wood and
to run farms owned by the ironworks. They never really learned the iron-

works trade.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and.Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 122.
The towns attracted many workers. Some of the people who came to the towns

to work took jobS that they did not know how to do. Some worked for low

wages and some did poor work. Other skilled workers:or craftsmen, decided
they needed to stick together according to their jobs. These skilled work-

ers decided to form clubs for the men of each craft. There clubs were cal-

led guilds.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 135.
Workers were brought to America to work on the estates of wealthy people.
Many of the people who came to New England had been rpenters, brickmakers,

bricklayers, and stonecutters at home. Some of the ij ple had been cabinet-

makers, tinsmiths, goldsmiths, sflversmiths, and portr it painters. All of

these people were needed in New England.

Gradd"'5, The Social Studies and Our Country,(TE), Laidlaw, Page 139.
Some of the people who came to the colonies owned large amounts,pf pro'perty.
They needed people to work,on their prdperty, but there was a great shortage

of workers. Sometimes, an employer would contact workers in England who were
willing to come to America but could not afford a ticket to come. They em-

ployer would offer to give the workers tickets. In exchange, the workers

would agree to work for the employer for many years. People who had to stay

Op the same employer for a period of years were called indentured servants.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 163.
In all the colonies' there were mAny people who owned no land. These
peoplewere mostly the laborei-s and indentured servants--both black arid
white. They worked for and often lived with those who did own the land.
Maby laboremand indentured servants later became free and were given
land of their own as part of the payment for work previously done.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE); Laidlaw, Page 168. 1
Members of the dependent class known as indentured servants sometimes came
to America willingly and sometimes unwillingly. Indentured servants had a,
legal agreement which gave them certain,rigfits and bound them to serve only
a specific number of years.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 169._
The first negroes to arrive in America were indentured servants. Some
black indentured servants were gradually forced into slavery.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 191.
There was a/shortage of workers for colonial mills and workshops. The
shortage of/ colonial workers was partly met by the boys from large colonial
families and by people coming to America fromEurope.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 192. _

Part of the need for workers in the colonies was.filled by, both white
indentured servants and black-indentured servants.

Grade 5; The Social. Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 228.
Slavery was important in our country's economy,In 5nut hern part of our
country imported slaves from Africa. These Slaves were 'forced to work
without pay on the plantations and farms.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 280.
In the 1900's the population of cities,. increased by leaps and bounds: As
America became more and more industrialized, great numbers of people moved
to the places where the factories were located. ,All kinds of people poured
into the cities: Many individuals left the farms of America for jobs in
the cities. They looked forward to making more money in the cities than
they were making on the farms.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 336.
Many Americans objected to the large flow of foreigners into the United
States. Workers argued that the newcomers to America lowered wages for
everyone. Another reason was that businessmen no longer needed foreign
labor for building railroads and working in factories. So, in the 1920's
the number of immigrants coming to the United States' was greatly reduced:

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T63,
The skills of people who came to North America contributed to the growth
of the early colonies. Women were important to the success of the colonies.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies. and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, ?age T85.
Population growth--from births and migrations--between 1790 and 1760
brought about changes and problems tn the colonieS.

,Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T132.
Sufficient numbers of skilltd and unskilled laborers are an advantage
to an industrializing country.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 75.
In the middle of the nineteenth,century, the South was still mainly a
region of farm's. Wherever, the land was level and fertile; there/were
great plantations. Negro slaves did the work on these plantatfon%,
where crops such as cotton, sugarcane, or tobacco were grown. i

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 86.
Before the Civil War, most farm work in the South was done by slaves on

.large plantations. After the war, plantation owners no longer had slaves
to do the work. Few 'of them had enough money to pay laborers to do the .

work. Some planters told small plots of land to people who wanted to own
farms, Most plantation owners tarned.to tenentjarming as a way of putting
their land into use again..

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 96.
Early iri the seventeenth century, colonists began to use Negro slaves

as farm .workers. Landowners in the South soon became dependent on slave
labor to:produce their enormous crops of rice, tobacco, sugarcane, indigo,

and cotton. The work performed by the black slaves made it possible for
the South to becdme an,important farming region.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 103.
Education is another great idea that has helped the cities of the.South to

'grow. In every community, young people must learn certain skills in,order
to earn a living._

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 108.
Thousands of workers in Atlanta are employed in government work or in
manufacturing.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 128.
In the United States, About one-sixth of our workers have government jobs
or are in the armed services. The remaining jobs are provided by private

industry. At the present time, however, more than five million- persons in

our country, still are unable to find jobs.

4
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Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page '130)

Unemployed people who live in depressed areas are often unable to move to
places where there are more jobs. They cannot save enough money to pay for.
the cost of moving. Large numbers of unemployed workers in the United States
do not live in depressed areas, however. They live in cities where jobs are
available. Many of these people cannot find employment because they do not
have the education, the special skills, or the health needed to fill the job's
that are available. Others Cannot find jobs because of discrimination.

Grade 5,.The South, Fideler, Page 132.
'At present, there are many unskilled workers who are unemployed on,account
of automation. The answer lies in providing more opportunities for ed-
ucation. Our schools and training programs must prepare more people to
live and work successfully tn today's world.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 208.

Many of tEi-SKIFIT's new industries are unlike the older ones such as the
manufacture at textiles. They do not depend so much on a nearby source of
raw materials. Their most important "resources" are the skills and ideas,
of Southern workers.

Grade 5, SouthAmerica, Fideler, Page 4.
Most farmers in-South America who own land have only small plots on which
to grow crops. Many orthese farmers are not able to rase enough food for
their families. Other South' Americans own no land at all. They must work.
as laborers on the large estates. Because they are paid very low wages,
they find it diffiCult to meet their needs.

Grade 5, South America,.Fideler, Page 5.
The rapid increase in urban population in South America has created many
problems in South America. Most of the new-city dwellers do not have the
skills that would enable them to get jobs in business and industry. Many
cannot even read and write. As a result, thousands of city dwellers are
unable to find any way of earning a living.

.

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 36.
For most people in the South American colonies life was very hard. Many .

people of mixed European and Indian blood, called mestizos, worked on small
farms or earned their living as unskilled laborerp. Indians were forced,

to work in the mines or on the huge estates of the wealthy families.

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 62.
Packing, hauling, and shipping the millions of tons of coffee grown in Brazil

provides jobs for many people in Sao' Paulo.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE),,Macmillan, Page 42.
It takes many workers to grow tobacco or rice. For a while, indentured
white servants solved the labor problem. When the terms of their in-
dentures were4over, many of these farm worker, moved on to work land of
their; own. So the labor shortage continued. The problem was worked out
by borrowing from a neighboring culture. In the West Indies, slaves were
used as laborers.
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Grade 5, This'Favored Land, (TE),, Macmillan. Page 43.

Not all blacksHwere slaves. From the earliest days in both the North and

the Smith, there were fret blacks. Some were servants who had worked out

their indentures. Some slaves were given their freedom. Some earnedithe

money to buy their freedom. Most free blacks lived in towns where they, could

yea "rn' a_ living at a trade.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 44.
In time, some farmers bought more,land and more slaves'. Then the slaves.

did all the heavy work.. When the owner had enough slaves, usually six or
more, so that he spent his time managing them, the farm was big enough to
be called a plantation.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 140.,
On cotton plantations, slaves worked,as did all farmers of that day,
from sunrise to sunset .during planting and harvesting seasons. Except

on the sugar plantations in Louisiana, the work was not as heavy during

other seasons.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 208.
The Indians'were invited to come to the m'issibns in California to live.
When they arrived, all they could do was gather nuts and weave baskets.
But in the missions they were taught many trades MI:skills.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (1), Macmillan, Page 229.

An Industrial Revolution needs people to produce goods. It needs people

to buy the gdods produced.

Grade 5, This Favored C4nd, (TE), Macmillan, Page 232.
The Irish who came to the United States in the 1840's and 1850's were

mostly country people. Mani, employers wanted no part of the immigrant

workers. Signs on factory doors saying "No Irish Need Apply" closed many'
jobs to them. But thousands of other jobs that required hard physical

labor were waiting to be done. The Irish swung pickaxes and shovels that

got streets paved and sewers dug. The Erie Canal and many othercanals

were largely built by Irish labor. Irish workers laid thousands of miles

of railroad tracks. As the years passed the Irish climbed up the ladder

in the world of work.

Grade 5,6This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 206.
There Was.a constant flow of sharecroppers and poor folk from the country
in the South to the cotton mills. The long hours and low wages did not

seem lon9 and low to the hillbillies and poverty -stricken plow hands.

Grade 5, This FavoredkLand, (TE), Macmillan, Page 314.
Unions work to improve the wages, hours, and working conditions for their

members.
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Grade-5, this Favored Land, (TE), cmillan, Page 316.
The first few Italians who got to wlYork found jobs easily. Their
letters urged others to follow. e could truthfully tell his old friends
that they could easily find jobs in the United States. There were thousands
of jobs to be done, as there had been when the Irish came in such:number.
These were jobs that took hard back-breaking labor.

Grade 5,'This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 322..,
..those who worried about the flood of immigrants in the 1920's did not see
how needed'tho'Se immigrants were. We know what they did to build cities,
to work in the mines, to man the factories, and to settle the land.

Grade 5, This.Favoreetand, (TE), Macmillan, Page 336.
* In the Gendral Farming Belt,

income in this belt is low.
of the time.

a little bit
Some farmers

of everything is done. Farm
work in towns and farm only part

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 351.
Many of the big industries of the Northeast ate there because of the work-
ers in the region. In New England, workers, rather than natural resources
are the reason for industrial success. For years, it was able to stay
ahead of other regions because of its early start. It had large numbers
of workers who became skilled.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 354.
The skills of New Englanders made them able to shift to making many products.
Today, thousands of skilled workers make high-value goods of all kinds.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, .Page 356.

Workers and markets are the big reasons for the clothing i dustny in New
York. Thousands of workers skilled in making clothing liv right in the
city.

Grade 5, This Favored Land,(TE), Macmillan, Page 358.
Hand labor is important in the cranberry swamps on Cape Cod. Machines would
crush the Berries.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 373.
Today more people are at work in the southern textile industry than in any
other industry in the region.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 407. -

Vegetab.je fOming requires a lot of labor during the harvesting season.
A migrant laborvforce, mostly Mexican-Americans, has met this labor need
for many years. They are called "migrant" workers because they migrate,
or move, from place to place to harvest the crops. Migrant labor is being
,used less today":
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 408.
Wdfters in the fields of California have started,to work together recently.

. Farm workers have always been a difficult group for the union organizers to

work with. Because their place of work changes so often,'they are hard to

reach. Many city peoplhave taken the-stdeof-the'farg Workers. They
agree that wages and working conditions of the migrant workers--workers who

move from farm to farm--should be better.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 451:
Many midwestern farmers were the sons of homesteaders who had learned the
kind of dry farming needed to work the drier sections of the western,prairips.
Seeking new lands for themselves, they brought these important skills with
them and taught their neighbors.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T87.
Production becomes greater as industrialization spreads to more industries;
workers produce more in each hour they work because they are working with
power-driven machinery. In other words, workers become more,productive.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, ,(TE), Macmillan, Page T99.
Because the South was poor, public education for both white and blacks was
neglected, with the black schools being wprse off in every way than the

white schools.

Grade 5, Thisavored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T131 and T139.'
The economy of a region is related to available natural resources, human .

knowledge and skills, and tradition..

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 94. -

Many of the people who live in California came to this state to find work.
As more people moved to California still more jobs were created.

. Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 119.
There are several reasons why people cannot obtain jobs that will provide

them with a good living. Some people are too elderly for certain kinds of

work, or their health is too poor. Others cannot find jobs because of dis-

crimination. However, the main reason why peOple cannot obtain good jobs
is that they lack the education or special skills needed to hold the jobs

that are available.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 120.
To earn a good living today, most people need a better education than they

would have needed in the past.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler,.Page 123.
Problems such as poverty, lack of education, and discrimination affect:
everyone in a community. They prevent many people from developing and using

their abilities fully. These people are not able to produce the goods or

perform the services needed by themselves, their families, and other people.

As a result, everyone's standard of living is lower than, it would be if

these problems were solved.
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Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 246.
In Alaska more people work for the federal government than for any Other
employer.

irade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page .63..

"abbr is the -human effort used in the production process.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 26.
The early farmers of Africa developed many new skills. They learned how to
Oln thread frOm fibers of wool and flax and how to weave the thread into
cloth. They learned how to use clay. in making bricks and pottery, and how
to use reeds in making baskets and other articles. With these new skills,
people were able to make greater use of their natural resources.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 36.
Many of the and ideas of the Romans were forgotten after the fall of
Rome. For this reason, the period is often kriown as the Dark Ages.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 45.
Many peopTi711lhe Bantu kingdoms of the Congo River basin became skilled
craftsmen. Wome became excellent weavers. They made useful articles from
raffia, a kind of dried grass. Artists in Africa today are famous for their
wood carvings.

Grade 6, Africa,-Fideler, Page 88.
Most EgypiiiniTare farmers who live on the Nile Delta and in the Valley of
the Nile River.

'Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 91.
Today, many people from the Zulus tribe leave their villages to earn their
living in African mines or factories.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 105.
Africans must learn to read and write. They then will be able to find ways
of bringing a better life to their homelands. They must learn scientific
methods of farming and the skills needed for jobs in industry.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 112.
Most Africans make their living by raising livestock or growing crops.
Many of these farmers are very poor. Except on large farms and plantations,
very little modern farm machinery is used in.Africa. People cultivate their
fields with hoes or wooden plows pulled by oxen.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler,.Page 129.
-

Only a small number of Africans make their living in industry, Most are
farmers and herders. They do not have the education and skills they need to
develop modern industries. Patient craftsmen make by hand many of the tools,
household goods, and other things which Africa's people LAe.
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Grade 6, Africa, Fideler,-Page 141.
Unlike the people who live in developed areas of the world, the people of

Africa produce most of the things they need by hand, or with tools that are.

powered by-the 'muscles of men' or dniffiarg. Manylfrkan'farmers still use
such simple farming methods that they raise enough food for only a few

people besides themselves.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 34.
In recent years, the United ingdom has been troubled with many social and

economic problems. Labor union strikes have caused widespread unemployment.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fidler, Page 95.

About two out of every hundred British workers earn their living in agri-

culture. About thirty out of every hundred workers in the Irish Republic

earn their living on farms.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 96.

Many of the British are coal miners. Others work in mills and'factories

near the coalfields.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 109.
More than half of Britain's factory workers are employed in the metal in-

dustry.

Grade 6, British Isles, F deler, Page 122.
In every comftlity, the o der people pass on certain ideas and skills to

the younger people. In erly-tines, parents taught their children most

of the things they neede to know in order to live successfully. Today

children in most parts o the world obtain a large part of their education

in school.

Grade 6, The Challen e,o Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 93.

The weavers eared rigj y that machines would speed up production and

put many of them out of Work. We call this technological unemployment.

Grade 6, The Challen e df Change, (TF), Allyn and Bacon, Paae 103.

Child labor may be acce tab e in family or domestic production, but it

results in cruel exploi ation in factories.

Grade 6, The Challen e of Change, (TE'), Allyn and Bacon, Page 105.

Developing countries, h ve problems other than the need for, capital. They

need to accustom the n w industrial rrkingclass to a new way of life.

They also need skilled workers, engibeers, and managers. They need new

educational institutio s.

Grade 6, The Challengelof Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 107.

echnological unemployMent harmed many workers. The overcrowding of in-

dustrial towns also was harmful. Families were sometimes affected badly

by the factory system since mother and children might have to work 15 hours

a day in the factory..
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Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 108.
More women than men worked in the mills when they were first opened. Their
unskilled labor was 94Leaper. No doubt children on farms and at home were
'often abued,-buegenerally their parents would gee that th were not
brutally-overworked. In the factory the overseer, had .no such parental
affection to restrain him from exploiting and bullying children.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 109.
Child labor was as efficient as adult labor for many unskilled jobs; since
a child's wages were very low, the competition of children with adults not
only kept many adults from getting jobs, but also kept all wages low. Under
factory ststems,,an individual worker is more or less helpless to resist or
protest. If howeyer, workers form a union and act together, they can make
their views and grievances heard, and, the employer will not be in a position
to fire all the workers.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 110.
Many workers have been ruined by new machines; many jobs have been made
obsolete. However in the long run, technological improvements lead to more
and more jobs, not fewer:

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T40.
Most Roman slaves came from conquered foreign lands. Large landholders
found slavery profitable because, they did not have to pay wages and could
charge lower prices.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T41.
In modern nations, a shortage of farmers often develops when city jobs be-
come more profitable and attractive than farm work.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T60.
Rich Romans bought slaves not only to work their estates but also to be
servants.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, .(TE), Follett, Page T65.
Technological,skills advanced during the Middle Ages. Some crafts, such as
the making of stained glass, have not been equaled since.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T108.
Merchants and craftsmen founded guilds to further their common goals and
interests. The guilds saw to it that their members produced goods of high
quality. In order to insure a fair income for all its member craftsmen,
a guild also fixed the prices of their products.

Grade 6°, Cultures, in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page 178.
Early labor laws covered only women and children. Eventually the other
workers organized unions to help themselves. The first of these organizat-
ions were social groups that collected dues and paid sick benefits.
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Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T264.
Millions of Chinese made a living as farmers, with perhaps some laborers;
merchants, and craftsmen during the rule,of the Mandarins. They did the

work of producing food or making the goods that society needed. They fought

its wars and built its roads,,cities, and canals.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T297.
By the early 1960's, Chinese factory workers began to call for higher wages.
.The spirit of ,the revolution and the frenzied activity of the 1950's seemed

to have dissappeared.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T386.
Unions are workers' organizations formed to voice the needs of industrial
workers and to deal with management in such a way as to fulfill those needs.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T407.
More than any other factor, Japan's labor shortage has helped open new doors

for women. For every high school graduate in Japan, several jobs are wait-

ing. Men cannot fill all of them. As more men move to cities, opportunities

arise for women in smaller towns. But whatever her job, the Japanese women
earn less than her male counterpart doing the same work.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T409.
Outside the home, women worked in textiie.factories and offices. But they

always did lowly kinds of work. Some women became teachers in,elementary
schools. Here they gained respect and dignity. But whatever the job,

women were always paid less than men. They lost their jobs immediately when

they married.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: OklahOma, Page 27.

Labor -- human resources -- is one of the most important resources in
production and involves all types of workers.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 50.

The quantity and quality of human resources are important for economic

growth.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 86.

A nation's most important resource is its people because man's creative
mind has developed the capital resources necessary to use his natural
resources in order to satisfy his needs and wants.

Grade 6, Economic Education, for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 95.
The term human resources is used broadly in include all human efforts
both "brain and "brawn".

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 7.

Economically underdeveloped-countries provide only a low standard of living

for their people. The people of these countries want economic growth but are
hindered by, among other things, their lack of labor skills.
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Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 8.
In order to use more complex machines and production methods, the workers
need.education,andtraining.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 32.
Intheearly 1800's, men,.women, and children toiled day after day, people
would repeat the same simple operation and breathe air heavy with dust and
smoke. Such an atmosphere was unhealthy. Lungs and muscles were harmed by
the lack of sunlight, fresh air, and outdoor exercise.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE); Ginn, Page 34.
Probably most factory workers would have spent shorter hours at their jabs
had they earned more money, but wages were low. Most people had to work
twelve and even fourteen hours a day, six days a week.

Grade '6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 37.

One method used by the factory workers for strengthening their position was
to form groups of workers to bargain with the owners of the factories where
they worked. These groups elected representatives and are called unions.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 47.
There are many skilled workers in Great Britain because it is po
get an excellent education there. All British children receive an elem
education in either public or private schools. Secondary schools prepare
students for either technical occupations or for study at a university.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 70.
Peter the Great of Russia wanted Russian craftsmen to build modern tools and
weapons. This required new skills and knowledge. So he sent hundreds of
Russian students to France, Italy, and England to study the latest techniques
of science and warfare,

Grade 6,1leven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 73.
One hundred years ago Russian peasants still used crude hoes, spades, and
plows. Labor-saving machinery was unknown in rural Russia. Few landowners
were even interested in introducing new techniques from western Europe into
Russia's underdeveloped countryside. One reason was, serfs were so plenti-
ful that human labor was cheaper than machines.

1

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 91.
WOrking conditions have been improving in Russia. Workers and peasants still
do not live as well as do managers, professional people, party officials, or
army officers. But workers can now quit their jobs and seek other work.
The work week is slowly being reduced so that there will be more time for
relaxation.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 145.
The products the East German's make require great skill. East German laborers
are highly skilled and the country has few raw materials. The chall6ge has
been to use these human and natural resources as efficiently as possible.
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Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 172.
Farmers who own land along the Nile in Egypt are called fellahin. To raise
money, they.have sold their land, but they have retained the right to farm

.. it. This means that many young fellahin have become workers for landlords
who pay them very little for their labor. The Egyptian government no longer
permits this kind of arrangement.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations; (TE), Ginn, Page 265.
In October, 1960:it looked as if Nigeria was off to a good start as a new
nation. It had many natural resources which could be developed with the
help of outsiders. If its large populatiOn could be educated, a large
supply of manpower for new industries would be available.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 296.
The caste system in India inhibits economic growth because people accept
their lot and don't strive to get an education or to change.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 404.
Most Chinese industrial workers are young people. They live in dormitories

or apartment houses built especially for them. China is educating all its

people. They are learning the skills required in their new technical society.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn,-Page 471.
Many of the Portuguese settled on the coast of the Atlantic Ocean in the
northeastern part of Brazil. The land was fertile, and they had an easy

outlet to the sea. But they lacked an adequate labor'supply for their
sugarcane plantations. They tried the Indians as'a source of cheap labor,

but that was not satisfactory. They then resorted to' the use of Africans

as laborers.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 482.
There is no need for so many people on the land in the Northeast part of
Brazil. Many people need to be persuaded to leave. Because they need more

education to qualify for jobs in the cities, attention is being paid to
education. More schools ore being built for children and education classes
have been started for adults.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 491.
Labor is a factor in production. The managers of the new industries in

Brazil were able to pay good wages and thus attract many skilled workers.
Businessmen and government officials also advertised abroad for labor and
encouraged thousands, of Europeans to move to the growing capital city,

Brazilia.
0

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 492.
There are thousands of jobs in Sao Paulo, Brazil, but never enough people
with the skills to fill them. People from all over Brazil flock to Sao

Paulo. But,they bring with them few skills for working in a big city.
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Grade 6,, Eleven Nations; (TE), Ginn, Page 9.

Seventy-five percent of the doctors in the Soviet Union are women.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 47.
About one tai of the French workers are farmers.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 63.

Although most workers in Nice earn their living by providing services to
tourists the city also has factories that make perfumes, textiles, and
other goods.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 72.

About one third of all the secondary school students in France take courses
which will prepare them for a job. These students learn skills which they
plan to use after they leave school. In addition to learning job skills,
these students must study some of the same subjects that students in the
United States study in high school.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 111.
Although some factories in France employ more than five thousand workers,
most of them employ as few as ten persons or less. The French like to work
in small groups. They enjoy work that requires skills and great patience.
All over France we see people working at old, skilled crafts. We even
find French women making things in their own homes for the factories.

Q,,r,ade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 8

The skills and attitudes of Europe's people are one reason why the countries
in Europe have become so powerful. The energy and inventiveness they have
shown in using natural resources and in carrying on trade have helped to
make Europe one of the world's most productive continents.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 31.
Different classes of people in Germany took part in the move to the east.
Farm workers and townspeople, such as craftsmen, moved 'eastward, Slav rulers
realizing that these industrious and skilled Germans could teach the Slavic
people many things, invited more Germans to come.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 89.
In kindergartens run by the government or by factories, children begin to
learn how the goods that people need are produced. They look at pictures
of simple tools.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 94.
In West Germany, most students who complete elementary schools orimiddle
school go on for special vocational training. Some take part-time jobs where
they receive training while they work. Other students enter full-time pro-
fessional schools where they learn the skills needed to do office work, house-
keeping, and other jobs.
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Grade 6, Germariy, Fidelee, Page 129.
The Soviets., whq gained control of eastern Germany after Hitler's defeat,

realized the value of the supply of skilled labor here. Mostof the Com-

manist nations of the world were behind the free nations in manufacturing.

German skilled workers could produce much of the factory equipment, needed

by other communist nations.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmill61, Page31.
In Mexico, the king did not want the Indians to be thought of as slaves.

They would give part of their labor and partiof what they produced to

their Spanish lord. In return, the Spanish were to protect them and see

that they became Christians. Ordinarily, Indians occupy.the poorest land

in Mexico, do the most unskilled work, and have the lowest income.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE); Macmillan, Page 32.
The population of the Americas included many people of African descent.

Southern United States, The West Indies, and Brazil had the largest numbers

of slaves. There, plantations for growing cotton and sugar were developed

with slave labor.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 40.
The smaller family farm is still the typical agricultural unit in this

country. The owner works the land himself. Since he uses a great.deal of

machinery, he rarely hires full-time workers to help him.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 41.
The vast majority or rural Latin Americans either work for large landowners

or make their living as subsistence farmers.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 75.

Two out of five workers are engaged in some form of agriculture in Mexico.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 92.

The Spanish settlers of Costa Rica, had no natives to work for them.

When they decided to cultivate the land themselves, they changed Costa

Rican history.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 121.
The Caribbean colonies became important when a demand for sugar developed in

Europe. Then hundreds of thousands of slaves were brought from Africa to

work on the sugar plantations. Within a few years, the islands became

densely populated with Africans brought to the New World against their will.

A few thousand white owners and overseers directed hundreds of thousands of

black slaves.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 134. '

Almost one-third of Puerto Rico's workers are unemployed.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (U,),.- Macmillan, Page 145.

The tourist industry provides jObs for the people of the Caribbean and thus
reduces the number of farmers.

Grade 6, In A Race'.With Time, (TE); Macmillan, Page 199.
The changes made by the Spaniards in agriculture and' mining.drastically
altered the lives of the Andean Indians. Thousands of natives were moved,
from one part of Ecuador, klivia, and Peru to another. The owners of
irrigated plantations along the coast forced Indians who were working sub-
sistence farms in nearby villages to work on their great estates.

Gr'ade 6, In'A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 228.
The majority of Chileans now live in towns and'cities, but agriculture is
the single most important occupation. About three out of ten Chileans are
engaged in farming, Kinting, or fishing. About two out of ten work in some
kind of manufacturing. A somewhat higher percent are members of a profes-
sion, or people who work for the government, or provide various services.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 236.
The development of new industry in Chile will make the nation less dependent
on copper prices., New industry will also provide jobs for Chileans now
unemployed, but Chileans must be trained for jobs in industry. It,is
estimated that two out of three Chilean worker's are unskilled. Training
workmen requires schools, and schools require money.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 253.
Some of the European immigrants to Argentina went directly to rural areas
and became tenant farmers. Italy furnished by far the greatest number of
immigrants to Argentina.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 270.
Most of the land in Argentina is, owned by a few people. As agriculture has
become mechanized, fewer rural workers are needed. Farmers and their families
have crowded into cities. Many of these people are unemployed.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 286.
The war that Paraguay fought with Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay lasted
from 1864 to 1870. Before the war was over, Lopez had drafted every male
citizen above the age of eleven. He drove his soldiers without mercy and
women of Paraguay too. They were forced to do the work of the absent men
and boys as well as their own.

Grade 6, In A.Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 290.
Uruguay became the first Latin American nation to reduce the working day to
eight hours. Safety and, health legislation was passed, along with laws set-
ting' the minimum wage an employer could pay his workmen. The Uruguayans
had old-age pensions and unemployment insurance before the people of the
United States enjoyed such protection.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page;292.
At present, about one out of four Uruguayan,workers is employe& by the
government. Working hours are short,, affd.government employees may retire

on full salary at an earlier age than in most countries.
ti

Grade, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 302.
Cane

i

production demanded a great deal of labor. The Portuguese settlers
first used Indian slaves.- But many"Indiaris died of the White man's diseases.
Othe's died because they were not used to heavy work day aft6F-diy-.-- When
the /sugar planters no longe had enough Indian slaves to work their fields,

they imported slaves from Africa.

Grade, 6,41,In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 317.

Indians were the first labor force used by the Portuguese who settled in
Brazil. Native slaves cleared much of the land that the colonists planted
to sugar, tobacco, and other crops. Indian women became the wives of Por-

tuguese men. Today, there are few Indians in Brazil, but there are millions

who have Indian ancestors.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan. Page 345.
Scientists and engineers are in great demand in Latin, America, because

industry is developing rapidly. Agricultural experts are also-needed to

encourage the use of modern farming methods.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Machlillan, Page 346.
There are too many "white collar" workers in Latin America'. Many of the

office workers look down on people who have farm or factory jobs. ''Blue

Collar" workers are regarded as inferior because they use their hands.
This feeling is a holdover from colonial days. Today, many Latin Americans

regard even the most skilled industrial work as a form of manual labor.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T46.
Unemployment is a grave problem in Colombia and Venezuela. The governments

of the two countries find it difficult to create jobs because the petroleum
and iron industries are highly mechanized. The seasonal nature of the crops

grown.in the two countries leave many agricultural worker's without jobs dur-
ing a large part of the year.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T65.
The economy of a country or a region is related to the available resources,

investment in capital, and the educational level of the people.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 49.
Many people of Mongolian descent live in the foothills of the Himalaya
Mountains. Some of these people earn their living by raising sheep.
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Grade 6, India,Tinler, Page 92. ,. .

About four out of every five people in India live'ingvillages. It is not '
now possible to provide jobs for most of these,peopleln factories. Farm-
ing will be the main occupation in India,for a long time. There is not
enough farm work for the villagers too the year around, and without other
work they would live very poorly. That is why handicrafts are very important
in India. 4j.abor is cheap in India. , - . , . . ...AeN.; . . , 0 ...

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 94. ', .

.Skilled workers in India carve beautiful objects from ivory. -Jewelry is .
.. ,

also made by hand. r
1

-
.'..

Grade. 6, India, Fideler, Page 98,. f
An '. A I

* r

India's new industries need managers and skilled workers. It'is:hard to
find skilled labor in a country like India, where most of the people cannot
read or write.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 99.
.Thousands of India's workers have jobs in mines. Many of them are coal,
miners.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 114.
One of the reasons India has remained an underdeveloped country is that
most of the people there cannot read or write. Without these skills, it
is difficult for them to gain the information they need to be better farmers,
to work in modern factories, or to dive more productive and satisfyirig lives.

Grade 6, India; Fideler, Page 119.
Each year, thousands of Indians are leaving their farms and moving to the
already crowded cities. In the cities', most of them are unable to fihd
jobs. As a result, they lack money to buy the food they need.

Grade 6, India, Fidgler, Page 122,
India's leaders are trying to make changes in education to.bditer meet
the countrys needs. For example, in the past most college students in
India were taught such subjects as philosophy, history, and music. Today,

'however, India desperately needs people who have technical skills. For

example, the country needs men and women who can teach villagers better
ways' f farming, and business-men who can establish fadtories.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler; Page 28.
In Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware, the great majority of
slaves worked in the fields, planting, tending, and harvesting the crops.
A much smaller number were servants in-the houses of plantation owners.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 29.
The growing of cotton required large amounts of labor. Many workers were

needed to plant, cultivate, and harvest the crop. As more and more cotton
plantations were established, tnp price of slaves increased rapidly, and
the slave became very valuable "property" of their owners.
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Grade 6; Inquiria4.About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 42.
After the Civil War, blacks became part of, the paid Jabor force. However,

they found it difficult to obtairigobd jobs, partly because they lacked the
necessary skills and partly beaus's. employers often refused to hire black

,workers.*

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 54.
Today, more blacks than.ever before are able to enjoy a comfortable standard

of living. New job opportunities have been opening up for black men and

women in businesS, industry, government, education, and other fields. More

and more blacks are moving into well-paid executive positions.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 67.
During the 1950's the government tried to encourage Indians to leave the
reservations and live in the same way other Americans do. Thousands of

Indians moved to the cities, but in most cases they found that only low-
paying jobS were available to them. This was partly because of discrimination
and partly because they lacked the skills needed by modern industry.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Fre dom, (1E),* Fideler, Page 79.

In the pearly nineteenth centur , portant changes took place in the'

American way of living. Many new factories were built to produce cloth and
other goods. Zo operate the machines in these factories, the owners hired
large numbers of women workers. This was partly because women would accept

less pay than men.

ti

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 84.

Today, millions,0 women work at full-time or part-time jobs outside the

home. Women workers make up ibout two-fifths of our country's total labor

force. World War helped to bring about the huge increase in women wage

earners. After the- United States entered the war ink1941, millions of

women went to work in defense plants to replace 'n who were serving in the

armed forces.

65 Inquiring About Freedom, (TE}, er4, Page 88.

Women's liberation groups are trying to ring about a number of changes in

the roles of men and women. For.example, they would like to see more and

better nursuries and day-care centers established so that more women will

be free to work outside the home..

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom,:(TE), Fideler, Page 150.
Many Americans in the late 1800104isliked unions. This was partly beCause

of their attitude toward the idea of working for wages'.- In America, before

the Industrial Revolution, few people other than servants were wage .earners.
Farming was the main occupation, and most farm workers, other than slaves,
either: owned their land or hoped to do so someday. It was generally con-

sidered to be a person's own fault if he spent his whole life working for

someone else.
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Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, /(TE), Fideler, Page 153.
As the public learned more about labor, conditions, the demand for reform
grew stronger. Most child labor was outlawed, an eight-hour day became
standard, safety regulations were enforced, and minimum wage laws were
pasSed. The idea that workers should protect their rights through labor
unions also became more acceptable, and laws were passed that protected the
worker's right to organize and strike.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), .ideler, Page 163.
Migrant farmers have accepted child labor, because otherwise their families
couldn't live.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 164.
Migrant workers are'part of a large group of people in the United States
that has been called the under-class. Machines have taken over many of the
unskilled jobs that these people might do. The unskilled jobs that remain

. pay very little.

Grade 6, The,Intelyction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 46.
The Berlin Conference of 1884 was held, ostensibly, to put an end to the
slave trade, but in fact to.divide Africa into spheres of economic influence.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 48.
In ancient Greece and the Roman Empire, captured people were made slaves.
In the Islamic Empire and in Africa, slaves were used for household and
military duties. Slavery was the fate of captured peoples, criminals, and
debtors. In medieval Europe and in Russia, serfdom was common. While serfs
were, not slaves, they could not leave the land on which they worked, and
were not paid for the work they did for their lords

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon,.Page 72.
By the early twentieth century, agitation by the British labor unions brought
political change as well as more equitable treatment of workers by employers.

Grade 6, The Interaction oflultures, (TE), Allyn and bacon, Page 76.
Child labor.and working mothers were two of the obvious flaws in the factory
system. Long hours and hard work added to the problems of the family. New
skills and working habits brought about by the factory system caused ,serious
technical and psychological problems for the workers.

Grade 6, The Interaction.of Cultures, (TE); Allyn and"Bacon, Page 108.
Man's need for education has not changed, but the content of the education
oneneeds has changed as conditions of life have changed. One important
concomitant of the Industrial Revolution was a need for a different kind of
education, one elphaisizing literacy, to prepare men for the different con-
ditions of life and different ways of earning a living that came out of the
Industrial Revolution.
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Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath; Page 150.
The king of Benin sold slaves to the Europeans. The light of4Benin became

known as the Slave Coast. The people of the Ibo tribe are the most en-

ergetic people in the country of Nigeria. .They are better educated and

Imre progressive than most other Nigerians..

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler;-Page 18.
Fewer than one-sixth of Japan's workers are employed in farming, and the

number is stadily growing smaller.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 20.
Today, Japan is a leader among the world's nations. The hard-working,
inventive people of this small island country have much to share that can

enrich the lives of people in other nations.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 45.
Japan lived apart from the world for more than two centuries. During this

time, farming methods improved, and many people developed great skills as

artists and craftsmen.

Grade'6, Japan, Fideler, Page 94.
The Japanese are among the best-educated people in the world. Highly trained

people such as these have made it possible for'Japan to become a world leader.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 121.
Japan has been able to overcome its handicaps and become a prosperous nation

largely because of the type of people and leaders it has. The Japanese are

willing to learn, to make changes wheR needed and to work hard for the things

they want. They ore also a well-educated and highly skilled people.

.Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 1'24.
As industry grows and wages rise,'still another change is taking place. in

Japan. Many farm people are taking jobs in industry. Less than one sixth

of the workers in Japan now work in farming. Most of Japan's people live

in or near cities and towns. Some of these urban people work in factories.

. Many others earn their living as teachers, doctors, bus drivers, waitresses,

clerks, or in other,jobs that provide services.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Pages 1-9 and 20.
Slaves,in Athens,were often paid for their labors and they worked side by

side with citizens and metics at all kinds of jobs. Metics were largely

the employers in Athens.. -

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 25.
Most citizens of Athens actpally made their living frOm the land. Some

farmed their own land With the help of family members or slaves.

.(17
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), Ameriaan Book Co.,
Page 28.

Since citizehs'had little time tospend away from government business,
metics assisted by slaves carried op most busjness.. Ifelslave had a
special skill, his master might allow him to set uli'a shop. ..The slave was
required to pay his master part of the earnings, but he was usually allowed
0 keep some for himself. In this way a slave would often be able to save
enough to buy his freedom.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 61.

/

1 1

The-flood-Control dikes orethe North China plain run for hundreds of miles.
The canals and'dikes were built entirely by human labor. EnormouS number
of people were needed to build them and to keep them in repair.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,-

Page 75. ,

The peasants of thine were the feudal lord's work force. They were re-
quired to work in labor gangs-to buPd roads, to repair bridges, and to build
dikes and dads to,hold back the ever - present river floods.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 3-10:
An urban environment promotes the growth of a middle claSs of paid workers.,

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and'Societies, 4TE),'American Book Co.,
Page 122.
The serfs of Medieval Europe had t o do all the work on the feudal lord's
land as well as on their own.

Grade 6C Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Sook-Co.,
Pages 4-15. .

India has more laborers than she can absorb in industry now, but the level
_of education and technology is so low in India hat,..the work force cannot

.qualify for many-jobs available how.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Sccieties,%(TE), American Book Co.,
Page 167.
The introduction of machines and manufacturing in India put many craftsmen
out of work.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies,f(TE), American Book Co.,
Page 195. '

Even in India, the government cannot build plants unless,there are educated
People to run them; it cannot improve farms greatly unless there are ed-
ucated agricultural specialists to help. But once a person has an education
in India, he often is reluctant to work, with his hands. Even if his father
is a member of,the farming caste, hemill'oftencbe reluCtant to farm if he
can read and write:" Yet, India's farms, require educated, able farmers who

can improve the yield of the land.

f
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'Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 285
As the New World was being settled, large plantations were growing up in

North andSouth America. These plantations needed many workers and the

demand was filled by slaves brought from Africa.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 311.'
In Brazil, colonization was successful. Soon there were thriving plantations

along the Atlantic coast, and in the north. The plantations were managed

and owned by Portuguese Brazilians. Labor was provided by enslaved Indians

who lived in Brazil or Negroes brought from Portuguese colonies in- Africa.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 315.
In Brazil,, the owners of the new land and the gold fields thought that they

required additional slaves. The Indian slave market could not provide

enough slaves, and so the Portuguese Brazilians brought in more ships from
Africa, loaded with slaves for the mines and farms. On many plantations,

slaves were treated well, but this could not change the fact that they were

slaves.

,Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 331. -

When industry began to develop in Brazil foreign immigrants were encouraged

to some to Brazil .to work on the plantations that had once depended on slave

labor. Some of the immigrants did work on the land but others settled in

towns and 'cities. They used the knowledge and skills they had brought with

them to start factories and businesses.

Grade 6, Man and Change, Silver, Burdett, Page 286.
Slavery was not new in Africa when the Portuguese started taking slaves

to America.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Sifver, Burdett, Page 98.
4 Regional differences in ecdhomic activities affected views on slavery in

America,

Grade'6, Man.and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 307,
The United States has a large supply of skilled manpower to produce in-

dustrial goods.-

Grade 6, Man and -Society, Silver, BurdettPage 354.
Workers organized labor unions in an effort to persuade their employers to

provide better working conditions.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed.,,S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 65.
Real wages in Britain are lower than those in the six countries in the E.E.C.

with the exception of Italy; however, Britain has a very low rate of un-

employment.
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Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 78.

Eduation improves the quality of human resources and has a significant
impact on a country's political and economic systems..

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regionsof the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 167.

A low rate of unemployment indicates a healthy economic situation.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 206.

The collective exercises done by Japanese workers in the morning before

work, the paternalistic attitudes of employers, and a strong feeling of
loyalty have stimulated the industriousness of Japanese workers and ,kept
their productivity high.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 207.

In rapidly grouting economies there is less. unemployment than in economies
that are growing more slowly.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed.? S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 225.

A compounding rate of population growth can damage Latin America's economic
growth.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 61.
In the Japanese cities, large companies and factories provide recreation for
their workers and look after many of their needs. Some of them even give
their workers housing at low rent.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 112.
Athenian family life and education prepared children for their roles as
adults. Elecause girls were expected to marry and raise children, the only
education they,received was at home.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
,HarcOurt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 116.
Many people in conquered areas became slaves of the Romans. Some of these
slaves worked for Romans in the conquered areas. Others were brought back
to Rome to work for landowners.

k

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Ovanovich, Page 118.:
With slaves to do their work many Romans became lazy and cruel. The growth
of the Roman empire also affected farmers and craftsmen, who frequently lost
their, jobs to slaves.

4,
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 138.
There are work groups today which are somewhat like craft guilds. They train

young people in the skills needed to work at particular jobs. They also help

protect workers from unfair competition, and from unfair work rules. These

are unions.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 142.
If you were a craftsman two hundred years ago, you would have worked along
or with a few others in a home or a workshop.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 144.
By the time the later immigrants arrived, the Industrial Revolution had
spread from Europe to the United States. Because the immigrant men had no
factory skills, they had a hard time getting jobs.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Conc pts and Values, (Brown) (TE),'2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 148.
City life is still hard for many Black people. Black Americhs have not
had a good chance to learn in these schools. Many employers, also, have

refused to hire Black people for good jobs.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 180.
In countries that have been industrialized, each person depends on many others.
However, people do not usually know each other well. Often, people don't

even see each other. People no longer work together in craft guilds as they

did in the Middle Ages.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 190.,
The institution of public education is supported by rewards of diplomas,
good jobs, and community approval.,

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 200.
About one hundred years* ago, labor unions were formed and public education

began. Labor unions gave factory workers a chance to fight for higher

wages and better working conditions. Education gave more people a chance

to learn skill's and get jobs that paid well. = S.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 201.
1Sharecroppers work farming land which belongs to a landowner. In return

for his work, they get a share of the crop, but no wages,
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (Tf), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt,_ Brace, Jovanovich, Page 210.
In the days before schools in India, castes often provided the only educat-
ion for skills in India. Skills were handed, down from parents to children,
and again to grandchildren.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE) 2nd ed.;
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 218.
In the 1800's, most Russians were poor peasants who did hard farm work.
By the 1900's,*several years of poor harvests left the peasants even
poorer and without enough food to eat. At the same time, city workers
were also unhappy. Wages were low and working hours were-long.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 220.
All Russians now have the chance for a free education. Most people who
graduate from a university get jobs with high status. Often they become
engineers, scientists, and doctors. Such people are paid well by the
government because government leaders believe that educated people are need-
ed to build a great industrial society. Russians who are skilled workmen,
factory managers, or government officials are also more highly paid than
other people.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 222.
For Russian women who do well in school; many jobs are open. For other
women, work roles are the same as those for men. In the Soviet Union,
women as well as men work with heavy machines, build houses, and repair
streets and roads.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown)'CTE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 224.
When the Communists came into power, most Russians were poor farmers, very
few people were educated. To build a strong country, the government needed
engineers, doctors, scientists, factory managers, and other educated people.
So women, as well as men, were encouraged to go to school. Today, in Soviet
cities, many women work at jobs outside the home.

Grade, 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and_Values, (Brown .TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 282. 4 .

In the 1800's and early 1900's, factory workers had little protection.
Most of them worked long and hard for very little pay. Many of the factories
in which they worked were unsafe and unhealthy. Aided by laws passed and
enforced by the government, unions have grown rapidly. One of the important
powert of a union is the right to strike.

I
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 298.
When the Soviet government tried to convince the farmers to improve their
farming methods, the farmers frequently did not cooperate. They often

thought it was not worth the effort to work very hard

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our'World, (TE), Laidl'aw, Page 32,,
Large numbers of workers were needed to build Brazilia; Workers and
materials had to be transported to the new site.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 111.
Landowners in ancient societies used surplus crops to hire craftsmen.
These landowners.often hired craftsmen to make other items they wanted and
paid them with'the surplus. goods obtained from the peasants.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 127.
The members of a joint family in India worked together in their business.
All the men in the family owned and operated the family business in common.

,

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), ,Laidlaw, Page 161.
Slaves were used ag labo ers in Greece and in the Roman Empire.

Grade 6, The Socia141Stud'es and Our World, (TE),'Laidlaw, Page 162.
Skilled craftsmen in India produced products for sale or trade with other
'people.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 163:
Craftsmen in India formed social and economic groups called guilds. As.

in India, many ofthe goods of China'were produced by craftsmen.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw; Page 166.
The Roman system of production depended greatly on slave labor. When

Greece was taken by the Romans, many of the Greek artists, musicians, and
doctors were forced to become the slaves of the wealthy Romans.' Sldves
who were educated were kept as private teachers. The less - educated slaves

were forced to work in the mines or on the estates.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 181.
Most peasants in4Europe were bound to the land and under the control of

noble who owned the land. Most of the serfs worked-from*.sunrise to

sunset in the field.

''Grade 6, The So'cial'Studieg and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 228.
As merchants, traders, and shopkeepers became wealthy and powerful, they
became 'part of a new social class--the middle class--in Europe.

.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 230*.-
Indentured servants in America usually agreed to" work for the person who

paid the expense of their pagsage from Europe. Black people were'brought

.to America and forced'into slavery.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 257.
Production in India and China from 1500 to 1850 was carried on largely by
craftsmen working in homes or small .shops.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE),'Laidlaw, Page 296.
This division of labor within factories caused work to become monotonous
and uncreative. Many workers were dissatisfied with working conditiois.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 303.
By 1900 nearly all societies in the world had ended slavery. Women in

industrialized societies began working to achieve the same rights as men.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE),'Laidlaw, Page 397.
Machinery increases production while it decreases the need for workers.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 53.
Throughout Southeast Asia, most'village people make their living as
farmers.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 95.
Nearly all the highly skilled workers in the oil industry in Indonesia are
Indonesians.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 110.
Some people in Southeast Asia earn their living in the metal industry.
Many of these people have jobs in little workshops where jewelry and other
articles are made by hand.'

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 138.
.In . every community, the older people pass on certain ideas and skills to
the younger people. In early times parentt taught their children most of
the thpgs,they needed to know in order to Jive successfully. Today,

children in most parts of the world obtain a large part of their education
in school.

, ."`

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page'36.
Marx did not know that as time went on workers in privately owned industries
would earn more money and be able to live well. ,

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 54.
In the Soviet Union, women do many types of.hard physical work that are

usually done by men in the United States. This is partly because the
Communists believe that women should do the same Inds of work that men do.

Grade 6, The'United States and Canada, (TE), Add son-Wesley, Page Ms
As the use of farm machines ipereased; fewer rur l workers yere needed;
Iheyrleft the farms to seek work iR the cities. The cities were,like
Magnets for factories and people. As more fact ries sprang up, there were
more jobs. More people came to the cities to work. They came from farms
and villages, and from foreign countries. As people poured in, the cities
greW quickly. ,
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Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 180.
At first the work in the fields of the Southern plantations was done
by indentured servants. They were people who had wanted to come to the
New World but had no money. In return for their passage, they prothised

to work a certain number of years for nothing.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley Page 181.
When.Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin, cotton became a profitable crop.
Planters could hardly keep up with their orders. They needed more workers

than ever. Both slavery and cotton became big business.

Grade 6, The United-States-and Canada, (TE1-Addison-Wesleyi-Page 239.
Many of the Spanish-speaking southwesterners are farm workers. They travel

over much of the United States each year, helping to harvest crops. Be-

cause they are moving all the time, it is hard for the childretito get
good schooling.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 7.
In the underdeveloped countries of the world, a large part of the populat-

ion cannot read or write. Many who have been able to get an education,
and seek to use it in white-collar jobs, cannot find such jobs.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 32.
In ancient Greece, making a living from the land was not easy but not so
hard as to take all the time of all the people. The Greeks of Athens could

live the kind of life that was the only kind they thought worth living.
This was one in which slaves or people who were not citizens of Athens,did

"the work. Free men talked, studied, went to the theater, and carried on
the governing of their city.

Grade 6, The Ways of -Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 82.
In the beginning of the Industrial Revoltuion, the working people made only

their wages. Often these were so low that they barely paid for food and

lodging. If a worker became sick, he earned nothing. If business fell-

off, he often lost his job. Working conditions in many places were bad.
People worked long hours, sometimes twelve or fourteen hours a day. '

Grade;6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 83.
In the early days of the Industrial Revolution, owners tried td keep workers
from joining together to form unions that would help.them lget better wages,

and conditions.

Grade,k, The Ways of°Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 84. -

The Communists wanted to industrialize Russia rapidly. Industrialization

meant a need for large numbers of workers. These workers had to come from

the farms.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmilian, Page 128.

In exchange for his labor and management of a usually small plot, the share-'

cropper receives the proceeds from about a fifth or a quarter of the land's

yield. The day-laborers is a wage:earner usually hired on larger estates.
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Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE); Macmillan, Page 131.
In Arabian-cities, labor is so cheap that it encourages a division of tasks
to provide jobs for newcomers.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 252.
In some areas in Africa everything about the European civilization is scorned.
Often, in these places, workers were needed for European enterprises. The

Europeans were quick to see that Africans could be put in a situation where
they had to have cash. They put taxes on the people which had to be paid in
cash. And thus, the Africans were forced to enter the labor force.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 255.
The growing number of men who work for wages fin kfrIca is bringing change
to the countryside.

Grade 6; The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page,347.
When India became independent, only two percent of the Workers of the
country, made their living in manufacturing.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 429. .

In China, women are encouraged in every possible way to enter the labor
force. The large numbers of nursuries and kindergartens make it possible
for thousands. of women with young children to work in fields and factories.
In some communes and factory communities, mess halls relieve women of the
need to cook.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Rage 448.
Because there is such a mide,agreemeht-in Japanese society as to which
Universities are.most desirable, firms consider the university attended as
important_as or even more important than their own examinations, select-

ing salatied employees. ,

,

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, 'Page 449.
In Japan, seniority remains relatively more important than skill and ability
in determining rank and salary. One reason why productivity continues to
rise in Japan is that new technolagy can be,introduced as fast as it is
developed. Unions do not oppose new.machines because of the fear that they
will lose their .jobs. A worker knows that his job is safe unless he does
something terribly wrong. The employer knows that the worker isAat likely
toshop around for another job.

Grade 6; The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 454:
To be fully respected in Japan, a person must not only be loyal but competent.
'Competence is partly defined as talent or genius but partly as ,the, capacity

for hard work and pers'erverencp.
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Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 3.

In an economic sense, land refers to produc -hie resources derived from

nature.

Grade 4, The Adventures of Primero Dinero,
Economists use the term land in the same w
natural resources, or gifts from nature.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sa
People on plains usually build their home

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sa
North America's--land is needed by th

And enough rainfall to grow food.

Jackstadt and Hamado. Page 12. '

y that most people use the term/

tier, Page 14.
from the materials around them.

Tier, Page 40.
F. iers need good land

Grade 4, Communities /Wound the World, adlier, Page 205.

Machinery is needed to dig out coal, it n, and other minerals. Asian

factories do not make enough machines use the continent's rich'minerals,

so many materials stay in the ground.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculu Guide: Oklahoma, Page 27.

Natural resources are the land and ra materials used in production.

Grade 4, Economics Education for Ark nsas Elementary Sohools, Page 81.
It takes people, tools, raw materials and management to produce anything

of value. Physical characteristics influence the use of a region.- Dif-
ference in terrain affects the development of resources which the country

possesses. The natural resources of an environment deterle to some_ex-
tent how men live and earn a living.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 18.,

Raw materials'are the things products are made from.

Grade 4, Economics Education: New York, Page 14.

The geography of the area shapes land use and affects transportation, time

and structure. The cliMate of the area shapes the land, the growing seasons

and the leisure time.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE)p Follett, Page T74.
.When man first.appeared on.the earth, he,was a hunter and a gatherer:

In this role, he had very little effect on the ecological balance.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T78.!.

Man has sometimes made his,envjronment better, more pleasant, healthier,,

and safer by his manufacturing activities. But he has made it a less

pleasant, habitable, and safe place when he has misused natural resources,

ti
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Grade 4, the Environment We Live In, Follett, Page 1152.
The Indians use resources from the environment to satisfy their basqc
needs.

"Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T196.
The supply, of minerals is thredtened. There is no way to get more of
these resources. When we have used up minerals such as aluminum, copper,
iron, and oil, there is no way to replace them.

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, .(TE), Follett, Page T217. -

Although the United States throws away much oil,as waste, used oil will
'probably beciesperitely needed very soon.

Grade 4,,The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T290,
Over the centuries man has learned to make many uses of his natural! resources.

Grade 4, The EnvironmentWe Live In (TE), Follett, Page T291.
Today, man is still attempting to use to his best advantage natural resources
which are 'at his disposal. Recently, however, he has become acutely aware
of the extent to which he has exploited much of his surroundings. ,

. - Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page '312.
Persons who are concerned about the destruction, exploitation, and neglect
of natural resources are called conservationists.

Grade 4, Four Lands: FourPeople, HeathPage-47.
The people who live in the tropics and in the polar regions haVe'learned
how to use the resources of their areas.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 57.
The subtropical climate of Egypt meets the requirements for plttt and
animal life except for, the lack of fresh water. Most-of the people tn.
Egypt must live near the one important source olf fresh water, the Nile.
The river, is useful to people living in cities as wel.ras to.farmers.

Grade 4, Four.Lands: Four People,'Heath, Page 74,)
Industrial production depends uporf-tM-yaw matertals,and resources from
Egypt's farms and mines, or on expensive imOorted.raw materials..

Grade 4, Four. Lands:. FOur.13eople, Heath, Page 137.,
Some river plains provide go9d'farmland in Brazil.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon,' Page 168.
Lumber is a renewable resource. Plantihg and caring for trees assures a
lasting supply of lumber. In manufacturing, steel, coal, andiron ore are
used. Since there is;a to these.resources; the manufacture of auto-
mobilet'helps to deplete them.

r,
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,
Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE),, American Book Co.,

Page 41.
People use materials near at hand as 'resources for the things they make.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Pages 4-5. (.?

Re-cycling resources which would otherwise be thrown away will help pre-

serve resource supplies.

Grad 4; Investigating CommaIties and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 170%
Raw materials are the ingredients of a product.

Grade 4, Investigating communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 7-5,
Man continually works to employ the earth, its features and resources for
satisfaction of his needs and wants. Mart is depehdent upon nature's re-

sources and cannot live without them.

rairade.4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 8-5. .

One way to remov e the reason for warfare was to share natural resources

and. economic prosperity.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A.; Senesh, Page 42.
Man has effected changes in nature through his use and abuse of nature

and its resources.
A

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 44.
After causing extensive damage of the Great Plains Region by disregarding
its natural limitation, man learned to use science and technology to effect

constructive change. Man has changedmaturc's regions to meet his own needs.
With increasingly sophisticated tools, man's impact on the Great Plains

Regidn increased. ti

Grade'4, Our Working World: Regions of'the United States, (T), 2n'd ed.,

S.R.A.,.Senesh, Page 46.
Forest regions are examples of how the abundance or scarcity of natural

resources and man's careless or careful use of those resources affect

man's well-being. 444

Grade-4, Our Working World:. Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A,, Senesh Page 49.
Man's activities are limited by climate, soil, plant, and animal life.

If man does not respect these limitations, fte may.ruin the region.

i
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Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (1"), 2nd ed., .

. S.R.A.; Senesh, Page 50.
Our.nation's economy depends upon mining regions to supply resources to our
factories. As minerals have grown in importance,, man has developed new and
better ways of extracting them from the earth.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of tlje United States; (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 54.
Minerals play an important role in our economy. Some resources are re-
newable and some are not renewable. Even renewable resources May become
nonrenewable through mistreatment.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of 15he Uniteit States, (T),,2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 59. .

Mining regions are unevenly distributed and often located in mountain areas.
.

Grade 4,, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Pages 64 and 76.
Because of limited water resources in some parts of the-country, people
must work together to solve the problems of conflicting needs and demands
upon the water supply. In the sea regions there are resource's that must
be protected and used with care in order to ensure their present and future
availability.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 69.
The water supply of the United States is unevenly distributed, and therefore,
the demand for this resource ih some areas exceeds the available supply.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 91.
The location of factories is affected by"the location of markets and raw
materials.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States,'(T), 2nd ed.,
S:R.A., Senesh, Page 98.
Natural resources, combined with specific cultural and technological factors,
have brought economic well=being to the South Central Region.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesp, Page 98.
Some regions become rich by specializing in the exploitation of their
natural resources and by keeping the profits of these industries in the
regions.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed:,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 102.
The South Central Region's economic well-being is based on its natural
resources. The Forest land of the South Central Region, if properly used
can be a renewable natural resource that will provide jobs, and products
for an indefinite period of time.
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G ade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (1), 2nd ed.,

S R.A., Senesh, Page 108.
The topogriphy and climate ,of the South Central states is condusive to

c!testing airplanes and training Pjlots.
.

Grade 4, Our Working World:' Regions of the United'Stdtes, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh,,Page 113.
Some-regions pecome.rich by specializing in the exploitation of their
nalpral, resources-and by keeping the profits of these industries in the

re on. .

. ,

Grqde 4, Our Working World.: Regions of the Uhited States, (T),.?nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page-140.
The dominant physical characteristics and geographic remoteness of the
Four Corners Region have dictated its economic'conditions and way of life

and generated its major probleMs.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.;

Senesh, Page 166.
The geography and climate of Alaska make it a rough and rugged frontier
region which has nonetheless,attracted many settlers because of its

abundant,natutal resources.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ea,,

S.R.A.,Senesh, Page,172.
Alaskeis a frontier region that is attracting many newcomers because

it has-abundantraw iiierials. The early migration to Alaska was motivated

by a-.desire to exploit the natural resources with little regard to benefit-

ing the region; -:

ti

,
Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page-192.
Appalachia is eregion left behind because of its geographic conditions
and limited litilization of its natural resources. Appalachia's problems

have been aggravated by the unwise use of natural resources, the exploitat-

ion of the labor force, and the attitude of the resident population.

Grade 4, Regions apd Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 36.
Long ago, people realized they could use materials, found in the land and

shape them into tools and weapons. . ,

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs,,(TE), Laidlaw, Page 41. 1

People adapt their way of life to make the best use of available resources.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 184.
The Veld has a great_deal of gold and uranium ore in it. Diamonds are also

found, deep under the ground. Much of the world's supply of these three

things comes from the Veld in South Africa.

-
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Grade.4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 237.
Today, oil is often calledTlack Gold. Oil is called this. because people
have'found so many usesfor it.

.1 II.

Grade 4,'Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw,_ Page 239.
Man's,use otmaterials is tonStatly-dhanging.

Grade.4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 241. ,

Each time a new machine or product is invented; people must find.the
materials needed to mak'e it.

'Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, .(TE), Laidlaw, Page.T36.
Man uses many materials found in the earth.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaiv, Page T37.
Coal and oil are important resources. .

Grade 4, Regions and,Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page t53.
Mineral deposits have brought many people-to Australia's deserts.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), LaidlaW; Page T55.
Forests and rivers of-North America's western coastal lands help people
meet their needs for water, food, housing, and,clothing.'

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T66.
The place in which man lives influences the way he earns a living.

Grade 4,Regions and Social .Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T114.
People living,in mountains use available materials to build houses.

Grade 4, Re0ons and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T115
Resources help man to'meet his needs. These useful resources are un-
evenly distributed.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T110.
Oil,andnatural gas are other important fuels. They too; can be used
as raw materials for Making products.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T120.
People,today use,more materials than at any time in the past. Conservation
and the invention of man-made materials are, therefore, very important...,

Grade 4,.Regions Around the Wqrld, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T59.
"Natural resources are products of the earth that people can .use.

Grade 4, Regions Around the WSrld, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Pane T79;
The Great Plains region stirl'hais the same natural resources as it did in
the past, but man has made different uses Of the resources.

t,

t
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Grade4.Regions Around the World, (TE), Field.Educational Pub., Page T87.
After the Industrial RevolVtion, climate and soil became secondary in
importance as factors in the choice of whereto live,

Grade 4, Regions Around the World,-(1E)Fie1d Educational Pub.', Page T88.
The sails of Illinois are rich and well suited for farMing. . t

'Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T91.,
Present-day probleMs with the earth's resources are caused by the misuse
of these resources by man. ,People'have learned the importance oficonservai-

) ion in solving resource-use problems.

Grade 4,, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub.,,Page T93.
Air, water, andvland pollution, soil 'erosion, and-destruction of animal
life are problems caused by people's misuse of the earth's natural resources-

6rade.4, Regions Around.the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 108.
Everywhere fn Australia there are few natural resources that can be'used
for food. Natural resources are products of the earth that people can use.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), 'Field Educational Pub., Page 254.
The InduStrial'Revolution changed men's view of workingand producing goods.
It also changed the perception people had of the land and its resources.

, .

Grade 4-, Regions Around the World, (TE), Fjeld Educational Pub., Page 256.
With the coming 'of the Industrial Revolution, climate and soil were no
longer as important in the chdice of where to liVe. With the development
of industry, other'aspects,of the land became more important. The location

of raw materials became important. A raw material is a resource, which can

be changed its natural state for use in making a product.

. Grade 4,.Regions Around the World, (TE), Field tducational Pub., Page 287.
People need the earth and its resources-in order to live.' But people do'
riot always, use the earth and its resources well.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page'293.,
'People have learned that all the natural resources of the earth must be
used well if the earth is to support us.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 126.
People depend on the land as a basic source of food. People modify the
environment'in attempting to use it. The satisfaction of human needs de-

pends on the conservation of resources. Resources are limited on our
_planet everywhere;, open land is almost gone.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 139:
In the future, crops may be raised in new ways, but soil will still be an

important resource. We will still need to take care of it to get what we

need.
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Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Valdes, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace,.Jovanovich, Page 181.
We depend,on many human resources and ultimately on the soil for our food.

Grade 4,' The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 184.
The resources of people and regions are limited.

Grade 4, The Social' 'Sciences: Concepts and Values!, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
.., .

Aarcourt,'Brace, Jovanollich, Page 191.
Soil and water are resources. People use these resources to get many things
'they:need.

. ,

Grade 4, The Social Science's: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 205.

. 4

Natural resources are found in the environment. People have not made them.

Grade,4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and-Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 215.
Some things in the environment are not resources because people do not have
a use for them.

Grade 4, ,The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt,Brace, Jovanovich, Page 229.
Natural resources must be combined with other resources to be useful.
Although the colonies were rich in natural resources, the colonists needed
capital resources to help them. .

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Joyanovich, Page 345.
People act togetherto use the resources in their environment.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), MaCmillan,.Page 269.
Japan is an island nation in the Pacific Ocean. It has a large population

and not very much land. And the land has very little natural wealth. It is

poor in minerals. There is not much coal, oil, and iron ore. Japan has

- to make up for the shortage of these products, which any industrial country

. needs:

.Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 278.
Nairobi does not have all that is needed for an important industrial city.
Kenya has no large coal or iron ore despoits. It has no great rushing

rivers that-can be used for water power.

Grade 5, Adventure:- Economics, Ohio, Page 63,
In an economic,sense, land refers to productive resources derived from

nature.
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Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero'Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamado, Page 12.
Economists use the term land'in the same way that most people use natural
resources, or gifts from nature.

,

ti-

Grade 5, The American Adventure,-(TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 172.
The American Indians owned the best farmland during the Jacksonian pres-
idential era.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub.; Page 226.
By the time the Civil War began, railroad and factory owners discovered
the value of oil for greasing mechanical parts. It seemed that the demand,

for the natural resource would never end.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 296.

Hitler wanted more raw materials for German factories. He wanted land to

build a bigger and more powerful Germany. German armies seized Austria

in 1938 and Czechoslovakia in 1939.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 322. .

Land in cities is so expensive that not many people can afford to build or

rent a-house there.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 1-44.
Rich mineral deposits provide raw materials for Canada's mills and factories.

One of Canada's most important natural resource is water-power.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fiaeler, Page 1-4:9.,

Natural resources such as forests and minerals have helped'Canada to be-

dome a leading industrial nation.

Grade5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 1-77.
In recent years, Canadians have used their resources to become a prosperous

nation.

Grade 5,.American Neighbors, Fideler, Faye 2-2.
Mexico is not only beautifuj, but it is rich in resources. Vast deposits

of silver, lead, oil, and other minerals lie beneath the earth's surface.

Mexico's forests yield many kinds of wood, and streams that rush down from

the mountains provide large, amount of waterpower.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler,, Pages - 2 -31.

One of Mexico's most valuable resources is petroleum. It provides much of

the power that is used to run. machines in Mexican factories.

Grade 5, American Neighbors,-Fideler,:Pages 3,1.23.-
Building materials are manufactured in many ta0ibbean countries. The raw

materials used in making these important products are generally available

in the countries of the Caribbean region.
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Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-55. .'
.

South America is rich in natural resources. Within this vast continent are
rich mineral deposits, dense forests, and swiftly flowing streams. The
forests and the mineral deposits provide raw materials for modern industries
Th many parts of the world.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 4-61.

South America's rich mines and forests provide many different kinds of raw
materials for industries throughout the world.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American BOok Co.,
Pages 1-2.

To exist manmst utiliie natural resources. Man's utilization of natural
resources is related to his desires and his level of technology.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages -3-1, 4-5 and 8-1. -

Man's,utiliiation of natural resources is related to his desires and his
level of\echnology.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 7-4.

Man.constantly seeks to satisfy hisneeds for food, clothing, and shelter;
in dding so, he sometimes adapts,. utilizes and exploits the earth to his own
ends. Size of the Gross National Product depends upon many conditions:
richness of natural resources; number and Intivation of working people;
amount and nature of capital goods; existence of a large free trade area;
presence .of economic and political institutions which. encourage creative
and productive effort on the part of people.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler,"Page 17.
Canada has vast forests and other natural resources that can be

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Pages 132 and 194.
In order to meet their needs, people in all communities makeuse of soil,
water, air, sunshine, wild plants and animals, and minerals. These gifts
of nature are called natural resources. In early times, people made little
use of the natural resources around them. Today we use hundreds of natural
resources in many different ways.

A

, Grade 5,,Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 99.
The lack of mineral resources has made it difficult to establizh modern
induWy in the Caribbean Lands. Without coal, oil, or natural-gas, it is
difficult to produce large amount of electricity for operating machines in
factories. 4

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler,Page,104.
The people of,the Caribbean Lands have not made full use of the resources
they have. People from other countries Are now helping the Caribbean Lands
region' to make greater use of its resources.

.1
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Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 119. .

Most countries in the Caribbean Lands lack the mineral resources and power
needed by industry. In most countries there is a lack of fuels, such as

oil, which could be used tc$ produce ihe'electricity needed for running

machines,

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 27.

Natural resources are the land and raw materials used in production.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas 'Elementary-Schools,l'Page 88.

One of the reasons for the constant' research that goes on in America is
to try to find hidden potential resources, to find ways to convert unused
portions of resources into productive resources, and to find profitable
new:ways to use the things around us'.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington .Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page*7.

The United States has abundant stocks of many natural resources. However,

our country lacks some natural resources and more reserves are needed of

others as the economy and the population grow. Knowledge of new ways to

use our natural resources as well as the discovery of-new sources make

for changes .in their use.

Grade 5, In These United States,,,Heath, Page 94.'
New England's only abudant raw materials, stone and wood, are not widely

used in the area's leading manufacturing industries.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 104.
The South's warm, moist, climate is goOd for crops that cannot be raised

futher north.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 109.
Trees cover wide areas in the South, and timber is one of the Sodth's

greatest resources.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 113.
Because the North Central states have hot Summers and heavy rain, this

area is good for raising corn. The country's highest-grade iron ore comes

ftom iron fields close to Lake Superior. Three-fourths of the iron mined

in the United States comes from this area, making Minnesota the nation's

leading iron-mining state. The North Central states region is the leading

manufacturing region in the country. This area has abudant iron, coal and

limegtone.

Grade 5, In These UnitedStates, Heath;. Page 126:

The mineral resources of the Great Plains are impressive. :Oil, natural gasand

helium are produced in large quantities.,

Oracle 5, In These United States; Heath, Page 136.
Most of the timber of the Northwest is made into lumber, but some is used

,for forest products such as plywood and. paper.
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'Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 99.
'Two hundred years ago, Kuwait's 01 would have been of little importance'.
It might have been used as a fuel for lampsr.or as a grease for cart wheels.

However, oil is highly valued today, as it keeps modern machines and in-
dustry moving.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T131.

The farmer and the hunter both depend on plants and animals for survival.
The difference is that the farmer produces his food, and the hunter-
gatherer collects- his.

Grade 5,'Man The Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T146.
The lack of work animals slowed down the development of farming in the
America's.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmak4, (TE), Follett, Page T151.
People'use the resources they have available to fulfill their needs. The
people of Jarmo used mud to make their houses, rather than wood because
it was more readily Available.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T164.
When people started to grow their own food, they changed both their own
lives and the earth around them.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T167.
Early farmers had to move to new land when their old fields wore out.
Moving into new areas had the effect of spreading the farming way of life.

.Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T290.
When England grew into a strong, industrial nation, the Britis'h stopped
.being interested in buying finished, handmade Indian goods. They wanted
Indians -raw materials.

Grade 5,. Man the Toolmaker, (TE), FolTett, Page T299.

Materials, plants, and other raw.materials are distributed unequally over
the globe.. Europeans sought natural resources abroad when materials could
not be found in sufficient quantities--or could not be found at all in
Europe. '

,

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T328.
Since World War II the demand for power has become so great that shortages
are occurring.

Grade 5, Man, the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T343.

Throw-aways help shrink natural resources because they use large volumes of
precious materials, and because once used, they are seldom recytled into
further use.

2
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page 7379.

if the world's population continues to increase, natural' e§ources and the

environmentNweuld feel the strain.

0

Grade '5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 66.

The Midwest and Great Plains is a land of rich resources..

,Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 234:'

By the term."natural resources" we mean any gifts of nature that people use

in meeting their needs.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 67.
Although New England lacked good farmland, it did have other valuable

resources. Much of theland was covered with forests, which supplied wood

for building ships and houses.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 68. I

The Middle Atlantic colonies were rich in resources that could be usecr-by

craftsmen. Valuable deposits of iron ore were found in eastern Pennsyla-

vania. Large forests nearby provided wood for lumber and fqr charcoal,

which was used in smelting ore to make iron.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 187.

Coal, limestone, and other minerals are valuable gifts from nature. These

gifts are called natural resources. The people of, the Northeast have used

their natural resources to develop many important industries.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler,, Page 188..

Water is also important to the industries of the Northeast. It is used in

the manufacture of most products.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 232.

Just as people differin their abilities, so do states, regions, and countries

differ in their natural resources and,the skills of their people.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 250;. -
People have always depended on the.earth's resources to help'them in meeting

their needs for food, clothing, and shOlter. Today, we us.e hundreds of

natural.resources in meeting our needs. Stone andrees are just as important

to us as they were to earlier people.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page,66.

Within the borders of our nation are many resources. Among them are large

amount of good soil for growing food, vast stretches of forests, and many

minerals such as coal, iron ore, and petroleum. Even the greatest amounts

of resources are worthless unless people learn how to use them and use them

well. However, many of our resources have been misused and wasted.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United 'States, (TE), Ginn, Page 73.
Our agricultural resources are very important. Without them, the United
States would be a far different country. Americans must use their agri-
,cultural resources wisely if they want to survive. By using careless
farming methods, Americans have ruined large areas of good farmland.

g.

, -
Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 95.
We must learn to use our resources without abusing the earth which providet
them.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 114.
To be a good factor of production, the land we use must be in a good
location. We want to find a location where there are many skilled workers.
It must be near a good means of transportation too. NWe don't want to be too
far from the sources of the raw materials we need. And neither do we want to
be too far from the places where we hope to sell our air conditioners.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 454.
By 1900, a good many people began to realize that we had wasted many of our
resources.

Grade 5, One-Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T67.
The uneven distribution of natural resources is one factor which leads to
the interdependence of people on the earth.

Grade 5; Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 45.

Spain got precious metals from her colonies.,

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovirt, Page 162.
People modify their environments in order to utilize, increase, and con-
serve resources. Knowledge and skills are needed to use, improve, and con-
serve the resources of an environment. People's economic choices depend
upon the resources available to them.

-6
Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 168.
All over the world, people must use the resources of their environment in
order to live.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 181.
The central valley of California always had resources even though it flooded.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 1891
Today, with so many people living in the United States and with so many dif-
ferent needs to think about, it is 'difficult to make changes that are good
for everyone. Because of this problem, we all need to use our resources wisely.
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Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE),.2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 192.. , ,
,

Most rich iron ore now comes from other nations. Even in these nations, iron

ore will not last forever. It must be used wisely and not wasted.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE),.2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich. Page 196.
The Hopi, the Eskimo, and the people of Tepetongo depended on nearby re-

sources to make everything they used. Their needs for food, clothing, and

shelter were met by limited resources of their environments. Limited means,

that there is only so much, and no More. This condition is true for all

people:

Grade 5, The Social Sciences! Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 199.
New England had the same raw materials in colonial times as it has now.

But raw materials are worthless unless people can use them. Now people can

use these materials as natural resources.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values; (Purple). (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 202.
A resource even More important than oil is -fresh water.

Gxade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 212.
Divers have explored the ocean's floor to learn about the ocean's resources;

we now mine tin, iron dire, diamonds, and other valuable resources from the

ocean floor. A

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 214.
Economic behavior depends upon the utilization of resources.

Grade 5, TheCocial Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TAE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 224.
Raw materials are those things used in producing a product.. Whether ice

cream is made at home or in a factory, cream, milk, and sugar are needed.

Grade 5, ,The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 256.
Space is a valuable resource. It gets more valuable as the earth becomes

more crowded.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 26.

Raw materials needed for producing iron include iron pre, rock ore, and

charcoal.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and'Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 84.

Indians were resourceful in their use of available materials out of which

they could make baskets.

4
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country,, (TE), Ldidlaw, Page 87.
The Indians were resourceful in using available materials to make boats.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 184.
Although European farmers used natural fertilizers to keep soil 'from being
worn out by raising the same crop, colonial farmers often moved to a new
piece of land because land in the colonies was plentiful:

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our-Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 186.
America's forests yielded a good supply of naval stores for colonial ship-
building and trade. Probably the most usefUl resource to the early col-
*onists for their own use was America's trees.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (4E), Laidlaw, Page 190.-
\Most of the raw materials used in colonial mills and workshops came right ,

from the colonies, . .

Grade 5, The S.ocial Studies and-Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 329.
Following the Civil War, America developed into an important industrial.
power. Businessmen found it, necessary to look overseas for raw materials
and new markets.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw., Page 330.
Because of plentiful land, American farthers could easily compete with
farmers in other countries.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 340.
Securing raw materials for industrial use became a problem for American
businessmen.

I

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T81.
Methods of farming often depend upon the availability of land.

6

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T138.
Because the industrial nations sought markets, raw materials, and power
they began establishing colonies in the late 1800's.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 105.
In order for people to live in any kind of community, they must be able to
use the earth's resources to meet their needs.

.

Grade.5, The South, Fideler, Page 176.
Some minerals found in the South are used not only as raw materials, but
also,as fuels for the production of electric power.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 226.
The first major change in the use of natural resources began to take place
about nine thousand years ago. People who had formerly obtained their food
by hunting and gathering began to use sojl, Sunshine, and rain to grow crops.
They also began to raise anfmals for food.
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.Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 229.
Today, we use hundreds of natural resources in meeting our needs.

Grade 5,, South America, Fidelee, Page 99:
South America is rich in natural resources. Within thi's Nast continent

are rich mineral deposits, dense forests, and swiftly flowing streams.
The forests and the mineral deposits provide raw materials for modern
industries in many parts of the.world.'

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 5, Oregon (DEEP), Page 13.
With new land and a growing population, we in the United States could
produce. more.

Grade 5,*This Favored Land, (TE), MacMillan, Page 42.
The landforms, the soil, the climate, and the natural resources--the
natural surroundings--are different from place to place. They open up

different ways of making.a living.

,Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 50.
To many early settlers, the forest meant only the hard work of clearing a
few acres for 'farming. Soon, hoi:iever,the forest was seen as an important

natural resource. That is, the settles saw that the forest could be used

to make many things of value.'

Grade 5, This Favored Land, '(TE), Macmillan, Page 361M000.,
The most important use of the .Northeast's forests today'is the raw material
for the manufacture of paper and paper products.

Grade 5, This Fvdred4Lnd, (TE), Macmillan, Page 397.
Many of,the industries of the Intermontane Province are there
minerals, the most valuable natural resource of the'regi.bn.

kr

because of

Grade 5,1rnis Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 409.
Forests /a e one of the great natural resources of the Pacific West. They

are also the reason for the most :important industry of the region.
. . -

._.

Grade 5, This Favored 'Ad,' (TE),Macmillan, Page 426.
Mining of gold, platinum, and copper was extremely important in Alaska

for maniyears. Sand and, ravel resources are now' worked to use in the

building industry. - , .

Grade 5, This. Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 452.
A resource. will be used only if the products from working the resources --

can get to Market'cheaply.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T5.'
The way..people use their batupatenvironment reflects their values and

technology.

ir 4
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T40.
The use' of resources` depends on the nature of an economic system, the .

values of people, and their level of technology.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T131 and. T139.
The economy of a region it related to available resources, human knowledge
and skills, and tradition.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T159.
People shape and, adapt their natural environment to meet their needs;
they also change and adapt their culture to suit the environment.

Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 65.
The earth is made up of many different parts and men use these parts
differently.

.Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 92.

People usually develop ways of living that are suited to the kinds of
land and climate in which they live.

Grade.5, This.Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 132.
A, natural resource it valuable only when man uses it.

1

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 137.
'Water is one of our most precious resources.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler; Page 180.
Today, miTi-elTire still important to the people of the West. Some people
work in mines or in .oil fields where valuable minerals'are'taken out. of the

. ground. Other people work in factories where these minerals are made into
hundreds of useful products., .

- ,

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 187.
Large amounts of, both meta.11ic and nonmetallic minerals are found in the
West. -We would not be able to meet our needs Without using natural, resources.

Grade 5; The West, Fideler, Page 222.
People have always depended on the earth's natural resource's to help them,
meet their needs for food, clothing, and shelter. The first major change
in man's use of natural resources began to-take place about nine thousand
years ago. People who had formerly obtained their food by hunting and gather-.
ing, began to use soil, sunshine, and rain to grow crops. They also began
to raise animals for food. These people were the world's first farmers.

Grade, 5., The West, Fideler, Page 223.

Over the centuries, people in various parts of the world learned how, to
make greater use of the.rearth's resources.
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Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page',224 .

"i,
.The Europeans. who settldd in the 'New World made mtch greater use of the

natural resources than the InOiariS did.. They used 'the same resources in

ways that were unknok to the Indians, and they also' used many more resources.
.

.- Grade Wett,IFideler, Page '245. =
.,

. More fha.n One.hundred-kindsof valuable mineralshave been found in Alaska.

Grade'6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Pige 15. . -

Al) businesses or producers need certaincormiodities to produce ;their goods

'.. or services. Land, or natural re,sobrces.are'.n,eeded4

Grade- 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page ,63.
.

.

Lind as a factor of production refers* to productive ,resources deiived from
,

nature. .6
f,.

Grade 6:Africa, Fideler't Page 29,
As people began to sPecializer in doing certain kinds of work,, they developed

'new ways of using natural resource, .. .
_.

... , - 1. g

01.

. Grade 6, Afrit'a,', Fidel er , Page ,38. 4

The people who lived in the western _grasslands of 'Africa used certain
,valuable gifts of nature in meeting their needs. There were many,valuable

natural- reseurc'es in wes.ternsAfrica. Huge depOsits of gold were located

in the sduthern part of:the grasslands and iri the dense forests along the

: Gulf of- Futnea. Iron ore_and,copper,,werd also mined in westernAfrica.
I

Grade 6, Afr-ic, Fideler, page 63.
The European nations wanted to estiblish.colonies
`wanted to obtain rawmaterials from Africa.

.
Grade 6,
fihe European and
from Africtn raw

I

Fideler., Page 64..
American armies needed many
material s This- was.during

fet c

.
goods

World

in Africa because, they

that Could be-produced
War II.'

,

Grade 6,tAfriCa ,., Fideler; ?am 124.
v.

One of the ir-r),-*---st important natural resources of Africa' is 'waterpower.

. ,

Africa,Grade 6, AfrIca, Fiddler?, Page 125.
Because-AW-lahas so.thany rich-mineraldeposits, mining`'-s <impor ta nt

severaPpaits of the:continent.
. .

;
Grade 6, Africa,,Fidefer, Page .

in

The vast forests of Afrsica provide other, valuabte natural resources:' .

Grad] Africa Fideler, Page 142.
When the Europeans began to take over parts of Africa,. many of Africa's

rich natural resources were not being-used.
G.,

:C10 263;
'1' .1r.
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Gray

I

de 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 145,
indUstrialization changes people's 'Oyes in sever al ways. Industhalized
na ions depend on people in many parts of the world for raw Materials..

.

: 7

Gr de -6,'Africa, Fideler, Page 146.

Africa's farMers find it difficult to earn a living because the land in
many parts of Africa is not suitable for growing crops. In, some places

the,soil is poor, and in others it is covered by dense rainforests.

Grade 6; Africa, Fideler,,Page 160.
In order to meet their needs, people'inall communities make use of soil,'
water, air, sunshtne, wild plants and animals, and minerals. These gifts,
of,nature are called natural resources. In early, times, people made little
use of the natural resources around them. Today we use hundreds of natural
resources in many different ways. .

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 112.
During the nineteenth century,. Britain developed a large chemical industry.
Because raw materials such as coal and salt were found in the Liverpool
area, many great chemical plants were built there. The Irish Republic
has, farfewer industries th'an the United Kingdom, partly because she lacks
the.necessary. iron ore and coal deposits.

,

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T21.
Industrialization and capitalism'created a demand for raw Materials-and
new markets' that in turn gave rise to imperialism.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T31.
. -

Generally, the farmer tried to change and control the environment. The .

.

hunter had to Change his patterns of living in responge to changes in the
invironment.

Grad646, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T36:
Land is a'patural resource. In the long run, misuse of the soil
profitable because a valuable resource' is 16st.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T185.
The Industrial Revolution created a need for new sources of raw materials
and a desire for more markets for manUfacturedgoods.

,

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), FolIptt, Page T210.
.There are several ways of dealing with limited resources. One is to
develop new foi-ms ofthe resource. Another is to explore new areas of the.
environment for the resource. Expansion of foreign trade with areas that,
do have the resource is a third suggestion.

Grade 6, Cultures'in Trans,ition, (TE), Follett, Page T325:

Never giving the.soil a rest depletes it of needed chemcials. .Fertili2ers
return these chemicals to the soil. Intensive farming would be impossible
without fertilizers because crops would not grow in depleted soil. ,

4""

is ,not .

A./
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rade 6, Cultures in Transition; (TE). Follett, PAge T402.
apan is better equipped with workdrs and factories than with fuels,

S

and 'raw materials.

ores,

'Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page.27:

Natural resources are the land and "raw materials" psed in production.
°

.Grade 6 Economit Education For 'Arkansas Oementary Schools, Page ',36:

Natural resources are scarce., A nation's most-important resource is its,

people because man's creative mind Was. developed the capital resources
necessary to use his natural resources in order to satisfyhis needs

and wants.. r". o
c.

Grade-60 Economic Education For Arkansas.ElementarY Schools, Page 92.

Natural resources are,found 'in nature.
, ,

i

:Grade 6, E10en Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 87.
indusitry is,inipossible without mineral resources. ,Heavy. industry.

Oquires huje .sppplies of 'coal.,.: iron, and petroleum. ,,
.

Grade 6, El lien. Nations, (TE); Ginn, Page 136.
,

Cdal was no the valuable ,resource two 'hundred ,years ago that it is today.' `

It wai used for heating homes 'sometimes; .but that was it' s only .use.

,Today it is used for caking iron and steel--its -main use today; '

Grade, 6',.< Eleven-Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 164. -
.

'Egypt's "lo ation is o vital that. it can be called one of the nation's

resources. ., z
,

v : . .

Grade 6, E even Nations, (T04 Gino,Page 170. .

A4lation c n change itte resources by discovering'and psing new ones or.by '

-improKing the us,e,o those resources %%Mich -are already kno0 to exist.

If a:nation has very fdw resourcesAo start Atli, it takes 'A.:lot-of in-''

,.. % gendity -to survive and to achieve a highleyei.of,ddvdl'opment:
..., %. ,

, o
0 '''..J C i

Grade 6&Eleven Nations, .(TE), Ginn, Page,232. '
.

..-
--: .. -

, 7.. An, accurate deftnition'of a matprAl nesource'is tricky. We fiawe, 0 define

.a 6 tural resourdc.,as a ilaturalmateria), that:a ~society recognizes as.val-

uab, e, harnesses ,;,And Tou:Wto use.
.. . # % .. ., , ',,* ''

..

.
'4 t

g*g
V I

rani 6; 'eleven Natons, (TE), Li-nn, 'Page .236.

A li, le- water, much sand, and the salty sea tierd about all anyone thought

Isriea ,had tor, work Wilb :14,1948: What no one' knew, Men -was that .Valuable .

trine es lay,tinder
the

desert San4 minerals .whtch :would become more and,.

. f r.... mor e important as the industries gf,the nation 0,0 'world. ekpanded.,,,
, ,, .., ;, :

. , ;.-
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,
I
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LAND OR NATURAL RESOURCES

Grade6, Eleven Nations', (TE), Ginn, Page 265.
In October, 1960, it looked as if Nigeria was off to a good start as a
new nation. It had many natural resources which could bp developed with
the 'help of outsiders.,. It did not have to rely on one crop or one natural
resource as- some nations had to.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 269.
Rivers are rich resourcesfor any nation. Nigeria is fortunate in this
respect, for it has the Niger andsBedeeRivers and many smaller rivers and
streams.

Grade 6, Ele'vensNation, (TE), Ginn, Page 309.
When an underdeVeloped country which already has a large pbpulation grows
rapidly, growth Outs-a terrible strain on resources.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn,'Page '354.
Japan lacks almost' everything which'is usually defined as a raw material.
It doesn't have lead and it doesn't have zinc. It doesn't have minerals
such as gold or silver. It dOesn't even:have potassium, which is important
for the manufacture of fertilizer. Japan has to import 98,percent of the
oil it- uses: rt has .almOst no -iron, ore.

,s,,Grade 6, Eleven Nations, rE), Ginn, Page 397.
Because there is so little airable land in China, and because there are so
.many people, no matter where one looks in China he sees men, women, and
childrensbuly growing food. Land is carefully used. IrrigatiOn isucon-
trolled Every bit of space, fodder, or reusable waste is conserved-

Grade 6, Eleven/Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 401. 4

The western two-thirdsof"China is China's new frontier. Mere may be hid-
.

den the Minerals that hold the key to further industrial expansion and trade.
Here the land is fertile, though untended. Here are ranges ft* limitless
numbers of cattle: Here plunging waters try therstrength againSt.turbines
,and generators, ;,And, here is room to settle crowded millions. 4

. , 0"

Grade 6..,060 Nations, (TE). Gan, Page 461'.: .,

Kat of Brazg's land consists of hills and plateaus: let Brazil has the
;,. greatest expanse of airable land of any,nation on earth. There are'ottler

riches in BealiI, yet these resources remain largely Ontapped.

. , ,, , .
,, - .

.
.

Grade't; Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Pge'490.1 ',
\

I o

L,' QnelfaCtdr.
1

Of production is fland", or natural resources. Sao Paulo is
:19Cated near ,the greatest coffee-growinei area of the country.

7.-

fr,

..giade' 6; .Eranee, Fidel er, Page 105. ,, ,,. . .

About ;one fifth of ,France is covered with forests. The French use the

L ,.' -timber froth these woodlands to make fdeniture, paper, charcoal, and other

:1)eciducts. -
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Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 16.
The highland regions of Germany is almost as densely populated as the low-
land. Valuable mineral resources here encourage industry. Rivers and
mountain streams provide the transportation and waterpower necessary for
manufacturing, Farming-is also important in this region.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 110.
The farmers of West Germany supply about two thirds of their country's
food needs. ThiS is an amazing achievement when you remember that West
Germany is densely populated and has relatively little land that is suited
by nature to farming. Much of the land in West Germany had to be improved
before it could be used for agriculture.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler,' Page 118.
Germany as a whole is not rich in natural resources.' Although dense forests
and swiftly flowing rivers are found here, Germany tins few mineral resources.
Only coal, potash, and rock.salt are abundant. In both East and West Germany,
however, the people have made good use of the resources they do possess.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 72.
Much of the revolution in agriculture has been directed toward overcoming
Mexico's serious natural handicaps. There is a shortage of good farming

land. 'Clibate is an even greater handicap.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 107.
If the forest and mineral resources of Panama were developed, there would

bemore jobs available. One Panamanian official made this comment on the

natural resources of Panama. The United States inherited vast mineral.
wealth, rich agricultural. lands, and unlimited opportunity. Africa was

given gold and diamonds. The Middle East is rich in'oil. God gave

Panama nothing but a waterway. We must make a living from our. resources

as others hakie from theirs. 4

Grade In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 137.
Like its neighbort, Buyana and French Guiana, Surinam has many natural

resources. In recent years, the large bauxite deposits have been de-

veloped. Itis necessary to develop Surinam'sresources rapidly if the
.

people *are to have decent living conditions.
4

Grade 6, In A Race'WithTime,s(TE), Macmillan, Page 225.
Both California and Chile are known for the table grapes, raisins, and wine
produced in their vineyards. . MelOns, citrus fruits, and other subtropical

peod4cts are widely grown. Thus the central valley of Chile, like the
similar vall0 in Californiat:can support a large farm population.

.

Grade 6, In ,A Rate With .Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 319.
Brazi"li4ns are prgud of the,fact that their country is different from the
other Latin AmeripAn nations.' t is far larger in area and population. It

has.the best natural resources; and it is More industrialized than any other
Latin American nation, with the possible exception of Mexico.

1144..
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 372.
The great.Industrial power of the United States is based partly on its .

rich resources. .

Grade46, A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 373.
In recent ye the advantage of having somesort of Latin American union
has become appar- . For example; a United States of Latin America would
have natural resource omparable with those of the Soviet Union. and the
United States of America. enezuelan oil, Brazilian, iron, Chilean copper,
and Bolivian tin would all be one country.

Grade 6; In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T&.
People who control the resources of a nation control its government.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T65.
While many aspects of Argentina's natural environment &re favorable,
lack of a resource base for industrial developemnt is aseriOus drawback.
The economy of a country or a region is related to the available resources,
investment capital, and the educational level of its people.

4

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan: Page T73.
,

Because Argentina lacks most of the resources needed.for heayy industry
(coal,. iron, and sufficient hydroelectric power), it 'is not a powerful
force in the world today.

_Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T80.
ReSou'rces and resource use are related to the level of cultural and tech-
nological developemnt; industrial societies place heavy demands on the earth's
resources. The kinds of climate, soil, native vegetation and animals, and.
minerals influence the nature and extent of man's achievement within a
region.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T95.'
The economics of the agricultural countries of Latin America are closely ,

related to conditions in the natural environment.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page x.
Some parts of Asia are, endowed with vast natural wealth. Almost three
fourths of the earth's petroleum reserves are located on this continent.
In addition, Asia has large forest lands and many rushing rivers that. '

could be used to produce hydroelectricity. Much of the continent is too -
mountainous, cold or infertile for farming, but there are good farmlands
here also.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page xi.
Although Asia has many natural resources, most countries here are 'very.
poor. The people of these countries have not used their resources as
well as they could to achieve a high standard of living.
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Grade 6, India, Fideler', Page 96.

f

.

India is rich in many of the natural resources needed by moderwindustry.
,Within the country are large deposit of .coar, iron ore; and other minerals.

There are also many rivers that can be used to produce the electricity,
needed for running maChineiv.. In addition Indian-farms-produce cotton,' jute,
and other crops factories can ,use.' Although India has an abundance of, raw
Materials for manufacturing, the .country needs moreindustry.

. ..
.

. ,

..,,.
.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page'111.
.

The people who rive in ,developed tountries'are able'to-make better use_ of
their,naturilTesources than people in underdevelopd countries:e --

. .

Grade 6, In Latin America and'Canada, Heath, Page*21:
Minerals are natural resources, the gifts of nature. Latin America Aas

many mineral resources but is'short on fuels., Soils are also a(natural

resource, a gift of nature. .

. - ,

.

Grade 6,,In Latin America and Canadai, Heath,, Page 23.
Soil isa natural resource that hasseried man for many years

Grade 6, In Latin.America and Canada, Heath, Page 70.
In ore sense, the Commercial Zone represents a compinatiOn of a mature use

of natural resources with the commercial and industrial skills of the modern

era.

Grade'6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 83."

Cuba is considered tq have the best natural resources in the Caribbean.

Grade6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 116.
Latin America -has been dependent mostly upon selling its raw-materials to

Othernations,
.

. .
A :

.

'Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada,Heath,,Page-127.',
One of Canada's great resdlirs.is the fresh water stored in the thousands

of lakes scattered OYer,the country:

7-drade,6,,Ibquiring' About Freedom, :('FE), Fidler, Page .20.
Recycling helps people make better use of natural resources such as forests

and mineral. deposits. ,Conservation Of resourCes helps us protect our

., environment. - . - t,.

Grade 6, Inquiring -About Freedom, (TO; fideier, Page 65.
Life was not easy for the people who liyed On Indian reservations. In many

cases,,, the only way to make a riying vas ,by farming. But much of the land

on reservations was worthlesorgrowinpdropS.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom; crE),.fideler, Page 138. '

Economic freedom includes the freedom to decide how to use natural resources. ,

-
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'Grade 6, ,The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and_Bacon,' Page 46. .

With the Industrial Revolution and the growth of technology, Africa hecape,;
important as both a source'of raw materials and a potential.-marketfor, c'
European manufactured goods. ,.

. ,

,.

Grade 6, The Interaction,ofCulture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page.105."
.

Natural environment affects the way men live. ,Men can-change and control'
their environment to some extent.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere (TE), Heath, Page 35.
The .majority of the Iranians are very poor because they are tryfng.to make
a living by agriculture on land which is not suited to farming. -

Grade 6, In The EasternHemisphere (TE), Heath,-Page

Spain has some natural resources, but she is not rich in thetii: Most
Spaniards are poor farmers. Ores and other raw materials are usually ,

carried to the sources of fuel.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere (TE), Heath, Page 75.
Unalyleoto spend money on armaments and endowed with rich natural'resources,:
West Germany after the war became a leading manufacturing nation., Ores
and other raw materials are usually carried to the soarces of fuel.

Grade 6, In TheEastern Hemisphere, (TE), Heath, Rage 84. . -

The Swedes have done a great deal with'very poor land. MuCh of;Wieden's'
wealth lie's in her natural resodrceS. Sweden has excellent iron Zre.,:and,
timber' resources.

t

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, (TE), Heath; Page 101.
Over one half of the Yugoslays live by agriculture. 7 I.

t

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere,. (TE), Heath; Page 132. '....
01 and rubber make up two thirds ilf Indonesia's exports today.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, (TE), Heath, Page 147. .. ' . . .

Uganda's economy is based on agriculture. Cotton, tobaCco and coffee are
exported. Uganda is rich in minerals, Only Copper is ,mined to elreat ..,
degree. ,

..1

s , f. .' 0

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, (TE), Heath, Page 160. : .- *
Large areas of Australia remain unexplored and the potential resdurCes for'.,, - ...

development are not known. Australia is'rich in mineral resourcet. .' -. . %. ,'

p 0

,

.'.-

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, (TE), Heath, Page 163. ,

t

..

New South Wales is Australia's leading industrial
.
area,.partly because it:- ':

Ihas excellent coal. . 1
.,. :e . ,

. *.
, .... ,

;
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'FaTORS PRODUCf ION: 'LAND; OR NATURAL RE-SOtiRCES,.,

.

"'Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page' 10.
Some parts of. Asia are endbwed 'with Vast natural -wealth. Almost three

et fourth of the earths coat ..and abRut two .thifrds "Of ,its petroleum reserves
are-locatedon tilts cOntigent.

-
. .

,, ,-. ,-Grade 6; Japan, Fideler,; Page 11. ..

-Altliough ,As,ia has many natural resour'c'es; most countrfies -here are very poor.
'-- The pRokle, of these countries h'ave'not used their,resourcps as weli as they

could to,aokieVe,a high standard of living. Jew. Asian nations hatig -developed
modern industries which would help;them..make better use of their resources. - .

o

Grade' 6 , .Japasn, Fidel er, Page ,2-0: . .

Japan . it poor in iron bred- coking, ,coal, and many other raw- materials
-.needed by ,Modern i riclu?try. It also 'ha s.little farmland.: Japan has met
the proA,Tem of .1 imited natural resources try _betoming an industriarcountry

- that exports manufactured. goods ;in. exchange for goods and raw materials.

- Grade 6, /Japan, Ffililer4 Page 53: .
. ,

. .4 Ttie Japanese wantedcan empire t4cauSiJaparr it'-crowded'and has it:tle
farmland acid not enough .natural resources- for, industry.- tike" Other power-

. ful nations*, Japant thought it needed. an empire in-:order to"'have a place to
r set Its manufactured goods' ,arid- to obtall'nraw'materials and 'food.-

¶ '',.
Z

Graltie Fideler,' Page 118. ",'
; Japan' s level o.f industrial development 'arid prosperity. is:an ;amazing-J-.- -

:,..achlevement for natirr-4-htas :given! the ppople 'Japan less- to work width: than.
ha: liven to' some othernations.. -Nast of the land.in /Japan cc7nsists ,of,

Mountallts0.eaving only a.'smaTI .part'of. the 'country with land that is leyel.,' ,enotigtv forjartis and manufactUr-Thg Jban also:lack§ many Of the
taw:mdtertall- 460-ded, iv, modern :industry.- Mbst the iron- ore and nearly'
all of .tte rietr,bleilgiuSedlp -japan must be :brought 'in frimi other `colintries.

' --I! Ortade- -5, -Japlan; _Pi derer,' Page, 3-14:': ." -. ,v..,-",
%.. , . ,,

Jap'an, iiks',fet4. nature.) reso'urcos, :Many of. ,the natural Fresourcds' ne4eded .by ,

......) ,, 1,noctgrn industrY...afe lgking'..in slaPan However, by making"goocr %use of the.. ', ,

, .. ,resotrees, 'Japan has ,becomCon'e of the Insiorld,',S leading rndUstrial nations. ,,,,
. , . , 'Ji013!i_ natural, reserurcet include waterpower,' foeests,,fisberfes; ,and a '

. , lc ,
... '. i limited'ntimbel.7of.riiineralS. :!,'--,,,,=- , i -- "I ', . , -

. . .

'" 't ,. . ":: ---,- ' r .6, Aahasn,*Fiderer, -Flage.1484... ; '' , --- "-
,

-.P. , . .

".'; 0, .. Japan t'$' growth :4s' amazing, esfieciatty when one realties- that:Japan has very
-limited su-pplies..of,,two of, the basic raig material's neede'd for, making-,iron and_ ..2,,,,

I I- ,4
, s.

" ^".

.. : c steel':', . Tit6sa..ate ,poking.' coal.arid.i.ron%o're; ; ., fi', z - ... , -' ,. ..
..

. '.. .
1 '

' ' ' P ... - Li 0 4

, Grade 6, [learning. AtiOpt Countries and7Socretiet, (TE), Anierican Book'C'o.,,,-- , ",-,,..

.,,_., ,-,, -- . a: ^
. -' 4 ' '

.
e

s .
', . :Fik0,4'27' ; , '; ' .' :. 's ''' -- * .. )i, .": '

. The land._ of, AtheM was b'ren of the-.kind of treed riedited'to,-.151iild sh-tps and
,,,..,, to -rnake.l.iharCoaT :for fires. The,trees bad. long since. been cut dowryand used.

se ;,-.`for, tinibor. ,:51n0e: no new tree's_ hOd` been planted 'in their, place -Athens had ,

'., '...tb import these, necess i ties: . One, of. the chief reasons why Athens -sent, S01116
of.its,c,ftizens..to.fben colonies was .to find new and better- fatting land;

11
. .
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LAND OR NATURAL RESOURCES

*

, 1
,,

Grade 6,,Learning About Countries and Sodieties,,:,(TE), American Book Co.,
Page 2-2. . ,

,

Man's use.of the land on which he lives depends on both the physical.ehr- ,. t

.

acter of the environment itself,. and on his cultur'al views about the er- ...

Oronment. Natural resources are defined-differently by different hqman
grobps,' depending.an their .4nterests,',needs, and technologies. $ '-

. .. , . " -4
.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American.Book 0o.,
Page 54. . ,

, ' e'''
0 ' '

.

The Yellow River cuts it5.way through soft yellow-loess, a windblown, fertile,,-
dusty soil, which thickly covers.the northern highlands'.and,the North China
Plains. Itis mainly because of the loess that Chinese.civilizat,on began-,-. .

where ft did, for the loess made the land in, the north relatively easy to

,--

farm;
.

,..

Grade'6 Learning About Countries and Societies, (TEL AMerican Book Co.,: r

Pages 4-15. . , .

,

, .

. . r

With,large deposits, of high:quality iron -ore and abundant, coal, India has
.two.bf the Most important raw materials a modern industrial nation needs..
But there are still many kinds of 'raw Materials India needs to become a

#

.* . e

modern nation. . , - v ,
.

.
,

-. , .

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies,t0',:American Book Co..,
.

,Rage 191. ,

. , ,. -
"

. . .

Indii is rich in the kind of resources.that are essential .to industry._ Mile
.upon,mile of forests contain teak anci.ebony, trees. The wood from teak and
ebony trees is one of the world's natural riches. Mithin.I.ndiesearth, .

there are tremendous deposits of-high-quality iron ore., There is gold,
0

manganese,'salt, copper; and mica,. ,A11,of these resources are necessary.,
.--

for India's future. If 'India As to become a fully' industrialized natiop,..,
it must` build its industries Upon its own resources.- Unlike nations like
Japan and Great Britain, India:carnot-affond to import rawfmateria15... .

.

-

. ..,

Grade 6;! Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE)4- American Book"Co.,
Page:214; ,4

.,

- !

After the.great grOwth bf industry foTlowinglth Industrial-Revolution in!'
the 1800s; petroTeum becameopeof.the most preCibus of alliCOMmddities.

,..
. ..

,4 , ,
-. ,

Grade 6, learnin.9 About Countries:arid Societies, ° AmeriCad Book Co, ,

'Page -672.. . ..
.

, .

. 4.,
The chOces made by people in adakting their environment depend on.theie: .:

, values, econdMic wants* their teehnblogy an4 the.physical'factors:oft,
, . ,

area. The uSeoftesources is related to the,level of developMent; theare -,

industrial the -society,themore-demands are made upon the earth:
_. .

.
. , .

.

'Grade 6, Learning About CaUntriei.and Societjes,'(TE); AMsricaft.Book Co., :

Page 6-4. -..'' ' '''' .' " ,. A4.

Natural resources are more,than just things nature' rovided iOr,mar, For4
-material to be considerednatural resource,Mn must .find a uSe:forjt1
The petroleum in the ground of Nigeria was not a natural ;esourcelo'the
early inhabitants, of the country until they discovered how.to get it out,'
of the ground and put ft to use%

J
.. ; t.,! ,:, . c : '.

.

, ,

.. 1,,,

......, ''' -
0
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FACTORS. OF.PRODUCTION':. LAND og NATURAL RESOURCES

'rade 6, Learning About. Countries and Societies, (TE), American, Book Co.,
Page 269.

a As Nigeriacontinueg, its economic development, it will be. increasingly
concerned with use,of its vaivable..natural resources.- .4'
Grade 6, Learning A(mut 'Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 30t. . - ,

During ',the Civil War .in Nigeria, valtiable property and resources were destroy-
ed: , 1

1

Grade 6, Man and halig_e; 'Silver,' Burdet, Page 78.
The,. intricate system of interdependence ambiTg the many plants. and -animal s
'of: the 'natural environment has led us to believe there is a balance in
nature'..

Grade 6, Man and Society, ,Stiver, Burdett,Page 302.
; In colonial: pilef-4ca, nature supplied th6 raw materials for making cloth.

. .

Grade 6,.Man akSociety, Silver, Burdett, Page 317..
, -As importarit as5achines are, they are useless' without eaw'materials. The

raw-materials of the ,world -are not.everely distributed. Some countries with-
out raw materials can become industrialized if it ey ca,n get the raw materials
somewhere.e1 se. . -

. a .. ., , . ,

Grade 6, Man and Society, Si4ver, Burdett), pa§e 388.-
Raw materiali-become,..valuable.ito,a country onlywhen it alsb :possesses

, strEficierit capital alid ski,1-1ed- labor tO put the mater.iil to use.. ,
0 .

Grade 6, Our Working- Wor d: Region's of the World, (1),, 2nd ed., S:Ii.),L,
. .

Senesh, Page 60 = , ;
- ,..Themolonie's. produced raw materials which they sold to England; whatever
., gold'and:silVer 'theji obtatried,' for thet'e,goods went back to England for the

.. '.: ,
. ',Ordiase of finished 'goods.

. Grade 6; Our Narking World: . Regions Of the World.?
Stn6h, PageS,, 184 and 187'.
Oil ig a nonrenewable resource ?or wh`tch,.world dema

(T)-, 2nd ed., iS.R,.A.;
ic .

e

.Grade S Our_ Worki World:' Regions of the World,
. ;Senesh,, Page 186,;: .

nd is .increasingrapidly..
,.

(TE)-, 2nd ed.,'

Ns the majorsouree.foi. the World's most important form of. energy, the'
y

r, M;iddlerEasr;isicrucial to' the survival orindustrial

"Grade, 6, The SeciaYSciehces: Cancepti-and. Values, (BrOwn) (TO; 2nd ed.,i

;flarcourt, 'Brace; 06vanovich,- Page 156. 'a-, , A.

Every. city .and'ffietropol fs reo(ki.reS great, amount of energif,for heat, light--
ing,:transilor,tatIon..4na,:acokstruction". ::This energy Comes:from supplies2Of':'
Coal dnd petrOleutvwhid are:),gecting-Tokr.,,and - .

A s C.. :1,

A .4.
/0

0
a

4. 4
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LAND OR NATURAL RESOURCES

Grade'6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 234.
Economic behavior depends upon the utilizatioh of resources.

i
.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences, Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Braced Jovanovich, Page 244. '

To help satisfy the wants 6- needs.of their families, pebple use many re-
sources. Without natural resourcet such as timber, there would be no prod-
ucts at all., Sometimes natural, resources are referred, to simply as land- -
not only earth, but all, the resources found In nature. ,

Grade 6i.The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TO, 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanbvich, Page 400.
Land 'is aresourbe. One 'important reason for conquest' is
powerpower over people and over more territory.

the desire for

Grade 6, The Social' Studies and bur World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 20:
Ecdnomists study how 'limited resources are used,by man to satisfy his needs
and wants.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World,. (TE), Laidlaw, Page 23.
Man is a major -cause of changes on the earth's surface. Many of bur natural
resources such as coal,iron, and oil are being used,up'at a rapid rate. .
.Many people are very concerned about the problem of using, our natural re-
sources wisely. Some-Of our,,resources can be .r alonglong Period

. pf time,, such as replanting a forest. Howevet, some of our resources can-
. nit ,be replaced.

,.Grade 6; The Social-Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 32.
Worke-rs,apd materialsobad to be-transported to the new slte'for Brazil'sI

; caPital, Brazi1ia.
. /-

.''Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our'World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page82.
'jianis first eivilization was helped in its developemnt.by the .rich, fertile,
:14nd WictrCbuld.be eas,ily,worked by the,people with their simple tools...

4 0

.

.

:
....Grade ,'The Social Studies and Our World,.(TE),Eaidlaw,IPage 428..

Niger4a,has.agricultura/ and mineral resources and a good transpOrtation
,

system; , ..
.,

- . .
.

,
..

, ,

:Grade 6, The Social Studies and, bur World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 380. .

nal is very important in industry. Coal deposits are not evenly dis-
',.tributed.

. .

. . 0. ."
.. . f 1

:Grade'6, The,Social Studies and Our World,-(TE),-Laidlaw, P4ge 390.
'Man:fs in danger.bf exhaustinvthe supply of .some raw materials. Man hag ,

:begun,contervation practices,to_salid nis.natural resources. Man faces many ,
.

., chal4ppleskconcerning his supply oftiving.space"2 food, ail: and water.
- ;.

t
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FACTORS OF.PRODUCTION: LAND OR NATURAL RESOURCES

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE),.Laidlaw, Page 398.
Because man uses much,petroleum, geologists are searching for new sources.
The world's,sources of petroleuware limited.

Grade 6, The,Soctal Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T112.-
The,resources of the earth-are unevenly, distributed.,

, .

Grade 6, The lagudies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T116.
The amount and. r,qfution of natural resources are related to the well-

. being of man an kttbns._The natural, resources of the world are not evenTy

distributed. Man has learned to use his natural resources to *rove his
life.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T119.
The natural resources and raw materials of the earth are limited: Man's
,supply of natural resources and raw materials affects how he lives.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 38.
At first, most of the,Westerners who came to Southeast Asia wanted to obtain

spices.. Soon, however, it was discovered that this region could provide,
other valuable goods. There were rich mineral deposits, and the climate
was good for growing tropical plants such as sugarcane and rubber'trees.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 98.
Much of the land in the Soviet, Union is not 'suitable for fatming. Only

about one tenth of the land in this huge country, is suitable for growifig

crops.

Grade 6, Soviet Unions Fideler, Page HU.'
The Soviet Union produces most of the raw materials needed by its mills

and factories. Within the borders of this enormous country are rich min-

eral deposits, vast forests, and wide rivers. All of-these natural re-

sources are owned by the Soviet government.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideter, Page 111.
Waterpower is one of the Soviet Union's,main natural resources, for this
country has many great rivers.

-

Grade 6, Soviet Union,'Fideler, Page 116. - m
In addition to raw materials taken from mines, Soviet factories use raw
materials from the nation's forests. The forest resources of the Soviet

Union are greater than those of any other doun6y-in the world.

Grade 6,The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page T49.

The determination a to which things are used as resources depends upon a

,groups values and its level of technology. Man may change his environment

in order to use his resources; he,,also uses his resources in order to change

his environment.'' Some resources can be renewed and some cannot; all re- A

sources are limited and should be used wisely. "
0-
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: LAND OR NATURAL RESOURCES

Grade 6', Tile United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page-178.
The Southeast produces many raw materials for its own industries, The

Southeast had numeroul resources; oil, coal, iron ore, bauxite, and nat-
ural gas.

Grade 6, The-Upited States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley; Page T111.
Canada is rich in natural resources.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE) Addison-Wesley, Page 50. -

When the pioneers moved westward from the Eastern Wood, they came to a
sea of grass. .They were puzzled by the grassland. They were used to places
where trees grew. Gradually, people found ways to use the livid.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 63.
Americans and Canadians have one of the richest resource banks in the
world. But they have learned that the supply in the bank is not endless.
Some natural resouroes can be used only Once. ,Other natural resources

alongJong time tolie replace. Some resources are long lasting, but
must be carefully used.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TO', Addison-Wesley, Page 72.-
Until the last century, people had no idea how to use petroleum: It was

useless black stuff. Since then, they have discovered its many uses as
fuel. Now petroleum is so valuable it is called . "black

Gfade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 79.
Some of our resources cannot be replaced. Oil and metal'are of this kind.
Forests can be replaced, but it takes hundredscof years;

Grade 6, The Ways .of Man, (TE), Macmillan,' Page 480.
Japan's lack of naturalresources partly explains their dream of control of
a vast territory, from oil-rich Indonesia all the way to the coal-and-iron
rich Manchuria. .

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macm illan, Page f32.-
The wants of people are unlimited, whereas, the resources that people
need to fulfill their wants are scarce; hence, societies have to make
choices as to which-needs are to be met and which will-be sacrificed.
Economic resources can be used in various ways; different nations have
developed different economic systems.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T51, and T86.
Resources and resource use, are related to the level of cultural and tech-
nological development.

Grade 6,,The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page T86.
,

Resources and resource,,use are related td the level of cultural and tech -'

nological developmerit.
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FAcTASIOF "PRODOCtl9N: MANAGEMENT:: ENTREPRENEUR

'C';Grade 4,. Adventure: Economics,' Ohio, Page 63.

An-entrepreneur is "any.personpr group.of persons assuming the risk of a

business enterpas4, Managers .are entrepreneurs when they assume the risks

i'.,ofownership-,,-When they do not, they are classified as labor.
, a

'40r
grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma,. Page=d 2.

-Entrepreneurship is.sometimes called the fourth necessary factor of

prbduction. An.entrepreneur takes a business risk in hopes of making.a

. profit. However; many business ventures are not successful.

t .Prade.4, Economic Education for Washington Schools, K-6, (DEEP), Page 17.

The people in a business firm who make the decisions about how to conduct'

the business are called entrepreneurs. These decisions include: when to

estahlishAnew business, what productive resources are needed and when to

put a new proURt on the market.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 13.

People who are self-employed are their own bosses, and perform the duties

of both labor and management so to speak.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 35.

An enfrepreneur is a person who organizes and manages a business, taking

the risk of loss, or getting a profit when there is one.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the Untted States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 61.
Managers of mines and'factories try

.

to produce for the least cost; thus;

if labor costs are higher than the cost of a machine, managers usually

replace workers. with the machine.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 63.

An entrepreneur is any person or group of persons assuming the risk of a-

business enterprise. Managers are entrepreneurs when they assume the

risks of ownership. When they do not, they are'classified as labor.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Edutational Pub., Page T57.

The genius of people such as Henry Fdrd made it possible for many to

benefit from knowledge of how to meet the nation's product demands.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 4.
Much of the.property in the Caribbean Lands is not owned by the people of

this region. Sugar mills, banana plantations, mines, and other sources of

wealth often belong to businessmen in the United States or other countries.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 12.

I. Entrepreneurship is the knowledge, know-how and ability to useresources .

to produce goods and services.

Grade 5,: Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahonia, Page 27.

Entrepreneurship is sometimes called the fourth necessary factor of
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: MANAGEMENT: ENTREPRENEUR

:

Grade 5, Economic Education CurricUluM Wile; Oklahoma:, Page 27.continuedt_
production. An entrepreneur takes a.business risk in hopes of making a '

profit. However, many business ventures are not successful. .,

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Wafmke,-Page"35.

An entrepreneur is a person who organizes and manages a businesS, taking
the risk of-loss,. or getting a.profieWhen there is one:,

Grade 5, Midwest.and Great Plains, Fideler; Page 166.
The farmer must be able to do more, than grow crops and raise livestock in
order to succeed in farming. He must be able,td manage hismoney wisely.

. /

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Page 219. .

Factories need managers to supervise the many operations that take plebe
there7 Without good management, it would be impossible to ope'rate a ,large .

plant. The managers are responsible for running each division of the plant
a'efficiently as possible so that the companycan make a profit.

Grade 5, The Northwest, Fideler,.Page 206.
Factories need manager to` irect the work_of other workers.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 115.
Managers arg,needed to.keep factories running., Factories need men and
women to hire the'workers and deal with their problems. Other managers are
needed to handle the company's finances. .

Grade 5-,-The Social Studies and Our Countryi (TE), Laidlaw, Page 27.
Good leaders are needed by industry.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio,',Page 63.
Mn entrepreneur is any person or groups of persons assuming the risk of a
business.enterpriSe. Managers are entrepreneurs when they assume the risks
of ownership. When they do not, they are classified as labor.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 105.
Delieloping countries, have problems other than the need for capital.

° They need skilled workerik,' engineers, and managers.

Grod6 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T74.
Many modern businessmen run their businesses by working hard and worrying
a great, deal. Supervising the work of others can be as difficult sometimes
as doing the work oneself.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum'Guid?: Oklahoma, Page 12% ,

Management or entrepteneurshipAs the knowledge, khow-how
/
and ability

I. to use resources to produce goods and services.

-;

1
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OCTORSAF,,,PRDDUCTION:. MANAGEMENT: ENTREPRENEUR
. .

. . . .
,, .

adb -6, Econbmic Education Curriculum Guide: OklahoMa, Page 27:
. -..

Entrepreneurship is 'sometimes called the fourth necessary factor of

production. An entrepreneur' takes a businesA risk ill hopes .of making

a. profit. _However, hiany business ventures are not successful.'
. ..

.
. .

.
Grade 6, EcOnomic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page .37.

. Tie entrepreneur is the person who brings together the produOtive
-itesOurcesand takes a financial risk in order to produce.

, Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE); Ginn, Page 368.
Businessmen's ambition -- entrepreneurship - -kept things moving and growing in

. Japan. ,Japan Was certainly lucky to have man/ small businessmen who want-
ed to use their profits as capital With which to expand their businesses,

. modernize them, acquire skills, and maintain their property in good con-

dition.

.Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 490.
The successful management of the first Brazilian indastrie's encouraged more
and morefpeople to invest in industries in Sao Paulo.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page .98.
India's new indsutries need managers and skilled workers. It is hard to

find skilled labor in a country like India, where most of the people can-

not read or write. '4

Grade 6, Inquiring About, Freedom, (TE), Ftdeler,2Page 148.
In less than half a century, several great entrepreneurs helped to change
the,UnitedStates from a farming country to the greatest industrial power

. in the world. Their willingness to take risks and their ability to think

and plan enabled them to build great new industries that provided goods
and services at a lower cost than ever before.

*cc

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 155.
To run the huge combination of companies they had bought, Rockefeller and
his associates worked out a new kind of business organizAtion called a trust.
Ih this organization, a small group of managers at the top made the basic
decisions about what all the companies under their control would produce;
what these products would cost, andlwhere they would be sold:

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 1-11.
The practice of using farm managers is increasing in today /'s world.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 25." '
A wealthy landowner in,ancient Athens kept in the city'on government business,

left hislland to be cared for by a farm managipr. The manager either' for-

warde /the product Or, the money..

.
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION: MANAGEMENT! ENTREPRENEUR .

Grade 6, Learning About Countries-and Societies, .(TE), Amer'ican Book Co.,
Pagel ? -4.

.

. . -

Many times the Brazilian family who purchased`the slaves had a compassionate
feeling for them and treated them Well. But these 'people often did not dir-
ectly oversee the work of the slaves.. If it was left to'hired overseers,the
overseers were often cruel and beat-slaves into submission. .

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE),' American Book Co.,-

Page .311.

The plantations iri Brazil were managed and owned by Portuguese Brazilians-..
,Labor was provided by enslaved Indians who lived in'Brazil or Negroes
brought from Portuguese colonies In Africa.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: -Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, JovanoVich, Page 140.
The industrial city of the 1800's could offer some people a more comfortable
way of life.than was possible during the Middle Ages. To owners and managers
of factories, the city.could bring wealth, power,,and influence.

r

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 292.

The middle class was further expanded as the factory owners sought people

to manage the factories. These managers usually had some education. As

more factories were built, more.people were needed to act as managers. As

a result, the middle class grew even larger. Those men who were in charge
of running the factories did not usually own them, but their jobs were very
important. ,These peciple were paid salaries, or fixed sums of money, each

week or month.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 8.
In the 1960's the Russian government made certain reforms in an effort to

overcome certain problems. Factory managers were allowed to make more de-

cisions and factory workers were given rewards for working more efficiently.
However, factory managers do not have the incentive or the technical know-
ledge needed to improve their products and become more efficient.

Grade 6, Sovtet'Unian, Fideler, Page 120.
The goods made in Soviet factories were generally of poor quality. This

was partly because workers and factory managers often rushed to produce

as much a$ the government ordered them too. Also factory managers did not

have to sell the inferior products their plant produced. Their maim re-

sponsibility was to produce the required quantity of goods.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 121.
Factory managers in the Soviet Union often lack the incentive or the tech-

.
,nical.knowledbe needed to improve their products or to'run their factories

efficiently. //
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:

,Grade 6, The United States and Canada5 (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 62.
In Canada, the federal government manages the land where very few people live.

Grade 6,-Thd Ways of Man, (TE), °Macmillan, Page 388.
If the Chinese had been interested in the mass production of everyday
products, no doubt they'could have accomplished this. 'They had the skills

necessary for an industrial revolution. What they did not have was enter-
prising businessmen who wanted to get ahead in the world by building great

industrial establishments. That kind of success was not prized.

GOODS AND SERVICES

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 10.

Goods are physical things that are produced. Services are defined as any
product of the production proCess (work) that is not a physical good.

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, lo, Page 21.

and services. As a nation in ses its prdductive capacity, he demand
Increased specialization usually, esulits in the production offw goods

for services increases.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 4.
A shopping center provides a market for the exchange of goods and services.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 5.
A market is any situation in which goods and, services are exchanged.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 10.
Every day you use some service or good that is at least partially financed

by the federal government.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 100.
Providing services for others is a Swiss way of making a,living. The Red

Cross is an example of an international service organizatpn inspired by

a Swiss.' ,

Glade 41 Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,
/

Page 5 -2..

Railroadt provide a service.'

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), America Book Co.,

Page 163.
The things that. are made are called products or goods.
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GOODS AND' SERVICES

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book_Co.,
Page 164.

People work for a living and spend the money they earn for things they
want and need. These needs and wants are called goods and services.
Necessities are goods or services that all people must have--food, clothing,
and shelter. Luxuries are goods that pdople want but do not need.

Grade' 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 12.
Goods are physical things that, can be used for trade.

'Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 17.
A service is the performance of work for other people which does not
result in the production of a good.

1

Grade 4', Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,'
S.R.A.,,Senesh, Page 93.
Employment rises and falls more in industries producing durable good's than
in industries producing nondurable goods.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 191.
When a person helps someone else, he is doing a'service. He might get paid
for doing a service.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE l, 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 233.
In the United States today, about six out of every ten4people who work per-
form a service. In the future, more people will work i.n service industries.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Pagd69.
Goods are tangible merchandise used to satisfy human wants; while services
are productive acts of labor that satisfy consumer wants or heeds-without
providing a tangible pr7duct.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 21.
Increased specialiiation usually results in the production of new goods
and services.) As a nation increases its productive capacity, the demand
for services increases.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 12.
Goods can be used as articles of trade.

'Grhde 5, Life on Paradise Islan , Wilson and Warmke, Page 17.
A service is the performance of work 'for other people.
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GOODS AND SERVICES ly

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TO, Follett, Page T318.
What families consider necessities or luxuries often varies according to

life-style and environment. For example, an automobile might be a necessjty
for vsuburban family but a luxury for a city dweller whose needs could be
served by public transportation. The average American family of 1940
bought mostly basic items; the biggest change since then has been the pro-
liferation of luxury appliances.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page.239.
DoCtors earn their living by providing Services that people need. Other

people who earn their living by performing"services are policemen, barbers,
telephone operators, and teachers. Instead of providing services, many
people,earn their living by producing goods. Among these people are
farmers, miners, and factory workers.

Grade'5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 99.
When people live at a subsistenceylevel, they produce only the necessities
they need to live, with no luxuries that add to the enjDyment of life.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 226.
Mien a person takes his clothes to a laundry to have them cleaned, the
laundry is selling a service. That person is not buying goods at the

laundry. People take their washing' td the laundry so they will net have

to do, the work themselves.

4

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brafe, Jovanovich, Page'228..
Most American( families spend much of their money buying services. Today;

more people Work at doing services than producing goods. 4,

Grade 5, The est, F4.deler, Page 233.
Unlike the f ctory worker, sonle men and Women do not make their living by
helping to manufacture products. Instead, they provide services. Some

'people.who perform services include teachers, doctors, and policemen.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 21.

As a nation increases its productive capacity, the demand for services
increases.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page.T192.'
During World War I, factories producing consumer goods could not get sup-
plies because the government had allotted them to military industries.

k

Grade 8, Econ
//

ic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 36.
After looking/at the components of goods and services it is easy to under-

stand why they are scarce.
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I

Grade 6, Eleven Nations,-(TE), Ginn, Page 82.
The goods peoplefleed in their daily lives, such as shoes, clothes, and
householdartjcles, are called consumer goods.

Grade 6: In Latin fterica and Canada, Heath, Page 70: .

Producer goods: steel, leather and cement -- are products made primarily.
..to-sell to other manufacturers. Consumer goods are things like food,
clothing and shoes that are sold directly to the consumer.

. Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 401.
During the first forty years after the Revolution, industry in the Soviet
Union was concentrated on manufacturing capital, or producer goods.
Producer goods are machinery and tools used to produce other goods.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TO, American Book Co.,
Page 402.
Consumer goods are tbeoproducts people need and want for everyday living.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 188.
A renewable resource can be replaced by nature Or regenerated by man,
Whereas a nonrenewable resource what be replaced or regenerated once it
is taken from nature.

-Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 149.
A man working at one job could pay someone to do other chores, for him.
Servtce industries came into being.this way.

:Grade 6,. The Ways of flan, (TE), Macmillah,Page 74.'
More and more Europeans now own consumer goods like televition sets, re-
frigerators, washing machines, and other appliances.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE),.Macmillan, Page 350. .

Capital goods are not things that people can use to satisfy their wants,
They art things that make possible an increase in production in future

years. The people of India have such low incomes that most of them must
spend for things to use right now, every cent they make. When peOple can

save, their savings can be loaned out to businessmen for the'prbduction of

\ capital goods. If the savings are not'available, the capital goods cannot.
be produced.

NGOVERNMENT AND, THE ECONOMY: GENERAL RELATIONSHI._

Grade 4,, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 42.
In our complex\economy, the government provides a multitude of services.
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'DOVERNMENPANO,T4- ECONOMY:. GENERAL RELATIONSHIP

'2 Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Pa Al.
Restrictions and demands imposed on a makOeeconpmy by a government

charged with conducting a war may alter ecahomit activity_ 'The objective
of winning the war is given priority over individual freedoms related to

productionand_consumpfion. .

Grade'4; Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 53.

Recession may result from insufficient consumer and producer demand. The

government can influence aggregate demand,through its spending or borrowing.

behavior..

Grade 4, Adventure: Economiag, Ohio, Page 64.
The government purchases goods and services to maintain national defense,

.roads, transportation services, etc.,. These expenditures must be included

in any measure of the economy.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 264.4,

.
Many South American governments are trying to make life better for their,

people. Schools are being built for the children: Some governments are

trying to give poor farmers more land.

Grade 4,'Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 10.

Unusual situations, such as war, may-cause a society to reallocate re-

sources very, rapidly,

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 22.

The consumer has certain, specific legal protection and remedies in

federal, state and local laws.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 41.

In providing a few basic services, the 'government modifies the role of

the market in order to provide for the common welfarenore4effectively.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 112.

GOvernment attempts to prevent unethical business 'practices in order to

protect the consumer.
r.

Grade 4,'EconomiC Education for Washington Schools, K-6, (DEEP), Page 11.

The price of a product depends on the total supply of the product and the

total demand for it in the market. However, a few prices in our country

are' fixed by government.

Grade 4,Economics: The Dismal,Sarknce, Ellenberg, Page 79.

A central money system created by the government, is very convenient. With

one money system,that is accepted by all, there is no dispute over -the.

,.value,of the money as there is in,a system where there are many kinds of

systeMsaf money.
t, r
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: GENERAL RELATIONSHIP

Grade 4, The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T324,
Parks are some of the public goods citizens help pay for. .

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 70.
Government in Egypt has always tended to control some of the things people
depend on for making a living.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath Page 87.
The cutting of woodlands is controlled by the Swiss government to preAnt
soil drosion.,

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 117..
In India, the government sends workers to the villages to,teach the farmers
better farm methods in Order to improve their crops.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 14.
Brazil's democratic government must,overcome problems of high illiteracy
and Overcentralization_of power in order to survive.

Grade 4, Four Lands:. Four People, HeathPage 143.
Coffee production expanded until supply exceeded the amount that could be
sold. The Brazilian government prevented a coffee bust for a time by buy-
ing,up extra coffee.

Grade 4, Great Americans; Fideler, Page 48.
,

. ''

President Theodore Roosevelt believed that the government should protect the:
welfare of tpe people. This was not always done at that time.. There were
several large companies in the United States that spent money to elect
government officials who would do as they told them too. These big companies
were so powerful that earlaier Presidents had not been able to stop them from
acting unfairly toward other companies. Roosevelt, however, was able to en-
force the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. This law helped to prevent large companies
from using their power in this way. There were other ways in which President
RooSevelt helped to protect the American people. He demanded that they be
RrOtected from the impure foods and useless or dangerous.drugs being sold
then. As a result, a law was passed which required that meat-packing plants

//be inspected.
.

,

0

c ,

/ Grade 4, Great AmeriCans.Fideler, Page 49.
. .

Under the Roosevelt administration, laws were passed that provided for five
new national park's`.

Grade 4, Industry:, Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn a4d Bacon; Page 168.
Governments:can,dass and enforce laws which help reduce pollution. Govdrn-
ments can also set aside land areas as refuges for animals and as pro-

, tection for natural scenery.
14

Grade 4, Investigatin9 Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book`Co.,
Page 4-1. .
Spedialization in work can lead to, the fomatio4, of governments,.
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Grade' 4, Investigating _Communities, and. Cultures', (,TE1, AmePidan: 1('Xo., i

..,. v.
-*., 0,

The rulers of the early oitle and their -oVernments.provided-14.0/ ermices %
1

for the people, ..- _ loin .7 ., .. : .... ..,,, ...: :::;;

.
_ . '- -".. ,

., :

'Grade , Invisttating,Communitf4S:-and Cultures,..,(TE), AillericanIook Co., .' .

..

.Rage 250t --- :"-.,-,:"'' -%-''
. '2. '

,,

. 1

-The Eooddrid Drlig Adthinistration is.an.agency ofthe Umite0 States,g6Orh- .

'ffient: It has the responSfbil/iy of°seeihg.that foods are.safei, {lure,,;;

and made undep sanitary conditions. It also insuresthat'Arbgs are.safe

and affectIve for their intended purpose, ..- .

"00VERNMENT. ,tENERAC-XELATIONSHip.,
,If

,

Page 135

Grade 4; Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE),'American" Book Co.t

'Page 8-6. -

The United Nations has no 'regular income-from"taxes as do 'national govern-

ments and it does not haveconseription for its police fdrce.

, Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), AmePican Bdok Co.
Page 284. .

s

Setting up a money system is one of the responsibilities of the national

community.
,

.Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 91.
General rules, or laws, guide the decision-making of the people in power,

which give the people am idea of how to get along and what to expect in

the way of a decision if an argument arises.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 46. 1

The government gives assistance to farmers.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh; Page 77.
The federal government gives funds to many projects.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

"S.R.A., Senesh Page 110. '

The government helps the oil industry.

Grade 4, Our Workinrg World: Regions of the,United States, (T), 2hd ed.,

Senesh, Page 130.
The TVA'project was paid for by the government. cst

Grade 4, O-ur Working World: Regions of the United States; (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Sehesh, Page 159.
The government is charged with the responsibility of providing for the basic

"rights, opportunities, and welfare of its citizens.
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Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions.of the United States, (T),'2nd
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 160.
Each state prepares a yearly budget that lists the 0111.14'needs and-How

. they are to be met.

,

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United,StatesilT),`"2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 165. . -. 's

The federal government contributed.to.the growth pf Californi.during'. ,

World War II through investments in ship building and airplane factories
.

and by the establishment of military training camp's.
,

Grade 4, OurWorking World: Regions of the United States, (7),,2nded.,
. ,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 188., .,

Planned goals are often threatened by conflicting interests and wishes.
A great deal of skill, perception of people's needs andwishes, and fore-
sight are required when planning for the economic, ecological, and cultural
Welfare of a region. .

Grade'4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed., \,.
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 189. i

.
.,

The federal government became Hawaii's largest employer, buying,goods and: - ,

services. Military bases were expanded, and increased numbers of American
servicemen spending their money in Hawaii.

1 Grade Our Working World: 'Regions of the United Sta e , (T),. 2nd ed.,
S.R.AL,,Senesh, Page 217. . -'
The.economic problems resulting from New England's history and location
require careful regional planning.

'

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 247.
Every country, has people in it who are poor. Governments try to help
these people Meet their needs for food, clothing, and shelter, Govern-
ments also try to, help these people through edUcation.'

,

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 250..
On some countries the farmers cannot raise enough food for allhe people
living there. The men in the government in the countries where food is
scarce turn hto. the governments of other countries, for help.

,

, .
r

Grade 4, Regions and Social,Needs, (TO, Laidlaw,-Page T123..,
i

,

, Governements today,.must help people to meet their wants and needs.- Such
...things as education and transportation have become part of a government's
problems.

,:

, . ..

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), and ed.,
Harcourt,Brace,___JoYanomich,_Pagel.11.,
Government offices

%
and bureaus offer many types of information to people.
_

. 'and businesses. .

if
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Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 155.
The government now pays farmers not to plant some of their land.

Grade 4, The Social ScienceS: .Concepts and Values,(Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 201.
Like families, cities have incomes. Thbir income comes mostly from taxes

that people pay.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 203.

. People are renewing their cities in different ways.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange)*(TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich', Page 2n/
City governments study their prob , and make plans from the results of

these studies.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Value's, (Orange) (TE),2rid,ed.,

Harcourt,, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 273.
A treaty is essentially a written document of rules governing hoki people

should act and what property they may legally use. 4.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts ind Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 320.. - .. 4 f

Thenational government had given about seven million acres of land tb
road anCanal companies to help them create transportation facilities in

areas where few people lived.
.

. .

. -

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values,-(Orange (TE'), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 340.
Governments'work to help people act togethereacefully. In their work,

governments use resources such as people, land and buildings.
. -, -

p .- 04-

Grade 4, Story af'America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 29. ,

In 1806. the United States Congress voted to build a national.tqgheay to the.

West. It was named the Cumberland Road, later It became known as the national

road. ,
. ,

ik.. ',"

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation; Fideler! page 83..

The first railroad to cross the United'States was built py twayailroad
% companies which were racing to see which one could .lay the. Most track.

Congress had voted to give thei,companies ten square miles af land along
the railroad for every mile of track laid. Each company wanted to lay

more track so that it would receive the most land.
- /

Grade 4, Story of:America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 120.

. The United States government bought its first airplane'fromWilbur Wright

in 1908. , .
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GOVERNMENT AND TOE.ECONOMY: GENERAL RELATIONSHIP
1

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4,, Oregon (DEEP), Page. 24.
The pioneers established a system of government soon after settling. Our
modern government is larger and more expensive than that of the pioneer
period, but it provides' more, goods and services to the'people.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 124.
Because real wages are so important, the United States government wants to
know what they are. So it collects facts about the prices of goods and
services that Consumers buy to meet their needs.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmilldn, Page 137.
In our country.we have a way of helping workers save. We have a plan,
oalledthe Socill Security system.

.,Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 196.
In our country, we allow the government td make some choices about what
shall be producod. The people we elect may decide that we need more .

schoo* and more parks and more space ships. The'government collects
taxes to.buy these things:.

Grade 4,.Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 221.
.The Federal 'government has done many things to help different kinds of
trapsportation. .

Grade,4, Web of the World, (TO, MacMillan, 'Page 234.
In many cities, low-cost and middle-income homes havebedn built with
government and private money.

Grade'5; Adventure: "Economics, Ohio, Page 42.
In our complex economy, the government provides a multitude of services.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 51.'
Societal priorities can alter the operation of an economic system. Re-
strictions and demands imposed on a market economy by a government charged

, with conducting avar may alter economic activity.

.Grade,5, Adventure: Economics, Qhio, Page 53:
e' Recession may result from insufficient consumer and producer'demand. .The

government can influence aggreagate demand through its spending or borrowing
behavior.

trade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T31.
The inability of the central government to' compel the-Stateseto render
economic assistance under the Articles of Confederation greatly weakehed
the government.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T37.
America's economy would have been crippled if she had allowed England and
France to continue violating freedom of the seas.



GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: GENERAL RELATIONSHIP.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 172.
The Indians owned the best farmland in many regions during the early years
of the United.States. However, in 1832, .the SupremeCourt ruled that the
federal government had the power to decide-what would happen to Indian
farmlands.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub:, Page 288.
Franklin Roosevelt used government money in many new ways in order to help
the nation recover from the depressioni

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 289.
The United States government began to pay farmers to grow only certain
specified amounts of crop's during the depression.

Grade 5, The America dventure, (TE), Field Iducational Pub., Page 290.
For many year'S the floo states had asked for federal government help to
prevent floods. Finally during the 1930's, the government responded.
New Deal programs spent huge sums of money on flood control.

Grade 5, The-American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 291.
The New Deal program helped farmers, flood victims, and people out of work.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 30,
After World War II, the United States gave or loaned about twelve billion
dollars to help European nations. Money from the Marshall Plan was used
to fight poverty, hunger, and disease, and to help countries rebuild their
industries. Although it was extremely costly, most Americans approved of
this economic help to the Nations of Europe.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field EducAtional Pub., Page 321.
Through the troubled 1950's, the people and the government'of the United
States became more aware of.the problems of the poor, A department of
Health, Education, and Welfare was set up in 1953. This agency provided
funds to states to improve the health and welfare of children, the aged and
the mentally retarded. It also help's retrain people who have been put out
of work by machines.

Grade "5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 1-30. .

The Canadian governmont is working hard to improve the health of the Indians
and Eskimos, Canada is also helping its Indians and Eskimos learn how to
make a better

-Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 1-81.
The Canadian government is taking steps to make the country's economy less
dependent on the United States. The government is also trying to increase
trade with nations other.than the United States, especially with Asian
nations such as Japan.
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Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 2-10.
The government of Mexico has built dams on several rivers N'northwest
Mexico so that water from the mountains can' be used for irrigating the
land. Irrigation makes it possible for farmers here to grow crops on
land that mould otherwise be too dry for farming.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 2-27.
About 1920, the_new Mexican government began taking land from the big
haciendas and giving it to the landless farmers. Most of the old haciendas
'have been completely idivided up.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 3-60.
In 1830, a liberal leader named Francisco Morazan became President of the'
federation. Morazan and his followers tried to bring about a number of
changes in Central America. They encouraged public education and worked

4.-to improve farming and transportation.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 3-70.
In the Caribbean Lands, land reform laws are needed so th t farmers will
have better opportunities to earn a good living.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 3-109.
The governments of some Caribbean countries are trying to provide a better
way of. life for their farmers. Several countries have adopted land reform
.programs.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 4-6
The rising expectations of the South American` people are making them rest-

less. They expect their governments to provide factories, schools, hospitals,
and other institutions needed to bring about the better way of life they
want. When the new governments are unable to provide these things immediately,
the people are disappointed. They become even more dissatisfied and restless.

. Grade 5,,Americln Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 4-65.
Following the e d of World War FL industry began to develop rapidly int
many South American countries. The governments of many South American
countries helped businessmen establish factories.

Grade 5,,=Askinc About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 54.
Colonial merchants were especially disturbed by some of England's trade
laws. When their. protests had no effect, they often simply disobeyed
the laws.

' Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 3-12, -1, and 5-1.
Two essential functions of government are to serve and regulate in the

public interest.
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and-Its Neighbors,(TE), American Book Co.,
Page 186.

To try to encourage free competition, Congress passed the Sherman Anti-
Trust Act in 1890. The law.made it illegal for big compa ies to prevent
competition.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), Ameican Book CO.,
Page 6-10.

Two functions of government are to serge and to regUlate in e Public
interest. Government can contribute to the maintenance of hi h level
production and employment, rapid economic growth and progress and a stab
dollar, by proper use of government authority.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA-and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book .

Page 240. . .

Western Europe, received billOns,0 dollars in aid from the United States
This money was used to rebuild fattories and cities destroyed by the war.
By the mid-1960's, Western Europe was stronger and richer than it had ever
been before.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page p49.

The aid of the United Statesji0 helped-many people in the world.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA.and,Its Neighbors, (H)-, AmericaniBook Co.,
Page 250. w V:, * '-

One "New Deal" program called 8'6610 Securfty, helped older people who
could no lon r work. Even today -.most workers pay a Social Security tax.'
Money is take out of their paycheck and set aside. When they retire,

/ they receive eir tax money backriii the form of monthly Social Security
/ payments.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA aria Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,/.
Page 326.
The Mexican Constitution of1917 called for the breaking up of haciendas
into smaller farms and giving tribal_lands back to the Indians. It also

said that the Mexican. nations, not ,foreign companies, would own all minerals.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 327.
Today, the Mexican government runs important industries like the railroads
and electric power.. It spends a large part of its budget on education and

.

\medical.care for its increasing population.

rade 5, Canada, Fideler, Pagerq8..
The government of Canada is trying to help Indians and Eskimos have better

w y of life. For example, it is working hard to provide better heal h care
f r the Eskimos. The government is .also helping Indians and Eskimos obtain

Jots.
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Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 79.
Canada is helping its Indians and Eskimos. Canada is also helping its
Indians and Eskimos learn how to make a better living.

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 188.
Steps are being taken to solve some of Canada's problems. The federal
gbyernment has a special program for building roads in northern Canada.
It is also coopei.ating with private companies in helping Indians and
Eskimos obtain'jobs in the oil industry in the Yukon and the Northwest
Territories. In addition, the government is helping private industry pay
for the cost of drilling exploratory oil and gas wells in the Artic Islands.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 67.
Taxes paid by the United States companies to Caribbean countries provided
the National governments with much needed income.

dc.add 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 109.
The governments of some Caribbean countries are trying to provide a better
way of life Mt...their farmers. Several countries have adopted land reform
programs: Special Tending agencies have been started to make it easier
for farmers to,borrociiiioney-for-tools,-fertil-i-zer, and other necessities.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 124.
The governments of many Caribbean countries are trying to encourage the
growth of manufacturing. Special government agencies have been formed to
as/ist people who wish to start new businesses. some governments offer
loWpr taxes and other benefits to:companies,opening new factories. ,

Grade 5, Economic Education Currimlum Guide: Oklahoma, Page'10.
Citizens may choose to give up some personal expenditures inOrder to
obtain certain public goods or services.,

:Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 22.
The consumer has certain, specificilegal protection and remedies in federal,
,state'and local news.

-Grade 5, Economic. Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 41.
In providing a few basiC services, the government modifies the roleof the

,market in order to provide for the common welfare more effectively.

Grade5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 45.
Society may modify the market system by regulating business activity.
Government provides checks against unfair trade practices, economic
discrimination, monopoly and other acts contrary to the general welfare.
Recent attention has been 'given to consumer protection. The government
protects ownership and use of private property.
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..- Grade 5,Economic Education Curriculum Guide: -Oklahoma, Page 52.
Planning and effective leadership are important for the orderly and dynamic

.growth of citjes.- ,

.t
.

. .
Grade '5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: i:-6, (DEEP), Page 4.

The government makes some decisions about our economic activities.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 19.

Although our- private enterprise system is based on decentralized decision-
. maktng, the government's economic role has increased. as our economy has

become more complex.

Grade 5, In These United.States, Heath, Page 72.
Though the 1850's saw the United States torn with dissension and there was
a bloody civil war just ahead, the country's subsequent history has been
'one of tremendous growth and a developing unity.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 228.
The national government plays an important...part in the United States

economic system. .

.$k
11Y,

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Ally -and Bacon, Page 104.
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Iran have found la,* quantities of o4/2 within

thei borders. In the past, Saudi Arabian rulers have not alwa been as

wise as tho'se of Iran and Kuwait. In Saudi Arabia the money fro oil has

ofte been used to entertain the royal fathily and its favorites. In Kuwait

profits have been used to set Up a society with guaranteed security

Grad

Laws

5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 91.
re guidelines for a community or nation.

Grade15, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T188.
War was an event that Sumerian scribes could often write about. Even

though the Sumerians were city people, their way of life depended on the

grain surpluses and irrigation system that made the crops grow. Sumerian

cities often fought among themselves for control of fields and irrigation

ditches.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T242.
In the dangerous conditions of barbarian Europe, trade and travel practically,

came to a halt.. Money went out of use, for there was no central government

to issue coinage.

Grade 5; Man.the Toolmaker,-(TE), Follett, Page T245.
The Roman emperors tried to keep people on the.farms in order to keep
collecting taxes froth landowners.rf Such methods failed in the long run
because the heavy taxes drained the farmers' resources and reduced their

productivity,.
4
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Grade 5, Man 'the Toolmaker, (TE), FolTett, Page 274:
As times went on, more 'people in England began to feel that the industrial
system was not fair to everyone. Step by step more changes were made that
helped the workers. The government also began to pass laws concerning
public health. These laws made sure that each city had proper sewer and
water supplies.

Grade 5, Midwest and GreatPlains, Fideler, Page 137.

The United States government is helping farmers adjust to the changes that
have been taking place in agriculture. Ithas set up agencies that lend
money to farmers who want to buy land or machinery.'

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page-209.
The United States government is now spending billions of dollars to help
our states construct a nationwide system of superhighways.

'Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 99.
rn 1818, the United States government finished building a highway from
Cumberland, Maryland, to Wheeling, in,what is now West Virginia.

.Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page.1,74.

Government agencies, as well as, private companies are now trying in various
ways to reduce polltation. A law passed by Congress in 1965 allows the
federal government ,to take court action,against cities and factories that
poIlgte interstate rivers and lakes.

Grade15, The Northeast, Fidel'er, Page 194.
Gover ment training programs provide unemployed workers with an opportunity
to ern skills for different types of jobs.

iflacie 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 37.
Ajr 0 llution is a dangerous problem, but it not easy to solve. City
Over meats are passing laws which require factories and apartment buildings,
to clean up the debris which comes out of their smokestacks.

Grade'5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 38.
Our National Government has passed laws forbidding companies to refuse work .

to people because of the color: of their skin, their rationality, or their
religion.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 104.
Thot4ands of peciple work for our National Government. The NationarGovern-
ment 'employs people to print and coin our money, to forecast the weather, to
collect taxes, to;inspect our food 'and drugs; and to Control the airways.
People in the armed forces,work for, the National: Government, too.

GrAde 5,' One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 119.
Many government leaders and- workers are trying to help American families
who earn less than $3,900 a year to solve their problems an improve their
living conditions.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States,-(TE), Ginn, Rage 136.
For many. years, government leaders have tried tosolve the problem of
traffic congestion in our metropolitan areas by building more roads.

Grade5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 138.

With the he)p of the National Government, some railroad companies are
now experiffienting with highspeed passenger trains.

Grade 5,, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 178.
1 Government is interested ins helping people have fun in their

leisure t me. One important way it does this is to run ur national parks.

--Grade 5, One Nation:) The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 240.
In Turkey about half the _people could not read or write until recently.

This was a big problem for Turkey. So the Turkish government started
reading and writing classes for its service men. Our government helped

,
by sending printing.presses and paper, as well as men andwomen who had

taught soldiers in other parts of the world.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 456.
During the depression of the 1930's, the President asked Congress to pass
several laws to, make the banks stronger than they had been. In one of these

laws, our National Government promised to pay Americans up to $2,500 on their

savings accounts, if banks should close in the future.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 467.
The New Deal included a law to help the American workers. The law said that

,men and women should not work more than forty hours a week unless they were

paid extra money. The law also said they should receive at least forty cents.

an hour.

Grade 5, One -Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 470.
President Roosevelt knew that there was more poverty in the South than in

any other section of\the USA. He Kis especially interested in helping the

South. He selected the Tennessee River Valley as the location fbr a huge

improvement project.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 470.

The farmers of the United States were in trouble during the Depression. Many

of them had borrowed money to purchase their farms and equipment. They could

not pay back the money they had borrowed. The government set up the Farm

Credit Administration to lend the farmers mane at a very low rate of interest.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed.,

Senesh, Page 63.
The Frame of Government said that no man could have his life, freedom, or

property taken without trail by jury. It allowed the death penalty only for

Murder or treason. It said that children must be educated and learn a trade.
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
.Senesh, 'Page 70. .

As a protest against the "devine right of kings," a philosophy emerged in the .

seventeentircentury that promoted the idea of man's natural rights to property
and liberty andhis ability'to govern himself. This laid the groundwork for
both our economic and political: systems.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American'Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page,72.

The primary purpose of government is to protect the rights of the people.
This is the basis of our political and economic systems.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.
Senesh, Page 74.

The mercantile system reflected England's view that the thirteen Ame ican
'colonies existed to increase the wealth and power of the mother c ntry,

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd SA., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 76.

Under Mercantilism, the colonies were to contribute to the wealth and power
of the mother country. Many colonists were dissatisfied with the social
system that reflected this policy and challenged the British government on
historical and philosophical grounds.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 83.

The constitution gave Congress the power to regulate trade between the states
and with foreign nations: Before the Constitution, many states tried to
protect their businesses by taxing goods from other states. This economic
fighting between the states weakened the economy.

Grade 5, Our. orking World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 96.

Under the Articles of Confederation, a great deal of conflict existed between
states in trade and commerce. Economic, instability.resulted from each state
coining its own money. The central governMent was unable to collect taxes
and therefore unable to pay a defense force. Under the Constitution, the
federal government controlled interstate, commerce, coined all money, and had
power to collect taxes.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd%ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 98:
The new 'nation, the United States faced many severe economic problems caused
by the'loss of trade with England and her colonies. In order to build an
economic system it was necessary'to develop industry and commerce through a
strong national government. The Constitution and the international conditions
of 'the time established a climate that favored the economic development
of the United States and shaped an economic system that was based on economic
freedom and the regional division of labor.
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd,.ed
Senesh, Page 100.
The new Constitution unified the country, gave t a simple monetarrsystem,
and protected the private property necessary for economic development..

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way bf Life, (T), 2nd ed.,, S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 106.
The United States Constitution has played an important role in the development
of our economic system.

Grade 5,'Our Working World: The American Way of Life,(T),'2nd ed., S.R.A.,-

Senesh. Page 138.
President Roosevelt felt that the government had to take the,lead in helping
to cure the economy. lie believed the government had to 'spend money to stim-

ulate the economy.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 145.
A tariff is a tax placed on goods produced in a foreign country.and shipped
into the United States. Hamilton's tariff plans increased the expense of
foreign goods and encouraged Americansto buy goods produced in the United

States. A

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way oAife, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 192.
The government began to pay farmers to grow less because if farmers produced
fewer crops, the price of what they did produce would rise and they would
be able to buy more goods and services.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A:,

Senesh, Page 209. -

The government has modified its pollution standards; new eqpipment must be
bought.by many firms to meet the standards.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way.of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 211.
President Kennedy was angry when U.S. Steel raised its prices b=acause he
thought a price rise would harm the country and had asked the steel com-

panies not to raise their prices. President Kennedy forced U.S. Steel to '

back down by asking the Justice Department to.investigate the steel industry
for illegal secret price arrangements. Also the Defense Department an-
nounced that it would buy steel only from companies that had not raised prices.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 222.
Among the problems facing our political system today are conflicts over
economic go41s, an increasing crime rate, and a crisis in race relations.
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh,.Page 229.'
People disagree about the order of priorities among national economic

This creates problems in our political systems

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 242.
The government can ensure the freedom of small producers who must compete
with large corporations that have the power to increase prices by limiting
the size of corporations.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harco4rt; Brace, Jovanovich, Page 85.
A,community can help its members control their environment by taxing peolle

for pollution.
I'

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE, 2nd ed.,;
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 236.
Governments often set the top prices that public.serv+ce m opolfes

can charge. i
.

r

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 2540

TE) 2nd ed.,

The United States government has made laws thA tell food pgducers to
print the truth on their wrappers.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purpie)ft ?nd ed., 4

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 258.
Different cultures within a society use government to meet their needs.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 232.
Taxation, printing money, defense, and tariffs are just spine o'f the tasks

governments must deal with.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 269.
Tariffs passed by Congress aided American industry by making foreign goods

more expensive.

Grade-5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 303.
The government tries to ensure the quality of-the foods we purchase.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 344..
Increased world trade and the ownership of land overseas caused the United

States to play a larger part in world affairs. In trying to protect its

interests, America got involved in the governments, and problems of other

nations.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our-Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 345.
The United States declared in 1890 that all sugar coming in from Cuba would

be tax-free. Now the Cubans could make a larger profit from their 'crop.
The result was increased production or sugar in Cuba. Many Americans in-

vested money in,the sugar industry of
.

Cubs, hoping to make a great, profit.
p.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 352.
.The, industrial nations took over sections of China for economic gain in

the 1800's.

Grade 5, The Social .Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T49.

'Governments, by investing money as expenditures, influence activities

of discovery and exploration,.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T94.
Powers to levy taxes lid to coin Money are powers of go4Omments.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country. (TE), Laidlaw, Page T101.
A function of isVernment is the establishmentErra-stable currency. -Gov-

ernments somet/Mes have to borrow to pay their debts.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our-Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T124.

Nem nations are usually more concerned with their international develop-

Ment than with foreign relations. .

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page,T127.

For a weak nation, a major war might endanger its political or econeffrif

stability.

4

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T130.

,A nation's economy can be strengthened through the help of its government.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and'Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T1,35.

,A nation.with great economic power can exercise important influence in

world affairs.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (T Laidlaw, Page t138.

When a nation owns colonies, it takes on additior 1 economic and ji htfical,

f.esponsibilities.
. I

pia

Grade.5, The South, Fideler, Page $5. -

During the reconstruction, the governments, played a large part in re--,

building the South. For example, they provided money for repairing public

building and roads. Perhaps the most important achievement was expansion

of the public school system.
sT

4,t
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Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Pagef100.

Venezuela's vast deposits of oil have brought great wealth to the country. .

Although foreign companies operate most of the oil wells, they must pay .

thegovernment of'Yenezuela more than three fourths of the profits they
make from producing oil.. With this""Money the government has built schools
and hospitals, as well:as-roads and airports. Some of this money is also
being used to help farmers learn new and better methods of farming.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide nomics, Grade 5Oregon (DEEP), Page 39.
Our governments don't. p'od e very many goods, but they do produce:a
sizeable output of s vices.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 245.
One thing that caused bad feelings between the North and South was the
question of taxes on goods coming into the country. Such taxes are called
tariffs. The North wanted to place high tariffs on manufactured goods from
other countries. These protective tariffs would raise the prices of other
countries' manufactured goods. Then people would buy goods manufactured
in the North. Southerners, who &4'd little manufacturing-, wanted to buy
manufactured things at the-lowest possible cost, even if they were made
outside the United Statef.

^s,

Grade 5,;Ais Favored L d, (TE), Macmillah, Page (278.
The plans uted-which settlers could get public land had become easier and
easier since the Land Ordinance of 1785. But pionders on the frontier still
said that public land should be free to those who would settle and work it.
In 1862, the United States Congress finally accepted this idea. The Home-
stead Act was passed. Under this act, a settle could become the owner of
aomuarter section--160 acres of land--without .paying any money. To get
Life land, the settler had to meet certain conditions. He had to'be at
least twenty-one years old. He had to live on his quarter section for
five years and begin making a farm of it by putting the land in cultivation.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 310.
During the Civil War, there were no SoutherneqsALn/Congress. So new tariff
laws were passed with higher rates--4igher proaEtive tariffs. This would
help new industries to get started and increase industrial growth.

0

4P
Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 368.
During the Depression, farmers all over the country were in trouble, not
just the farmers of the South. So laws called the Agricultural Adjustment
Acts were passed to help them. These laws cut down the.5ize of the crops
farmers raised. They raised the prices on crops so that farmers were sure
of a fair return for their work.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 417.
Almost half the land in Hawaii is owned by fewer than one hundred people or
companies. The state itself own more than 40 per-cent of the land.
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T99.
A protective tariff protects the jobs, wages, and salaries of the people
employed by the companies manufacturing the goods on which the tariff is
placed. The tariff also protects the profits of the 9wners of these companies.
It also protects other businesses that sell raw materials or other supplies
to the protected business.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T147 and T159.
In modern societies, government plays an increasingly large role in the
management of land and other resources.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 82.
To help the companies build railroads, the government loaned them money
and gave them large sections of land for every mile of track they built.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 86.
In 1862, the United States Congress passed the Homestead Act. This act

gave 160 acres of free land to the head of a fWly if he would build a
house on the land and plant crops. .Farmers could alto buy land from the
railroads for only a few dollars per acre.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 125.
The people of they West, like those inother parts-of our country, are trying
hard to solve their urgent social problems., Efforts are being made to find
jobs for unemployed pedple and to give unskilled workers the training they
need to earh,Ta good livjng in the modern world. Government leaders in the

West are trying to provide their citizens with greater opportunities for
education and with better medical care.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 126.
To help children of pre-school age, the federal government has established
a program known as Project Head Start. The government provides money to
communities to help pay for nursery schools for these children.,

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 42.

In our complex economy, the gb'vernment 'provides a multitbde of:services.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 51.
Sbcietal priorities can alter the operation of an economic system. Re-

strictions and demands imposed on a market economy by government charged
with'conducting a var may alter economic activity.

Grade 6, Adventure: 'Economics, Ohio, Page 53.
Recession may result from insufficiult consumer and producer demands.
The government can influence aggregate demand through its spending or

'borrowing behavior.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 115.
Most African goverwts send farming experts to teach the villagers how to
improve their methods of farming.
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Grade 6, The Age of .Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn- and Bacon, Pagd 108.
The regulation of trade soon outgrew, the scope of towns and guilds. It

becadie the business of the national government. The capitAlist worked on
his own, but he was aided by the policies adopted by the English states.

Grade 6,:British Isles, Fideler,.Page 112.
The government of the Irish Republic is trying to promote the growth of
industry by granting'economit benefits to manufacturers, especially those
that produce goods for export.

'Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon,'Page- 103.

Government regulations of hours worked, and safety arrangements, in factories
are needed.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T68.
In the Middle Ages, rulers kept order at fairs, helped organize them, and
protected merchants as'they traveled to and from the fairs. These leaders
benefited from taxes and fees collected from the-merchants and from ther -

general increase in business that the fairs encouraged in their areas.
Modern gqyernments try to create conditions that will stimulate business
industry, but they also tax and control merchants and industrialists.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE),.Follett, Page T7E.
The roles of rulers and lords were similar in both the early Greek period
and in Medieval Europe. These rulers controlled trade through taxation
and also tried to protect it. In both medieval Europe, and early Greece, -

pirates and raiders were the first to offer people "imported" goods.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T177..
During the age of Mercantilism,, leaders of nations granted special favors to
businesses that brought gold into the country. Adam Smith felt that since
competition controls business, government should not make laws to control it.

Grade6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page,180.
At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution wages for workers were bad
and the working conditions were dangerous. The English Parliament passed
Paws in favor of the workers. These laws set limits on the age at which
children could be employed in factories. They shortened the working day
for women and children, and later for men. They required that children
be given an education.

Grade 6, ultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T202.
After World War II, Europe began to recover more rapidlythan anyone had
expected. The Marshall 'Plan set up by the United States helped greatly in
this rebuilding of the economy. Through this plan, western European nations
were given credit rather than money. Using this credit, they bought from
the United States the tools, machines, and the raw materials needed to get

. industry moving.
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Grade 6, Cultures in Transition,-(TE), Follett, Page T207.

One advantage of a large nation is the lack of barriers to trade and

business. All parts of the nation use the same currency and other standards..

A Large nation also may have access to more raw materials, resources, and

maeketS-
-

4t

Grade4/ Cultures. in Transition, (TE), Follett, Fage T293.

To nationalize something means to put it under cdntrol of the national

government. The Communist government nationalized all Russian industry.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page 1336. 7

When Japan decided to centralize its government, all land was to be con-
trolled by the government and to be distributed evenly among the people.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T357.
In China an ancient king was supposed to have put an end to trade and

industry in favor of agriculture. Thus Confusian scholars of Tokugawa

Japan ranked farmers above merchants and craftsmen because this was the

,way of the past. In addition, they favored peasants because their' tars

`paid the'scholars' stipends.

- Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, ITE), Follett, Page 1375.
In the feudal system, Samurai served local lords who, in turn, served the

shogun.' The Samurai class as a whole controlled the land, enforced the

law, and collected taxes. In the modernized country, the government took

on these tasks.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T378.
Since money is needed to carry out most government projects; control of

the\budget would give any governing body extensive power. ..:

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T380.
The Japanese government gave aid to agri'culture. It taught the villagers

new methods of farming, and production rose sharply. The increase provided

the government. with much of the capital it needed to build industry.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T446.
The occupation leaders wanted to end Japan's, military power-in order td

prevent further wars. They realized that a strong economy would.help create

a' strong democratic nation.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum4Guide: Oklahoma, Page 10,

Unusual situations, such as war, may cause'a society to reallocate

resources very rapidly.

Grade 6; Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 22.

The consumer has certain, specific legal protectiom and remedies in federal,

state and local laws.
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Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 41.
In proOding a few basic services, the government modifies the role of
the market ift order to provide for the common welfare more effectively.

Grade. 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools Page 125.
One of the functions of government is to regulate arid guarantee competition.
Most economic systems today are mixed. That is, both private enterprise
and government produce goods and services for the people. Its type depends
on the "mix" or which sector is the larger proportion. Political systems --
whether democratic or non-democratic -- contribute to economic growth.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 247.
Investors are not eager to put their money into countries until they are
assured of the success of the government in power.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 254.
Though the Pan American Union began as a defense union, it soon became
apparent that it could become an economic union, mutually beneficial to
all its members.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 258.
The Alliance for Progress goes beyond the hope of mutual understanding and
trust expressed in the Pan American Union:and the Good Neighbor Policy by
proMising economic and technical aid to Latin American Nations. .

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washingtn Schools,
1

K-6, (DEEP), Page 8.
In an underdeveloped country, the goods'and services usually provided by
the government such as highways or education may be lacking. If the people

are poor they cannot pay much in taxes. The government cannot supply many
goods and services if it has insufficient revenue from taxes. 4

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 35.
During the Industrial Revolution, new laws were needed to protect workers.
In England, members of Parliament supported_ reform for many reasons. A

majority agreed that factory workers needed help. Laws were passed that
brought new hope to millions of industrial laborers. Boards of health were

set up. Women and children could no longer be put to work in the dangerous
coal mines.

.Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 270.
It was obvious to many Nigerians that they would need more and better
transportation facilities if they were to move all the new products of the
farms, forests, and factories. The federal and regional governments thus
began.to plan for a better transportation system throughout Nigeria. The

governments had to plan carefully in order to use their limited resources
wisely.
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Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 114.
To help farmers earn income like those earned by other workers, the German
government hat established a system of farm subsidies. This system has
caused additiOnal problems, however. It has encouraged many of the small-
est, most inefficient farmers to continue to farm.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macinillan, Page 66,
General Diaz did a great deal for Mexico. He organized a rural police
force that. put an end to bandits. He built highways, improved hatbors,
and beautified cities. Foreign companies, were encouragedto build railroads,
factories, and Power plants.

Grade 6, Jn A Race With Time, (TE),' Macmillan, Page 167.
The petroleum fields and iron mines of Venezuela bring great wealth to its
government. Foreign corporations must pay for the privilege of using the
resources of the country.

Grade 6, In A Race With-Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 172.
Several dictator's ruled Venezuela wisely in the beginning. They encouraged
agriculture, developed mines, built schools, and imprOved transportation:
They tried to divide large estates to distribute land to the poor farmers,
However, the dictators generally mismanaged the affairs of their,country.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 174.
The Venezuelan government has received a great deal of money from'petroleum

and iron. A large share of the profits made by foreign corporations that
develop Venequela's natural resources are paid into the Venezuelan treasury.
The Overnment has used this income from petroleum and iron resources to
develop the nation.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE),
The Venezuelan government is trying td provide jobs for young people ed--

ucated' in its schools and colleges.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 230.
In Chile, the government began to change the system of landholding.
Under the government's new policy, some of the owners of large, ranches were
forced to sell their land to the government if they were not making good
use of it. Thetranches were turned into communal farms,

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 233.
The Communist government of Chile speeded up the land redistribution which
was begun by the Christian Democrats. It put the entire banking system

under government ownership. The Republic of Chile assumed full ownership
of'the major copper mines.
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Grade 6, In A RaqgyMth Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 416.
After World War II, The United States became so intested in rebuilding war-
ruined Europe that it neglected Latin America. The United States poured
28 billion dollars- into Europe in five years. It also loaned or gave en,
ormous sums of money to India, China, Japan, and other Asian nations. In

that same period, the United States spent only 500 million dollars in im-
proving conditions in Latin America.

Grad6, InA Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 422.
Most Latin American governments have not been able to collect income taxes
from the rich. Most Latin American nations have unstable governments.
First one dictotorondthen another seizes power. The result is that people .

lost confidence in their government. Foreign governments whichlnight offer
assistance are discouraged.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T58.
Government programs in agriculture and industry have 'done much to raise
the standard of living of many Chileans.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 86.
The Indian governTerit is working hard to overcome India's problems,. Laws
have been passed. to protect tenant farmers against high rents. The govern-
ment also hopes to make it possible for more people to buy their own land.
In addition, government workers are teaching the people better ways of
farming.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 96.
India's government is working hard to help the c tty develop and expand
industry.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 112.
In Brazil, the northeast section is impoverished. This poverty has created
much unrest. Political leaders are demanding that something be done to help
the people of this area. Unless some of the demands of the people are met,
there is danger of revolution.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 150.
Latin Americans complain about the excessive profits made by American
business interests in Latin America. Though some of the companies have
shown a disposition to deal fairly with the people of these countries, many
make excessive profits or dominate the governments when and where they can.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 160.
Under the New Deal, the federal government provided assistance too people
who had little or no steady income.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 90.
The Northern manufacturers wished to protect their domestic markets by in-

. fluencing the government to charge tariffs on foreign goods. The people of
the South believe that cheap foreign goods were necessary to their economic
survival.
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Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 37. 4

In Iran, the government is trying to educate the people and raise the
standards of the poor.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 73.
The government of France is trying to modernize French agriculture and
trade.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 94.
The Russian government has to manage business as well as the usual govern-
ment activities.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 97.
The Russian government was the first nation in history to aMmpt_trans-
formation by planning.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 129.
India and China are competing to see whether democracy or communism can
raise the standard of living faster.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 148.
The amazing growth of the iron and steel industry in Japan has come about
partly because of government help. Because steel is so important to the
development and expansion of modern industry, the Japanese government has
given the steel manufacturers special privileges, such as tax relief.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (IT), American Book Co.,

Page 6-3.
The Nigerian government has many projects in operation which are designed
to help the farmers make better use of the land.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 404.
In the Soviet Union housing is government -sponsored. The state determines
the size of the apartment a family can have and assigns families to apartments.

Gr6de 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), Ameri4n Book Co.,

Page 407.
Without knowing it, a Russian consumer may pay quite a few times the cost of
what it took the government to produce something. This extra money is not

used by the state to create new industries or new civic projects

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 424.
As cities grow larger, more laws are needed to protect the freedom of the
people. As industry grows; laws are needed to protect producers and consumers.

Grade 6,'Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 80.
Isreal has a democratic political system under which great powers of economic
planning are delegated to the government.
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Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T) 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 134.

During a food shortage in one of the Chinese provinces, the Emperor demanded
that the peasants from other provinces where'there was a surplus share their
food so' everyone enjoyed a subsistence food level.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the.World, (T), 2nd S.R.A.,
Senesh, Pages 142 and 151.

The Soviet Union is attempting -to unify the Slavic people under its political
and economic guidance.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 174.

Comecon is an economic region whose resources are allocated through a central:
authority of member nations and whose economics are modified by the Pressure ,

of the Soviet Union. Comecon was formed by the Soviet Union, to increase its r

economic power and to establish Closer economic and political ties with its
East European neighbors.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page -189.

Some possible solutions to the energy crisis, include government intervention.
For example, the giAlernment could change its policies regarding energy
resources, promop research on solar and nuclear energy, establish landuse
policies that encourage concentration of people, or eliminate_subsidiel to
oil producers and let the price rise.

Grade 6, Our Working'World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 190.
The U.S demand for oil has an effect on the country's foreign policy.

Grade 6, Our Working World: RegiOns.of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 195.

In a political system where the source of power rests with the people rather
than one leader, the people usually receive greater benefits. The Middle.
East, the major supplier of oil to the rest of the world, earns a large in-
come; but many Middle Eastern countries do not show a corresponding standard
of social development.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 200.
Nations who compete economically with Japan must face difficult decisions.
These nations have two alternatives: to accept the challenge of Japanese
competition by trying harder; or to minimise the effect of Japanese competit-
ion by protecting domestic industries through import restrictions.,
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Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 228.
Some Latin American countries have tried to improve their economies in recent
year by building roads and highways through the jungles and swamps; develop-

ing airfields and encouraging tourism; raising wages; and curbing foreign
competi,tion through regional planning, regulating foreign companies, and
nationalizing foreign holdings.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: -Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE),' 2nd ed.,
Harpourt, Brace, Jovano-vich, Page 140.
During the Middle Ages, there was no,government control of business methods,
and,na income tax.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

HarCourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 222.
A Spartan citizens family life, his work role, and the way he spent* his

free time all depended on government decisions. The government affected

the total life of each person every day. Such governments are called total-

itarian governments.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 258. .

The Indian government sends agricultural experts to help the villagers.

Through the government, these experts help the villagers buy some machinery.

Grade 6, The Social Sci nces: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nCed.,

i

.4
Harcourt, Brace, Jovano ich, Page 282. ,,___

Today, the U.S. governm nt still tries to protect consumers and do what is

best for the economy by preventing unfair practices by business. It tries

to see that rices e_np,t_aat_hY_Monholies. The government affects bus-

iness in anot er way too, In the 1800's and early 1900's factory workers

had little protection. In the 1930's the United States government began to

.pass laws which gave workers ihe right to form unions.
\

,

.

'Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,Page 284. .

In ,the 1940's the United tateS government passed a set of laws which limited

the power of the unions. Unions as well as businesses had to be responsible

to all the people. The n w laws protected business, consumers, andthe
members of the labor unio s.

.

Grade 6, The Social Studie
One of the big problems fa
the money for the new capi

Grade 6, The Social Studies
The Brazilian government of

and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 30.
ing the Brazilian government was how to provide

al. '

and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 33.
ered a tax-free town to attra t workers.

0..
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 153.
Athenian colonies and cdrtain Greek city-states depended on Athens for
trade and protection. However, a strong political bond was never formed.

Grade 6, The Social- Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 163.
The government of India encouraged economic growth and regulated production
of certain products.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 194.
Governments of every'civilization prdvide'services for the people.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 309.
economic aid given by the United States, has made it possible for the
Fbrmosans to build 4 strong society. /

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 314.
The American government began regulating more aspects of the American
economy during the depression of the 1930's.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 324.
The Indian government is planning some of the nation's economy. India is
developing a socialistic economic system like Great Britain's. The govern-
ment of India is trying to bring aboUt more economic equality among the
people.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 326.
ChiparApomicielystem is communist, the government has almost complete

ebntrol of the economy.

"Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), LaidlaW1/2 PagT396.
Political scientists have learned that laws restricting air pollution can
be passed if people are made aware of the deadly results of pollution.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T50.
Economic systems may be controlled by governments. A stable government
is needed for rapid economic growth.

Grade, 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T118.
Governments must find ways to reduce the crime rate. Governments must
find ways of winning the battle against pollution.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia*, Fideler, Page 108. A '

The government of the Countries in Southeast Asia are encouraging industry.
They try to plan the progress their countries should mare to-help industry
grow. In these plans they decide where new electric plants are to
be built and what improvements are to be made -let sportation. In addit-
ion, the governments of some countries, such as Burma, plan and run many
of the new factories.
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Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 7.
The Communist leaders came,to feel that the best way to modernize.the
country was for the government to plan and direct all work.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler; Page 40.
Stalin believed that the. Soviet Union would be able to advance more quickly
and successfully if the government planned and-directed all the work in,the
country.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page,74.
Soviet students who are admitted do not have to pay for their education, and
most of them receive money from the government if their grades are good enough.
However, while they are in school, many have to spend part of their time work-
ing in factories, on farms, or doing other useful work. When they graduate,
they are expected to take jobsjoherever the government wants theth to work,

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 99.
In 1928, the Soviet government decided to group the small farms together
to form large, government controlled farms called collectives.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, *(TE), Macmillan, Page 24.
Western thinking accepts the idea that governments can make laws telling
business what it can and cannot do. It even accepts the idea of govern-

ment owning business. But, in Western thinking, the government that does .

the regulating and the owning must be made up of people who have been chosen
in free electiqns by the people.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, '(TE), Macmillan, Page 388.
In China, practically all the gredt induStries--processing of iron. and silk
production:for example--were government monopolies, or open only to prod-

ucers licensed by the government. Tight control of the whole economic
system was a characteristic of old China. Whatever the government did not

control, associations of businessmen calledguilds, did.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 482.
Japanese government leadership sees to it that the economy does not suffer

from wasteful competition.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page\'7118.

A stable government facilitates the social and economic development of
a nation.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: FISCAL POLICY -
.

Grade 4, Great Americans, Fideler, Page 58.
When Franklin Roosevelt took office, millions of people had lost their jobs.
Many of them were unable to pay for their homes, and had to move. Roosevelt

believed that the federal government should use its power to help ordinary
people achieve,a better Standard of living.
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Grade 4, CUT. Working World: Regions of the United States, (1), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A.,.Senesh, Pages 98 and 109.
Growth and development of the South Central Region has come about through
tdprovements in transport4tion and in agricultural and manufacturing methods,
and because of the stimul'etion provided by government spending.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.;
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 100.
The future of the South Central Region depends on its success in finding
markets for its products and in dealing wilt ._the problems that often result
from dependency on government spending.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, -4), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 108.
A country as rich as the United States has suffered serious economic
depressions. The U.S. government has taken measure to ensure t at many of
the experiences of the Great Depression years will not be repea ed.

Grade 4', Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), d ed.,
S.R.A.S.R:A.i Senesh,'Page 111.
Continued government spending in a region at times creates economic growth
and at other times creates problems in the economy.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational PUb., Page 290.
Frankfin Roosevelt used government money in many new ways in,order to help
the ation recover from the depression.., Agencies, or speciaNepartments,
were created to help people find jobs.

t

Grade 5, Asking About the USA And Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 6-10.

The government can contribute to the maintenance of higb level production
and employment, rapid economic growth and progress, andia stablc-dollar,
by proper use df government authority.

Grade 5, The Northeast,. Fideler, Page 126.
During the 1930's, the federal government and some of the states tried in
various ways to end the depression. They provided food and small sums of
money to people who did not have jobs. They employed Tany workers in the
construction of highways, dams, and public buildings. In addition, the
federal government loaned money to people who wanted to start new businesses.
Gradually business improved, and more people were able to find work. By the
end of the 1930's, the depression was almost over.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 467.
During the depression of the 1930's, it was most important for people to
have jobs. Most Americans did not want "handouts" of food and clothing
from the government. They wanted to work. They wanted to earn money to
support themselves end their families. They wanted Ito keep their self -
respect.,

a
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 137. -

Hoc:Ater believed that the government should not interfere with the economy.
Hoover and other experts thought that in, time the economy would heal itself.
Roosevelt felt that the government had to take the lead in helping cure the

economy.. He believed that the government had to spend money to stimulate

the economy.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 190.
The introduction of new money and jobs reverses a cycle'of economic in-

stability. The government tries to improve the economy by setting.up public
works projects to build roads, dams, and national parks when fhe economy is

in a slump.

Grade 5, Our Working World; The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 192.
The Civilian Conservation Corps was a work project.for unmarried men between

eighteen and twenty-five. They received food, clothing, shelter, and ,wages

for .doing work that helped conserve the nation's natural resoUrtes. This

and other projects helped to ease the depression.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE)`, Laidlaw, Page T120.

A country's economg goes through periods of increase and decline. Government

can help maintain a stable economy.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 103.
The ups-and-downs of the business cycle can be modified by intelligent

economic policies, both public and private.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE),,, Fideler, Page 159.
Unlike Hoover, Roosevelt was willing to use all the power of the federal

government to aid the economy and get people bad( to work.' In 1933,

t Roosevelt called Congress into a special session to deal with the economic

crisis. In a period of just one hundred days,-Congress passed many new
laws giving the federal government a much greater degree of control over

the nation's economy.

Grade .6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, P6ge.160.
The Roosevelt administration tried a number of measures to end the depression.

For example, it spent billions of dollars in tax)money to build roads, dams,

and public buildings. Millions of unemployed persons wee put to work on,

these projects. The government loaned money to business firms to save them'

from bankruptcy, and help them expand their operations. 'Under the New Deal,

the federal government pftvided assistance to people who had little or no

steady income.

Grade
Most
to pr

6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 161.

mericans now expect the government to take action whenever necessary

vent a depression.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: FISCAL POLICY

Gre 6, The Social Sciences: Concep and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 304'
John Maynard Keynes wrote that governments should try to increase demand
by creating jobs and hiring people. Governments, he adds, should also
-order more goodS from business and should lower taxes to encourage spending.
If more people returned to work and received incomes, they could demand
more goods., This demand would encourage business to hire more workers to
supply the goods. Spending and production would increase. Formerly, most
government's had played a small role in their economies and so were slow
to accept Keynes' ideas. Although the United States government did begin
work programs for the unemployed in 1936, it was not until World -War II
began that governments became as involved in their economies as Keynes had
odvised.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC. )

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 42.
In our complex economy; the government provides a multitude of services.
Examples of these services way be found in the area of transportation --
highways, bridges; rail and air transport, school transportation, mail
delivery -- or in the areas of natural monopoly -- gas, water, sewer and
electricity.

Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 192.
Governments provide many services. They need money to pay the people
who perform these services.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page10.
Citizens may choose to give up some personal experlditures in o der to obtain
certain public goods er services.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page-A2.
Goods provided by government which help satisfy the collective wants of
people are public goods. Usually these goods are such that people as
individuals are unable or unwilling to provide them, efficiently.

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 44.
Local, state and fedval governments produce both goods and services.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6; (DEEP), Page 19.
A few goods and services in this country are provided by government. Some
goods and services thpt are needed such as education, police and fire pro-
tection, could not be produced profitably by private business firms for all
the people.

9
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.)
,N,

'Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 10.
In your daily lives you use some service or good that is at least partially
financed by the federal government, and that your families pay taxes to the
federal government. One such service provided for by your taxes is the Post

Office. Federal funds are also used for welfare, education, highways, farm
support or whatever else is appropriate.

Grade 4, The EnVironment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T324.
The government lAvides parks, wildlife refuges, and other places for

people to enjoy.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 125.
The government of India is building atomic power plants to provide electric-
ity. These projects are paid for by the government which means the people
are paying for them through their taxes.

Grade 4, Four Lands, Four People, Heath, Page 142..
Brazil's democratic government must overcome the problems of high illiteracy
and over-centralization of power.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Patin 7-6.

People are usually willing to give up some individual money for more com-
munity money when the community will provide sewage purification plants.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 8-2.
All communities supply police protection, school services, and road main-

tenance and repair services. Some communities provide other services also.

Grade 4, Investigating Man's World: Regional Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 97.
States spend public money to meet their needs. For example, states spend

money for building new roads and for improving old ones. States spend

money for,building new schools and for'iMproving old ones. Because some

people need help, states spend money for public welfare.

Grade 4, Investigating Man's World: Regional Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 98.
Many people in a state use certain goods and services such as educational

facilities, highways and public welfare. Every state spends large sums

of public money to meet these needs.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 92.
Government services are provided for everyone. They are useful to everyone

and are paid for by everyone.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.)

Grade 4, Our Working 'World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 175.
Because Alaska is sparsely populated and there are few sources of revenue
for the state government, there is not as much social capial as in many
other regions of the United States.

6ade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 252.
Governments pay workers to help people have safe food and water. Governments
also pay people to get rid of garbage and wastes.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 111.
The government helps farmers by supplying them with information on better
ways of farming.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange,)(TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 170.
People all over the country, in cities and on farms, pay taxes to :me govern-
ment. The government uses those taxes to pay people like soil conservationists.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange)(TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovict, Page 201.
Taxes buy many things that each person cannat_buy for himself. City taxes

pay for police and firemen. Taxes pay for playgrounds, public libraries,
and building and caring for streets. Taxes help pay for garbage collection,
sewers, parks, government, airports, and much more.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 256.
Public services are a return on taxes.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 138.
When people live together in groups, they have to buy some things as a
group. They buy their fire protection and police protection and roads and
schools and hundreds of other services from the states.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 241.
The American educational system was quite different from those of other
countries. The greatest difference was that education in America was free
to everyone. American towns and cities paid for the schooling of their
youth. "Free" education is not really free, of course, for educational costs
are paid by taxing the entire community.

Grade 5, The American Adventure; (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 290.

For many year the flood states had asked for federal government help to
prevent floods. Finally, during the 1930's, the government responded. New

Deal programs spent huge sums of money on flood control. The biggest con-%

servation project of all was, developed along the Tennessee River.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC. )

Grade.5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-10.
The government has built dams on several rivers in northwest Mexico so
that water from the mountains can be used for irrigating the land. .Irri-

gation makes it possible for farmers here to grow crops on land that would

otherwise be to Ary for farming.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 104.
The Caribbean countries do not have enough money to build all the roads,

dams, and power plants they need.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 4-56.
Although foreign companies operate most of the oil wells in Venezuela, they

must pay the government more than three-fourths of the profits they make from

producing oil. With this money the government has built schools and hospitals,

as well as roads, and airports. Some of this money is also being used to help

farmers learn new and better methods of farming.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 204.
The growing cities needed to spend a great deal of money to build more

schools and hospitals and transportation systems.
1$

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 250.
Another New Deal program, called, "social security," nelped older people

who could no longer work. Even today, most workers pay a social security

tax. Money is taken out of their paycheck and set aside. When they retire,

they receive their tax money back in-the form of monthly social security

payments.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 266.
Over the past 20 years, many Puerto Ricans have come to the United States

mainland to seek better living conditions and better jobs. Many spoke only

Spanish, some had little education, and many were unskilled in a trade needed

in a big city: Slowly, with help from the federal government, many of these

problems are being solved, and newcomers are beginning to feel more a part

of their new home.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 267.
By the 1970's many American cities were in trouble. 'Schools were over-

crowded, black communities were, discontent, and people were worried about

crime. It seemed that the cities' facilities simply could not keep pace

with.their.rapid population growth. Services were out of date, and many

fine buildings had turned into slums due to neglect.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC,)

Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Pages 78 and 79.
The government of Canada is trying to help Indians and Eskimos have a better
way of life. It is working hard to provide better health care for these
people. The government is also helping Indians and Eskimos obtain jobs.
Some of these people are being encouraged to earn a living by making beauti-
ful carvings that can be sold.

Grade 5, EconomiO Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 10.
Citizens may choose to give up some personal expenditures in order to obtain
certain public goods or services.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 12.
Public Goods are goods provided by governments which help satisfy the col-
lective wants of people. Usually the goods are such that people as individ-
uals are unable or unwilling to provide for them efficiently.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 44.
The goods and services provided by the city government are paid for
primarily by taxes. These are things people elect to buy together rather
than as individuals because everyone will benefit in some way.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 19.
The government also provides goods and services for the people that cannot
be provided for, by private business. For example, national defense, high-
ways or education.

Grade 5, In These United States, (TE), Heath, Page 128.
The federal government and various states' governments build large dams.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,
Page 227.

The government of the United States provides many serv"Ices for you and the
other people of the nation. It keeps an air force and navy to defend the
nation in case of attack by an enemy.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,
Page 230.
The government of the United States spends large sums of money to meet the
special needs of the people living in the nation.

Grade 5, Life On Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 92.
Because he knew that people wanted better roads, Chief Solomon stated at
a meeting of the tribal council, "I suggest that it is the responsibility
of the whole tribe to build reads for everybody to use."

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, ,Fideler, Page 209.
The United States government is now ,spending billions of dollars to help
our states construct a nationwide system of super highways. The roads in
this new system are called interstate highways.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.)

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 99.
In 1818, the United States government finished building a highway from
Cumberland, Maryland to Wheeling, in what is now West Virginia.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 146,
Every child in the United States has an opportunity to obtain an education
in our public schools. All of the states provide free elementary and second-
ary schools, which are supported by state and local taxes and governed by
local school boards.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 39.
Although there are good schools in. our cities, the worst schools are usually
located in the poorer sections. Educators and government leaders realize
that the education of city children must be improved. They have thought of
several plans to give these children a better education. One such plan is

called Project Headstart.

Grade 5, One Nation:. The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 136.
For many, years, government leaders have tried to solve the problem of
traffic congdstion in our metropolitan areas by building more roads. But

the problem has become worse. Now they have decided to build better public
transportatioh.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 151.
Until 1970, the United States Postal Services was called the Post Office
Department. Each year, the American taxpayers had to pay a great deal of
money to keep:the Post Office operating.,

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), GFnn, Page 178.
Our National Government is interested in helping people have fun in their
leisure time. One ,important,way it does this is to run our national parks.
At the present time, there are thirty-five national parks in the United
States. They are for the use and enjoyment of all the American people.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 362.
There were few good roads in the United States when people started moving
to the West. 'Eventually, the national government helped to build better
roads to the West. Today, several of the highways of our Interstate High-
way System follow the routes of these early roads.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (E), Ginn, Page 467.
The President and Congress decided to build hundreds of schools, post
offces, highways, dams, power'projects, hospitals, and bridges which the

country needed. All of these are,known as public works. Very few hoiles

were built in the USA during the Depression. tF.D.R. decided that the nat-

ional government should build low-cost housing projects in the nation's

cities. Today, there are many such low-cost housing projects in the U.S.A.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.)

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 470.
President Roosevelt knew that there was'more poverty in the South than in
any other section of the U.S.A. F.D.R. wanted to improve the farmlands of
the Tennessee Valley. Electricity from the dams to be built on the river
could be used to light the homes of farmers and city people in the region.
It could also be used as pOwer in new factories which would provide jobs
for workers.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 190.
The government tried to improve the'economy by setting up public works
projects to build roads, dams, and national parks.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 183.

1/2

The government provides many services because they are too expensive for
individuals to do alone, and government can use some of the tax money it
gets from everyone.

Grade 5,'The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 306.
There are many needs we cannot meet alone. There are sidewalks to be re-
paired, parks to be)cept beautiful and safe, research to be done to cure
diseases, cities to be renewed and much more. Governments often assume the
responsibility for these needs.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 302.
Through taxes, the government provides social security benefits and medicare
to the elderly. The government has provided new, low-rent housing to re-
place slum areas.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T112.
Improved transportation routes aid settlement and trade. Governments can aid
In improving transportation routes.

Grade 5, The South, Fidele'r, Page 134.
Many children who live in depressed areas of our country do not receive an
adequate education. Because there is less wealth in such areas, less tax
money is collected for the support of schools. As a result, schools in
these areas are usually not as good as those in other parts of our country.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 148.
Tax money must be provided for services in areas where there are serious
social problems. For instance, additional police protection is required
when lives and property are threatened by crime and violence that often
accompany these problems. Since many more fires break out when people live
under crowded conditions,the cost of fire protection in slums is very high.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: PUBLIC GOODS (EDUCATION, POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION, ETtl)

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 5, Oregon (DEEP), Page 9.
The English taxpayers paid for the costs of colonial government, and colonial
defense.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T91.
In most communities, a well equipped, paid fire department is on call at
all times.

Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 194.
Money which people pay to the Revenue Department of the government, pays
for public libraries, low-cost housing, highways, parks and recreation
areas, etc.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 1113.
When the number of people in a community grows very rapidly, it is often
difficult to provide all these facilities and services as fast as they are
needed. It is'also very costly. Most of these facilities and services are
provided by government. The people of the West are working hard to pro-
vide a good.education for all of the young people here. This is especially
difficult in rapidly growing metropolitan areas.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T94.
Roman expenses included: maintenance of the army; food for the people;
and the general cost of government administration. The government's source

of income was taxes.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahonia, Page 10.

Citizens may choose to give up some personal expenditures in order to
obtain certain public goods or services.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 12.'

goods provided by governments help satisfy the collective wants of people.
Usually the goods are such that people as individuals, are unable or unwilling
to provide for them efficiently.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 44.
The goods and services provided by the city government are paid for
primarily by taxes. These are things people elect to buy rather than as
individuals because everyone will benefit in some way.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE),Ginn, Page 51.
The builders of Runcorn in England want to prevent traffic jams and long
weary hours of commuting for people. Excellent'public transportation will
be provided so that people 011 not have to drive their own cars to work;
nor will one have to slosh through rain or snow'to reach the bus stops.
Covered walks Will protect them.
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U.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 368.
In 1867, the government of Japan went into business in a special way. It

didn't build government farms, but it did build irrigation works which in-
dividual farmers could use. It didn't build steel_factories, but it did
build ports. It made what are called capital investments in dams, ports,
railroads, schools, telegraph lines, post offices, and many other things- -
of which were essential for industrial growth,.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations; (TE), Ginn, Page 503.
Right now the government of Brazil is encouraging people to move into the
Amazon Region. It is giving tax incentives to people who invest in in-
dustries in that region. It is building airports, highways, and dams.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, .(TE), Macmillan, 'Page 182.
The Colombian government is providing services for people who cannot pay
for them otherwise. Schools, hospitals, housing developments, and roads
are now being built throughout Colombia. Government funds_also support
the old-age pension system, accident insurance, and other benefits.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 122.
In 1951, the government of India began a program to try to make education
available to everyone. At that time, there were very few schools in India
and there was a great shortage of qualified teachers. The government of
India has built thousands of new schools and provided for the training of
many teachers.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Culture, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 22.
Putlic works are projects undertaken by,..a government, for public use.

Grade 6, In The Eastern Hemisphere, (TE), Heath, Page 37.
The government of Iran is trying to educate the people and raise the
standard of living of the poor.

Grade 6, Investigating Man's World, Inter-American Studies, Scott,
Foresman, Page 68.
Because there are only 20 million people in Canada, occupying an area
larger than the United States,'the government has found it necessary to
provide special services which bare very expensive to provide and which
might not be profitable for private business.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 44.
The Tokugawas dictatorship in Japan lasted a long time because the landowners
were required to have large homes in Edo, the Tokugawa capital, as well as on
their own lands. When they were not at the capital, they had to leave their
families there as hostages. In addition; they had to spend large sums of
money'building temples, roads, and other public works. As a result the
landowners could not save enough money to use for a revolt against the

Tokugawas.
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Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 94.
The Japanese are among the best-educated people in the world. Most of the

young people go to high school, and many continue their education in colleges
and universities..

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 2-20.
The family system in China took care of most "health, education, and wel-
fare" problems within the family. The orphaned, the unemployed, the old,
the disabled, were given "social security" by the family group. In addition,

the family supervised its own members and made them responsible to it in
such a way as to reduce the need for police, courts, and penal institutions.
Yet with all this, China still had a bureaucracy of public officials. There

were taxes to be collected and "public works" to be built and maintained.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 100.
During the Pax Tomana, pirates were swept from roads and seas. Tax rates

were made more equitable. Bridges and equeducts were constructed with

money from the public treasury.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 102.
When the Roman empire began to crumble, roads and rivers became unsafe to
travel, and great landowners left the cities for.their more secure estates.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 199.
In many better developed countries, the profits from industrializatiOn are

taxed. Taxes pay for facilities for transportation, for enclosing sewers
and garbage dumps, for building electrical lilies and telegraph lines.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 292.
Under British rule,.roas, railroads, and bridges were built to link the

Vvarious parts of the protectorate of Nigeria together.

fr

;Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 329.
Brazil today produces more coffee than it can sell. To keep the farmers

from being thrown out of Work and to prevent too much coffee from flooding
the marketplaces and lowering prices, Brazil's government buys the excess

coffee and stores or destroys it. However, this system creates problems,

for the money Brazil spends to help the coffee growers is needed to build
,other things--such as schools, roads, and factories.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 241.
Urban renewal requires strong government leaders, popular support anlarge

sums of money.
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Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 74.

In Nigeria, the cities do not p'' 'rovide free public schools.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 92.

In 1972, the government of Isreatt spent most of its revenues on defense.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 142.
In the nineteen hundreds, many children had to work in factories instead
of going to school. School was not free, and there were no laws saying that
children must be sent to school. So most children only went to school until
they were nine or ten years old.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page, 146.

One of the greatest changes of the late 1800's and early 1900's was the
growth of public schools. The public schools were free, paid for by the
dollars of the United States taxpayers.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 158.
New Orleans, Louisiana is one of the cities in :the Model Cities Program.
In this program, the national government gives money to cities for rebuild-
ing and improving neighborhoods.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 284.
Many products and services are provided by national, state, and local
governments. The products and services provided are those which people
working alone could not easily provide for themselves. Businesses, also,
are seldom willing to provide these services becduse little or no profit
can be made from them.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Grown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 286.
In order to pay for all the services it gives, the United States govern-
ment collects taxes. The government uses some of this tax money to help
all citizens share in the society's wealth. For instance, tax money is
given to people who cannot work because of illness or old age or because
there are no jobs available for them. In this way, large differences among
incomes are somewhat lessened through taxation.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
'Harcourt, &race, Jovanovich, Page 296.

. In Russia there is free education for all Russians. Today, too, the govern-
ment is able to give all the peoplof free medical care.
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,-

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 318. ti

Before a school is built, taxpayers usually vote on whether or not the govern-

ment should spend the money for the school.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 371.
The national government provides services in the area of transportation,
communication, health, education, welfare, national defense, and coordinates

state and local activities.

Grade 6, Theo Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 257--
Brazil ha's many expenses to face throughout the.years. Much of the tax

money that was collected had to be spent on solving the problems of the cities.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE),'Laidlaw, Pages 194 and 171.

Governments of -every civilization provide services for the people. Govern-

ments usually, provide such services as protection, justice, laws, system of

money, and so on by using their power and money from 'pexes.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 5.
The nations of Southeast Asia have many of the same problems. They do not

have enough roads, railroads, schools, hospitals, or industries.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 62.

In the United States, public'land is owned by a local, state, or national

government. A city park, for example is used by everyone. The city owns

and take& care of this land for its residents. In Canada, the pattern is

much the same.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 10.6%;

Cities try to give fire and police protection to people and businesses. They

keep streets in repair and brightly lighted. More and more these days, they

are trying to see that everyone has decent housing and enough to eat,.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY: TAXATION

'Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 64.
Money is given to the government in the form of taxes to pay for the services

the government performs for the community.

,Grade 4, Communities Around the World, Sadlier, Page 192.
The government",can only provide services when it receives money in the form

of taxes and through the sale of the goods and services it produces.

Grade 4', Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 10.

Citizens may choose to give up some personal expenditures in order to obtain

certain,public goods or services. The money the people use to pay for the

goods and services is called taxes.
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Grade 4, EconOmic'Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 45.
Government' goods and services are provided primarily through taxation,
but individual citizens do not all pay the same amount of taxes. There
are many,kinds of taxes; some examples are income taxes, property taxes
and sales taxes.

Grade 4, EconorMft Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 42.
Governmental economic action is usually limited to providing those services
utiliZed by all or most of the members of s9ciety. This,aspect of,govern-
mental services indicates that 411 should pSy. Today's income tax system
is based on the philosophy that each should pay according to his ability.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 163.
Part of the income is paid into government in the form of taxes, to be
used for collective wants and needs.

,

-"Giade 4, Economics and Our Community Dawson, Page-3.
Taxes used for a new public parking It cannot be used for a new play-
groubd. A change in taxes usually cause controversies. Many people are
affected, the children, the teachers and new buildings, facilities and the
equipment!.

Grade 4, Economics and Our'Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 10.
Some goods and services are at least partially financed by the federal
government. Families pay taxes to the federal government.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 84,
Taxes are necessary for the completion of federal works, however, many
people complain that taxes are never collected in the right amount from
the right people, or at the right time.

Grade 4, Great Americausy Fideler, Page 61.
People have to vote to spend money on public schools. The money is raised ,

by taxing the people.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pige 97.

Taxes have been used to finance governments since ancient times.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Bqok Co.,
Page 100.

The Maya had no money, so they paid their taxes with the products they
produced and with their labor.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 268.

Taxing policies must be flexible to meet society's goals in unusual situations.
For example, many factories are being required to stop polluting the en-
vironment. This is expensive. Sometimes the government will allow the
companies to pay lower taxes during the years when they are initiating their
anti-pollution program.
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Grade 4, Investigating Man's World: Regional Studies; Scott, Fotesman,

Page 99.

States collect,taxes. People know that they must pay taxes to the state if

the state is to build roads or to support public schools. Taxes are the

main source of income for every state.F
Grade 4, Investigatinj Man's World; Regional Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page :28.

Public income (taxes) is used by the state to pay ,for public expenditures.

.Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 92.
Taxes aremoney paid by people to support their government.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 110.
The government may change its taxing policies for some industries which are
particularly beneficial to society or for some industries which are part-

icularly harmful to society.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed:,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 175.
Alaska has what is called a very narrow,tax base. This means ti4 state

does not have many source's of tax money to pa/ the costs of government.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
/

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 170.
People all over the country, in cities and on farms, Pay taxes to the govern-

ment. The government uses those taxes to pay people like soil conservatidnists.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 182.
Property taxes are the most common tax on the local level. Taxes are,

levied on the.basis of the'value of the property.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 201.
Like families, cities'have incomes. Their income comes mostly from taxes

4--that people pay. .Most cities have taxes on the land used 'for homes and

businesses. They May also tax the use of water and electricity. Taxes

buy many things, that each person cannot buy for, himself.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 256.
Public services are a return on taxes.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page-259.
The colonists had to pay taxes to England'. The tax money paid for BritiSh

troops. It also paid some other costs of the French and Indian'War.
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Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics:/Grade 4,'Oregon.(DEEP),0Page 25.
Property tax is collected by the state and country governments, paid by all,
and is used for roads, schools,, policemen, and firemen, etc. Gasoline tax
is collected by'State and Federal governments, paid by motorists and truck-
ing companies al)d used far highway construction and maintenance, and other
purposes.

Grade 4, Web of the World; (TE), Macmillan, Page 138.
Each worker must give up some of his wages to the national, state, and
local governments. In,other words, e must,pay taxes. ,

Grade 4, Web of World, (TO, Mac illan, Page 196.
When people pay taxes, they lose som of their own buying power. They.
allow their governments to buy goods and services for all of them as a group.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field EducatiOnal Pub., Page 100.
The American colonists felt they had already paid enough money to their
colonial gov,trnments when the Britigh Parliament imposed moreitaxes on
them. The salaries ogipublic officials, roads, public buildings and armies--
these were just some OT the things the colonists had to.pay taxes for.
These taxes were called internal taxes. Many colonists thought these taxes
were too high, and now the kings wanted even more money for external taxes.

,--

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field-Educational Pub., Page 149.
The farmers in western Pennsylvania were very independent people. In:1791,
.it seemed that they were a long way from the cities and from. city problems.
When Alexander Hamilton suggested raisipg money for the government by im-
posing a, tax on whiskey, these farmers became very bitter.

-Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub:; Page 288.
Many Americans complained about the high costs of the New Deal-programs.,
Some programs' had to_be changed or ended altogether. Since most federal,
government money must come from the taxpayers, new taxes were imposed.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-62.
Taxes on cuffee exports helped to provide money to run the government of
Costa Rica.

Grade 5m0American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-67.
United States companies brought many benefits to the people of the Caribbean
-lands. Taxes paid by the United States companies provided the national
governments with much needed income.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 127.
There are many reasons why foreign trade is important to the Carib can lands.
,By taxing exports and imports, the governments of many Caribbean c untries
raise part of the money they need for roads, schOols, and other pr jects.
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Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-56.
Venezuela's vast deposits of oil have brought great wealth to the country.
Although foreign companies operate most of the oil wells, they must pay
the government of Venezuela more than three-fourths of the profits they
make from producidg oil in taxes.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 156.
One law said that everyone who wanted to vote had to pay a special tax.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American-Book Co.,
Page 250.

One New Deal program called Social Security helped older people who could
no longer work. Even today, most workers pay a social security tax.
Money is taken out of their paycheck and set aside. When they retire, they
receive their tax money back in the form of monthly Social Security payments.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 67.
United States companies brought many benefits to the people of the Caribbean
,lands. Taxes paid by the United States companies provided the national
government with much needed income.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 124.
The governments of many Caribbean countries are trying to encourage the
growth of manufacturing. Some governments offer lower taxes and other
benefits to companies opening new factories.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 127.
Trade is important to the Caribbean Lands. For one reason, taxing exports

and imports, helps many Caribbean countries raise part of the money they
need for roads, schools, and other projects.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 10.

Tax, money may be used for many things that the society as a whole wants,
,such as: a summer recreation program or improvement to the sidewalks.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page,45.
Capital goods purchased with tax money are publicly owned for use by all

citizens. Government goods' and services are provided primarily through
taxation, but individual citizens do not'all pay the,same,qmount of taxes.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 167.
Government uses tax money received to hire productive resources from the
public. The public pays taxes to federal, state and local governments and
in return receives public services from such.sources as the post office,

,highways and the schools.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 20.

Goods and services pl'ovided by the government must be paid for by the people
through taxes. Taxes are levied in different ways such as income tax, property

tax, sales tax and business taxes.
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Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 23.
The colonists objected to the British Government's methods of taxation.

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States'Studies*:-ScOtt, Foresman,
Page 231.

The government gets the income to pay for expendituresin two ways: (1) it
collects taxes, (2) it borrows money.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 92.
Government services are provided for the people through taxes (money paid
by'people to support their government.).

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T203.
The ancient Egyptain governors collected surplus grain from fathers in their,
- districts. This was a kind, of tax that farmers paid after the harvest. The
surplus was saved in government storeshouses. In low flood years the farmers
could not raise enough to feed all the people. Then the storeshouses were
opened, and the surplus from better'years was eaten.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T241.
The costs of the farflung armies and the countless officials in the Roman
government were immense. Taxes had to be collected to pay these costs.

Grade 5, Man the Tablmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T245,
The Roman emperors tried to keep people on the farms in order to keep
collecting taxes from landowners. Such methods failed in the long run be-
cause the heavy taxes drained the farmers' resources and reduced their
productivity.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T288.
The great majority of the common people in India worked as farmers. They

v
had to pay rent on land and taxes to the government. And they had to pay

[
with money, not with grain or craft products. In order to earn money, the

[
farmers grew crops that they knew they could sell to British businessmen

[
in the towns and cities.

[

.-

[
Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T357.
A global income tax could be urged on leaders of industrial nations on

[ several grounds. It would be a humanitarian plan, fulfilling the rich
nations' responsibility of sharing the wealth with poor nations. It would,

provide a bigger, more reliable source of money for development. ,

Grade 5, Midwest, and Great Plains, Fideler,%Page 1108.
Since people earn good incomes, they can pay the taxes neededtosuppOt
schools and colleges. All students now have the opportunity to go to high
school, and most students who have the ability and desire to, go dh to
college can do so..

,
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Grade 5, The Northeast,2Fideler, Page 76.
The colonists became very.angry when the British Parliament passed a number

of new tax laws. The colonists strongly objected to the new tax laws. In

the past, the legislature'in each colony had decided what taxes people would
have to pay. Since they were not represented in the British Parliament, they
felt that Parliament had.no right to tax them.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, 'Page 82.
When .tbe United States was first established, Congress could ask the states
for money, but it could not tax the people directly.. The state governments
seldom_ provided all the money they were asked,to pay. Therefore, the national

government could not prcivide many of, the services the nation needed,.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 63:
The people without jobs are forced to. take government welfare payments to
support their families, although they. would probably prefer to work. Money

to pay the unemployed comes from taxe. Taxes come from all the people.

So all of us have less to spend for our needs,when we pay taxes;

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 333.
In October of 1765, representatives of nine colonies met in NM York city to
discuss action against the Stamp Act. They prepared a lengthy protest to

Parliament. In it they argued that no one should pay taxes unless he could
vote for the people who levied the taxes.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 24.
The English believed that the colonists should be taxes to pay for the cost
of protection which the colonies received from England. By taxing imports

and exports the English also hoped to control the goods the colonies bougft

and sold.

Grade 5, Our Working World:The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 90.
/Gpvernments get most of the money it needs to operate through taxation.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S:R.A.,

Senesh, Page 232. , :

The income tax is the major source of revenue for the feder'al government.

Roads, education, police, and fire protection,,are.services provided by

taxation.

Grade4, The Social Sciences Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Mvanovich, Page 1?7. -

Through taxes we share the cost of services thatare,too expeniive'for in-

dividuals to bay 41one.
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Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt; Brace, Jovanovich, Page 183. .

The government'assumes the responsibility for projects that are too ex-
_

,

.

pensive for individuals to do alone. It uses some of the tax money it gets
from everyone.

1

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE),.2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, JoVanovich, Page 225.
In the United States, each company pays taxes on its profits to the local,
state, and national governments.

Grade 5, The Social, Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich; Page 266.
The states needed strong national government that had the power to tax all
citizens to pay for the big expen'§ive jobs and to make the same laws for
everyone.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 307.
There are. many needs we cannot meet alone. Often the government provides
for.these needs and collects taxes to pay for them.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 119.
Getting money to run a government presents many problems. One of the biggest
problems of King James was how to get money to run the government. Accord-
ing to English law, only Parliament could raise taxes. When King James I,
ordered Parliament to raise taxes, it refused.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, rage 164.
Schools were built in the communities of the middle colonies. Some of
these schools were supported by taxes,, but many were private schools run
by individuals.

Grade 5, The Social/Studies and Our Country, (TE),.Laidlaw, Page 171.
Colonial schools were supported by tuition or taxes or both.

Grade 5; The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 189.
England wanted to transport and tax goods that the colonists traded with
other countries. ',

Grade '5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 207.
_As British subjects, the colonists believed they should not be taxed unless
thercould elect members to Parliament.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 244.
Congress raised money by establishing tariffs and excise taxes. A tariff
is a tax pldced on goods shipped in from other countries. Toiay, the federal
government raises most of its money through the income tax.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 302.
Through taxes? the government provides social security benefits and med-

ical care to. the elderly.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 331.
The government often promotes and helps business by not taxing them.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 345.
To encourage Cuba to increase its production of sugar, the United States
declared in 1890 that all sugar coming from Cuba would be tax-free. Now

the Cubans could make a larger profit from their crop. The result was

increased production of sugar in Cuba.
!

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T88.
Taxation is a means used by governments to raise money-to pay for the
services a government provides for the people.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE),<Laidlaw, Page T94.

Powers to levy taxes and to coin money are powers of governments.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 70..
The American colonists resented living under laws they had not helped to

make. Although the taxes imposed by parliament were not especially heavy,
the colonists did not believe they shobld have to pay them.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 134. -
.

Many children who live in depressed areasof our country do.not.receive
an adequate education. Because there is less wealth in such areas, less
tax money is collected for the support of schools.

, rade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 148.
hroughtaxes, all of our citizens share the costs of unsolved social

oblems. Families that live on government welfare payments are being

pported by taxes, Tax money must be provided for services in areas
.'w re there are serious social problems,

Gr de 5, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 5, 'Oregon (DEEP), Page 9.

Th British passed tax laws to make the colonies pay for their awn,g6vern-

me and for the costs of defense against the French and the,Indians.

Gra e 5, The West, Fideler, Page 113.
,Most of the public facilities and services are'poovided'by government. The

money to pay for them is Usually collected in the form of takes. ,Since the

,people in growingiurban areas are constantly needing more faCilities and
services, it is not surprising that large amounts of tax money must be col- .

lected. The average person in California has to pay,higher taxes than the

average person in any other state inthe West.
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Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 124.
Unsolved social problems are very cdstly to taxpayers. For example,
families who do not have enough money to meet their needs must be supported
with government welfare payments. Additional police protection is needed ,

when lives and property are threatened by the violence that often accompan
ies serious social problems. Since higher taxes are needed to pay for these
services, our citizens have less money for their own use. .

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 126.
The federill5ViFnment has established programs called Medicare and
Medicade to help elderly and poor people pay for expensive medical treat-
ment. Most of the money for this program is obtained from a tax on workers
and employers.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 66.
Many Africans refused to become hired laborers for the Europeans. However,
the Europeans needed low-paid workers in order to make the plantations and
mines they established'in Africa profitable. To force the Africans to accept
jobs, the Europeans began to tax the Africans. This was a great hardship

on many of the African people because they usual.* had no Money. The only
way they could get money to pay their taxes was by working for the Europeans
in the miles and on the plantations.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 114.
Wheh taxes are very high they increase the price of the item taxed so
much that people will stop buying the item. As,the trade and production
decreased the amount of money received in taxes decreased.

5

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page'll.
In France, the Estates-General, had to approve any tax on the land. With-

.

out the consent of the Estates-General, the king could not collect taxes.

'Grade 6, The Challenge of ,Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 35. ,
Nobles and clergy in France had many privileges. They were exempt from
taxation.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Aknge, (TE),,Allyn and Bacon, Page 36.
Taxation in France was unfair. The wealthiest landowning classes were exempt
from taxes whereas the commoners bore the bu'den of the taille, (the land
tax) and gabelle (salt tax), and numerous other taxes.

Grade 6., The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 47.
Taxes in France fell on these least able to bear it, the peasants, whereas

-wealthy clergy and nobles were exempt from taxes.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T40.
The conquered provinces had to pay,tribute, a kfnd of tax, to Rome.
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Grade 6, Cultures-in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page.T54.

Greece taxes imports. As a merchant ship swings into the harbor, men in

a small toat meet it and go on bgard. They are customs officials who

check the cargo and collect a tax on its value.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett,.Page T68;-'

At the end of the Middle Ages, rulers kept order at fairs, helped 'organize

them, and protected merchants as'they traveled to and from the fairs. These

leaders benefited from the taxes and fees collected from the merchants and

from the general increase in business.

The roles of rulers and lords iii early treeeeannevarEurope were
Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T75.

similar. The rulers controlled trade through taxation and also trieeto

protect it.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett,, Page 194.

Roman expenses included: maintenance of the army; food for the people;

and the general cost of government'administration. The government's

source of income was taxes.

Grade 6; Cultures in transition, (TE), Follett, Page T128.
During the 1500's, great amounts of the lords' money went into the Church

.treasury. This tax money enriched the local church. It enabled popes to

live in 'luxury. And all of,this cost the'nations of Europe money. But

Kings and the rich did not bear this burden'alone. The common people also

paid taxes. .

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T146.

'Under tthe reign of Henry IV, the system oetaxes was reorganized.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T147.
Many students will recognize that taxes, whether they are raised or lowered,

affect people critically because they reduce or increase the amount of money

individuals have for their own use.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition,',(TE), Follett, Page T149.

The Magna Carta limited the kings power to tax and to punish his enemies.

A council took the powers to tax and pass laws. The French king could lesiy

many taxes himself.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T210.

Now safe working conditions, minimum wages, even minimum vacations and sick

leave are required by law in almost all the industrial countries of Europe.

The cost is great, and taxes are usually high. As a result, the average

European worker has less money to spend than an American worker would. But

he has more secerity.
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Grade 6,'Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T265.
The'market towns of the middle ages served government officials and land-
owners as centers of administration and tax collection.

Grade 6, Economic Educational Experiences of Enterprising Teachers,
Kazanjian Foundations Awards, Volume 12, Page 35.
Taxes are an inevitable part of economic living, and many people resent
having to pay them. Justice Oliver Wendell.Holmes Said, however, "I like
to'pay taxes. They buy civilization."

Grade-6, Economic Education Curriculum Oklahoma; Page 45:
Government goods and services are provided primarily through taxation,
but individual citizens do not all pay 'the same amount of taxes. Capital
goods purchased with tax money are publiCly owned for use by all citizens.
The government protects ownership and use of private property.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 9.
King William of Orange, set out to build a'nation. He ordered acomplete
census be taken ov every person in the country who could pay'Iaxes. ,This
meant that the new ruler could collect tax money fairly'from people all
over the- land.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE),, Ginn, Page 456. 4

The Guatemalan government hesitates tojntroduce and collect taxes. Every
time a government official tries to do this, he is criticized and at least
one leader has lost his job.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations; (TE), Ginn, Page 503.
The government of Brazil is encouraging people to move into the Amazon
Region. It is giving tar incentives to people who invest in industries
in that region.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 31.,

When Louis XVI, came to the throne in 1774, the French nation was almost
bankrupt. The king needed money to run the government and to pay his ex-
penses. However, he had difficulty getting more money from the already
overtaxed common people. The nobels, who were able to pay, were not taxed.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 99.
For many years, the Central American nations were referred to as "banana
republics," The term was used because bananas were the, chief export of
most of the countries. The companies, that owned the banana plantations
employed a large part ofrthe working population. They paid a large part
of the taxes that the various governments received.

Grade 6, In A Race With"Time, (TE); Macmillan, Page 108.
The Chief barrier to-trade is the tariff, or tax on imports. Each Central
American nation set up such tariffs early in its history. Tariffi are some-
times said to be like walls around a country. The ports are compared to gates
where a toll is-paid. A "tariff wall" is supposed to protect manufacturers
and farmers within a country. It does this by keeping out foreign goods
that might sell for less than things produced at home.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 180.
Taxation can be used to change the use of land. The Colombian government
is now changing the system of landholding in several ways. By raising the

taxes on uncultivated land, the government may force owners to plant crops
that produce food for the.Colombian people. Products for export likewise
may be grown in order to pay the higher tax imposed by the government.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 271.
The government of Argentina is trying to change the pattern of ,land use by

using taxes. The new government forced ranch owners to plow under grass and
sow wheat or corn. The government entourages Argentine industry by placing
a high tax on farm machinery brought into the country. The tax may be more

than the original cost of the machine.

Grade 6, In- A,Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 361.
Sometimes,.governments, in trying to promote manufacturing, have hindered
agriculture. Argentina's high,tax on imported farm machinery was intended
to-help the Argentine manufacturers of such machinery. But it made the

purchse of a needed tractor difficult for the Argentine farmer.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 379.
Honest government would help to bring about a change in the condition of the

lower class. Money collected in the form of taxes would provide needed ser-
vices instead of "lining the pockets" of dishonest officials. If taxes were

placed As heavily on the rich as on the poor, the gap between the classes
would be narrowed.

Grade 6, in A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 422.
Most Latin American governments have not been"able to collect income taxes

from the rich.'

Graded 6, In the Eastern'Hemisphere, Heath, Page"58:
Except in England:eighteenth century Europeans had little say in their

government. The King'coiild tax the people and spend the money any way he

pleased.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere-, Heath, Page 98.
The government of Rugsia taxes the people heavily. J

, .

Grade 6, Learding About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 1-5.
The dissatisfaction of the people\of ancient Greece with the laws of Draco,

led to the choice of Solon. Among Solon's reforms was a form of tax based

on the same idea as our graduated income tax today. The citizens were di-

vided inta four classes accoring to wealth; and the first three groups paid

taxes according to how 'wealthy they were, while the fourth class, had no

money and paid no taxes. .
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GOVERNMENT AND,THE ECONOMY: TAXATION

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co:,
Page 1-13.

Athens wag"a favorable trading port. The government placed taxes or tariffs
on all goods passing through its harbor.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 28.

Although the non-citizen could not own land to take part in the government
as a citizen did, he still had to pay the government heavy taxes. If he
was wealthy, the non-citizen would also be required by the government to
make contributions toward the upkeep of Athens' ships, or the army, or the
Greek theater.

A

I

,

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book\Co.,
Page-29.

The.government of Athens collected taxes on all goods passing through its
harbor. The_tax money was used to buy grain and timber from other countries
for the residents of the city-state.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 2-20.

The family system in China took care of most "health, education, and welfare"
ithin the family. The orphaned; the unemployed, the old, the disabled were

_...liven

"social security" by the family group. In addition the family super-
ised its own members and made them,responsible to it in such a way as td

,, reduce the need for police, courts, and penal institutions. Yet with all
this China still had a bureaucracy of public officials. There were taxes to
be collected and public works to be built and Maintained.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 102.

. .

.

During the downfall of the Roman Empire, the government ,became corrupt..
Taxes rested heavily, upon those who could least afford them.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries,and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 133.

In Medieval Europe, the towns chaged heavy taxes on the goods of merchants
who did not live in the.town to make sure that most of the business would
go totheir own merchants. .,

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 199. ,

In betterdev'eloped countries, the profits from industrialization are taxed.
Taxes pay for'facilities for transportation, for enclosing sewers and gar-
bage dumps, for building electrical lines and telegraph lines. '

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 205.
Taxes,'account

.

for 35 to 50 percent of the price of all cars in India.

fo
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book CO.,
Page 292.

6 The British finally, ,resprted to a tax on trade to make their presence felt
in the land of the Ibos'.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 318.
The Portuguese government taxed the people heayily and they spent the money
not on roads in Brazil but on palaces in Portugal.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Tage 326.
In a poor land few roads are built because not many people can afford to
buy automobiles. Also road building requires high taxes, and oor people
cannot be heavily taxed.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Boo o.,

Page 331. . .

When people do not earn a lot of money, the government cannot tax them.
Without taxes,'it is difficult for the government to build the roads that
are needed to transport goods: If there are few taxes,'the government
cannot build schools or colleges or pay teachers.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 46.
The tax structure thatexisted in trance during the 1700's created conflicts.
It taxed the poor while leaving the rich untaxed.

-

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.AA.,

Senesh, Page 172.
One of the problems still to -13e solved to permit future growth of the '

common market is a uniform tax system.

Grade 6,-The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, ,age 128. . ,

During the feudal period in Europe, a vassal had to fight for his lord, and
pay his taxes on the land. But a vassal had the right to use the land as

he wished. He had another right too, -- the right to be treated fairly by

his lord. °

Grade 6, The Social Sciences:" Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE),'2nd ed
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 159.
The money used for the Model Cities Program comes from taxpayers all over
the United States, in,ruraTareas, small towns, and cities.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 228.
One of the major ways people in the United States govern themselves is by
voting to pay taxes.
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Grade 6,'T e Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, .}'ace, Jovanovich, Page 286.
In order t pay for all the services it gives, the United States. government_
collects taxes. The government uses some of this tax money to help all
citizens share in the.society's wealth. For instance, tax money is given
to people who cannot work because of illness or old age or because there are-
no jobs available. n this way, large differences among incomes are some-'
what lessened throug taxation.'

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovapovich, Page 358.--4
According to ancient Chihese philosophy, when a ruler became lacking in
goodness, the peopleAxlieved that the etre would fall into disorder.
Much otthis disorder actually happened, frequently because of dishonesty
in government. At times officials robbed large sums,of money from the govern-
ment. Emperors often taxed the people heavily to pay for wars or to add to
,their own wealth. a

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values,'(Browb) (TE), 2n ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 420..
In 1958, six nations set up the European Common Market. They agree on a

plan that would slowly lower taxes on goods sent from one member nation to
another. Within ten years, they had completely ended all such taxes among
the six nations. But they taxed goods coming in from nations outside the Six.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw,-Page 28.
Much of the tax money that was collected in Brazil had to be spent on solving
the problems of the cities.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 33. ,

The Brazilian government offered a tax-free town to attract worker's.

Grade 6, The Social udies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 113.
In the ancient Sumer an Economy, the peoplemembers of the lower clas's
and the slaves--wor d the land. They had to pay rent r taxes on what they
produced to the land wners, the priests, or the pries -king.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 114.
In ancient Egtypt, xes were'based on what was. produced on the'land
and on the amount of livestock.

4

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 142.
In the ancient civilization tn India, members of the panchayat enforced
laws, collected taxes, and made decisions on caste violations.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw; Page=202.
The Aztec government supported itself through taxation. Taxes could be

paid in food, clothing, animal skins, pottery, dr many other items. As the

Aztecs took over new areas, they demanded that taxes be, paid. The Aztecs

kept very careful records of the taxes they received from their provinces.
The taxes sent by the provinces provided the Aztecs with large amounts of

food and materials.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our. World, .(TE), Lidlaw,Page 212.
During the feudal period in Japan the taxes on the land were heavy and
were paid to the government. The noble landowners in Japan did not like

having to pay taxes on the land they owned. By bribing government officials

and through other ways, many nobles were able to stop paying taxes on their
land. This meant that the "peasants whoowned small farms had to pay,even

heavier taxes.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 258.
Taxes on goods usually mean that consumers must pay higher prices. The

Ottoman Turks, placed a high tax on the goods going through their lands.
Thta-added to the cost of goods from the East when they were sold in Europe.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 317.
The government of England provides free medical attention to all the British.

This service is paid for through taxation.

Grade 6, The Ways of'Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 76.
Until.recently, each nation of Western Europe thought mostly about its

own welfare. To build up its own industries, for example, it placed
tariffs on goods bought from other countries.

GROSS NATIONAL'PRODUCT: STANDARD OF LIVING

Grade 4, Adventure: 'Economics, Ohio, Page 36.
:Economic growth may be measured in terms of the increase in total product-
ion and/or increase in per capita production of goods and services.

Grade 4,,Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page -40.

;GNP is the monetary value of the total output of goods and services
produced within an economy in a given period of time.

'Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guidgi Oklahoma, Page.28.

New cr expanding business and industry in a community will provide for

new jobs, expand the overall level of. business activity and generally

raise the standard'of-living of local citizens.

Grade 4, Economic Education CUrriculumGuide: 4Dklahoma, Page 49.

A society must produce goods and services at a faster rate than its
population increases-if it is to improve the standard -of living of its

1)00,P-
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GROSS NATIONAL' PRODUCT: STANDARD'OF LIVING

Grade 4, .Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page ,64.
The family in Egypt is.an economic unit producing most of the things it
needs! It has a low standard,of living or little money income.-

,

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four' People, Heath, Page 70.
Egyptians today are trying to apply modern technology to the problems

. associated with raising their standard of living.

Grade' 4, Four Lands:-

A'higher standard of
.of related changes.
ber of factory jobs.

F ur People, Heath, Page 74.

ving in Egypt is expected to result from a number
he people must acquire new skills for a larger num-
More factories will produce greater wealth.

Grade 4, Four Lands Four People, HeatH, Page 7£1.
The Aswan dam will 'ncrease economic opportunity by increasing the amount
of lend under cultivation and providing power for factories.' New jobs will
be created on the

/

land and in factories. -The resulting larger income will
increase the sal= of factory-made goods. All this will increase the stand-
ard of living.

Grade 4, Four :ids: Four Peo le; Heath, Page 118.
The government of'India has set up plans covering periods of five years
to, raise the - tandard of living.

.Grade 4,'Fou Lands: Four People, Heath,'Page 126.
One goal of the Five-Year-Plan is to create new kinds of work. The in--
creased opportunity for people to earn money will raise the standard of
living:

Grade=4, 'reat Americans, Fideler, Page 58.
`When Fra klin Roosevelt took office, millions of people had lost their jobs.
Many of them were unable to pay for their homes, and had to move. Roosevelt
-believed that the federal government should use its power to,help ordinary
people acheive a better standard of living.

Grade 4, Industr3;. Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 122.
Ameri, a's economic growth would not have been nearly so great had it not
beenfor savings and inVestmept on the part,of many thousands of individuals.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page
A society's economic welfare is related to productivity; a society's income
iS its total output of goods and services in terms of money.

Grade:4, Investigating Communities and Cultures,, (TE),.American Book Co.,
Page 8-5.

,

After World War ID, Many people in Europe realized that one way to remove
the reason for warfare was.to share natural resources and economic pros-
.pert
..

, perity.
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Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilsbn and Warmke, Page 82.
Gross National Product, or GNP, means ',pie dollar value of all the goods

. and services produced in one year.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 131.
When the production of goods and services decline, the GNP will decline.

. '

IJ

O

Grade 4, Our Working World:,.Regions ofthe United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S:R.A., Senesh, Page 52.-
Mining communities have a low standard of,living. This occurs for two

reasons: most mining communities are far away from manufacturing areas,
with their higher wage scales and greater variety of goods and services;

and miners usually earn less than manufacturing workers, since their work
does not add much to the value of the resource whereas manufacturing great-
ly increases the value of the resource by turning it into a finished product.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed-.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 54.
Our nation's economy depends upon mining regions to supply mineral resources

to our factories.

Grade.4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T),1 2nd ed.,

S.R.A,, Senesh, Page 93.
Employment rises and falls more'in industries producing durable goods than
in industries producing nondurable goods.

Grade 4, Our Working World: "Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 128.
Despite progress in the South a large number of people still suffer from

dire poverty.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United 'States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 147.
The Four Corners Regions, though One of the oldest,and richest in culture,

has shown little economic development because of its physical remoteness

and differences from the rest of the country, where a strong emphasis is

placed on competition and material success.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions. of the United States, (T),2nd ed.,

S.R.A., SeneshPage 161.
Historical and Technological changes and rapid population growth in can-

fornia have affected the well-being of the region.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 166.
Frontier regions are usually isolated, underpopulated, and'poor.
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Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of thebnited States, (T), 2nCed.;
S.R.A., Senesh, Page J76.
There are several positive and many' negative aspects of rapid economic

,

. growth'in Alaska,.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 190.

Poverty and natural isolation make it more difficult for regions such as
.Appalachia to keep up.w h new technologies.

,

Grade 4, Our, Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 1
Appalachia is a regionle behind because of its geographic conditions and
limited utilization ofits natural resources. *Appalachia's problems have
been aggrevated by the unwise use of natural resources, the exploitation of
the labor force, and the attitbdes'of the resident population.

Grade 4, Our Working Arid: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 198.

Much of the income generated by coal producers in Appalachia,leaves the
region, instead of adding to its prosperity.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
Senesh, Page 205. .

Although industry generally improves the standard of living in an area,
much of Appalachia is unsuited for industriali2ation.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 90.
Most of the people of-Southern Chile are very poor by our standards.,

GradeA,' Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 124.
When the prices of rent, meaj clothes, and other things go up and keep
going up, this is called inflation. Warkers*are often hurt by,inflation.
They can buy less with the money 'wages they receive. Inflation lowers real
wages.

.Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 136.
Some people say that the place to start helping.an underdeveloped country is
.on their farms. By giving.the farmers the knowledge and tools to make, better
,use of their land, their productivity will increase without putting workers
out of jobs. ,

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), MacmillaTL; Rage 233.
*Many,faMilies that do not have large incomes find it hard to get safe and
pleasant hopsing in the city..

,

Grade 4, Web orthe World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 276.
Using raw materials from other nations,.Japan has become a great industrial
natipn.
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Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 36.
Economic growth may be measured in terms of the increase in total production
and/Or increase,in.per capita production of good's and services.

Grade 5,'Adventure: Economics; Ohio, Page 400
GNP'is the monetary value of the-total output of goods and servicespro-
duced within an economy in a given period of time.

Grade 5, Adventure:, Economics, Ohio, Page 57.
Combining all areas of economic-activity, GNP describes the major flow
of goods and services within an economy.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Paige 644,

Gross National Product, often referred to as GNP, is the money value of
all finished goods and services produced within a country during a given
period of time.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T49.
Material growth in the United States by 1876 was without parallel in history,

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pul, Page T51.
The poor economic conditions in many parts of the nation'kept great numbers
of children from receiving an education.

Grade 5, TheAmerican Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T52.
The economy of the nation was-made stronger by the vision of many American
businessmen who saw the potential of Far Eastern trade. Huge economic assist-

ance programs were establishedto raise the standard'of living, and increase
literacy in the Philippines and the Caribbean.

Grade 5, The American (TE), Field EduCational Pub., Page 287.
The'good,, prosperous days of the 1920's ended very quickly in 1929. This

year marked the beginning of a big economic slowdown.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 1-4.
Both Canada, and the United States are democracies with a high standard
of living.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 1-77.
In recent years, Canadians have used their resources to become a prosperous
nation. Today, Canada's standard of living is one of the highest in the:
world.

Grade05, American,Reighbors, Fideler, Page 2-34.
Mexico is not an industrial nation. About half of the Mexicali people use

few or no manufactured goods. Many of these people live in small farm
villages that are separated fromthe outside world by mountains and jungles.
They have almost no contact with the people or customs of the modern cities.

!I ,
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Grade 5, American Nei_ghborS% Fideler, Page 3-109:
Some farmers in the Caribbean Lands have a higher standard of living today
than'they had ten years ago. However,many farm families still live inex-
treme poverty. Helping these people have a better way of life is one of
the grestest challenges facing the governments of the Caribbean Lands.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-4.
South America's people have such a low standard of living because most of
the countries on this continent are underdeveloped.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and its Neighbors, (TE), American BooksCb.,
Page 5-1.

The full-use of productive facilities directly influences economic welfare.

Grade 5, Asking, About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE),,American Book Co.,
Page 6-10.
The way to increase the standard of living of all the people is.to increase
productivity.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 252.
The great depression that began in 1929. chilled the nation. Million of
Americans were out of work-many for the first time in their lives.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TEL'American Book Co.
Page 266.
Over the past 20 years many Puerto Ricans have come to the United States
mainland to seek better living conditions and better jobs.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 7-4.
Size of the Gross National Product,depends upon many conditions: richness
of natural resources; number and,motivation of working people; amount and
nature of capital goods; existence of a large,free-trade area; presence of
economic and political institutions which encourage creative and productive
effort on the part of people.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 276.
The Eskimos were not a rich people. They had to struggle hard to keep
alive in the Artic, and not everyone survived.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 8-5. °-

During the dictatorship of Diaz, the economy of Mexico improved although
wages were lower, and mestizos and Indians lost their land to large companies.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 8 -6.

High per capita incomeis due to high productivity of labor.
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 316. .

The Spanish did not do much to educate the Indians or to give them a chance

to prosper.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 328.
Mexico's most pressing problem is population explosion. Better health and

sanitation have prevented disease, helped people to live longer, and sharply

cut the infant death rate. As a result, the population has greatly increased.
The more Mexico produces, the more people it has to feed, house, and clothe.

Grade 5; Canada, Fideler, Page 174.
In recent years, Canadians have used their resources to become a' prosperous

, nation. Today, Canada's standard of living is one of the highest in the

world.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 5.
While.some people in the Caribbean Lands believed that dictators or commun-
ism would solve their problems, others wanted to bridg about needed changes

in an orderly, democratic way. These people generally ldoked to the United

States for help in raising their standard of living.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 69.
Some Caribbean countries are making a great effort to raise their standaixf

of living. They are taking steps to improve health and education.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 70.
The standard of living in the Caribbean Lands is generally higher today thAn°

it was ten years ago.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 124.
The countries of the Caribbean Lands* are faced with an urgent need for more

industry. Their people want a better way of life. However, they.cannot

raise their standard of living if they must depend on subsistence farming,

or the raising of one or two export crops, such as bananas or sugar.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 28.

New or expanding business and industry in a community will 'provide for new

jobs, expand the overall level ofbusiness'activ,ity and generally raise the.

standard of living of local citizens.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 49.

A society must produce goods and services at a faster rate than its population

increases if it is to improve the-standard of l7 iving of its people.
y

Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 235.
Gross National Product is a term used by economists to 'describe the total

value of all goods and services, produced in the United States by all of its

people within a year.
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Grade 5, Investigating Man's World: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,
Page 43.

Economists study a nation's gross national product to see if the nation's
economy is expanding or contracting.

Grade 5; Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 43.
Kuwait has a much higher prodUction per capita than India. Kuwait's
superiority in per capita income is based exclusively on the resource of oil.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Pace 49.
The life style of most peasants differ essentially from the life style of
urban dwellers in the Middle East. According to the United Nations Report
on the World Social Situation, for example, the per capita income of the
agricultural worker in the Middle East is less than half the per capita
income of"the Area.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 50.
Some of the Middle Eastern peasants' problems arise from the fact that many
peasants do not own their own land. Land is owned in the form of large
estates by landlords. However, even if the peasants did own the land, their
living standard would not automatically improve.:-"'-

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE),'Allyn'and Bacon, Page 85.
Isreal developed' quickly because most of the immigrating Jews were educated,
technically trained,people. They had lived in industrial nations, such as
Britain, Germany, the United States, and the Soviet Union, Thus they brought
with them knowledge of modern ideas, methods3.- and tools.

.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Baconr5age 97.
The per capita Gross National Product of a nation for one year is the sum
total of the value of all the goods and services that the nation produced
for one year divided by the country's population figure. With such a figure
we are able to determine the relative"wealth of a country,,

.

.t .

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and BaCon, Page 112.
The rate of economic growth is an important variable. Underdeveloped and
developed countries tend to Have low rates of §rawth,,while developing,
societies tend to grow rapidly.

-

"

.

Grade 5,1.ife on Paradise Island,- Wilson and Warmke, Page 82.
Gross National ProduCt is the dollar value Grail goods and services produced
in a nation in one year. If people spend all their income on goods and
servicesthe Gross Natidnal,Product would be equal to the dollar value of
What is consOled in one year. .

Grade,5, Man, the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page .T257.'
Improyed power sources can have a general effect on bettering living con-
ditions among a large group. Better power sources tend to improve living
standards by increasing the production of comforts and goods.

ae,
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, *Page T312.
The housing -- standards of living - - differ significantly between the rich and

poor in the United States.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE, Rollett, Page.T319.
Without the products of industry, few people in the United States,today

could count on having the food, clothiAg, and shelter they reqUire. They

certainly would not know the many luxury items that add, interest and comfort
. to everyday life.

Grade 5, Man.the Toolmaker, (TE),. Follett, Page T378. .

A larger population would strain the resources of nonindustrial countries
already struggling to increase standards for those people now living. It

would be harder and more expensive for such countries to educate their

.people. Increased manpower could make building new industries easier, but
resources needed to maintain such a large population would detract from

those available to industry.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 108.
The standard of living in the Midwest and Great Plains today is much higher

than it was one hundred years ago.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 113.
Several times during the past century, huge numbers of people in our country

have been out of work. We call periods such as these depressions. The most

serious of these was the Great Depression which began in 1929 and lasted for

several years.

'Grade'5, Midwestand,Great Plains, Fideler, Page 148.
On the reservation, the standard of Jiving is much lower than it is in most

other parts.of our country. Many families live in One-room shacks or log

cabins without running water. Often they lack warm clothing and nourishing

food.

Grade 5,.The.Northeast, Ffdeler1%Page 90:
Industrialization changes people)S liyes in several ways. For one thing, the

Standard of living is generally, ,higher-in nations that have experienced-the
- ..

Industrial Revolution.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 124.
,Not all'Americans shared in `theprosperity Of the 1920's. Since the end of

World War I,.'farmers had been receiving low prces.for their crops. Many

factory employees had been working' for lbw wages.

,Grade 5; The NbrtheaSt, Fideler, Page 129.
The period since World War II has been a.time of great'prosperity for most

.
people in, the Northeast. Today they enjOy one of the highest standards, of

living in tht World.
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Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 165
Unresolved social problems represent a great waste of human resources.
People who have never had a chance to develop their abilities are not able
to producethe goods and services needed by themselves, their families, and
other people in our country. The result is a lower standard of living for
everyone.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fidelerc ,

.

Page 232.
,

,

Without trade, all of us would have a much lower standard of living than
we:enjoy today.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 53:
Some Americans think that all black people are poor. That is not true.
Although racial prejudice has prevented most blacks from becoming very
rich, many are successful ilusipessmen. Some are very wealthy.

Grade 5, OneNation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 99. ' /

When people work hatd,andget little morethan the basic necessities--
food, clothing, and shelter- -they are.oliving on a subsistence level. In

the past, millions of people lived at the subsisteke level in all parts of
the world. Most people'in the'United States live above the subsistence level.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 119.
To families with low incomes, poverty means many things, most of them un-
pleasant. It, meansliving in.rundowh houses or aprtment buildings. -It

means getting sick because you can't afford to buy enough of the right
,kinds of food. It means weari,rig the, same clothes for many years.

Grade 5, One Nation:" The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 446.
In the early 1900's, not every American was rich. In fact, one out of
every eight citizens of our country lived in great Imerty. Between 'the

very rich and the very poor, there were other Americans wh011ved in cam-
fortable houses and had enough to eat.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States,, (TE), Ginn, Page 462.
After World War I, the United States became very prosperous. The boom
continued for several years. Then, in 1929, something unexpected happened.
Prosperity in the United States came to a sudden end. Within a few months,
millions of Americans were out of work. ,Soon, there were about 14 million

-unemptoyed men aid women--about one out of four workers in the American
.labor farce,

II, Grade 5, Our Working World: the American Way of Life., 2nd ed., S R.A,
, C

Senesh, Page 60.
The standard of living in democratic countries is generally higher than
of a totalitarian country.

(

s.
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 137'.
The behavior of the businessmen in the 1920's helped tQ4bring about the
Great DepressiOn. Businessmen believed that the,prosper,ity(Would last
forever. They invested their savings in new factories and machines. When

consumers began to buy less, store Owners cut back their orders. Whole-

salers, in turn, stopped buying from factories. Soon many factories were
suffering losses. .Factories stopped expanding and produced fewer goods.
People. were Yjred and a number of factories closed.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 185.
The Great Depression represents a turning point in the economic thinking of
Americans. Before this time, Americans felt that depressions corrected
themselves. In the 1930's the business decline that led to massive unemploy-
ment.appeared to be a depression that could not correct itself.

Grade 5, Our,Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 186.
When nearly everyone has a job and when goods and services that are pro-
duced are purchased we have a healthy economy. Gross National Product is

the total, value of all final goods and services produced in the economic
system during one year. The GNP can be-tabulated by, adding the amount of

spending by the three economic sectors of the system: spending by consumers,

'investment spending by businesses and factories, and federal government
spending. .

Grade-5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
$enesh, Page 220.
Money is worth less in an inflationary period.

Grade 5; Our Working Wald: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 234.
During the past two hundred years, the economic system has grown in size
and changed in methods of production. The goals of the system also have

changed'as a result of new values and needs.

Grade 5, -Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd,ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 236.
When the United States was founded it was not as wealthy and powerful as

many other nations. Today it is 'the weAthiest nation in.the world.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

-Senesh, Page 2 .
.

A rising GNP in neases the choices of consumers, business, and government; it
suppljes .goods nd services for an increasing population; it provides jobs;

it ailowsfor a increasing standard of living, which allows citizens to be

concerned with eeds other than material.
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Gra e 5, Our Working_World: The American, Way of Ltfe, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Sen sh, Page 243.

Depr ssins are caused when people are worried about the economy and begin
to save money rather than spending it on goods and services; businessmen
suff r losses; businesses cut production and lay off workers; banks are un-
willing to lend money; government cuts spending. When people try to buy
more oods and services than are available, prices' rise, banks raise in-
teres rates, producers.and consumers borrow more money, and government
incre ses spending--inflation usually results.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 244.

The way people live today has been greatly affected by an increasing pop-
ulation, a shift from farm life to urban and suburban life, and an increase
in educational opportunities.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 271.

One reason for slowing down population growth is to improve the standard of
living in both rich and poor nations.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 134.
Poor economic conditions in England caused many people to want to move.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 192.
The economic life of the colonies kept on growing. The colonists produced
many kindg of goods and servies. The colonists were narrowing the gap
between the goods and services they wanted and the goods and services they
could get.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 300.
Prosperity usually occurs when production meets demands and employment is
high. A recession usually occurs when there is over production which causes
layoffs and unemployMent. .

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 301.
,, Inflation occurs when wages and prices are high.

.: Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T83.
the technological level of a society affects how well it is able to supply
he goods and services that its people need and want. The economic develop:

rent and,growth of a society helps to narrow the gap between the demand
for goods and services, and the supply of goods and services.

G ade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T124.
N w nations are usually more concerned with their internal. development
than with foreign relations.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 1130.
Countries with agricultural economies seldom exercise much power in world

affairs. As a nation develops its economy, it must overcome many obstacles

to its industrial growth.

Grade 51-The South', Fideler, Page 75.
The United States was an enormous and prosperoui country by the middle of
the nineteenth century.

Grade 5, The South,_66ele Page 233.
The Standard of living is higher in nations that have experienced the
.Industrial Revolution.

,Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 47.
Lack of-education is one of the main obstacles to raising the standard of
living fortheyeople of South America.

Grade 5, Teachers Guideto Economics: Grade 5, Oregon, (DEEP), Page 13.

With new land and a growing population, we could have produced more, even

if nothing else had changed. But things were changing. We were introducing

new inventions and new ways of doing things; we were building up our supplies

of machinoly and factories and our living standards began to improve be-
cause we were producing more goods and services per person.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE)', Macmillan, Page 226.
When the production of goods and services starts going up.faster than the'

population goes up, this is the point of "take-off" toward economic growth.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE); Mac4.11an, Page 228. -

.When the amount of goods produced per person begins to rise, economic grOwth--

5teadily rising amount of goods per person--has begun. The standard of lividg

can start to rise. Standard of living means that number of necessities (things

people must have to live) and comforts that people have in their everyday hives.

The standard of living started to rise in the United'States in the 1840's and

1850's

.Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Ma'cmi'llan, Page 365.
An underdeveloped region is one in which full use,is not being made of the

resources and people of the region cannot raise their standard of living.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 367.
,During the 1930's the South, along with all other parts of the country,

was hit by a great depression. Cotton growers who got 20t or more for each

pound of cotton in the 1920's, had trouble selling it for 7t a pound by 1932.

Much of the same thing happened to the prices for all other farm crops.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 116.
The Division of Labor and Specialization led to greater productivity and 'a

higher standard of living.
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T57.
Regional specialization and interdependence tend to accompany economic and
population, growth.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T83, and T92.
Standard of living is related to productivity.

"Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan,\Page,146.
Depression in one part of the economy causes depression in other parts,
which in turn causes depression in more and more parts until the entire
economyisdepressed.'

Grade 5, The West, Fideler,.Page 118.
In the West, as in other parts of our country, there are many people who do
not earn enough money to satisfy their physical needs. Government figures
show that about one family out of eight in the West receives a yearly inane
that is too small to provide adequate.food, clothing, and shelter.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 123.
- Problems such as poverty, lack of education, and discrimination affect
everyone in a community. The prevent many people from developing and
using their abilities fully. e.se people are not able to produce the goods

j perform the services needed' by themselves, their families, and other
people. Asia result, everyone's standard of living is lower.

\ -

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 36.
Economic growth may be measured in terms of the increase in total production
and/or increase in per capita production of goods and services.

Grade 65 Advent\Art Economics, Ohio, Page; 40.
GNP is the monetary value of the total output of goods,and services produced
within an economy in a giveh period of time:

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 57.
GNP described the major flow of goods and services within an economy.

4

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 64.
Gross National Product, often referred to as GNP, is the money value of all
finished goods and services produced within a country during a given period
40f time.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 69.
The Africans who remained at home were affected by World War II,.and the
changes it brought, The Eurbpean and American armies needed many goods
that could be produced. from African raw materials: Roads, railroads, and
telephone service were improved in order to make sure that the badly needed
raw materials could be sent abroad. Cities grew in size and. helped to draw
many different African people together, increasing their feelings of national
unity. Workers in the mines and.bn the plantations found that their living
conditions were greatly improved because of the increased production during
wartime. -
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Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 142.- '

In much of Africa during the years before any'of the colonies had gained
their independence, the African people were very poor. Their yearly per

capita income was only 50 to $150. The situation is not much better today.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 145.
Industrialization changes people's lives in several ways. For one thing,

the standard of living is :generally higherin nations that have experienced
the, Industrial Revolution. .

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 146.
Farming is the main way of earning a living in Africa.' As. in the world's.

other developing areas, most African farmers are very poor They have not

had an opportunity to learn about Modern farming methods, and they cannot

afford to buy modern fann,eguipment.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 34.
In recent years, the United Kingdom has been troubled with many social and

economic problems. Rising prices have made it more difficult for many people,

to meet their needs.

Grade 6, The Challenge ofChange, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 37.
The principle,factor,in the wealth of a nation ls probably economic effic-

iency, measured in terms of the number of man hours needed to produce a.

given amount of goods. The absurdity of measbring wealtkobrthe ipount of
gold and silver can be shown by imagining a Nation that had all the*gold

and silver in the world, but no food, clothes, or buildings. The wealth.of

anatiOn, is in the goods and service's it produces.' Gold and silver are I

largely valuable only becauie they can be exchanged for other godds.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 93.
In the'long run, adoption of the power loom was a boom to the British

economy; by cheapening production costs,-the power loom decreased the price

of cloth: Increased demand for the inexpensive cloth stimulated growth of

the cloth industry and created new jobs.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn.and.Bacon, Page 104.

It is absolutely necessary for a drastic increase in saving and capital

during industrialization. Unless a 'large capital surplus has been built

up, production of consumer goods suffer and the standard of living is liable

to fall.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 105.

All over the world underdeveloped nations are experiencing the "revolution

. of increased expectation." Their peoples want a higher standard of living,

that is; they want industrialization. .
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Grade'6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 109.
War generally forces a Nation to employ all its resources--labor; capital,
raw materials and managementto the fullest efficiAcy possible. This
speeds up economic growth. However, it also distorts the economy. Many
consumer goods cease to be.produced, since military needs take priority.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 112:,
Continued economic growth was only possible if capital investment
creased in ghe underdeveloped countries. This is because increasing output
per person-is only possible if. money is invested in machines. The former
process is economic gi.dwth, the latter capifdl.iiiVestment,

.Grade 6,, Cultures in Transition,. (TE.), Follett, Page T77:
,

According to the economist Adam Smith, greater profits and higher wages
improve the quality of life.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE'), Follett, Page T196.

The new Europe that came out of World War I was.in complete disorder. What
little recovery Europe was able to make in the later 1920`s was shattered
by the world wide depression that began'in 1929. Businesses failed. Banks
closed. Millions were.ruined. Unemployment reached new heights.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Rage T210.
The basic change that has taken place since the age of kings is the greater
distribution of health among all levels of society. Today in Europe, it
iS not just the rich few who can feel secure and healthy and can enjoy life.
The problems of poverty are still pressing, but for most people basic needs
are met.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T213.
China's missle capability frightens the world, yet the standard of living
in China is lower than in industrial nations. The Chinese people own

,heither cars nor television sets. Their.hpusing is simple and crowded.

Grade 6,'Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T230.
A country which raises enough to feed its population will not have to spend
.much on food imports. More Money can be put into'industry, which will add
further to national wealth.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T308.
Twiwan's standard of living is higher than China's but lower than that of
theUnited States. Most of Taiwan's rural villages have brick houses and .

electricity. The United States standard of living enables manyfamilies to
have television sets and cars, in addition to many other luxuries that all
people of Taiwan probably do not have.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transitioh, (TE), Follett, Page T309.
Money from the United States and other sources played a large part in making,
Taiwan wealthy. Now Taiwan enjoys a high standard f living'.
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Grade 5-, Cultdres'tn TransitionfATE); folIett, Pag.e1.4t1. .
After the occupation, JaAns economic'9rowtti,amazedfthe ilaild, 'between the

1950 s, the 1970's Japan rose to third place among tfie worlii.&.jnOstfial
'nations. -01113, the.United States and'the Soviet Unionfloli PrOducg more goods

than Japan. .
. *

. ..
.

.

". -.

:.:, :., ,

Grade 6, cultures in Trarisi on, (TEL.ti : Follett, Page T411.
.

Japan's economy boomed,during the 195Ws and the 1960's. This growth raised:

the income of bath farmers and city dwellers to a new high. The :hew wealth

has meant that more Japanese people now enjoy more goods and services. than
, . .

ever before.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition,'(TE), Follett, Page T428.
The economies of industrial nations grew and these nations became powerful.
Greater distribution of wealth and. more widespread control of the industrial
systemmade capitalism beneficial to many.

`Grade 6, Economic Education,Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 28.
.

New or expanding business and industry in a community will provide fonnew
jobs, expand the overall level of business activity, and generally raise the,
startdard of liiing.Of local citizens.

.Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 49r

A society must produce goods and se at a faster rate than its population

increases if it is to improve the stan rd of living of its people.

Grade6, Economic Education for
The total dollar value of goods
the Gross National Product. It

how well the economy did in one

Grade 6, Economic Education fon
Diversification in exports is a
a meaningful part in world trade

Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 171.
and services produced in a year is called

is a useful measuring device for comparing
year with what it did in another year.

Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 252.
necessity for a high standard of living and

. . .

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 262.
Adequate transportation and communication, facilities are necessary for

economic gl-owth. ,

.
.,

.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page.3.

s*. All countries want economic growth, that'is, increasing their per-capita
output of, goods and services. The nrejin factors affecting the economic growth'

of a country are the quality and quantity of the productive resource and , .

technological progress. The level of living of a people means the amount
and kind of goods and services they possess. In any country there will be

manydifferent levels of living.
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Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools, Kr6, (DEEP), page 7.
Economically underdeveloped countries usually, provide only a low standard
of living for their people,. The people of these'countrts want economic
growth.bat are hindered by,among other things, their,lack of labor skills
and capital resources.

,

Grade 6'; Eleven,Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 31.

England was the first nation to change from an Agrarian to an industrial
economy.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 142. ---

After World War II, things changed in East Germany. The conquering Russians
demanded that East Germany pay a large part of her earnings to the Soviet
Union. Whole factoriei were taken apart. These were shipped on railroad
cars to the Soviet Union. The new government in East Germany was helpless
as the country was under the control of the Soviet Union. Ile economy lagged.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 143.
It's.not easy to measure the economy of a nation. Economists have spent
years figuring outmays to do just that. One way isto add up the vale of
everything produced in a year. The value of all these things is,added up.
This information can be used as a measure for any*nations economy. This is
Gross National Product.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 144.
Gross National Product is a widely used method of measuring a nation's
,economic performance. GNP provides one measure of the per capita well.
being of.the nation's population. This is not the same as Standard of
Living. Standard of Living, is found,by dividing personal consumption
expenditures by population.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 170.
Egyptians are constantly trying to improve their equation of development.
They try to increase either the amount of resources or the amount of in-
genuity that they apply. If they change either one, they know development
itself will also be changed--to a higher level.

'Grade 6, Eleven .Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 184.
When Nasser.came to power in 1952, he hoped for a nation that would be free
of poverty and id which every Egyptian citizen could hold up his head con-
fidently among Westerners. If this were to happen, tremendous effort had
to be applied to developing resources, learning-newtechniques, and in-

-
creasing production.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE)Ginn, Page 227.
A newborn nation is bound'to 0 through growing Oins, and its citizens must
serve those needs or the nation may not survive. Immediately after it
achieved independence, Isreal had terrific probleMs of growidg and develop-
ing. These expected problems were made harder because the nation, was trying
to absorb a steady streamTof immigrahts afthe same time.
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. Grade ":6, Elevenlations,..ML-Ginn; Page 230.
The.Isteali iMmigrants2,.,comOned with the original Jewish and Ar:ab ia-
habitants formedlsreal anddeveloped it fast, cheerfully, and energet-
ically: TOday? as a result, most Isreali citizens live about as "well as
(on t'he same standard Most citizens of France. MOst Isreali have a ...,

, *,
betterstandard.6f living than-most citizen; of Turkey or Italy have,- ,

e1 . . .

. - , Grade 6, Eleven, 'Nations, (TE), Ginn,7Page 246. ,

d :In'the past, many Nigerians were satisfied with their lives and their
incomes; they did not demand a higher standard of living,and more income.
But many Nigerians expected great improvements with the coming of independ-
ence.- Today many of them want more material possessions and.more money.

- )

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE)1 Ginn, Page 292.
As a result of; Norwegian assistance, little by little the level of living
of fishermen began to rise along,the coastof Kerala.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 368.
The total business life of an nation is described as a nation's economy.
Japan's economy is now the second most active one in the world. In the

process of developing such an economy, Japanpse life itself has been,re-
shaped. .

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 449. ,-

Experts agree that over a billion-people on earth today earn less than
$200 per year. One out of every three men, women and children alive this
.minute are hungry.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 469.
Another problem'related to population is improving the standard of living
in Brazil. There is tremendous wealth in Brazil. But there is also much

poverty. There are hundreds of thousands of families who earn anywhere
from $50 to $250 per family per year. Such p6erty means that the people-
are not only'ill--in poor health--but are also illfed, ill- clothed, and

ill-housed.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 481.
Walking through the slums of Salvador; we realize that many of the people
there are migrants from the wastelands of the Northeast of Brazil. They .

have merely exchanged rural poverty for city poverty. A great deal is being

,done to breathe life into the economy of the Northeast. Today, the region

is the fastest-growing'region in Brazil.

Grade 6, Germany Fideler, Page
Germany's business and'industry grew rapidly after 1871. German scientists,
businessmen, bankers, government,officials, and educators, worked together
to help their country become,a great industrial .nation.

4
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Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 68.
In addition to enjoying less regligious freedom, East Germans have a lower
standard of living than West Germans. Little new housing is available in
East Germany. In addition, many goods that people would like to buy are
scarce. Some goods that are for sale .to East Germans, such as shoes and
clothing are often poorly made. West Germany, on the other hand, has one
of the highest standards of living in Europe.

Grade 6, Im A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 31..
Ordinarily, Indians in Latin America occupy the poorest land; do the most
unskilled work and haVe the lowest income. .As a result they produce little
to sell and have little money with which to buy. Many do not even under-
stand the European language of the country iniMlich they live.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (fE), Macmillan, Page 83.
Members of the middle class now make up perhaps a third of the Mexican
people. Their living standard and their outlook on life compare with those
of similar people in the United States.

Grade 6,'In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 85.
Mexico is sometimes described as a showcase for Latin American progress.
Yet Mexican leaders are far from satisfied. The president of Mexico made

this clear when he said-notlong ago: "To raise within the shortest possible
time; the general standard of living for the vast majority of our people has
been and'must 'continue to be the great undertaking of the Mexican people."

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 96.
,

About 80 percent of the rural population of GuateMala cannot read or write.
The average worker earns about a dollar a day--when he is able to 'find employ-
ment. He never sees,a doctor. He can expect to live less than 60 years.
For a large percentage of the Guatemalans, subsistence farming is a,way of
life.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 133.
Puerto, Rico, like Cuba, went through great changes after the Spanish-American

war. The United States provided money to build highways and schools:to im-
proveprove health conditions, and to develop agriculture. But Puerto Rico became
almost completely dependent Upon the sugar crop. Thus, in spite of United
States' help the island did not prosper. The average Puerto Rican was Mg-

..,

erate, terribly poor, and badly housed.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 137.
It is necessary to develop Surinam's resources rapidly if the people are to
have decent living conditions. But the birth rate is producing a population
far beyond the area's present means of support..

,Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 142.
The average person living in the Caribbean area is very poor when compared.
With the average United States citizen.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 292.
Uruguay is blessed with fertile soil and an ideal climate. Its people are

among the most literate in the world and they enjoy a high living standard.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, .1-E); Macmillan, Page 326.

Few countries have made greate economic advances than Brazil has in the last

few years. Its manufacturing iindustries have expanded rapidly. The Amazon

basin is being developed. A network of roads is being built in regions that
are rich in resources but are almost uninhabited. Cities are growing rapidly,
and the farms around them are producing large quantities of food.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 372.
Because of its recent industrial growth, Mexico is no longer considered an
underdeveloped country. It has left most of Latin America behind. '.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TO, Macmillan, Page 377.
In the cities of Brazil, life is as agreeable as it is in any part of the
world. The living standard of those Brazilians is high,ana it is moving
higher because of industrialization. But one of the foremost Brazilian
economists had this to say concerning the industrialization of his country:
"We know that the development of which we are so proud has brought about no
change at all in the living conditions of three-fourths of the country's

population."

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 378.
The people of the United States and Canada pride themselves on living in
countries where the-poor are in a minority. Furthermore, poor people in
these countries are "poor" only when compared with their more fortunate

countrymen. The "poor"-people there are rich when they are compared with

pobr Latin Athericans.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 114.
Per-capita income most closely approximates the standard of living.

.Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T17.
The standard of living of a people is related to economic productivity and
responsible government.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page,T24.
The chief objective of Mexico, as in other developing nations, is to assure

every citizen a decdnt living standard. This enormous undertaking requires

a simultaneous attack on a number of re( problems: overpopulation, un-

employment, housing shortaggs, education and health deficiencies, inequitable
land distribution, and corruption in gov7nment.

Grade 6, In A Race With Tithe, (TE), Macmillan, Page T26.
Economies based on a single crop or produCt are less stable than more di-

versified economies.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time; .(TE), Macmillan,.Page T32.
The peop e of a country whose economy deriends on exporting just one or two
crops wil suffer a business depression whenever the demand for,"and there-

ice for, those crops goes dbwn markedly.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, 'RE), MaCmillan, Page'T41. .

The exploitation of natural resources is largely responsible,for advances
in the standard of living for the people of Colombia and Venezuela.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time; (TE), Macmillan, Page 158.
Government programs in agriculture and.,industry have done'much to raise the
standard of living of many thileans.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, HeathPage 48.
Today Latin America is trying to raise the standard of living for its
millions of poor.

Grade 6, In Latin AMerica and Canada, Heath, Page 73.
. Mexigo's standard of living is still low, but it is improving. Mexicans
.'are confident that they are now making real progress.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 96.
Like other Latin American countries, Chile has the. problem of raising its
s=tandard of riving.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 138.
Canadians rank next to.the people of the United States in'the high level
of ,their standard of living.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page
Today more blacks than ever before are able to enjoy a comfortable standard
of livihg. The averageAncome of black families is gradually rising.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 68.
Theaverage income of Indian families is only about half as large as that
of white families. Between 40 and 80 percent of all adults living on res-
ervations do not have steady jobs. The low standard. of living is not.the
only reason why many Indians today are discontented.

Grade,6, Inquiring About Freedom, Fi'deyer, Page 144.
The Industrial Revolution has affected economic freedom in an important way.
The new machines and methods of production have made it possible to produce

0
much larger amounts of goods and services than ever, before. This increased
productivity has made it possible for workers to earn high wages. With more
money to spend and more goods and services available to buy, most Americans
today enjoy a higher standard of living than people did before the Industrial
Revolution.

I-
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Grade 6, In the astern Hemisphere; Heath,.15age 61.
The'standard of living in Italy is rising slowly, although: thorn' Ltaly.

remains poorer-than northern Italy.
, .

Grade 6,_In.the Eastern Hemisphere, Reath', Page 73.
The standard of living in France is.highcompared to Italy and Spain, Sajid
low compared to Britain.

Grade 6, In the Eastern. Hemisphere, Heath, Page 95.
In.spite of improvements, the standard of livipg in well below

that of Western Europe and the United. States.

Grade 6, In'the Eastern Hemisphere,.'Heath,.Page 118.
In spite of great population density, the standard of living in Japan
is high.

Grade 6, Inthe Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 127.
The governments. of India and Pakistan are trying to raisethe standard of
living for their people.

"Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page L49.
The white pbpulation-of South Africa enjoys a much higher standard of liming
than the nonwhite.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 11. e-
Although Asia has many natural resources, most countries Imre are very poor.
The people of these countries have not used their resources as well as they
could to achieve a high standard of living. Few Asian nations have developed
modern industries which would help them make better use of their resources.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Pages 58 and 124.
Japan has becbme one of the world's leading-industrial nations. Its people

are more prosperous than every beforein their history.

Grade 6, Japah, Fideler, Page 118.
Most people in Japan are fairly well off. They have enough food to.eat and

attractive clothes to .wear. They also have some extra money to.spend on
luxuries--things they,wpnt, but "do not really need in order to live. Another

sign of Japan's prosperity is the fact that almost every family has money in

a savings account.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 4-10.
Man's standard of living is the result of his application of education.

.

technology in the productive useof the land and its resources..'
m

AO
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Grade '6, LearningAbout Countries arid' Societies, (TE, American Book Co.,
Page, 147.

India is a country with massive problems. Too many'people live there.
Most are'very Roor. They do not have enough food or enough homes or enough
education or enough jobs. The government is trying to help its people, but
the rate of progress has been very slow: There are-Oonstant set-backs be-
cadse of an ever.increasing'number of people, long periods without rain for
the 'ldnd, political upheavel, and resistance. to change in traditional Indian
society. r. .

Grade 6, 'Learning Abouttountries and Societies, (TE),,American Book,Co.,
Page 5-18.

..

Egypt was ruled by King Fuad for thirty year; and the economy and standard
of living was still very low. Due to,population increases, food became-less
.plentiful and per capita income, which was on the rise in most countries,
actually declined by some 45 percent in:Egypt in the'first half of this
century.

.

a Grade 6f'Learning About.Countries and Societies, (TE),' American Bock-Co.,
Page 7-19.

Inflation is.described as a situation whichis-not kind to the people. It
ts an increase in the volume of money relative to the available goods whiCh
result's in large and continuing rise in prices.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries andSocieties, (TE), Ameridan Book Co.,
Page 347. ' " .

Although wages hive risen rapidly in Brazil during the past feWyears,
prices havesen faster, and this has made life difficult for the people.
Inflation, which is what such a situation is called, is not kind to people
whose incomes do r-it keep up with rising pries.

Grade 6, Man and Change., Silver, Burdett, Page 45.
As compared with thepeople of most cities in Asia,the people of Singapore
enjoy a high standard of living.

Grade 6, Mdn and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 65.
The Peruvian government, with the aid of American experts, has conducted

. experiments in an effort to help the Indians -ccept new ways of living and
so raise their standard of living. ,

Grade tol; Our Working World': Regions of the World, (T), and ed., S.R.A.,
Sehesh, Page 65.
Businessmen claim that without the stinplus 15fthe European Economic Com
munity, the British economy will 'contiii0e-its downhi11 slide: They point
gout that the British economy has increased bfOnq42 Percent over the last
ten,years, while that of the six EEC countries has skyrocketed 95 percent..

'
,
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.::.a.ade.6;.Our-Working World: Regions of .tile World, (T), 2nd ed.; S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 164-, , .- : .r . .

.

The'European,Economic Community was establfshed to prOmote economic growth
.in W4tern.EurbPe:by.expanding,markets and enabling member nations' to make

-,:mOre.efficjent Oe:,of.their resources. .
.

.Grade 6, 9ur'Wiirkin9 World:, Regions of the World, .(T),.,2nd ed:,

Senesh,'Page167.:. .

Gros NatiOna.Product is the total of all final goods and services purchased-

in-one.year. . .

.

'Grade 6, Our Workingsliorld: Regions of the World:.(7)2:2nd ed.': S,R.A.,

Senesh,Pages 172 and.182.. .

.. A nropeam Economic Community-Was established to promote economic grOwth
and-"reduce political %-trife.- 4 t '' 1 '

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T),, 2nd ed:,

4 Senesh, Page 176.
. Nations seeking rapid economic growth must often face severe-shortages of

consumer goods to effect such growth.

"Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

'Senesh, Pages 184 and 195.
The 'Middle East, the major supplier of oil to the rest of, the world, earn
alarge income;, but Many Middle Eastern countries do not show a'correspond7

ing standard of sootal.developmegt.

Grade 6, Our Working 'world: Regoill's of the World, (T),

Senesh, Page 193. .

The nation's of the Mtddie Eastern oil region receive
gilt The use each nallbm makes of the income depends

structure, national identity, and priorities. I

1."

Grade 6, Our Regions of the World, (T), 2nd

Senesh; Page 207%
In rapidly rowing economies there is less tine proyment than

__Zthat are gro ing more slowly.

2nd ed:, S.R.A.,

a, large income from'

on itS' political

ft

ed., S.R.A.,

in economies

Grade 6, Our 'Working World: Regions of the Would, (T),- 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 211.
Gross National Product is a measure of a country's well being.

Grade 6, Our Working World:' Regions of the World, (Tr, 2nd ed.10 S.R.A
-

Senesh, Page 214.
If Latin America is to improve the living standards of its people, it must

consider limiting population growth, modernizing agriculture, changing peasatt
life, equalizing power and privileges among the people, and establishing

political stability.
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Grade 6, Our Working World: .Regions of the World,' (), 2nd-ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 223.
The more industrialized a country is the higher its standard of living'. ,

.

be.

,

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the.l4orld,a,1,.2:9d

A country's Gross Natidnal Product demonstrates th4:Ountry!"s,policies.'4nd
capabilities for economic growth.

Senesh, Page.224.

Grade 6, Our. Working World: Regions of the.WOrld,.(T),' 2nd ed.; 5' :g,h.,
Senesh, Page 248. . . .

< '-'
, ,

..:Conflict has alwayS beena pars; of social', national, and'international, %:,,

relationships; as such:it can stimulate growth or'ledd to histility. :and,:., "-

distruGtion. ..,:,,. ,

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and,Values,..Brown).(TE), 2nd ed.',
Harioqurt, JovanovSch, Page '298.

.

. ' -

.;..The Soviet Upion has noW"becomp.bne of the great industrial' societies of
the world. It has_done th.is:in about tiNty yearsevery short.period.of.
time for such great changes in.a.nations econbmy.

Grade.6,-the Social Sciences: Concepts and -Values; (Brown) XTE), 2nd ed.,. -

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 304.
. ,

At the end of World War I, the people of Europe and'the United States were.
discouraged and unertain about the future. John Maynard. Keyties,,, a Britist

economist, observed that supply and,demand were working to keep economies
-from imp.roving.

.

Grade 6; The Social Sciences' . Concepts and ,Values, (BAiwn) (TE), 2nded.,
4arcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 350;
Many people,in,Iran were unhappy with their government. Except for its
oil resources,, lean was poor. Sthonger, wealthier nations could protect
themselves against threats and attacks. -Iran could not.

.

Grade 6, The,Sotial Studies and` Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 111.
The basis for each ancient civilization was the economic surplus of crops.

- As long as each ancient cfvilizatioccould produce a surplus of crops, trade
and the production of other goods continued. As a result, many people had
more goods and their way of life improved.

Grade The Social, Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 2Q9.
'Economic growthin the Middle Ages. varied from place to place. The
productiOn of surpluscrops led to the growth of cities.

sr

r

Grade 6, The Social,Studies andOur World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 243.
,Jbe people of western Europe began eating,better, at the, nd oqf the Middle.

Ages.'fThey had more food ernd'.a greater variety-of food tirail they had had

before. People had more food,because they began making etter.Ose of the land,
using 1.904 fertilizers, and using better farming tools. .peOple hada greater

'variety of foods than before because of increased trade and exploration.

,

.,,
.
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: ',.Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 256.

Economic growth in,Europe led to an increase in trade and in shipbuilding.

'Because both France and Spain were slow to industrialize, their colonies

lacked machines and thus produced less than the Englith colonies.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 272.
Powerful rulers frequently encourage economic development to increase

their power.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 304.

Since theAnd ofWorld War II in; 1945, democracies of Europe, North

America, and Japan have enjoyed economic prosperity, orgood times.
The United States especially has reached unequaled prosperity:

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 320.
Although the standard of living in Russia is not as high as the American
"standard of living', Most Soviet people live far better than most.of the

people ih themorld,live.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our WorTd, (TE), Laidlaw,. Page 321.

More than two-thirds of the world's population live in societies with newly

Asia, and Latin America can be considered newly developing.- .With few
developing economies. Most of the economies in the Societies of Africa,

exceptions, the peolile in these areas of the world live in poverty.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlad, Page 322-.'

The poorer countries have some simif economic problems. Rpidl, in-

creasing populations and lack of food are problems common to most of them.

It seems that the economic growth of most of the worledoes not

most
far

enough, ahead of the popdlation growth.

Grade 6, The Social Studies'and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw,'Page 325.

Progress is slow in India partly because of the,tocial conditions and

because of the religious-beliifs held by the people.

Grade'6, The Social Studies and Our World,(TE),-Laidlaw, Page 338.

During the 1800's Japan industrialized rapidly and became one of,the

leading industrial nations of the world.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw,'age 360.
SometiMes a.country's population grows so rapidly that its economy cannot

meet the fipple s needs for-mods and services.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), kaidlay.i, Page 362..

Economists are interested in the trend of a country's total pr6duction of

goods and services. This amount of ,goods and services is called the Gross'

National Product. Economists expect thatthe warld'S GNP will grow. With-

in each country the average arnount.per pers.aD of the Gross National Product

is called th6*.per capita GNP.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 363.
A country's per capita GNP is often related to the rate of population
growth. A low rate of population growth may lead to a great.GNP,per
person. Economists find indications that the American economy will
continue to grow rapidly.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page'364.
The economic growth ofa nation is related to the amount and sources of
its power.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 367.
Unemploymebt affects the amount of goods that the people of a society
purchase.

Grade 6, The,Socia'Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidiaw,.Page T50.
A stable government is needkd for rapid economic growth.

Grade 6, The Social Stuies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T77.
Economic growth and technological developments often lead to increased
trade and commerce.

Grade 6, The 'Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T89.
Trade and economic'growth often lead to internal improvements. Technological
improvements in transportation foster economic growth. '1

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 112,
Many peoplk believe that the growth of industry' will help Southeist
people achieve a better standard of living. If the right factories are .

built and properly run, they should provide people with more of the goods
they need and want.

Grade 6, Soviet Won, Fideler, Page 41.
Under Khrushchev, wages were raised, and factories were permitted to,
produce more consumer goods, The standard of living, however, remained
Much lower than in .the United States and western Europe.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 5.
Annual per capita income is arrived at by dividing the total iftcome earned
by all the people of the country in one year, by the number of people in
the country.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE Macmillan, Page 80.
While western Europe was going hrough the Industria) Revolution in the 19th
century, Ruspa 'remained mostly agricultural. Early in the 20th century, in-
dustrialization began.

I
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Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 87:
In the Soviet Union, a-fairly comfortable apartment may not cost more than
$30 a month in Russian moneys The Soviet citizen also gets free, or at a
very low cost, many services that citizens of other countries have to pay for.
This includes free, medical and hospital care, low-cost vacation camps, and
child care centers. -Certainly, compared with earlier days, its-people en-
joy the highest standard of living in Rutsian history..

Grade 6, The Ways of E),.Macmillan, Page 116..

Important as oil weal ,in the Middle East,,tt must not be thought of as
the answer to all the region's problems. Witer is stilt more precious than
oil. With enough dams and wells--water wells, not oil wells--Iran could
support three times her present population at a European standard of living.
This. s something Iran's rich petroleum fields have not enabled the country
to do.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 177..
The great majority of the African people, even today, feed, clothe, and
shelter themselves by producing, for themselves, practically everything they
need. Because they consume what they produce, we say that the great majority
of African live in a subsistence economy.

Grade 6, the Ways Of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 345.
Thanks.in part to the development of so-called "miracle rice" India's
production of food is rising at 5 percent a year, about the same rate
increase as the Gross National iproduct. More and better consumer goods are

available the stores.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan,'Page 347.
When India became independent, only 2 percent of the workers of the country,

made their living in manufacturing. Recent figures on Indian production
show that about 20 percent of the total value of goods produced is manufact-
ured goodS. This'is a substantial gain. But is does not mean a higher
standard of living for India's people. The growth of population has more
than kept up with the growth in the production of manufactured goods.

/

Grade b, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 377.
The peasants of China have a fairly loW standard of living today. The

peasant life in Western Eusope would have been described in much the same,
terms until less than two hundred years ago.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 444'.'
Growth rate means the percentage by which one years gross national product
is greater than the last year's.,

I Grade 6, The Was of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 511.
,

Japan, is one of the most highly industrialized nations in the world. Its

people enjoy a higher sta of livinIg.than the people of most other

countries. '

No%

ft
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Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TO., Macmillan, Page 1140.
The economy of a country (o `region) is related to available resources,
investment capital, 'and thetedudatianal development of its people.

INCOME: GENERAL (INTEREST; PROFIT, RENT, WAGES)

Grade 4, Colonial-America, Fideler, Page 100.

In New England,'some men earned their living from the sea.

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 110.
. .

Sometimes colonial tradesmen were not paid with money. Instead, the
' colonial housewife agreed to give them food or, household goods in return
for their services.

I-

Grade 4, Economics, The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 71.
Adults earn money by working.

Grade 4, Great Americans; Fideler, Page 62.
Horace Mann felt that he could do even more to help improve the-schools in
Massachusetts. He gave up his law practice and his ppsition in the Senate
to become the secretary of the new.State Board of Education, which he had'
helped establish. His friends thought he had made a mistake, for the salary
of his new job was very low. However, Horace Mann was more interested in
doing good than in making money.-

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nded.',
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 198.
Much of the income generated by coal pr6duction in Appalachia leaves the
region, instead of adding to its prosperity.

Grade 4, Our Working World::-Regions of the United States, (T, 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 200.
When little of the production process of an industnytakes place within a
region, little of the income from that` industry benefits the region.

4

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, f(TE), Laidlaw, Page 107.
Many people earn'their living by working in the cities.

Grade 4 Regions and Social Needs; (TE), Laidlaw, Page 139.
People are paid for their work. They exchange the money they earn for food,

,clothes, and other things their families need and want.

Grade 4,, Regions and Social' Needs, (TE),/Laidlaw, Page 140.
The rubber industry provides jobs for many people in Malaya. Each factory
,worker has money to spend. This money provides jobs for people outside
the rubber industry.

Grade 4, Regions, Around the World,. (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T78.

Unlike American cattlemen who raise' cattle as a means of tncorte, the Masi
regard the cattle themselves as wealth.
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Grade 4, The. Social Wiences:. -Concepts and 'Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 166.
People need to work to earn money to pay for the things they need and want.

Grade,, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE);.2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace; Jovahovich, Page 184.
A boy who earns money adds to his choices; -but his choices are still limited,

/*

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange)(TE),'2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 198.
What,a family chooses to do with its money dependS' in part on hoW much
income it has.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Tage 101.
About six million men and women today make their living,by selling.

Grade'4, Web of the World, TE), Macmillan, Page 134.
Per capita income means the income earned by all the people of a country,
divided 6y the number of people in the country. I

4

Grade 4, Web of the World, .(TE), Macmillan, Page 155.
Now,it is against the law to pay a woman less than a man::for the same work.

Grade 5, American NeighborqFideler, Page 1-29.
Today, many of the Indians in Canada's Pacific. Mountain Region earn their

'living on modern commercial fishing boats. ',:

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 3-107 and 3-108.
In the Caribbean Lands, there are thousandi of small farms. The peopId who

work on these farms.grow crops mainly.for theirs own use rather than for sale.
They earn very little income,because they grow or make many of the things

that they need. The-kind of-farming that is done by these people is known

as subsistence farming.

/Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-61v\\
/Only a small part of South America's people earriAteir living in factories
or workshops..

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 108. , .

Because their farms are small and their harvest is poor,'mariy farmers in
the Caribbean cannot raise enough food for their own families. To earn

money for things they need, theyThaye to work part of the tine other jobs:
.(-g

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker,-(TE), Follett, Page T190.
All the traders, merchants, artists, crafOmen, and workers of ancient Sumer
earned money for what they did. A few Wen became wealthy, especially some
of the merchants and talented temple artists. Most of the other workers

, earned enough money to meet their families' .daily needs. But there were a

few who did not.

--/
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaket, JTE), Follett, Page T313.
,A job enables a worker to earn money to satisy physical needs; it also
provides such intangible benefits as enjoyment of work, prestige, self -
respect; .and sa.on.

Grade 5i Midwest #nd Grea:t,Plains, Fideler, Page 29.
Iowa farmers earn more money from their products than farmers in any other
state in the Midwest.

Grade 5,.Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 109.
Some families in the Midwest and Great Plains db_not share in the prosperity
that the region gener=ally enjoys. Parents in these familie.i--do not have
,jobs,.or they work at-jobs that pay very low wages.

Grade 5, Midwest and.Grat.P.lains, Fideler, Page 113.
The new ways of earning a living in which a man specialized in doing one
kind of work;, helped the people of the Midwest arid Great Plains produce.
large amOunts.of goods. Because workers were highly productive, they could
earn goodincomes.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great'Plains, Fideler, Page 136.
In the Midwest and Great Plains, as in other parts of
people who would like to earma living by farming are
4o so. --This problem is largely the result of changes
in farming methods during the last one hundred years.
must produce a large amount of crops in order to earn
his "family. ,

our country, many
no longer able to
that have occurred
Today, a farmer

enough money to,support

.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 241.
Today, each person receives money for the work he performs. He can use
this.money to buy the goods and services that his family needs.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 112.
Many peOple in the,Northeast today earn their livihg in industry. Before

the Industrial Revoluyion, most people earned their living by farming,

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 124. " 4,,

Not all Americans shared in the prcisperity ofthe 1920's. Since, the end

of World War I, farmers had been receiving low prices for their crops.
Many:factOry employees had 'been working for low wages, These people could
not afford to buy all the'goods they needed.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 185.
The Northeast is one cif the most important manufacturing regions of our
countrY and also of the world. Industry provides many ways for the people

of the.Northeast o earn a living.
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trade. 5, Ohl Nation: The United States, (TE1,:Mnn, Page'l05.
Many prOfessionals receive large sums, of money for the work they, do, Be

cause.there_are very few of them, people are willing_to pay a. great deal'
of money for, someone whp.isa very good doctor, a very goad lawyer, ar a
very, good singer. But notall professio'nals receive'such large sums of
money, though they.have spentmanY years getting ready to do their jobs.

Grade5,.0ne Nation: -Thee' UnitedStates, (TE), Ginn, Page 425:

Mr. Darby, e. typical worker, works five days a week in a factory which
manufacturers air conditioners.. He sells.hfs.specialized.skills to the
businessmen who. own. that factory. In return; the owners pay him with a
check at the end of'each month. On payday, he brings his check to the
bank where he exchanges it for money. .The money Mr. Darby earns never
seems enough to buy all the.things his fami4y,needs and wants.

Grade 5, One Nation: The UnitedStates, (TE), Ginn, Page 324.
The ways of earning a living had not changed drastically between the.1700's

and the 1770's. But there were,some changes.. In the 1770's, most colariltts'
were still farmers, but farming methods had improved considerably.

Grade.5, One Nation: the United States, (TE),'Ginn, Page T31:
In our economic system,, income is stated in terms of money which represents

-claims on the goods and services people need and want.

Grade 5; One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 134.
When a worker becomes unemployed, a family's money supply (income) is

cid off.
,

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 144. .
Most people.are paid for their work. In many Mexican villages, people
are paid In goods or services, not in money, as in the United States.

Grade 5,.The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 204.
Some colonial soldiers were paid with western land,for their services.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 1b2.
In the South, just as in other parts of our country, people who live in
urban,areas haveminy opportunities to meet their physical needs. A variety

of jobs are available in factories, stores, and offices. Generally, a

,person can earn more money from one of these jobs than he Could by working
on a farm. He can use the money he ear7 to buy food, clothing, and shelter
for himself and his family. ,

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 125.
Most of our have opportunities for satisfying their basic needs.
Through the many kinds of jobs that are available, workers are able to ex-
change their labor for money to buy food, clothing, and shelter*

. ' I
1
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Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 36.
Many people of mixed European and Indian blood, called mestizos, worked on

'small farms in the South American colonies or earned their living as un-
-skilled laborers.

(

Grade 5, TheWest, Fideler, Page 151.
Irrigated land in the West, costs more money than the best farmland in
other parlts of the United States. This helps to explain why many irrigated
farms are small. In order'to earn a good living on these small but ex-
pensive plots of land, farmers must grow crops that sell for high prices.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 176. f
In Washington,. Oregon, and northern California, salmon fishing is a very
important industry. ThousandS of people earn their living by catching
salmon or working in salmon canneries.

Grade 5, The West; Fideler, Page 246. r
In Alaska more people work for the federal government than for any other
employer. The tourist industry is'another important source of income for
Alaska. .

Grade 5,-.This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan; Page 336.
In the General Farming:Belt a little bit of everything is done, Farm in-'

come in this belt is low. Some farmers work in towns and farm only part of
the time. This i,s the poorest agricultural region of the Midwest.

Grade 5, This Favored'Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 372.
Fewer people are farming larger farms with machinery in the South today.
These people have. far larger incomes and live much better than did the
farmers of the old sharecrop days.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 107.
The warm, sunny climate of Phoenix and the beautiful desert scenery nearby
have helped to make this city a popular winter resort. There are many fine
hotels, motels, and resorts in the Phoenix area. A number of people here
earn their living by serving the needs of tourists.

4

Grade 6 ,c Africa Fideler, Page 78.
In Nigeria, the per capita income has doubled since independence.

Grade 6; Africa, Fideler, Page 115.
In Africa, many nations provide farm experts who explain to the farmers
how to raise "cash crops," such ag peanuts. These are crops the farmers
can sell "so they will have money to buy the things they need.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 142.
In much of Africa during the years bef re any of the felonies had' gained
their independence, the African.people were very odor. The yearly per ,

capita income was only $50 to $150. The situation is not much better today.
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Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 48.
The people of the Scottish Highlands have always had to struggle hard to

make a living. They have learned to be'careful with what they have and to

frown on waste. Though he is thrifty, the Scot is always ready to share
what.littlehe has with others.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 101.
, Few countries in Europe earn more money from fishing than the United

Kingdom does.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 114.
Themost serious. problem with German farms,is the fact that most of the
farms are too small to be efficient and to provid6a good living for farmers,
and their famDes. Even thbugh some farmers work at other jobs to add to
their incomditany still cannot earn enough money to buy the tractors and
other modern farm equipment that would help them increase production. To

help farmers ea incomes like those earned by other workers, theGerman
government has est dished a system of fain subsidy.

Grade 6, In A Race h Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 85.
Most Mexicans are better-fed now than in years past. Yet even now many

people cannot afford meat, milk, or eggs. The reason is not hard to find.

The average peasant, or rural worker, makes about $115 a year. For Mexico

as a whole, the average income per person is about $600 a year.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE),, Macmillan, Page 230.
As a compesino working for apatron, a person could have expected an income
of about $300 for the support of his family. When Chile enacted its land

reform, the workers share of the profits rose to about $2,000.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan,.Page 49.
Velier capita incomes it arrived at by adding the income of all the people,
and dividing that sum by the number of people. The fact that the Venezuelans,

at the top of the income scale have huge incomes, raiseslpe per,capita income
above that,of the middle person on the scale.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 111.
The people who live in developed countries are Ole to make better use of
their natural resources than people in underdeveloped countries. These

people are able to earn much more money than they could by farming a sNall
plot of land with a few simple tools. As a result, they can afford tobtly

many manufactured goods.
.

Grade 6, In uirin Ab ut Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Pagd 54.
The average.income 'of black families is only thrhe-fifths as large as that

of white families.,
,
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Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 68.
the average income of Indian families is only about half as large as that of
white familes. Between 40 and 80 percent of all adults living on resv-
vftions do not have steady jobs.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 143.
In earlier times, the majority of Americans/lived on farms and produced
most of what they needed at home. Today, most workers in our country have
jobs by which they earn money'. With this money they buy goods and services
to meet their needs. ,A

1

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 164.
Migrant workers are part of a large group of people in the United States
that have been called the "under class." Machines have taken over-many of
the unskilled jo eop e mightlo. The unskilled jobs that re-
main pay very li le. United States government figures show that about one- 1
eighth of all Am icans do not have enough money to meet all of their needs.

Grade.6, Japan, Fideler, Page 16.
In contrast to most other countries in Asja, the people of Japan have a

t comfortable way of life. For example, the average per capita income in
IJapan is about $3,000, compared with less than $200 in most other Asian

untries.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler,, Page 132.
One important reason'why farm families in Japan have good ilacomes is that
in more than four - fifths of these families, some family members work at
outside jobs. Japanese farmers are using more farm machinery than they
did in the past. As fafters earn mere money, they generally are able to
afford more farm machines.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 7-11. .

Income is Money that comes in for goods or services rendered. Per capita
income is the average amount of money that comes in for each person - -in
this case, for all of the people ina given nation--over a given; er'iod.
of time. . '

. ._

r 1 ,

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, crE), American Book Co.,
Page(321.

For many years, Brazil depended on coffee for most of its income. Ii 1930,
-President Vargas,worked to create industries and encouraged farmers to,
grow other crops besides coffee.

Grade 5, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Boorto.,
Page 343.
In an industrialized society, people who work for good 'wages and who are
not dependent upon their employers for housing or food are considered
members of the middle class.
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Grade 6; Our Working World:; Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh,. Pages 184 and 195. - - - .

.

"The Middle East, the Major supplier of oil to the rest of the world, earns
a large income; but many M4ddle Eastern Countries'do not show a correspond-
ing standard of social development. ,

.

Grade 6, Our. Working World: Regions'of the World, (T), 2nd,ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 196.
Even,with-the'great income they get from oil, it is difficult for some
countries in the Middle East to develop economically. Some obstacles are
weak governMents, use of resources for military purposes, customs and
traditions that hinder, change, and lack of involvement by a majority of
the, people:

Gradec6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 10f.
Villages, in Southeast Asia have to make many of the articles they use
because they Crave --very little money to spend. Most village people are
farmers who produte only enough food for themselves and their families.
When they do have anything left over they may tradeit for other things
they-need at, the village market, or sell it to maka little money. Then

they may buy a few Machine made goods such as cloth or needles.. '

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler,-Page 101- -

Each worker in the Soviet Union is guaranteed a monthly,wage according to
.the kind and amount.of' work he, dOes.

,

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 114.
, Steel workers who workin the steel mills in the Soviet mills, do not keep
the steel they help. manufacture. Instead, they earn money for the wbrk they

perform. With this money, the workees are able to buy the goods and services

they and their families need.-

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 253.
Oil and some other minerals bring more money to Wyoming than farming and
ranching together.

Grade 6,. the Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 5.
The annual per capita income of each country is used, to separate countries

into two groups: the "Waves" and the "have nots." To get annual per ,

capita income, the total income earned by all the people in the country in
one year is divided by the number of people in the country.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, .Page 190.
The farmers of Africa sell any rice left over from the previous year. Some

sell a little of the, newly harvested crop. The money is used for buying new

clothes or other consumer goods, such as hunting lamps.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 344.
Per capita income in India has still not risen above $80 a year. Unemploy-

ment.has gone up 400 percent--from 3.5 million jobless 10 years ago to 16
million now, including tens of thousands of engineers,"doctors, and technicians.
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Grade 6; The Ways of Man: (TE), Macmillan, Page 350.
.1-he Indian people, have such low incomes that most of them spend for things
to use right now--every cent they make.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page'411.

At the end of,the main harvest each'year in China the production team
calculates its incqme,'either in cash,_ from the sale of crops to ,the state,
or in the amount of goods produced. Roughly two-fifths of this is used to
'meet the teams costs, to pay jts"land tax, and to keep up its'own welfare
and reserve fund. The remaining three-fifths is divided among the team
members according to the Dumber of work units they have earned during the
',year. A farmer also gett income for the produce on his private plot,
which adds to his earnings, by perhaps thirty to forty.Percent.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmilldn, Page 470.

During the Feudal years in China, the emperor's income had to come from his
own estates,, .just as the great nobles and monasteries got their incomes
from their,kstates.

INCOME: ,INUREST
. r

3rade'4, Economic EduCation,Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma Page 6.
Interest is payment for the use of-money owned by someone else, thus inL

'come to those who ldnd money todthers. Economists consider interest as
a return to-the ownership of capital.'

Grade 4, Economic Education CurriculumGuide: Oklahoma, Page 33.
The'process of saving require giving up present consumer goods for
future goodS. However, savers may, receive interest or dividend payments
for the use of'their money.

Grade'4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 141.
A bank and itsdepositorS earn money called interest. People who borrows,
from the bank pay interest for the use of the Aoan. PeOple Who have
savings deposits in the bank earn interest for letting their savings be
used by others.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 163.
Interest. is paid for the use Of money.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community; Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page,6.
Interest is the cost of using money.

Oracle 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenber, Page 35.
Interest is'charged to cover the cost of banking and provide profit or
reward forthe banker., It is the cost of using money.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg,.Page 451
Interest is the cost 'of credit.
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Grade 4, Industr : Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page,101.
The installment pla makesit possible for many more people to purchase
cars; people whoar not able to pay the full purchase price at one time.

. , ,

Gride 5, Economic E ucation Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 6.

Payment for use of oney owned by someone else, thus income to those who
lend money to other is called interest. Economists consider interest

as a return for the ownership of capital.

Grade 5, EconomiC Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 33.
Savers may receive interest r dividend payments for the use of their
money.

-. Grade 5,,.Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 144.

The price paid for borrowed money is interest. The borrower pays interest.

The saver received interest.

Grade '5, Economic and,Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 6.
Interest,.the money you have to pay for borrowing money, is one of the
many costs included in an item for purchase.

Grade 5, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J...C.E.E.,,Page 9.
If you get a loan, you must pay interest. Interest is the ,money you pay

for the use of someone else's money.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TO', 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 242.
Loaning money is worth the risk only if one makes ,a profit on it. Interest

is the return for the use of money.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE),42nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 244:
Money can be used to earn more money. Stores offer people credit to Wy

-Ahmany things. The people pay back a little more than they borrowed. This

"little more", is called interest. Interest is money paid for the use of

someone else's money.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T99.
Northern bankers and manufacturers Tent money and gave credit to Southln-
ers; these men charged hi0 interest rates and sometimes took,harsh steps
to get their money back. Thus, it was natural for Southerners to resent
these men and to blame the "money interests" of the north for-their troubles.

Grade 6, Economic'Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma,Page 6.
Interest is paYment for the use of money owned by semedne else, thus income
to those who lend' money to others. .Interest is a return for the ownership

of capital.
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, Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 33.
The process of saving requires giving up present consumer goods for
future goods.' However, savers may receive interest or div4dend payment&
for the use of their money.

,..

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 147.
Financial. institutions haveflone characteristic in common. They bring to-
gether the voluntary savings of the people, pay interest far the use of '41,

the money,and in turn lend the money to individuals and businesses that
need money at the,time.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book,Co.,.
Page 1-15.

A banker charges interest to make a profit. It is his business.. It is
how he earns a livingr

Grade 6,Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
- Page 31.

Interest is the fee charged py the banker for the use of the money/he
loans out. .

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE),'Macmillan, Page 59.
As Europe ended its feudal period, a new occupation arose, that ofmer-
chant capitalist., These people'acted as bankers; they loaned money to
others and charged interest for these 4inds!

INCOME PROFIT

Grade 4, The Adventures of Pritero D'inero, Jackstadt and Hamada, Page 27.
Since, businessmen are in business to make profits, it pays them to produce

., those things thairconsumers want most.

.
,

Grade 4, Economic.Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 18.
Profit is the income remaining after all costs of operating a business are
paid. It is a retutm,to entrepreneurs for incurring Osks.

Grade 4, Economic Education for,ArKansas Elementary Schools, Page 111.
Pqople go into business in the hope of earning a profit.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal ,Science, Ellenberg, Page 35.
Profits are the rewards for, taking risks.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, ,Heath, Page 124.
The people of Indio were urged to invest money in a steel mill. Profits
from the sale of steel would go to pay the lestors. Profits are the.
return one receives for taking a risk.

/

I.
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Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 35.
If steel were no longer used in cans, the steel industry would lose a
great part of its market, and profits might decrease.

or\

Grade 4, Industry: Man,and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 42.
Division of labor, automated factories, and production efficiency in
general have lowered the cost of producing a can of food, thus the pro-,
ducer can sell itfor less and still make a profit.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacpn, Page 94.
'The whole complex process of manufacturing has been futile unless the
final product can be sold at a price that covers its cost and returns ,

a, prbfit.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page'126.
It is the.profit motive that leads people to risk their savings in a
business venture. I profits Ore eliminated, incentive is eliminated

as well.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine , (T.E), Allyn and Bacon, Page 173.

Profit is the reward for successful business enterprise in our free, com-
petitive'society.. After all expenses are met by a company, the amounfre-
miining is profit. Profit is important because it acts as an incentive to
businessmen to produce better goods for the customer, to develop new
products, and to ,take risk of loss.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page.35.
Profits are the rewards to entrepreneurs.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.;

Senesh, Page 98.
Some 'Ilegions become rich by specializing in the exploitation of their
natural resources and by keeping the profits of these industries in the

region. -

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T) 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 142. -
Reducing the expense involved in ranchtndiwould increase its profitability,
thereby encouraging new ranching and creating more jobs in the Four
Corners Region.

Grade 4, regions Around, the World, (TE), Educational Pub., Page 271.

With the 'profits made in silk, the Japanesewere able to turn tmther
industries.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt; Brace,,Joyanovich, Page 223.
The 'factory owner wants to sell his products for more than the cost of

making them. That is, he Wants to make a profit. Profit is the money an

owner has left after-be sells the shoes and pays all his costs.
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Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstadtand Hamada, Page27.
,Sinte businessmen are in business to make profits, it pays them to pro -

Auce those things that consumers want most.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 249.
After Americans found that trade with China was profitable, they began to
-wonder whether trade with Japan might not also be profitable.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 24..

Throughout the 1500's the Fhnch explorers set up trading posts' where they
could trade "with Indians. The French realized the,furs could be sold in
Europe. at a great profit.

,Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book CO.,
Page 27. A

Sheep raising became very popular in England as the English profited froth
'the wool trade._

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 118;
The cotton gin made the growing of cotton even more profitable than it
had been before. e

\///.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 67. . '' .

United States companies brought many benefits to the peopleof the Caribbean
Lands. In spite of these benefits, many people in the Caribbean region dis-
like the United States companies. They resented the fact that foreigners
were making large profits in their countries.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma,.Page 18:
Income remaining after all costs of operating a'business are paid is called
profit. EConomistS consider profit a return to entrepreneurs for in-
curring risks.

Grade 5,
.

Econvomic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 118.
To realize profit, business must make efficient use of Ooducttve resources
in order to meet the prices of competitors and still come out with earned
profit. /

Grade 5Lands of the'Middle East (TE), A11,9n and Lcon, Page 124.
In the Middle East the farmland is owned by a few people and worked under
the landlord system. A Middle Eastern farmer probably would grow more grain
on his own land. Under the landlord system, he has. no reason or inc ntive
to do his best. Any improvement or increase,in production Would be taken
by the landlord anyway. So he does not try. On his own land, however, he
woulddo his bestProfit would be his incentive.
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Grade-5, Life on Paradise island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 35f
,If Mjke sold his 'arrows and got more than four bags of rice, he would .

consider the extra rice a profit.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page 1246.
A free man, working for his own livelihood, would be more motivated than a
slave to think up a way to increase production; a slave, whose profits went
to his master, would.gain nothing from increased production.

,,,Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page1.266. - .
,

A factory owner could make a bigger profit by increasing sales or cutting
costs. A factory owner could make a bigger plfit by increasing sales or
cutting costs.'- ---

A
.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Pale T350.
In. nonindustrial countries most of the crops raised to sell come from'
large farms run by businessmen. Often thesOibusinessmen are from foreign
industrial nations. These farms produCe bigeharvests', but part of the
profit goes back to the foreign businessmeni,

, 1
Grade 5, Midwest and Gt4eat Plains, Fideler, Page 93. ,

The railroads helped bIjng tb the plains illarly people who wanted to farm.
Afterthe railroads were built, farmers could,ship their products from
the plains to other parts of the country Oe quickly and cheaply. This

helped make it profitable'to raise crops,,- [ 4

.1

- _

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler', Page 139.
One-of the serious problems facing peopleAn'the Midwest and Great Plains,
as well as in other parts of our countryi!is unemployment. Some-areas that

once employed many factory workers now lack industry. In some cases, .

companies that no longer could sell their goods at a profit have been
forced to sh wn factories or to lay-off some of their workers,

3

Grade 5, Midwest and great Plains, Fideler, Page 21%.
Managers.are responsible for running, each division of the plant as efficiently
as possiBle so that the company can make a profit. People who have invested

money in the company expect a good profit-on their investment..

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 218.
To meet unexpected expenses, farmers ffugt 401 their crops at a good profit.
Therefore, they try to harvest their crops and sell them at the,.times when

prices are,highest.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 229.
Although farmers must spend much money for labor and equipment in Pennsylvania,
they usually make a good profit.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 114.
The difference between the cost of manufacturiAg a product and the price at

which it is sold is profit..
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One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginri, Page 117. /
People go in , . ma e a pro it. For instance, a,manufactur ir
may produce an air conditioner o is sum, he will add an her
$10 to insure a profit. He can sell the air con i io to

the retail stores. Of course the retail stores don't sell the air con i i
ers for this price. They want to make a profit too. So they will add to
the price the manufacturer charges them.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 257.
Sharecropping hurt people. Irk times of poor crops or low prices, land-
owners often had to mortgage their plantations or farms, or even sell
'them to get out of debt. Most sharecropping workers went through life
barely squeezing out enough to live on. Some years they ended up in debt.
Other years they ended up with small profits. But never large ones. The ,

effects of all this -on the health and welfare of much of the South's pop-
ulation is sometimes,. called "human erosion."

Ghde 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 311.
A number of businessmen became very rich from profits earned during the
war. They were eager to put their profits to work in new business efforts.
This helped industry grow after the war.

Grade 5,This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 331.
The Corn Livestock Region is the largest and most important fa'rming area in
the Midwest. The farmers in it specialize ingrowing corn because it is the
crop from which they get the greatest profit.

Grade 5, This Favored Land; (TE), Macmillari,-Page 337.
An industry will not stay in a place unless it can make a pr fit
Profit is the amount of money that a business gets from the
products minus the cost of making them.. t -

Grade 5; This Favored Land, (TEL Macmillan, Page T152
When the cost of getting out the resources is too hie
gt current prices, a mine be closed?

Grade,6, Africa, Fideler,,Page 59.
Becaute the dangers and hardships were so great, Furopean me
pot willing to go to Africa unless they could be Sure of maki
fits. The two items that were themost profitablg for Europe
Wero gold and Negro slaves.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 142.

to ma

To most Europeans, Africa was simply a storeqouse of raw mat
used for their own benefit, They developedinly the kinds o
gnd businesses that dealth with removing rawtmaterials from
paid low wages to the African laborers who %forked for them,
the profits they made for themselves.
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--- __INCOME: PROFIT .

Grade 6, The Age of.We§tern-Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 108.

.
In the capitalistic system the profit motive is harnessed to promote
efficiency and improved production.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T73.
Today, people buy shares of large industries or businesses. Some people

s a II its of the,companies that employ them. Many feel that
-

taking a risk in Genoes- well wortki the investment since shipping

as usually very profitable.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T169.
Capitalism describes a system where money is not just used'to buy things.
for oneself. Instead, much money is used to help increase production.
The person who uses his money this way expects to get a reward. We call

that profit.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Foli,lett, Page T172.
In the Renaissance the number of wealthy people increased. Profit making

became an acceptable activity in-the eyes of the Church and of most people.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T176.
To obtain the money. to start a business enterprise, entrepreneOs sometimes
sold stock in their firms. One share of stock is like a deed, making its
buyer, the owner of. a part of a business. He shares in the profits or the

losses.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T182.
Under Marxism, private property would disappear. Factories, machinery,

land--everything would Wong to society as a whole. Once this happened,

profits would benefit everyone rather tharqa few capitalists.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 18.

Profit is the income remaining after all cost of operating a business are
paid. Profit is a return to entrepreneurs for incurring risks.

\Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 168.
Japan became the great industrial power that it is partly because it has
many small businessmen who want to use their profits as capital with which

to expand their businesses, modernize them, acquire skills, and maintain

their property in good conditign,

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE); Macmillan, Page 167.
The petroleum fields and iron'mines of lenezuela bring great wealth to its

government. Foreign corporations must pay for the privilege of using the

resources of the country. Comombia also profits from its oil fields.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 150.
Latin Americans also complain about the excess-11.)e profits made by American

'business interests in Latin America. Though some of the companies have

shown a disposition to deal fairly with. the.people of the countries where
they carry on business, many try to make excessive profits or to dominate
the government when they can.
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INCOME: PROFIT

`Grade t,' Inquiring About Freedom, (TE),
,

From the beginning, Rockefeller paid careful attention to every detail
that might .'save money and in4ease profits for the company.

Grade 6, Inquiring-About Freedom, (TE); Fideler, Page 158.
When a factory.'Can no longer operate at a profit, it must close.

.

Grade 6, The Interaction of-Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 'IL
The British government had prohibited the import of opium into Great
Britian. The British government should have stopped the opium trade for
humanitaHan reasons. However,, the profits from. the sale of opium were
so great that the practical considerations overrode the moral ones,'

Gra e raction of Cultures,(TE), Allyn and. Bacon; Page 69..
Under feudal conition , . s generally owned their own,tools,
bought or provided their own raw materia , ..: ed for theirimme0-
Tate consumption. This was simple production with little i
or profit. ..

Grade 6,'Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 193. ,

.. .

India's sugar cane factories are old and out of date. -They cannot handle
enough cane each day to make a:profit...

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), AMerican Book Co.,
Page 205.'

The three Indian car manufacturing companies complain that they are not
being permitted to earn a fair profit. The government controls tne,cais
prices, and by its control over raw materials and other factors it also,
limits production to a,level that the manufacturers contend is inefficient.

. .

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 290.

British trade with Nigeria increased sharply in the 19th century. They
could navigate the Niger River and trade directly with suppliers in the
interior of Afrida. They.Wanted to bypass the coastal chiefs, the African
middlemen, in order to make more profit for themselves.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 407.

Without knowing it, a Russian consumer may pay quite a few times the cost
of what it took the government to produce something. This extra money is
not intended as profit for the government, but it is used by the state to
create new industry or a new ,civic project.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Value's, (Brown).(TE) -, 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 220.
The communists believed that the government could manage farms and factories
so that workers could share in the profits.
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INCOME: PROFIT
7

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (BroWn) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 248.

_If a company has money left over after paying for the materials and workers,
then the businessmon_managing the company may keep the money. This is their
profit. They may decide-to.sptnd some_bf it on new machines, Or they may
decide to share some of it with the workers. -They-may-, howexen_ciecide to
keep most of the profit for themselves.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: 'Concepts and Values, ( rown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 284.
Many products apd services are provided by national, state, and local
governments. The products and services provided are those which businesses'
are seldom willing to provide because little or no profit can be made from
them.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 292.
In Russia, food the government got very cheaply was then sold to factory

and other consumers in the cities. Profits from selling the food
were used to . .1 equipment.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, ; sft id ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 350.
Many people in Iran have been unhappy with their government. Except for

its oil resources, Iran is poor. Many Iranians disliked the influence that
foreigners had on their government. Much of the profits from oil went to
foreign nations.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 64.
The farm family no longer raises many products for its own use. Instead

the farmer specializes in one or two products for the market. With his

profits, he buys goods and services for his family.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Weslty, Page 66.
Most American and Canadian farmers specialize in one or two products. They

produce whatever will provide the best living for their families. The first
thing the farmer asks-in deciding what to raise is, "Whit product would be
the most profitable?"

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 182.
Smal.Cfarmers cannot afford tractors or other machinery. Some farmers, how-

ever, are banding together. They have all their fields serviced by the same
machi ery, operated by paid workers. Crops are rotated to preserve the soil.

The p ofits are divided.

. Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Mamillan,: Page 82.
In We tern Europe where capitalism developed, the, fa6tories, machines, and
raw ma erialS were owned by the capitalists, who made a profit from their
proper y. Sometimes these, profits were very high. The working people, on
the of er hand, made only their wages. Often these were so low that they
barely paid for food and lodging.



INCOME: RENT

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 25.
Rent is a specific payment due at fixed intervals for the use of another's
property (land; house., car, etc.).

Gra de 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 163.

Business pays people income for the.ir skilled workmanship and their good .

Rent is paid for the use of land.

Grade 4', Life. on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 49.
-Iten-t-i-.s_payment for the use of property.

Grade 5, Asking About the-USA-and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 201.

European farmers had-an especially hard life. Most of them did not own the
land on Which they worked. They were tenants on land which belonged to-rich
people. AS tenants, the farmers had no reason to try to. improve their land,.
If they grew more crops, they would only have to ply higher rent.

.

Grade 5),Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page-2R2. ,

Hoping to make New France much'iike France itself, the King gave large
pieces of the American colonies to those he thought should be noblemen,
or seigneurs. The farmers, called habitants, were supposed to rent small
plots of land from the seigneurs- -and do most of the work.

-67alte-5T-Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page
Many farmers in OS ean lands do not wn the land they cu4tivate.
Instead, much. of the land be on' lthy individuals or to foreign
companies. Some farmers pay rent for the use S .nd. Others work for
the landowner or dive him part of the croWthWtheypro uc

NOftte:.T'
.

.

Grade 5, Economics and'Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 9.
Often rent must be paid for the use of a room or a place.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 44.
In the Middle East,.farming is done under the landlord system. The landlord
rents the land for only a year at a time, so that he can raise the rent each
year if he thinks the farmer Can pay more. In bad years the landlord may
lower the rent. The tenant farmer is unlikely to improve the land, since he
does npt own it. Farmers who own their own land are more likely to improve
it because they know they will reap the benefits of any increases in product-
ion; a tenant farmer fears that if he improves the land and produces more,
the landlord will raise the rent.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 50.
Some of the Middle Eastern peasants' problems arise from the fact that many
peasants do not own their own land. Land is owned in the form of large
estates by landlords who rent the land to peasants on a high-rate, short -
lease basis.
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INCOME: RENT

Grade 5, .Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 49.
For letting him rent the building, Mike paid Johnathan five bags of rice
as rent every month.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page' T288.
The great majority of the common people in India worked as farmers. They had

to pay rent on land and taxes to the government. And they 'had to pay with

money, not with ,grain'or craft products. In order to earn money, the farmer's

grew crops that ,they knew they could sell to British businessmen in the towns
and cities.

Grade 5, Man t.he'Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T349.
In Latin America the system of land ownership is often blamed for the poverty
of the people. Wealthy landholders own most of the farmland. The peasants
whO farm the fields of the wealthy. landowners receive very low eages for their
hard work. The peasants who rent fields from landowners are not much better
,off.--Their_plOts are small, and a major share of all they raise goe to the

landlord as re.t,payment,--

Grade 5, One Nation.: The United States, (TE), Ginti, Page 3:.

. Many of the poor live in crDwded, rundown areas of the city, called slums.
Sometimes unfair landlords in the 4ums charge more rent than an apartMent
is wOrth.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Lajdlaw,.Page 114.
Farmers'in England often paid.rent for the-use of land to raise crops..
Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 95.'. -. _ _

_ __

About one-half of the farms ih Great Britain are not owned by the men who
work them.. liowever, the tenants who rent these.farms-are paid for improve-
ments they make in the land, so they also use good farming methods.

I

ce With,Time, (TO', Macmillan, Page 343:
eople klho live on..another's landRent is the price o us

must pay rent.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 121.
In the ear y 1900's, Japanese farm workers were poor. Most of them were

tenant farmers who had to pay as much as one-half of_yhat they raised as
rent to their landlords.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 131.
Under the Occupation, after World War II, a land reform program was carried

out. The Japanese government purchased land belonging to landOwners.
Tenant farmers were permitted to buy this land by making, payments over a

long period of time. Today, about four-fifths of Japan's farmers own all

the land on which they work.
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INCOME: RENT

Grade 6, The Social- Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 186.
Some of the peasants in Japan owned their own land and paid taxes. But
most of the peasants worked on the land owned by the nobles. These
peasants paid rent and were often bound to the land.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 377.
It has.been estimated that from one-half of three-fifths of China's
peasants owned their own land. One-fifth owned part of the land they
worked. One-fifth were tenants. Tenants are thoUght to have paid between
half and two-thirds of their crops in rent.

INCOME: WAGE

.Grade 4, The Adventures of Primero Dinero,Jackstadt and Hamada, Paee 28.
Wages are the cost of labor resources.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 163.
Business pays people income (salary or wages for labor) for their skilled
workmanship and their goods.

Grade 4, dour Lands:- _Tour People,. Heath; Page 126.

Unskilled labor is slow. Iri3 --poO4y-4,ajd work.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page' 85.
Ford reasoned that since he now could build cheap cars in volume, he could
sell more of them if his employees earned enough to afford to buy them. He

later called the $5 wage for an eight hour day, "the finest cost-cutting
move we ever made. I can find methods of manufacturing that will make high

------wages-the-cheapest wages." And he did.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and dieMachine, (TE1,Allyeand Bacon, Page 88.
Competitive companies were not pleased when Ford raised his-workers' wages;
workers in other companies learned of the increases and were dissatisfi-ed
with their own pay. Many left their jobs to work in Ford's plants.

dustr : Man and the.Machine, (TE)t Allyn and Bacon, Page 135.
Unskilled workers he labor market in the late eighteenth century
and throughout the nineteenth cen ury.----S-i4ce_theiabor supply was nearly
always.greater than demand, unskilled workers accepted any jots
wages they could get.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 38.
Wages are the Money received for work done.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field educational Pub., Page T71.
Although working conditions have been improved for the miners in the Andes,
.their wages are still very low.

AO+

1
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INCOME: WAGE

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 164.
There is much resentment of the foreign mining companies in the Andes, be=
cause they "take away treasures and leave only wages."

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 115.
People use the money they receive for their work--their wages--to buy the
things they need.

.Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 117.
Skilled workers usually earn more than unskilled workers.

Grade 4, Web of\the Worid, (TE)1 Macmillan) Page 120.
Productivity explains why wages have gone up in the United States over the

years. Workers in the United States get higher wages than workers in many

other countries. The most important reason for this is that American work-

ers produce more than many other workers. They produce more bedause most

of them have some education and training.

Grade 4, Webof the World, (1E), Macmillan, Page 121.
Every week, or every two weeks, or once a month, each worker gets his money
wage. .For some workers, this.is called his salary. A worker's real wages

are the goods and services he'an,get in exchange for his money wages.

Grade 5, The Adventures of PriMero Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamada,. Page 28.

Wages are the cost of labor resources.

,Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 242.
Even.in the early 1900's businessmen often hired young chil'dre sweep

factory floors or turn simple machines. The children who worked in e-

factories were paid very little, ,ond working conditions were poor. But

parents needed whatever money the children earned.

Grade 5, The American Adventure,.i(TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 248.

In the 1880's, the Chinese who the United States were mostly

laborers who were willing to work for lower wages than American workers.
e

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 67.
"United States companies brought many benefits to the people of the Caribbean

Lands. They employed thousands of workers, often paying them much higher
wages than they could have received from local employers.

r -57-Economic§ and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 5.

Local newspapers can tell you' what job opportunities there are and the wages

they are willing to pay for the different services and goods.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 38.
Mike, the owner of the Trading Post, was willing to pay Bosko five bags

of rice a Week as a wage in return for Bosko's services.
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INCOME: WAGE

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn,Page 117.
Every American worker is paid for doing his or h6 regular job. Workers
receive an income in return for the work they do. Salary or wages are,
the terms used by economists to describe income. Most workers are paid
every week or every two weeks. Some workers receive their salaries or
,wages at the end of each mpnth.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, TE), Ginn, Page 443.
Many American workers in the 1800's were very unhappw, with good reason.
Most of them worked ten to twelve hour' a day, six or seven days a week.
For those long hours, they were paid under $490 a year--less than $10 a
week. Women and children earned much less, sometimes as litt14 as tweiY;
five cents for a long,anddifficult work day.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn,.Pag 67.1

F.D.R. said that the working men and women of the United "States had been
getting a bad deal. They were working too many hours and getting too
little pay. Congress agreed. They passed a law to help the American
workers. The law said that men and women should not Work more than forty,
hours a week unless they were paid extra money. The Taw also said they
should receive at least forty cents anhour.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The, American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page.258.
Today most Americans are wage earners.

ura 5, The'South, Fideler, Page 89.
.Duringg thTcyi-raliTh century, the number of tenant farms in the South
decre#9ed. With the growth of industry, many tenantsleft the farms to
take Jobs in factories. Workers who were still willing to do farm ,worst
demanded higher wages.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 66.

In some areas of Africa,*the Europeans took over the best farmlands in
order to start money making rubber and cocoa plantations. The Africans
were no longer allowed to use these lands for hunting and grazing, so they
had no way, to support themselves and their families. They were forced to
go to work for the white men at very low wages or else move

were
families

to unfamiliar and less fertile land.

Grade 6, Africa, Fidler, Page 142.,
To most Europeans, Africa was simply a storehouse of raw materials to be
used for their own benefit. They paid low wages to the African laborers
Who worked for them, and they kept the profit§ they made for themselves.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 100.
The term money wages, refers to payment for services made in negotiable
.legal tender.,
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INCOME:' WAGE

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 93.
One of the grim aspects of the Industrialllevolution in the early nine-
teenth centurS, was the fate of hand weavers who clung to their trade as

the price of cloth dropped, and thus their wages dropped lower and lower.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE)r, Allyn and Bacon, Page 109.
Child labor was as efficient as adult labor for many unskilled jobs; s nce
a child's wages were very Tow, the competition of children with adult of

-only kept,many adults from,getting jobs, but also kept all wages low.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition,, (TE), Follett, Page ,T176.

During the early years of theIndustrial Revolution, businessmen made
profits by paying low wages and charging high prices.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 34.
Probably most factory workers during the 1800's, would have spent shorter
hours at their jobs had they earned more money, but wages were low.
Most people had to work'twelve and even fourteen hours a day, six days a
week. Even 'then, they earned barely enough to.keep themselves and their

Others cannot find work.

families alive.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 63.
Many of the people in Bombay earn Tow wa

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 86.
Millions of farmers have so little land that they can barely raise,the
food that they and their families need. In order to earn a living, some
farmers work for other men, but their wages are very small.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 78.
In 1860, Taw gave women the right to have control of any wages she earned.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 79.
In the early nineteenth century, many new factories were built to produce
cloth and other goods. To opdrate the machines in these factories, the
owners hired large numbers of women workers. This wass.3artly because

women would accept less pay than men.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom,_ (TEA., Fideler,, Page 144.
The-new ina-Chiffe-sarid methods of production of the Industrial Revolution
made it possible to produce much larger amounts of goods and services than
ever before. This increased productivity has made it possible fpr workers

to earn high wages. With more money to spend and more goods and services
available to buy, most Americans today enjoy a higher standard of living"
than people did before the Induttrial Revolution.

Gradd'6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE),-Fideler, Page 149.
When new equipment is installed, the rate of production usually inci.eases
and so do the worker's wages.
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INCOME: WAGE

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 150.
In America, before the Industrial Revolution, few people other than servants
were wage earners.

1

Grade 6, Inquiring AbObt Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 151.
It was not easy to escape from being a wage earner in the late 1800's,
as most people thought. Wages were low, especially in times of depression.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures,(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 13.
The Renaissnce/and Reformation led to freedom to think and experiment.
The rise of te(Wns and the development of a merchant class led to strong
and effictent capitalistic economies. Similarly, serfdom gave way to
a system of wages,ents, and investment.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures(TE), Allyn and Bacon, PageV0.
With the capitalist revolution, products were no longer made by the owner
of the instrument of production. Instead the labor of others created the
product while the laborer was paid a wage, having no relation to the prod-
uct he produced. //.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 76.
During the Industrial Revolution, the farmers suffered. Their wages
remained low, while the cost of the items they 'consumed rose.'

Grade 6, Japan, Page 121.
In the early 1900's, most Japanese industrial workers earned such
wages, they could not afford to buy many goods for their own use.

:Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 146.
The wages of the average Japanese worker, may seem low to an American, how-
ever, the Japanese receive more than just their regular paychecks. It has

,long been traditional for the Japanese employer to take care of and protect
his workers. The average employer spends about as much money on extra
benefits for his workers as he spends for,their wages.

Grade 6, The Sci-al Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 144.
By the time tte later immigrants arrived, the Industrial Revolution had
spread from Europe to the United States. There were-many factories in and

rant men had no factory skills,
they had a ha d time getting jobs. Pay was low, and o ten the wrote aml y

had to work t get enough money for food, clothing, and rent..

Grade 6, The ocial Sciences: Conceits and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

. Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 201.
Sharecroppers work hard farming land which belong$ to a wealthy landowner:
In return for their work, they receive a share of the crop, but no wages.

most years, the Share of the crop is barely enough for his family's
living expenses.
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INCOME: WAGE-
-;

; _Grade 6, ,The Social Sc,ences: C ncepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2ndect.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jova 'vich, Pa 218. .

In the 1800's most Ru sians weret oor peasants who did hard farm work. By

, the 1900's, several y'ars of poot.harvests left the peasants even poorer
and without enough food.to eat. i, the same time, city workers were also

unhappy. Wages were low and hou' were long.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and 0
In ancient Sumer and Egypt,.the 1
needed for themselves and their f
craftsmen to make other items the
goods obtained from the peasant.

'(TE), Laidlaw, Page 111.

wner often had more crops than they
es. These landowners often hired
ted and paid them with the surplus

Grade-6, The Social Studies and tfu rld, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 292.

The middle class was further xp nd s, the factory:owners sought people

to manage the factories. The men Were in charge of the running of
the factories did not usually own them; but their jobs were very important.

These people were paid salaries, or fixed sums of mOney, each week or month.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Pagej'2.
In western Europe, capitalism devgloped: The factories, machines, and raw

materials were owned by the capitalists who made a profit from their properti.

Sbmetimes these profits- were very high. The working people, on the other

hand, made only their*wages. Often these were so low that they barely paid

for food and lodging.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 449.
Japanese wages are not as high as those received by workers in the United

States.. They are rising rapidly, however, and have already reached--and
in some cases passed--wage rates of Western European workers. The product-

ivity of Japanese workers has always been very high. Productivit means the

amount produced in each hour of a worker's time. When Japanese w ker's

wages were very low, that fact plus their high productivity g Japan a

great advantage in competing with other countries.

INVESTMENT: SAVING

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 33.

The process of saving requires giving up present consumer goods for future '

goods. However, savers may receive-interest or dividend payments for the

, use of their money.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 163.

Part of one's income can be put in savings for future spending.

.Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 143.

The railway of Sao Paulo paid money to those who invested their funds in

building it.
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INVESTMENT:. SAVING

G-rade.4, Industry: Man'and the Machine, (TE), AllYri and Bacon, Page 122.
The individual's participation in the economy may take the form of savings
and investing his money. America's economic.. growth would not have been
nearly so great had it not been for savings and.investment on the part of
many thousands of individuals.

Grade 4; Industry: Man and'the Machine, (TO', Allyn and Bacon, Page 124.
The person who has saved up some capital ancrwished to invest it must
decide whether to invest his money in ati'xisting enterprise or to start
a new one.,

Grade 4, Industr Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 173.
Investment is t e use of money to buy a share-of a business endeavor, from
which the inve tor hopes to receiv!e a profit. Purchasing stock in a cor-
poration or placing money-in a swings account, are methods of investing
money.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 167. :.

Savings accounts are used by people- for money, they will not need for a
long time.

. ...-.

-rade 4, Web of the World, (TE),?Macmillan, Page 130.
. .

T:he money to buy machines and buildings that,hold machines come from
people who do not spend-all they earn--thismoney is called saving's.

.Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE); Macmillan, Page 131.
,Some people start a bUsiness with the money they have saved. Banks also,
loan money to new businesses.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Pagel32.

The fact that many people choose to save rather than spend is very important.
Saved money can be.invested. Money that is invested can be used for capital

.goods. Capital goods are thiylgs used to produce other things. Machinery
and factory bOlyings are callital good

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 134.
Sometimes peof6Te cannot save. They earn very little. Everything'they
get for their work they must use to meet their needs. Because people
cannot save, there are no savings to invest in capital goods in some areas.

Grade 4, Web f the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 139.
People can cho se to save part of their wages and put these savings to work.

NL,

Grade 4, Web of tihe_World, '(TE), -Macmillan, Page T81.

Production of capital goods is made possible by saving and investment. The
, more (or less) a country is able to allocate for the formation of capital,'
the more (or less) it'is able to produce.
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INVESTMENT: SAVING

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 252.
Andrew Johnson's secretary of state,..William Seward, believed that America

should buy Alaska. Seward finally.persuaded _Congress that Alaska would be

:e-good investment, and it was bought in 1867 for a price of about two cents

per acre. Aliskathas. returned to Americans thousands of times its purchase

price.
. .

Grade 5, American. Neighbors, Fidele, Page 3-119.
Money is needed,ff new industries are to be established in the Caribbean

Lands. Most of the money in the Caribbean Lands is in the hands of a few ,

wealthy people. Many,of these people are unwilling to invest their money
in industries in their own countries because they fear revolutions or

dictatorship. Some fbreign.businessmen are also uneasy about investing

their money. In this region.

Grade 5,4Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TO; American Book Co.,

Page 323.
Because much Mexican' wealth was tied up in land, foreign businessmen built
factories where Mexicans had failed to do so.

trade 5, Canada, Fideler,,Page 184.
Much of the money that has been'used to develop Canada's industries has
come from the United States. Nearly two-thirds of all the factories in

Canada are owned. by people in the United States, and Americans coptrol
most of Canada'scpetroleuth and natural gas industry.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 62.
Because the Central American countries had little money of their own, they

often invited foreign companies to invest money in important projects.
As a result, foreigners came to own much valuable property in Central

America.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 69.
People from other parts of the world are helping the Caribbean countries.

The United States government has loaned money to countries in this region

for roads and for other important projects. Private businessmen are in-

vesting money in factories and other enterprises.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 12.

Savings are that part of income not spent for consumer goods; also, the

retained earnings of businesses and the excess of government revenue over

expenditures.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 32.

Saving makes funds available for capital formation. Spending of Savings

for capiidl formation is called investment. Investment provides'for better

tools and equipment to produce more and/or better consumer goods and services

in the future.
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Grade 5,'Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 33:
The process of saving requires giving up present consumer goods for
future goods. However, savers may 'receive interest or dividend payments
for the use of their money.

Oade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: ,Oklahoma, Page 50.
I the United States, more income is earned than is spent for consumption.
The difference (savings) is availabje for investment in new capital (pro-
duction facilities).

G 5, Economic Education for Was ingtori Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 10.
The a ount of capital resources available to a country epends on the
willi 'mess and ability of the people, to save their inc me and upon their
abilit to borrow from abroad.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bac n, Page 64.
Surplus product's car be converted into capital, which a nation can invest
in machines, transportation facilities, agricultural improvements, etc.,
to increase production and raise the standard of living,

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 111.
Inefficient agricultural methods. keep most of the population tied up in
production of food. Without a surplus, there can be no. division of labor
nor any, investment in education and capital, and thus no economic growth.

, Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),- Follett, Page T129.
The fact that the grains could be stored a long time might have encouraged
gatherers to save some for future use.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T277.
When a person makes an investment, he spends money in the hope of earning
more money later. For example, a factory owner might buy an expensive new
machine., He expects the machines to increase production and his profits, too.

Grade 5, Man the.Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T408.
Very likely, a successful investor puts much of his earnings into other
investments; and some are used to improve his lifestyle. In addition to
the investor, money spent on investments benefit workerS, merchants, factory
owners, and otherS who gain jobs or business from the enterprise.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 219.
People who have invested money in the company expect a good profit on
their investment.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Pages 107
and T49.
Governments having a surplus of money sometimes invest it in the journeys
of discoverers and expTorers.
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INVESTMENT: SAVING

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 111.

In 1496, King Henry gave John Cabot permission to explore for England.

Some merchants of Bristol, England, agreed to invest the money needed to

pay the cost of the trip.. These merchants expected new markets to buy

and sell their gods as-a return for their money.

Grade 5, The Social 'Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 124.

People who invested,money in new colonies in America helped to build

our country.'

-Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 341.

American businessmen believed that new markets and overseas investments

would bring more industrial growth.

Gra de 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 345.
The United States declared in 1890, that all sugar coming in from Cuba'

would be tax-free. The result was increased production of sugar in C ba.

Many Americans invested money in the sugar industry of Cuba, hoping t

make a great profit.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 35G.

American businessmen developed the sugar and pineapple industries of Hawaii.

. /

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 117.

During the 1800's, many rich Americans took the fortunes they hadifTlade in

trade and invested them in manufacturing.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 243.
One reason cities did not grow rapidly in the South was that Southerners

were not interested in putting their money into manufacturing.

Grade 5,'This Favored Land, (ft), Macmillan, Page 244.

Those people in the South whotad money to invest chose to put it into

cotton plantations and slaves. they did not choose to put it into shipping

lines, and storage warehouses and insurance companies and banks.

Grade 6,-Africa, Fideler, Page 123.
Factories in Europe and the United States need the minerals that are found

in Africa. For this reason, Europeans and Americans have spent millions of

dollars to establish mines in Africa.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 100:

The ox or plow is the farmer's capital; therefore the money paid for these

is an investment.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 108:

To have capitalism, there must first be a surplus so that men can begin to

put goods or money aside as savings; the accumulated savings provide avail-

able capital; the capital can be used to provide profits for the investor.
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INVESTMENT: SAVING

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 105.
All over the world underdeveloped nations want industrialization. As we
knoW, thiscalls for capital 'iii vast quantities--billions of dollars.
Machines are far more costly than they were in the eighteenth century, and
although the supply of capital in the world is greater than ever before,
the demands for the capital are also greater. Either the government or
individuals must save to make the funds of investment available.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 112.
Continued economic growth is possible only with continued capital invest-,
ment. This is because increasing output per person is only possible if
money is invested in machines. A large percentage of capital investment
was necessary at the early stages of the Industrial Revolution because
factories and machines had to be built, This capital came largely from
current production. One reason for the widening gap between developed and
developing nations is that a smaller proportion oof.production to create
capital in the developed than in the developing nations.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T73.
Today, people still buy shares of large industries or businesses. Genoese
shipping was well worth the investment, since shipping was usually very
profitable.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE', Follett, Page T169.
Some merchants had long used money in the businesses. But usually they
spent most of their money on goods, not on increasing production. With
the expanding trade of the Middle Ages more merchants began using money to
help increase production or make their businesses bigger. This, in turn,
would produce more capital. Businessmen increased in numbers and in we th.

The businessmen looked for still more and bigger businesses in which t
invest.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T380.
Making the initial investment in machinery and raw materials for a factory
was a tremendous burden for an individual. If business failed or profits
were low at first, the investor could lose all he had. The Japanese
government was willing to take these risks because it had a great deal more
capital than the individual citizen. A temporary loss in one industry could
be covered by the profits from another.

Grade 6, Cultures in- Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T380.
In Japan, most prosperous businessmen spent factory profits on better
machinery or other induStrial improvements, rather than on luxuries for
themselves.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma; Page 12.
Savings are that part of income not spent for consumer goods; also, the
retained earnings of businesses and the excess of government revenue over
expenditures.
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INVESTMENT: SAVING

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 32.
Saving makes funds available for capital formation. Spending of savings
for capital formation is called investment. Investment provides for better
tools and equipment to produce.more and/or better consumer goods and services
in the future. The process of saving requires giving up present consumer
goods for future goods. However,, savers may receive interest or dividend
payments for th use of their money.

Grade 6, EconoMic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 50.
. In the United States, more income is earned than is spent for consumption.

The difference (savings) is available for investment in new capital (pro-
. duction facilities).

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 195.
It is only through savings that capital is formed. In,an underdeveloped,

or poor nation where the peop]e must, use all of their income to satisfy
their basic needs, there is nothing left to save. Consequently there is
no capital formation.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (T,E), Ginn, Page 366.
It takes great amounts of money, as well as other kihds of capital, to
develop the way Japan has developed during the past hundred. years. ,The
money might have come from savings, but probably the Japanese people of
1867 did not have much savings to put into businesses--to iriyest. It came

from exports, agriculture, and businessmen.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page T35.
Capital investment by the Japanese government, resulting in increased rail-
roads, communications networks, and sthools, has served to increase the
rate of growth of the economy.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE),' Macmillan, Page 961
In recent years El Salvador has/had good leadership from the military and
important landowners. Under this leadership, the tiny nation has become

more industrialized than its neighbors. Investors feel safe in putting
their money into factories and other businesses.

Grade 6, lip A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 128.
Many peoplb of the Milted States and Canada began to invest money in Cuban
sugar plantations and mills, railroads, and other businesses. 'But the fre-

quent troubles in Cuba made investors uneasy.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 133.
Puerto Rico, went through great.changes after the Spanish-American war.
The United States provided money to build highways and schools, to improve
health conditions, and to develop agriculture. Within a few years, Americans
had invested heavily in Puerto Rico's sugar plantations, mills, banks, and

businesses.
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INVESTMENT: SAVING

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 320.
The growth of Brazilian industry hat attracted foreign businessmen. In

1972, they invested $3 billion in Brazil--more than in all the rest of
South America. .

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page,376.
A large part of the,money used fOr developing transportation, communicatitin,1
and manufacturing is furnished in Latin America by governments. Money is
borrowed from citizens and from bankers at home and abroad. Loans are
secured from foreign governments or from international organizations.

Grade ,6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 417<.

The United States came out of World War II even more powerful than it was
at the beginning of the conflict. Its citizens had money to invest, and
muchbf it went into Latin American businesses. Latin American mines, oil _

fieldS-, and manufacturing plants came to an increasing degree under the
United States' ownership.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 98.
It takes a great deal of money to build the new factories and make the
other improvements called for in the Five-Year Plans. India is providing
most of this money itself, even though many Indian peOple are. so poor that

. they do not have all the food they need.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 152.
Recent years have seen a growing interest in Latin America on the part of
Canadians. Trade with Latin America has increased and more and more money
is being invested in Latin erica.

IS

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Pa e 18.

One sign of Japan's proeper'ty 's the fact that almost every family has
money in a savings account.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 4-15.
Money 'remains a critical problem in India not only for investment, but for
buying raw materials, mining underground resources, developing power and
energy potentials, and edutating and training leaders in managerial and
technological skills as well as.training a.skilled work force.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 320.
Many people from the United States and Europe invested poney in Brazil,
with which railways and roads were built and shipyards were constructed.

Grade'6, Our Working World: Regions of the-World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
SenesJ, Pages 214 and 221.
Latin America's economic growth is hampered by a lack of savings and of in-
vestment in natural and human,resources, a low level of technological de-
velopment, poor marketing,ficilities, and competition from more efficient
foreign businesses.
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INVESTMENT: SAVING

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (1), 2nd ed., S.R.A:,

Senesh, Pages 234 and 244. .

International buiiness systems bring the people, of the earth closer to-
gether by facilitating the flow of savings from one part of the world to
another and encouraging international trade and economic development.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, .(Brown) (TE), 2nd ed

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 142.
Factory owners made money, and used it tb buy more machines and natural

resources. Then they built more factories. They invested their profits.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 292.
Some of the original members'of the upper class became interested in
business and invested their Money in industry.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw; Page 401.

Parliament set aside a large amount of money,to be loaned to corporations

which the government organized. These corporations, called development

corporations, were expected to use the money for such purposes as building

houses and apartments; industrial buildings, offices, and shops; roads and

sewer systems; and provide all other essential services.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 75.
American investment in Western Europe is very heavy indeed. American auto-

mobile companies own large shares of European car firms. Many American

companies in all sorts of businesses have set up branches in Europe.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 195.
In the past Nigerian wealth was spent on luxuries such as houses and clothing.

Today modern houses and cars are wanted, and every man hopes to send his son,

to study in England. Business profits are rarely invested in manufacturing.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 350.
The Indian people have such low incomes that most of them must spend, for

things to use right now--every cent they make. They cannot afford to save

15 percent of what they make.. When people can save, their savings can be

loaned out to businessmen (invested) for the production of capital goods.

If savings are not available, the capital goods cannot.be produced. If the

capital goods cannot be produced, production cannot be increased in the

future. An economy cannot grow without capital: capital is saving: saving

is not consuming.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan; Page 512.
Western Eurtlpe worries over being swamped by American capital, Japanese

'leaders are worried about this also.
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MARKETS: cECON0MIC SYSTEMS

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 62d
In a market economy, market refers to the process of buying and selling,

Grade 4, The Adventures of Primero Diner°, Jakstadt and Hamada, Page 33.
Resources are allocated.in accordance with the desires of the people as
determined in the market place.

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 101,
Fishermen in New England caught more fish then they needed, so they cleaned
and dried them to keep them from spoiling. Then they shipped them to
mrkets in Europe.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas elementary Schools, Page 111.
In this country, people are free to buy and sell goods and services.
Consumers basically determine what will be produced and what will be
stocked, by the way they spend their money in the market place.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 5.
If all, the demands of individual consumers for a p7oduct are added together,
the total demand for that product is obtained. It is the total demand that
is important to the producers.

Grade 4, Economic Education forWashington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 7.
When a producer offers goods for sale in the market-he is supplying. goods.
If consumers demand changes, it will eventually cause producers to change
their production.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Washingt Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 9.
The prices of most goods and services in he United States are determined
by the interaction of supply and demand i the market.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 52'.
The price paid for a good or service in the market place is determined.
by supply and demand.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page"112.
'4,British ships carried cotton and other raw materials from India to British

lfactories. The Indian people provided a market for machines--made cloth.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 136.
People will buy goods at the lowest price available in the market. The
sugar boom ended in a bust when Brazilian sugar lost.customers to cheaper
sugar which was grown elsewhere.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 142.
DeMand for Sao Paulo coffee bvought a boom; overproduction of coffee then
threatened to catfse an economic bust.
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MARKETS: ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 42,
Canned, food is.cheaper today because the supply is more than,ample to meet
the demand.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 70.
The invention of weaving machines brought great demand for yarn. When

demand became greater than supply, it resulted in higher prices for yarn,
a situation whidh encouraged men to devise spinning machines to make yarn
faster.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and BacOn, Page 126.
Stock exchanges are marketplaces where the buying adb selling of stocks is
made easy for the public.

ins

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 135.
Unskilled workers flooeded the labor market in the late eighteenth century
and,throughout the nineteenth century. Since the labor supply was nearly
always greater than demand, unskilled workers accepted any jobs at what-
ever wages they could get.

Grade 4, Investigating Communitiesand Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 173.
Supply and demand affect prices.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, ( , American Book Co.,

Page 174.
When there is a large supply of a product.on

only
market, competition usuali*.

brings the price down. But where their is only a small supply of a product,

there is not as much competition, and the price is usually high.
A 13 .

Gltade 4, rnvestigating'Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,.

Page 5-3.
Prices are affected by competition, by supply and demand, and by the relative
value of goads and services tap buyers and sellers.

Grade 4, Investigating Man's World: Regional Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 89..

The market system is the whole process of buying and selling gopds and
services in all the market places.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the UniteStates, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 46.
Farmers have little or no control over the price of wheat, since they
compete with thousands of other farmers.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,

S.R.A., Senesh, Page 69. .

Water supply of the United States is unevenly distributed, and the demand
for this resource in some areas exceeds availablt supply.
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MARKETS: ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, CO , 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 72.
The cost of'water depends on the supply available and the demand for the
resource.

.% . 1

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of theiUnited States, (T), 2nd ed.,
g.R.A., Senesh, Page 91.

The location of factilries is affected by :the location of. markets and raw
materials. r4.

. v..., ,

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page.d.00.

The future of the Scjh Central Region depends upon its success in finding
markets for its prodults and in dealing with the problems that often result
from dependency on go ernment spending.

Grade 4,.Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.,
S.R.A., Senesh, Page 106.

The development of certain products in a region is dependent upon markets
available for those products.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T88.
Today Chicago is the business and manufacturing center of the Midwest and
is one of the world's most important grain and livestock markets.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 66.
The people of Ifalik need homes and food and clothing. But they have no
stores from which they can buy their clothes and food. There are no houses
for sale or rent to provide them with shelter. One-half mile of land and
one mile of lagoon must supply theni.

Grade 4, Regions;Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 163.
Market days draw crowds of people to Peru's mountain cities. On market
days, many different kinds of products, as well as news, are exchanged.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) ATE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 189.
About one hundred years ago, the general store sold everything.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
H#rcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 214.
William Penn set up rules for' his colony forbidding trade except in the
markets established in the towns.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences:, Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, 'Brace, Jovanovich, Page 225.

The prices of goods and services are determined by the forces of supply and
demand in the markets
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Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 226. --

When a person buys goods or services, he lias a demand for them. The price

one pays, depends 'partly on how many other people have a demand for' them

too. What one pays also depends on ,the supply.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page308.
During the first cattle- drives, most animals sold for:good prices. News

that money could be ,made "by raising cattle brought a rush of people to the

plains. Later, many people raised cattle: There was more beef than people

wanted or could use: When the markets had too much,,the prices went down.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 4.
The Indian economy changed slowly., Indian decisions on how to use resources

were based on traditional ways of doing things. In the modern United States

economy, decisions on how to use resources are based on market prices.
r

Grade 4, Teachers -Guide to Economics, Gr'ade 4; Oregon (DEEP),Page
The discovery of the Pacific Northwest created new markets in which'the
Indians could exchange their goods for those of the Americans.

Grade 4, Teachers.Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 12.

Once it was discovered, the Pacific Northwest began to specialize in
products that it could sell in world markets.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 19.
When methods of transportation and communication improved; the pioneers

began to specialize products that they could,trade or sell to otters.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 31.

Because of improved methods of transportation and the ease with which special-,

ized products can be sent to distant markets, the scope of markets has

increased.
!

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 37.

The pricds in the market place tell businessmen what to produce, hot much

to produce and how to.produce it.

Grade 4,' Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 179.
People get the goods and services they need by selling and buying. his

exchanging takes place in many kinds of markets in all countries of the

world.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 180.
There are many types of markets.
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MARKETS: ECONOMIC SYSTEMS,'

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 185.
In street markets, buyerand seller bargain with each other. That is,
they talk over the prices for which goods are sold. In a modern store,
there is no such bargiining. A buyer in a modern store can find the price
stamped on the package of food. The' buyer 'does riot talk with the seller
about whether the price is fair.-

v Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan; Page 190.
The demand for something means how much of that thing people want to buy.
The supply means how much is offered for sale. If on Monday the demand
for tomatoes is high And the supply is low, tomato sellers would get a
good price.

4

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 193.
The price of corn is set by buyers and sellers bargaining directly with
each other.

Grade,4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 194.
o In the United States consumers have the most to say about what shall be

made in the factories They do so by buying or not buying certain products
or goods. By buying or not buying goods, consumers "vote" for what they
want to have produced.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 201.
When someone says the market for coffee. is growing, they do not mean that
the place where, coffee is bought and sold is getting bigger. They mean
that the number of possible customers for coffee is going up, that means
the number of people who are possible customers for what a seller has to
sell is increasing.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 203.
Transportation has a great deal to do with the size 'of markets. 'All of
the UnitedStates is'one big market:

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 230.
Markets are people selling goods to people.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 241.
People must send their goods to markets if the workers are to receive their .

pay.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), MaCmillan, Page T117.
Prices are largely determined by the demand for and supply of goods and
services.' In a free enterprise society, the decision-making process
functions through markets.

-Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page A8.
The marketisystem -= the competitive bidding of producers for goods and
services in the factor market; and of consumers for- goodsand services in
the product market -- is a way in which a society can coordinate,its
economic activities. .

,
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Grade 5, Adventure: EconOmics, Ohioi-Page -62.

In a market economy,'market refers to the process of buying and selling.

Grade 5, The Adventure of ero/Dinero, Jackstadt and Hamada, Page 38.
.

.

Resources are being reallocated/in accordance with the desires of the
populace in accordance with tM market. -.

Grade 5, American Neighbor., Fideler, Page 3-116.
.

Many people in the Caribbean Lands earn their living by growing export
crops-or!.processing,them for market.

-''

Grade 5,.American'Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-124. ,

In Central America, all of the republics except Panama have joined together
in a "common, market." These countries have eliminated tariffs, or taxes,
on most products shipped from one common market country to another. The
common market has helped to increase trade and encourage industry in
Central America.

Oracle 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T51.
/The market for China's products was rent lucrative in early days of

American trade.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 51.
Britain tried to protect her colonies. Englishmen were not allowed to buy

tobacco from anywhere but English colonies, This guaranteed, the American

planters a large market which they did not have to share with any other
country.

Grade 5, Asking_ About the. USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 100.
The China trade began in the 1780's, when New England ships first let down
their anchors in China's harbors. These early shipsicarried furs on the
long journey from the Pacific Northwest to China, where the sailors sold
the furs and bought Chinese dishes, silks, and tea. These goods were in
great demand with New England merchants, so the first_sOps to reach home-
with their cargo could always get the best prices.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page'115.
As more and more people rushed to California to look for gold, San Francisco
became a boom town. Suddenly the storekeepers and,the innkeepers had more
business then, they could handle. Food had to be rushed in from Oregon and

even Hawaii. The price of ham and eggs and coffee leaped to six dollars.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (YE), American Book Co.,
Page 5-1.
A market systems pi-ice systp, works best when buyers and sellers ai.e highly

competitive:
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Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fid r, Page 107.
Caribbean farmers grow crops ly'for their own use rather than for sale.
Occasionally they may take some of-their crops to market to sell or to e -«

trade for articles that they cannot make themselves.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide:
0

Oklahoma, Page 40. '

Market prices serve to ration and allocate available goods and services.
Laborers exchange their services in the market place for income in the form
of salary,. wages or fees, In the market, the price paid for the use or-land
is called rent, and the prices for the use of money is called interest.

4
trade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary School's, Page 119:
The price of a product depends on the total supply of the product and the
total demand for it at the market.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 3.

4 In our private enterprise system, consumer.demand in the market is the main
force that allocates the product4ve resources among competing wants.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 48.
These couthern colonies exported tobaCco, rice, indigo to Naval stores.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 91.
Because New England has serious disadvantages in marketing, its industries
often suffered in compariSon with those of other regions.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 96.
Because more than three-fourths of the people live in cities and towns,
there is a strong market for agricultural products.

Grade 5, Lands of the Midd/e East,, (TE),*Allyn and Bacon, Page 42.
One-crop economies are vulnerable lo world market pressure; if one year
the world supply of cotton goes up rapidly, or if the demand for cotton
drops, the price of cotton drops; the economy could be ruined.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 99.
Water was worth money in Kuwait because the country had no water of its
own. Water had to be imported from Iraq. Since water was scarce and demand
was great, water cost money.

Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East, (TE),'Allyn and Bacon, Page 125.
Since oil production in the Communist area is almost as*great as oil con-
sumption, it therefore, offers almost no market for Middle East oil at present.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T211,
For a long time,,the.supply of iron was limited because few people knew how
to make it. The Hittites were very careful to keep the iron-making methods
a secret. Anyone who wanted the new iron had to purchase it from the Hittite's,
who charged very high prices. The Hittites sold iron all over the Near East '

wand as far away as Italy.
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE); Follett, Page'-T282.
The European merchants'used China as a market for their own goods. They
knew that China had a large population. They knew the Chinese still made .

all thein.goodsby hand. They also )(new their factories at hoflie could pro-"

duce more goods than they could Sell ,to people-In their own countries. So

they figured they could earn quite a bit of money by selling the products
of European factories to the Chinese.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker,',_ '(TE), Follett, Page Tap.

Indian farmers used few products made by their village artisans.' Instead
they bought British goods. British factory products were cheaper to bay

.
than handmade goods. This meant,ftie artisans now had little work and were

. .

'yery.poor.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), 'Follett, Page:1355,
The nonindustrial countries, if their industries grew,' would.h.m)e enough
wealth to buy foreign goods. They could become new markets for the
industrial nations.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Pa§e'204.
Farws depend on adequate transportation as a way of getting their productS
to market.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fidel r, Page 2,23.
the Great Plains States as a whole are sp rsely populated. As a result, ,

markets here are small and there is not a large supply of factory workers.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page'225.
There are large markets nearby for steel produced around the Great Lakes.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Pages 204 and 206.
A factory cannot operate without customers to buy its products. In other

words, every factory must have a market.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 208.
There is a huge market for manufactured products in the Northeast.

Grade 5, OneAation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 112.
Specialization demands a market where buyers and sellers can meet to exchange
goods and services, and a market requires a medium of exchange--money.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, COT 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Pages 44 and 104.
The fluctuation in the supply of or demand for a product can change its

price.
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Grade 5, Our Working, Worl ,. The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page,114.

Newspapers,pamphlets, andl000ks, even in western areas, disseminated
political information. They greatly helped widen local markets into
regional of national markets for goods and ideas.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
:Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 230.
The price of a product is determined in the market.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 236:
A seller with a monopoly can sell a product for a higher price than he
might if there were other sellers nearby. -If a bilyer will not pay what that
seller asks, he has no choice but to do without the product.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 124.
Businessmen encouraged people to move to America to produce materials and

`buy goods exported to America from England. The businessmen needed a
market for their goods.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 144.
Country stores in early Amdrica provided people with goods and services
And they also served as places where people -met friends and heard the
latest news. \

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 185.
In cities such as New York, Philadelphia, and Boston, the farmers found a
market--good opportunities for 'selling, buying, and trading goods--for
their productt.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE),,Laidlaw, Page 329.
Following the Civil War`, America developed into an important industrial
power. Businessmen found it necessary to look overseas for raw materials
and new markets.

Grade 5, The Social Studies andOur Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 341.
American businessmen believed that new markets and overseas investments
would bring more industrial growth.

Grade 5, The Social Studies.and Our Country, (TE),taidlaw, Page T81.
Good markets for goods, and a good means of transporting goods to market
are important economic factors.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T134.
Businessmen are concerned about expanding the markets for their proccts.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country,(TE), Laidlaw, Page T138.
Because the industOal nations sought markets, raw materials, and power,
they began establishing colonies in the late 1800's.

5
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Grade 5, The South, Fidelerc Page 36.
A long growing season in the South helps farmers. In the South, crops

can be planted and harvested earlier than they can in northern states.

These crops can be sold in areas where winters are long and cold. Also.,

farmers in some parts of the South can grow such crops as cotton and
oranges,- which cannot be grown in the northern part of the United States

Grade 5, The South,,Fideler, Page 115.
Memphis is the trading and business city for western tennessee and

parts of neighboring states. It is_one of the world's largest markets for

cotton and hardwood lumber.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 5, Oregon (DEEP), Page 30.
In,a,market economy nearly every product and nearly every resource is

bought and sold.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics, Grade 5, Oregon, (DEEP), Page 34.

The colonists, the frontiersmen and the pioneers were "do-it-yourself"
people., They bought and sold a few things, but most of the things they

needed were homemade. Nowadays, nearly every product and nearly every

resource is bought and sold.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 217.
Gold was the magnet that drew people to California in 1849 and in the

early 1850's. Many found that all their efforts to get gold came to nothin

They soon turned to jobs in the mining towns. The prices of goods and labor

which were hard to come by, went up and up and up. So storekeepers and

farmers, who could sell the miners food, clothing, and shelter, were often
the ones who found their fortunes in the gold rush, rather than the miners.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 219.
Services were in great demand in California during the 1849 gold rush, It

cost a dollar and a half to have a shirt washed and ironed. The miners

were willing to pax that, but the launders were months behind in their

work. Some of the men sent their wash to Hawaii to be cleaned. They got

them back in eight weeks, and the cost was much less than in San Francisco.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE),, Macmillan, Page 312.
During the 1850's, the size of businesses began to grow. More and bigger

plants, were built by more and more producers. Many industries--whiskey,

iron, stoves, bread, for example--grew too much. They could produce far

more than even the growing country could buy. Companies tried to put

rivals out of business by cutting the price.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 334.
Generally, the growing season is too short for corn and wheat in the Dairy

Region. However, dairy cattle do well here, and dairy farming is profitable

because there are large markets nearby. Dairy farms have to be near cities- -

their markets--or,in areas that grow feed crops for cattle very cheaply.
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Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 356.
The clothing industry is typical of New York's light manufacturing. .The
industry developed here because there are workers and marked available.
The millions -of city people served by hundreds of stores made up a hdge
market. Buyers for clothing stores all over the country, go to New York
to buy.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 357.
Markets explain till' importance of "truck farming" in the Northeast. `Farmers

who grow vegetables and &lifts are often called "truck farmers." They load
their trucks with products every day and drive to nearby cities to sell them.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 408.
Owners of small farms specializing in a single crop work together in
cooperatives to market their goods in the Central Valley of California.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 410.
Industry in Oregon and Washington was held back for years because these
states are so far away from so many of the big cities of the country. It

costs too much to ship goods from the Northwest to many of these cities.
Now the population in these states is growing rapidly. As this happens,
more and more industries entering the region because of the growing
market right there.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 414.
When oil was discovered in California, it was not put to use right away.
The oil was too far from the big markets, and there was no way to get it
there. Today, California is one of the leading oil-producing states. The
large cities there, use huge amounts of oil. The Pacific Fleet of the United
States Ncivy is also a big customer,

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 415.
The very large market in California and the rest of the west coast explains
why much of California's industry is there. Markets explain why Los Angeles
is an automobile-assembly center, second only to Detroit.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 428.
Life is still difficult in the North. Hundreds of miles separate Alaskans
from the places that produce much of what they want to buy. This makes
goods expensive.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 452.
A resource will be used only if the products from working the resource can
get to market cheaply.
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Grade 5, This FavoredLand, (TE), Macmilla, n, Page 454... .

The earliest explorers of Canada found none of the gold they had hoped for.
But they did find one of the world's best fishing banks, vast forrests.full
of fur-bearjng animals, and fertile land along a-great river *that led into

.the heart o the continent. For hundreds of'years, fish, furs, farm products,

and lumber brought wealth to French, British, and then Canadian traders.
There were ready markets for these products in4Europe, the West Indies, and

the WitedStates.
..,

-
, _

Grade s, This Favored Land, (IE), Macmillan, Pages T75, T112, T121,,and T147.
When a good or goods are scarce, the price for them is high;:as the supply .

of goods matches the demand, prices tend to fall. .

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T159.
The development of markets is tied to the development of transportation and

communication.

Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 155.
British businessmen realized there was a big market for British goods in

her new colonies.

Grade 5, This Is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page 159.
Without British markets for their raw materials, the people in other
countries wouldn't be able to buy the things they needed.

,Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 85.
During th-iTatirs-, the people in the large cities in the eastern part of

the country wanted more beef to eat. Therefore, meat-packers were willing

to pay high prices for cattle.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 62.
In a market economy, market refers to the process of buying and selling.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 39.
Through the years, large trading cities grew up in the grasslands of western

Africa. Merchants came to these cities from hundreds of miles away to ex-

change their goods. In the center of each city was a large and busy market-

place where many different kinds of goods were on display.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 63.
The European nations wanted to establish colonies in Africa because these

nations wanted to obtain raw materials from Africa. They also wanted to

sell manufactured goods'to the African people.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 146.
Many African'countries produce only one type of export crop, such as cocoa,

or palm oil. The prices paid for these farm products in world markets change

from year to year. Sometimes the farmers receive much less for their prod-

ucts than they expected.
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Grade 6, .the Challenge of Change, .(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 91
The marketfor textile goods is elastic:. cheap textile goods ca be sold.

abroad; they.do not perish with storage; if their price is cut many ,people
Will.increase their consumption.

Grade 6,. The Challenge of Change, (TE), and,Bacon, Page 95.
Railroads made it possible for landlocked markets to be, opened up for

.trade and mangfacturing, TW_made remote 'sources of raw materials avail-
able, And made, it possible for both workers and goods to be;thnsported
quickly and easily.

Grade 6,,The Challenge of Change, (TE); Allyn and Bacon, Page 11M,'
More jobs for textile workers would probably mean better markets ft other
goods. If a man earned more in his new job, his increased wages would be
spent on such things as food, shoes, coal, and furniture. On theother
hand, if they earned less than previously,'then the market for such goods
would shrink.

'Grade 6, Cultures in-Transition, (TE), Follett, Page 121.
, industrialization and capitalism created a demand for raw Materials and
new markets that in turn gave rise to imperialism.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition; (TE), Follett, Page T57.
As the Greeks found new markets for their goods, they wanted to produce more.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T170.
Medieval people wanted to produce more because they had 'a market for what
they produced. As,trade and production increased, so did wealth. And with

increased wealth businessmen looked for both new markets and new sources
of goods.

-Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T185.
The induSIrial revolution created a need for new sources of raw materials
and a desire for more markets for manufactured, goods.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T403.
The rest of the world ecame the market for Japanese industrial goods

after World War II. N w nations building industries needed machinery to
set up factories. As eople's incomes increased in Europe, Asia, and the
Americas, individuals demanded more goods. Japan answered many of these
needs with heavy equipment, textiles, cars, electrical appliances, and other
products.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 40.

Market prices serve to ration and to allocate available goods and services.
Laborers exchange their services in the market place for income in the
form of salary, wages or fees.

I
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Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 102.
The ,Russian farmers sold their vegetables in the city where they received
a high price.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations; (TE), Ginn, Page 249.
A special feature of each village in Nigeria is the market. That is where
people from the village and surrounding countryside come to trade their
farm products. .

'Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, P6ge 476.-
The Dutch were driven out of Brazil by the Portuguese and they .moved on
to the West Indies. There they used their capital and skills to raise
their own sugarcane, thus providing competition on the world market for
Brazil's sugar.

Grade 6, Eleven Nation-§, (TE), Ginn, Page 493.
In recent years, Brazil has cooperated with other coffee-groWing countries.
They have decided on the amount of coffee which each nation will produce.
In that lway they intend to protect the price of .coffee on.the world market
and, consequently, protect the prowers of coffee.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 42.
Germany became a leading industrial nation after 1871. Germany's growing

industries needed new places to sell their products. More colonial 'ter-

ritories would have helped to answer this need.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 100..i
For many years, coffee and bananas were'the only important exports of the

Central American countries. These two products were the life blood of the

small nations. When the price of coffee or bananas' ell, people had less
money to buy food and clothing. They could not buy machinery and othe

needed imports.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 146.
The development of manufacturing is practical only when markets are
available. The industrial progress made by Puerto Rico is due'in a good
part to that island's being within the vast United States market area.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 236.
In the past, the rise and fall of the price of copper has greatly affected

the lives of the Chilean people. When copper brought a good price, there

were jobs for many Chileans. Taxes on copper exports filled the national

treasury. A fall in the price of copper-caused unemployment. The develop-

ment of new industry 'Will make the nation less dependent on copper prices.

Grade e, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 245.
Until ihe introduction of refrigerated freightors, there was no market for
beef outside Argentina because it could not be shipped any great distance

without spoiling. But there was a great demand for. horse hides.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 290.
The products of Uruguay's ranches, wool and meat, make up the major part
of the country's exports. When the prices of wool and meat are low on the
world market, Uruguay is in real trouble.

'Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 304.
A coffee bodm followed the sugar boom and the gold boom. When the Brazil-
ians discovered that the coffee tree, a native of Africa, flourished in the
red, soil .of the South, toffee-treeswere. planted by the thousands. Later -

on,' they were planted by the millions. Fortunes were made in "brown gold,"
as coffee was known'. But so much coffee was produced that the people of.
the world could not use all of it. Coffee_ was stored in watehouses, coffee
was burned, coffee was dumped into the sea. That was done in an effort to
keep the price from falling to the point where all the planters would be

- ruined.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 325.
The cost of living, already high in Brazil, soared while Brasilia was under
construction. In order to complete Brasilia before his term ended, President
Kubitschek used all available labor and materials. In doing so, he bid up

the price of labor and materials'all over Brazil. 1
.

Grade 6, In A Race..With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 372.
The great industrial power of the United States is.partly based on the fact
that the United States is one big marketplace. More than 200 million people
live within the boundaries of the United States. With this huge market open
to them, manufacturers can turn out millions of each item they produce.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 373.
The typicaFLatin American manufacturer has a limited market for the ggods
he produces. Since his market is small, he produces a small number of art-
icles. His market is small because the population of most Latin American
nations is very small, even though population is increasing rapidly. In

recent years, the advantage of having some sort of Latin American union
has become even more apparent. A United States of Latin America would be
an even bigger marketplace than the United States of America.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 374.
If the Latin Americans were to pull down the trade barriers and share their
resources, they would still have a market problem. The annual income of the

average Latin American is about $370. People with such low incomes cannot

buy many products.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 416.
During World War II, the prices paid for coffee, tin, meat, and other Latin
American exports were very high. After the war, these prices fell. Many

Latin Americans blamed the United States. They believed that their large

neighbor controlled the world market.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T30.
Creating one nation would give the Costa Rican manufacturers a much larger
market for their products. With more potential buyers, they could expand
their business by investing in new machinery that would enable them to prod-
uce on a large scale.

Grade 6, Inatin America and Canada, Heath, Page 115.
Several things have made industrialization in Latin America difficult to

achieve. Markets are limited, partly because buying power is low; trans-
portation is poorly developed; money for building new industries is scarce,
partly because rich Latin Americans have been reluctant to invest in in-
dustry; industrial know-how is lacking; and fuel, particularly coal, is
presently only An:limited quantities.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 46.
With the Industrial Revolution and the growth of technology, Africa became
important as both a source of raw materials and a potential market for

European manufactured goods.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 61.
Crop failures, loss of markets.theough increased competition or lack of
demand, drop in price,are some of the dangers of one-crop economies. The

railway opened up new markets and enabled goods to be transported in volUme.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 97.
A one-crop economy is at the mercy of international prices much more than

an economy that has diversified its.production. The needs of world trade

are changeable and a once-crop economy can easily find itself producing

goods that world markets do not need or desire.

Grade 6 In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath; Page 79.
The Nordic countries have trouble trying to set up a common market because

they so often produce the same products.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 29.
When the farmer-citizens of Athens had grown more Crops than they needed,

they brought the extra food to the marketplace to sell.

Grade A, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 4-15.
The 500 million people in need of many kinds of products in India would

certainly make an adequate market if the people had the income to buy the

products.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 311.
In some areas of South America, colonization was_suicessful. Soon there were

;-anthriving plantations along the Atlantic coastd in'the north. Many of

these were sugarflihtations, for there was a ready market for sugar in

Europe.

I
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 315.
The owners of the new land and the gold fields in Brazil thought that they
required additional slaves. The Indian slave market could not provide enough
slaves, and so the Portuguese Brazilians brought in more ships from Africa,

:loaded with slaves for the mines and farms.

Grade 6, Man and Change, ilver, Burdett, Page 345.
The leographic location of.a city is critical in determining itsimportance
as a trade center.

Grade 6, Man and Society,Silver, Burdett, Page 125.
Trade contributes to the growth of a city.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 137. .

Trade is necessary for successful specialization.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver, Burdett, Page 377.
One reason that industrialization is progressing slowly is that it has
very few markets for manufactured goods.

Grade 6, Our Working'Woeld: Regions of the World, (T,), '2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, pages 160 and 164.
The European Economic Community was established to promote economic growth
in Western Europe by expanding markets and enabling member nations to make
more efficient use of their resources.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 165.
When businesses are able to expand their markets, they are able to use their
resources more efficiently and lower production costs. -

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions orthe World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 221.
Latin America's economic growth is hampered by a lack of savings and of
investment in natural and human resources, a low level of technological
development, poor marketing facilities, and competition from more efficient
foreign businesses.

Grade 6, TheOSocial Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 120.
Rome was more than the center of government for the empire. It was also a

place where merchants from all parts'of the empire came to sell their goods.
Rome was a great trading center.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and,Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 134.
During the Middle Ages, the walls of many castles had been enlarged so that
they encircled the towns. Nobels were willing to giVe the townspeople this

protection. They knew that towns had markets where the goods made on their
lands could be sold.
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Grade,6, The Social Sciences: Concepts apd Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 266: .

In a society with thousands of millions'of people, it may seem almost
impossible for businessmen to know what'consumers want. However, consumers

often can tell business men what they want simply by deciding to buy, ornot
to buy a product.

Grade 6, The Social Scineces: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Yovahovich, Page 260:
In a market economy, the prices of many different goods and. services are
affected bpithe law of supply and demand. Through supplyOU`demand, business-

. men kAow what consumers want them to produce. Through supply and demand, too,
businessmen can predict how much to produce and what to charge for their
products.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and
A particularly interesting work
Companies planning to introduce
determine if it will sell.

Grade 6,-The Social Studies. and
The busiest spot in the city of

Agora.

Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 21.
of some economists is, market research.
a new product may use market research to

4
/

Our World; (TE), Laidlaw, Page 134.
Athens was the market place, called the/

0

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 106.
Most villagers in Southeast Asia are farmers who produce only enougitfood
for themselves' and their families. When they do have anything left over,
they may trade it for other things they need at the village market, or sell
it to make a little money.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 65.
For farmers, groOng too much food is sometimes a problem. A surplus of

wheat could mean that the price will be very low. If this should happen,]

the farmer would get less money for growing more wheat. Canadian farmer

often have the same problem as American farmers. But Canada regularly

sells that and other farm crops to other nations. Its farmers grow some

surplus for export, or for sale abroad, every year. They know they can

usually find customers in the world market.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison- Wesley, Page 90.
As people poured into the cities, they grew quickly. The growing citie

in turn, meant bigger markets for the factories,.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 99.

Cities are trade centers. They are also markets themselves for many g

and services.

Grade 6, The United.States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 111.
As markets multiply, the amount of manufacturing in cities increases.
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Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), AddisorUesley, Page 151. -
., Some manufacturers are leaving New England. Neither.leather goods nor

clothvare made as widely there as they used to be. Many manufacturers
are moving to other parts of the country. They are seeking lower taxes,
lower labor costs, and cheaper power. Some want to be closer to, markets
in othqf parts of the United States.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Matmillan, ?age 58.t
I` 4

As a flood of new goods from outs* the: towns began to enter Western
Europe in the High Middle Ages, the people of Western Europe began to find
that there were wider markets for their products.

Grade 6; The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 59.
As markets widened, goods produced on any given day were not sold ,until
some time later. The buyers.of the goods,-more and more often, were
people far away.

Grade 6, The Ways of Mad: (TE), Macmillan, Page-66.
An agricultural revolution in England in the 1600's had made it possible
for fewer farmers to feed the, growing population. This freed workers from
the farms. The rising population promised growing markets. .

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), MacMillan, Page 77,
In 1958, six countries of Western Eui-ope -- France, Italy; West Germany,
Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxemburg -- agreed to set up an organization
known as the European Economic Community. This is usually called the Common
Market. The major goal was to get rid of all tariffs within the Community.
This has now been done. This means a West German automobile manufacturer can
`plan on selling his cars to a market of over 180 million people. This is a

market almost a large as'that of the United States. It is far-better than
a market limite o the 58 million people of his own country.

Grade 6, The Ways of.Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 195.
The YcAba tribe in Nigeria enjoy trading, and huge markets with over a
thousand sellers are a common sight.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 256.
The colonial powers were unconcerned about what their one-crop policy for
the African colonies would mean'in the future. Many African countries have
found themselves in serious trouble when the price of their one crop dropped
in the world market.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 387.
The items, exchanged in trade show China's superiority in manufacturing during
these centuries. Her silks, books, and porcelains, for example, left the
country in great quantities for widespread markets. China did accept from
others such things as horses and hides from the north; also fine woods, spices,
gems, and ivory from the South. But the only manufactured goods the Chinese
were interested in importing were fine quality cotton textiles.
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Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 22. 4
A medium of exchange is any acceptable item which Can be used as a medium,

or go between, in the exchange of one good for another.

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 29.

Money is a medium of exchange. It is also a standard of value. This means

that the value,of all other goods are expressed in terms of this standard.

Money is a store of value. If money maintains a stable purchasing.power

over a long period of time, it has fulfilled its role as a store of value.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 140.

Money is an thing that is commonly acceplpd.by everyone for foods and services

and for paying off debts. The chief function of Money is to serve as a medium

of exchange, it also is used as a measure of value and as a store of value.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 27.

.Money is a tool which makes trading and exchanging goods easier.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page'30.
Governments are responsible for printing money.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page'77.

The American dollar is very much a part of the main culture. It is used foh

most exchanges of goods and services.

Grade 4, Investigatins$CommunitieS and Cultures, (TE), American gook Co., Page 5-1.

Money is used as a standard of, value for,goods and services. As with any

standard, everyone must agree on the value of money and how many goods it.

can buy. -r,

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 168.

Money was.invented because it was more practical than barter.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 284.

Setting up a money system is a responsibility of the nettional community.
It says what can be used for money and what the money is worth. If each

of the smaller, communities dicrthis for themselves, there might be a different

money.system-for each one.

Grade 4, Investigating Man's World: Regional'Studies, Scott, Foresman, Page 87.

Money is what people use to buy the goods and. services they want and,need.

Money is a medium of exchange, that is, it serves as away to exchange the

work you do for the things you need. Money is also a standard of value; it

serves'to tell how much something is worth.

Grade 4, Life on-Paradise Island, Wilson and Warnike, Page 66.

Money is a medium of exchan9p. People use it to make trading' easier. Money

is a standard of value; it serves as a basis for-the measuring of value.
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Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, Orange), (TE), 2nd ed., .

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 220.
People have not always used the kind of money,,-we use today. At times they
did not use money at all.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 221.
Just before Tennes'ee became a'state, people in that area made a kind of budget.
They decided to pay the governor 1,000 deer, skins a year. Like wampum, furs
could be saved up to buy something! Coins are easier to carry than furs or
sacks of. wheat. Paper moneS, is easier to carry than many coins.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: 'Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harc6urt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 222.
Today, many people pay for goods and services by check. People.use-checks like.
money. People need- goods and services. They pay for them with many kinds of
goods, coins, and paper money. Money is whatever people accept for what they have
to sell.'

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 4, Oregon DEEP, Page 5.
Indians from ad4 place sometimes exchanged goods with Indians from other
places. They also used a simple form of money--wampum.

Grade 4, Web of the World-, (TE), Macmillan, Page 174.
Whatever everyone in a group is willing to accept in exchange fOr goods and
services is the money of that group. We use three kinds of money in the
United,States. We use coins, paper money, and checks. Of these three, checki I

are by far the most important.

Grade .4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T114 and 166.
The function of money is a medium of exchange.

Grade .5,.Adventures: Economics, Ohio, Page 22.
Money as we know it today is not valuable as a commodity itself. We desire
money because of the goods and services it will purchase.

Gi-ade 5, Adventures': Economics;Ohio, Page 29.
Money is any item used as a medium of exchange.

A

. Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 35.
Coins are metal items used'as money. The value of money is reflected in the
quality and the,quantity of goods p services which it will buy.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 56.'
Access ,to foreign currency evolves from international trade.' From its
exhorts, the U.S. obtains foreign currency to pay for its imports%

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, DEEP, Page, 16.

Banksihold money for safekeeping and transfer money between individUal's and
businesseS.

Jr&
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Grade 5, Investigating Man's Wor3d: United States Studies, Scott, Foresman,

Page 41.
Using money as a medium of exchange, the people of the United States are
able to select various goods and services from many different sources within
the nation to, satisfy their needs and wants. Because the price of goods and

services is stated in terms of money, money serves as a standard of value.

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 60
Money is a medium of exchange. People use it to make trading easier. Money

is a standard of value; it serves as a basis for.the measuring of value.

Grade'5,'Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 79..
Paper money has become -.the principal' medium of exchange.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T190.
Money, made it easier to exchange goods and services.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page 1212.
People have used many different items for money, at one time or another. Early

materials included,cattle, shells, hatchets, nails, furs, tobacco, salt,
rice, and dates./ An unusual tea money was used in Siberia until the 19th century;

this was a block of compressed teas embossed with official wording. 4

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett,'Page T214.
Money is easier to use than barter for two basic reasons: (1) money is easier

to carry around than trade goods; 12) money can be used for all kinds of

.purchases while barter depends on two people wanting to trade goods of equal

.value.

Through.trade the coins of Lydia spread all over the Near East. Soon the Aing

of every city,was having the sign of his city stamped on coins. As this'

happened, coins began to take on a new Meaning. They became a symbol of the

-king's power: In many cities, the king took over the sole Tight to make

coins in his city. Everyone had to use the official city coins. If another

king conquered the city, he melted down the old coins and.made-new ones of his
own design.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T242.
In the dangerous conditions of barbarian' Europe, trade and travel practically

came to a halt. Money went out of use, for there was no central government to

issue coinage.

Grade 5, Man 'the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T405.
A coin money system grew up because people worked with, valued, and traded

metals. Money probably made keeping records easier by,providing standard units

of value. The use. of money changed the distribution of food from a direct
bargain between producer and, consumer to, something more complex. Money is a

factor in the decisions today's shopper makes when buying food;'some items are

bought because they cost less money, others are avoided for the opposite reasons,

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 99.
Money can be any article which is considered valuable by all the people who use

it. Buyers and sellers must agree that ten 'dollars in money will-purchase /en
dollars worth of some goods or services." In other words, for a certain sum of

money, a buyer can claim a certain number of goods and services.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States; (TE),-Ginn, Page 100.

In the past, people used many articles for money. Beads, shells, tobacco,

salt, animal skins and fishhooks are just a few.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn,Rage 112.
Specialization demands a market where buyers and,tellers can meet to exchange
goods and services, and a market requires a medium of exchange---money.,

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T31.
In our economic system, the exchange of goods and services is facilitated by
money which serves as a medium of exchange and a measure of value.

Grade 5, One'Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn,-Page T132.
Money is a medium or means by which goods and services are exchanged.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

-Senesh, Page 90.
The United States government is responsible for printing money.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 100.''
The gold and silver spent on British goods deprived the United States of
precioui metals needed for its money supply.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

'Senesh, Page 102.
When there is too much paper money in circulation compared to the goods and
services available it loses its value and inflation results.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T),2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh,Page 110.
After the Revolution, the United States government tried to cure the'inflation
problem by. ithdrawind from circulation paper money that was not backed by hard

money. The Articles of Confederation harmed the economy because each state'was

responsible=for coining money; this inhibited trade.

Grade.5, Our Working,World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 145. ,

A sound, money system is one in which people trust the value of the money, and in

which that value doet'not increase or decrease rapidly.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Hartourt,Brace, Jovanovich, Page 266.
After the Revolution, the United States was a nation-that was weak, divided,

and confused. Something had to be done. A strong national government was

"needed. It had to have the power to coin a single kind of money.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 206.

England's refusal to allow the colonies' to print money ahgered the colonists

and helped to unite them against England. .

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 224.

Under the Articles of Confederation, the government had no-common money.

Different states continued to make their own money. English money was in wide

use. Paper money issued by the Continental Congress during the Revolutionary

War was still in use.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 225.
Today only the federal government may print money.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T88.
Economists tell us that paper money has no interest value.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country', (TE), Laidlaw, Page T94.
Powers to-levy taxes and, to coin money are powers of governments.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T101.
-A function of government is the establishment of a stable currency.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics: ,Grade 5, Oregon DEEP, Page 18.
An efficient system of money and banking encourages specialization and trade
by making it easier for people in one place to do business with people in

other places.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 22.

A medium of exchange is an, acceptable item which can be used as a medium

or go betwee n the exchangefof one good for another.

.Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 29.

Money is any item used as a medium of exchange. Money represents values and is

acceptable to all members of the society.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 109,

The main reason that money has value is that it is scarce. It offers a

convenience to people in facilitating exchange. Money also has value as

a commodity if it is made of precious metal. A massive increase in the
quantity of money lowers the value of money because, money is less scarce.

Thus, the issuance of money can have a disruptive,influence on the economy,

by causing inflation of prices.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page114.

Greshan's Law of Economics states that "bad money drives out good". For,examle,

when debased coinage or currency is in concurrent circulation with money high in

value in terms of precious metals, the good money will be hoarded and hidden.

It will be driven out of circulation.

Grade 6; The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 37.

Gold and silver are largely valuable only because they can be exchanged for

-other goods.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE);. Follett, Page T47.

1 Monks of the 12th century found money more useful than wine. With money they

could buy new products from the Mediterranean, tools to increase farm production,

and other goods.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (Ti), Follett, Page T55.
In ancient Athens, the coins from many nations were exchanged at money changers.
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Grade 6, Cultures,in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T58.
Money changers were needed to exchange the currency of one area with that of
another... Today, nations still issue differing currencies. Problems_occur when

currency value changes.
1

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T170.- _

Capitalism introdiked money and profit into the economic system and made feudalism
obsolete.

Grade 6,;Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett,, Page 1187.
Without the use of money, wealth was based on actual land or ,ObodS in a person's
possessions. These things were hard to save up aver time.

Gra e 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 35.,
The value of money is reflected in the quality, and the quantity of goods and
ser ices which it will buy.

Grad 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide,'OklahOma, Page 56.
Barri r to trade may take the form of cultural and social differences as well
as ar c4a1 trade barriers such as tariffs and different monetary systems.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary 4Schools, Page Z21.
Goods imported from another nation must be paid for withthatnation's type
of currency. Foreign currency is ained through selling to a foreign country.
The importer who is buying our merchandise must find some way of obtaining
American dollars in order to pay us. If a country.cannot obtain dollars they
-cannot buy our goods. , 4

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page'32.
During the later Middle Ages, money was coming into wider use again.

Grade 6, Investigating Man's World: InterAmerican Studies, Scott, Foresman, Page 69.
The value of the GNP is explained in money because it is easier to add up
dollars than it is to addup different kinds of goods and services.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler,-Page 45.
More and more Japanese people began to use money in the 1600's to buy things they,.
needed, and money became important as a means of trade and as a measure of wealth.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries lnd Societies, (JE), American Book Co., Page 1-13.
In every barter system as soon as there is an exchange or trade, each party has
received full value in some goods or services. But in a money system, the person
who receives money rather than goods or services in return has a credit or optipn
to use that money at a later time to get goods or services that completes the '47

exchange of value.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 31.
Even the ancient Greeks found it necessary to use RIO-ley. Because Athens made its

drachmas almost entirely of silver, Athenian coins were accepted and used in
. many places outside of Athens.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE); American Book Co., Page 3-8.

The -growth of the towns helped increase the power of the-king. For example,

many merchants o craftsmen in towns.wouldnot accept goods or services it -

*return or-their prOdupts; they wanted coins or money.. The king had the right

tobroduce corns,.

Grade 6, learning About Countries and 'Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 130.

The trade of the merchants at the fairs andthe trade-of the new towns of the

Middle Ages.was conducted with coined money. .Coined money had been in wide

usage during the safe days of the Roman Empire. When the Empire began to fall,

.emperors substituted valueless metals for gold and silver, a'nd the use'df money

.' instead of goods declined.

Grade. 6, Man,and Change, Silver,Burdett,Page 357..
.People had confidence in bezants in the'Middle Ages because the emperors did

not debase.them. Some rulers debased gold coins by melting them down and

mixing them with a cheaper metal, such as brass. 'A greater number of coins

could then be made from the same amount of gold. .But each coin contained

less gdld.. Debasing coins increased the amount of money in circulation.

.There were more coins, but each coin was worth less.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T)', 2nd ed.,

Senesh, Page 168.
Some'problems result from the use of different national monetary systems within

the European Economic Community, .

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the-World, (T),'2nd ed

Senesh, Page 172. .1

One of theproblems inhibiting the growth of theCommon Market is the

lack of a dommdn currency.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R:A.,

Senesh, Page 221. .
. .

Inflation takes placewhen the amount of goods produCed cannot keep' up with the

quantity of Mohey'available to buy goods. '
,

Grade 6, The Social Studieand Our World, (TE), Laidlaw; Page 167. ,

The barter system worked as long as the ReOple doing the bartering could use the

products that' were beilv traded. However,,when a country became'involved in . ,

foreign trade on a large scale, a more=efficient system.wa's needed. 'This system

involved putting a money value on goodsI, Then a price could be exchanged. for

moneyratherthan for other goods. China and India began coining money-, as their

foreign trade grew. ,
.

-. *

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our"World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 168.

The use off money allowed goods to be priced and exchanged.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T65. .

Anaccepted.medium of exchange-7money--may allow trade between societies to opOate

more efficiently.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 387.

As trade expanded, the money and banking system became very' highly developed.
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OPPORTUNITY COST: ALTERNATIVE COST: REAL COST: COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 16.
A decision to produce or purchase a good typically requires the sacrifice
of some alternative use of resources or purchasing power.

Grade 4, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, jackstadt and Hamada, Page 6.
A thing has cost whenever you have to give.up something else in order to
get it.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools', Page 233.
There is hardly an activity in history that was not preceeded by a peOod,

71ong or short, of indecision, which called for a look at the opportunity
cost of,one deciSion over another, the risk involved and finally, a decision
to act or not act and which plan to follow.

Grade 4, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, DEEP, Page 4.

The money cost of a good is the price whiCh the consumer pays for it. The

real cost of a good is the other goods which the consumer gives up in order
to make his purchase. The consumer must balance the benefits of his purchase

with the/costs of his purchase.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J,C.E.E., Page 6.
Even -if something is not paid for,by money, it still has costs. The real cost

of anything is that thing which was given up so the first thing tan be purchased.

Grade 4, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 8.
. Taxes used for a new public parking lot cannot be used for a Apew playground.

ThuS, the real cost of the parking lot is the sacrifice of the playground. o.

-Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United Stales, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 61.
Managers of mines and factories try to produce for the least cost. Thus, if,labor

costs are higher than the cost of a machine, managers usually replace workers with
the machine.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 66.
Conflict over the use of water is inevitable. BecauSe water fills so many needs,
it is quite difficult to accurately determine the benefits and costs of one

specific use in relation to other uses.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the Unite States, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page'71.
A port facility in a river or sea region can have economic benefits for the
entire country and for other nations as well.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, ,(T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh; Page 73.
When man builds dams,-there are both benefits and costs.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States,(T), 2nd ed., S.R.A,

Senesh, Pages 82 and-93.
Manufacturing usually created jobs, but it also can create problems for man

and his environment.
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Grade-4, Out Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 188.
Planning goals are often threatened by conflicting interests and wishes. What

may be a benefit to one portion of the population may be cost to others.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 4, Oregon DEEP, Page 9,

The explorers and the fur traders ran.great risks because they could only hope

for great rewards.

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio', 'Page 16.

A decision to produce.or purchase a good typically requires the sacrifice of

spme alternative use Of the resource or purchasing power..

Grade.5, Adventure: Economics:Ohio, )Page 51.
The principle of opportunity costs cam be "illustrated through the guns versus

butter condition. Capital equipment and men used to produce guns cannot be

used to produce butter.

Grade 5, The Adventures of Primero Dinero, Jackstadt and 'Hamada, Page 6.

Something cost whenever you have to give up something else in order to get it.

Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.

Since resources; goods and services, may be used in many different ways to satisfy

wants, the cost of using goods, services and resources to satisfy-one particular

want is giving up the opportunity of using them to satisfy any other want.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 34.

Nations are faced with the opportunity cost of using resources that might have

been used for other purposes in. making economic decisions.

Grade 5, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, DEEP, Page 5.

When a producer decides to use the productive resources to produce one kind of

good, these same resources cannot be used to produce other goods. Therefore,

the real cost of the.good or service that is produced is the thing that must be

foregone.

Grade 5, Economics and Our Community, Dawson, J.C.E.E., Page 8.

The ,costs must be weighed against the benefits on any evaluation of the merits

of an option.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 63.

When memb4rs of minority groups cannot get jobs because of prejudice, it harms

all Americans. The people without jobs are forced to take government welfare

payments to support their families, although they would probably perfer to work.

,Money to pay the unemployed comes from taxes. Taxes come from all the people.

So all of us have less to spend for our needs.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T); 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh,'Page 109.
The decision to buy new land or fertilize old land is dependent on a comparison

of the unit cost of new land with the unit cost of fertilizer."
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Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 254.
Technology entails both costs and benefits. The benefits include a higher
standard of living,' more leisure time, and better health. Some of the costs
are the loss of jobs through automation, feelings of powerlessness ift average
people, and pollution of the environment.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 16.
A decision to produce a good typically requires the, sacrifice of,some alternative
use of resources or pOrchasing power.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 51.
The principle of opportunity costs can be illustrated through the guns versus
butter condition. During war there may be a trade-off between these two
elements. Capital equipment and men used to produce guns cannot produce butter.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T147.
Many students will recognize that taxes; whether they are raised or lowered,
affect people critically because they reduce or, increase the amount of money
individuals have for their own use.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T210.
In the industrial nations of Europe much of, the added wealth of modern technology
is being used to give the workers economic security. The cost is great, however,
and taxes are usually high. As a result, the average European worker has less
money to spend than an American worker would. But he has more security.

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 12.
Since resources, goods and services may be used in many ways to satisfy wants,
the cost of using goods, servi -ces and resources to satisfy one particular want
is giving up the opportunity of using them to satisfy any other want.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 252.
Oppor,tunity cost is the real cost of any thing which is the value of what must
be foregone in order to fulfill the demands of the choice made.

Grade,6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R:A.,
Senesh,cPale 210.
Rapid inastrialization damages the environment. This pollution has a cost.
Another,post of industrialization is the lost opportunity of using the Money
for some other purpose.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 240.
Changes in methods of communication through history have had.both good and
bad effects.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions' of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 242.
The people of the world are held together by a network 'of transportation systems
that enables nations to divide labor and trade goods and services with each other.
Transportation systems jf misused, can be a cause of conflict and destruction.
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Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 15.
Producers include all the people and businesses involved in the production

of goods and services.

Grade 4, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 62.
ProducerS provide goods and services which are exchanged for consumer payments,

usually money.

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 100.
There was no farm machinery in colonial America, so all the.farm work had

to be done by hand. With simple farming methods one man could not produce

much food.

Grade 4, Economic Education Experiences of Enterprising Teachers, Kaznajian

Foundation Awards, Volume 12, Page 43.
Children learh the principles involved in production very quickly when they

are actually involved in the production of goods.

,,Grade 4, Economic'Education for Washington Schools: K-6, DEEP, Page 7. '

When a producer offers goods for sale in the market he.is supplying goods.

If consumer demand changes, it will eventually cause producers to change

their production.

Grade'4, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, DEEP, Page 17...

Mast goods and services are produced by private business firms.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 12.

Converting is a general term to describe the process of production. A

producer is a person who does useful work.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 21.
Things must first be made before they can be bought.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Elenberg, Page 52.
The supply of goods available for sale determines the price of the goods along

with the demand.

Grade 4, Economics: The Dismal Science, Ellenberg, Page 71..

In this pecialized world, there are many kinds of jobs.

Grade 4;The Environment We Live In, (TE), Follett, Page T74.
When man first appeared on the earth, he was a hunter and a gatherer. In this

role, Fie had very little effect on the ecological balance.

Grade 4, Great Americans, Fideler, Page 123.
In 1903 Ford opened a small automobile factory. Within twenty years he was

producing cars at such a low cost that many people could afford to buy them.

Grade 4, Great Americans, Fideler, Page 124.
By 1925, mass production methods made possible for Ford to produce cars at the

rate of four every minute. After Ford proved that this method of production

was successful, manufacturers all over the country began to use it.
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Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 6.
Marbfacturing is the process of making things by hand or machine. The term

cannot be used in reference to plants or animals. A farmer can raise sheep,

he-can grow lettuce and wheat, but he can make none of these.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn andlBacon, Page 22.
When canned foods were produced on the market, they were readily accepted.
The canning industry responsed to increased demand by continuing to make
improvements in processing and machinery. By the close of the Civil War,

canners had increased their output sixfold.

GrAde 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 42.
Canned food is cheaper today because the supply is more than ample to meet

the demand. In addition,' division of labor, automated factories, and production
effbciency in general have lowered the cost of producing a can of food, thus the
producer can sell it for less and still make a profit.

r Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page-68.
Weaving, one of man's earliest inventions, appears to have been known in all

early civilizations.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 84.
Although most mass production techniques were first conceived in other industries:
it was in the automobile industry that they were first consciously combined
into the "American system" of mass production. More recently, the automobile
industry has utilized advanced techniques of automated production.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 85.
Parts of any machine are said to be interchangeable when they are identical
and one part can be substituted for any other like it without affecting operation

of a machine. Without the simple idea of interchangeable par:ts, inexpensive
but high quality manufactured items that form the basis of the American standar

of living Would not be pbssible.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 88.

Frederick W. Taylor showed that haste (kid make waste. Too MUch work made

men rush; rushing caused mistakes. The end results were faulty products and

accidents.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 88.,

Ford borrowed four main ideas to develop his system of mass production: t)standarila

tion, interchangeable parts; 2) production efficiency methods; 3) division of

labor techniques; and 4) automatic conveyance.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine; (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 89.,

Today mass production techniques are being applied in t4e manufacture of many

expensive items. More homes are nicely furnished today due to the relatively
lower prices of mass produced furniture as compared to handmade items.
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Modern

4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 91.
Modern mass production is a highly sophisticated process requiring intensjve
planning, efficient plant layout and split-second timing to assure a steady

flow of materials and parts. It necessitates the efforts of thousands of

workers and hundreds of skilled technicians, all working on the closest possible

schedule.

'Grade 4, Industry. Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page-129.
Supply is the amotnt of a particular product that is available for camiumers

to purchase.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 163.
The greatest change that the Industrial Revolution brought about was the
replacement of huMan or animal power with 'mechanical power. This change

caused many others. The Industrial Revolution and use of machines. enabled

men to plan mass Production techniques. Factories were built on a larler.

scale. Production efficiency, interchangeable parts, and employment of

semiskilled and labor grew from the initial Industrial Revolution.

Grade 4, Investigating.Communities and Cdltures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 3-3.

Henry Ford was th man who made-the automobile cheap enough for people to buy

by developing a m nufacturing process known as the assembly Tine.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Pae 5-1.

An. economic community is a group of people who work and produce, distribute,

and consume goods and services.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), Merican Book Co., Page 5-3.

In a,complex economic system, there may be many.steps in the production and

distributioh of gobds.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 172.

FactorieS cannot produce things for which there is no demand.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American BoorCo., Page 176.

Making largesupplies of goods by machines is called mass production.

Grade 4, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 15.

Persons who produce either capital or consumer goods are called producers'.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (1), 2nd'et., S.R.A.,j

Senesh, Page 44.
Farmworkers in the United States greatly increased their productivity in the -

period from 1820 to 1968.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed.; S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 60.
Oil goes through a number of steps from extraction to consumption: extraction,

refining, storage, and retail sales.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United,States, (T), 2nd S.R.A.,

Sene0, Page,87.
Manufacturing:is the procesg of using raw materials to make goods by hand 'or

machine.
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Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States? (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh', Page 88.
All manufacturing companies and factories have inputs and outputs.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed S.R.A,
Senesh, Page 93.
Manufacturing usually creates jobs, but it also can create oblems for man

and his environment.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States/ (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 96.
Regions where raw materials, workers, entrepreneurs, and savings come together
Are called manufacturing regions. In these regions, large cities grow and man's

work dominates nature.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United States, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 108.
Man has used his knowledge and minerals and chemical processes to manufacture
and process new products.

Grade 4, Our Working World: Regions of the United, States, (T), 2nd ed.-, S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 145. f

The value of a raw material from the Four Corners Region increasessaS it Is
processed into a finished product. Local processing can thereby "improve the

economic conditions in the region. ,

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE)', Laidlaw, Page 98.
Sheep raising is one of New Zealand's most important industries.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs., (TE), Laidlaw, Page 141.*
Making rubber requires Many steps taken in the right order.

Grade 4, Regions-and Social NPPds,,(TE), Laidlaw, Page 157.
Changing corn into other forms provides man with jobs:-

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T86.
Corn is important to man as a food. Corn can also be used td make many products.

Grade 4,Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T52.
Hawaii has a large tourist industry and many products to sell.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub.', Page T72.
Switzerland today is ,a busy, productive country. Many Swiss, people work in

factories producing dairy products and fine crafts.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T74.
Lumbering is important in the Northern forest lands. Mining; too, is increasingly

important as an economic activity: Because of modern technology, men can now
combat the problems of climate and terrain'in getting the mineral resources and
transporting, them.
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. Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T85.
Today Japan is an industrial giant-but at one time it isolated itself from

trading with the rest of the world.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 119.
Irrigation means supplying the land with water by using di dies or sprinklers.

Many farmers in desert regions,supply their crops with wate with irrigation.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational uh., Page 41.
A/modern plantation uses the most advanced ideas in growing its special crop.
There is machinery to do many of the jobi"that take too long to do by hand.

Grade 4, Regions Around the 'World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 187.

Mining is one of the most important activities in the Northern forest's.
Gold mining is still important there. But even more important is the mining

of minerals needed by industry. -;

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 254.

The Industrial Revolution changed men's ways of working and producing goods.

Grade 4, The. Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (grange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 231.
In 1798, Elf Whitney agreed to make 10,000 guns for the United States government.

For two years, Whitney had made machined fools. Each tool made one gun part.

With these tools, Whitney.could now make 10,000 guns while a gunmaker made ohe.

Working this way, factories made more goods in less time.

Grade4, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 4, Oregon DEEP, Page 37.

Most of our industries are composed of many business firms. Business firms

have to pay careful attention to the prices of things, because prices tell them

what to produce; how much to produce and how to produce it.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 118.
The word "produce"' means to turn out or make something A product is a

produced thing. Productivity means how much product is turned out for each

hour of work done by workers.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), MacMillan, Page 125.
Productivity explains why wages have gone up in the United States over the yeats.

1, The productivity of American workers over the yeArs has gone up.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TO, gacm4Olan, Page 156.
Many'products are now made on assembly lines. Each worker on an assembly line

does and small part of the making of a product.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (14t), Macmillan', Page 157. :.,.

Automobiles are assembled in a dramatically short period of time. But hundreds

of hours of preparal4ion preceed thiS" finale.
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Grade 4, Web of the World, .(TE), Macmillan; Page 169''. ,

Advertising tells people about new products. By telling peOple about newproducts,
it increases the number' of people who buy. When the,:number.of people who buy ."

goes up, factories can produce. Factories cannot use division of labor and expensiv
machinery unless they can make and sell large'numbers of whatever they make.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TO., Macmillan', Page 190.
.The demand for something means how much of that thing people want to buy.. The
supply-means.how much is offered for sale.

Grade 4, Web of the World,(TE)0 Macmillan, Page 241.
Much of the manufacturing that goes on in cities uses products brought in from
putside. Goods that are produced by factories in the city must be taken to
market in other parts of the state, the country, and the world. .

Grade 4,' Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 256.
There are factories in the city of Chicago that make grain products such as
cereal and bread. The processing of meat is another of the city's.big
industries. '

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 65.

Changing on into different products makes work for many people. The refining,

process isa form of manufacturing. In Rotterdam, hundreds of factories are
busy changing raw materials to finsihed products.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 270.
Using raw materials from other countries, Japan has becOme a great industrial
nation. It is one of the world's leading producers.of ships, railroad equipment,
automobiles, radio.nd television sets, and machinery. ..

Grade 4, Web off,he World, (TE), Macmillan, Page T81.
Production of capital goods is made possible by saving and investment. The more

(or less) a country is able to allocate for the formation of capital the more
(or less) it is able -to prOduce.

-Grade 5,. Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 15.
Producers include all the people and businesses involved in the production of
goods and services. ,

Grade 5, Adventure: Economics, Phio, Page 62.
Producers provide goods and services which are. exchanged for consumer payments,
usually money.

Ik.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Fieldtducational Pub., Page T57.
Henry Forgproduced automobiles cheaply on.a,n assembly line. New industries

grew and provided new jdbs as a result,of the automobile.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field',' dUcational Pub.,,Page 98.
The cities had grown during the French and Indian War. Manufacturing increased

to supply the army and navy. iron ore-was smelted to make weapons and transporta-

tion equipment. s.

Before 1790, Americans had depended on textiles from England for making clothing.
In Britain a machine had been invented which could spin raw cotton into thread.,
As a result, the British were'producing large.amounts of textilds.for sale abroad.
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Grade'5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 233.

One important invention that account for tremendous growth of the meat

industry was the railroad-r4frigerat car. This took the processed meat from

th&l4est to the East. Eastetners wer assured of fresh meat.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-31.
One of Mexico's most valuable resources is petroleum.. It provides much of the

poWer that is used to run machines in Mexican factories.

Grade 5, American Neighboes, Fideler, Page 2-34.
Mexico is not an industrial nation. About half of the Mexidan people use few or

no manufactured goods.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-35.
Mexico's industries are growing rapidly. Many new factories and mills are

being built.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-80.
Farmers in the Caribbean Lands are learning to use modern methods to increase

production.
.

Grade 5, American, Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-123.
Automobile tires, machinery, chemicals, and electronic equipment are along the

goods produced in Puerto Rico. However, there are few factbries in the Caribbeaa

Lands that make products like these.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, F.ideler, Page 127.
The Caribbean countries must buy many products from other nations. .One reason:

for this is that most Caribbean countries have very little industry.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page:4-63..
High in the Andes Mountains people still make althost all their textilet and

clothing by hand.
Industries which prepare food products provide work for many people throughout

'South America.
1 ,

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-65.
Several European and North American automobile manufacturers have built factories

in South America. In Brazil, for example, we can visit fattoriet where cart are
put togeOer on modern assembly lines like those in the United States.
Today, industry coptinue's to groW rapidly in'South Amprica. ''However, many more

.mills and factories are needed to,provide all the manufactured goods the people

on the continent need.

Grade'5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pages 4-82 and 4-83.
For hundreds of years, the people in South America made by hand almost everything

they Used. ,They made their own clothing and furniture. Village craftsmen made

rugs, dishes and baskets. Today, in many villages hfgh in the mountains and

deep in the forests, people still make almost ev6ythimg they use. Some of these

people even use the same kinds of tool& their ancestors had used long ago.

.1
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Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,
Pages 3-6, 3 -9, and 3-10. -

The level of man's technology affeCts how he produces and transports his goods.
Location of production relates to factors of productiot: land, labor, capital.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.', Page 103.
The Industrial Revolution began in the English cloth industry. These machines
could spin cloth much fester than people could. The new machines, however, were
expensive, and every worker could not buy his own. ,So businessmen set up the
machines in production shops which came .to be called factories. Instead of
working at home, or in small shops, workers came to factories *ere they operated
the new machines. ,

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 5-3.
Mass production and interchangeable parts speed up production.

Grade 5, Asking,About the USA. and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co Page 180.
The man who first saw great advantages in mass production was Eli Whitney,.a
Connecticut school teacher: He was asked by.the Upited States government to
make 10,000 muskets in a short period of time. In order to fulfill'his contract,
he thought of the idea of interchaTgeable.parts. Until 1798,'every gun was made
'individually by a-special craftsman. No,two guns were exact=ly alike, and-so no
two parts were the same. In 1798, Whitney began mating guns a new way. He broke

the gun dovin into only ,ten parts and developed machines.for making each part. Now,

if a part broke, a whole gun would not have' to be sent for repair. The user
could simply send for the part he needed.

Grade 5, Asking About the,USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), AmeriPan BOok Cp., Page 198
Automobiles were a luxury until Henry Ford began producing the Model T Ford. Ford.

designed a car that could be cheap but convenient.. He made it on anastmbly
line. The car's body moved along A belt. As it moved, each worker adde one part.

Unskilled workers could,* used, and thousands of cars could be made quickly.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors,,. (YE), American Book Co., Page 6-10.
The way to increase the standard of living of all the people is to increase
productivity.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA, and Its Nkighbons, (TE), American Book Co., Page 292.
'Mo$t of Canada's 21 million people live along its southern edge. Mich of the
rest of Canada is forest -- making Canada one of the world's biggest lumber producers.

: Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Figeler, Page 64. ,

At one time, St. Dominique produced more sugar than any other,colony.. However,
most of the plantations on St. Dominique were destroyed during the long war for,
independence.

,,Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 21.
Many people earn income by producing consumer goods and services for the market,
but not all consumers are producers.
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.Grade 5, Economic Education Curriculum Gojde, Oklahoma, Pages50.'
To maintain their produ-ctiVity, business organizatiaris must set side part of

current earnings for replacement of capital which wears .out or 6 comes obsolete.

Inflation takes place when spending increases faster than production. Depression

results when there is a considerable drop in production, and great numbers of people

cannot find empTayment.
.

Grade 5,, Economic Education Tor Arkansas Elementaty Schools, Page 33.
The. supply of an item designates how much of .it producers will produce at any

given price during any giventimesperiod.,.
.

Grade 5, Economic Educatjonfor Washington Schools: X26, DEEP, Page 5.
Producers may change the kinds, proportions and amounts of the productive
resources theyuSe..

O

Grade 5, Lands of:the Middle.EaSt,'(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 43.
Kuwait has a much larger production per capita than India. ,

Grade 5, Lands of the,Mtddle East, (TE); Allyn andBacon, Page I11.
Inefficient agricultural methods keep most of the population in the Middle East

tied'Up id the -production of food.

Grade-5, Lands-1:0 the Middle: East, (TE)', Allyn **Bacon, Page,125: -

It is not practical to make a car or a washing machine by hand, It ts far

.
more practical, efficient, and inexpensive to mass-produce them with interchangeable

parts for repairs.
,

. Grade 5, Man the'ToolMaker, Follett,t Page T232.

PrOduction is an RcOnomic tern for the output of goods and 'services.

Grade 5,. Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T245.
The Roman emperors tried to keep people on the farms in order to keep collecting
taxes from landowners.. Such methods failed in the long rum because the heavy

takes drained the farmers' resources and reduced their productivity.

Grade 5; Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T246,
A free man, working for his own liVelihood, would be more motivated than a slave

to think up a way to increase.productiop4 Cslave Whose profits went-to his

master, would gain nothidg from increased production. A man who laid hi$ workers

would have.more motivation for trying to, increase production than ,a slave owner

Grade 5, Man the,Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page,7247.
After the feudal period trade and production were carried out on a far larger

scale than during the best days of'the Roman Empire-. ,Free merchants in cities

and towns across Europe were competing for business. There was reason to produce

, more.
.
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Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T248%
Many merchants in the 1700's began to organize their workers in one place. The

Workers still lived in their own cottages. But during the day they would come

together in one building called.a factory. All the men and women still worked
at their own tasks, but they did it under one roof. And the factory owner was

there, .too, checking the work.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T250._
The main pralem of the cloth factory owners was how to increase production to
meet the big market demand.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T316.
When the United States entered World War II, owners-of American industry and
government leaders worked closely together. They had to produce guns, planes,
ships, tanks, bullets, bombs, and other war supplies fast and in huge amounts.
To answer the wartime need, many new factories were built. Old factories switched

from making such things as cars and refrigerators to making war supplies. Scientist

and inventors thought of new machines and new methods fo speed up production.
When the war ended in 1945, the nation was left with many new, efficient factories.

Grade 5, Man the Toolrgaker, (TE), Follett, Page T318.
Products can be classified as necessities or luxuries.

Grade.5, Mah the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T350.
In nonindustrial countries most of the crops raised to sell come rom large farms

eun by businessmen. They use modern machines and trained farm spedialists to run
these farms, sometimes called plantations. These farms produce big harvests but
part of the profit goes back to the foreign businessmen. Plantations are very
productive, but sometimes they make food shortages worse for the common people.
Crops raised to sell are often grown on land that is needed to raise food for the

people of the country.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Sage T380.t
Producing more goods by hand methods would create more jobs and take away leisure
time, since such methods are slower and require more people. It would cut down

on pollution since fewer machines would be used. On the other hand, fewer goods-
would be produced, and these would probably be more expensive than those made by
machine methods.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 98.
As the Industrial Revolution spread to the Midwest and Great Plains, the demand
for iron and steel began to grows

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 100.
The Civil War spurred the growth of manufacturing in the Midwest./ Until the Civil

manufadturing grew rapidly. New factories were started to produc supplies for the
War, the number of mills and factories here was quite small. During the war, hoWever

northern armies, and older-factories increa'ed their production. After the war,

industry continued to grow. Thousands of mills and factories were established here.
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Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 102.
The assembly-line method worked so well that it became widely used in the

manufacture of many different products.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 103.
Duting the years when factory methods and machines were being improved, people

also learned better ways of farming. New and better farm machines were developed.

.Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 129.
Factories in the Chicago .area produce almost fourteen billion dollars' worth of

goods each year.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 136.
Many people who would like to earn a living.* farming are no longer able to do so

New methods and equipment have made it possible for a farmer today to produce much

larger quantities of crops than a farmer could in the past. As more crops are

produced by each farmer, fewer farmers are needed to supply our country with food.

Today, a farmer must produce a large amount of crops in order to earn' enough money

to support his family.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 181. .

The Midwest and Great Plains is the most productive farming.area in the United States.

Grade 5,Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Pige 218.
Modern assembly-line methods were made possible by the development of interchangeable

parts..

Grade, B, Midwest and GreatiPlainq, Fideler, Page 219.

Without interchangeable parts, the mass production of automobiles would not be

pOssible.

grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 89. .

During, the seventeenth century, most goods were produced by people in their own

homes or on farms. Work was performed mainly by the muscle power of human beings

animals, although a few simple tools and machines were in general use. Beginning

about the middle of the eighteenth century, three important developments occurred,

in the way goods were produced. Firtt, many new machines were invented to help

Ipeople make things more quickly and easily. Second, steam and other new sources

of.power came into use. Third, factories were built to house the new machines.

Together, these three main, deVelopments are known as the Industrial Revolution.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 91.
At the time the United States was fbunded, nearly ali household articles used in

our country, were produced lw,hand. ,People either made their own clothing, furniture,

and tools or else bought the. things they needed"from local craftsmen. However,

a great change was taking place in,Britain. In the textile industry, machines

were being used to perform tasks that'formerly had been done by hand. With the

new machines, Britain could produce more textiles than any other country in the

world.
1
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Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page '114.
During the Civil War, indAtry grew rapidly inthe NOrtheast. The Union forces
needed large amounts of clothing, weapons, and other supplies. New factories were
started to help meet these needs, and alder,factories increased prbduction.

.
.By 1900, the United States was producing more manufactured goods than any other.
,nation in, the world. :

Grade 5,'the Northeast, Fideler,'Page 1852
in the Northeast, as in other regions of the United States, people do many different
kinds of work. The Northeast is one of the most important manufacturing regions of
our country.and also of the world. Industry provides many ways for the people
of the' Northeast to earn a 'hying.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 325. -

One big difference between the 1700's and'the 1770's was in the clothes that,
people wore. In the 1700's they wore a great many clothes made from leather.
and linsey-woolsy.- By the 1770's, the clothes were less rough and more comfortable.
Some of them were now made in small textile mills in the colonies. Several

weaving machines were grouped under one roof and people worked solely at making,
clothes: There were not yet factories, As we know them today. But in a way

this was the beginning of the modern factory system;

Grade 5, One Nation: 'The'United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 372.
Until the middle of the eighteenth century, the people of England made'all the
goods they needed in their homes or in small shops. Women used spinning wheels,
to spin wool and cotton into thread. They used hand-operated machines, called
looms., to weave the thread into cloth. They made clothing for their families from
the cloth they wove. Ploughs, axes, rifles, Rot5, pans, furniture, and other,
goods were Made by hand in small shops. But in the late 1700's, methods of
manufacturing goods changed in England. The change had such great-effects on the
people .of the world that historians refer to it as the Industrial Revolution.

.

Grade 5, One Nation; The UniethStates, (TE), Ginn, Page 373.
-Mills were built for the new macq4nes in England', They were to big to, be used in

homes. Some med with money to invest decided to buy many of the mechanical
^'y spinning Whines and looms. They set up,the new machine's in large buildings

and hired men and women to operate them. The large buildings were called textile I

.mills.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 422.
After the Civil War, the,large,plantations of the South were broken up because they
were too expensive to operate without slaves. Many black people obtainedSmall
plots of groupd,'but they werenOt large enough to give them a living:

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 440.
IP New England:cities, shoes were an important product. In 18$3,,a black worker ,

names Jlon Matzeliger ihvented a machine that speeded up the making'of shoes.

Factories used his machines and.incre'ased their production. By 1890 shoe
workers in theUnifed States were manufacturing more than 12 million pairs of shoes

,

1a year.
! ,
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T40.
The development of networks of transportation and communicatfon in the,United
StateA has been strongly influenced by our system of prbducing, distributing,

and consuming goods and services.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The'American Way of Life, (TE), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 63.
Because their geographic positions differed, the first American colonies produced

different products from land and sea.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich; Page 214.
The price of a product depends partly on the costs of production and the cost of

distribution.

Grade 5, The Social. Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, page 222.
People demand ice cream the y ar around. Stores always keep a supply of it so

people can buy. it when they w nt it and can pay for it.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, 'Ourple), (TE), 2nd ed.,'

Harcourt, Brace,,Jovanovich, Page 226.
The business of a dairy or any other factory is Production.

s

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country; (TE), Laidlaw,'Page
Economists study how g society produces the-godds it needs.

a

Grade' 5,'The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 129.
The, irginia Company and the Plymouth Company'wanted settlers to come'to North

America tp produce goods andto buy and sell goods.
.

. .

Grade 5, The Social Studies,and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 268.

The British cap take some of the credit for the growth of the American manufacturing

industry.. The British invented gAd used machinery run by steam engines. They used

machinery for injng coal. They also used machinery to spin fibers into thregd

and,to weave loth.

Grade' 5, The ocial Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 271.
When Whitney introduced the idea Of using interchangeable parts to produce goods,

he/also chang d the working, habits of men. Now instead of making one whole ,product,

a man would s ecjalize. This idea of different workers performing different parts

of a job hav,come to be known as division of labor. The use of this,method of

assembling parts has become known as the assembly line. Eli Whitney then,was

the first, inventor to use the idea of a 91:abet of men doing different jobs in order`

to'produce many items of the same. kind. We call this method of producing goods +'

mass. production:. His idea has become part of Adericah industry and of most of the

industries of the world. ,
.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our,Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 298.

The use of new machihes often created the probleeof overproduction forthe'farmer.
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Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 336.
Industrial expansion following the Civil War brought new ways to produce goods.
Many new products came into being.,

Grade 5, The Social Studies, and Our Country, (TE' Laidlaw, Page 337.
As American industry began to use more machinery in factories, the goods they
produced became cheaper. The methods of using machinery rather than people
to produce goods'is called automation; Because of automation, there is even
less need today for workers in modern factories. The farm population is decreasing
in America while farm production is increasing.

,

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw? Page T20.
Economists are interested in the production, distribution, and consumption of
goods and services.

4
Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw; Page T111.
New industrial techniques create changes'in methods of pecidUcing goods.
New industrial techniques can create pangesjn the way people live and work.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page'87. e

The tenant farmifig system helped the South get land.backnto production after the
Civil War.. At the same time, hoWever,.tpe burden of heavy debts and inefficient
methods kept most southern farmers from prospering. After lbe Civil War, many
businessmenrealized that the South needed more manufacturing and trade.

Grade 5; -The South, Wieler., PAge 196. ,

.

,

"During the Civil War, .f.aetbries were'set up in the South to'make weapons, uniforms,
and other supplies for the ,Confedehte forces. By the end of the war, however,
many of these factories,had been*destroyed, . , : ,

. .

*

%Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 204. .
s ,

. -

The pulp and paper industry ,is not`liew to .the South.
*
Toddy, however, this

industry is growing More rapidly than ever before.
N" ...*

Grade 5, Teachers Guide toEconomissl Grade B., 'Oregon DEEP, Rage 27.

Most of our regions have two kinds of indultries# "Primary': industries take
adVant4ge of the-special characteristics of a reg.* and produce things fors*

. to people from ot:her places. Jhese prim4ry industries tend to differ from one
,,,

region to another. Secondary industries pnoduce things fog sale td' people who

live gear*. Secondary industrieS.,,tend to beprelty much the same everywhere
because they can use loal resources.and,because everybody wants ,their products

;(education, auto -.repairs, medica:r.services, dry cleaning.)
..

'Grade 5,. This.Favored Land, (ItE), Macmillan,YOagec110.
The use of ppwer=drjven machinery started Ihefactoey way of making goods.

Gradd 5, This Favored Land,*(TE), Macmillan, Page 111.
Making:large numbers of proAuctsIthatare exactly %like, from parts that are
interchangeable, iS-called:mss Production. 0P

f

4 . '
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Grade 5,^This Favored Land,'(TE), Macmillan, Page 309.
In 1889, the value of manufactured products was greater than the value of goods

produced on farms.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 355.-

-4 Many people who know that New York is a great port do not know that it is also

the leading manufacturing center of the United States.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 359.
An old industry that continues in the Northeast is fishing.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 410.
More and more uses are being found fdr what were once waste products of wood

processing.

Grade 5, This Favored Land,. (TE), Macmillan, Page T87.
Production becomes greater as industrialization spreads to more industries; workers

produce more in each hour they work because they are working with power-driven

machinery. In other words, workers become more productive.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 99.
Los Angeles is a leading producer of sports clothing, womens' di.'esses, and house-

hold furniture.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 102. .

Many factories have been built in the San Francisco metropolitan area. Among the

products manufactured are automobiles, hardware, chemicals, paper, clothing,

and frozen foods.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 104.
Manufacturing is important in the Seattle area. The leading indus;try ii the

manufacture of airplanes,and missles.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 168.
Lumbering is an important industry in several western states.

Grade 5, The West, .Fideler, Page 228.
The Industrial Revolution began with changes in the way textiles were manufactured

in England. In the early 1700's workers used spinning wheels and handlooms in their

own homes. By the end of the eighteenth century,_spinning wheels and looms had been
invented that could be run by waterpower. AS machines became larger, heavier,

and more complicated, they could n longer be placed in the workers' home. Special

buildings were constructed where t e worker came, to operate the machines.

:Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page,2 6.
At the present time, Alaska has little manufacturing. Because the state is

thinly populated, the supply of factory workers is' very small.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 256.
In Hawaii, there are few large factories that make machinery:or other metal

prqducts.
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Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 15.
Producers include all the people and businesses involved in the production of
goods and services. All members of society are considered' consumers whereas
only those people actually engaged in'production and diStribution are producers.

Grade 6, Adventure: Economics, Ohio,'Page 62.
Producers provide goods and services which are exchanged for consumer payments',
usually money.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 60.
Since the Africans could obtain cloth, tools and other goods by selling slaves.
they did not learn how to make these goods themselves. Partly for this reason,

industry was slow to develop in Africa.
o

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 60.
Since the Africans could obtain cloth, tools and other goods by selling slaves,
they did not learn how to make these good themselves.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 114.
Because the land along the Nile Valley is divided among many people, most of the
farms are very small. Farmers in the Nile Valley use water from the river to

irrigate their land. The most important crop they raise is cotton.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 121.
Africa produces many other minerals besides diamonds. More than two thirds of

the world's, gold is mined here. So is about two thirds of the world's cobalt.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 122.
Two countries in northern Africa, Libya and Algeria, are among'the world's leading.
producers of petroleum.

... Grade 6, Africa, Fi'deler, Page 134.
Iri the cities along the northwestern coast of Africa, there are modern industries.
Automobiles-assembly plants and factories that Manufacture farm mac inery and
chemicals are located here.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Pages141 and 144.
Unlike the people who live in developed areas of the world, the people of Africa
produce most of the things they need by hand, or with tools that are powered by
the'muscles of men or animals. Many African farmers still use such simple farming
Methods that they raise enough food for only a few people besiOes thdmselves.

Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion,' (TE),"Allynand Bacon, Page 100.
Surplus refers,to goods produced above and beyond what is necessary'for sabsistence.
Producing a surplus means that some men can be freed from the task of growing
food,-and can devote their time to other tasks, such as trade, construction,
artistic skills, crafts: .4
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Grade 6, British Iles, Fideler, Page 104.
Before 1703, the people of the British Isles made everything they needed by

hand. Craftsmen i small workshops made cloth, shoes, dishes,furniture,,and
s from merchantsother articles. M ny workers earned their living by taking ordei'

spin thread an ,weave cloth. They did this work in their homes, using spinning

wheels and handlo ms. Even with the whole fgmily helping these homeworkers could
not make cloth as rapidly as merchants could sell it.

1

Grade 6, Briti hiI les, Fideler, Page 104.
Most of the av spinning and weaving machines= invented in the 1700's were so

large'and requir d so much power that they could not be used at home. Men

constructed special buildings for them. More and more people began tb'spin and

weave cloth in these new factories instead of at home.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page
Today, machines in most British factories are powered by electricity instead of c%
-steam.

r

jrade 64 British Isles, Fideler, Page 107.
In little more than a century, Britain had developed many new machines and

new means of-powering them.
,

'Grade 6, The Challenge of.Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 60.
An economic revolution is a great change in, the ways of making a living, in

methods of producing and distributing goods, or in the amount of money or

goods people have.

Grade 6, The, Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 87:

The Industrial Revolution begar4n Britain in the last half of the Ahteenth
century. It was a period of rapid and striking change in the methods of production

and distribution of goods.

Grade 6, The Challenge-of Change, (TO, Allyn and Bacon, Page 95,
Mass production means production of goods on a great'scale for mass.emakets through

the use of assembly lines and other modern production techniques:

4,

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bafton, Page 109. ..

When production of war-related goods increases, production of goods-for-civilian

use is Mely to decline. Prices of civilian goods, will, therefore, go up unless

rationing is imposed.

Grade 6,:The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 112.
One reason for the widening gap between developed and developing countries is th.at

a smaller proportion of production,goes to create capital in the developing9than

in the developed nations. Also, the absolute size'of production is far higher

in developed than in developing nations. Therefore, a larger proportion of a larger

sum goes to create capital in developed as contrasted with developing nations.
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Grade 6, Cultures' in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T46.
With a cash market and good prices for their crops, peasants and landlords
alike wanted to produce more. Since the beginning oT farming little though

has been given to inventing tools that would increase the amount °I-work each
farmer could do. Now the search was on for ways to raise food production. People

got more work done by improving their tools.

Grade-6, Cultures in Transition; (TE),, Follett, Page T62.
Finished products have higher market value than the raw materials.

Grade 5, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T173. 1

The shift from production in homes which we call the domestic system, to the
fattory system proceeded slowly but surely., The domestic system worked only so
long as it produced enough cloth for,England's trade with other countries. As

English colonies were set up around the world, the traders needed Tore and more

cloth.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TO, Follett, Page T175.
The spinning jenny changed clothmaking by increasing the amount of work one
spinner could do in a certain period of time. The water frame improved the
panty of thread and 'enabled the use of water power. The steam engine made use of

a thermal power,sourceinstead of human.energy. The spinning mule improved
thread quality and speed production. The clothmaker now worked in a factory

instead of his home. He no 'Longer owned his own equipment. Steam equipment
was too expensive, bulky and difficult to operate for home use.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T176.
One of the problems of factory work was boredom. Doing the same task over And

over, wakjring. It offered little sense of pride in workmanship. The machines

manufactured the produtt, not.the worker.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), F011ett, Page T182.
Besides -

paying low wages, capitalists can increase Production by increasing
production through the use of mure efficient methods or imported equipment.

..They can improve the product so more people will buy it.

'Grade 6, Cultures fn Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T297.
lMao's communes have accomplished something of a production miracle. At first,

foreign experts had little confidence that China could. create the agricultural

surplus needed to finance modern farm equipment. Most communes now report a

doubling or even quadrupling of production since their founding.

Grade 6, Ecbnomic Education Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 21.
May people earn money income by producing consumer goods and services for the'
market, but not all consumers are producers.

Grade 6, Economic 5dycatfon Curriculum Guide, Oklahoma, Page 50.
Inflation takes,place when spending increases faster than production. Depression

results when there is a considerable drop in production, and when great'numbers,

of people cannot find employment.
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Grate 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools': K-6,'DEP-j Page 5.

The level of technology in a country affects productivity: Technology comprises

the kinds of machines used in production and the ways in which knowledge is applied

to production.

Grade 5, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 30,
People realize that the bestway to use large andheavy,machines was to put
them together in one building where they could be run by.one source of power- -

by water power or by steam power. This is how the modern factory system was born.
r'

.
,.

'Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 32. ,

Life on the farm under went great changes 'in the 1700's. Well-to-do landowners

experimented with new methods of scientific farming to increase their incolbes.

They used new tools, new plows, and more fertiliszers. Farming became more

efficient. One man could then grow more food than three men could grow before.

Grade'6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 477.
In 1836 some enterprising Germans and Spaniards learned that cacao would grow

well in the state of Bahia, near the city of Salvador. . When that was discovered,

a struggle for ownership of land in that'area began. Plantations were developed,

on which cacao was grown. Cacao production boomed and fortunes were made.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 111.
Although much of the landjn West Germany is not naturally .suited to'farming,

West German farmers are able to produce about twoliOrds of the:food needed

by the country's huge population.,

,Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 117.
Collectivization has brought problems to East Germany. Thousands of farmers

have fled to West Germany. The farmers who remain produce less food per, acre

than West German farmers do, even though more farm machinery is used in East

Germany. Today, East Germany which once was able to export farm Ooducts, does

not produce enough food,for its people.

'Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 122.
Germany, now divided into East and West Germany, isa leading industrial area.

West Germany produces more iron and steel than any other country in Europe

except the Soviet Union, and more automobiles than any other country in tht

world except the United States. East Germany has a smaller industrial output than

West Germany. Even so, it ranks among the world's ten leading producers of

manufactured goods.

.Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 124.
In one way, Germany was helped by the fact th its industries developed later

than those of other countries. The Germans were able to make use of other people's

experiences. They, borrowed the best ideas about machinery and methods of

manufacturing that had been developed in other countries and improved upon

them: Within a, relatively short time, Germany became one of the leading industrial

nations of the world.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan,-Page 74.
Agricultural production has increased in the northwestern part of Mexico
faster than elsewhere in the country for two rItasons. Water is available
and scientific farming,iis practiced.

Grade 6, In A Rate With Time,.(TE), Madmillan, Page 79.
As Mexico's manufacturing industries have grown, more of the mineral output is
Used by Mexican industries. Some years ago, Mexico was the wOrld's leading
exporter of petroleum. With the growth of manufacturing and the increase.in
the number of automobiles, the Mexicans now use most of the petroleum themselves.

1,

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 96.
.

In recent years El Salvador has had good leadership from the military and important
landowners. Under this leadership, the tiny nation has become more industrialized
than its neighbors.

Grade 6, In .A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 214.
In recent years, Peru developed the- world's largest fishing industry. It exported
fish meal and_fisboil in great quantities. This basic industry has suffered
a great blow, however. The schools of.anchovies on which the fishing industry
depended suddenly, disappeared when warm 'ocean currents replaced the usually
cold. ocean currents off Peru.

Grade 6, In ,A Race With Time, (TE'), Macmillan, Page 270.
To 6e a powerful force in. the world today, a nation must be industrialized.
Argentina has made considerable progress in this direction. , 0,4 it is badly
handicapped because it'lacks most of the resources needed for Aky industry.

. Grade -6, In'A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page
Nib

Within the last few years, Brazil has sharply increased its outputOmanufactured
goods. It now makes more automobilfs than the Soviet Union, and it cars and

trucks are.sold throughout-South America.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 360.
Agricultural experts believe thatthg output,of food could be gr'eatly increased
if farmers were taught how to use their land .more wisely. Most farmers follow
the methods developed by their ancestors. The hoe is still the chief agricultural
implement in large parts of Latin America. When plows were used, they are usually

pulled by donkeys oroxen. Few farmers own tractors:

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macfriillan, 'Page T26.
Economies based on a single crop or product are less stable than more diversified
economies.

-

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T97.
There are basically two ways of increasing agricuTtural production -- putting more
land into production or increasing the yield from present units.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 82..
India is the world's second largest producer of rice. Ortly China raises more.
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Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 86, . .

Indian farmers do not use their land as well as they could. They grow only a

fourth as much redn each Acre of ground as Japanese farMers, and only half

ps much wheat peracre as farmers in the United States.,

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 90. -

The Indian-villagers are learning better methods of farming. Most of them
have already cultivated theirfields just the same way their fathers and grand-
fathers did befOre them. Now a farm expert from the United States is showing
them howl.° rotate their crops and improve the soil in other ways. He is teaching

them to use waste products from their farms to make fertilizer. Better seed

is being furnished to villagers who are willing to try it. The government is, also

making it easier for the villagers to market their extra crops and to borrow
money when they need it.

Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 111.
In India, as in many other underdeveloped countries, the Industrial Revolution

is just beginning. About seven out of ten people in India are farmers. Most

of the people are very poor. They do not use Modern farming methods, and they

lack power-driven machines to help them plant, cultivate and harvest their crops.

Grade 6, In Latin America and Canada, Heath, Page 138,
Though Canada is a relatively smallnation 'Hying in a big world, she ranks

high in productiyity, ..Canada. -'s world-leader in farming, manufaCturtng

and trade and 'CanOiarS- take.,ak n-interest in World affatrs.

Grade.6,-IiiquIring About rreed4 (TE), Fideler, Rage 79 . .

In the early nineteenth century, ,importabfdtanges took place in the Amerie&n. ''.

way.of life. The Industrial RevoAtiom spread from England'to the United States.

Manyllew factories were.butlt to produce cloth andother-goods. ':. .

.
. .

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), fideler, Page 144.

The Industrial' Revolution has affected economic freedom in a second important

way: The,new machines and methods of production have made it possible to produce

much larger amounts of .goods and services th4n ever before. Thisincreased :,

productiiity has madeltpOssible for worker,, to earn high wages...-With more

money tospehd and more goods and services to buys nint Americans today enjoy

a higher standard of living.than people%did before-theAndUstriai Revolution. H.

4 S I.

, 'i .

Or. ade 6,,The-rnteraCtion Of ,Cultures, (TE); Alyn and Bacon, Page 69.

Under feudal .,conditions, indivi,duan generally-owned: thetr Own tools, bought or

provided their own raw material p, and produced for their ManWtate.cOnSumption.

This war, simple pfoduction with little oftanyeeioess or "profit'. Vatilthe
.

.capitalist revolution, products Were 'no longer, made by.the ownpr of the instrument

,
of produFtion..'instead, the labon9OfNothers created.. they product, and th'e prdfit,

while tRe_lal5orer was paid,a wage having-no relation to the product he'broduced.
Po
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PRODUCERS PRODUCTION: SUPPLY

%

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 97. -

A one -crop economy is at the mercy of international prices much more than an
economy that has diversified its production. The needs of. world trade are
Changeable, and one -crop economy can easily find itself producing-goods the
world markets do not negd. or desire. Such an economy must import the majority
of the gOods it used,.and can easily suffer, from'an unfavorable balance of
trade.

Grade 6; Japan; Ffdeler,Page 81- =
'In the last-half Ofthe nineteenth century: the Japanese learned to use modern
machinery and moderp,manufacturjng methods. Factories were built in towns and
villages.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Pag,120.,
Beginning about the middle of the eighteenth century, three important developments
occurred in the way goods were produced. First, many new machines were invented
to help people make things more quickland easily. Sechnd, steam and other
new sources of powe'r came into use., Third, factories were built to house the
new machines. Together these three main developments, wnich all began in England;
are known as the Industrial Revolution.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 121.
By tile early 1900's Japan had become an important manufacturing country that
depended on trade- The occupation forces that landed in Japan after it surrendered

in World War II found'an exhausted and broken country. In the years that followed,
it'seemed that a miracle took place in Japan. By the early 1950's, Japan was
producing as much as it had bef6re the war. By the middle of the 1960's, it
had become one, of the world's leading nations in total industrial production.

'Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 129. -1

Rice is Japan's most important crop:. Japanese farthers are able to produce about
four times as-much rice per acre as farnierin India, which is d major rice -pro-
ducing coatry..,

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 132'.
Until.the 1930's, silkworm raising was one of the mast important kirids of farming
in Japan. Large amounts ofsilk were exported to foreign countries. Then many

_people began to use cloth made of synthetic fabric, such as rayon and nylon, in
_place of silk: The production of silkworm cocoons declined sharpty. In recent '-

years, howeVer:i there has been a grm`ving demand for silk within Japan. As aresult,
silk production now remains fairly steady from-year to year..

. ..,...
..._

Grade 6; japan, Fideler, Page-144, . ...

Japan is one ofthe world's leading industrial"hations. It is the world's

largest producer of steel. It'i's also leadi ng produCer cif cars, .
sets, cameras and textiles. .

:
4

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Rage 161. ' . A..
. .,

During the past ten'year'i important changes have taken place in the Japanese -.

ethical industry. Formdrlyfertilizers were.the main'product's'of the chel*al
industry. HoweVer, plastics,,synthetic fibrs, and other products made ftom
petraChemiolS arelnow becoming increasingly. important-. Today, Japan s one.

,of the world!s top ,produceri-of pla',stics ah4*,-5Xnthetic fibe4s1.., .

4
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PRODUCERS; PRODUCTION: SUPPLY

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 28.

During the leadership of Pericles, industry in ancient Greece became more
_-

important.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 29.

The farmers of Athens produced more olive oil and wine than t1 people of their

city-state needed. The craftsmeo, too, sometimes made more wares than he could

sell. These surplus products would be sold to a merchant-trader who would.take,

,them to other states or countries to be sold.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American,Book Co., Page 129.

During the later MedieVal period, people produced more food, and fewer people

were needed for farming. Thus, some people were able to take up other occupations

on,the manor. Also, because more food was being produced than the people on

the manor needed, people could live in towns and buy surplus food from nearby

manors.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 202.

Most manufacturers in Calcytta.are-small by Western standards, and most

manufacturing is done with a great deal of hand labor. In a country where

unemployment is high and tomplicated machinery is expensive, industry has two

purposes: to provide the manufactured product and to provide jobs for as many

people as possible.

. Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 6-3.

- There are 'many improvements needed to help Nigerian agricUltural production.

Apohg the improvements needed are use of fertilizers, improved tool's, more care-

-ful-choice of seed and stock, and better irrigation systems. The Nigerian

government has niany projects in operation which are designed to help the

' farmers make better use of the land.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 331,

Despite many problems, Brazilian industry is growing. Brazil now produces more

automobiles than any other country in Latin America--and it produces them

out of locally made parts.

.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 8-2.

A society which sees challenges in its location, geographic characteristics;

and natural resources and applies its technology to the achievement of specific

goals can develop ft5 trade and industry rapidly Over a relatively short period

of time:

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies,, (TE), American Book Co., Page 362.

Forty years ago, the Soviet Union was mainly a nation of farms. The Industrial

ReVOlution that had taken hold in the United States and Western Europe a hundred

years earlier .had barely 'touched Russia. Today, the Soviet Union is secondonly

to the United StOtes in.the production of manufactured goods. ,

,

Grads 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 385.

,During World War II, Soviet war equipment was out of date because the factories

had only been turbing out industrial machinery.
, ,
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PRODUCERS: PRODUCTION: SUPPLY

Grade, 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed.
Senesh, Page 131.
The Chinese ideas on harmony and balance are reflected in their
of the need for recycling processes and in their uses of food p

, S.R.A.,

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (T
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 142.
Craftsmen two hundred years ago, worked alone or with a few oth
a workshop. They made goods such as clothing or furniture by h
not afford large expensive machines. Only very wealthy men cou
use these new inventions. To house the machines, the wealthy m
In factories, labor was divided. One !Ian no longer made a whol
piece of clothing. With this division of labor and the new mach
could produce. goods quickly. They could produce more goods than
produced before.

understanding
oducts.

), 2nd ed.,

rs in a home or
nd. They could
d buy and
n built factories.
chair or a whole
Ines, factories
had ever been

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE , 2nd ed.,
HarCourt, Brace, Jdvanovich, Z66.

If people stopped buying a pr ,'then the producers would sudd nly have a
large supply'left over.

Grade 6, TherSocial Sciences: oncepts argil Values, (Brown), (TE) 2nd ed.-,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 268. "'A. 1

.

In a market economy, the prices of many diffprpt goods and servles are
affected by the law of supply and demand. Through supply and dem nd, businessmen
know what consumers want them to produce. Through supply and dem4nd, too,
businessmen can predict how much to produce and what.to charge for their products.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 109.
Every society must decide what goods will be produced and how these goods will
be.distributed.

Grade 6, The Social Studies andiOur World, (TEr, Laidlaw, Pages 110 and T49.
Every ancient civilization was based on the production of surplus crops.

.Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 165.
Increased production and trade led to the specialization of labor.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 210.
The basic economic unit for production of agricultural goods in Europe was the
manor.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 255.
The invention of machines to, produce goods--the Industrial Revolution--led to
the development of factories in Europe.

Grade 6, The.Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 256.
Because both France and Spain were slow to industrialize, their qolonies lacked

, machines and thus, produced less than the English colonies.

I
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PRODUCERS: PRODUCTION: SUPPLY

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), L idlavr, Page',257.
Production in India and China from 1500 to 1850 was carried on largely by
6.4ftsmenworking in homes or small shops.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE) L.kidlaw, Page 382.

Steel production is very important in Japan and in the major countries of
western Europe. Some countries with large deposits of iron ore are juit
beginning'to produce steel in quantity.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T22:
Economists are interested in how people produce goods and services, and also
how these goods and services are' distributed.

Grade 6, The Social Studies an d Our World, (TE)$ Laidlaw, Page T49.
Improved technology usually leads to increased production. SurpluS production

often leads to trade among people. Trade and increased production normally
lead to increased specialization and interdependence.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and-Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T87.
Industrialization changes the nature of man's social and economic life.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), LAidlaw, Page T93.
Ihdustrialization leads to international contacts and possibly, to international
competition.

Grade6,, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T121.
Today man is using many improved methods of prdcessing the earth's resources in
order to conserve them as long as possible.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 110.
Some people in Southeast Asia earn their living in the metal industry. Many of

these people have jobs in little workshops where jewelry and other articles are
made by hand. Others run machines in small factories that produce metal goods

such as nails, and pots and pans.,.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fidele, Page 38.
To encourage the peasants to produce more food, the communists permitted them
to run theirfarms as though they owned them. They also allowed people to own

and operate small factories.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 97.
The Soviet Union now produces more iron and steel each year than any country
in the world except the United States.

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 99.
The Soviet government wanted to collectivize agriculture partly becauSe it wanted
to increase food production in the Soviet Union. In order to produce more crops
the farm workers needed to use tractors and other machines, in stead of old-

fashioned farm tools. These machines would be too expensive and impractical for

use on the smaller farms.
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PRODUCERS: PRODUCTION: SUPPLY

Grade 6,'SsOfiet Union, Fideler; Page 120.-
4

In 1964 the Soviet government began to'experiment With a.new,System for runqing.
the nation's factories. Two clothing'facitories. were permitted to keep part of

their profits., The factory managers could IsSe this money to reward their employees
good work, and to iMproie methodS orprodliction. The two factories in.the

experiment became so much more efficient that by the end'of 1969, the new
syStem was being used in three fourths:of the factories in the Soviet Uiibn, ,

-
.

. . -
....

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, ,(TE), Addison-WeSfey, Page 1100: .,

The leading business.of Hawaii is tourism; the growing and processing of sugar
and pineapple are other importadt economic, activities. -.,

.
. -

Gradd 6, The United States and .Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley,Page T117.
Mini, manufacturing, transportatidn, forestry, agriculture, and tourism are
all important industries in Quebec. 4,

and Canada', (TE), Addison - Wesley, Page 114.

are manufactured are called factories.'

and7eanada, (TE), Addison-Wesley,. Pagds 109 and 147.
something out of something else Many things .can

scale manufacturing, needs power..

Grade 6, ThesUriited States
Most.Dl,aces where products

Grade 6, Tfte United States
Manufacturing means making
be made'by hand, but large

.

Grade 6,N:11e United States and Canada, (TE), lIddison-44es1W, Paqe 217.
The Chicago metropolitan area leads the country in,iron and steel production.
Food processing is also an important busjness ln Chicago.

1,

Grade 6, The United States'And6ada, (TE), Addisbn-WeselY, P40e 251..-- .
Mining is no longer a major Nevada industry; however,-gold, silvdr, mercury..
copper, lead and a few other'minerals are still ;found.- Except f9r toUrism,
Neliada has no major industries. _

I' .,:. -

-. ,.;
,

. . - . ..
.1 .

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE)-, Macmillan, Page 59.. .
Guilds had handled, the production of cloth 'until th fate middle age. Td.carry.
out the new technology of the times, a whole,new wa of producing goods had to

be invented.

Grade 6, The Mays of Man, (TE), Macmillan; Page- 60.
The merchant capitalists developed a new systeM of production called the doMestic
or putting-out system which employed the inventions of the later middle-ages. *

The capitalists used some of their capital to buy, raw wool. This they handed
out to workers in the farm areas of England to be made into thread, in their
hoiles, on spinning wheels supplied, by the capitaliSt. The woolen thread was ,

picked up by the capitalist and taken to other rural houses.. Ihei-e it was
woven into cloth on looms supplied by the capitalist. The capitalistr last .7
two tasks were to pick up the finished cloth and sell it.c

4
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PRODUCERSIPRODOCTIaN: SUPPLY

Grade6, The Ways of Man, (TE),, Macmillan, Page 80.
While Western Europe was going through the Industrial Revolution in the-19th

century; Russia remained mostly agricultural. Early in the 20th century,

industrialization was begun. A number of large factories were built, but small

industry did not grow.

_Grade 6, The Wa s of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 136. .

, In the early days o Isreal's modern development much farming was done by members

of Kibbutzim. A ki butz is a farming community owned and operated by its members

1-as a group. Each m ber is assigned to the jobs he 's to do, lives in the same,

kind of house as ev ryone else in the community, an as his meals in the

community diningro m.
Farming is.practice in many places in the Middle East, but industrj, is still not

widely 4eveloped. ndustry in Isreal is more highly advanced than in any other

country of the region. So far, though, industry produces only about one-quarter

of the national inco e and employs about one-quarter of the workers.

Man, (TE), Macmillan-, Page 347:
ependent, only two percent of the workers of the country

manufacturing. The value of the products turned out by

e only six percent of the total value of all goods and

the country. Recent figures on Indian production show

of the total value of goods produced is manufactured goods.

an, 1(TE), Macmillan, Page 371.

the labor of the peasants produced enough food, in normal

familiesand have some left over.

Grade 6, The Wa s of
When India became in
`made their, living in
India's factories we
services produced in
that about 20 percen

Grade 6, The Wa s of
In traditional China,
years to feed peasant

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 387.
As trade expanded in old China, the money and banking system became very highly

developed. To meet the demands of new markets, production expanded. Silk and

porcelain manufacture, for example, was carried on in great shops that employed

hundreds of workers. Travelers from Europe returned with stories of China's

wealth and ways of production that seemed unbelievable against the European scene.

Grade 6; The Ways of (TE), Macmillan, Page,388.

If the Chinese had been interested in the mass production of everyday products,

no doubt they could have accomplished this. They, had the skills necessary

an industrial revolutiph. What they did not have was enterprising businessmen

who molted to get ahead in the world by building great industrial establishments.

Heavy industry began in China in the late' 19th 'century. But large-scale iron

and steel production actually developed in Manchuria, after the Japanese occupied,'

it in the 1930's.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page T113.
Increased productivity makes possible the greater satisfaction of mah's wants.
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r G144de'4, AdVentu ,ECondthicSi Ohio, Page 44. .

Trade between )lations.isa:lurthereextenSion pf area,anCoCcupational
Specialization. 5rom an'economIt stAndpoint, international trade isi
usually benqficial to all' nations'OrticOating til-it._- 4 ! ,.

-14 .

,

1
.

- '
4 .

k ' .. .

Grade 4, Adventure: EcOnoMics, 'Ohio,: Page 45. ._ .:, t
'Regions and nations attempt to'trade thOsecOmmddities Which they. produce
4.0,lower cost thati'Most other regions or nations, for those.commodities
produced more efficiently by.otherS. :Such :trade usually resulti in an in-
crease in the economic:wel/-being of all inVolvdd,' With the advent ofjn-
ternatjonal trade, the-ptinOple of specialization is tltended to encompass
twoor.more *ions.. The variety of commodities increases dud to extended'
area specialization,, and the ,price of commodittes.usUally decreases *due to
extendedoccupatidnal.and area.specializatton.,

-.

.Grade,4, Adventure:, Economics., bhio;-Page,64. .

The transaction betweeone country and other foreign nations must be in-
' cluded in any 'estimate of economic OoductiOn. If a country sells goods

and se'rvic'es .of greater value than those it pu'rChases, it would have a
positive net foreign trading balance. If it imports godds and services of

. greate?'value than those exported, t would have.a negative net foreign
trading balance. ' '

4 6 #

Grade 4, Colonial America, Fideler, Page 101.
New.England fishermen caught more fish than they needed, so they cleaned
andldried them to keep tham from sgbiling. Then they shipped thentto mar-
kets in Europe. There the dried fish were .exchanged for cloth and other ,

manufactured goods the colonists needed..

Grade 4, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 55.
Total output of goods and services is increased if the United States and
another country both specialize in producing those products for whioh their
resources are best suited and then trade with each other. '

Grade 4, Economic ,Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools. Page 212' .

Comparative advantage is the principle which explains that all nations
benefit if each concentrates on producing and exporting goods they can
produce with the greatest efficiency and importing goods in which they
have the least relative efficiency.

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 89.
Men can change travel and trade routes by opening new means of travel,
Trade changes people's lives.

-Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 91.
Trade began when one city, made more of something than it could use and
other people'wanted.dr needed to buy it.
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TRADE (NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL): COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

Grade 4, Four Lands: Four People, Heath, Page 97.

Trade depends on agood system oftransportation.

Grade 4, Great Explorers, Fideler, Page 100. .

La Salle built forts near the Great Lakes. From these forts

with the Indians for furs.

his men traded
. .

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Rage 43.

Being able to export large quantities of food is a sign of a developed

country. If American farmers still used traditional farming methpds, it

is likely that we would not be able to export food.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE),'AmeriCan Book Co.;

Page 2-13.'
Trade and commerce are vehicles for social interaction,and cultural exchange.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE); AmerfcansBook Co.,

Page 3-3. -

Communication in the form of trade and. travel between groups of the same

culture helped lead to the building of cities.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 107.
The Mayan Roads were a fine system of roads which.allowed traders to

travel to all parts of the land to exchange goods for ofher articles.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book to.,,'

Page 4-3.
Trade is an important factor in communication.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities' and Cultures, (TE), Amgrican Book Co:,

Page 4-4. .

.

.

Trade helped the cities of the 18th and'19th ,centuries to grow. t

Grade Investigating Communities and Cujtures, (TE), Amerigan.Book Co.,

Page 143.
As Roman power.was weakened, parts Of the great Empire.Were abandoned by

Roman soldiers and traders. By about 476 A.D., the Western Roman Empire

,tr e,_so commerce died 1n the old Roman' Empire. Gradually, trade and

,could no longer keep out the people from the and east. These people

were mostly farmers ruled by ttrong chieftains. They did not understand

c mmerce began to grow again, and by the 9.00's Europe was again becoming

prosperous.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 5-1. . .

Trade is a vital part of communication, within a 'culture or between cultures.

In order for actual systematic trade to develop and continue, it is necds-

sary to haye an economic structure. Exchange of goods takes place by trading,

as in barter,or as 4n a monetary system. . '
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TRADE'cNATIONAL4AND INTERNATIONAL) : COMPARATIVE-,A0VANTAGE

Grade 4, investigating Gollimunitfes and Cultures,- (TE),, American Book Co;,
t,- Page 5-1. z.. -

. ..,. " , -, ,

Through increased. tradi, the world has largely become on 'economiclOmmunity.

... . I
-..,,Gradi: 4, 'Investigatin% Communitiel and Cultures, tTE), American .Book .Co.,

'Page 6-11, , -, .,' ' .--'.- -.,,, ... -
, - - .

,Trade:and. commerce' is a vehiile , fOr- Social interaction and c.ul tura I mod-

,. ifidatibd. Ideas, language, and tedhliologiiS flow as freely as goods and
services.,..:.. , .',-- ,,- .

.

Grade -4, Investigatin9 Communities ind Cbltures,. (TE), American, Book Co.;

,- , , Page, 8- 4:.. -,.. -- *: ;-: ,,,-, ;
.

InternatibnaT'trade:, ii ail Oample of voluntary international cooperation.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities,and,Zultures, (TE); American Book Co.;
Page 8-5

,
.,

The eastern hemisphere, largely Europe, has made tremendous efforts and has
had some notable'success in attaining international cooperation regarding
trade, travel and ilidu; stry, 1 ;

e

.. .
-

..' Grade 4, Life oh Paradise Island, Wilson and Wamke, Page 110.
When considering the effect of tradeon the Gross National Product, or GNR,
the valde of' exports and imports husi be compared. If more money enters the
country that leave's the GNP larger. If more money leaves the country than
enters it, the GNP is smaller.. .

4 .

* . . .

Grade 4, Our Working' World! Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,
SA.A Senesh, Page '71. ,

A port facility in a river/sea region an have economic benefits for the
entire country and for, other 'nations as well. The port facility is an
-aid in international trade. A

. . ' .

Grade- 4, Our Working World:Y Regions of the United States, (TE), 2nd ed.,
MA,, Senesh, Page 214.
Overseas tradipg is exciting and also has a profound impact on the economy
of the New England port towns.

grade 4; Regions indSocial Needs, (TE), Laidlaw,'Page 55, -

The sheik of Bedouin'tribe,,decides things for the tribe. He tells them
when to movetfie tents and where they will §o to trade.

Grade'4,. Regions and Social Needs, (TE),'Laidlaw,' Page 57.
The people in aAl oasis arethappx1to trade with the Bedouins., The Bedouins

supply the' oaSis 'with meat 4hd clothing material. The Bedouins receive
Oates and grain and water in trade. 0

Grade 4, Regions and!, ocial Needs, (TE), LaiOlaw, Page 64.
Gobi communities tare _tra,de_ith other- communities.

.
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TRADE (NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL): COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

Grade '4, Regions and SocialNeeds, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 108,. 114

Good means of transportation are essential to trade: European'countries

are dependent upon

/

trade.
, . A

Grade 4, Reglons and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 134. . < .

The people of the Congo Basin sell other countries ,some things they produce.
They buy some things other countries produce. These things must be trans-

ported.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T94.
People trade to get things they cannot produce for-themselves.

G4de 4, Regions Around the World,. (TE),. Field Educational Pub., Page T85.
.?,:roday, Japan is an industrial giant, but at one time it isolated itself

frOm trading with_ the rest of the world. : 0

. .
.

.

Oracle 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field.Educational.Pub., Page T91.
Changes in trappprtation, communication,.and trade came about because of ,

the Industrial Revolution., .re e
.4 '...

4. .

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TEl, Field Educational.Pub.l.Page T92.

Modern means of transportation were invented after the InchistrialeReAlutidn '

began.. These meAnS7of transpgrtation increated the amount of.trading done

and the amaunt,Of'sgoods that were available. .
- .

*
.

(

Grade ?,'Regions Around the World, (TE), -Field EdUcatfona Pub., P'age 270.

In 1853, American ships, commanded by Matthew Perrysteamed into-Tokyo har-

,bor. Perry brought a letter from the President.of the Onit.ed Sates to the

Japanese Emperor: The President wanted Japan and the United States to trade

. with each other. Perry left and returned with gifts. When the Emperor saw

G these gifts, he realitbd thot Japan had been wrong to shut itself off from

the world.1
,

.
di,

.

Grade 4, Regions Around the Arid, (TE), Field EducationalPub4 Page 282. - . .

Trade is 'buying and selling. It isthe exchange of goods and money among-

the people of the world. ,Until the modern means of transportation were '.
- .

indented, there was little trade from one area to another.
/

.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jdvanovich, Pages 184, 210, and 236.
People share resources whehAhey trade goods and services. -

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts andlialues, (Orange) (TE)1 2nd ed:,

Harcourt,'Brace, Jovanovidh, Page 213.
Early settlers in North America traded with the Indians. The settlers traded

among themselves too.

4%.
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Grade 4, le Social .Sciences:. Concepts-and:Values, *Orange) (TE), 2nd ed.,
,Harcourt, Brade,'3ovarlovich,,,Pa0 251:-
Afew colonist thought the Indians,owned_the land. .These men traded with
the Indians. /Tie Dutch, for example, traded someteads and cloth for the
island where New York Ctty is today.

Grade 4, Story ofAmerica:' Transportation, Fideler, Page 13,
French explorers and fur traders traveled through much of the interior of
North America. Some of.the Frenchmen were furtraders who lived near the
Great Lakes. Each summer the traders loaded their furs in canoes. Then
they paddled along the shores of the Great, Lakes and down the St. Lawrence
,..River to the town of Montreal, where they sold the furs.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to,Economics: Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 11.
The discovery of the Pacific Northwest created new markets in which the
Indians could exchange their goods for those. of the Americans.

Grade 4, Teachers Guide to- Economics: Grade 4, Oregon (DEEP), Page 29.
It was4difficultand *wive for the pionders'to ship pings from place
to place. They could not specialize very much, because it was 'hard for
.them to ship their products to distant markets and hard for them to take
advantage of goods manufactured by'sp!cialists in other parts of the country.

.,

Grade 4; Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 4, Oregon (pEEP), Page-31.
Improved methods of transportation facilitate trade.

Gride 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 146.
Trade includes jobs such as buying and selling.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 172: -

BarteP is a special.kind of trade. It is the exchange of goods,for goods,
or goods for services, or services for services.

,
Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 257.

,

Long before Chicago became a manufacturing city, it was a trade icenter.
Chicago's location makes it a center for buying and selling. I

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TEY,,'Macillillan, Page 271. .

Mthough Japan needs to import most of their raw materials, they, produce
more than enough goods for the Japanese people. Japan exports manufactured

is

ti

gppds all over the world as well.

Grade 4, Weliof the W100td, (TE),.Macmillan, Page 271.
Even countries that can Mapufacture the same things Japan does, buy Japanese,
products. The United States is one of them. It happens because although,
the cost of transporting goods across the Pacific to the United States is

' high', they cost less than they would if they were made here.
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Grade 4, Web ofthe World, (H), Macmillan, Page 274.
Trading between countries is an example of large-scale interdependence.
Osaka is & leading industrial city in the.trading nation of Japan.

Grade 4, Web ofthe World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 277.
Trading centers often develop in places where there is a natural break in
the transportation chain.

Grade 4, Web o orld, (TE), Macthillan, ?age T104.
Specialization in pro uction leads to' interdependence and-exchange.

t

Grade5, Adventure: Economics, Ohio, Page 44.
Trade between nations is a further extension of area and occupational
specialization. From an economic standpoint, international trade is usually
beneficial to all nations participating in it.

t
Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T36.

\The new-nation,depended on world trade for her prosperity.

G de-5,.The American/Adventure, (TE), field, Educational Pub., Page T52.
The economy of the nation was niade stronger by the vision of yany. American

\\
businessmen who saw the potential of Far Eastern trade. Trade with China

,increased the wealth of many in the United States. Trade increased rapidly
with the development of new power- driven vessels.

5 .

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 18.
After the CrUsades, ships began regular trade routes from the eastern end of
the Mediterranean Sea to northern and western Europe.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 1,00.
:The King_of England ordered that the colonists must. trade only with certain
countries.- The King's restrictions on trade were known as the Navigation
Acts. Colonial merchants and shop-owners knew that the Navigation Acts
would limit theirpsales. The Acts stated that all goods made in the colonies
must first go to Britain to be taxed: This caused many colonists to start
smuggling their.goods out of the:colonies to avoid the taxes.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Fie ld Educational Pub., Page'157.

Britain and France had been fighting almost constantly since 1793. Napoleon'

Bonaparte decided in'1805, that the only way he could ruin Britain was to
destroy her trade. By 1807, both countries had set up blockages to'interfere
with ships leaving-each other's ports.-

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational rub., Page 248.
When the,fur,trade became important in what is now Washington and Oregon,
commies in that region' also began to trade with China. China prOvided an

excellent market for furs.
.

Grade 5, Ameri n Nei' ors, Fideler,,Page 1-xi.
Trade be- t ),Inited States and our neighbors in North and South America

is'impOr nt both to them and to us...,
r

. i
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Grade 5, American Neighbors' Fideler, Page 1-81.
Today, many Canadians are disturbed by the fact that people in the United
States control]so much of Canada's manufacturing and trade. AlthoUgh they
recognize 'the need for trade with the,United States, they would like Ca adia-ns
to-control more of Canada's industries and mineral resources.

.0

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Pegg 3-41., ,

When Columbus was a boy, Europeans were eager to trade with the lands of .

eastern and southern Asia known as the. Indies. 111 the Indies, they qould.ob- ',,

tan spieces, silks, and Other precious goods tbat'could besold for high
.prices in Europe. .

,

Grade-5v American Neighbors,Fideler,Page.3-55.
One reason why the Spanish colonies were poorer than those of other-Eurbpean
countries was, that the Spanish colonies had less freedom of trade. "

Grade 5, American Neighbons,,Fideler,,Page 3-104.
Farqing is the main occupatidn in the Caribbean Lands. S'ome of them work on

large farms where coffee, bananas, and other crops are grown for export to
foreign countries.

Grade 5, American Neighbors,-Fideler, Page 3-110.
1

, .

Each year the people of the United States buy ldge amounts of coffee and
other farm products from the Caribbean Lands. The Caribbean region is; well

suited to exporting firm products. No place in this region is very far from
the sea coast. Therefore, farm products do not have to be transported long
distances by land.

Grade 5, American.Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-,124.
In Central America, all of the republics except Panama have joined together
in-a "common market:.'; These countries have eliminated tariffs, or taxes, on
most products shipped from one common-market country to another. The common

market has helped to increase trade.and encourage industry in Central America.
Several countries and territories in the Mest.-Indies have also made trade
agreements in an effort to help 'industry grow:

grade 5,,American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-126. I'
Countries in the,Caribbean Lands region must buy many products from outside

nations. Most"Caribbean countries sell farm products and other raw materials

to help pay for the goods they import.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-7.
Most South American, countries belong to the Latin American Free Trade Assoc-'
iation.i. This organization is trying to.promote trade among its members by
reducing taxes and tariffs on goods that one country sells to another.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its/Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 24.
Throughout the 16001s, French explorers, scouted the North American coast. '

Indians along the St. Lawrence River offered to trade furs for Eurbpean goods.
The French realized the furs could be sold in Europe at a great profit. Thus

the French set up trading posts where they could trade with the Indians..
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Grade 61 Asking About the USA'and Its Neighbors, '(TE), American Book Co.,
,

Page 278.. .
-. - , , . -

Cartier was nester successful in establishing a colony in Canada, though his
explorations did lead.to the beginning of:the fur trade With the Indians.

. . .
. -, .

..

_

Grade 5, Asking About he USA-and Its Neighbors, (TE), American 8o9k Co.;

Page2P9. .

. _

French traders found that-the Indians admired their metal tools, which were

much stronger.than the stone tools the Indian's, used., In exchange for tpoTs.,,

,the Indians were willing to give the Ectrolleanifurs--great stores,af then:

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American_ Book Cd.;,.

,,,Page 301. .
, --

The first European to come in contact with the Indians of the Northwest,

were the fur traders.of the Hudson's Bay Company. The traders would ex-

change.articles used by the white men for the furs of the animals that had

been trapped and killed by the Indians.
t . -

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its.NeighbOrs, (TE),-American Bdok Co.,

Page 302.
As the fur trade flourished, the Indians began trading with white men who

were'.not as honest as the people of the Hudson's Bay Company. These mer)

traded liquor for the furs. But the liquor they traded was usually the

lowest grade whiskey to which red ink or tobasco had been added. r

.

Grade 5,. Canada, Fideler, Page 89. ',

Trade in grains and other goods has always been important to Winnipeg.

. Grade 5, Canada, Fideler, Page 184. ;

.Canada isdTiaent on the United States for trade. Nearly three-fourths

of the country's exports are sold to the United States. These exports

Included petroreum,ron ore, and wood pulp,as well as a variety of manu-

factured products. In exchange, Canada buys machinery, motor vehicles, food

products, and many other goods from the United States.

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 37. .

.)Althoggh. Mayan cities contained many buildings, they had few inhabitants.

r Most of the people lived in small villages dotting the tountryside. However,

they often.went to the nearest city to worship their gods or to trade in the

arketplace, ,

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 104.
The Caribbean countries lack industrieS to make use of their rave- materials.

Therefore, they sell large amount of bauxite, mahogany,-and other raw mat-
erials.to countries in other parts of the world.

Grade 5, Caribbe n Lands, Fideler, Page 107.

In the Caribbea Lands, he farmers grow crops.omainly for their own use

rather than fo sale. Occasionally they may taketSome of their cropso

tharket to sel or to tra for articles'that they cannot make themselves.
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--- Grade' 5, Caribbean .Lands,fideler,Page 127.. -:-

.- Fereivtrade,is Very- if4portant to the, Caribbean' Law,. The,qaribbeap -, ,

countries mist buy-.many products frmother nations.`' One reason for:this As-
: ! 'that most CatAbbein ikwitelts.:have_verywl ittle industry... -The Caribbean f ,

. -countries also 'impart _sPIVW Of. the 'food that ,the jr- people,dat. .T9 help, pay -.."

for the.§1194s they import most Callbbean tountriei ,seXT -aria products and,,

. ..N.. `," other raw' materials" to other :nations. '-:: =...:,-..-:-! = ---- ,: -... :. ',. .7
- ft % ' ' ` a

, .

. 4
. . . ..

V
''''' Groe; 5, carlaleiri LlinciA 'FidelPfciel eil-Oige 128. -. . -.- -__ ....-: 7 . .. *.:.

11-11e.taeibilaan:;equntrjeAl trade mainly with gyrations 'Outside their rergldn.

''-'1"-hey have46Ver traded" very...niudYvii th-Ore sanothel-. .:,-* ,:" ",-, .

t

t

'

(

. -

.Gra0W8, 'Caribbean Lands7,;.'1deleriPage - ";

Many Caribbean countries trade mainly with .the:Unitect States,. This nation
is the.Chce buyer of 'exports and ''the chiefTsUpplierof. imports for most of
the Central American republicS., .

...

- I

:Grade '5, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 55.
:Total output of goods and services is increased if the 'United States and
another country both specialize in' producing, those things for which their
resources are best suited and then trade with each other. , ,

Grade 5, .Economic. Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 189.
, Regions specialize in producing what they can produce to best advantage.
Regional specialization is, in fact, a result of the comparative advantage
the region has over other regions.

(1
Grade 5, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 217.
TheUnited States is increasing its Ides to the rest of the world in econ-
omic as well as political matters. This "tie" exists because of the import-
ance of exports, imports and international investment. Under the principle
of comparative advantage, countries may import certain goods that they
could produc4 themselves at an even lower price than what they pay for the
imports. They make up this apparent loss by producing and selling something
that they have an even greater advantage in. Even if one country could pro-
duce,everything cheaper than another (absolute advantage), they would have
more advantage in some things than in' others. Menge, it would still be to .

their gain to specialize'in things where they had the greatest "comparative
'advantage" -- and buy those where they had the' least comparative advantage.

Grade '5, FourWorld Views, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page,95.
The sea was a highway for trade and travel to the ancient Greeks.

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 28.
Foreign trade helps a nation grow. A nation imports natural resources it
does not pave, and agricultural products it cannot grow, and it exports
agricultural and manufactured items it has a surplus Of. 4

Grade 5, In These United States, Heath, Page 321'
Since resources are not evenly distributed over the earth, and since nations
have different levels of development, the different nations trade with one
another. Imports and goodt. shipped into a country. Exports are goods shipped
out of a country. -In order to trade, a nation must have a good transportation
systeni.

1
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.

:-Srade. 5; In These United States, Heath, Page 98.

1

The chief activites of New York City are Manufacturing, trade and finance.
'trade is both foreign and domestic.

Grade5, Lands of the Middle East, .(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 122.
If England today had to subsist on the food that could be grown at home,
there would be famine in the country. England is able to support her

population only through trade.

0

Grade 5, Life on Paradise Island, Wilson and Warmke, Page 110.
Each nation can live better because of foreign trade; the people have a
greater Variety of goods,- different foods, clothing and'even new kinds
of tools.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T168.
Food offers more interesting trade possibilities, Farmers might want wild

food? such as game, fruits, or nuts; hunters might want homegrown foods such
as grain, vegetables, and dairy products. Farmers and hunters could possibly

trade clphting materials. Farmers could trade cloth for the hunters' furs

and hides.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, '(TE), Follett, Page T184.
Trade could stimulate specialization by creating a demand for more artisans

and for full-time traders. . "

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE),,Follett, PageT223.
_When the provinces could produce more food and goods,stfte Romans could enjoy
a greater variety of goods and could lain more wealth from trade.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE,Follett, Page T244'.
During the Middle Ages trade came to a stand still- When things were a

little safer again, many men became traders.

Grade 5, Mane the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T247.
After the Middle Ages; trade and production were carried out on a far
larger scale than during the best days of the Roman Empire.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page,T283.
The Chinese government opposed free trade because it did not-feel a need
for foreign'products or ideas, and if wished to control the'Europeans
sphere of influende.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 70.
In Europe, merchants helped people within the community to exchange the
goods they produced and trade with other communities.,

Grade5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 129.
More trade.is carried.on in'Chicago than in any other citPoof the United

States except New York.
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Grade 5Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 241.
Today a great deal of trade is carried on between people in different
communities and in different countries.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 68.
Along the Middle Atlantic coast were many bays and river mouths that pro-
vided good arbors for ships. Seaports such as New York, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore g -w up along these harbors. They handled the thriving trade between
the Middle A antic cdlonies and other parts of the world, By 1750, Phil-

, adelphia and w Yorklwere the largest cities in America.

Grade 5, The N rtheas , Fideler, Page 71.
Although Engla iallored the colonists much freedom, it kept firm control
dyer their trad

Grade 51 The Nor hear, Fideler, Page 72.
England wanted to pr vent the colonists from trading freely with foreign
countries such as France and the Netherlands.

Grade ; The Northeast, Fideler,' Page 85. -

According to the constitution, the federal government has the responsibility
to regulate trade and, settle disputes between states.

'Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 98.
Although the War of1812 hurt trade and shipping, it greatly helped manu-
facturing in the Northeast.

Grade 5, The Nqrtheast, Fideler, Page 145.
Many people fro the Northeast moved .Westward along transportation routes.
They established farms and settlements in the lands beyond the mountains.
A brisk trade began between the manufacturing cities near the coast and farm-
ing communities in the interior. This trade also helped the coastal cities
grow. It helped the settlements along the transportation routes to develop
rapidly.

Grade 5,,The Northeast, Fideler, Page 230.
Trade is exchanging on item of value for another. Trade takes place not only
between individuals and business firms, but also between states, regions, and
countries. 'People can have a better life through trade than they could with-
out it. By trading with each other, they can obtain goods that they would not
be able to produce themSelves.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United.States, (TE), Ginn, Page 76:
Americans use their water resources for transporting people,raw materials,
and manufactured goods. The oceans are valuable lines of transportation.
Today, ships leave American seaports carrying the products of our factories,

( farms, and mines for trade with countries all over the world.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 229.
All the world neighbors who share the earth are interdependent. No nation has
all the food, raw materials, and manufactured goods it needs. Each nation has
to trade with other nations"to get what its people need or want. The exchange
of goods among the nations of the world *is known as international trade.
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Grade 5; One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 230.
Trade and interdependence are two -way streets. We trade with our world

neighbors for the things which we need and they have. They depend upon us

for what theneed and we have.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T67.
The changes from a cluster of isolated self-sufficient communities to 'an'
interdependent world society increases trade and diffuses cultural ideas
and practices. .

Grade 5, Our Working World:, The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd,ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 53. .

A nation that buys goods and services from another country must pay for them
with goods and services or in gold.

Grade 5,,Qur Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, P' 78.

Mercantilis And free trade are coNtrastin9fethods of trade.

Grade 5, Our ITOrking World: The American Way of Life,. (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Page 83. -

After the War of Independence, Britain would not trade with the United States.
American merchants began to trade with European countries such as the Nether-;,

lands and France. During this time, trading ships began to visit China.
American merchants also traded with the Russians, the Spanish colonists in
South America, and the Pacific Islanders. The constitution gave Congress the

power to regulate trade between the states and with foreign nations.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed.,

Senesh, Pages 98 and 102. ,

The new nation of the United States faced many severe economic problems
caused by the loss of-trade with England and her colonies.

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way
(

of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.ReA.,

Senesh, Page 145.
A tariff is a tax, placed on goods produced in a foreign country and shipped

into the United Statet. Hamilton's tariff plans increased the expense of
fOteign goods and encouraged Americans to buy goods produced in the United

,State
\

5.
,

Grade 5, Our Working World: The American Way OtilN, (T), "12nd ed., S.R.A.,

Senesh, Rage 209. ,

1
, ,

The U.S. government does not protect the steel industry by limiting foreign
imports, nor does it crack down on Dumping--in which foreign countries sell
steel to U.S. companies at cheaper rates.thag those at which it is sold in

the foreign country.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple} ,(TE), 2nd ed.,''

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 162.
People from one environment may trade resources with people from another
environment in order to meet needs. . '

I,

110
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Grade 5, The Social Sciences:
t
Concepts and alueS'i (P ANTE),.2nd,ed.,.

Harcourt, Brace, JovanovichoPagev196. **

To help increase their resources, theHopis, the Eskimos; an the Mexicans of
Tepetongo traded with other .people: The Hop sx for jnsiance,..trOed with 53,

other tribes from as far away as California. TtOough&tra,de, cities, states,

and nations. share their natural resources hts gives tIle people of the world
more ways in whiCh to get foods, theltr, cl thing and tools.

Grade 5, The SocIdl Sciences: Concepts and aluh, (Purple) (1'.E1,2ndoed.;
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 200.
Japan, is an island nation,which6has no hat gl iron ore and crude oil;:ando
imports almost 100 percent of these materials.,

.

Grade 5, The Sobial 'Studies
4

and Our CoutnrA
ts, making trills by land and water,
ell goods to one another. 0 t

he Social St dies and Our.Coantry

Merc
buy 0

Grade 5,
The production of surplus soodl leads,to th
ducing more goods than theii needed for theft
something to sell. With the profit--the'ga
that they made, the people of Itajy had mon
produced by other people. This buying and.
very important to Italy's economic developm

Grade 5, The. Social Studies and Our Country
The first.groups of Englishmen who shared t
were merchants. The merchants had made muc

Laidlaw, ,Page

ade it pdssible for people to

(TE), Laidlaw, Page 101.
development of trade. By pro-

eiyes, the people'of Italy had
made from the sale of goods- -

y with which to bdy goods ,

elllng of goods, or trade, was'

(TE), Laidlaw, Page 127.

e colt of building colonies
money by trading.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country (TE)','Laidlaw, Page 187.

Npw England's commercial fishermen made a g od profit exporting, or sending
ob/t, large amounts of fish to England and o her European countries.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country
The people of one colony often sold their s

(other colonies. In turn, they bought goods
This trade among the colonies became a larg
dolonisti learned to produce more goods.

(TE), aidlaw, age 188.
rplus goodS to-people in the
from the people of other colonies.
and larger business as the

4

. Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country,'.(TE), Laidlaw, Pages 269 and 332.
The American congress saw that it had to do something to help American workers
and businessmen. It passed a new tax on goods made outside of the United
States. This special tax was called a tariff. ,Tariffs passed by congress
aided.American industry by making foreign goods more expensive.

Grade 5, The Social Studies andsOut Country, (TE , Laidlaw, Page 316.

For many years, America had carried on a profit le trade with the West
Indies, airoup of islands in the Caribbean Sea. The West Indies supplies
molasses and sugar to the American traders which they brought'back to New

(
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Grade 5, The Social, Studies, and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 325. ,

To protect its trade in Latin America, England supported the Monroe Doctrine.

Grade 5, The Social Studiesand Our Country, (TE),'Laidlaw, Page=336,
As transportation improved and the shipping of products*overseas was made
easier, the American businessman entered freely into world-wide competition:
He leaned less upon the protective tariff and more upon-the excellences of
hts product.

Grade 5' The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 341.
. American businessmen believed that new markets and overseas investments would

bring more industrial grocith.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 344.
Increased world trade and the ownership pf land.overseas caused the United
States to play a larger part:ln world affairs.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country-,, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 350.
American businessmen have profited frqin the trade they established in,the
'Phillipines.

Grade 5, The Social. Studies'and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 353:
In the 1920's, congres pas,sed several laws which raised the tariffs on
goods coming into the United States, Some European countries, angered by
the United States action, raised their own.tariffs on American goods. 'Then
it became difficult to sell American products in Europe: Both European and

American business suffered.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T48.
Producing a surplus of goads encourages the dev'elopment of a, trading economy.

Grade 5, The Social Studies pnd Our Country,, (TEi, Laidlaw, Page T49 and T56.
The buying and selling of gods are important economic activities of people. ,

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T50.
People of a country constantly seek new ways to develop and carry out
trading activiyes.

Grade 5, The Sociel Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlew, Page T80.
Economists have discovered that people begin to engage in trade when they

start 'producing a surplus of goods.

Grade 5, The South,'Fideler, Page 88. -4

In the 1871TITITiCe between the South and other. parts of the country and
the world increased. Products such as cotton, lumber, end textiles were

, -exchanged for a variety of raw materialsAnd manufactured goods.
/

Grade '5, The South, Fideler, Page 1067.
In every city, there are many people who make their living by exchanging goods
and services. of the South's, largest cities, such as New Orleans and Nor-

fork, are seaprts. Farm products, minerals, and manufactured gols arse brought
to these ports forsshipment to other parts of the United States or/ to foreign

countries.
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Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 115t
Memphis the main trading and business city for western Tenessee and
parts of neighboring states.

.

L*
Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 238,
In every colnnuy, people obtain some of the goods they need through
exchange. This results from the fact that every community ha§ some 4iviiion
of labor. 4

Grade 5, South America, Fideler, Page 37. 4.
.The Spanish colonists were forbidden to trade with any, othecpuntry but
Spain. All the goods which they needed had to be bought -from Spain. In

/ return, each colony had to send its raw materials to Spain, for the colonies
were not allowed to trade with each other. J

Grade 5, South America, Fiddler, Page 134.
Whenever people divide up the work-of a community, they need to exchange

/ goods and services with each other. In this way, each person is able to
obtain goods and services that he doenot produce himself.

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 5, Oregon (DEEP), Page 1.
Our economy was becoming More spqcifliia-Trirmore efficient. People.and
regipns were concentrating more and more on goods and services that they
could make or grow particularly well, goods or services that they sold to
people in other places. New methods of transportation helped by making, it
easier and cheaper to ship things from place to place. Our new constitution
helped by removing the old restrictions on trade andbY preventing the

.various states from enacting new ones. .

Grade 5, Teachers Guide to Economics: Grade 5 'Oregon (DEEP); Page 25. , .

The people who live in one part Of the United States buy many things that
are produced in other parts of our country. Some of them earn money by
making goods and services that are sold ,to people who live in other, parts
of the country.

.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 33.
From the earliest days of the colonies, the settlers wanted to trade. They

needed guns, unpowder, tools, dishes, furniture, medicines, books, and
many other th gs. TQ buy these things took money. They had to find some- .

thing.tha ey could sell in order to make that money. In the 1600's most
of the En lish colonies depended heavily on the fur trade to!get them the

'money they needed.
/ .

Grade 5, This Favored Land; '(TE), Macmillqn, Page 52.
By the middle of the 170Dis, Thildelphia &nd New York had/become important
business centers. Bu Boston kept first place in shipbOlding and trading.

Grade 5, This Favore Land, (TE), Macmillan, page 239.
Cities of colonial days and in the early years of independence had, been
centers of buying and sel)ing and shipping. Trade was their main reason for

being -- trade and,public 1ife4
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S. Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE); Macmillan, Page T12.' , -
;

There are reciprocal advantages of trade; each side finds customersfor

. things it can produce and a.source of needed goods that'it could not readily
produce. ., # .

Grade 5, This is Man, Silver, Burdett, Page147.
Regional specialization encourages interdipphdent trade relations among
nations.

Grade 5, The West, Fjdele,-Page 105. -

Denver-is7iFiff&tant trading city for many people who live on the Great
Plains/or in the Rocky mountains.

Grade'5, The West, Fideler, Page 234.
People in early communities did not carry n as much exchange or trades

people do today. This.is partly becausefa more goods and services are .

available today than ever before. Better f rms of transportation have-also

made it possible for people to carry on more trade today than earlier people

did.

Grade 6,41.dventure: Economics, Ohio, Page144.
Trade between nations is a lurther extension of area apd occupational

specialization. Prothran ecoMomic standpoint, international trade is usually

. beneficical to all nationOarticipating in it.

.
.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 29. r
The'people7R-fhe Nile Valley could not obtain all the goods the needed jn

their own areary so they traded with people ,in other lends. Sin* there

.
were no longer any forests in the Nile Valley, wood was brought from Lebanon,

. in SouthwestAsia. Copper ore came from the Sinai Peningula.' Gold, incense,
ivory, and other goods came from the tropical lands farther ,South'in Africa.
In return forall the e goods, the people of the Nile'Vallgy, supplied the

people of neighborin lands with products such as wheat, Opyrus, and cloth.

Grade 6, Africa, fideler,, Page 39. .

,In order to stay healthy,_ all people need salt in their diet. The nearest

salt deposits-of,any.size in Africa were in the Sahara. 'The people who lived
in this.area were glad to send some of the,saTt to the people who lived in
the grasslands in exchange for gold. In this way a thriying trade developed:

,Through the years, large trading cities grew up in the grasslands of western

'Africa. Merchants came to these' cities from hundreds of miles away to ex-

change their goods.
,

.
.

.

Grade 6, Africa,%Fi eler, Page 46. ,

By the first centur A.D., ,seamen from Egypt-ind other lands along the Red

Sea were visiting t e east coast Of Africa as far south. as what isTnow Tan-"

,zania. # They trade with the small groups of people liVing there. In ex-

-.
change.for glassware, metal tools, and cotton cloth, they, received ivory and

-.

i other products.. x b.

A
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Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 53.
The Portuguese wanted to find an all-water route to India, so they could
buy goods directly from merchants'there. They would then no longer have to
"pay the high prices demanded by,Venetian traders.

Grade 6, Africa, fideler, Page 57.
NO't all fR-73Ttuguese who visited Africa were on their way to the'indies.
Portuguese traders also made voyages to Africa to obtain goods which they
could sell for high prices in Europe. these traders brought cloth, knives,
jewelry,land other articles that people 10 Africa wanted. They exchanged
these items for gold, ivory, and other products,

Grade'6, Africa, Fideler, Page 64.
Slavery was common among the Negro peoples of Africa. When traders from
Europe began visiting the coasts of Africa, the people who lived there were
eager to buy cloth and other gOods that the traders had to offer. They were
glad to trade some of their slaves to the Europeans in exchange for these goods.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 64.
Although some Eurdpean nations were not really eager to establish/colonies
in Africa, they did so because they feared that other nations might gain
Control of certain,territorie9 and prevent them from trading.

. ,.
.

Grade.6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page-'43.'
King Henry wished to increase Portugal's quantity and range of trading

,

'activity; he saw that the means to this end was the development of Portuguese
sea power. % .

.
Grade 6, The Age of Western Expansion, (TE),, Allyn and Bacon, Page 53..,

The Portuguese did not want competition from European.neighbors:_ they,wanted.,
.1,',.- . the African coastal trade to be theirs exclusively hence; they, were anxious

:4..
.,, to keep their neighbors ignorant as to winds,. currents, coastal landmarks,etc.
!:,' Trading forts were often used as jumping-off places for further exploration

-', and as defense outposts, but their primary use was for protecting trade.
Goodi brought from the interior could be safely kept at a trading fort to
await the arrival of a Portuguese ship. Likewise, goods from Portugal could

It /be kept there until traded ko Afrfcan merchants% Also, a well -armed trading
'
,

fort could keep traders of other countries from engaging in trade with Africans.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 95.
Even with careful farming methods, British farmers are able to grow only half
the food needed by the people. The rest must be imported, because there are
so many peoplie to feed and there is not eno gh land suited to agriculture.

Gra* 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T21.
As trade developed, so did problems: transporting good4, copi4 with the
effects of a grooving market, changing from barter-to mow, and meeting a
ri ihg demand for specialists,

.
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Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T37.
The increasing population and shortage of good landeVentually forced the
Greeks to import grain from other countries. To pay fOr these imports; the

Greeks exported olive oilaria the wine made froth the grapes of their -vine-

yards. After a while they raised little grain at all, cohcentrating on the

crops that could be turned into export items.:

Grade 6, dultur es in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T46,7 "
During the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries,,the.kings and lords became pnweT-
ful enough to patrol the highways and ri'vers. They would protect traVelthg

traders and merchants. Trade between western Europe and ,the Ueeiterranean

area increased. ,

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T65. . .

From the 8th and 10th century, daring Viking warriors-from Scandinavia
raided the coasts of northern Europe. But by the end of the 10th" century,

the Vikings hod accepted Christianity. Turning' to trade, they gave up their

4 warlike ways. Life in Europe became more peaceful. Strong lords and rulerS

were able to protect roads and rivers, .
,

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T66.
Ihcreasing.trade at the end of the Middle AgeS provided new job opportunities
that attracted people to towns. Merchants, former serfs, and skilled workers

settled in towns.

Grade 6, Cultures in-Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T67.
Trade makes a greater variety of goods available and permits people to
specialize in those jobsthey can do best.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T75:'

In both early Greek and medievalEurope trade began when subsistence farang

ended. The roles of rulers and lords were also similar in both periods.
The rulers controlled trade through taxation ,and also tried to protect it.'

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (ID), Follett, Page T202.
EncOuraged by their recovery after World War II, the western European nations

made a number of economic agreements. The most important of these was the

formation. of the European Eoo ()Mc Community. The Common Market, as it was

called, promoted the free mov ments of goods, services, and money among France,

Italy, West Germany, and the :enelux countries of Belgium, the'Netherl'ands,

and Luxembourg.

.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transit
President Nixon's trip in 1
China and the United States
countries, began to renew t

Grade 6, Cultures in Trans
Outside Chinese bor prs,
China. But China was se
with these people. It al

Confucian China regarded
ed them outside trading

0 "-

on, (TE), Follett, PageT224' .

72 to China, opened the door to trade betWeen

Aftera-21 yearrgdp, the people of these two
eir exchange of.gOods and Ideas.

tion,'(TE), Page T271.
erested,in, trading with
or having aby other contacts
hange goods with outsiders,'

emwere many people.ik
om interested intrading
'Ned its merchants to; 'ex

nts as a lowly clas ::But the governmentgrept-
ileges so that they codld make p living. I
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0
.Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Guide: Oklahoma, Page 55.,
Total output of goods And'services is increased if the United States and
another country bOth specialize in producing those products For which their
resources,are.bestsuited and then trade with each other.

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T310.
Trade plays an imp6rtant part in the Chinese friendship campaign. In 1972,
China's trade with Italy and Britain increased greatly,: West Germany was
already Peking's third largest trading partner that year and continues to do
a great deal of business with the People's Republic,of China.'

Grade 6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett,-Rage T360.%
The Tokugawa period was a time of economic strain for the ruling class in ,

Japan, as well as for the peasant. The main problem was an economy based on
farming in an age when trade was rapidly expanding.-

Grade 6, Economic Education Curriculum Gpide: Oklahoma, Page 56.,
International trade is ,a two-way exchange consisting of both imports and,
exports. Barriers to trade may take the form of cultural and social differ=
gnces as well as artifical trade barriers such as tariffs and different
monetary systems.

Grade'6, Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Scho s, Page 194.
Comparative advantage is the principle which, explain atoll nations
benefit if each concentrates on producing and exporting gpods they can
produce with'the greatest efficiency and importing the goods in.which they
have the least relative efficient'.

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas-Elementary Schools, Page 220..
Trade on a world basis is known as impcirting and exporting,. Exported goods.
are those largely from agricuftural'andmasS-producing industries. Imported
goods are those things that a nation doe coat produce (it does not 'produce

enough of. They are bought from another country. Two important problems
which arise in world trade are due to differences1n monetary systems and
tariffs. A country has in advantage in the world's market in both price and
quality,when it specializes in producin§ the things it can produce efficiently
and then depends on trade for other things,. By trading, a nation can conserve
its natural resources. Most of the .large cities of today.grew_up as trading
centers.

,,,,,,

Grade 6, Economic Education for Arkansas.Elementary Schools, Page 250.
Trade with Latin America is vital, not only to provide tis with those products
which we lack, but also to providefa market for our manufactured goods.
Another advantage of trade with'these nations is helping them to raise
their.standard of.living and to become strong neighbors.

Grade 6, EConomic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, Page 252.
Diversification in exports is a necessity for a high 'standard of ,livin9,4nd r

a meaningful part in world trade.
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Grade 6, Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP),-Page 9.

Nations with expanding economies_contribute to the economic growth of the

United States.

Grade 6,-Economic Education for Washington Schools: K-6, (DEEP), Page 11.

Productive resources are unevenly distributed among the countries of the
world. Therefore, each country benefits when it exports those goods which
it can produce most cheaply and imports, the goods which other countries

produce most cheaply. The kind of goods in which each country may specialize
will depend upon the productive resources which are most abundant and there-
fore relat4vely jCheap.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 44.
Today Britain still doesn't sell as much abroad as it should. It buys more

than it sells. Some money comes from trade and some from tourists. But

this is not enough. The imbalance of outgo and income continues to be one of
Britain's greatest problems today. It affects every part'of the economy.'

Grade 6,_EleVed Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 136. -.

West Germany is a member of the Common Market, along with France, Italy,
Belgium, and the Netherlands. EaCh of these countries makes some products
that are better and cheaper than any others in Europe. Geinan machinery,

vehicles, and instruments are valued everywhere. They are important West

German exports.. Germans exchange these products with products from other

members of the common market. In this way the economies of Europelan countries

are tied to- one another.

Grade 6,'Eleven Nations; (TE), Ginn, Page 165.
Even if Egypt did not have many resources of its own, because of its location,

it had access to resources from other places. Egypt was within reach of ;
idtraders sailing. from other early settlements and its own boats could reach

Greece, Asia Minor, or the Levant. The Nile River was also a highway, empty-
ing into the Mediterranean bringing with it products from CehAtral Africa. -
Early Egyptians had access to goods which were brought by ship, transported
along the river, or carried across the desert by caravan. Partly by trading,

Egypt grew rich'.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 251.
r CP -8 A- s" -,s. cro of Ni eria. Now the Niger-

'ans are making more money abroad from the,sale of petroleum, a ough cacao

sthe second largest export item.
111

grade 6,i Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 323.
The East India Company was a trading company, chartered by Queen Elizabeth I,

of England. Its men were permitted to trade in'the countries of Asia. Early

in the seventeenth century, ships of the East India Company sailed for India,
and its lieutenants set out to confer with Akbar the Great. Akbar died before

the first English merchants reached his shores, but his heirs signed agree-
ments with the visiting traders. The agreements allowed the traders to do,

business with the natives, to build warehouses near' seaports, and to hire
soldiers to protect the warehouses.
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Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), dinn, Page 354.
Japan lacks almost everything which is usually defined as a'raw material.
It doesn't have lead. It doesn't have zinc. It doesn't have minerals such

as gold or silver. It doesn't even have potassium, which is important for
the manufacture of fertilizer. Japan has to import 98 percent of the oil

it uses.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 355.
Japan lacks raw materials, but,by trading, it can import raw materials
and use them in manufaCturing. And in the modern industrial world, in
which nations hardly expect to produce all the goods which they need, Japan
specializes in the'production of boats.

Grade 6,-Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 421.
In each settled area of Guatemala people produced pottery and other wares
slightly different from those produced elsewhere. Gradually these local

products became popular in other towns many hundreds of miles away. Also

some are* had mirferals, or metals, or. other things such as quetzal feathers
that other areas didn't have but wanted. Trade began. Along with trade

came other cultural contacts.

Grade 6, Eleven.Nations, (TE), Ginn,.Page 455.
Although Guatemalan faCtories produce more products than any other Central-
American station, Guatemalans still import most of their manufactured` goods

from abroad.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 462.
Trade between the United States and,Brazil is very important. Brazilians

ship many of their products to'our land, such as coffee, manganese, and Brazil
nuts; we ship many of our products to them. Therefore, our trade with Br zil

provides many jobs in the United States. Large sums of money from the nited

States are invested in many Brazilian industries, too.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page T34.
Inasmuch as the Japanese had to import so Many of the raw materials needed
for industry, and because Japan is an island nation, it is clear,that to
successfully develop, Japan had to become a trading nation.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 61.
Marseille and Lyonare important French trading cities. Marseille is located

coast of France. Ships sail in and out of the harbors

of this great port city, carrying cargoes betweerrrawarnt-trther-cratiritri-

40
Grade 6,-France, Fideler, Page 97.
Fine wines are among the most famous of French exports. These and other

products have helped France become on of the world's great trading nations.

Grade 6, Germany, Fiddler, Page viii.
Europe's location and the many natural harbors along its tirregular coastline
are favorable for trade.
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Grade'6, Germany, Fideler, Page xii.
The European Community as a whole has achieved success far beyond the ex-
pectations of many people. It has become the world's largest trading power.
Between 1958 and 1970, the member nations increased their world trade more
than two-and-one-half times.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler,-Page 25.
The Romans established trading posts in what is now Germany, but most of this
territory remained outside the Roman Empire.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 85.
A certain amount of trade is carried on between East Germany and West Berlin
but most of the supplies the West Berliners need are brought in from West
Germany. West Berlin is able to pay for much of what it imports by'selling
its manufactured products. The West German government pa9-for the rest.;

Grad ,6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 80.
In 1900, about 99 percent of all goods sold in Mexican department stores were
made in foreign countries. At that time, Mexico sold raw materials abroad

and bought manufactured goods. Very often-Meiicd,received low prices for the

agricultural and Mineral products it exported. But the prices, Mexico paid

for its imports were generally high compared with the prices it received for
exports. .Today, about 99 percent of the products sold in Mexican department
stores are made in the country. Mexico now turns most of its raw materials

into finqhed prOducts" for use at home.

-1,

Grade 6, to A5Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 81.
Mexico, is 'specially popular with travelers from the United States. In a

typical year, more than a mi1liofl people from the United States visit Mexico.
They money spent by tourists helps to balance the payments made by Mexico
for machinery'and other goods it buys'from the United States.

Grade 6, In A-Race With Time; (TE), Macmillan, Page 99.
For many years, the Central American nations were referred to as "banana

republics." The term was used because bananas were the chief export of most

of the countries.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 108.

The chief barrier to trade between the Central American countries is the
ion set up such ari

early in its history. Tariffs are sometimes said to be like walls around a

country. The ports are compared to gates where a toll is paid. A "tariff

wall" is supposed to protect manufacturers and farmers within a country. It

does this by keeping pout foreign goods that might sell for less than things
produced at home.
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Grade.6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 110.
The success of the Central American Common Market can be shown in several
ways. For one thing, trade among the five member republics has greatly in-
creased. In 20 years, trade among the Central Verican countries has risen
from about 8 million dollars to about 150 million dollars. At first, most

of the trade within the Common Market countries was in agricultural products.
_Now the large part of trade is in industrial goods. The growth of manufact-
uring has been encouraged ty a large bank set up by the five nations. It

lends money to start manufacturing plants that will produce goods needed in
Central America.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 129.
Millions of United States' dollars were poured into Cuba after the Spanish-
American War. The country developed rapidly, but a disturbing change took
place. Sugar became the "master" in Cuba. Cattle ranches became cane plant-

ations. The production of coffee and tobacc, declined Ind food production

did not keep up with the, growing population.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 139.
The Commonwealth. is something like a family, a mother (Great Britain) and
her grown children (former colonies). All the members are independent nations

that cooperate in trade, foreign affairs, and military natters.
(

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 146,
The development of manufacturing is practical only when markets are available.'

The industrial progress made by Puerto Rico is due in part to that island's
being within the vast United States market area. Products flow freely between

the mainland and the island because there are no tariff barriers. The former

British possessions are not as fortunate as Puerto Rico. Unlike the small

nations of Central America, the former British colonies in the Caribbean have

not formed a common market. That is, they have not removed the trade barriers

between the islands. They have not erected a common tariff wall to protect
local industries from foreign competition.

Gi'ade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 162.
A great demand for Colombian coffee developed because of its superior flavor.
Colombia became next to Brazil, the greatest exporter of coffee in the world.

II U

Minerals now account for almost all that Chile earns abroad. And copper

from the desert Chile, accounts for about three-quarters of the total value
of the minerals exported. Chile exports more copper than any other country

in the world. The United States produces more copper than Chile, but it".'.$

uses its own output and normally buys a large part of Chile's copper as well.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (JE), Macmillan, Page 284.
During the dictatorship of El Supremo, Paraguay was cut off from the outside

world. The country was forced to become self-sufficient and to develop its

resources. After the death of El Supremo, the country was opened to foreign

trade, and immigratidn.
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Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page'320.
Foreigners who walk along the docks are very much impressed with the great
variety of products that Brazil exports and imports. It seems that every

possible agricultural product and every type of manufaqured article is being
placed on vessels bound for all parts of the world. And as the great cranes

lift crates and bales from the ships, it appears that Bra,zil also imports

every kihd of agricultural and manufactured article.-

Page 374.Grade'6, In_A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, PagSteps

are being taken to form a Latin American market place. latemala,
\sio.w,

El Salvador, Honduras, Nlcaragua, and Costa Rica formed the Ceh/ral American

Common Market and agreed to join together in developing agricul and in-

dustry. Among other things, these nations are removing restrict.' ns on trade.

For example, they are lowering the taxes on goods shipped from one, ember
nation to another.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 424.
The United States should respect the Latin American plea for "trade, no

aid." For example, the Argentines would like to sell beef in this count
Brazil would like to increase its shipments of coffee and cacao.. Peru wo d

like to sell more tuna fish. Yet, as Richard Nixon noted just before he be

came President, Latin American exports to the United States have been cut in

half since World War LI. The Latin American nations feel that the United
States should buy from'its neighbors, rather than from more'distant countries.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan,. Page T32.
The single tariff wall placed around the common market was designed to dis-

courage the importation of foreign products that might be grown or manufact-

ured within the Central American nations. At the same time, the single tar-

iff wall was designed to produce revenue by imposing a tax on imported articles.

Grade 6, In A Race ldith Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T72.
Spain's restrictions on Argentina's trade angered ArgentihT merchants and

became one of the chief reasons why Argentina revolted agarinst Spain.

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T95.
Since agricultural production has not increased as rapidly,as population in

Latin America, imports of food have had to increase over the years.

Grade' 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page-H-05.,
The interdependence of people of the world makes, exchange and trade a

necessity in the modern world.

Grade 6, India, Fidelert Page 30.-
In the 14aFTEWopeans were eager to trade with India, to-buy.its spices

and silks and other luxuries. Arab traders had been. bringing these goods

overland from India to ports on the eastern shore of the Mediterranean Sea.

Here, traders from Venice and other cities in Italy loaded the goods on their

,ships and carried them to ports in Europe.
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Grade 6, India, Fideler, Page 101.
Factoriesirdifferent parts of India use iron and steel from the country's
mills to make metal products. The country must,still, however, import most
ofthe heavy machinery and other equipment that it needs for its growing
industries.

Grade 6; India, Fideler, Page 114.
Like other underdeveloped countries, India must import o t of the manufactured
goods that it uses. For example, much expensive mac ner purchased from
the 'United StateS and other industrialized untr* s. To earn money to pay
for imported goods, India exports raw materia such as iron ore and farm
products such as tea. However, it does not earn enough money from exports
to buy all the manufactured goods that its people and,its industries need.'

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 184.
Whenever people divide up the work of a community, they need to exchange
goods and services with each other. _In this way, each person is able to ob-
tain goods and serviges that he does not produce himself.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Won, Page 11.
The West's expansion into other parts of the world Was a result of trade and
exploration dating back to the sixteenth century. It was accelerated by the
Industrial Revolution and the need for new markets and sources of raw materials:
It was stimulated by new concepts of political and social freedom and by the .

growing nationalism of European states. Typically, Europeans came'to trade
and stayed to rule.

*O. *N.
Ck' Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures,(TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 31:

A country has the right to make regulations on its trade. Under the inter-
national Taw 'concept of sovereignty, no sovereign state can be forced to
trade against its will.

Grade 6, The Illleractiom of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 40.
A-nation's econoNy will collapse if all imports are paid for cash. This

problem occurred in China in the nineteenth century.

Grade 6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn arid Bacon, Page 97:
A one-crop economy is at-the mercy of,international 'Prices much more than
an economy that has diversified its production. The needs of world trade
are o angeable and a one-crop economy can easily find itself producing goods
that worla markets do of n u e. - -.or the

majority of the goods it uses and can easily suffeefrom an unfavorable
balance of trade.

Grade 6, In the Eastern Hemisphere, Heath, Page 67.
If a country must have imports to live, it must raise money through exports
or services to pay'for the imports.

Grade 6, In the.Eastern Hemisphere,, Heath, Page 77.
West Germany gets money from exports to pay for ,the food it imports. Only
the United States has a larger share of the world trade than West Germany.
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Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 43.
In them middle of the sixteenth century, when warrior landowners were still
struggling for power, missionaries and traders from Europe began coming to

Japan. The traders were successful fn their dealing with the Japanese. The

guns that the traders brought to sell were of special interest to the land-

. owning warriors, for these weapons were more effective than the bow and arrow

of the Japanese.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 48.
In 1854, Japan-signed a treaty opening two' ports to American ships. As the

years passed, more treaties were signed with the United States and other/
countries.

,Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 53.
Japan is a crowded country with little farmland and not enough natural resources

for industry. The only way it can provide its people with a good standard of
living is by selling manufactured goods to other countries and by using the
money earned this way to import food and raw materials.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 85.
Yokohama is Japan's third largest city and has a population of more than

2,200,000. Before Japan was opened to foreign trade, Yokohama was just a

fishing willage. In 1859, Yokohama's port was opened to foreign traders.
After traders began coming here, it began to grow rapidly, and today,
Yokohama is one of the'most important port cities in Japan.

Grade 6, japan,.Fideler, Page 121..
By the early.1900's, Japan had become an important manufacturing country
that debended on trade:

Grade 6,.Japan,-Fideler, Page 123
Japan, which is-the world's leading shipbuilding nation, sells tankers and
other types of ships to. countries throughout the world. At one time, Japan

was.mainly an exporter of cheap, poorly made goods.. Today, however, it has

become an exporter of many expensive, well-made products. These include

automobiles, cameras, and television sets.'

Ow"

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 146.
Because Japan is a workshop nation, its industries suffer if good trade

other countries.

Grade 6-, Japan, Fideler, Page 149.
Japan has to import most of the iron ore and coking coal needed by its iron

and steel plants. The Japanese have turned this handicap into an advantage

by shopping all over the world for the highest grade and the leastexpenssive

iron ore and coal.-

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 151. a
For many years, the manufacture of textiles has been a major industriin

Japan. BeforetWorld War II, textiles were the most important products that

Japan sold to other countries. Today, Japan is still one of the world's lead-

ing producers and exporters of textiles. The raw cotton and wool for Japan's

textile factories must be imported.
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.

l's-,Grade 6; Learning Aboutountries:and Societies, (TE); American Book Co.;
-7Page.

ge Mycenaeans became rich and powerful mostly because, of their success.in
making oilSsome perfumedand whattoday we would call bath oil,. They
becaMe known as the oil traders of the worldeven their king:was an oil
merchant a$ well as a_general and"a Oief. c-,

.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE),- American Book Co.,
Page 26. .

,, - . , ;/ "1 "'
,*?

Most Greek farmers were ablejo grow enough food for their own families, and
many were able to grow ektra food which they sold.to other residents of their
city-state., But even though they worked hard to make their land productive,
they could Not produce all the food that was needed; In fact, most of the

..
grain 'needed i6,6theris was imported. .

.

. . v
(4 .

Grade 6-, Learning AboutCountries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 3-8.0- '^" ,,,

'The Crusadeshelped bring about ,new trade' between the East and West Some
Italian,pcit4es provided ships and supplies to the crusaders so that when
they returned home thty brough back many eastern goods.

- . .. . ... , .

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 112.. c .. .

.

AS life greW safer in medieval France, towns began to grow stronger 4nd richer.
Trade increased, and a middle class of merchants and skilled craftsmen arose.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), AMerican Boa Co., .

.Page 114. ., ./ - 410

,

'
Although the Crusade did not accomplish'theirpurposeto gain 'control of
the Holy Land for.the Christians, they did have a lasting effect upOn western
Europe. The people who went on the Crusades saw ways of life that were very
different from,their own. They also saw many desirable goods that they had
not seen before. Western.Europeans wanted these goods, and trade with the
Moslem countries to the south increased.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 130: . .. . . ,

,

Craftsmen who had developed skills,on the manor left the overpopulated manor
villages and moved to the new towns. A lively trade between the towns and
thelbanor villages egan to develop.. The towns needed food from the villages,
and the country peo leneeded to buy clothes and tools from the towns, since
many of the:craftsme had moved there.

Grade 6, Learning About CoUntries a
'Page 188.

Ihdia cannot grow enough food for her population. Yet many major industrial
-nations in the world--with high living standards--do not grow all of the food
that their people eat. These nations buy food from other countries. They
use the money they earn from selling food, nonfood products, industrial re-
sources, and services to other nations of the world. India is struggling to
become able to export enough goods so that she can import food.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries anI Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

.Page 191..
,

All of India's resources are vitaltto her future. If India is to become a
fully ipdustrialized,nation, it mutt build.its industries upop its own

.resource's. Unlike nations like Japan and Great Britain, India cannot afford
to import raw materials.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,
Page 6-14.

,Many explorers stopped at the Port of Lagos to trade goods. British ships

also stopped here. Britain decided that these prodtjcts from Nigeria were
worthwhile and did not want any other country coming in to trade with the
Nigerians.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 290.
British trade with Nigeria increased rapidly in the 19th century. Now that

they could navagate.the Niger River, the British preferred to trade directly
with suppliers in the interior of Africa. They wanted to bypass the coastal
chiefs, ,the African middlemen, in order to make more profit for themselves.

Grade 6, Learning About. Countries and Societies, (TE)`,, American Book Co.,

Page 307.
In 1493, trade was expanding in Spain and Portugal, and each wanted ports
around the world to protect and assist fleets of trading ships. Thus, a

rage of exploration was started. -

..,

Grade 6, Learning About, Countries and Sorties, (TE),!AmericaP Book Co.,
. . .

Page 320. f

1

Dom Pedro II was King of Brazil fo ty-nine years. .Much of that time he

ruled wisely and well; he improved his country's trade with other nations
of the world.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries' ad Societies, (TE), American Book Co.,

Page 364.
Forty years ago the Soviet Union did not trade much with the rest of the world,
although some lumber, grain and cotton were sent to Western Europe. As rich

in natural resources as the Soviet Union is, the nation still imports raw
materials for its factories. Food, too, is br ught in, as well as goods such

as cars and furniture.

Grade 6, Man and Change, Silver, Burdett, Page 135.
J

opened the door to its own progress.
' en s offer to tra es

41 3

Grade 6, Man and Change, Silver, Burdett, Page 144.
If Japan is to maintain leadership in industry, it,must depend,
foreign trade.

Grade 6, Man and Society, Silver,, Burdett, Page 388.°'
Canada acquires much of its capital through - trade:
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Grade 6, Aur Working Wald: Regions of the World, (T), gnd ed., S.R:A., -'
.Senesh, Page 66.

,_
. c

.

The British Empire'grewthrough its development and expansion of trade routes,
exploration, that resulted in territorial claims, its establishment of merchant
companies, and so on. 4

. .

Grade 6, Qur Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.',,, .

Senesh, Pige 166. . . . . .

Tariff barriers increase pribes Artificially-and consequently decrease the
demand for goods.., ,

.Grade , Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senes , Page 176. . .,

The lack of sufficient economic diversity and diviOon of labor between nations
hinders trade and minimizes the beneficial effects of extending the b und-
aries of an economic region.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regjons'of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page'183. .

As communists control of Eastern Europe grew the United StateS and its
allies but off trade with most Eastern European governments. Comecon was
formed to,counter the economic benefits provided by the Marshall Plan through
wider economic cooperation between Eastern Eurlopean countries and, the. Soviet
Union. ! , , 0 -"I

. ,

Srade 6, Our Working World:. Re9iogs,of the Wo4dT(T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 200. 1

,
, '

.

_ _ :v

\
International conflicts are at times generated by economictexpansion, For '
instance, nations who compete economically with Japan must face difficult
decisions. These nations have two alternatives: to accept the challenge of
Japanese competition by trying harder; or minimize the effect of Japanese
competition by protecting domestic industries through import restrictions.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 2094
A country's balante of payments is an accounting procedure that represents
all the transactions that take place between the residents, businesses, and
government of that country and the rest of the world.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Pagei234 and 242.

e wor are.held together by a network of transportation
systems that enables nations to divide labor and trade goods and services
with each other. Transportation systems, if misused, can be a source of

,conflict and destruction -. International business systems bring the people
of the earth closer together by facilitating the flow of savings from one
part Of the world to another and encouraging international trade and economic

4 development.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
,Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 136.

. The growing population of townspeople in the Middle Ages depended greatly
On trade.

A
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace-, Jovanovich, Page 248,
.Everywhere in the, world people make- things which they and others need.

In some parts of-the world people produce'clothing, tools, and food mostly-
for their own use. Sometimes they trade these goods for different goods

made by other people.

sr Grade 6, The Social SCiencest Concepts and Values, (Brownl (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovahovich, Page 360. -,
Until almost two hundred years Ago China had little contact With'Europe.
For one thing, China traded very little with other nations. The Pacific

Ocean to the east mountains and deserts to the Ast,and northwest made
trade very difficult. -

\ ,

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown) (TE), .2nd ed.,

Harcourt,. Brace, Jovanovich, Page 420.
In 1958, six nations set up the European Common Market. They agreed on a
plan that would slowly )ower taxes orr goods sent from one member nation to
another. Within ten Years, they had completely ended all such_taxes among
the six nations. But they taxed goods coming in from nations outside the Six.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), idlaw, Page-114.

Trade with other nations encouraged the Sumerians t develop new skills,

such as metalworking.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World (TE), Laidlaw, -Page 115.

Evidence indicates that trade with people in other areas was an important
economic activity of'the Indus,civilizati n.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World (TE), Laidlaw, Page 132.

Trading activities carried on by the Gree s brought Oem wealth as well as
ideas from other countries. The wealth of Athens was based on trade with

her colonies and Oith Other nations. ,

Grade 6, The Social StUdies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 165.
Increased production and trade led to the specialization of labor. Increases

in trade led to- impro ements in means of transportation.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw F?age-167.'

urp us pr's c on war tne D. T .1- . . of and trans-

portation are needed if trade is to grow. Trade between Asia and Eur

to cultural diffusio and the spread 'of knowledge.

Grade 6, The Social tudies' and Our World, (fE), Laidlaw, Page 206.

European kings tried to increase heir wealth and power through exploration

and trade.
\

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TT), Laidlaw,Page 215.
(Economic growth in :urope e to surpluses which encouraged trade. Europeans

traded with people n Asia And Africa during the Middle Ages.
.
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Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw:, Page 248.
Many goods used by people today are imported fr other" nations. Trade.is
one way people obtain goods they n ed or want. The search for trade

111

routes hds led to the discovery of ewlands.
-.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and bur, World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 256.
The people in English colonies resented England's restrictions on,their
manufacturing and trade.

Grade 6, Ttre Social Studies and Ou World, (TE), Laidlaw,.Page 260.
Trade restrictions hindered econo c growth in America and made phe colonists .

angry.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and 0 r World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 261.

trading activities. Each country -ngaged in trade to make a profit. To 1

There wag muc riva ry among the c untries of western Europe in their

44 %make a profit, each country thought that its exports had to be greater than

its imports. Exports are goods sent out of a country. Imports are goods

broughinto a country. When its exports were giTater than its imports, a
country had a fakable balance of trade.

'Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our tOrld, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 263.
Conflicts, mainly Over economic polices and trade, led to a war between.
England and china. , Europeans t ded to export manufactured goods to peciple
in Africa ingreturri for natural esources.

1

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T49.
Surplus prodOction often leads to trade among people. Trade'and increased
production normally lead to increased specialization and,interdependence.

Grade 6, TheiSocial Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T65.
To some extent, trade exists in every society. An accepted medium of ex-
change-- money- -many trade between societies to operate more efficiently.
Trade may lead to territorial expansion.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T$5.
Nations tend Ito produce the goods they can produce most efficiently.. Nations

import and export goods with other nations..

.

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T88.
An increase in demand for goods may lead to an increase'in production and

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World,'(TE), Laidlaw, 'Page T89.
Geographic conditions tend to encourage trade in some nations. -Trale and
economic growth often lead to internal improvements.

Grade. 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 5. ,

The nations of Southeast Asia have many of the same problems. All of ,these

nations must import many of their manufactured goods and pay for them by
'exporting raw materials from mines, forests, and farms.
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Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page.33.
Southeast Asia was an important trading area in the fifteenth century. As

we have learned, one reason for this was its lbcatiofl_on the water route

between India and China. Another reason was that Southeast Asia produced'

'goods that the rest ofthe world%wanted to buy.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, '(TE), Addison-Wesley, T121.'.

Economic cooperation, as evidenced by such things as international trade
and the establishment of Canadian bases for American,industries and.vice

versa, is worthy of consideration as one of the "causes for peace."

Grade 6, The United StateSand C nada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 65.:

-Canadian farmers grow,some surpl s for ex ort, or sale abroad every year:

They know they can usually find ustomer, the worqd market. One reason

is that Canadian wheat.pricei are low.. American:farmers, on the other.

-- hand, grow food mainly for sale. at home. They do not depend so much on

the world market..

Je

Grade 6, The Untted States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 87.

The sea was a busy doorwpy for trade with nations in'Eurelle in the:late

1700's.

,

-Grade 6, The United, States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page( 99. '

Cities often become cities by being tradecenters for goods and services.

-Grade 6, The UnitedStates and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 155.

New York City handles more exports and imports than any other city-in

Anglo America. Its harbor, one of the best in the world, has many miles

of docks.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 43:

Even in the fighting and confusion,oft,the Dark Ages, towns had not dis-

appeared. Trade had not-stopped.. At the-beginning_, f the'llth,centur ,

.there were some towns and cities. They were small. Often towns were near

the castle of a feudal lord who protected them. Bigger crops, more people,

and less fighting--all these helped to bring about a revival of trade

staring in the 11th century. Then came an even greater stimuTus to trade- -

the Crusades.

Grade 6, The WargeOf Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 44.

During the High Middle Ages, spices and other much wanted goods from the

Far East came to Europe in larger and larger amount through the Middle

East. The merchants made huge profits from it.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 76.
Until recently, each nation.of western Europe thought mostly about its own

welfare,.. To build up its own industries, for example, it placed tariffs

on goods boaght from other countries. In this way it hoped to make t h

price of the imported goods higher. Then people of each hation'wo d be

more likely to buy the things-made in their own country. They would buy,

fewer of the more expensive foreign made goods.
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Grade6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 77
=The major goal of the EUropean.Economic Community was to get rid of all tariffs
.within the community. This has now been done. Now goOcis move from country to.

country without tariffs. Th}s means, for example, that a West German-made
automobile manufacturer, can plan on selling his cars to a market of over 180
million people.

:7Grade 6,'The Ways of Man, (TE),-Macmillan, Page 236,
The Arabs, gntered the.transSaharan trade in the Bth,century. This greatly
extended the use of the camel, and a network of dgsert routes developed. Many

- cities grew up-as trade cent- s.

Grade 6, The Ways ofMan, E), Macmillan, Page 361.
It was the riches of Eas Asia that set in motion the European explorations
of. the 15th and r6th c- turies. European power, in the years that followed,
acquired possessions j India and Southeast Asia that served as centers for
carrying on trade in these areas. While this was going on, China was'entering
the'era of one of its great dynasties. It was in a-position to tell the European
powers whether or not they might trade with China, enter or not enter. For a

ile, Chinese rulers were fairly generous toward the new comers. But as they
w Iched Europeans move beydnd trade to positions of influence in India and
Southeast Asia, they did not like what they saw. So they limited the activities

of foreigners. They had so tightened restrictions by the mid-1700's that only
one port in the entire country, Canton, was open to foreign trade. And in that

port all trading had to be done through merchants named by the Chinese government.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), MatMillan, Page 387.
The towns and cities of China, as everywhere in the world, were centers of trade
as well as centers of government. Merchants ranked very low in the social scales
in China, but trade was nonetheless a very important activjty. From China's

earliest, days, tf'aders carried Chinese goods to Western Asia and Europe. Between

the 8th and 13th centuries China went through a ".commercial revolution". This

was the century when commerce shifted to a large extent from the Mediterranean
Sea to the Atlantic Ocean. The shift that China made, in its commercial revolution

was from the.overland,to seaborne trade. A thriving ocean trade developed with

Japan and Southeast Asia. The old trade ties.witti estern Asia and Europe
continued to flourish, however.

.Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Pabe.511.
.One of Japan's problems is its trade relations with other industrial nations.
While Japan was building its industries, it protected those industries against
foreign competition. It limited very strictly the import of foreign-made goods.

Some of those protected industries are now giants. They no longer seem to need

any protection. gut there are also thousands of small business enterprises in
Japan'. They do need continued protection, it is claimed.

On the other hand, many United States businessmen are telling United States

4 overnment officials that th@y are getting hurt. Japan, they say, is selling
e amounts of textile produtts and thousands of automobiles in the United

States. The businessmen say they cannot compete with the prices the Japanese

can afford to charge. Yet the Japanese close their doors to some American-made
products.- nTheymill_not let Americans invest capital in plants that would
manufacture American products in Ja0an.
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Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and -Baton, Page 31.

Without adequate transportation systems it would be impossible to provide

,America's people with the products of its many industries. Moving processed

foods from producer to consumer is a complicated operation, since orders' usually

go through the hands of many individuals or organizations before reaching local

retaitstores.- '

Grade 4, Industry; Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 35.

Truck transport is much less expensive than air transport. Since canned goods .

stay good for a long time, there is no need to pay for faster but more expensive

air shippirig services.

City growth was limited until food transport became effiCient. Before large

quantities of food could be shipped to cities regularly many people were forced

to remain near tKe farm, the source of their food' supply.

Grade 4, Industry: Man
fr
and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 105.

In the first few years 'of the twentieth century, the automobile was not generally

considered a dependable means of transportation. The first extensive hard=

surfaced road in the United States was the Lancaster Turnpike, completed in 1795.

Grade 4, Industry: Man and the Machine, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 106.

By the 1920's the federal government was forced to take an interest in road

building. jn 1926 a number of main highways were designated the "U.S. Highway

System."

.Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 151.

A good public transportation system is very important to large cities.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 16

The moving of products from-where they are made to places where they and used

is called distribution.

Grade 4, Investigating Communities and Cultures, (TE), American Book Co., Page 180.

Improved transportation makes even a small ,town part of a much larger economic

community.
,

Grade 4, Our Workin4 World: Regions of the United,States; (TE), *2nd ed., S:R.A.,

Senesh, Page 197.
Poor transportation into and within APpalachia affects the region.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 59.

In Africa, on,the Sahara desert, canels used to transport things the people sold

or traded and also the things the people got in return. Other means of transpor-

tation are now replacing caravans.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 72.

Modern transportation is making changes in man's use of deserts.

Grade 4, Regions and-Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 109. ,

Today trains and good roads make it easier to get from place to plaCe. Trains

and motor vehicleSCarry people and goods swiftly.,
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Grade 4Regions and Social Needs, (TE)//, Laidlaw; Page 119.
_There are few roads in the rain:forestof the Amazon river basin Rain and

. plants destroy them soon after.they are made. People rely, on th ,river for

transportation.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, CTE),-Laidlaw, Page 122.
TheTietiple depend on many types of fransportatiort on the Amazon. ,\

Grade-4, ,Regions and Social:Needs,'(TE), Laidlaw, Page-127.
More products Could be sold to other countries from the rain forest irtrans-
portation were better. = /

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 134.-
The people of the Congo.buy some things other countries produce. These things

must be transported.

Grade 4,'Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 151. r
Early locomotives used wood fOr fuel. Much of this wood came from the trees
growing on land the railroads.crossed. Railroads provided jobs for many workers.
Communities- need the railroads.

Grade 4, Regions and SOcidl Needs,.(TE), Laidlaw, Page 165.
Before the days of the railroads, farmers raised only the foods they needed for
themselves. Now the farmers raise crops to sell. Farms and cities must be linked
by-trap.sportation.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laid166 Page 177.
Roads between the farms and villages are poor in the Yellow Plain of China.

')1

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 203.
ROads have been built through most passes in' the Alps. Many of the passes also
have railroad tracks running through them.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T69.
Water transportation has always been important to people in Europe's western
coastal lands. Today, roads, as well as waterroutes, connect the countries of
Europe.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T72.
Heavy rainfall and rapid 'plant growth make construction of roads
tropical rain forests.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T74. .

BOats and airplanes are the most important means of transporting people and
freight in the Amazon River Basin.

Grade 4, Regions and SoCial Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T84.
Improved means of transportation helped plains farmers to get supplieris and to sell

products to distant markets.

difficult in

z

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T103.
Trensportation routes through mountain chains follow passes between mountains.
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Grade 4, Regions and'Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T111.
Llamas are raised for food, clothing, materials, and transportation by the people

of'Aymara, in South America.

Grade 4, Regions and Social Needs, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T130.
Every country needs good_means of transportation. Ate -one time, railroad trans-

portation was the swiftest and best way to link'sections of a large country.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T44.

Early civilization tended to develop at the crossroads of transportation routes,

where ideas flowdd most freely. With today's transportation and communications

systems, ideas flow on a global scale and help speed development of the previously

more isolated groups.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page T71.

The Incas had no machinery or large beasts of burden to carry heavy loads.

Before transportation was improved, Switzerland had few visitors.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page,T87.

After the Industrial Revolution, climate and soil became secondary in importance

as factors in the choice of where to live. The location of raw materials and

easy transportation for movement of products became more important.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educatiorial Pub., Page T89.

Chicago is ideally located for transportation.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (tE), Educational! Pub., Page T91.

Changes in transportation, communication, an trade came about because of the

Industrial Revolution-. .

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational,Pub., Page T92.

Before the Industrial Revolution; travel was slow and difficult. New metWeds of

transportation were invented after the Industrial Revolution began. Modern means

of transportation increased the amount of trading done and the amount of goods

that were availabTe.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 156.

Traveling 2,500 miles in a jet airplane is easy. It takes only four or five

hours. Traveling 2,500 miles of road is easy in a care too, but it takes a long

time. Traveling by foot takes a long time, and is difficult.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field.Educational Pub., Page 279.

Before the Industrial Revoldtion, travel was slow and difficult.

Grade 4, Regions Around the World, (TE), Field EdiKational Pub., Page 282.

Until the modern means of transportation were invented, there was little trade

,,from one area to another.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 148.
When settlers began to move away from the Atlantic coast, some went by foot or

wagon. Others traveled by Ater.
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Grade` 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Oran0), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 212.
The United States has more than 322,000 kilometers of railroads. These railroads
facilitate trade.and growth in many areas.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: -Concepts and-Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.;
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,. Page 275.
The Plains Indians saw railroads built across the plains, splitting the buffalo
herds and destroying their resources.

Grade 4, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Orange), (TE), 2nd ed.,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 320.
The national government had given about seven million acres of land to road and
canal companies to help them create transportation facilities in areas where few
people lived. The railroad men used the land to get bank loans.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler: Page 9.
Traveling by canoe was faster and more convenient than journeying through dense
forests

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 12.
Soon after the Pilgrims came to America, they began using canoes for transportation.

fGrade 4, Story America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 15.
The first colonies'in America did very little traveling. There were no roads

through the dense forests. Also, the colonists had no horses, no carts, and
/ no carriages.

/7
Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 19.
Farm families sometimes traveled to market in large sleighs.

Grade 4, Story of America; Transportation, Fideler, Page 25.
Many of the early roads in'America began as Indian trails.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 27.
After the Revolutionary War, when Americans began moving westward in greater
numbers, new roads were built to connect the East brid West.

Grade 4, Story'of America Transportation, Fid ler, Page 32.

Stagecoaches carried travelers from town to tow in America for more than 150

years.

Glade 4, Story of America: Transportation, fideler, Page 36.
Prairie Schooners were wagons which pioneer families used while making the long,
trip to Oregon.

Grade Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 41.

Many kinds of freight were carried in Conestoga wagons. Merchants and manufacturers

shipped goods from town to town in these huge wagons. Farmers used them to taul

their produce to market. 1
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Grade 4', Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 43.
After the Revolutionary War, thousands of pioneer families traveled west in

flatboats.

Oracle 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 51.

People in America have always used their country's waterways for cheap, convenient

transportation, Canals were built .to connect one water way with another. Before

the year 1825, there was no water highway on which boats could travel,between
the Great Lakes and the,rivers in the eastern part of the United States. Because

it was very expensive to haul freight overland, people wanted to build a canal
to connect these two parts of the'country.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 61.
During the Gold Rush, thousands of people sailed on clipper ships to California.
Before the time of clippers it took 180 days to sail from New York to San FranciSco.
Clippers could make the voyage in eighty-nine days. A trip on one of these fast

ships took less time than traveling overland by wagon. America's clipper ships

traveled all over the world. They were used for carrying freight:from the Orient.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 62.
By 1873 three-masted schooners were carrying freight along the American coasts.
These ships transported freight more cheaply than other ships becau'te they

were operated by small crews.

Grade 4; Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 70.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, Americans were traveling on river steam-
boats that seemed like fairy palaces to many of the passengers.

4

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 72.

By 1846, the river steamboats were carrying more freight than all the oceangoing

ships that sailed between the United States vcrother landso

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 73.
Steamboats carried most of the freight that was shipped to aid from towns along

the rivers, in 1846.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 75.

In 1860, steamboats on the western rivers carried We passengers and freight \\

than ever before. There were about two thousand steamers on the rivers at that

time. In 1861, however, many boats stopped operating because of the war which

started between the North and ?the South. By the time the war ended, in 1865,

railroads were carrying much of the freight once transported by steamboats.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 82.

Although railroad travel was uncomfortable, many Americans were eager to ride on

trains.. They could travel faster and more comfortable by train than by the

other means of land transportation then in use.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 90.

More important than the passenger trains are the modern freight trains. Milk,

fresh fruits, and vegetables from the farms are swiftly transported by train

to the city markets. .
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Grade 4, Story Of America: \Transportation, Eideler, Page 95.
Late in the nineteenth century, horse-drawn streetcars were replaced by trolley.
cdrs in many cities4.; ;

7

Grade 4, Story America: Transportation Fideler, Page 100:
Bicycles were sold in-America in_the early 'part of the nineteenth century, but
Only a fpw people bought them. The first bicycles had no pedals.

Grade '4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 103.
After 1900, fewer and few& people used bicylqgs. Everyone was interested tn
a new machine called an automobile. \\

Grade.4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 1Q9,
Early in the twentieth century, manufacturers started to produce trucks ana20
buses. By the 1920's buses were carrying passengers across the nation and 4:
thousands of trucks were being used for long-distance hauling., Today, both
trucks and buses are important means of transportation in America.

Grade 4, Story of America: Tran5Oortation,,Fideler, Page'115.
.The submarine has been used mainly for military purposes rather than for trans-
porting passengers or freight.

Grade 4, Story of America: Transportation, Fideler, Page 123.
Today, you can travel quickly and safely by air to all parts of the United States
and to the major cities on every continent.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 203.
Transportation has a great deal to do with the size of markets.. All of the

United States is-one big market. One reason is that we have so many highways,
railroads, trucks, airplanes, and ships that connect different parts of the

country. ,

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 207.
A road is being cut through the rain forest of Brazil, It is hoped that a road

,will make new and bigger markets.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 209.
The cheapest transportation in the United States is by water.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 210.
Most goods going to other parts of the World must go by ship.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 213.
Planes carry very different goods from carriers that move by water.. Air freight

costs more than any other means of transportation. So goods that travel by ai

are high in value and small in size.

Grade 4: Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 214.
Railroads are very good for carrying manufactured and large and heavy goods to

places far away. Railroads and trucks try to get some of the same business.
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Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), MacmiTlan, Page 219.; ,

.There is mother important kind of transportation in 'de United States. This is

pipeline transportation. Pipeline transportation isialmost as cheap as water

transportation. Oil and natural gas are pumped thousands of miles through pipes

from oil Ooktgas fieiq to the cities.. ' c . A -7

Grade 4, Web ofiMie World, (TP),-MacmillOn, Page_221:4
The Federal Go7rnment has done many things to help different kinds of transporta-

tion. li:9

r_

Grade 4,.Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 223.:
Transportitionandcommunicationmake-itpossibleforple to be more productive
and more interdependent. -

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 241
Goods that are produced by factories in the city must be taken.to markets in

other parts of the state, the country,'and the world. This transportation of

manufactured products out of a city, is very important. People must send their

goods to markets if the workers are to receive their pay.

Grade 4, Web of the World,,(TE), Macmillan, Page 242.
Some of the members of families in suburbs work in the nearby city. Every day

they go back and forth to and from the city--that is, they commute. Much of

this commuting is done by automobile. Many people also move around inside the

city by automobile.

Grade 4,,Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 244.
If more people would use mass transportation, the city planners tell us, it

would help in two ways. First, it would mean fewer cars.on the streets. Second,

it would make possible a better system of mass transportation.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 246.
No big city had built a new mass transportation system to connect its suburbs

and inner city since the 1920's. Then, in September 1972, San Francisco,

opened its new Bay Area Rapid Transit--Bart--system.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan; Page 254.
Chicago is at the crossroads of many routes across the United States. For this

reason most of the important railroads go there. In fact, it is,the largest

railroad center in the country. For the same reason, it is a trucking center.

Buses, too, use Chicago as a crossroads as do airplanes. Its location had much

to do with making Chicago a major center of transportation in the country. Yet

transportation is not the largest industry in Chicago. Most of the people there

earn a living by working in factories.

Grade 4, Web of the World, (TE), Macmillan, Page 259.

Water transportation is usually the cheapest way tO carry goods from one place

to another. It is also the only practical way to carry large amounts of goods

across oceans.
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Grade 4, Web of the World, (*),, Macmillan, Page 277.
.::

-.-

Nairobi grew because it was the camp at the end of the railroad. Goods

were transported to the camp; people.came tp the camp to trade.
; i

,.,

Grade 4, Web of the World, (;TE), Macmillan, Page 48. --.. .

. ....?, ,1 -

Basic requirements of interdependence among, people, commu 'ties, and nations
are met through efficient transportation and communication Systems.

/.

---G-ra-de-4-;-Web-of-the-Worid-rilT/-i-Macmillani Page T153. ,

Mass transportation systems are necessary for the'life and development of large
cities.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational pu6., Page T26,
The South's major rivers linked the plantation system into an effective commercial
(unit.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Pagei T49,and 232.
The meat industry grew rapidly with the expansion of the railroad and the
invention of the-refrigerator car,

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub. Page T57.
Rural America became a part of the boo ing nation, as city and country were tied
together by the automobile and railroa

Grade 5, The American Adenture', (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 82.
Rivers were of major importance to the plantation owner. Sometimes the riverboats

would dock right at the owner's wharf. There, the boats would be loaded with
the cotton, tobacco, corn, or other products for s ipment to the towns.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Pag 163.

Rivers became very important as,Americans moved from the East. Many travelers

followed the great rivers to find a homesite. The OhioManongahela,
Mississippi and Allegheny Rivers became early "highways" along which people
and ,their belongings could move.'

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 262.
The twentieth century brought swifter transportation and communication. between
Europe and America. Faster ships were built.

Grade 5, The American Adventure, (TE), Field Educational Pub., Page 282,.

With better roads, buses appears=-a new way for peopleto,travel. Trucks were

a new way to carry trade goods and farm'produce to market. The aqtomobile let

rural people travel,more.

Grade 5,,American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 1-x.
Thanks, to modern methods of transportation, the other countries and territories
of the Western Hemisphere are'all close neighbors to the United States.

.
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Grade 5, American NeAghbors, Fideler, Page 1-54.
Today Canada's railroad areoperated mainly.by the Canadian National and the
Canadian Pacific Railroad Companies. Only the United States and the Soviet

Union have more miles of railroads than Canada. Most of Canada's railroads

are in the southern part of the country.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler; Page 2-38.
Transportation is one of Mexico's-biggest problems. In Mexico, one will see
all the modern means of transportation, but one will also see more primitive

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 2-39.
Mexico has about fifteen thousand miles of railroad track. Railway lines serve

mainly the capital and other important cities. The Mexican government which
controls the country's railways is working hard to improve rail service.

There are many fine highways connecting the cities and resort 'towns of Mexico.
In the last few years, the government has built a number of roads into the back

country. \P

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler', Page 3-131.
In Central America the tourist industry has just begun to develop. However,

the lack of transportation makes travel difficult in many parts of this region.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-134.
The Pan American Highway is a system of roads extending throUgh Mexico, Central
America and much of South America. Its total length is almost thirty thousand

miles. The highway is expected to increase trade among the countries that it
connects, by making the shipment of goods faster and easier.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 3-135.
Air transportation is especially useful in a region where land transportation

is usually poor, such as the Caribbean 4ands. Even though air transportation

is very costly, even bulky products, such as coffee and chicle, are sometimes
carried by airplane.

Grade 5, American Neighbors, Fideler, Page 4-68.
Many of tne roads in South America are narrow dirt trails. These dirt76ads

become very muddy when it rains. When it is dry, clouds of dust make traveling

on these roads very unpleasant. Railroads in South America differ so much from
one another that it is very difficult to connect the various lines into a large

system.

Grade 5, Asking Aboutsthe USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 3-6.
The level of man's technology affects hoW he produces and transports his goods.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co:, Page 108.

When Erie Canal was completed, New Yorkers were ready4 Merchants ran
regularly scheduled ships to Europe and along the southern coastline of the
United States, picking up farm products to carry to foreign ports. New York

became the main trading center for the western states, too.
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Grade:5, Asking About the'USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 162.
Untirthe 1830's Americans traveled by foot, horseback, stagecoach, or boat.
But starting in the early 1830's, the sharp whtstle of the steam locomotive was
heard across the land. Railroads quickly proved their worth. They could travel
faster and farther than,horses. And they could carry hundreds of passengers
and thousands of pounds of cargo.

F.

Gride 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, {TE), American Book Co., Page 481.
Rockefeller'a company, the Standard Oil Company, gained control of ttie oil
industry in the late 1800's. As the largest oil company in'the country,
Standard Oil demanded and got,.special lbw prices from railroads and pipelines.
Because he paid less for transportation, Rockefe)ler, was able to charge less
on'the market, driving smaller oil-companies out of business.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors, (TE), American Book Co., Page 196.
In 1889, a way was found to move streetcars by, electric power instead of by
horsepower. The'new electric streetcars went much faster than the horsecars.
So did steam-powered cable cars, which worked especially well in thehilly
city of San Francisco.

Grade 5, Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors; (7 0,.American*Book Co., Page 199.
As the automobile became more popular, people wanted.befter roads, The federal,

state and local 'governments built roads. Better roads made automobiles still more
popular.. 4

Grade 5, Asking About the-USA and' Its NelObors(T.E), American Hook Co., Page 200.
Horsebuses, horsecars, streetcars, cable cars; bus services, and subways all
helped cities grow.' They also made it possible for people to Tivetwo, three,
or even eight or ten miles from, the downtown area where they worked. With better

and faster means, transportation, workers could get downtown easily from far
.away. .

Grade 5, Asking About thesUSA aridIts Neighbors,(TE), American Book Co., Page 207.
Improved transportation helped make it possible'for more Europeans to move to the
United States. 5teamsbips made regular journey's from Europe to the Northeastern
cities-of the United States..

Grade 5,.Asking About the USA and Its Neighbors: '(TE),,American Book Co., Page 322.
The Hacienda owners, in Mexico appreciated ti:Ite railroads Diak built. Transporting

goods to foreign markets. was now much-easier. The railroads were built mostly
by:American, British, and Belgian businessmen.

If

Grade 5; Canada, Fideler, Page 22.
The towering of the Rocky-Mountains forms a barrier to-railway ands roads

in Canada. Fortunately, there are several passes through which trains can travel.

Grade 5, Canada,.. Fideler, Page 18 8. ,

Many, of the mineral, deposits.are located in remote, unsettled.areas of northern

Canada. Roads and railrdadt-have to, be built to these areas before the minerals

can'be developed. I I
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'Grad 5; Caribbeailands; Fideler,Page 2 -

Many important travel 'routes pass tbroug4,the'CailbbeaR Lands:' _To connect
_the flantic and Pacific, a c4n41. was bUilt across the narrow Isthmus of,

Pana a in Central America.

, #

(Grade 5, Caribbean'Lands, Fideler, Page 10..
TheHighland region of Central America is a barrier to transportation. It is

diffic It to blaild roads and railroads over the rugged mountains.

Grade , Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Pa9T108.
, Some pa is of Central America are not being used for farming,, even though they

have fertile soil and a 'pod climate.' One reason is that they lack roads and

railroa s. It is'difficult for peop14'vishing to start new'farms tp reach these

areas.

Grade 5, Caribbgan Lands, Fideler, Page 104.

, The gover ments of some Caribbean countries are trying tb provide a better way of

life for heir farmers. New roadS' Will help farmers transport their products to

market.
4,

Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 132.
Land transportation is poor in most Caribbean countries. 'It is difficult to build

_roads and railroads in the Caribbean Lands regions. In bOth Central, America

and the WestIndies,, much of the land As rugged and mountainous. Some areas,

such as the Caribbean lowland of Central America, are covered with dense rain-

forest.: Most Caribbean countries cannot afford the cost of building and main-

taining roadS,and railroads in mountainous or densely forested_areas.

Grade'5, Caribbean Lands, Fide)er, Page 135.
Many of the railroads in the CaribbeaN,Lands were built to transport products

from farming areas to Seaports, Air eaportation is especially useful in, a
region where land transportation is usually poor, such as the Caribbean Lands.

'Grade 5, Caribbean Lands, Fideler, Page 136,
Sugar, bananas, Coffee, and other leading exports of the Caribbean Lands are

carried mainly by ship. Because these cargoes are bulky and must be transported'

for long distances, it is lisually cheaper to;send them by sea than by air or by

land.

Grade'5, Four World Views, (TE), Allyn and Bactri Page 94.

in general, sea travel was quicker and safer in ancient Greece than travel by

land. The mountainous terrain was rugged and roads weN poor. Means of

transportation by land were limited--foot, horSe, or mule* ad occasionally

cart or chariot. bandits or wanderers also posed 4 threat to'travelers. Trans-

port4tion.of goods was also cheaper, safer and quicker by sea.
.

Grade 5, Fduri World Views, (TE), Allyn apd Bacon, Page 95.

The sea was aohighwai for trade and travel, a land of bommunicatipn, source

food and, wealth.'

.
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Grade 5, Lands of the Middle East; (TE), Allyn and Bacon,Flage
The Suez Canal is important because it enables shilos to'go from Europe.to'
Asia without going around Africa: It link's' Europe.with'Asia,'east Africa-, ,

and Australia:

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Rage-T215.

Onland, the well-engineered roads were the great arteries of the Roman Empire.
Built for, military purpo, the roads were also vital,for the regular movement
of people, goods and news throughout the RoMan world.. The roads were straight
and paved with stone. Over them moved a diverse stream of traffiC: pedestrians,
mounted.riders,,horse-drawn carriages, ancl, carts pulled by donkeys, mules, or
oxen.

Grade5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T222.
The Mesopotamian-irrigation canals and the Roman roads were alike in, that both
were essential to-the support and maintenance of an urban society. And both were
used in the transport of goods. They differed in their elaborateness and,exteftt
as transportation rotates.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follott, Page T250.
The miners of the eighteenth century had one major problem. How could they deliver
the iron and coal to the factor'ies? Until this time merchants had sent their
goods in horse-drawn carts on dirt roads. The carts were clumty and slow. The
roads were narrow and muddy. They could not handle the great amounts of goods
now produced. In the middle of the 18th century, men began to solve this
problem in several ways. They built canals between the important cities and the
important rivers in England.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TEWFollett,, Page-T279.
Transportationin Africa depended on human and animal muscle power when Europe
had steam-powered trains. The Europeans could carry goods faster and could
transport more goods at one time. Trains could also move large groups of
people in a short time. ,

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Pollen, Page T316.
The automobile age-further stimulated the exodus from the.city.

Grade 5, Man the Toolmaker, (TE), Follett, Page T321.
In Japan the number of automobiles in use is rising so fast that traffic experts
there are Worried. They think Japanese roads may run out of space. There are
now about 20 million cat's on the roads. The highest number of cars the roads
can hold is about 30 million.

, a

Gradk 5, Man the'Toolmaker,,(TE), Follett, Page T371.
Modern communication and transportation are two technological improvements that
tan speed u6 social change by'allowing the rapid spread and exchange of information
.aMonv many people. ..,,

, ,

.
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Grade .5',Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 93.
The railroads helped bring to the plains many people who wanted to farm. Before

the railroads were built, it was not profitable to raise crops in the .0ains.

In most areas, the only way a farmer,could send his goods to market:was-6y, wagon.

This was slow and expensive. Railroids allowed farmers.to ship their goods

cheaply and'quickly.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 97.
A century ago, railroads had been built to transport passengers and freight
between cities, but most people still used-horsedrawn buggies qxid wagons.

Grade 5, Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 112.
The methods of transportation and communication that were developed during the

century of visogress have made the world`-seem much smaller.

Grade. 5, Midwest-and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 206.
People need good transportation for many other purposes besides the shipment of

goods, 'Workers usually need some kind of transportation to get to work. Doctors,

policemeo, and firemen depend on transportation to get them quickly where they are

needed in times of emergency.

Grade 5., Midwest and:Great Plains, Fideler, Page 208.
An excellent system of roads, railroads, airways, and waterways serves the Midwest

and Great Plains. People and goods can be transported from place to place much

faster and more easily ndw than in pioneer days.

Grade 5, Midwest and -Great Plains,Fideler, Page 210.
Most of our country's major railroad lines serve the Midwest and Great Plains.

Although millions of people travel by train each year, the main work of the

railroads is hauling freight,

'Grade 5, Midwest andiireat Plains, Fideler, Page 211.
Ships traveling on the Great Lakes carry many kinds of raw materials and manufactured

products. Although water transportation is slower than other means of transporta-

tion, it is generally cheaper. Therefore, ships are often used to transport heavy

cargosithat.do not-need to be moved in a hurry.

Grade 5, 'Midwest and Great Plains, Fideler, Page 221.

The Midwest is a great manufacturing region because it has nearly all the things

industry needs,. One Df.the most important advantages is its excellent Leansporta-

tion system. Low-cost water'transportation is used to take raw materials to

factories and to carry manufactured goods to customers. Alp vast networks of

roads, railroads, and airways crisscross the Midwest.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 98.
In the early 1800's, it was difficult to travel from one place to another in the

United States. Most 6f-the roads were narrow trails that were muddy in rainy

weather and bumpy the rest of the ti9le. There was no direct water, route between

many cities,. so boatg often had to go far out of their way to reach their destina-

tions. Also, sailing ships were often delayed for days by unfavorable winds,

Because it was costly to ship goods from place,ta place there was little trade

between different parts of our couhtry.
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,J. Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page
By 1880, the Great Lakes had become an important transportation route for
.iron ore. Large boats carried the ores from ports on Lake Superior to ports

on Lake Erie.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 119.
After the Civil War, many new railroads were built in all parts of the United
States. Some of these railroads connected the Northeast with other regions.
In'1869, a railroad-was completed across the western part of our country from
the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean. Railroads helped make it possible
for trade to develop rapidly between the Northeast and other parts of the
United States.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 124.
The development of the automobile changed American life in several ways.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Rage 150.
New York is our country's leading seaport. Each year, thousands of ships enter
and leave New York harbor. These ships carry many different kinds of raw
materials and manufactured products. Much of the cargo entering New York is
shipped to other cities throughout the country. In addition, most of the freight
that, is shipped by air between the United States and other countries passes
through New York's Jbhn F. Kennedy International Airport.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 172.
Many cities lack adequate systems of transportation. In every urban area there
is a need for good transportation. In all the large cities of the Northeast
there are buses, trains, or other forms of public transportation. However,

these are often crowded, dirty, and inconvenient. In recent years, cities in
the Northeast have been trying to improve their transportation facilities.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 206.
Factories need trucks, trains, and other means of transportation to bring raw
Materials to the factory and to ship manufactured goods to customers.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 221.
The truck farmers of the Northeast make use of trucks and trains to rush their
products to customers in the cities.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 235:
Trade between different parts of a country or different countries of the world
would not be possible without good transportation. Goods must be shipped from
theplaces where they are produced to the people who, use.them.

Industrial workers are not the only people who need good transportation. Farmers

must have a way to send their products to the people who buy them. Salesmen

and other people engaged in trade must be able to travel from one place to
another to conduct their business.

,t
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Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 239.
Airplane travel is faster than land or water transportation. Businessmen

and other people travel by plane when they want to get from one place to another

very quickly. It is ,relatively expensive to ship freight by airplane.

Grade 5, The Northeast, Fideler, Page 240.
People in theNortheast, also use lakes, rivers, and canals for transportation.

Although water travel is usually slow, it is'ope of the cheapest means of

transporting heavy goods that do not need to be moved in a hurry. In the

early 1800's, when there were few roads or railroads, many people traveled

by boat on lakes, rivers and canals. Today, few passenger boats use these

inland waterways.

.,Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 76.

Americans use their water resources for transporting people, raw materials,

and manufactured goods. The oceans are as valuable as land for transportation.

Today, ships leave American seaports carrying the products of our factories,

farms, and mines to countries all over the world. Ships from other countries

sail into our seaports carrying raw materials that we need but do not have.

Grade 5,.One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 78.
Americans today use their rivers in many of the same ways the early settlers

did. We use water from rivers in our homes, in our factories, and on our

Jams. -We use our rivers for trading too. Trucks and railroad freight cars

have become more important in the transportation of goods. But rivers still

play a vital role in American commerce.

Grade 5, 0,ne Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 130.

As people's needs and ways of living changed, their means of transportation

changed, too. Our early ancestors began to use animals to carry goods. Not

long after that, perhaps, the wheel was invented. Soon crude carts pulled

by animals became important means of transportation. Some early men began using

boats to transport goods.

Today we need many more means of transportation than our ancient ancestors

did; We depend upon many specialized workers for the goods we need and want.

Usually, we do not buy these goods where they are produced. Goods are brought

to stores and other places where we shop for them.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United State, (TE), Ginn, Page 131.

Motor vehicles are part of our system of transportation. Cars and buses carry

millions'ofpeople to the places where they work. Trucks move raw materials

to factories and finished products to consumers. School children use several

kinds of vehicles to travel to and from school.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 136.

Tor many, many years,'the railroads were the most popular means of land trans-

.., portation in the United States. They tied the country together. Millions of

passengers traveled on them every year. Much of our food was carried on rail-

road freight'cars.
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Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 137.
Automobiles have hurt the railroad passenger business. About 80 percent of
all trips made by Americans are made in automobiles. People who do ,not use

/ their cars travel on buses and airplanes instead of on trains. They find
busfares cheaper and airplanes faster. Railroads have lost some of their
freight business of trucking companies and cargo airplanes.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 140.
Most of our rived transportation is on the. Mississippi and its tributaries.

Grade 5, Onestiation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 141.
Shipping along our coastlines is the third important part of our system of
water transportation.

Grade 5, One Nation: 'The United'States, (TE),Ginn, Page 142.
Ocean-going cargo ships are our chief means of transporting goods to other
continents. Passenger lines are not as popular with Americans as they once where.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE),. Ginn, Page 143.
Air transportation has become a booming business in the U.S.A. Our airlines
use more than 800 airports for commercial flights.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (If); Ginn, Page 144.
Passenger airlines have always tarried some cargo. But there is no room. on

passenger planes for many large items. Usually the cargo they carry consists
of small items.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 145.
Today, some airlines in the United States transport only cargo. Cargo planes
car, carry many of the goods that trains, trucks, and barges carry. ,Trans-
porting goods by air is more expensive than by land. But they arrive at their
destination very quickly. Some businessmen think that saving time is worth
the extra cost.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United'States, (TE), Ginn, Page 241.
In Nepal, the backs of people provided almost all of the transportation. That

is largely because Nepal is a mountainous country, and roads or railroads are
difficult to build.

Grade 5, One Nation: The 'kited ,States, (TE), Ginn, Page 362.
There were few good 'roads in the United_ States when people started moving to
the West. This is why people so often traveled on streams and rivers and along
the river valleys. They were the roads of the early days. Gradually, the
pioneers built some narrow dirt roads which later settlers followed. Eventually,

the National Government helped to build better roads to the West. 'Today,

several of the highways of our Interstate Highway System follow the routes of
these early roads.
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Grade 5, One,Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page.383.
Transportation between-the Northeast and the West was a problem. Many people
thought that canals would provide a solution to this problem. It took along
time to convince lawmakers to spend money on canals. But finally the first
big canal opened. it was the Erie Canal in the State of New York.

Grade 5,One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 403.
By 1860, steamboats carried goods and passengers on American rivers. About
2,500 steamboat's operated on the Mississippi and its tributaries at this time.
They helped to keep the people of the West and the South in close contact.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, ,Page 404.
After 1840, the "iron horse" took over the work of the "big ditches." And the

railroads did a better job. Although the fares and cargo rates were a litte
more expensive, trains traveled much faster than canal barges.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page 407.
The Pony Express was started in 1860 to carry important mail quickly from a
town in Missouri to'Sacramento, California. The Pony Express lasted for only
a little more than a year. It went out of business when the workers stringing
telegraph wires finally joined the East with the West.

Grade 5, One Nation: The United States, (TEL Ginn; Page 436.
Trains were the fastest means of transportation at the beginning of the twentieth
century. By 1900, our nation was tied together by over 192,000 miles of
"ribbons.of steel."

Grade 5, One Nation: The United-States, (TE), Ginn, Page 440.
The :invention of refrigerated railroad cars made it possible for Chicago to
prepare meat for almost every part of the country all year around.

Grade 5, One'Nation: The United States, (TE), Ginn, Page T39.
To make extensive specialization profitable, it was necessary to get the
products to the consumer with cheap and.fast means of transportation.

Grade 5, Our.Working World:. The American Way of Life, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A.,
Senesh, Page 106.
Advances in technology affect economic development. Some machines improved

transportation, bringing people to cities and improved trade between cities.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 186. .

The fruits and vegetables grown in the Central Valley are shipped to stores
across the nation. Today, people all over the United States can share in
California's many food: resources. ,

Grade 5,, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (T), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 208'.
By 1820 many canals were being built in, the United States. They joined rivers

. together to make a new way of moving heavy loads at low cost. Canal boats

were slow but cheap.

.Rr
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Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (T), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 210.
A railroad was a new idea in 1826. Only a few railroads had been built in the.
United States. The cars were pulled by animals. In England,. locomotives had

been pulling trains on a railway since 1823.

Brade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and,Values, (Purple), (T), 2nd ed.,

.Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 226.
The costs of moving, storing and selling goods are the costs of distribution.
Distribution is getting goods from the maker to the user.

Grade 5, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Purple), (T), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 286.
New roads and canals brought settlers into the Louisiana Purchase. They

cleared farmland and built settlements and towns, and then cities.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 23.
Factories need a means of transporting the finished products to a market.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 87.
The Indians were resourceful in using available materials to make boats:
Many of the Indians simply carried their few belongings with them as they
moved around. For traveling by water, the Indians made many kinds of boats.

Various types of canoes were especially popular among the Indians.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 275.
At first the Appalachian Mountains were a barrier to the Westward movement of

both people and goods. Before long, however, men began building roads through

the narrow mountain passes. Road building was a slow process in the early

days of our nations' history. Better roads improved trade in the United

States.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 276.
The steamship improved water transportation by making it possible to travel

against the current at a good rate of speed. Canals were built to solve the

problem of linking waterways. Canals helped to increase trade between the

East and the West.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 278.
The late 1800's and early 1900's were the, age of the railroads. The eastern

cities competed with one another to get the railroads. The people felt that

improved transportation would cause their cities to grow bigger and to become

richer.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our,Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 292.
Railroads are still an important part of our country's transportation system.

The railroads and the trucking industry ften work together to transport

goods. Pipelines are often used for tra porting certain raw materials.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our County (TE), Laidlaw, Page 293.

increased air.travel has resulted in large erminals being built away from

the center of cities. 'Highways and commuter trains link cities and suburbs.

Within the cities there are many traffic problems to overcome.
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G ade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laisilaw, Page 333.

T emendous railroad growth took place in America during and after the

evil War.. Much of this growth was west of Mississippi. But few

eople were living between the Mississippi' and the Tbcky Mountai
The railroad companies-had to find farmers for this land. The armer

would use the railroads, and the railroad owners would make mon y.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 336.
As transpoflatial improved and the shipping of products overseas was made

easier, the American businessman entered freely into world-wide competition.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 341.

Developments in transportation made it much more profitable to trade in the

world market. Refrigeration made possible the shipping of agricOtural

products overseas.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T81.

Good markets for goods and good means of transporting goods to market are

important economic factors.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page T100.

Transportation to a capital city is important if the capital city is to

maintain contact with other parts of the nation.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 1112. ro

Improved transportation routes aid settlement and trade. Governments can

aid in improving transportation routes.

Grade 5, The Social Studies and Our Country, ,(TE), Laidlaw, Page T118.

The growth of cities created a need for new forms of transportation. Efficient

transportation routes,must be provided among cities as well as among cities

and their suburbs. As a country grows there is a need for improved communica-

tions systems.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 83.
The North had certain adVantages over the South. It had a larger population,

a better transportation system, and much more wealth at the beginning of the

Civil War.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 106.
Some of the South's largest cities such as New Orleans and Norfolk are sgaliorts.

Grade 5, The South, Fideler, Page 107.
Atlanta began as a railroad terminal and soon became an important transportation

city. Excellent transportation and communication facilities have helped

Atlanta become an important,trading and business city. Railroads and highways ,

stretch out from Atlanta like the spokes of a wheel. Several airlines also

serve the city.
/
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Grade 5, South America, Fideler,'Page 5. $

In Brazil the government is now constructing a road through the Amazon low
land. When this road is completed, it will connect cities along Bralll's
Atlantic coast.with cities more than two thousand miles away along the

-,country's; western border. This new road will provide an important trans-
portation route through a vast underdeveloped area that makes up the northern
half of Brazil. ,

t

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 106. . l

Many New Englanders had to give up their farms in the early 1800's. The new
roads and canals brought grain and other farm products into New England from
the West. Grain from the West, grown on better farm land than New England's
could be sold to customers in the East at lower prices than grain from New
England farms.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, '(TE), Macmillan, Page 118. .

No country can have an industrial revolution unless it has good ways for
people and gbods to get from place to place. That is, a country must have
a good transportation system: This is because there is no point in making
more goods unless you can sell them.

Grade 5; This Favored Land, '(TE), Macmillan, Page 166.
In the early days of the Old Northwest, thetrade tie had to be with the
South. The rivers were the only means of carrying the West's products to
markets./ For a while it seemed as if the steamboat would make this tie
even stronger. But the South could not fulfill the other half of the trading
deal. It did not have the manufactured goods that the West needed. Those
had to Come from the East. Canals and railroads made trade between the
Northea?t and the West easier and cheaper.

'Grade 5,',This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 229.
.

One reason why the Industrial Revolution reached the take-off point was the
growth, in transportation. The 1840's and the 1850's were a time when canals,
railroads, and other means of transportation increased in number and mileage.
WithoUt'them the Industrial Revolution in the United States could not have
reach

I

d the take-off point.

Grad 5; This Favored Land, (TE)`, "MacmiTlan; Page 338.
Mostlindustries_seek locations with the lowest transportation costs.

'Gra e 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 345.
Chi ago is a transportation center of the greatest importance. In fact, in
tenths of number of passengers loaded, O'Hare Airpok at Chicago is the busiestterms

the United States. Transportation helps to explain the prosperity of the
Midwest. Railroads, rivers, canals, lakes, airlines, and highways' tie together
p /,aces in the region.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 355.
The industries of New York State's Mohawk Valley are there largely because of
transportation. ,
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Grade 5, This. Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 377.
Trapiportation has helped the industries of. the South to grow. Pipelines

deliver southern petroleum and natural gas to the great urban and manufacturing
centers of the Middle West, the Swtheast, the Northeast,.and to much of the
Great Plains. Waterways make possible cheap transportation of bulky raw

materials.

Grade 5, This Favored Lind, (TE), Macmillan, Page 410.
Water transportation is very important to Oregon and Washington. Ships connect

the coasts of these states with Alaska, British Columbia, and California. Ships

from all over the world stop at both Seattle and Portland.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 427.
The modern pioneer can meet some of Alaska problems better than the pioneers
of earlier years. Transportation is still difficult here,,but it has greatly'

improved. The most important changes in transportation have come with the

airplane.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 450.
Resources, transportation, and markets explain the growth of industry in(the

heartland. It was the railroads that opened the Canadian West. When the

transpontinential Canadian Pacific Railway was finished in 1885, the,settlement
of the Canadian prairies really began.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page 452.
A resource will be used only if the products from working the resource can

get to market cheaply.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T40.
Transportation is an important factor in the location and development of economic

activity.

Grade-5, This Favored.Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page T57.
The development of an urban center depends heavily upon availability of trans-
portation and Wort the productivity of its hinterland.

Grade 5, This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Page. T64.
A good location in relation to transportation routes and a rich surrounding

cduntryside are essential if a city is to grow.

Grade 5,'This Favored Land, (TE), Macmillan, Pages T139 and T159.
Location in relation to available transportation is a key factor in the industrial

developmerit of a city or region. The developmdnt of markets is tied to the

development of transportation and communication systems.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 82.
When California became a state in 1850, railroads reached'only as far west as

Chicago. yet some people were already dreaming of a railroad that-would connect

the eastern part of our country with the Pacific coast. To help the companies

build this railroad, the government loaned them money andgavedthem large

sections Of land for every mile of track they built.
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Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 99.
Los Angeles is the most important seaport in the West. Today the port of
Los Angeles is so large that about eight-five ships can be loaded or unloaded
at one time.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 102.
The location of San Franciso has helped to make this city an important sea-
port. "From San Francisco, goods can.easily be shipped to inland cities or
to ports in foreign countries. Four major railroads carry goods to and from

San Francisco.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 105.
After railroads were built to Denver the city\became an important shipping point
for livestock, grain and other farm products.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 195.
Some of the paper made at Washington State paper mills is loaded onto ships
that will carry it to cities and towns along the Pacific coast. The rest

of the paper is carried from the mill on trains or in trucks.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 234.
People in early communities did not carry on as.much exchange or trade as people
do today. This is partly because far more goods and services are available

today than ever before. Better forms of transportation have also made it possible
for people to 'carry on more trade today than earlier people did.

Grade 5, The West, Fideler, Page 246.
Air travel is the most important for of transportation in Alaska. Much of the

land in this huge state is too rugged or, too swamps for building roads and

railroads. As a result, ,there are,few railroads -or paved highways in the

state. , ,

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 29.
Although goods were sometimes carried across the desert on donkeys, most goodt
were transported by boat. The Nile River was an excellent transportation route.

,Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 36.
The Romans were very skillful in engineering. They built find roads to connect'

the different parts of their empire. Large aqueducts were built to carry water

from mountain streams to cities and farms.

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 128.
Logging-is costly and difficult to Africa's rainforest region. More good

roads and railroads are needed to transport the logs to the ports along the coast.
,

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 135.
Some of the people of Africa travel by train, boat, airplane, automobile, or

bus. M4ny ride on bicycles, horses, camels, or donkeys. Most Africans, however,

travel on foot along the highways or on narrow paths through the forests and

grassy plains. ,
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Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page-138.
The Congo River and its tributaries form an important water highway system
through the rainforest in Niger*

Grade 6, Africa, Fideler, Page 148.
One reason why it is difficult to establish industries in Africa is because
most countries on this continent do not have good transportation and communica-
tion systems. When the Europeans established colonies in Africa, there were
no railroads and no telephone and telegraph lines there. Goods were carried

on the backs of men. and animals, and-messages were often sent by beating drums.

Grade 6; The Age of Western Expansion, (TE), Allyn and fi;Con, Page 46.

Ships, navigational equipment, and navigational techniques were not sufficiently
developed in the fifteenth century to allow ships to go far from land. ,Sailors

depended on familiar landmarks and coastlines to navigate by, and their boats
could not withstand the pounding of the rougher waters farther from land. An

exception was the route across the India Ocean, which was determined by the
path of the monsoon winds which propelled the ships. Sea travel was usually
more comfortable than land, travel and entailed less danger of attack. Bulky

goods could be more cheaply transported by water than by land.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 113.
The first big improvement in British transportation was made about two hundred

years_ago. The Duke of Bridgewater, an English nobleman, owned a coal mine

seven miles from the city of Manchester. He used pack horses to haul coal
from the mine to the city, but this took a long time and was very expensive.
The Duke asked an engineer named James Brindley to build a canal from the

mine to Manchester. The canal was completed in 1761. It was so successful

that the Duke and Brindley constructed several more.

Grade 6, British Isles, Fideler, Page 114.
The British Isles have many good roads today. On busy highways that connect

the larger cities, we see a constant stream of heavily loaded trucks and double-

decker buses.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Age 95.
Railroad§ made it possible for landlocked markets to be opened up for trade

and manufacturing. They madeLremote sources of raw materials available, and
made it possible for both workers and_goods to be transported quickly and easily.

Grade 6, The Challenge of Change, (TE), Allyn,and Bacon, Page 108. ,

Workers used to have to live close to thei work because there was no cheap

transportation.

Grade'6, Cultures in Transition, (TE), Follett, Page T171.
Many things happened during the Renaissanc to spread capitalism. Trade

increased as towns grew and better roads we e built. With improved roads and

. canals' the marketplace widened. A transpor ation route between two areas

Ripened new markets and provided more produc s for buyers than if bbth areas

had remained isolated.
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Grade 6, Eleven*Nations, (TE),Ginn, Page 31.
No factory is self-sufficient. An,industrial economy depends on good trans-
portation. It was obvious that the old horse-drawn wagons were useless for
carrying tons of.coal from the mines to the new factories. At first canals
were tried. Horses, walking along paths beside the canals provided the
power for moving the barges. They were an improvement, but the barges could
move no faster than the horses thatpulled them.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 88.
Until our century many of Russia's mineral resources were unknown. Even after
geologists discovered them they could not be used. Why? Transportation
facilities were inadequate for carrying them to factories.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 89.
Sometimes the best means of transportation is by air. The east and west borders
of the Soviet Union are farther apart than in any other country. One must
cross desert and mountains. There is a lack of stone and gravel in many
areas and permafrost in the tundra makes the construction of railroads and high-
ways a very difficult task in much of the Soviet Union.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 135. .

West Germany is lucky to have good natural waterways for trade. But Germans

have created an even finer man-made system of trade and communication. Canals

connect most of the main rivers so freight barges'can travel all over Germany
and to neighboring countries such as France. Railroads also tie together
cities, mines and farms. Airplanes connect German cities with each other and
with the rest of the world. All of these tie West Germany together,

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 142.
Nature was not kind to East Germany. Few of her rivers lead to sea ports.

This makes transportation difficult.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page '165.
The Nile River was a highway, emptying into the Mediterranean, bringing with
it. products from central Africa. Early Egyptians had access to goods which
,were brought by ship, transported along the river, or carried across the desert
by caravan.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE)Ginn, Page 1613.
By the time that the Suez Canal was opened, the days of sailing ships were
nearly past. Steamships were already starting to take the place of sailing

vessels on the trade routes of the, world.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 279.
Lack of transportation kept India's people separated from one another for many

centuries. In different locations, each group developed a distinctive way of

life.

Grade 6, Eleven Nations, (TE), Ginn, Page 338.
If every Japanese person who lived in Tokyo or in any other large city of Japan,
came to work by car, the streets would be too crowded to move. Japanese engineers

and planners have had to figure out other ways of moving large numbers of people

oVer long distances, rapidly. They have been'ptoneers in rapid transit.
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Grade 6, Eleven Nations, TE), Ginn, Page 400.
In China, improving waterways has the same priority that improving highways

might have in some other country. If more food is to be produced, /it also

must be transported.

Grade 6, France, Fideer, Page 112.
France has one of the best transportation systems in Europe. In the early

days, the. rivers of France provided the best highways for travel Later many

canals were dug to connect these rivers. Today, there are more han,six,

thousand miles of navigable rivers and canals in France. Franc s Hand
waterways are u&s1 mainly for transporting heavy goods such as_ coal, iron

ore and building materials-. In earlier tires most of this freight was
carried on barges that were pulled by horses walking along the bank of the L

river or canal. Today, most barges in France have engines.

Grade 6, France, Fideler,\Page 115.
France has more roads for each square mile of land than any other country in

Europe.

Grade 6, France, Fideler, Page 116.
France has about 25,000 miles of railroads which are owned and operated by the

government. Each year, millions of Frenchmeh travel by train. French express

trains are fast and comfortable. Trains in France also carry large amounts

of freight.

Grade 6, France, FideleY Page-118.

France was one of the first countries to experiment in air transportation.
Today the French airline system is one of the world'slargest. Modern planes

serve many cities in France.

Grade 6; Germany, Fideler, Page .16.
The highland region of Germany is almost as densely populated as the lowland.

Valuable mineral resources here encourage industry. Rivers and mountain

streams provide the transportation and waterpower necessary for manufacturing.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 118.
The rivers of Germany are an important resources. Besides being a source of

power, Germany's rivers are used for transportation.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 123.
The combination of an important raw material .and good transportation helped
the Ruhr become one of the greatest industrial areas in the world.

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 1332 T

Since early times, the German people have used their waterways as highways.

Today, water travel is,still an important means,of transportation in West

Germany.
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Grade 6, Germany; Fideler, Page 135.
i.

There are many more. miles of railroads than waterways in West Germany.
Like the waterways, the railroads carry raw material3 and manufactured _

productS to all parts of West GerMany.
,,

Most of the railroads are government
owned. .

. ,

.

, .
4 ,,, ,

West. Germany's highways are among the finest in Europe. Modern.superhighways
galled autobahns spread like broad ribbons across the land. It is 'possible

to travel along these highways for. miles wittput stopping or even slowing down.
,

r

Grade 6, Germany, Fideler, Page 138.
Like West Germany, East Germany has an extensive network of railroads, roads
and waterways. Transportation in the two parts of Germany differ in important
ways, however. Only about seven out of every hundred barges and boats in
East Germany's,canals and rivers have motors, whereas about half.of the inland.
wdler traffic in'West Germany is motorized. MosUof East Germany's roads
are in poor condition. Also, they seem deserted compared to, roads in West
Germany. Although there are some trucks, buses, and horsedrawn carts, there
are comparatively few autoRobiles. Public transportation and communication
facilities in East Germany are controlled by the government.

Grade 6., In. A 'Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page 212.
-Brazil recently begah one of the most ambitious development plans in the history
of the world, "Operation Amaionia." The Brazilian government is building roads,
river ports, and landing strips in a plan forthe settlement of the sparsely
populated area drained by the Amazon. '

Grade 6, In A Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T31.
The use of refrigerated ships made it possible to ship bananas and.other
delicate tropical fruits to the United States, Canada, and Europe.

0

Grade 6,,InA Race With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Page T50.
Improved transportation aid communication systeMs are vital to'the growth

. ,
of an area..

( ,
.

Grade 6, In A Rote With Time, (TE), Macmillan, Palle T56.
By bringing in donkeys and horses and introducing the wheel, the Spaniards

greatly improved the trahspoi-tation system inyeru.,-

Grade 6, India; Fideler, Page 103.
Water travel is important to India. All kinds and sizes of boats travel on the
country's novigable rivers. In additiOn, ocean going ships carry goods fetween',
pets along jndia's coasts, as well as to many foreign cquntrie§.

Grade 6, Inquiring About Freedom, (TE), Fideler, Page 72.
,One fact helps explain why Ameritan women,had more freedom than women in Europe.
In the colonies, men often had to go on business trips that took them away

. ,from home for long periods of time. Means of land and water transportation
were extremely slow, so that a man who trayeled'to a city'less than one
hundred miles from home might be gone for weeks. While he was away, he needed
'someone he could trust to manage his property. Usually this task fell on'his

.. wife. 'In this way, women were given much responsibility and a.chance to make
:important dettsions. v
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il Grade 6, The Interacts n of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 1/

Western European leadership came, as a result of experimentation and invention.

Improvements,in navigation and ship building led to exploration and the growth

of trade.

Gracie'6, The Interaction of Cultures, (TE), Allyn and Bacon, Page 57.

In 1902, a railway was completed from the East African port of Monbasa to

Kisumu on the eastern shore of Lake Victoria. Since shipment of goods up to

--this time had been done by Africans carrying the goods on their heads, the

completion of the railway led to a vast increase in trade.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 153.
Train travel is an important form of land transportation in Japan. However, the

mountains that cover much of Japan make it very difficult and expenflve to build

railroad-s. It has been necessary to build many tunnels through the mountains.
Thousands of railroad bridges have been constructed across streams that flow

down the mountain slopes: In spite of the difficulties the mountains of Japan

cause in building railroads, Japan.has about 17,000 milei of railroad tracks.

The most heavily traveled railways are,in the industrial area that extends

from Tokyo into the northern Kyush.

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 157.
Each year, more freight,is being tranported by motor vehicles in Japan. Also

ne out of every five Japanese families now has an automobile. Unfortunately,

here are not yet enough good highways to carry this heavy load of traffic

efficiently.
r

Grade 6, Japan, Fideler, Page 158.
The Japanese ship goods by water from place to place in their country as well

as'to and from foreign countries. Coastal shipping has alWays been important

in Japan because most of the population and the main industrial areas are on

or near-the coast. Today, water transportation is especially important for

hauling bulky goods such as lumber and oil. .

i-
i

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 1-14.

The sea was used for transportation because the roads were so poor that it was

dy4ficult to transport products by road; and the geographic position of Athens

was sucli that it made it much easier to get the products to the sea and from

there to other ports.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 6.

The Europeans had to, learn about the sea. It was important that they learn

because Greece was located on the water highway to the, rich markets in the

East, which the Asians had told them about.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 167.

The railway system played an/important part in the development of industry in

India. It means that raw materials could be taken,iniand to manufacturing towns

and the finished products could be taken to other parts of the country or to

the ports 'for shipping abroad.
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Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 193.
Bicycle manufacturing is another important industry in India. In a nation with
thousands of villages, poor roads, little gasoline, and very low wages, the
bicycle is an important means of transportation.

Grade 6, Learning About Cothitries and Societies, (TE),, American Book Co., Page 265.
Transportation by river cannot be used all year around in NigePla. The Niger
and Benue are only navigable during the rainy season. In the dry season, their
water levels drop and they become too shallow for boats. In the rainy season
some of the small rivers flow too fast for small boats to travel.on them in
safety.'

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), American Book Co., Page 325.
Such things as rainfall, and mountains and plateaus do not determine where people
live, but they do influence it. The same mountains and. rain forests that make
it difficult to live and work in Brazil's interior also make it difficult to
build roads and railroads there. Workmen and materials must be transported
inland to do the construction work. This makes it very expensive to build roads,
and railroads.

Grade 6, Learning About Countries and Societies, (TE), AMergyan Book Cp., Page 3.26.

There are other problems in ground transportation in Brazil beside high mountain's
and rugged plateaus. The many miles of railroads were,built.by different companies
and people did not coordinate in their building. Therefore, tracks are of
different sizes and trains cannot run freely from one area of the country to
another. ?

The airplane is one way in which to open the interior to large numbers of7people.
'Brazilla new capital built in the 1960's would 'not have been possible without
the airplane.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A. Senesh,
Pages 234 and 242.
The people of the world'are held together by a network of.transportation systems
that enables nations to divide labor and trade goods and services with each
other. Transportation systemS if misused can be a source of conflict and
destruction.

Grade 6, Our Working World: Regions of the World, (T), 2nd ed., S.R.A., Senesh',

Page 243.
The international division of labor is an outgrowth of each country's tendency
to produce what it is best able to produce by virtue of natural resources,
geographic 'location and politics. Better transportation allows for greater
movement of goods and leads to increased specialization. Paradoxically, al
good transportation sYstem also encourages the movements of rieaple to places
that offer thewlgreater opportunity to use their skills, and this offsets
the international division of labor.

4
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Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brown), (TE), 2nd ed.,

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 120.
Roads once built by Roman armies were used for transportation and trade. New

roads, as' well as bridges,-were built,to connect Roman cities with each other, and

with the surrounding farming and mining areas. 'Trade and transportation then,
helped keep the Roman empire together, and helped make Rome a great rich city.

Grade 6, The Social Sciences: Concepts and Values, (Brow), (TE), 2nd ed.,

'Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Page 215.,
Transportation is usually better in regions where cities are close to each other.

Grade 6, The Social Studies of Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 109.
Every society must decide what goods will be produced and how these goods will

be distributed.-

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 117.
Water transportation was used by most ancient societies to carry heavy loads

of such things as-cooper ore. Rivers were important means of transportation

within !many ancient civilizations. Lack of.rovys and bridges limited land

travel wftfi heavy loads.
A

rtacle6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page.265.
1RiVers were a major means of transporting goods in Europe from 1560 to 1800.
Man's ability to change his environment helped to improve transpOrtation.

Grade 6, Social Studies and Our World, (TE),'Laidla0,,Page 266.
Railroads helped to increase economic activity in Curope and America. Before

they were colonized, traditional societies relied upon the same means of

transportation as they had in ihe4ast.
a

Grade 6,,7he Social Studies and_ Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 385.

Industry depends heavily on both water and land, transportation. 'Since natural

resources,are unevenly distributed thrpughout the world, it is often necessary

for a country to transport a consistenesupply of raw materials from foreign

countries: ti

Grade ;6, The Social Studies and,Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page Y28.

Transportation is needed to supply city dweller's with the goods they need

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World; (TE), Laidlaw, Page T51.

Trade and communication among people increase cultural diffusiqn.-

Grade 6, The Social Studies and Our World, (TE), LaidlaW, Page T89.

TechnologiCal improvements in transportation foster economic growth .

Grade`rade 6, ThSocial Studies'and Our World, (TE), Laidlaw, Page 1117.

A nation must have adequate transportation facilities. Improvements in the

`systems of transportation must keep pace with the expansion of the economy.

5-17,
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Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 38.
At first, most of the Westerners who came to Southeast Asia wanted to obtain
spices. Soon, however; it was discovered that this region cpuld provide'
other valuable goods. Mines and plantations were establjshed, and roads and
railroads were built to carry products to port cities.where they could be
shipped to markets-overseas.

Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 118.
Thailand and the other countries of Southeast Asia need more good roads. Many

Of the roads these countries now have would be more useful if they were paved
for all-weather use. Some areas have no roads at all. Often, people in these
isolated places have to walk when they wish to travel somewhere, unless there

"'is a waterway nearby.

,-Grade 6, Southeast Asia, Fideler, Page 119.
Air travel is especially useful in a region like Southeast Asia where other
kinds of transportation are usually poor. Every country in Southeast Asia
is,served by, airlines, with planes that fly to most of the important cities.
However, very few people can afford to use these airlines:

Grade 6, Soviet Union, Fideler, Page 66.
In the Soviet Union, the subway stations ,look'alniost like palaces, forthey are
very large andldecorated with many paintings and statues.

Grade 6, Soviet Union,,Fideler, Page 126.
The Trans-Siberian Railroad is the only railroad which reaches across the .

eastern part of the Soviet Union. , There are no transcontinental highways,
in the Soviet Union. Northern shippinTroutesre open only during the
summer months. Thus, except for airways, the railroad is the only year-
round link between the Pacific Coast and the western part of the country.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE); Addison-Wesley, Page 88.,
-In the early 1800's, many canals were built in inland areas. These, together

with lakes and rivers, made a systeo of water highways.

' Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison - Wesley,, Page 89.

The first railroad in America began running in 1830. It carried passengers

between Baltimore and Ellicott City in Maryland--aAstahce of 13 miles. In

the next 50 years the railroads became the giants of transportation. Railroad

tracks crisscrossed the eastern states and stretched westOrard until they crossed

the entire continent. By 1890,, the iron roads were carrying:..moreassengers
and goods than the inland waterways.

Grade 6., The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 93. .

At the end of the day, city workers of the 1920's had a choice of ways to get

home. A few, businessmen rode in automobiles. Most people walked or used

public streetcars or buses. In the big cities? subways aid "el" trains rushed

along under or above the streets.. Many businessmen who could affordto had

moved away from the city. They.lived in nearby towns and took the train to

work: ,)
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Grade 6, The United-States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page'99.
Little by little in North America, transportation improved. New waterways
were built. The Erie Canal 'opened in 1825 made,it possible to ship goods
between the Great Lakes and the Hudson River. In time railroads spanned
both the United States:and Canada from east to west.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 103.
Often the magnet that draws a city's growth is a transportation route. Cities
have stretched out along highways; rivers, or.railrbad lines.' San Francisco
and its surrounding areas embrace a whole huge bay.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 106..
Starting with oceans and rivers, transportation helped build North America
cities. The cities in 'turn, developed more means of transportation.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada; (TE), ,Addison- Wesley, Page 108,
oats, trucks, trains and planes are all called cartiers. They all caf'ry goods
or people., But there is another kind of carrier thatis part of our.city-to-
,city teansportation:system.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 114.
No matter what he is making,-a manufacturerneeds transportation to bring the

craw materials to his factory. The transportation he needs to ship the.inished,
goods to market may be a different kind. In any case, he will tryto build
his 'factory near the transportation he needs. t

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 155
New York is a transportation center. It handles more exports and imports than-

any other city in Anglb-America. Its harbors, one of the best in the world,

has any miles of docks. Ships enter or leave the harbor about once every
10 minutes.

.0,

,Grade 6, The United States and-Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 214.
Chicago began as a place fOr, easy portage. It is still the center of transporta-

tion in this country. w Chicagq is an'important port. Ocean going ships as

Well as Great Lakes freighters dock there: It is also connected by canal with

the Mississippi River waterways, Chicago is a railroad center. Trains from

the East go only as far as Chicago. There passengers ;are transferred to another

railroad. The same thing happens with trains from the West.

'Grade The United States and Canada, (TE)1.AddiSon-Wesley, Page 216.

'Chicago is a-trucking center. :,Trucks from aleolt_everywhere can followgood
roads to .and from Chicago. Matey trucking Companies have their headquarters

4, in the city. Chicago-ha two busy airports. Because it is a transpOrtatfon

center, Chicago has attracted many businesses andindustries.

Grade 6,. The United Stategabd Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 224.
Aircraft and otherikindt of transportatidn equipment are made in Dallas.: They

,are used there, too,., The city is, one of the leading air transportation centers-

the,countr.Y. .

4C n e
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'Grade 6,,The United States and 'Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page274.
Los Angeles is a transportation center. Highways, railroads, and airlines
link Los Angeles with the rest of the United States. Its InternatiOnal
Airport also has many flights to and from other countries.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 284.
Honolulu is a major transportation center of the Pacific Qcean. Air and sea
routes from North America, Australia, New Zealand, and Asia pass through it.
It has come to be called the Crossroads of the Pacific.

Grade 6, The United States and Canada, (TE), Addison-Wesley, Page 318.
Partly because of its good transportation, Montreal has become the leading
induStrfal center `of Canada.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 40.
All through Western Europe barbarian kings tried to carve out small kingdoms.
But over most of the region, government had really fallen apart. Trade died
down. People ate, wore, and used what they or their close neighbors could
produce. The'Roman roads that had tied the empire together became almost
useless because no one'kept them in repair.

Grade 6, The Ways of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 73.
Today Western European cities are jammed with cars trying to get through
narrow streets that were built hundreds of years ago for carts and wagons
drawn by horses. Superhighways are being built between important cities
to handle the growing automobile traffic.

Grade 6, The Ways_ of Man, (TE), Macmillan, Page 318.

t. The British contributed in many ways to establishing a framework for modern
India. Railroads tied together many parts of the country. Post office and

telegraph systems were introduced. Canals expanded existing irrigation
syttems.
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